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was not shewn that the ordinary
course of liquidation would not prejudice a secured judgment
creditor who, before the presentation of the winding-up petition,
had in execution of a judgment attached the property specially
mortgaged to him and declared executable by the Court, a
winding-up order was made but it was ordered that the property
attached should not vest in the liquidator, and that the liquiCourt in vacation.

it

dation should proceed without prejudice to the execution sale.
Under the 354th Rule of Court, promulgated by Government

Notice No. 179 of 1883, one Judge of the High Court, sitting iu
vacation on a day appointed by the Court during the previous
term, can exercise all the powers and juvisJiction of the Court.
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all

applications for shares

The prospectus having stated that
must be accompanied by the first in-

stalment of the purchase money, and

it

having been proved

some instances applications had been received and shares
allotted without such payment
Held, that this was not such a
misrepresentation as to entitle a shareholder, who had duly paid
that in

:
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his application money, to the rescission of his contract.
The
application money having been paid by a cheque dra^vn in the
defendant's favour, and endorsed by him, and which there were
fimds to meet both on the date of payment and for some time

afterwards, but which

was ultimately dishonoured owing

failure of the plaintiffs to present it

timeously

:

to the

— Held, that the

defendant could not be compelled to make good the loss of this
amount, which was occasioned by the negligence of the plain-

The alleged misrepresentations on which the defendant
having been brought to his notice shortly after the contract to take shares was made, and he having taken no steps
in the matter till two years afterwards, when he had been sued
tiffs.

relied

on the contract

:

Semble, that even
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the misrepresentations had

originally furnished a good ground of defence, the defendant
would have been estopped from raising it by the presumption of
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Held, that the defendant was not compelled by reason of
this order to pay certain arrear licence money due from the
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Preston and Dixon vs. Trustee of Biden
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Trespass.
Damages.
having brought two actions against P., the latter
proceeded to leave the Colony, after being examined on comH., having failed to obtain
mission, shortly before the trial.
security, caused P. to be arrested, but the writ was subsequently set aside. P. brought an action for malicious arrest
and trespass. Held, on the facts, that there was no evidence of
malice, but that, the writ having been set aside, the arrest
Costs.
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amounted
recover
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to a trespass, for which the plaintiff was entitled to
but that the circumstances were such as to justify
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trustee.—Misconduct.—

certain creditors of an insolvent estate sought to set

aside the election of the trustee on various grounds, of which
the only one seriously pressed was an allegation of misconduct,

and the alleged misconduct was that the

trustee's report failed

to sufficiently disclose the nature of certain transactions

between

the insolvent and various creditors, which required investigation, and also that the trustee had been guilty of neglect in
not applying for a commission to examine certain witnesses as
the Court, finding no proof
directed at a meeting of creditors
of mala fides in the conduct of the trustee in the matters com;

plained

of,

Company
2.

Goldschmidt and

refused to set aside his election.

vs.

Page

..

§§ 8, 44, 100, 109,

—

..

..

111.— See Insolvency

..

(2)

..

..

99

,.

.,

134

..
..
§§4,12,17,30. See Compulsory Sequestration
Ordinances 10 of 1874 and 15 of 1879, G.W.— See Interdict (3)
..
Ord, 24, 1874, G,W,, § 4.— See Act 27, 1882, §§ 5 and 9 ..
Ordinances 16, 1879, G.W., § 51, and 19, 1880, G.W., §§ 5 and
Holder of
11.
Contravention of Wine and Spirits Ordinances.

3.

—

licence.

— Trustee of insolvent

holder of a licence to

sell

licencce.

—
— Where an insolvent, the

wines, &c.,

left his

licensed I'vemiH'H

140
154
189

Xll

in the han-is of his trustee,

who continued

the business but did

not procure a transfer of the licence into liis own name, and
thereafter an illicit sale of spirits took place at the premises by
a servant in charge
Held, that the insolvent was not respon:

sible for

such

—

illicit sale.

vs.

Queen

Naiget

..

,.

.,

63

—

Pactum de non Petendo. See Provisional Sentence (4 and 8) 39, 150
Paktnebship. Adoption hy imrtnersMp of contract of previous
Association for the purpose of forming a
oivner of business.
Company. Holding out and giving credit. Quasi partners.
T., a manuLiability for goods supplied to inchoate Company.
facturer of aerated waters, &c., ordered a soda-water machine
from M. & Co. Previous to the delivery of the machine, he
agreed with F. & W. to sell his business to a joint-stock Company of which F. and W. were promoters and in which T. was
T. then retired from the
to receive a large number of shares.
management of the business, which was carried on in his
M. & Co. were informed by both T. and F,
absence by F.
of the intended formation of the Company, and supplied the
machine, and other goods afterwards ordered for the business,
debiting the Company, which however they knew had not then

—
—

—

—

The attempt

been formed, in their books.

W.

fallen through,

—

—

to form a

Com-

took no part in the

management
of the business, which was carried on by F., acting to some extent
under instructions from T., wlio was still absent and who had
The orders to M. & Co.
never transferred the property.
pany having

were received from an agent of F., and ratified by him. T. also
corresponded with M. & Co., on the subject of the business,
of which he afterwards resumed possession and attempted to
effect a sale, the proceeds of which were to be divided between

W.

him and F. F., T. and
subsequently disclaimed any responsibility, either jointly or severally, fi-r the goods supplied,
and M. and Co. sued them as partners. Held, that there
was no evidence of partnership against \V,, who was therefore
absolved from the instance
but that the facts disclosed and
;

amounted

to a partnership for the purpose of carrying on the
business between F. and T., who were therefore jointly liable

for the

and

..

Dunn & Comi)avy

Mackie

goods supplied.

otlitrs

..

..

..

Payment OF Application Money. — See

—

..

vs.

..

Joint-stock

..

Company

TiUey
..

(3)

Pehegkinus.- See Arrest
..
..
..
..
..
,.
Plea of Guilty, effect of. See Ordinance Xo, 72, § 29
..
Set olj and counterclaim.
1. Pleading.
Bules of
Exception.
Court if 1880.
Action hy coach 2'>''>2"'^^^"^'^
Negligence.

—

—

—

—

—

against guard for danniges
to negligifnce of the latter.

—alleged
-Where

sum for Avages due and moneys
a counterclaim lor certain
to disburse

to the

—

to

have been sustained owing

a plaintiff claimed a certain
advanced and the defendants set up

moneys which they had been compelled

—

nlkg^d negligence of the plaintiff:
Held, that the deleiidanls were entitled to jilead the amount of

owing

77
172
55

187

Xlll
PAGE
of partial set-off to the plaintiff's
to tender for the balance of his claim.
In an

their counterclaim

by way

demand, and
action for damages alleged to have been sustained by the proprietors of a coach owing to the negligence of a guard in their
employ: Eeld, on the facts, that while there was evidence of
negligence on the jiart of the proprietors whereby they might
have been liable in damages to third parties, negligence on the
Eofmtyr vs. Kruger
part of the guard had not been proved.

—

and

Verster

..

..

—

..

..

..

..

..

..

— Beference inplea
— Issuable
— Claim
togeneral conditions of contract annexed.
plea.
in reconvention. — In an action on a contract the defendant's plea
Building contract.

2.

8

Architect'' s certificate.

should state specifically the portions of the contract on which he
relies, and should explicitly allege the breach or non-performance

A

of the same.

plea of set-off, if defective through being vague
is not cured by a more explicit statement of the

and embarrassing,

nature of the alleged set-off contained in a claim in reconvention.
An order to plead issuably does not debar a defendant

from setting up a counterclaim arising out of the contract on
which the plaintiff sues. Bark ws. Bank of Africa
..
..
Pleadings in Magistkate's Court, amendment of. Act 20,
1856, §§ 33 and 50, and Schedule B., Bules 10, 28, 31, 33.—An

—

66

action having been brought in a Magistrate's Court against K.,
"
Manager of the L. and S. A. Company," and the summons

having

been

"Manager"

amended

of the words

by the insertion
"in his capacity

the word
and judgment

before
as,"

—

Held,
having thereupon been given against the Company
that it was incompetent for K. in his private capacity to appeal
:

An appeal against the same judgagainst the said judgment.
ment having then been brought by the defendant Company
:

Held, that as the defendant had not appeared at the

trial

—

the

judgment was necessarily provisional in its nature, and not a
final judgment ; and there was therefore no right of appeal
Kilgour vs. Lotz. London and South African
against it.
..
..
..
Exploration Company, Limited, vs. Lotz
Powers of Pieceiver under English Liquidation.— Sec Insol-

—

..
vency (1) ..
OF Mining Board.

..

..

— Sec Interdict (3)

,,

..

..

..

..

..

..

Preparatory Examination.— See Act 3, 1861, § 29
..
..
Proclamations 71 of 1871 and 8 of 1880, G.W.— See Interdict (3)
Proof of Previous Convictions. Act 17, 1874, § 6, and Act 21,
The proof of previous convictiuns before judgment,
1876, § 5.

—

—

14
17

154
193
154

though a serious irregularity, does not necessarily involve the
The attention of IMagistrates
quashing of the conviction.
directed

to the necessity of all sentences of lashes

firmed on review

liams

..

before being carried out.
..

..

..

Prospectus.— See Joint-stock Company (3)
I.

Provisional Sentence.

—

being convs. Wil-

Queen

,.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

Act 23, 1861, §§ 2
against itidividttal p/niners on ddtt of firm.
sentence be obtained on a [>ri>inissory note

aud 5.— Action

— Can
purj

pruvisional

.n'tiu'j;

to

bf

186
172

XIV
PAGE

endorsed on behalf of a joint-stock company, but omitting the
word " Limited " as the last word of the company's name ? [Not
If a promissory note is made or endorsed by a firm,
the firm and not the individual partners should in the first
instance be sued on the note.
Bank of Africa vs. Kimberlcy

decided.']

Mining Board and
2.

of hfrs

— Liability

..

..

— Custom

..

..

—

..

12

B.,
of Bankers.
the manager of a bank, applied for provisional sentence on a
promissory note endorsed by K. in blank. K., at the time both
Set-off.

of endorser.

of the dishonour of the note

had funds

in the

bank

and

of the action being brought,
meet his liability on the

sufficient to

Held, that B. should not have sued K., but should have
debited his account with the amount due by him on the note.

note.

Ball
3.

4.

-vs.

..

Keefer

assignment.

..

..

..

—

..

..

quently obtained judgment and attached part of the estate.
Held, that, there having been a breach of the conditions of the
assignment, it was no longer operative, and afforded no defence
to a claim for provisional sentence by one of the creditors who
..
was a party to the deed. Harvey vs. Craivford
..
Pactum de non pefendo. Provisional sentence granted on
certain promissory notes, where the defendants set up an oral
agreement to give time alleged to have been made before or at
the time of the making of the notes sued upon, and where the
plaintiffs alleged that such agreement was conditional upon the
consent of all the creditors being given, and all had not

—

The grounds

consented.

27

Tarry

—

—

31

of defence to claims for provisional

& Company vs. South West Diamond
..
..
..
..
..
Mining Company, Limited
Summons. Description of defendant. Fraud of endorser.
Bona fide holder for value. A promissory note made by 0.
in favour of T. or order, and by T. and S. endorsed in blank,
was previous to maturity passed by S. to a Bank as collateral
sentence discussed.

5.

..

— Breach

A debtor,
of conditions.
having assigned his estate for the benefit of his creditors,
omitted, contrary to the provisions of the deed of assignment, to
schedule the claims of certain creditors, one of whom subseDeed of

—

—

39

security for an overdraft and other liabilities of S. to the Bank.
It was alleged that at this time S. was a fraudulent holder of

was under obligation to return it to the maker,
he had already received payment. The Bank
after dishonour sued the maker.
Held, that the plaintiff,
having had no notice of the alleged transactions between 0. and
the note and

from

S.,

whom

was

entitled to provisional sentence.
The description of a
initial in lieu of her second Christian name,

defendant by an
followed by the

full description of

was married out

of

to vitiate a

Gito
6.

community,

summons
..

..

—

is

her husband, to

for provisional sentence.
..

..

whom

she

not such a misdescription as
..

Dell, N.O., v?.
..

..

..

Endorsement. Provisional sentence refused on a promissory
note on an uncontradicted allegation by the defendant that on
the dishonour of the note he had passed and subsequently paid
a renewal thereof with the knowledge and consoit of the then

53

XV
PAGE

holder of the original note, whose trustees now sued, and who
had been connected in business with the payee of the later
If a note payable to order is endorsed by the payee in
note.
it is not necessary, in a summons against the maker for
provisional sentence, to set out in full all subsequent similar
..
Trustees of Gates vs. Le Boux
..
endorsements.

blank,

Deed of assignment.

7.

disclose lialilities.

— Covenant

not

sue.

to

— Where a debtor assigned

— Omission

122

to

his estate to his

principal creditors, who, in consideration inter alia of a full
disclosure in a schedule annexed to the deed of all the debtor's

agreed to work out the estate and covenanted not to
sue the debtor for the amount due to them, and the debtor

liabilities,

—

omitted to include certain liabilities in the schedule
Hdd,
that the assignees were entitled to provisional sentence on
certain promissory notes made in their favour by the assignor
:

previous to the execution of the deed, and that they were not
debarred from this remedy by the circumstance that they had
subsequently endeavoured to compromise with the creditors

whose claims had not been
vs.
8.

Rintel

..

..

disclosed.
..

..

Dreyfas and Company
..

..

—

..

..

—

125

Irregular Service of Summons.
Giving of time, Pactum
de non iMendo. Novation.
Discharge of endorser by election

—

to

charge

maker.

—
— Provisional

sentence

refused

against

the

of certain promissory notes, who had not been served
with a true copy of the original summons, the copy served fail-

maker

ing to disclose the signature of the Registrar, and the name of
the plaintiff's attorney.
Provisional sentence granted against
the endorser of the same notes, notwithstanding allegations that

the holder had elected to charge the maker only and that there
had been a novation of contract as between him and the
endorser,
affidavits.

such

not

allegations

Banh

being

substantiated

of Africa vs. Kirnherley

Oem Diamond Mining Company,

by the
Mining Board and

Limited

—

..

..

..

Reasonable Advertiskmext. See Sheriff's Sale (1)
..
.,
Receiver and Manager, appointment of. See Bankruptcy Act,
1869(1)
Reference in Plea to General Conditions of Contract
Annexed. See Pleading (2)
..
..
..
..
..
1. Remittal by Crown Prosecutor under Libel Act,
1882.
See Act 46, 18c^2
2.
ON New Charge, effect of. See Act 3, 1S61 ..
..

—

—

—

—

Removal of Trustee.— See Ord. 6, 1843 (1)
1. Rule OF Court, No. 8.
See Malicious Arrest

—

2.
3.
4.

i'lULis

—
—

Skiu red Creditor.
Secured Jcdoment

— See

-loiiit-stock

<

1

06

191

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

8

— Sec Joint-stock Compain- (1)
Ci;edtt<ir.

149

193
99
Ill
166
140
162

..

No. 105-113.— See Slieriff's Sale (2)
Nu. 148. See Compulsory Sequestration
No. 354. See Joint-stock Compauy (2)
OK Court of ISSO.— See Pleading (1)

150

'oiii|>anv

..

..

('_')

..

..

61

..

1C2

XVI
Set-off.— See Provisional Sentence (2)
,.
Set-off and Counterclaim. See Pleading (1)
Shareholder's Petition. See Winding-up Order

—

1.

Sheriff's Sale.

— An

..

.,

..

..

..

..

27
8

..

..

..

1G9

—
— Beasonahle advertisement. — Judgment creditor.

execution sale was duly advertised but postponed owing

to a rule nisi having been granted for an interim interdict.
The rule having been discharged, the Deputy Sheriff adver-

on Dec. 3 that the

tised

sufficient

sale

the advertisement

Held, that

notice of the sale.

would take place on Dec. 5.
was in the circumstances a

2.

Irregularities by

Deputy

valuation

—

Costs.

tion
sale,

and

Fireyfus

N.O
Sheriff.

attached.

property
— of
Where the Deputy

Co. vs.

Ccrnivall,

— Bides

149

..

— Conditions of

and

sale

105-113.

of Court,

Sheriff, after obtaining a valua-

on oath of property attached, with a view to an execution
subsequently, without consulting the parties interested in

the sale of the property, obtained other informal opinions as to
its value, in consequence of which he lowered his reserve and

more than one-third of the amount
sworn valuation and where he also at the time of the
added certain verbal conditions varying from those con-

sold the property for little

of the
sale

;

the Court refused to
ill the published advertisement
confirm the sale and ordered the Deputy Sheriff to pay the
tained

costs

;

of

the

Cornwall,

application.

..
..
Dreyfus and Company
Sittings of High Court in Vacation.

pany (2)
Slander of Title.

— See Interdict

— See

..

Joint-stock

..

5 and 9

i:§

— See Provisional Sentence (5)
Trespass. — See Malicious Arrest
Trustee of Insolvent Licencee. — See Ordinances
Summons.

..

..

..

..

..

1.

2.

and 19 of 1880, G.W
Removal of.~See Ord. 6

Winding-up Order.

—An

— Art 12,

others

..

..

(3)

Splitting Charges.— See Act 27, 1882,

and

N.O.,
..

vs.

IGG

..

Com102
154

..

.,

..*

..

..

..

..

..Ill

189
53

16 of 1879

03
of

1843 (1)

1868, §§ 2-4.

99

—

Shareholder'' s petition

.

winding-up order, under sect. 3, sul>sect. 1 of Act 12 of 1868, refused, on the ground that the
petition did not state that the alleged judgment-debt remained
unsecured as well as unpaid, or tliat it had remained unsatisfied
application for a

without the consent of the judgment

creditor.

A

subsequent

presented by tlie holder of fully paid-up shares
refused, on the ground that as he alleged the inability of the
Company to pay its debts, he had no interest in the matter,
petition

there being

available

no probability of a

for

distribution

among

in the liquidation
In re
shareholders.

suri)lus

the

Stand"rd Diamond Mining Company, Limited
Winding-up Petition. See Joint-stock Company (2)
Wine and Spirits Ordinances, G.W., Contravention
Ordinances 10 of 1879 and 19 of 1880, G

—

.

W

..

..

..

..

of.

— See

109
162
03

CASES DECIDED
IN

THE

HIGH COUET OF GEIQUALAND.
VOL. II.-PART
Ross, Priest,

Bankruptcy

and Page

vs.

—

Saber Brothers.

—Appointment

of receiver
Effect of liquidation proceedings under

Act, 1869, sect. 74.

and manager.

I.

English Act on colonial

assets.

Under sect. 74 of the English Banhruptcij Act, 1869 (32 &
33 Vict. cap.. 71) the Courts of this Colomj having insolvency jimsdiction will act in aid of and he auxiliary to the
London Bankruptcy Court ; and, on an order and request
of that Court seeking such aid, ivill recognise the appointment hy the said Court of a receiver and manager of the
business of a firm carrying on business in

London and

the

Cape Colony.
This was an application for the appointment of a Eeceiver
and Manager of the business of the firm of Saber Brothers,

merchants of London and Kimberley, and

might seem meet.

for

such other and

The

applicants, a firm
of accountants at Kimberley, set forth in their petition that
the respondent firm liad presented a petition to the London
further relief as

Court of Bankruptcy for an order for liquidation by arrangein terms of the Baukniptcy Act. 18G9.
'^riiereafter,

ment

on August

1st,

the said Court, on the application of

\m.. II.— Part T.-(;.\V.

tlio said
P,

i-^^''.

,.

i^-

and J'aur
Saber

I'.s.

liros.

2
1883.

Sept

10.

„

18.

^nd%SlVs'.
Saber Bros.

had appointed Mr. A. 0. Miles, Chartered Accountant
of the City of London, receiver and manager of the business
of tlie said firm for the benefit of the creditors, and ordered
firm,

him to take possession thereof; thereafter, on the same day,
on the application of the said firm and the said Miles for
an order and request under section 74 of the said Act, and
on reading the affidavits of Joseph Saber and the said A. O.

—

"
had made the following order
That
aid be sought from the Colonial Courts in South Africa and
this Court doth hereby request the said Courts and especially
such Courts as have Insolvency and Bankruptcy jurisdiction
to act in aid of and be auxiliary to this Court for the

Miles, the said Court

:

purpose of recognising the appointment of A. 0. Miles as
receiver and manager of the business of the above named
debtors and generally to exercise the like jurisdiction which
this Court could exercise in regard to similar matters within

the said Court's jurisdiction."

The

applicants

had been

duly authorised by the said Eeceiver in terms of this order
to apply to this Court for relief.
They represented a very
large proportion of the creditors of the firm, and in the
interest of the estate it was necessary that a receiver and
manager should be appointed for the Kimberley business of

the firm, to aid the receiver appointed by the Court of
Bankruptcy and to assist in carrying out the order of that

The original orders of the London Court and a
Court.
special power of attorney given by Miles to Eoss, a partner
in the applicants' firm, were put in.
Levey, on belialf of the respondents, said he was instructed
matter in the hands of the Court.

to leave the

Forster (with him Solomon), in support of the application,
to the English Bankruptcy Act, 18G9, sect. 74,
in terms of which the order and request had been made by
referred

the Loudon Court.

He

contended that under this order a

receiver should be appointed for the Colonial business ; as
to the coustrnetion of the section he referred to hi re

He also cited Burge on Colonial
Vauglian, 6 Ch. D. S50.
and Foreign Laics, iii. 904, 906, 913, and the judgment of
Lord Loughborough in Sill vs. Worswick, 1 H. Bl. 665, with
other cases mentioned by Burge, uhi supra.

Laurence,

J.

:

— If the English creditors of a firm trading

on the estate to obtain
an order irom the London Court, would the assets of the
at

just sufficient claim

Kimberley bad

by reason of that order

Colonial business be attached

so.

:

difficulty

:

feels

would perhaps have been removed had the firm been adjudicated insolvent at present we do not know what is the
;

position of the Colonial firm

;

has been given against them

this morning.

Forster said

it

judgment

was extremely

for

a large amount

difficult to find authorities

in support of his contention and actually bearing on the
No direct authority as to the operation
point in question.

and

effect of section 74,

under circumstances like the present,

could be found in the books.

Buchanan,
the

first

J.P.

:

— Speaking from memory, I think this

is

application of the kind in the Colony.

Forster

:

— In

this

Colony

;

neither have I been able to

any case under the section in the reports of the Colony
of Victoria I cannot say as to the other Colonies.
The
find

;

principle of the English Bankruptcy Law is that the London
Court, through its trustee, could attach all property in a

bankrupt estate wherever situated,

—

Then the Colonial creditors would be
Laueence, J.
bound for their own protection to inquire into the state of
:

the affairs of the
Forster

:

—

home

It is tlie

firm ?

duty of

creditors,

where a business

is

on at two places, to ascertain its stability l)eforo
doing business with it. In the absence of any Colonial
enactment to tlie contrary, or of any creditors opposing wlio
carried

luid got a
preferent lien, he submitted that the Court
bound to give effect to tlic order of tlie London Court.

Buchanan,
is

J.P. :_'JMiere

is

nothing to shew

tliat

was

the firm

insolvent here.
15

„

18.

^°fi,rgt^*
Saber Bros.

?

—I am prepared to go so far as to say
which the Court
Buchanan, J.P. — The
Forster

1883.
Sept. 10.

L'

1883.
Sept. 10.

"_J^-

Forster

:

—No

it is

;
'

clear that the section was inserted in

order to avoid two sequestrations in a case of this kind.

Koss, lYiest,

Saber Bros.'

pay
as

—The

local asscts might be sufficient to
and yet if the Court appoints a receiver
agent of the London creditors, the local creditors might

Laurence,

J.

20s. in the

obtain very

:

£

;

little.

Forster contended that the local creditors,

had no

locus standi to

if

oppose this application.

unsecured,

There was

nothing to shew that a Colonial adjudication was necessa»'y.
He referred to Ellis vs. McHenrij, L. E. 6 C. P. 228, Bartfe^j
(N.S.) 471

Q. B., 352 the Amalia, 1 Wooxq P. C. C.
on
Story
Conflict of Lmvs, sect. 403 and following

30 L.

vs. Eod(/es,
;

J.,

;

sections.

Cur. adv. vuU.

Postea (Sept. 18)

:—

—This

is an
application of considerable importance, and so far as I am aware of entire novelty
so far at all events as tlie Courts of this Colony are concei-ned.
In view of the probability of further applications being

Buchanan,

J.P., said

:

made, should the English liquidation proceedings

in

the

case of this firm be continued, it appears to me desirable at
the present stage of the case to say as little as possible,
especially as the matter has hitherto been before us only so
to speak ex parte. The application is for the appointment of a
Receiver and ]\Tanager of the business of Messrs. Saber

Brothers, a firm carrying on business at London and Kimberley, and also for such further and other relief as the case
It appears however that a Receiver and
has
Manager
already been appointed by the London Coui-t
and the order and request under section 74 of the English

may

require.

;

Bankruptcy Act, under which this application is made, is in
.effect for the recognition by this Court of that appointment.
This recognition I think, as a matter of comity, in the
absence of any authorities to the contrary, wo are bound to
give but I do not think that at present it is necessary or
;

advisable to

make anv

further order.

The Court

will there-

"
order that This Court, acting in aid of and as
auxiliary to the London Court of Bankruptcy, hereby recognises the appointment of Mr. A. O. Miles as Receiver and
fore

make an

of the business of Messrs. Saber Brothers, carrying
on business at London and Kimberley."

Manager

—In

this case I had prepared a written
with the various important points
dealing
fully
judgment
raised by the argument of counsel on behalf of the applicants,

Laurence,

J.

:

but on further reflection there appear to be circumstances in
this case, especially as the matter has hitherto been before
us only ex parte, which render it expedient for me not to
deliver that judgment, at all events at present, but simply
to express my concurrence in the order which has been

made. That order will leave it open to the applicants to
take such steps with regard to this estate, under the power
of

attorney received from

Mr. Miles, as they

may

be

advised, (a) (h)
[Applicants' Attorneys,

Guaham &

CJilbicrt.]

Preston and Dixon

vs.

Trustee of Bid en.

High Court in respect of judgment of Court
of Appeal. Act 5, 1879, sec^. IQ.— Liability for arrear
licences on claims.
Effect of order to transfer.

Jurisdiction of

—

—

Court has jurisdiction to enforce a judgment of the
Court of Appeal reversing the judgment of the High

Tlie Iligh

Court.
It

having heen decided

name of
and

the

tliat

certain claims registered in the

the defendant were the property

defendant having heen ordered

transfer of the same:

— Held,

tliat

compelled by reason of this order

to

of
give

tJie
tlie

plaintiffs,
plaintifft:

the defendant
to

pay

was not

certain arrear

{a) [See al^o Miles {Rtcciver of tinhtr Bros.) vs. Bcjiufij ShcrijJ
CiijKi (if
(/*)

Good

The

Ji>iir,:i_i],

IIo[ie BdiiL-, infra,

jiulmueiit here

\v[.

i.,

I'ait iii.

]i.

referred

17.

tu

— Kd.]

will be

tbuiul

in

t'u'

(Vy,,

und
I.aio

gept^^io.
^ ^•

^^^141^^1'.
^^^'^ ^'"^^

licence

money due from the owners of the claims and payand without payment of which transfer could

able by them,

not he effected in the

13.

"^Uxonvf^
Trustee of Biden.

of the Begistrar of Claims.

This was an application calling upon the defendant to shew
why he had not satisfied the Judgment of the Court

1883.

"

office

cause

of Appeal, in appeal from this Court, in a case between the

game

and why he should not be committed for
contempt of Court for his failure to do so, and be ordered to
pay the costs of this application de bonis propriis. Mr. H. S.
parties,

Caldecott, attorney for the applicants, stated in his affidavit
had written to the respondent requesting him to

that he

claims to the applicants, in terms of the

transfer certain

order of the Court of Appeal, but had received no reply to
his letter, and. the said judgment still remained wholly

To this the respondent replied that he had
never refused to transfer the claims in question, but it was
unsatisfied.

impossible for him to do so inasmuch as the applicants
contended that the arrear licence money due thereon, and

which had to be paid before transfer could be effected, was
payable by him, which he denied, and he believed proceed-

would be instituted for the purpose of deciding the
question of liability, and till this was done it was impossible

ings
to

comply with the

order.

Forster, for the respondent, took a preliminary objection
that this Court had no jurisdiction to entertain an applica-

tion for committal for contempt in disobeying an order of
the Court of Appeal, or otherwise to deal with any application
in respect to an order of that Court,

Hoshjns, C.P. (with him Lange), for the applicants, replied
that the order of the Court of Appeal now stood in the place
of the

original

judgment of

this

Court, which had been

The

case was parallel to that of a judgment of
reversed.
this Court reversing that of a Magistrate, as to which the

Rule was clear; section 39 of Schedule
Tennanfs Bides of Court, 313.

Laurence,

J.

:

of the respondent
lias

B

— Surely the application
is

not insisted on

?

Is

it

to

Act

for the

20, 1856,

committal

not clear that he

acted in the bona fide belief that the position he took up

was legally justified, and that there has been at all events
no wilful contempt of the order of the Court of Appeal ?

^issa.
i^.
"_

Preston and

Hoshjns, C.P., said after that expression of opinion he
in which the

would withdraw tlie portion of the motion
committal of the respondent was applied for.
Forster referred to Act 5, 1879, sect. 16, as

ment

of

judgments

of the Court of

Posfea (Sept. 13),

to the enforce-

Appeal by that Court.

—

The Court overruled the preliminary objection to the
jurisdiction, holding that the judgment of the Court of
Appeal now stood in the same i3osition as an original judgment
and that there

nothing in section 16 of
Act 5, 1879, to prevent this Court from enforcing the same.
HoskynSy C.P., then argued that the order of the Court was

of this Court,

w-as

The respondent was bound to transfer these claims,
and must therefore do everything necessary thereto, including
absolute.

the payment of the arrear licence money. He referred to
Boclger vs. Comi^toir d'Escomj^te cle Paris, 1 Moore P. C. C.
(N.S.) 314.
Forster, for the respondent,

was not called upon.

The Court

dismissed the application, with costs, it not
being shewn that the respondent luul refused to carry out
the order of the Court of Appeal, or that there was any
obligation on

him

to

pay the arrear

licences.

The

licences

were equivalent to a sort of rent-charge on the claims, wliicli
had been held by the Court of Appeal to have belonged all
along to the applicants, and it was therefore for them, as the
owners, to bear the burden of such charges. It might be

argued that the applicants were entitled to damages for the
retention of their property by the respondent; but the claim
for damage had been before the Court of
Appeal, which had
refused to give efiect to it.
There was no reason to suppose
that there would be any refusal on the part of the respondent
to give transfer as soon as the applicants, by
paying the
arrears due from them, put him in a position to do so.
~1
TApplicaiits' Attorneys, Stow & Cai.decott.
L Ucspuadi'iil's

Attorni'ys,

Guaiiam &

(iiLUKi:!,

J

Trustce""f Biden.

HOFMEYR

VS.

—

KrUGER AND VeRSTER.

—

—

Rules
Pleading. Exception.
Set-off and counter-claim.
of Court of 1880. Negligence. Action hy coach pro-

—

—

prietors against

guard for damages sustained owing

to

negligence of the latter.
'plaintiff claimed a certain sum for ivages due and
moneys advanced and the defendants set up a counter-

Where a

claim for certain moneys ivhich they had been compelled to
disburse owing to the alleged negligence of the plaintiff:
Held, that the defendants were entitled to plead the

—

amount of
to

of

their counter-claim hy

the plaintiff's
his claim.

demand, and

In an action for damages alleged
proprietors of a coach owing

—

to

to

way of partial set-off
tender for the balance

have been sustained by the

to the

negligence of a

guard

in their employ :
Held, on the facts, that tvhile there was
evidence of negligence on the part of the proprietors tvhereby
they might have been liable in

negligence on the part of the
1883.

T

In this action the

plaintiff,

damages to third parties,
guard had not been proved.

a guard in the employ of the
sum of

25.'

defendants, a firm of coach proprietors, claimed the

28.'

£140

"

Hofmeyrts.
verster.

15s. 6d for salary due and moneys advanced on account
The defendants admitted the claim, but
of the defendants.
or
on
about February 12tb, 1883, while the
that
pleaded

plaintiff was in charge of the defendants' coach and horses
in Kimberley, he left them unattended and the horses ran

away, and damage was done to the amount in all of
£58 13s. On another occasion a certain case of ostrich
feathers in charge of the defendants was lost owing to the
negligence of the plaintiff, and the defendants had been

compelled to pay the owner the sum of £46, being the value
The defendants claimed to set off these
of the said case.
sums, amounting together to £104
claim, and tendered the balance.

sum

of £1 04 13s. in reconvention.

the plea on the ground that

it

against the plaintiff's
They also claimed the

13s.,

The

plaintiff excepted to

was incompetent

to plead

an

9

unliquidated claim for damages by way of set off or compensation against a debt or liquid demand. He replied over,
joining issue, and further specially replied that the tender
made was insufficient, and also that subsequently to the

alleged acts of negligence now complained of the defendants,
in consideration of further services rendered by the plaintiff
at their request,

had waived any claim they might have had

against the plaintiff for damages in respect thereof, and had
agreed to pay him the full amount due to him without any

In his plea to the claim in reconvention the
denied
that the coach accident had occurred, or the
plaintiff
case of ostrich feathers been lost, through any negligence on

deduction.

his part, and pleaded that the defendants were not legally
liable for any sums they might have expended in respect of

these matters, as there

had been no negligence, and further

contended that, if they were so bound, they could not under
the circumstances recover the same from him. He also
repeated and relied on the allegation in his replication of a
subsequent agreement and admission by the defendants of
their

liability

for

the sums

now claimed by him.

The

defendants joined issue on the exception, replication and
plea in reconvention. The exception came on for argument

on September 13th.
Hoshjns, C.P., in support of the exception, argued that it
was incompetent to set off an unliquidated claim for damages
against an admitted liquidated claim Van der Linden, Til ;
Pothier, ii. 113.
By the Eoman law mutual debts were
;

extinguished by compensatio, while by the English law there
a set off' and claim for the balance
Cunningliam and Mat-

is

;

tinsons Precedents, 72

Judicature Act, Order xix. liule 3.
This however had never been enacted here, and our law on
;

the point was clear as laid down by

—

Van der Linden.

It is admitted that the defendants' chiini
Forster, contra :
can be set up in reconvention, but not it is said as a plea.

But

in matters of pleadings the Courts of this Colony follow
the practice at Westminster (Charter of Justice, sect. 40)
and not the old Dutch i)ractice.
It has been customary

in our Courts to set u[) in reconvention illiquid claims for
damages, and at the same time to claim to bo allowctl to sot

gg^^f^^g
25.
«

»

^s.

^"^L'^erlnd'
Verster.

10
1883.
Sept. 13.

"

25.
28.

'j

""n™ormd

vS."

...

the same in convention Buchanan's Precedents, 149, 196.
Under the new Rules of Court the pleadings in an action
should be so drawn as to determine " the real question or

off

;
'

"

Rule 10 (a)
between the parties
of Marcli 1880, Tennanfs Ed. [334]. It is further submitted
that the claims of both parties are in this case sufficiently
liquidated to be capable according to Van der Linden of
<3uestions in controversy

mutual

;

set off.

Hoshjns, C.P., in reply
set off against

:

— Unliquidated damages cannot be

an admitted debt.
J.P., referred to Voet, xvi. 2,

Buchanan,

12 and

v. 1, 78.

HosJcyns, C.P., cited Grotius iii. 4, 10 ; Cod. 4, 31, 14, 1 ;
Voei, xvi. 2, 17 ; Bell's Commentaries on the Law of Scot-

land,

ii.

122.

referred, to is

does not

As

to Voet, xvi. 2, 12, 1, comiicnsatio there
apparently in the setting off of judgments, and

mean

Buchanan,

a set

J.P.

:

off in

— The

pleadings.
old authorities

which admit of compensatio or

as

set off are

to

the cases

perhaps not in

entire agreement, some writers requiring a greater and more
absolute liquidity in the nature of the debt to be set off,
while others like Voet are apparently inclined to extend the

I think, however,
cases in which compeusatio is pleadable.
so far as the present case is concerned, that the claim of the

defendants

is

"

liquidation
and that this

"
of a nature
sufjicieutly capable of immediate
to entitle them to plead it by way of a set off ;

is a case in which the Court will be carrying
out the spirit of our new Rules of Court, by which it was
clearly intended to follow the English practice and provide
for the determination, whenever practicable, in a single

action, of all the matters in controversy between tlic parties,
by allowing the pleadings to stand, and leaving the various

matters in issue to be decided at the

must therefore be overruled, with

trial.

The exception

costs.

—

I concur.
The defendants admit the
Laurence, J.
amount of the plaintiff's claim, which is partly for moneys
:

expended on their account

;

therefore

if

they

weic not

11

allowed to plead in set off their own eonnter-claim, which is
for moneys alleged to have been expended on the plaintiff's
.

account, or for which expenditure he

is at all

is thus disposed of it is a matter of considerable doubt,
and there have been in England conflicting decisions on the
subject, whether the counter-claim does not fall to the
ground as well,, and whether the defendants would not be

claim

compelled to institute fresh proceedings for the satisfaction
Kule 6 of 1880, sect, (a) {Tennant, 330),

of their demand.

clearly contemplates the consolidation in one action not only
of " several distinct claims or causes of complaint," but also
of " several distinct grounds of defence, set off, or claim in

reconvention."

By allowing this exception to the plea the
Court might prevent the determination in one action of the
several "questions in controversy between the parties," a
spirit

which clearly w^ould not be in accordance with the
and intention of the present rules of pleading.

The exception was
The

action

therefore disallowed, with costs.

came on

for trial

on September 25th.

In the

course of the hearing the defendants were obliged to abandon
the claim for the lost case of ostrich feathers, as they were

unable to prove that they had paid the sum of £46 on that
account as alleged in the plea, and it appeared that an

Supreme Court in which their
had to be decided. A good deal of

action was pending in the
liability for

this loss

evidence was led on both sides as to the circumstances of
the coach accident and the alleged subsequent agreement
between the parties, by which the plaintiff contended that

he had been released from his original liability for the
damage sustained, if any, which he denied. At the close
of the evidence,

After hearing Forster on behalf of the defendants.

The Court

held,

on the

that no negligence had
plaintiff, but that the acci-

facts,

been proved ou the part of the

..

25.

'^

^8.

events said to

be responsible, they would be obliged to pay into Court, or
to tender by their plea, the whole amount claimed by the
would be able to obtain this sum
plaintiff, and the plaintiff
under Kule 8 of 1880 (Tennant, [332]). When the original

result

if<8-5.

Sept. 13.

^•"^"gfan^
verster.

12
^^^^^

^^'^^

Septals.
25!
26.

.,

28,

rather attributable to the failure of the defendants

to supply the plaintiff with
adequate assistance for the discharge of his various duties on the arrival of the coach at the

'

KriJeTand
Verster.

Kimbcrley Office, where the accident occurred and accordingly gave judgment for the plaintiff in convention for the
amount claimed, Avith costs, and also for the j^laintiff as
defendant in reconvention, with costs.
;

rPlaintiff'B Attorney, DEWiinitST.
|_DefeiKlaiits' Attorney, Couyndon.

Bank of Afhica

~|

J

vs.

Kimberley Mining Boaud and
Others.

Provisional sentence.

—Act 23, 1861,

sections 2

and

5,

—Action

against individual imrtners on debt of firm.

Can 'provisional

sentence he ohtained on

a pvomissorij note pur-

p)orting to he endorsed on helialf of a joint-stoch CompHimj,
" Limited " as the last
word of the
hut omitting the word

Compamjs name ?
If a promissory note

and

—

Bank
r.v.

of Africa

Kinibctuy

JMiiiiiig

and

Board

others.

made or endorsed hy a firm, the firm
member shoidd in the first instance

not the individual

he sued
18S3.

is

(Not decided.)

on the note.

This was an application for provisional sentence on a proChairman of the Kimberley
made by
J Miiiino:
f^
J the
Board lu fevoiir of the other defendants (The Standard
missorv
J note

_

_

^_

_

Diauioud Miuiiig Compauv, Limited, Tlie British Diamond
Mining Company, Limited, The Barnato Diamond Mining

Company, Limited, The North East Diamond Mining Company, Limited, and Messrs. W. and B. Stuart, claimliolders
in the Kimberley Mine), carrying on business together
under the style or designation of "The Joint 8haft Company," or order, and by F. B. Salomons, <j.(2. the defendants
under the said style or designation endorsed.

Lord, Q.G., moved for jirovisional sentence.
Solomon, on behalf of the dcfondauts othci than the Miuiiig

13
(for whom there was no appearance), objected that
there was a misdescription in the note ; " The Standard

Board

Diamond Mining Company, Limited " were sued and summoned as endorsers, but there was only an endorsement by
''

Salomons

q.q.

Standard

Company," and

case of the other defendant Companies.
"
the omission of the word " Limited

1861,

sect.

5 and

Laurence,

similarly in the
contended that

He
was

fatal

;

Act

23,

sect. 2, sub-sect. 2.

pointed out that there was nothing in the

J,,

section to prevent a Company paying the amount of a promissory note made or endorsed on their behalf without the
''
word " Limited
in fact the concluding words " unless the
;

same

shall

be duly paid by the

"

Company

seemed

to

imply a

liability.

Solomon contended that there was no legal obligation on
such a document on the part of the Company; the section
provided not only a penalty but a personal liability on the
note on the part of the official so endorsing. Moreover the

summons was made out
Companies in solidum

Company.

The

against the trustees of each of these
the joint debt of the Joint Shaft

for

liability of

each Company, as a

member

of

that firm, was joint not several. The firm called the " Joint
"
Shaft Company should be sued and excussed first before any

could arise on the part of the individual partners.
Lord, Q.C.: The obligation under the Act to use the
"
word " Limited is for the protection of the public and the

liability

—

creditors, not of the

Company, and a Company cannot take

advantage of its own wrong, or that of its agents. As to the
second objection, the partners are individually liable for the
debt of the firm.

The Court asked whether

was

not necessary to sue
instance, although the goods of tlie
individual partners might be liable to be taken in execution
on the judgment.

the firm in the

Lord,
creates

Q.C.

some

it

first

;— As

the form

of the

summons no doubt

be content to take provisional
sentence against the Mining Board.
difficulty, I will

§^^1%
B^n^'^fnca
Min^n'^Board
and others.

14

The Court

1883.
Sept. 25

accordingly granted provisional sentence
the
Mining Board ; but refused it against the other
Bank'^frica ^g^iiist
with
costs.
defendants,

mSS
and others.

Attorneys, Stow & Caldbcott."]
Defendants' Attorney, Khodes
tPlaintifPs
J
.

KiLGOUR

—LoNDON

AND SoUTH AFRICAN
Exploration Company vs. Lotz.
VS.

LOTZ.

—

Amendment of pleadings in Magistrate's Court. Aet
sections 33 and 50, and Schedule B, Bules 10, 28,

An

20, 1856,
81, 33.

action having leen brought in a Magistrate's Court against
"
"
a7id the
K., Manager of the L. and S. A. Company,

summons having been amended by the insertion before the
"
word " Manager of the words " in his capacity as," and
judgment having thereupon been given against the Company, Held, that it was incompetent for K. in his private

—

capacity to appeal against the said judgment.

An

appeal against the same judgment having then been brought
by the defendant Company, Held, that as the defendant

—

had not appeared
provisional in
there

1883.
Sept. 18.
27.
„

Kiigourrs.

Lotz.— London
s.

nature,

and

therefore no right of appeal against

if.

These were two appeals from a iudgment of the Kesident
f^
„
^^.
^.
which "Ueorge
Magistrate oi Iximberley, m an action
of the London and South African ExploraKilffour,
Manager
^
*^
^
*^

&

African Expi.
Co. vs. Lotz.

was

judgment was necessarily
not a jinal judgment ; and

at the trial the

its

-

T,^

.

tiou

Limited
Companv,
^

.

,

m
.

T

.

,

'

•'

'

claim of S. H. Lotz for

"

had been summoned to answer the
£40 for work and labour done by the

plaintiff in repairing a certain cart the property of the said
Company at the request of the defendant. From the

he had repaired the cart,
plaintiffs evidence it appeared that
which was the property of the Company and not of the
defendant, on a written order signed on behalf of the Company by one Stevens. The Magistrate then, at the request
of the plaintiff's attorney, amended the summons by insert"
" in his
after the
capacity as
ing the words

name

of the

15
defendant and before the word " Manager." The defendant's
attorney objected on the ground that he had only been
instructed by Kilgour in his private capacity, and the

sept^^is.

"^'
Lotz.-London

&
'

Magistrate then postponed the case for three days in order
to enable him to obtain instructions from the defendant

Company, and a fresh power if necessary. On the case being
resumed the attorney again appeared on behalf of Kilgour in
his private capacity and applied for judgment which the
Magistrate refused, holding that Kilgour was not before the
Court.
There was no appearance on behalf of the defendant

Company, against whom the Magistrate gave judgment, with
costs.

Kilgour appealed.

—Kilgour in his private capacity

Forster, for the appellant
was summoned and as there
:

was no case against him he was
The
with
costs, which he did not get.
judgment
not by the Company.

entitled to

appeal

is

The Court

pointed out that the IVIagistrate had given the
defendant the costs occasioned by the amendment and post-

ponement.

—The

Magistrate had no right to make this
the summons. The decision appealed from
the refusal of the application of Kilgour's attorney for

Forster

:

amendment
is

in

in favour of Kilgour in his private capacity.
defence
was that he was not liable on the contract ;
Kilgour's
the Company's defence was quite different, namely that the
claim was excessive. The Magistrate held that Kilgour was

judgment

This refusal to give judgment was
judgment against him, against which he has
a right to appeal. Kilgour was the only person before the

not before the Court.
equivalent to a
Court.

Solomon, for the respondent, was not heard.

The Court
wrong

in

held that, whether the Magistrate was right or
amending the summons, after the amendment had

boon made the only parties before the Court were the plaintiff

and the defendant Company, and Kilgour in his private
capacity had no locus standi to appeal against the judgment
against the Company.
with costs.

The appeal was

therefore dismissed,

'^co.,"s?Lotz?'

16
Postea (Sept. 27), an appeal against the same judgment
was
1_^^brought on behalf of the defendant Company.
Lotz.-Loniion &
FoYster, fop the appellant, contended that the Magistrate
had no power to order tliis amendment in the summons there
'co."rLotz.^
sepTis.

'

;

summons with proper service on
The only power of amendment possessed by

should have been a fresh
the Company.

the Magistrate was under Sect. 50 of Act 20, 1856, which
did not cover an alteration of this kind.

—Might

be regarded
merely as the remedying of a misnomer in the name of
the defendant of such a nature as, according to the proviso

Laurence,

J.

:

not the

in the section, would not vitiate the

Forster

:

alteration

summons

—By inserting the words " in

?

his capacity as

"

the

Magistrate really struck out a party to the record and sub-

which was ultra vires. The Company had
at all, even by a misnomer, which
"
might have been cured under section 50. The words at the
instance and request of the defendant" in the summons
clearly referred to Kilgour, and not to the defendant Company, which was never summoned, although the evidence
shewed a request by the Company, if by anyone. The case
was postponed merely for the attorney to obtain a fresh
stituted another,

summoned

never been

power, but the attorney was retained by Kilgour, not by the
Company. The ambiguity was in itself a sufficient ground
for

quashing the summons

;

if it

could have been

amended

there should at all events have been proper service on the
did not even appear that the
substituted defendant
it
;

summons had been
of business

;

Act 20, 1856.

lie

served on Kilgour at the Company's place

referred to Rules 10 and 28, Schedule

The judgment

itself

was ultra

defendant not being before the Court,
provisional and not final.

it

li

vires, as,

to

the

should liave been

—

As the defendant Company
Solomon, for the respondent
did not appear, this must be taken to be a provisional
:

28, which makes a judgment given by a
"
Magistrate in the absence of the defendant only provisional
in its nature," without
any necessity for it to be expressly

judgment under Eule

described as such.

That being

so,

the judgment not being

17
there can be no appeal ; Act 20, 1856, Sect. 33, and
Knle 33, Schedule B. The defendant should have applied
for a reopening of the case under Rule 31.
final,

Forster replied.

The Court

sepT^is
^^-

ixrt^— LonJoii

&

%^o!^^l^!"

judgment delivered by the

that the

held

J\[agistrate, in the absence of any appearance on the part
of the defendant Company, was necessarily provisional, and

the proper course for the defendant to take was to apply to
The
the Magistrate to reopen the case under Rule 31.
appeal was premature, as not being against a final judgment,
and must be dismissed with costs.
r Appellants' Attorneys, Stow & Caldkcott."]
Attorney, CAirruELL.
J

l_llcsponiieiit's

In

Saber Brothers j\[iles vs. Deputy Sheriff
AND Cape of Good Hope Bank.

re

:

hy

—English

—Banliruptcy
Poiver of
arrangement.

Insolvency.

liquidation.

— Attachment

hy

Act, 1869.

—Liquidation

receiver under English

judgment

creditor.

—

Conjiiet of laws.

S. Bros., merchants of

London and Kimberley, presented a

petition for liquidation hy

Bankruptcy

Act,

1869.

of the husiness

manager
Court, and

his

arrangement under

M.

ivas

the

English

and
London

appointed receiver

in liquidation hy the

appointment ivas subsequently recognised

Court, under

sect. 74
of the Ba,nh'uptcy
had applied for hit before lie had obtained
such recognition, a local Judgment creditor had obtained
an attachment on the goods of S. An application hy ill.
for an order removing the attachment was refused.

the

hy

Act.

High

After he

This was an ajiplication for an order to remove an

mcnt placed by the respondent, the Deputy

attacliSept. 27.

oU

Sheriff, on cor-

tain goods, the property of Messrs. Saber Brothers, of T.oiulon,
and Kiiubcrlcy, at the instance of the respondent Bank

^

../"~.

;

judgment
A-,,i..

creditors,

and further

I!.— I'Ain- r.-d.W.

for

an order

for the delivery

C

eiiiTan

i

Cajie

"'^^'''i";,;!,^'"'"''

18
1883.
Sept. 27.
Oct. 2.
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4.

/n re Saber Bros.:

^herV aiS'"upI
of

Hope
G^ood

applicant, as Eeceiver and
said firm, through his duly
^^t^o^^s^d representatives, Messrs. Ross, Priest, and Page,
accouutants of Kimberley (see Boss, Priest, and Page vs. Saher

up of the said goods to the
Manager of the business of the

;srothers, supra, p. 1).

The
J.

H.

application was supported by the affidavit of Mr.
Priest, who stated that, on July 26th last past, the

applicant, Mr. A. 0. Miles, had been appointed by the London
Bankruptcy Court receiver of the business of Saber Brothers,
and was ordered to " take immediate possession of such property"; that on August 1st the said Court had granted an

order and request to this Court under section 74 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, asking this Court to recognise the appoint-

ment

of

]\Iiles

as Eeceiver

and Manager of the said business

;

that on August 2nd the said Miles had appointed William
Eoss of Kimberley to represent him in the premises in

South Africa by a power of attorney of which a copy was
annexed, and thereafter the said Eoss, by virtue of the
power of substitution contained in the said power, had substituted the firm of Eoss, Priest and Page to act in the
that application had
Court on September 10th and on Sep-

premises on behalf of the said Miles

been

made

to this

;

tember 18th the Court, acting in aid of the London Court,
had made an order recognising the appointment of Mr, A. O.
Miles as Eeceiver and Manager of the business of Saber
Brothers, carrying on business at London and Kimberley that
:

pursuance of the aforesaid orders, the deponent
proceeded to take possession of the Kimberley assets of the
said firm, but found that an attachment had been laid on

thereafter, in

them by the Deputy Sherifi" at the instance of the respondent
Bank that thereafter, on September 20th, letters had been
sent to the respondents requesting them to release the said
;

goods from attachment, and enclosing copies of the order of
Court, but to these letters no reply had been received and
the attachment had not been removed.

An

affidavit

was

by a member of the firm of Saber Brothers, to the
effect that the Bank had obtained provisional judgment

also filed

against the firm for the sum of £2688, on an acknowledgment of debt which the firm had given to the Bank on the

manager undertaking

to

take no proceedings under the

19

judgment

until the result of the former application to the

Court was known ; the manager however, in violation of this
agreement and undertaking, had not only obtained judgment

sep^^^27.

^^'-

on the said acknowledgment but had also attached the
property on September 15th, while the former proceedings
were still pending and before the Court had given judgment.
Mr. Ball, the Manager of the Bank, filed an afiSdavit in reply
to this, denying the correctness of Mr. Saber's version of the

arrangements witli the Bank, who held a general bond over
the assets of the firm ; he had only undertaken to hold over
the writ so long as he was advised that the interests of the
Bank would not be prejudiced by that course ; and on being
subsequently advised that the receiver, if appointed, would

probably be compelled to remit all moneys received from the
business to the English creditors, whereby the Bank and the
other local creditors would

be greatly prejudiced,
writ
to be put in force.
obliged to cause the

he was

Hoshjns, C.P., on behalf of the Bank, took a preliminary
had no hens standi.

objection that the present applicants

The London Bankruptcy Court had given Miles no power

to

appoint an agent in this country, and in the case of receivers
it was
necessary for such power to be especially given Kery
on Receivers, 2nd ed. 93
Keys vs. Keys, 1 Beav. 425.
;

;

Without such

special power no English receiver could
an
agent to collect assets out of the jurisdiction.
appoint
From the nature of the case it was clear that the London

Court ought to have the apjDointraent of the agent, subject
approval of this Court, and the power of restraining

to the

the appointment. At present it did not appear under what
jurisdiction Messrs. Ross, Priest and Page were supposed to
come not that of this Court, which had merely recognised the
;

appointment of Miles, and

to

which

applied for tlie recognition of their

tliey

should have

appointment

first

as agents-

—

31iles did make the application.
Ross,
Buchanan, J.P.
and Page made the application locally, supported by
:

l\-iest

a power from

UoaJcyns,

j\liles.

C.P.

:— I

don't

Icnow

upon what grounds the

1

/^res^rBros.:
sheriff tn'dXpe

°^^b^ui?"''*
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se^?^27
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In re Saber Bros.:
Miles w. Deputy
of Good

Hope"

Bank.

Court refused to recognise the appointment of Ross, Priest

and Page.
t

-r>

—

ttt

i

i

i

t

•

We made a vory guarded order, leaving
iiucHANAN, J.F.
the matter as open
in view of future eventualities.
as
possible
^
^
t-»

:

Laurence,

J.

:

—The

i

London Court did not ask us

to

recognise the appointment of Miles's agent, but of Miles
himself.

—

Hoshyns, C.P.: There is nothing to prevent Miles from
coming here and doing the work himself. I submit that
Eoss, Priest and Page have no locus standi to bring the
respondents into Court.
Forster (with ]iim Solomon), in support of the application,
The passage quoted
referred to the order before the Court.

from Kerr did not apply to receivers appointed under the
Bankruptcy Act, 1869, but to those appointed by the Court
of Cliancery, which might exercise greater supervision where
the case was one not of receiving and managing a business,
but of winding up an estate. It was nowhere laid down that

Bankruptcy Act had no power of snbsti74 clearly contemplated the administration of

receivers under the

tution

;

section

bankrupt estates in various foreign countries at the same
time, and it would be impossible for any receiver appointed
under the sections of the Act applying to liquidation by
arrangement to carry on the management of such a business
In the case quoted
unless he had a power of substitution.
from Beavan there was a testate estate, wholly situated in
was the receiver, Mr. Miles,
and
if he failed to
Court,
appoint a
would
be
he
as
personally responsible to
agent
proper person
had
been
Miles
Court.
the London
appointed receiver and
India.

In the present case

it

who was before the

manager of the business carried on at London and Kimbertake immediate possession of the
ley, and was ordered to
same, which he could not do without a deputy in South
He referred to Carron Iron Company vs. Maclaren,
Africa.
5 H. L., 436.

—

J.
Apart from this preliminary objection,
at present to be more or less in the
seems
whole matter

Laurence,

:

tlic
air.

21

According to the ordinary bankruptcy procedure in England,
I take

that the powers and functions of the receiver and
would cease as soon as a trustee is elected. The

it

manager

Act seems

to require the

earliest possible

appointment of a trustee at the

moment, and we do not know whether that

has been done in the present case.

—

Forster :
In the ordinary case the liquidation would go on
under the receiver and manager, and a trustee would not
be appointed unless the liquidation by arrangement fell

through.

—

Then if there is no trustee and no adjudino English bankruptcy, and what is there
to prevent creditors from sueing here and attaching the
Laurence,

cation there

property

J.

:

is

?

Forster:

—There

is

nothing to prove that the

office

of

receiver has terminated.

Laurence,

J.

:

—But

the appointment of a receiver

is

not

an adjudication.

—

The presentation of the liquidation petition was
:
act
of
an
bankruptcy, and the matter is within the cognizance
of the London Court, Avhich has made an order as to the
Forster

and practically placed

property

its

hands on the whole

estate.

Laurence,
Forster

:

—

I

J,

:

—A preliminary

do not

tliink it

order.

can be described as a preliminary

order.

Laurence, J.
Forder

:

—But

:

—

It

it

amounts

may never proceed
to

to final adjudication.

an adjudication.

—

It is a voluntary liquidation by arrangeBuchanan, J.P.
ment and not an adjudication. The Court intimated, wlien
:

was last before us, that we should require to bo
whether there has been an adjudication or not.

this matter
t>alisllL'd

s^^i%
^^'^•

^„^^g"^j.j3j^^.

shena and^capl
°^

BanU*"^*^
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sept^27.
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Unless we receive notice of an Englisli adjudication, I fail to
how we can make any order restraining the action of the

see

/nreS^rBros.: loCal CrcditorS.
Miles

vs.

Sheriff
of

J)eputy

and Cape

^^ Hope

Forster referred to section 125 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869,
and 7, and General Kules, 1870, 260, 261.

sub-sections 1

He argued that a liquidation by arrangement was exactly
the same thing as an adjudication, and that the office and
functions of receiver must run on until the conclusion of tlie
In view of the expressions oi
opinion from the Court, he would aslv for the matter to be
allowed to stand over, in order that information might be
liquidation

by arrangement.

obtained from England by cable.

The Court

accordingly, without ruling on the preliminary
objection, postponed the further hearing until next motion
day, and suggested that information should be obtained from

England both as to whether the London Court had approved
the appointment of the local agents, Messrs. Eoss, Priest and
Page, of the London receiver, and whether there had been
any adjudication

in bankruptcy,

or

any appointment of a

The Court intimated that in
trustee under the liquidation.
the meanwhile the Sheriff \\ ould remain in possession but
should take no further steps under the attachment.
Postea (Oct.

2),—

Forster produced a telegram from England stating that
the London Court had confirmed the appointment of Eoss,
Priest and Page, as local agents of ]\Iiles, and that a trustee
under the liquidation would be appointed on October 24th.
He proceeded to argue that, while an English adjudication

bankruptcy attached all the personal property of the
bankrupt wherever situated, a liquidation by arrangement
and the appointment of a receiver had precisely the same
in

The goods of a debtor were protected from seizure
Sheriff
the
by the presentation of a liquidation petition,
by
which was in itself an act of bankruptcy, capable of founding
an adjudication, and therefore preventing the creditors, after
effect.

the presentation of the petition, from attaching the property.

23

He

referred to the Bankruptcy Act, sect. 125 and Ex p.
Buignan, re Bissell, L. R. 6 Ch. 605, per Lord Hatherley, C.

The

principle was clear that in a case like this,' M'here the
*-

'-

isss.
*

oct. 2.

—

,
^
/n re Saber Bros.:

Colonial law was silent,' the English
law must be followed. Sheriff
W^J'^P^puty
°
and
Cape
is a notice to the execution creditor before the of Good Hope
Bank.
_

Here there
sale.

As a

trustee in liquidation

is

in the

same position

as

a trustee in bankruptcy, so these proceedings date back to
the presentation of the petition. The Court is really in
possession of these assets and will not allow one creditor to
obtain execution ; whether adjudication supervenes or not
really

makes no

difference.

referred to Roclieand Hazlitt on Banhruptcy,
2nd ed. 410, and re Gregory (14 S. J. 529) there cited, in
which case " The Chief Judg^e said the receiver had no rio:ht

Laurence,

J.,

any proceedings, he was not a trustee, his duty
was simply to collect the estate of the debtor, and he had
no right to make himself a party to any proceedings."

to institute

Chapman, 15 Eq. 75. There a
filed and a receiver appointed
had
been
liquidation petition
and although the Court would not grant an injunction to
Forster referred to Li re

;

restrain actions

remarked

:

by creditors in New York, Bacon, C.J.,
been appointed who will take

— " A receiver has

possession of the goods consequently, if the actions against
the debtors should be successful, the creditors in New York
;

cannot attach them, and tliey are safe so fiir as the power of
Court can make them." He contended that the pro-

this

ceedings of the respondents were very like a contempt of
the order of the London Bankruptcy Court, which had been
recognised by this Court. This is not a proceeding such as
a receiver cannot take, but an application to the Court to
the Court will not allow
protect and enforce its own order
;

the possession of its receiver to be interfered with or disturbed by anyone; Kerr on Receivers, 118, 124, 125. The

respondents liad disturbed the possession of

tlio

receiver,

which dated back from the period of the application, and
tlicir action rendered the order of tlie Court invalid and
useless.
EeceiA'ers in bankruptcy wore entitled to tlie protection of the Court

equally with those appointed by the

24
Court of Chancery; Robson on Bankrujoiet/, 654.
The
course
would
been
for
have
the
Bank
to
for
wait
the
proper
^^ ^^^^ Court and then apply, if they thought fit, for
/MresTbTrBros-®^^^^
1883^^

Oct. 2.

IhSandcJe
"^"iTmii!^"^'''

he referred to In re

Tait, 13 Eq. 311 ;
Rayner, re Johnson, 20 W. E. 456.
Hoskyns, C.P., for the respondents, argued that the receiver
had no loeus standi to make this application or institute any

^^^^^ *» procccd

;

JJajp.

proceedings of this kind except by leave of the Court or a
Judge Kerr on Receivers, 151 anon, case, 6 Vesey, 287.
;

;

He

the Court had appointed a receiver to
would be contempt for a creditor to oust him,

admitted that

collect assets,

it

if

but the respondent had not ousted the receiver, having
obtained possession before he was appointed. It is true that
at the time of this

attachment the London Court had made

and if the respondent Bank were an English
and a party to the liquidation proceedings, it might
be amenable for contempt towards the English Courts. A
receiver could not disturb an adverse possession previously
The possession
acquired Kerr, 128, and cases there cited.
of the respondent under the judgment was obtained on
September 15th, and the local receivers at all events had no
this order;
creditor,

;

locus standi before the order of

the Court of the 18th.

This

was really an attempt to anticipate the effects of adjudicaIn re Chapman shewed the necessity for receivers to
tion.
for
leave to bring or defend actions, and that in cases
apply
If this is a
of this kind injunctions would not be granted.
case of conflict of laws, the Court will follow the laws of this
Colony he referred to Burge, iii. 912, and Hunter vs. Potts,
4 T. Pi. 182. By the law of this Colony there must be an
Ord. G, 1843,
actual sequestration to defeat an attachment
law
if
the
differs
as
to
and
the effect of a
sect. 22
English
;

;

;

voluntary agreement in transferring the property of the
debtors to their creditors the colonial law must be followed.

Ex

p.

Buignan was

really an action by a trustee to set aside
he referred to Monh vs. Shari'), 2 II.
;

an undue preference
and N. 540.
in

Forster, in reply, referred to the remarks of Bacon, C. J.,
Ex p. Buignan, 11 Eq. 013. If a receiver cannot take

of this kind, no one can clearly neither the
proceedings
the debtor.
The a})plicants had at all events
nor
creditors
;

25

made out a
the 25th

strong case for an injunction till provisional day,
when there would be further information as

The important

to the appointment of a trustee.

point here, as
would appear from the remarks of the Chief Judge in the
above case, was whether this execution had been levied in

good faith, which he contended the circumstances shewed
was not the case.

—

I am of opinion that this application,
at all events at the present stage of the case, cannot be
entertained.
The respondent Banlc is lawfully in possession
of the goods in dispute as a judgment creditor, by virtue of

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

the attachment which has been duly placed on the goods by
the other respondent, the Deputy Sheriff. According to the

law of this Colony, nothing but a previous sequestration in
our Courts could have prevented the respondents from
obtaining this attachment, and there has been no such
There may no doubt be a question whetlier,
sequestration.
according to the Imperial Statute of 1869 and the general
principles of bankruptcy law, a bankruptcy in England might
not have a similar effect to a colonial sequestration ; but so

Court goes there has been
no English banlvruptcy, but merely an arrangement between
the debtors and the English creditors; and it seems to me
far as tlie information before the

very doubtful whether such an arrangement can affect the
rights and remedies of colonial creditors who were not parties
to that arrangement.

stances the Court can
tion

.

;

It

seems to

make no

me

that under the circum-

order on the present applica-

the respondent must have his costs.

—

It appears to
Laurence, J.
both premature and ultra vires.
:

me
No

that this application

is

doubt the presentation
of a petition for liquidation by arrangement,
containing an
allegation that the petitioners are unable to pay their debts,
constitutes

an act of bankru[)tcy, on which

if

adjudication may subsequently be based; but
follows that an adjudication will take place.

it

necessary an

by no means

No

doubt, too,

imder section 125 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, a trustee under
a vuluntaiy liquidation,
the

seT^27
"''''

inst.,

Avlien iip})ointed,

same })owersand duties as a

trustee

has substantially

under an adjudication

l'

^,

gros.:

^-?L"riff^ai!d

capo

^„ ^^

"^^B^k.^"^'''
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in
gi883.^
Oct. 2.

7m re

;

is Said will be done on October 24th, it seems
would rckto back to the presentation of the
petition (Ex p. Duignan), and if in the interval the Bank
sells these goods and receives the proceeds, the trustee on

s^ Bros .^Ppoi^t^d, as it

sheHff
of

bankruptcy but in the present liquidation we find that
no trustee has been elected. Should a trustee be

go far

anSe
"'

Good Hope
Bank

^^^^

^^^^

^^^^^

behalf of the creditors might be in a position to bring an
action to compel the Bank to disgorge.
What the result of

such an action would be
discuss

;

it

is

it

sufficient to

seems at present unnecessary to

remark that the Bank are

re-

sponsible creditors, and if they choose, at tlieir own peril, to
sell these goods, it may be presumed that there will be no
difficulty in ultimately

recovering any damages for which

It seems to me clear that,
liable.
they may
whatever the powers of the trustee when appointed, the
present applicant, the receiver, has no locus standi, no

be found to be

])ersona standi in iudicio, at all events Avithout first obtaining
leave from tlie Court for his intervention ; this is in accor-

dance with the decision in In re Gregory, and the general
theory of the legal position of such officers. The case might
of course have been different if there had been an actual

contempt of any order of this Court, which the applicant
might in that case have properly brought to our notice but
;

cannot deal with any alleged contempt of the Loudon
Court and the attachment by the respondent was previous

Ave

;

to

any recognition of the applicant by order of

this Court.

As has

already been pointed out, according to the ordinary
principle and practice of our la,w, an execution sale would
naturally follow on that attachment, unless a sequestration

should in the interval supervene. I do not think, on the
facts before us, that the applicant has made out his right to

any special intervention from the Court, restraining ti,
proceedings of the judgment creditor and I therefore concur
in thinking that the application must be dismissed, with
;

costs.
rApplicant'R Attorney, Cortndon.
[.Kt'spondeut's Attorneys, Gkaham

"1

&

Gilbert.

J
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Ball
Provisional sentence.

—

vs.

Set-off.

Keefer.

—

Liahilitij

of endorser.— Custom

of bankers.

Manager of a Bank, applied for provisional sentence
on a promissory note endorsed by K. in blanh. K., at the
time both of the dishonour of the note and of the action
had funds in the Bank sufficient to meet his

B., the

being brought,

Held, that B. should not have sued
K., but should have debited his account with the amount due
liability

on the

note.

by him on the note.

The

Manager of the Kimberley
Branch of the Cape of Good Hope Bank, claimed provisional
sentence on a promissory note made in favour of the defendant
or order, and by him endorsed in blank, of which the plaintiff
was the legal holder, and which had been duly presented
the
plaintiff in this action,

and dishonoured, of which due notice had been given to the
The defendant made an affidavit in which he
endorser.
stated that he paid no attention to the notice of dishonour, as
he had at the time, and still had, funds in the plaintiff's bank
more than sufficient to meet the note, and any charges thereon,
which he expected would in the ordinary course of business
be debited to his account. On receiving a summons from the
Magistrate's Court for the

and

costs,

he had

amount of the note, with interest
pay the amount of the note but

off'ered to

costs, at the same time informing the plaintiff" that
he ought to have debited the note to the deponent's account
The summons in question had
instead of issuing summons.
subsequently been withdrawn and afterwards the present
summons was issued, whereupon he had tejidered the amount

without

of the note, without interest or costs, which tender had becni
refused.
The plaintiif then made an affidavit, substantially
tlie defendant, and
alleging
was not lawful or customary to debit the note to the
account of the defendaiit, he being an endorser, without

admitting the facts as set forth by
that

it

instructions to that effect.
Payment had been demanded
from the defendant after the usual notice of dishonour and
before any summons had been served.
The case had been
transferrc<l In the

High

C\jurt as

it

was understood that

tlic

1883.
Got. 2.

Ball vs. Keefer.
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ocT'2
"

Ball

vs.

^-

Kcefer.

defendant intended to raise legal points of importance which
it was in the interest of all
parties advisable should be
decided In that Court.
Forster

moved

for provisional sentence.

Eoshjns, C.P., for the

defendant

:

— This

is

a case to which

the principle of compensatio according to the IJoman-Dutch
law applies. It is clear from Pothiei' and other authorities
that as the plaintiff Bank owed Keefer mone}^ Keefer's
debt to the Bank on the due day of the note should have

been

set off, there

being a liquid obligation on both

sides,

leaving the Bank indebted in the balance. It appeared that
as soon as the defendant told the plaintiff to debit his account

summons in tlie Magistrate's Court was withdrawn, and
there was no satisfactory explanation of this proceeding.
Forster, in reply, said this was a question of the custom of

the

bankers

;

the distinction

on which he relied was between

the legal position and liability of the maker and endorser

The maker knew that he
respectively.
for the note at a certain place on the
endorser, whose
default.

liability

was bound to provide
due date, not so the
Mas contingent on the maker's

The Bank could not appropriate funds

circumstances and would be liable to an action

in these

they did
the endorser failed to receive notice of dishonour, and
afterwards drew a cheque for his full balance, and this was
if

;

if

dishonoured, the funds having been applied in the ijiterval
Bank would be liable for the

to providing for the note, the

consequences. If an endorser's balance could be appropriated
on the principle contended for, no notice to the endorser

would be necessary as

tliere

would be no dishonour

;

the

customers of Banks might be gravely prejudiced, as the
Bank mi_;ht appropriate tlie funds of one endorser and leave
the balance of another untouched.

The Court

intimated that as

tlie plaintiff

seemed

to rely

on the custom of bankers the case might stand over for three
days, till the last day of term, for some information to be
obtained on that point.
Postea (Oct. 5),

—

Forster produced copies of a telegram which had been
sent to the Managers of the Standard Bank and the Bank of

29
Africa at Port Elizabeth, stating the point involved, and of
which had been received. The latter declined to
the
replies

"
Our
give an opinion upon a hypothetical case, stating that
circumstances
connected
practice entirely depends upon
"
replied :— The maker of a promissory note having failed to pay it at maturity, the banker
holding it is entitled to debit the same to the account of any

with case."

The former

endorser having funds at credit, either with or without
He contended that the authorities did
special authority."

not go so far as to say that in a case of this kind the plaintiff
was bound to appropriate he might bring an action for a
;

liquid debt even if he had funds of the debtor in hand.
IMoreover, if there was a liquid debt on both sides, the

endorser was liable and could be debited on the due date

;

but notice of dishonour was essential by law and therefore
this could not be done, and the proper course was to sue after
notice

had been given.

Hoshyns, C.P., in reply, referred to Potliier 1, 475. The
law was clear aiifl it appeared there was no custom of

banking to the contrary

;

the custom seemed to be in entire

accordance with the law, and if it were otherwise it would
make no difference. Of course notice of dishonour had to bo
given before the liability of the endorser arose.

—

I was certainly at first disposed to think
BucHxiNAN, J.P.
that there was a tangible distinction between tlie position of
a maker and of tlie endorser in blank of a promissory note,
:

and

the funds of the former would clearly be
liable to ap[)ropriation in the event of his liability not being
that, wliile

duly provided
different,

and

in the case of the latter it might be
might be dangerous to give banks sur^li a

for,
it

power of appropriation of the funds of endorsers as it is
contended by the defendant they possess. On tlie whole,
however,

I

think

tlie

legal correctness
to

which

balance of argument

is

in favour of the

of the defendant's contention,
I

adverted

while

tlu?

danger
really obviated by the
of
of
notice
dishonour
necessity
being given to the endorser
before such appropriation can take place.
I thought it
is

right that the plaintiff should have an opportunity of })i-oducing some evidence, which might lia\e weighed w iih the

(ourt, that the custom of bankers was as ho suL:<rested

;

but

oc^i
Ball vs. Keefer.

30
1883.
Oct. 2.
" ^-

while he has •produced no evidence of the custom of the head
office of his own Bank, the opinion wliich he has obtained

Ball vs. Keefer.

On the whole
against his view.
therefore I think that, as it is admitted that the plaintiff
had and still has funds in his possession belonging to the
fj-Qj^j

the Standard

Bank

is

defendant sufficient to cover the amount of this note, and
the charges consequent on its presentation and dishonour,
he was not justified in sueing on the note, and provisional
sentence must therefore be refused, with costs.

Laurence,

J.

:

—I take the principle to be clear that,

owes B. money and B.

if

A.

indebted to A. in a larger amount, B.
entitled
to
sue
but
should debit A. with the smaller
is not
A.,
Now, the
obligation and credit him with the balance.
is

an endorser in blank to a holder for value is just
as liquid as that of the maker
and knowledge on the part
of the debtor, of who his creditor is, is legally immaterial
liability of

;

;

provided the two debts in fact simultaneously exist, the
I agree in thinking that
principle of comi:)ensatio applies.
must
be
sentence
refused.
provisional
Oraham &

Attorneys,
Defendant's Attorney,
LPlaintilT's

De

Beevor.

Gilbert."]

J

Beer's Mining Board

vs.

Liquidator of ]>irbeck

Diamond Mining Company, Limited.
Act 12, 1868,

sect. 8.

— A'pplication for leave

to

sue

Company in

liquidation.

Leave granted
sect.

to

a Milling Board, iinder Act 12, 1868,
of a Company for

8, to sue the official liquidator

rates imposed on the

Company's claims

suhsequeiit to the

winding-up order.
This was an application for leave to sue the official liquidator of the Birbeck Diamond Minino;
Limited,
n Coropanv,
J

ISS3.

—

De Boer's
Minin- Board

>

Liquidator of
Birbeci^ D.
Co.,

Ld.

M.

Dc

BcGr's Mine, for rates

due to the applicants on the

^

Company's claims, from and

n

-i

after the placing of the Company
appeared from the affidavit of the

It
liquidation.
Board that
the
to
Secretary

in

liquidation

'

x.^

.

vs.

in

the

Company was

placed in

March, 1883, that since then the sum of

31

had become due and owing to the applicants
imposed on the Company's claims, and that unsuccessful application had been made to the respondent for

£573

15s.

for rates

the

payment

of this sum.

isss.

—

,

^"Li"uuutofof
^"'co'^Ld/'"

Lange, for the respondent, submitted that the Board's
claim for rates was preferent by law on the assets of the

Company, and

was therefore unnecessary.

this application

Forsfer, for the applicants, said this was an application
under section 8 of Act 12, 1868. The preferent claim of the

Board was

due at the time of liquidation, while
debt which had subseA rate imposed after winding-up was

for rates

this application

was

quently accrued.

in respect of a

payable in full Buckley on Companies, 215, 328 re Watson
re Dreyers Estate, Buch. 1868, 246.
ct Co., 52 L. J. Ch. 473
;

;

;

The Court granted leave to the applicant to sue the
respondent for rates accrued due to the applicant on the
Company's claims subsequent to the placing of the said
in liquidation
costs in the cause.

Company

;

the costs of this application to be

"1
Haap.hoff Bros.
L Respondent's Attorneys, Gkaham & Gilbert. J

["Applicant's Attoriipys,

Harvey
Provisional sentence.

vs.

— Deed

Crawford.
of assignment.

— Breach

of

conditions.

A

debtor having assigned his estate for the heneft of his creditors
omitted, contrary to the provisions of the deed of assignment, to schedule the claims of certain creditors, one

whom

subsequently obtained judgment and attached
Hold, that, there liaving been a breacli
part oftlie estate.
the
conditions
of
of the assignment, it icas no longor

of

operative, and afforded no defence to a claim for provisional sentence 'by one of the creditors ivho was a

party

to the deed.
l-s,1

This was an application for i»royisional sentoiico on a
missory note

for

£503

ll.s.

(x7.

(less

€25

d^.

6d. \)nk\

Oct.

i

[)ro-

ou

ITarviy

? j

l'i-:i«toi^l.

32
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„

ilarvey vs.
Crawford,

account)

made by the defendant

on

19,^

Mayj

in favour of the

plaintiff

1883, and due two months after date.

The^

.

i

defendant filed an aflidavit in which he stated that on July
7th he made a deed, of assignment in favour of his creditors
among whom was the plaintiff, who was a party to the deed,
in consideration of

which assignment the

plaintiff

and the

other creditors granted him a full release in respect of the
debts scheduled, of which the present claim was one the
plaintiff had subsequently received two dividends of Qd. in
;

ij under the said deed.
These facts were not disputed
but Mr. B, M. Woolan, the assignee under the deed, stated
that the principal business of the defendant was that of a

the

;

licensed canteen-keeper, that it was a condition of the deed
of assignment that the defendant should give all facilities for

the carrying on of the said business for the benefit of his
creditors, that with the defendant's concurrence an applica-

had accordingly been made for the transfer of the licence
to the assignee, which had been refused, and that thereafter
the deponent had applied at the half-yearly licensing Court

tion

in

September

for a

new

licence

in his

own name

for the

premises, but this had been refused in consequence of the
refusal of the defendant, although requested thereto, to
consent to the cancellation of the subsisting licence still

held by

him

for the

same premises, and

this decision of the

licensing Court had been sustained on appeal to the High
He further said that, besides the conduct of the
Court.

defendant in regard to the licence, the deed of assignment
was incomplete, as the defendant had failed to obtain the
consent of

all

the creditors thereto, to wit, Messrs. Diering,

Brophy and Cass, whose claims were not scheduled therein,
one of whom, Diering, had subsequently obtained judgment
and attached a portion of the assigned estate. In consequence
of the premises it had been resolved at a meeting of creditors
at which the plaintiff was present to consider the agreement
with the defendant as null and void. He added that, in consequence of the refusal of the licence applied for, it had
become necessary to close the canteen, and, although the
defendant had paid Diering, he had foiled to satisfy the
claims of Brophy and Cass. In reply to this the defendant
stated that his licence would not expire till March next and

33

'

he was and always had been wilh'ng to allow the assignee to
he
carry on the business thereunder until its expiration,
^
himself remaining on the premises as by law required. He
•'

^

denied the alleged debt to Cass, and as to that to Brophy, he
when he had dictated the names of his creditors

said that

to the assignee in order that their claims might be scheduled
he mentioned that he was indebted to Brophy, but could
not state the exact amount he had moreover subsequently
arranged with Brophy so as to free the assignee from any
;

Mr. Woolan then made a

liability in respect of his claim.

further affidavit in which he contested the accuracy of the
defendant's statements as to the canteen business and said he

was advised that

would be

it

him
own name.

illegal for

business without a licence in his

to carry on the

He

positively

mentioned to him Brophy's
claim as alleged, and said that it was not till long after the
assignment liad been executed that he received the claims
of Brophy, Cass, and otlier creditors (of whom he annexed
denied that

a

list)

tlie

defendant

liad

not included therein.

Forster

moved

for provisional sentence.

the defendant, argued that the omission of
Lange,
certain claims in the deed of assignment was fully explained
for

It was never contemplated that the
affidavits.
defendant should retire from the premises and give up the
He had complied with all the conditions
existing licence.

by the

contained in the deed and retired from the conduct of the

The

contract of assignment contained a
Crawford failed to disclose any creditor in these

business in June.

penalty if
circumstances non-disclosure did not avoid the contract but
;

If Crawonly rendered the defendant liable to the penalty.
ford omitted any creditor, he was to incur a penalty of £25,

only receiving half the allowance of £50 per month which
had been promised him, and it appeared from the affidavits
that this penalty had been imposed.
This was a very hard
case, as the defendant had done his best for his creditors and

they were now trying to
Forster, in reply

the

:

make him

— A deed of

insolvent.

assignment docs not extin-

debt but

merely suspends the remedy. This
was
assignment
accepted on condition tluit the defendant
guish

Voi,.

ir.— I'AKT i.-r,.\v.

J)

issa.

—

„
Harvey vs.
Crawford.

I
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should give

1883.

„

—

Harvey

and

full

vg.

Crawford,

particulars of all claims against his estate,

he should completely
retire from the business,
J
£

also that

^ud givo the assiguce all facilities for conducting the same.
There had been a breach of both these conditions. The
"
assignment had been accepted with all business licences,"
but the defendant had refused to cancel his licence, and so
enable the assio:nee to obtain one in his stead. He had omitted
creditors from his schedule, one of whom had subsequently
obtained a judgment and attached the property. The conditions as to transferring the licence and retiring from possession could not legally be enforced till the September sitting
when the time arrived Crawford
of the Licensing Court
the
assistance
refused to give
promised by the deed.
;

J.P.

Buchanan,

:

—There are several points

in this case

on

a conflict between the parties as to the facts ;
which there
but there is one point on which the allegations of the plainis

tiff

are not denied, and which seems to

whatever

me

in itself decisive.

be the case with regard to the
claims of Brophy and Cass, that the contract of assignment
did not include the name of one of the creditors, Diering, and
It is admitted,

may

that his claim was omitted from the schedule.

This seems

a clear and sufficient reason for holding the
deed of assignment, which contained a provision that there
to be

in itself

should be a

full disclosure of all

claims against the estate,

Not only was this so, but we find that
obtained judgment and attached porsubsequently
Diering

to be inoperative.

tion of the estate which

the creditors.

It is

had been assigned

for the benefit of

one of the clearest principles of

tliese

assignments that all the creditors should take part in them,
and that not having been done the obligation on the promissory note must be held to have revived. 'J'aking this view
of the alleged breaches of the conditions of the assignment, I do not think it necessary to go into
the question of the other alleged breach with regard to the

as to the effect of the

first

licence and the arrangements for conducting the business on
behalf of the creditors, which appear to have fallen through.

The

plaintiff

Laurence,

J.,

concurred.

Attorneys, Haariiofk Bros."]
J
Defendant's Attorney, Bkkvou,

ri'laintiff's
I

must have provisional sentence, with

costs.
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London and South African Exploration Company,
Limited, vs. Crewell and Company.
Interdict

A

— Clear

right.

—Irreparable damage.

ground partially under water was let to a
firm of miners as a depositing site, hut, as was alleged,
without any permission or liberty to use the water, the
exclusive right to which had previously been let to other

certain piece of

On
parties for washing operations.
an interim interdict to restrain the

an application for
pending an

lessees,

action to he brought by the lessor, from using the water on
the land demised,
Held, that as the right of the applicants was not altogether clear, and there was no suffi-

—

cient 'proof

of irreparable damage,
interdict must be refused.

the application

for an

This was an application for an interdict to restrain the
,
„
,
respondents irom pumping, removing, and converting water
"
from a certain natural basin or reservoir called "The Pan
.

situated

.

.

,

upon the farms Dorstfontein and Beuauwheids-

fontein, the property and in the possession of the applicants,
an action to be instituted for a perpetual interdict

pending
and damages.

The application was supported by an

affidavit

George Kilgour, the Company's duly authorised attorney
and agent, who stated that in October 1882, by a written
agreement of which a copy was annexed, the Company leased
of

to the respondents for the period of three years a certain
piece of ground, about three acres in extent, situated on the
farm Benaiiwheidsfoutein and on the margin of " the Pan,"

the whole of whicli was on

The deponent having
"
pumping water from
their own use without

property of the Company.
ob.-erved that the respondents were
tlie Pan" and converting the same to
tlie

leave or licence from the Company,
they had been called upon to desist forthwith, and pay compensation for the damage sustained, but without success.

He

added that in January 1881 the Company had leased,
under an agreement which was still in force, the sole right
of drawing water from the Pan to an Association called the
U 2

issa.
Oct. 5.

—

African Expi. co.
vs. Crewell & Co.
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-

^
African Kxpl.co.
vs. Crewell

&

Co.

Du

Toit's

Pan Pumping

Association," and unless the re-

spondents were interdicted from the proceedings complained
of thc appHcants would suffer damage
o and be remediless in
•-

J-

the premises.

The

lease

annexed was on a printed form con-

taining inter alia a clause giving the lessee the right to sink
a well on the ground leased for the purpose of carrying on his

mining operations, but not for the purpose of selling water
or supplying the same to third parties; but this clause it
appeared had been specially erased in the agreement with

who however stated
made they were unaware of

the respondents,

that until this applica-

tion was

the nature and purport

of the clause which had been so erased.

An

affidavit

was

by Mr. Jacob Crewell, one of the respondents, who
stated that most of the ground leased was covered by water
and in fact formed part of the " Pan," and it was mainly for
filed

the sake of the water, which was used by the respondents
in their washing operations, that the lease had been entered
into.

He

denied that the resjDondents were

pumping water

from any portion of the Pan outside the ground leased to
them, and stated that an interim interdict would compel
them to stop working and cause great loss and damage,
the applicant succeeded in the action the responin a good financial position, would be able

while

if

dents,

who were

to

meet any damages they might be ordered

to pay.

In

Mr. Kilgour made a further affidavit in which
he stated that the ground was leased to the respondents,
and was now used by them, for the purpose of depositing
"
into the water was an advantailings," for which the slope
reply to this

and made the site more convenient for that purpose
was never intended to give the respondents any right of
drawing water from the Pan, and this bad been particularly

tage,

;

it

guarded against in the form of the lease. The Company's
charge for each individual right of drawing water from the
Pan, previous to the above-mentioned agreement with the
Pumping Association, had been £200 ^jer annum, and this
was merely for drawing water without any acreage whatever
;

on the other hand the minimum charge for depositing sites
without water was £15 per acre fer annum, and the rent for
the three acres leased by the respondents was at this mini-

mnm

rate.

He added

tliat if

the interdict were granted

it

37

would not involve any stoppage of the respondents' work, as
the tailings could be tipped and deposited on the ground
leased without any inconvenience being caused by the water.

^^^'-^^

j^,^~^g
^^^^'^w^u&'oT'

In reply to an allegation by Mr. Crewell that he (the deponent) had at one time offered Crewell's partner, now absent in

England, a lease of another site, together with compensation,
he would cancel the existing lease, he admitted having

if

exchange fur the present one, which
he was still willing to give, if the respondents found the
water an inconvenience, but denied that any compensation
offered another site in

At the suggestion of the
offered or applied for.
filed
on each side explaining
were
affidavits
further
Court,
more in detail the exact nature and extent of the pumping

had been

operations complained

of.

(with him Forster and Lange), for the
the water right in question was extremely
that
applicant, said
valuable, and had been leased by the applicant at a high
liosJcyns,

C.F.

rental before the lease of the depositing site to the responThis site was partially under water but none the less
dents.

the purpose for which it was
the
The renamely
depositing of tailings, &c.
had
no
whatever
to
the
water
right
spondents
according to
their present practice and claim they would have the right

useful on that account for

obtained,

;

pump the Pan dry, and so cause irreparable damage. The
rental paid for this site was at the minimum rate and therefore
included no allowance for water, as also appeared from the

to

circumstance that the clause as to wells in the printed form
of lease had been expressly erased from the agreement.
If
the interdict were not granted, the applicant might be liable in
very heavy damages for breach of agreement with the Pump-

The respondents were admittedly using the
water for washing purposes, which was never intended, and
for which the applicant Company received no
compensation

ing Association.

The tendency of English law was not to imj)ly
covenants or stipulations in written agreements which ought
to have been expressed if intended
Earl of Glasgow vs.

whatever.

;

Alum

3 H. L. 25

James vs. Cochrane, 7 Ex.
^S
Id.
on
Landlord
and Ttuant, 12th
170,
556; Woodfall
ed. 101, and cases there cited.
The lad that the clause

Ilurht

Co.,

;

38
as to wells was struck out of the lease was

js^^a^

Lond^&

s

i^fc^wdf&'a.!'

enough to put the
and
amounted
to
a
constructive
knowupon inquiry,
of
its
contents
and
He
would
contend
effect.
that,
^^dge
of
a
had
no
tenant
to
erect
irrespective
agreement,
right
a pump on land demised to him the use of the water was
lessee

;

not part of the use of the land if the water were a nuisance
he might have a remedy. The respondents, who were paying
a minimum rental for a depositing site without water, now
;

claimed a right to take water ad libitum. He referred to
Gale on Easements, 5th ed. ]39, and the case of Lord d'Arcij
vs.

Ashwith, there cited.

The water here was

in the

same

was not a necessary
easement for the purposes for which the lease had been
granted to the respondents,
position as the timber in that case

;

it

Davison, for the respondents, submitted that this was not
a case for an interdict. The right was not clear, and the
applicants would not be remediless.
action next term, within six weeks

own

affidavits the value of

be about £30.
proviso for

The

last

They could bring

their

and according to their
a water right for that period would
clause of the lease contained a
;

compensation, on the termination of the lease, for

any wells which might have been constructed, and now it
was argued that the lessees were impliedly prohibited from
making them. The respondents claimed a right only to a
limited amount of water, namely to that which covered their
own site the applicants could dam up the Pan all round
those limits if they chose. One reason why this lease had
been taken was on account of the water, which was essential
;

to the respondents' operations,

and was elsewhere

difficult to

obtain.

Hoshjns, C.P., replied.

The Court held that as the right of the applicant under
the terms of the lease to the relief sought was not altogether
and there w^as no sufficient proof of irreparable damage,
a case for an interim interdict had not been made out, and
the application was accordingly refused with costs,
clear,

Attorneys, Stow & Caldbcott.
~]
Respondents' Attoriiej'Si, Knights & Hkakle.J
[Applicant's
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Tarry and Company

South"

vs.

Company,

West Diamond Mining
(a).

Tarry and Co. vs. North West Diamond Mining Co.
J. V. Hope and Co. vs. South West Diamond Mining Co.
Hampson and Co. vs. South West Diamond Mining Co.
Provisional sentence.

—Pactum de nan petendo.

Provisional sentence granted on certain promissory notes, where
the defendants set up an oral agreement to give time alleged
to

have teen made before or at the time of the 7nahing of

the notes sued upon,

and

ivhere the plaintiffs alleged that

su^h agreement was conditional upon the consent of all
the creditors being given, and all had not consented.

The grounds of defence

to

claims for provisional sentence dis-

cussed.

In these cases the defendant Companies were summoned
for provisional sentence

upon a

series of

promissory notes
dated July 18th, 1883, signed by the Chairman of the two
Companies, who was duly authorised to sign on their belialf,
the total amount claimed against the South West Company

and that against the North West
The two defendant Companies
had formerly existed as one Company under the name of the
Cape Diamond Mining Company, and carried on their operations in the Kimberley Mine.
After they became two
had
same
and the same
the
Chairman,
Companies, they
The defences set up to tlie claims
Directors and Trustees.
for provision were the same in each case, except that in wliich
J. V.
Hope and Company were plaintiffs. It was agreed that
the cases of Tarry and Company vs. The South West Diamond
Mining Company, and J. V. Hope and Company vs. The South

being £3704

Ss.

Company £4145

Sd.

6s.

lOd.

West Diamond Mining Company should bo heard together,
and that judgment in the other cases should follow the result
in the case of Tarry and Company vs. South West
Company,
(<i)

[I

um

indebted to Mr, Justice Jonks lor the

re]iort

ol'

this ease.

— Ejx]

iggs.

Nov. u.

Tan-yTco.

vs.

Diamond aiding

40

00^26
Nov^i4.
'^s^lthwrnt^'
Diamoiid Mining

'^^^ material

26th,

1882,

MiJiJiig

Company

—

were the following
On September
of the South West Diamond
passed and executed a notarial bond in

facts

the

:

trustees

f^your of Messrs. Pistorius, Hull and R. M. Eoberts, in their
capacity as the trustees for the creditors of the South West

Diamond Mining Company, acknowledging themselves to be
indebted to the said trustees for creditors in the sum of
£3960 8s. 2d., and specially hypothecating certain machinery,
buildings, tools and other articles enumerated in a schedule
annexed to the bond, possession of which machinery, &c., had
been delivered to Pistorius, Hull and Eoberts in their aforesaid capacity.
The bond further set out that " whereas the
Company are indebted to the several persons and firms
mentioned in an annexed schedule in the respective sums of
And whereas it
money set opposite to their names
has been mutually agreed between the said creditors of the
said Company and the directors of the Company that the
creditors should give it an extension of time for the payment
of the amounts due to them respectively, and that in consideration therefor the chairman of the directors of the said

Company should pass his promissory notes in favour of the
several creditors for the respective amounts duo to them,
payable three months after September 18th, 1882, and should
give to the said Pistorius, Hull and Roberts in trust for
the said creditors the security of this bond as security for the
due payment of the said promissory notes to be passed as
aforesaid or any renewal or renewals thereof if renewed,
and whereas it was further agreed that the Company
should have the right to renew, should it desire it, any one
or all of the said promissory notes to be passed as aforesaid
for a furtlier period of three

months, beyond the respective
due dates thereof, and that it should have the further right
to renew any one or so many or all of such renewed promissory notes for a further period of three mouths beyond their
respective due dates, etc., etc
this bond or obligation is that

Now
if

the condition of

the said appearers in their

said capacity, their successors, etc., shall and will well and
truly pay or cause to be paid to the said trustees in their

said capacity, etc., etc., or their assigns or the legal holder or

holders thereof lor the

time beinn:

all

and singular the

41
1883.
amounts of the promissory notes to be passed by them as
Oct. 26.
hereinbefore mentioned, or any renewals thereof when and as
>>'ov_i4the same become due," together with interest mentioned in '^§^^^,^^68^
"
then this bond or obh'gation shall be null and Diamond^Miniug
the bond,
the same shall be and remain in full force,
otherwise
void,
In the affidavit of J. B. Eobinson filed
virtue and effect."
it was asserted that it was not within the
defendants
tlie
by
power of the creditors to sue on the promissory notes before
the Court while this bond was in full force and effect. This
On June 15th,
point, however, was not seriously pressed.

1883, Kobinson's affidavit further alleged, a meeting took
place between the Directors of the South West Diamond
Mining Company and the creditors of the Company, including

and it appeared by the minutes of the meeting
was then agreed between those present that application should be made to the Cape of Good Hope Bank to take
over the liabilities due to the creditors secured by the bond,

the

plaintiffs,

that

it

six months would be given.
of the minutes of the meeting, at which the deponent
These
not present, was attached to the affidavit.

failing

which a further renewal of

A copy

was
minutes were

subsequently confirmed by a meeting of
Kotes
directors of the Company on June 25th, 1883.
were passed by E. M. Eoberts, Chairman of the Company, at
it was said, the
negotiaCape of Good Hope Bank to take place, which
negotiations however fell to the ground. The correspondence
shewing this was annexed to the affidavit. The affidavit of
"
Mr. liobinson then alleged that he was advised and believed
"
the Company was entitled to a
that in the circumstances
renewal or to an extension of time for a period of six months
from the date of the meeting on June 1 5th, 1883. The mate-

one month's date in order to enable,
tions with the

rial portions of
"

the minutes of the meeting were as follows

:

—

Mr. Koberts stated that the bills given to the creditors under security
machinery and plant fall due on the 18tli instant and that the
directors were not in a position to pay them and that this meeting liad
been called to consider what arrangements could be made concerning
The question of realising the machinery and plant was then
tlie same.
discussed and it was considered undesirable to sell the same at present
except such surplus stock as was not recpiired, but the creditors cdusiiiercd
that some portion nj' the rent received from tlie lessees sh(iuld lie ]'niil to
them it was mentioned that Mr. 11 add had seen the jnanagerof the Cape

of the

;

42
1883.

Nov!

TarryTco

Good Hope Bank and proposed that a portion of the interest to be paid
Bank should go to the creditors, which had been agreed to, the
Proportion to be settled by a friendly referee, and that the amount at
of

to the

u'.

vs

South West
present to the credit of the trustees should be divided pro rata
Plamond Mining
t^
the creditors.
Co.
,

amongst

,

"

(2) Mr, W. T. Anderson was empowered to act in the place of Mr.
Pistorius as trustee for the creditors, Koberts and Skill as directors

consenting.
"
(3) After discussion
bills

was agreed to by these presents {sic) that the
month for the purpose of negotiating with the

it

be renewed for one

Cape of Good Hope Bank for taking over the liabilities due to the creditors
by the bond on the machinery, plant, etc., failing which a further
renewal of six months would be given, this to he tuithout prejudice to the
secured

right of the creditors provided for in the hond.
"(4) Messrs. Roberts and Skill agreed to all the iovegomg proposals of
the creditors which would be submitted to the Board of Directors for

confirmation at their first meeting.
"
(5) The solicitor was empowered to draw a fresh bond

"(Signed)

if necessary.
J. B. Robinson,

"

"

Confirmed

Chairman,

at meeting of Directors held on 25th June, 1883.

"

(Signed)

J.

B. Robinson,
"

Chairman."

The

secretary of the Compan}^ wrote to the

Hope Bank on June

20th, stating

One

proposal

of

the

—

In his letter the following passages occur:
or two of the creditors were of opinion that no exten-

directors.
*'

the

Cape of Good

sion should be allowed.

It was, however, ultimately agreed
that before any decisive measures were adopted the directors

be requested to bring this matter to your notice, you being
The directors are of
the principal parties interested.
with
Bank
could
the creditors for
that
arrange
your
opinion
.

a settlement of the

liability at

.

.

an early date, and as we

that you are already the holders of the greater
portion of the existing bills we are convinced there would
be no difficulty in arranging for those not held by you."

believe

The Bank replied on August 8th, 1883, peremptorily refusing
to take over the debts of the Company, and informing the
trustees that as the plant and machinery were already in
possession of the trustees they could deal with it as they

thought

fit.

Vernon Plope (Managing Director of Vernon Hope
and Company, Limited), and one of the plaintiffs, distinctly
J.

43
denied on affidavit having assented to any agreement giving
an extension of time, or that he was present at the meeting ;

and Charles Dunell Eudd (the
Chairman and Manasrinar
^
to
&
Director of the plaintiff firm of E. W. Tarry and Company)
meeting referred to in Eobinson's affidavit,
" it was
agreed amongst the creditors as stated in the sa^d
minute that in the event of the Cape of Good Hope Bank
stated that, at the

not agreeing to take over the

liabilities of

the

Company

the

months be given, but that it was distinctly
understood and agreed that this engagement should only be
binding in case all the creditors consented thereto. That
shortly after the above meeting he met J. V. Hope, who
represented the firm of Hope and Company, creditors of the
North West Company, who informed him that he would not
further time of six

consent to the extension of time proposed at the meeting.
added that when he learnt that the Cape of Good Hope

He

Bank

refused to take over the liabilities, and that J. V. Hope,
on behalf of the firm of Hope and Company, had refused to
give the extension of time^ whereby the rights of creditors
under the bond referred to in Robinson's affidavit would be
prejudiced, he declined to give a further extension of time for
the amount due to his Company. Cairncross, the secretary of
the defendant Company, in an affidavit answering those of

Eudd and Hope, admitted

that Hope was not present at the
but
that
his firm had accepted a promeeting,
alleged
missory note in accordance with the terms of the agreement

between the creditors and directors " for one month for the
purpose of enabling the defendant Company to negotiate
with the Bank, and that thereafter he renewed this note for
the period of one

month

less

a certain ^ro rata share of

certain debts, referred to paragraph (2) of the minutes of the
meeting of the 18th June, as will be more fully seen by

reference being had to the copy of the receipt signed by the
creditors of the Company."
This receipt, dated July 18th,
"
had
the
1883,
following heading
hereby acknowto
have
received
the
amounts
ledge
placed {sic) our respec:

—

We

names being a distribution of £83 Gs. 8d., which amount
been
deducted from the bills due this day, the remainder
has
Below this receipt were written
being renewed one month."

tive

the names of the creditors, the amounts of theif debts and the

issa.

Nov.

14.

Tarry &co.rs.
s^,yth West
Diamond Mining
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1883.

i^ov^i.
"^soShw^st"*'

°'^™°"^^"""8

payments on account. Cairncross further stated that until he
had perused the affidavits sworn by J. V. Hope and C. D.
I^^'i*-^^^
^^6 ^^d never "in his capacity as Secretary to the
"
received any notice either from Hope
defendant Company
or Rudd or any other person that Hope had refused to accept
the arrangement come to at the meeting of June 15th, but
on the other hand from the fact of the said Hope accepting a renewal at one month due on July 18th, and a
further renewal at one month due on August 18th, together

with payment of a pro rata share of certain debts referred
meeting, he was always under
the impression that he fully acquiesced in the arrangements
With regard to the
and accepted the terms of the same.
to in the minutes of the

second renewal, namely from July 18th to August 18th,
he said that it was made at one month only and not
for the full term of six months for the following reason,

namely that Rudd suggested that as the defendant Company would probably be in a position to pay off a certain
amount month by month, it would be better that the renewals should take place monthly in order to allow of such
payments as the Company might be enabled to make, instead
of taking one bill for the enth-e extension of time agreed
upon, but that there was no condition to the effect that by

granting a

bill at

one month the defendant Company should

be obliged to pay anything on account or that it would disentitle the Company to a lurther renewal from time to time

arrangement of June 15th. He said
that he took down the minutes in the presence
creditors and directors and read them over, and that
dition was made that they should be binding only in
in terms of the

tlie

creditors consented, but

it

further
of

the

no conease all

was agreed that they should

be binding on the creditors present. Owing to the absence of
Rudd there was no answering affidavit to tliat of Cairncross.
Forster, on behalf of the plaintiffs, put in the promissory
notes together with notarial protests, and prayed for provisional sentence.

C.F. (with him Davison), for the defendant
that as there was an apparent acquicontended
Company,
of
the plaintilf Hope, he certainly njust
the
on
escence
part

Hoshjns,

be taken

to

have concurred

\\ith

the

other

creditors

-

-

4o
accepting

the agreement shewn

in

the minutes of

the

by his acquiescence had
into between the
entered
compromise
defendant Company and its creditors, Rudd's contention
be a consent of all
entirely fell to the ground, as there would
meeting of June 18th
become a party to the

;

^^^^^^^^^

that if he

^<>^*'^'^south

If the
the creditors to the terms of payment proposed.
minutes of tlie meeting were correct they shewed a distinct
to give time, and that therefore tlie plaintiff was
not entitled to provision. It is not necessary to rebut the
a written document signed by the
plaintiff's claim by

agreement

plaintiif.

Forster, in reply, contended that even if the agreement
did exist the defendant Companies could not resist tlie claim

The agreement, if made at all, was
promise made at tlie time of the making of the

for provisional sentence.

a mere verbal

promissory notes, and parol testimony cannot be received to
contradict, vary, add to, or subtract from the terms of a valid
written instrument.
consideration.

denied),

made

Moreover,

it

was not snpported by any

The

verbal promise was, if given (which he
at the time of signing the first notes, and could

not apply to those which were
July 18th, and all the notes

made a month later, viz. on
now sued on were made at

The circumstances under which they were granted
were shewn by the receipt given on that date, which merely
proved an intention to renew for one month. The question
that date.

as to renewal

and the extension of

six

months' time could

not have arisen until about August 10th, as the letter of tlie
Bank was not written until August 8th, while the renewals

second month were accepted on July 18th. As to
Vernon Hope, he was not present at the meeting and it is
not shewn that he was even aware of what was done.
He
for the

never consented. He signed the receipt of July
but
this
18th,
only shews his acceptance of a part payment of
his note and renewal for one month.
As to the nullity of

certainly

any contemporanpous verbal promise to renew, Simpson, N.O.
vs. Frank and Nicolh (2 Buch. E. D. C. 195) was a
strong

A

verbal })romise to accept
authority for the plaintiffs.
a renewal could not vary th(3 written document.
Befon;

July 18th Hope had refused to consent to a renewal lor six
months, and therefore the condition that all the creditors
should consent had not been fulfilled and none of ihe pkiin-

wesf'

^''^"^""c"''"'"^
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14.
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tiffs

would be bound

to renew.

No mere

verbal agreement

to renew could be a good defence to a clairn for
provision.
-^ written document was
necessary.

Diamond Mining
Co.

Cur. adv.

.vult.

Postea (Nov. 14),—

judgment, briefly stated the
facts as above, and expressed a strong opinion that the
affidavits produced by the defendants did not appear to him

Buchanan,

J.P., in giving

to warrant the Court in refusing provisional sentence.

was not

He

defendant Companies had made
out a case which would justily him in refusing the claims
satisfied that the

which the

plaintiffs

based upon the promissory notes put in.
satisfied the Court that the probability

The defendants had not

of success in the principal case was against the plaintiffs.
In this case it was unnecessary for him to discuss the questions which arose in the case of Hoare vs. Graham (3 Campbell, 57) or in the case of Simpson N.O. vs. Frank and NicoIIs
Without entering into the points
(2 Buch. E. D. C. 195).
discussed in that case he arrived at the conclusion that in

the cases before the Court provisional sentence should be
granted with costs. He had had an opportunity of reading
the judgment about to be delivered by his brother Jones

and concurred generally

in the conclusions arrived at

by

him.
Jones,

J.

:

—In

all

these actions the defendants are sued

upon certain promissory notes signed upon their behalf, and
duly put in and read by the plaintiffs' counsel. In answer
to the claims founded upon the liquid documents the defendant Companies set up a plea which amounts either to a
novation or an excejptio pacti de non petendo. It appears
from the affidavits filed that the defendant Companies were
in

September 1882

suffering, as

many

other people

still are,

from the pressure of the times, and in order to relieve themselves from this pressure they passed on September 26th
notarial bonds in favour of Messrs. H. F. E. Pistorius, George
Henry Hull, and E. M. Roberts, as trustees for their creditors.

Among

these creditors, whose

names and the amounts of

their debts appear in schedules annexed to the bonds, are

47
the names of

all the plaintiffs or their legal representatives.
these bonds certain property of the defendant Companies
specially mortgaged or pledged to the trustees to secure

By
is

certain promissory notes to be passed by the chairman of the
directors of the defendant Companies due three months after

September 18th, 1882, or the renewals of the same. The
defendant Companies were to have the right to renew for
three months and the further right to renew for three months

beyond the due dates of the renewals. This practically
amounted to a grant of nine months time to the defendant

Companies upon consideration of the creditors being secured
by mortgage bonds in favour of certain three trustees. The
Companies apparently availed themselves of their privileges,
and renewed but did not pay their bills. On June 15th,
1882, when the nine months grace had passed, most of the
creditors met again and determined upon attempting to persuade the Cape of Good Hope Bank to take over the liabilities
due to the creditors to pay them out in full in fact. Mr.
Eoberts seems to have informed the meeting that the notes
passed were due, but the directors of the Companies were
unable to meet their liabilities. Certain arrangements are
then made as to interest and rent, changes are made in the
trustees for the creditors, and then from the minutes of the
meeting it appears that after discussion it was agreed that the
bills be renewed for one month for the purpose of negotia-

—

ting with the

Cape of Good Hope Bank

for taking over the

due to the creditors secured by bond on the
machinery, plant, &c., failing which a further renewal of
liabilities

months would be given, but this to be without prejudice
Mr.
to the rights of the creditors provided in the bond.
It is
J. B. Eobinson signs as chairman of the meeting.

six

admitted that

all tlie plaintiffs or their representatives

were

meeting except Messrs. John Vernon Hope
and Company. On the 25th of June, 1883, the directors
On June 20th, the
formally agreed to these minutes.

present at this

Secretary of the North and South West Diamond Mining
Companies wrote to the chairman and directors of the Cape
of

Good Hope Bank

in

Cape Town.

Notes to run one month

from June 18th were signed by the chairman of directors
in favour of the creditors, and the Cape of Good Hope
Bank having refrained from replying to tlie letter of

^i^^ss.^

nov^u.
vs.

West
^^Jj^^^e
wamoiid^Mining
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iNov^i4.

^smuif\v-esr'
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June 20th, the

creditors accepted another batch of notes

July 18th, due a month after date, and at the same
time signed a document which is in the following terms:
u
^y^ j^ereby acknowledgo to have received the amounts
placed our respective names being a distribution of £83 (is. 8d.
which amount has been deducted from bills due this day,
the remainder being renewed for one month.'' All the notes
sued on are dated July 18th and are made payable one
Qj-^

—

month
Cape

On August

after date.

of

Good Hope Bank

from the shock of the

in

6th the manacjer of the
Cape Town, leaving recovered

letter of

June 20th,

replies in exceed-

ingly indignant terms, refusing the offer of the secretary
of the two defendant Companies to pay the creditors 20s.
in

the

£ and

take over

all

liabilities.

These seem to

be roughly the main fiicts of the case.
Passing over for
the present the nicer questions of fact which are raised by
the affidavits of Mr. Kudd and Mr. Cairncross, I may at
once deal with the law involved in the question before the
It is unnecessary to cite many authorities to support
Court.
the doctrine laid down by Lord Ellenborough, in Hoare vs.
Graham (3 Camp. 57). A defendant cannot give in evidence

a parol agreement entered into when a note is drawn that it
should be renewed and that payment should not be demanded

No mere oral agreement can have
in controlling the instrument, if contemlaw
any
the making of it for that would be to allow
lioraneous with
oral evidence to vary a written contract {vide Bijles on Bills,
when

it

became due.

effect at

;

As Paeke, J., lays it down in Abbott vs. Hendriclcs,
G. 795
and
1 Isl.
Every bill or note imports two things,
an engagement to pay the amount on
and
value received
Evidence is admissible to deny the
certain specified terms.

p. 100).

''

:

to vary the agreement."
In a case
receipt of value, but not
of Filce vs. Street, cited in Bijles, p. 100, the opposite was

held, and in Abrey vs. Crwa^,L.E. 5 C.P. 37, Mr. Justice Willes,
a Judge of marked ability, doubted the principle, but it seems

now

deemed clear law. It is
and notes one of the first

to be

to bills

in fact

merely applying

rules of evidence.

But

not competent to controvert or vary by parol
thou'di
that
the contract
appears on the face of the note, a contemit

is

in writing
poraneous agreement

may be adduced

for

that

49
vs.
Langley, 4 M. & Gr. 466, aud Bowerbank
4 Taunt. 844) or a subsequent written agreement {MeManus vs. Barh, 5 L. K. Ex. 65). Similarly it

purpose (Brown
vs.

Monteiro,

was held in Keyter vs. Vilgoen, 1 ]\Ienz. 44, that parol evidence was inadmissible to invalidate the note by shewing
that a certain agreement (referred to in the terms of the
note) ex facie of the note unconditional was in reality conditional
(1

Menz.

and
95),

its

condition unfulfilled.

we have an instance

In Cannon

vs.

Ford

of a defendant setting

up

a written agreement as a defence against a claim for proThe plaintiff had
visional sentence on a promissory note.
signed a document stating that the defendant from loss of

money he expected

to receive

was unable to pay

for certain

furniture bought from the plaintiff, and that the plaintiff
thereupon engaged to wait till his claim was decided by the

Orphan Masters, and if against the defendant to receive back
the furniture, being paid for the hire of it.
The Court held
that this document had the effect of a novatio dehiti and that
under the conditions of the said engagement the

plaintiff

was

not entitled to demand provisional sentence at that time.
Where the defence of a pactum de non petendo was set up

under the Dutch law
have been entitled to

it

seems that the defendant would

question to the oath of the
Executors
of Boos, 1 Menz. 89 and
plaintiff (vide
oath
of reference is retained
and
and
as
the
42,
1,9
Voet,
10)
I
such
a course would be adlaw
Colonial
our
suppose
by

Boux

refer the

vs.

missible even under our present practice (Sect. 27 of Ord. 72).
When this defence is set up and the defendant does not refer

the matter to the oath of the plaintiff, the question arises as
to what amount of proof he must give to avoid provisional
sentence.

MEYER

In the able introduction of Mr. Justice

to the first

Water-

volume of Menzies the general rule

is

laid

down and Van der Keesel and Van der Linden followed.
" The
plaintiff's claim," says Va7i der Keesel, Thes. 527,
"

may be validly opposed by equally liquid proof on the part
of the defendant not only in writing, but even by witnesses."
" In
order," says Van der Linden (Judiciel Practyck, vol. i.
"
to oppose a decree of provisional payment, the
p. 207),
defendant must be prepared with such counter proof as shall
of success is against
satisfy the Court that the probability
'
Vol. [1.— FAni' I.— G.W.
!•:

issa.

Nov.

li.

&

co.

Tarry

i-s.

Diamond Mining
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*^^^ plaintiff."

B.
"

^soutifwesr'

3.

chap.

Upon

referring to Schorer's note to Grotius,
that he lays down the law as follows

5, § 7, 1 find

Exceptiones autem

:

solutionis, compensationis, novafionis, paefi

^'^'^'^ouAWmme (Jq noTi

petendo,falsitaUs, et quae his sunt similes, hane adiudicationem non impedire, nisi in continenti probentur. Sande, in
his Decisiones Frisicae, (1. I. c. 8, § 3), writes
Exceptiones
:

—

autem pro suhiecta materia in continenti prdbari dicuntur, de
quibus seripto publico vel private in continenti appareat, et ita
tribunalia tibique observant
: nee
auditur debitor, qui
.

.

.

.

per testes probare velit exceptiones propositas. This rule seems
to have been to some extent followed in LevicJcs and Sherman

Menz. 49). In that case there was, however,
ground for giving provisional sentence, as the
defendant who was maker of a promissory note alleged a
payment to the payee but did not clearly shew that it was
vs. Elisteen (1

another

before

indorsation

and

'

delivery

to

the

plaintiffs.

On

the other hand, an agreement to give time to the debtor
was successfully set up by the defendant in the case of
vs. Lawton, 1 Menz. p. 108, and the cases reported on
but in
the following pages against the same defendant
these cases the defendant produced a wTitten document

Dobie

;

signed by the plaintiffs themselves or by those from whom
they derived their title, and of this document the plaintiffs

had notice at

tlie time they acquired title.
Upon looking
the
through
reported cases during the last ten or twelve
years it will be seen that the Courts of this Colony have

exhibited a tendency to enlarge the narrow rule laid down
by Schorer, and a more liberal view has been taken as to the

nature of the defences which

may be

set

up to a claim

for

I need only cite the case of Tliornton
(Buch. Keports, 1873, p. 82) and the cases of

provisional sentence.
vs.

Brook

Baubenheimer

Campher and Keyter vs. Champion (Buch.
and
Piton vs. Executrix of Beyers (Buch.
Eeports, 1874)
Reports, 1876, p. 128). In the last mentioned case provisional
sentence was prayed against the executrix of the deceased
maker of certain promissory notes, and it appeared from the
affidavits filed that accommodation paper had passed between the plaintiff and deceased. The defendant alleged and
vs.

were for the plaintiff's accom"
The affidavits have
Yilliers, C.J,, said

plaintiff denied that the notes

modation.

De
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raised a great doubt as to whether the notes were given for
the accommodation of the plaintiff or the deceased; and if the

1883.
Oct. 26.

Nov^if

are substantiated '^Sh^weJ'
allegations made on behalf of the defendant
she must succeed. The Court must have both parties before niamond^Mining
it,

before

it

can decide the issue of

Provisional sentence

fact.

must therefore be refused." Dennysen, J,, concurred and
"
The production of the promissory notes, containing a
said,
clear

acknowledgment

of the holder

;

of debt, raises a

but the allegations

presumption in favour

made

in the affidavits set

out a very strong case for the defendant." In Piton vs.
Beyers the plaintiff eventually succeeded in the principal
the cases, however, which I have cited the
defendant's affidavits raised grave doubts in the mind of the
case.

In

all

Court as to the justice of the

plaintiff's claim.

The Court

has now to consider whether the defence set up in the cases
before it is of a character similar to that found in the cases
cited.

Upon one ground

to succeed.

Looking

alone I think the plaintiffs ought
by the defendant

at the affidavits filed

I cannot say that I feel grave doubts as to the
The minutes of the meeting
the
of
plaintiffs' claims.
justice
do not appear to have been kept with very great accuracy,

Companies

nor do they appear to have contained all the terms of the
We are told that immediately after
intended agreement.
the meeting notes for one month, not six, are signed by the
chairman, and yet if Cairncross be correct this would seem
to be one of the terms of the agreement between the parties.
No mention of it is made in the minutes. On the other

hand Mr. Eudd swears that the agreement as to extension of
time was conditional upon the consent of all the creditors
being obtained. It is at least strange, if what Mr. Eudd
is untrue, that the renewals (according to the
minutes)
were " to be without prejudice to the rights of tlie creditors

says

Now the condition of the bond
was that upon non-payment of the renewals which were tlien
already due the bond should be enforceable, and it is difficult
to conceive that men of business would have placed tlicni-

provided for in the bond."

any dissentient creditor —
—
Hope should have the whip-hand and be able to enforce his

selves in such a position that

o.

g.

rights under the bond to the detriment of the other creditors.
From the letter of the secretary of tlic defendant Comjt.-inics
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we see tliat there were dissentients, and that the Cape of
Good Hope Bank held many of the notes on June 10th.
Surely it would have been an easy matter if the defendants'
contention were correct to have obtained the signatures of
the creditors to the arrangement alleged. Surely if it were

intended

a

tliat

further

period of six

months should be

defendant Companies, and that the notes
be
renewed every month, nothing could have
should
given
been simpler than to have stated this in the minutes. It

allowed to the

not

does

appear in the

directors three

days after

minutes, but the chairman of
the meeting signs promissory

notes payable a month after date.
The written undertaking
is inconsistent with the defence set
While the
given
up.
chairman was signing these notes the minutes themselves

—

—

the alleged inchoate agreement had not even been confirmed by the Board of Directors of the Company. But
even after these minutes have been confirmed we find the

chairman signing renewals of these same notes on July
18th.
Even were the defence really good in law, I do not
think it sufficiently clearly made out on the affidavits to
raise

But

grave doubts as to the validity of the plaintiffs' claims.
view were not correct this Court would not be

if this

justified in varying the

terms of the written contracts of the

parties by proof of the oral statements made at the meeting
The mere production of a memorandum
of June 15th.

of the minutes of a meeting of creditors taken down by some
person present in this case the secretary of the defendant

—
—
Company subsequently
defendant Company,

documents mentioned in the cases

written

While

it is

sentence

ment,

confirmed by the directors of the
cannot be deemed equivalent to the

is

it is

I

have

cited.

true that the defence to a claim for provisional
not required to be by a public or private instru-

equally true that a contemporaneous oral agreeto vary the effect of the contracts in

ment cannot be allowed
writing appearing

concur

in

in

thinking

I
the promissory notes themselves.
sentence
should
be
provisional

that

granted, with costs.
rPlaintiffs' Attorneys,
(_

Haarhoi-f Bros.
"]
Stow & Caldecoii.J

Defendants' Attorneys,
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Dell, N.O.
Provisional sentence.

Fraud

A

vs.

Otto.

— Summons. —Description of defendant. —

ofindorser.

— Bona fide holder for

value.

and
promissory note made hy 0. in favour of T. or order,
to
in
was
endorsed
and
T.
S.
hlanh,
previous
maturity
hy
passed hy S.
draft and

to

a Bank as

other

collateral security for

liahilities

of S. to the

Bank.

an

over-

It

was

a fraudulent holder of
alleged that at this time S. ivas
under
note
and
ivas
the
obligation to return it to the
maker, from lohom he had already received payment.
Tlie Bank after dishonour sued the maker.
Held, that the
plaintiff,

having had no notice of the alleged transactions

between 0.

and

S., ivas entitled to provisional sentence.

The description of a defendant hy an initial in lieu of her
second Christian name, followed hy the full descriptio7i of
her husband, to whom she ivas married out of community,
is

not such a misdescription as to vitiate a

summons for

provisional sentence.

The

summons

iu

this

case

commanded

"Petronella

i^^''-

No\'. 15.

W.

Otto married out of community of property to William
Otto, and by him assisted as far as need be, both of

James

Kimberley," to appear to answer the provisional claim of
the plaintiff, representing the Standard Bank, upon a certain
promissory note bearing date July 31st, 1882, and payable

made by the defendant in favour of one
and
Teubes or order
by him and P. W. Scholtz endorsed
in blank, of which note the plaintiff was now the legal
March

31st, 1883,

holder.

Jlopley,

the

produced the note and the
and
presentment
non-payment, and prayed for

for

certiiicatc of

plaintiff,

]>rovisional sentence.

Forster, for the defendant, took a preliminary objection to
summons that there was not a sufKcient description of

the

tlie

defendant, she

being described

merely as Petronelhi

Dell

vs. Otto.
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Dell vs. Otto.

W.

Otto, whereas her full

He

relied

on Norden

name should have been

given.

M. 125 Bens vs. Eeyden1
M.
Matcher
and^Maleomess
vs. Van Rooijen,
124;
rijch,
2 E.D.C. 155 Days Common Laiv Procedure Act, 1852, p. 2.
vs. Eoole, 1

;

;

Eopley contended that the duty of the Court was only to
see that the proper defendant was before it, and that there
could be no mistake on that point. Here the defendant

was so described that there could be no error as to her
and she had appeared by counsel. He quoted
Bens vs. Eeydenryek, uhi supra ; B. vs. de Villiers, 1 M. 292
identity,

;

Buclc

Ehsteen, 1 M. 475

vs.

;

Trustee of Nicholson vs. Coetze,

Buch. 1868, 239.
The Court overruled

the objection, holding that the
defendant was sufficiently described, and that the case was
one in which there was no possibility of any mistake arising
through the use of the initial.

The

affidavit of the

defendant was then read in which she

had arranged
with the payee, Teubes, that she would release the note then
in the hands of Scholtz, who had since died, by paying off
another note of Teubes', for securing the payment of which
stated that before the due date of the note she

Scholtz was then holding the note now sued on that she
accordingly did settle the note of Teubes, and that Scholtz
;

promised to
find

it

;

let

her have her own note as soon as he could

that she frequently applied to Scholtz for the note,
after his death discovered that it was in the hands

and only

This affidavit was supported by certain
vouchers and receipts in the handwriting of Scholtz, and
also by the corroborating affidavit of Teubes.
of the plaintiff.

The answering

Dell was read stating that he
in question from Scholtz, without
notice of the facts alleged in the defendant's affidavit, before
affidavit of

had received the note

the maturity of the note and as collateral security for an
overdraft and other liabilities of Scholtz, and that he had
ever since held the note for valuable consideration, and only
recently, and after maturity of the note, had been informed
of the facts now alleged.
Forster contended that wliero fraud was set up as a defence
to

an action on a note, the liolder could succeed only if he
lie liad no notice of the fraud, and that he

could allege that
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was a holder

He

for valuable consideration.

did not maintain

that the plaintiff in this case had received notice, but he
urged that there was no consideration. Where bills endorsed

1883.

Nov.
Dell

15.

vs. Otto.

in blank or promissory notes are deposited merely by way of
security, the property in them remains in the depositor, both

as against

the depositary and

a third party with notice

The note in
{Grant's Law of Bankers, 4th edition, p. 177).
this case was deposited as collateral security for Scholtz's
liabilities ; it was tainted with fraud in his hands ; he could
not have recovered on

recover.
liability

and

it,

by the above

as,

authority,

never passed, the plaintiff could not now
Here the note was given as security for a past

the property in

it

and no valuable consideration passed

for

This

it.

was merely a note given to the Bank for collection, and the
property in it was not meant to pass to the Bank {Grant,
pp. 145, 146).

The Court, without calling on Hopley, granted provisional
sentence with costs, holding that it was clear from the
affidavits that the Bank was a bond fide holder for valuable
consideration, and without notice of the alleged circumstances between Scholtz

and the other parties

liable

on the

note.
rPlaintiffs Attorneys,

Graham &

LDefendant's Attorneys, Knights

Gilbert.

~|

& Hearle. J

Dymott
Arrest.

Can

tlie

Court confirm

a

vs.

Pike.

— Feregrinus.
tvrit

of

arrest obtained

hij

one

peregrinus against anotlier peregrinus upon a liahiUty
whudi arose hey ond its jurisdiction
Not decided.
'i

Tlic Begistrar

—

had on the 2nd of November issued a writ
W. S. Leslie and one H. R. Pike, u[u)n

of arrest against one
the allidavit of T.

W.

Gilbert,

the

i-<s3.
'

_

"^'"''"

plaintiffs

attorney,

''''•

'

'''
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1883.

—1Dymott

vs.

annexing the affidavit of the plaintiff, who resided in Cape
Town, to which was annexed the following;
° account
:

Pike.

—

Masonic Hotel, Cape Town,
24:th October,

Messrs. Leslie

&

J3r. to

To promissory

Sept. 26.
Oct. 25.

Pike's

„

„

„

„

„

„ Mr. Leslie

„

27
27

4

9

5

6

19
153 19

(dx,

Oct. 18.

W. Dymott.
£98

note

„ Mrs. Leslie's account

„

1883.

Pike,

Cash on account

3

15

£138 19

3

Gilbert's affidavit further alleged that the debt was wholly
unsecured, and that the defendants were about to remove to

the Free State.

but Leslie had

Thereupon Pike had been duly arrested,
the Free State.
On the return day

left for

of the writ,

Lange prayed

for its confirmation.

an affidavit by the defendant Pike, alleging
that he and Leslie were members of a traveling troupe of
Levetj read

actors who were simply passing through Kimberley
that he
had no domicile in the Colony that he had left his wife at
Cape Town where he intended to join her on the comple;

;

that the indebtedness of the
of the traveling tour
in
if
arose
defendant,
Cape Town beyond the jurisdicany,
tion

;

made nor signed the
promissory note included in the account, and had not known
of its existence till it was shewn to him by Mr. Gilbert, the
applicant's attorney, and that he believed the note was made
tion of this Court

;

that he had not

by Leslie solely. He denied any liability on the said note,
and alleged that the £15 placed to credit in the account was
a sum transmitted to tlie plaintiff by him in his own name
and individual capacity on account of his personal indebtedness to the plaintiff.

Lange produced the answering affidavit of Mr. Gilbert,
alleging that respondent had no fixed domicile in this Colony,

57
that he
it as soon as the tour was over
issa.
?I_
had had frequent interviews with the two defendants about
^°" "*'
obtaining a settlement of the plaintiff's claim, and that they
both admitted their liability and that the respondent Pike
saw the note in question and did not dispute his liability on

and intended leaving

;

'

;

it,

to

and that both Leslie and Pike had admitted their liability
him personally but had pleaded inability to pay.

The Court was of opinion that the original affidavit, on
which the writ was issued, did not shew that the present
respondent was personally indebted to the applicant in a sum
exceeding £15 and in the absence of any authority doubted
;

whether they could confirm an arrest of one peregrinus at
the instance of another peregrinus, upon a liability which
had arisen beyond the jurisdiction, and accordingly discharged the writ, with

costs.

PAppIicant's Attorneys, Graham & Gilbert.
|_Kespondent's Attorney, Dewhdbst.

"|

J

Thomson and Company

Gooderson.

vs.

Literdiet.

maker of a jpromissory note had fledged certain
jproijerty as security for payment on demand of the amount
of the note, and imyment had been applied for hut no steps

Where

the

had been taken

to

obtain judgment on the

Tiote,

the Court,

in the absence of clear proof that the pledgee ivoidd otherwise be remediless, refused to interdict the jjledgor from

parting

ivith the goods.

^

This was an application for an interdict restraining the
TIt was
respondent irom parting with certain property.
.

.

isss.

Nov.
„

.

1

Ibunded upon the following
° document

:

—

Thomson & co

'-

"

"
"

Cathcart, Klein Boetsap,
31st May, 1883.

£200

On demand

I

promise to pay Messrs. Thomson and
sum of two hundred pounds sterling

Coinj)any or order the

15.
le.

vs.

Ciooderson.
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Nof ^15
"

^ ^-

ri!Tc^°ereon?*

^^^

value received, for the security whereof and interest at

the rate of one per cent, per month from date hereof, and of
^^7 othcr sum or sums due or which may become due by me
to the said

Thomson and Company,

I

hereby dech^re to have

delivered and pledged erven numbers 117 and 118 with the
buildings thereon, as well as all movable property such as
tools, stock, &c., whereof I am the legal holder, and I engage

and agree that in the event of the said sum of £200 and any
other sums as aforesaid not being paid on demand, it shall

and may be lawful

for the said

Thomson and Company or the

legal holder to recover interest and principal or to sell and
dispose of the said erven with buildings thereon, as well as

any other property herein pledged, and

may appear most expedient,
as may be necessary for the
and

or so
said,

in such

manner

as

much of the said property
sum or sums Avith interest

to defray all expenses incurred

by such

sale,

on condition

shall be paid over to me
I hereby do to the said
and
as
or
granting
assigns, giving
'Thomson and Company or the said legal holder full power

that

if

there be any balance

...

it

my

such sale to assign and transfer such
erven to the said purchaser for which purpose I nominate

and authority

in case of

the said Thomson and Company or the said legal holder my
lawful attorney irrevocably so long as the said sum or any
part thereof shall remain due, &c.
"

"

Witnesses, J.
C.

(Signed) J. C. Gooderson.

Wage,
Kkumevick."

the 18th of October, 1883, in Chambers {coram
J. P.), on production of the affidavit of F,

Upon

Buchanan,

M. Thomson, one

of the partners of the firm of

Tliomson and

Company, annexing the said agreement, and setting forth that
his firm, since May 31st, 1883, had made repeated demands
on the respondent to comply with his undertaking but that
he had

failed to

do

or to deliver any part of

tlie

property
pledged tliat his firm had no other security for their debt
that the respondent was then selling portion of tlie i)roporty
at a great sacrifice, and, as deponent believed, ^\ith the
so,

;

;

intention of defeating his firm in obtaining

payment

of their
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1883.
that his firm had received no proceeds of any sales of
Nov. 15.
16.
„
the property, and that unless an order were made interdicting
& Co.
Thomson
from selling or parting with the property his vs. Gooderson.
the

debt

;

respondent

firm would be remediless in the premises

;

a rule nisi was

he
granted calling on the respondent to shew cause why
should not be restrained as prayed. The rule now came on
for

argument.

An

affidavit was filed by the respondent in which he
denied that he had disposed of any of the property referred
to, or that he intended so doing, and alleged that he had only

sold twenty-eight goats in September to enable
he being at that time out of employment.

The answering

affidavit of

Thomson alleged

him

to live,

that the goats

were sold for half their value, and denied that they were
sold merely to obtain necessaries of

time was

still

as his firm at that

life,

supplying the respondent with goods on credit.

—

The applicants
Forster, for the respondent, shewed cause
have
a
document
on which
are not remediless.
They
liquid
:

they could sue at any moment and get the property thereby
pledged declared executable. Moreover there is no irrepato the applicants, nor any intention on the
respondent's part of doing any damage whatsoever,
Where the right
Hoshjns, G.P., in support of the rule

rable

damage

:

—

not necessary to shew that the
applicants will be remediless, but an interdict will be granted
if there has been a breach of contract by the respondent.

to be enforced is clear

it

is

The applicant is not confined to one remedy, but if he have
two or more he may choose between them. Here he has
chosen to come and ask the Court to stop the respondent
from breaking his contract. The respondent being left in
possession of the goods

is

in a fiduciary position towards the
to sell any part of the

applicants and has no right
to

their

detriment.

Tlie

remedy

of suing on

property
the liquid

document

is available only on
provisional days, and would in
the circumstances of the present case be insufficient and
Ho cited Joyce on Injunctions, vol. i. pp. 71,
inefficacious.

Wood vs. Roiceliffe, 3 Hare, 30S and (>
354, 503
407; Fox vs. Scard, 33 Bcav. 327; Ilofmcijey vs.
Ho contended that Jh-ioamond
Ilofmryer, Buch. 1875, 141.

74,

3.")3,

Excli.

;
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^%«ss, Buch. 1879, 116, was not against him ; in that
case the application was refused because the
allegations in
the respondent's affidavits to the effect that the
'^'^^

Nov^^i5.
^ ^'
"

Thomson & Co
vs.

GoodersoD.

.

proceedings

had not been hond fide were uncontradicted.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—I

and on the authority
vs. Allpass, Avhere in

think the rule must be discharged,
of the last case cited, that of Brummond

very similar circumstances the Court

refused to grant an interdict.
The allegations in support of
the present application are very weak and it is not made out
that the respondent will be unable to pay damages if he has
done wrong ; and I think therefore that the parties may
well be left to their ordinary remedy.

Laurence,

J.

:

— Van

der Linden lays

down

clearly the

three requisites which an applicant for an interdict must be
invested with. Here the applicants are not remediless, but
on the contrary have a prompt and efficacious remedy. There

nothing to shew that the respondent is without other
means, except perhaps his own statement in his affidavit
that he had to sell part of the stock pledged for the purpose
is

of procuring the necessaries of

life

;

but that

is

scarcely

and being an admission of the respondent's it should
"
not be strained against him. A " clear right in itself is not
sufficient,

always sufficient to induce the Court to grant the extraordinary process of an interdict. If it were so applications
for interdicts

would become

far too

common.

The

true test

seems rather to be whether the ordinary remedy by action
would or would not bo a sufficient one, and in this case there
is

no satisfactory evidence that

it

would be

insufficient.

Eule discharged accordingly. With regard to costs the
terms of the order in Brummond vs. Alljmss were followed.
Attorneys, GKAHAJt & Gilbert.
Respondeut's Attorneys, Haarhoff Bkotukks.
[Apiilicants'

1
J
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Re Alliance Diamond Mining Company, Limited.
Joint Stock Company.
'

—Act

12, 1868.

—Duties

of liquidators.

— Secured creditor. —Liquidation must he p'ompt.

The

Alliance

Diamond Mining Company, Limited, had

isss.

1882, and A.

in

been placed
liquidation
September
Goldschmidt and H. J. Feltham had been appointed
joint
"
' ^
in

„

le.

^^—
Re Alliance

the assets of the Company.
liquidators, with power to sell
Diamond^Minmg
After waiting for some time, during which no rise in the
selling price of the assets of the
agreed by the liquidators that as

Company

took place,

it

was

one of them, Goldschmidt,
was then about to visit Europe, he should try to negotiate a
He did go to Europe, in
sale on advantageous terms there.
in
had
but
not
succeeded
1883,
opening any negotia]\Iay
tions there for disposing of the assets.

The Bank

of Africa,

which was a secured creditor of the Company for £2893,
having frequently pressed the remaining liquidator to realise
the assets, he caused the sale of the property of the Company
by public auction to be advertised on September 19th for

November 9th, 1883.
On November 8th,

1883,

Hopley applied in Chambers

{coram Buchanan, J.P.)

and produced the petition
of £9616, which set forth that a

for a rule nisi restraining the sale,

of creditors to the
sale

amount

by public auction

mental to their interests

at that date
;

would be highly

detri-

that negotiations were at that time

if successfully concluded, would
of all the Company's liabilities, and

going on in England which,
result in the

payment

was believed by the petitioners that a postponement
of the sale until January, 1884, would be beneficial to their

that

it

interests.

After hearing Forster for the Bank of Africa, the Judge
granted a rule nisi returnable on November 15th calling
on all persons concerned to shew cause why they sliould not

be restrained from selling, &c., the assets of the Company
the rule to be advertised and to operate as an interim interdict, the applicants to pay the expenses incurred in adver-

;
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1883.

tising

the

This rule came on for argument on the

sale.

16th of November, when
^^HopJeij pra3''ed that the rule be made absolute and urged
Re Alliance
°'*™°'co^™"^ that the Court ought to consider the wishes and interests of the
creditors for nearly £10,000 rather than those of the Bank
"

of Africa, a creditor for less than £3000, the

payment

of

which was secured, so that except the delay no damage
could accrue from the postponement.

Laurence,

J.

:

— Is not the position of the Bank analogous

of a secured creditor in insolvency who, under
Section 56 of the Ordinance, can prevent the trustee from
interfering with or injuring his rights?

to that

—

In a private insolvency the secured creditor has
Hoj)Iey :
a right to compel a sale of the property mortgaged, but in
liquidation there is no similar right given by the Act.

Bank

of Africa, professed the readiness of
his client to withdraw his opposition to the present motion if
Forster, for the

the payment of the debt to the Bank were guaranteed, but
submitted that they should not be kept out of their money

The liquidation had been going on
any longer.
fourteen months and no progress had been made.

for

about

The Court, wishing for an affidavit from the liquidator,
Mr. Feltham, adjourned the matter for that purpose.
On the 22nd November, Mr. Feltham's affidavit was produced, stating that his co-liquidator was trying to negotiate
a sale of the assets in England, but, he thought, without any
chance of success he thought, however, that if there were any
;

chance of such negotiation going through

it

would be inex-

pedient to sell at the present time by public auction at the
same time, on general grounds, he saw no reason to suppose
that the assets would command a better sale in January 1884
;

than at the present time, nor could he fix any time at
which such a rise in value could be reasonably anticipated.

The Court
shewn

did not consider that sufficient cause had been

to postpone the sale

any further.

The Company

liad

63
been in liquidation for considerably more than a year and
nothing had been done towards finally winding it up. Liqui-

i^sa^
8.
Nov.
16.

22.

dators should be as prompt as possible in realising assets,
^gXiiknce
and creditors should not be kept waiting for their money in Mamond Mining

hopes of a better state of things at some uncertain date. The
rule was therefore discharged and the costs were ordered to
be costs in the liquidation.
TApplicants' Attorneys, Graham & Gilbert. "1
|_Respondents' Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott. J

Queen

vs.

Naiget.

Contravention of Wine and Spirits Ordinances (Griqualand
Holder of licence. Trustee of insolvent licencee.
West).

—

— Ordinance

—

16, 1879,

sect.

51.^0rdinance

19, 1880,

sections 5, 11.

Where an

insolvent, the holder

of a licence to sell wines, &c.,
hands of his trustee, loho

left his licensed premises in the

continued the business hut did not procure a transfer of
the licence into his

own name, and

thereafter an illicit
a servant iri

sale of spirits tooJc place at the premises hy

charge
such

:

— Held, that

the insolvent

was not

responsible for

illicit sale.

This was an appeal from a conviction by the Police MagisThe summons charged the accused with

trate of Kimberley.

having on Sunday, October 21st, 1883, contravened section 5
of Ordinance 19, 1880
(G.W.) in that on that date he did by
himself or his agent, then being on his licensed premises, sell
sixpence worth of brandy to one Jim, the said Naiget not
being duly licensed to sell, deal in, or dispose of wines, &c.,
on Sunday, as by law required. The evidence taken before
the Magistrate shewed that the prisoner had been duly
licensed for the year 1883 to sell wines, &c., at stand No. 352

Kimberley on week days only. In July 1883 his estate
was sequestrated and the petitioning creditor, one Diering,
at

isss.
'

°I—
'^^'''^°^*-

^'^^

•
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N^f ^16
Queen i!r~Naiget

The trustee forthwith took posand from that date prisoner had
nothing to do with the conduct of the business, nor was it
proved that he had been on the premises since the trustee
took possession. The licence, however, was never transferred,
and on Sunday, October 21st, 1883, was still in the prisoner's
name. On that day one Jim (a native trap) went to the
canteen and bought some brandy for the sum of sixpence.
He was served by one Garrett, and the prisf)ner was not
^^^ ^^^y appointed

^^^^^011

trustee.

o^ the premises,

On October
present.
transfer of the licence,

23rd

and

it

the

trustee

applied

for

was at once transferred to

a
his

name.

The Magistrate convicted the accused and fined him £5 Is.
or in default of payment sentenced him to 14 days imprisonment.

—

By the 51st section of OrdiHopley, for the appellant
nance 16 of 1879, a licence to sell wines, &c., was recognised as
an asset in the estate of an insolvent licencee, and the transfer
:

of the licence to the trustee

is

for.

provided

Thus upon the

insolvency of the prisoner in July this asset vested in and
became the property of the trustee, Diering, w^ho acting on

powers took possession of the licensed premises and
turned the insolvent out. As the canteen business was conhis

was his duty to get the licence
All that would have been necessary
was an application to that effect and the transfer would have
followed as a matter of course. In fact even after this breach
tinued by the trustee

it

transferred to his name.

of the law no difficulty was

made by

the authorities, for the
upon the trustee's

transfer was granted on October 23rd
application.

with

The

applicant had been totally unconnected
months and had had no control

the business for three

He must

not be presumed to have known
that the trustee had not taken the necessary steps for the

whatever over
transfer

it.

and was acting

illegally.

The

applicant had no

interest in contravening the law, and risking the penalties
imposed, for the benefit of his creditors. Even in civil cases

the mere fact that property upon which a debt arises is
registered in a defendant's name is not conclusive against

65

him {Thode

vs.

Van der Hoeven, Buch. 1869,

298), and a for-

he would not be held criminally liable. Here Garrett,
who must be taken to be the trustee's agent,had contravened

iiori

the law.

Section 11 of Ordinance 19, 1880, certainly does

make the holder of any retail

licence responsible for an illicit
" until the
sale of liquor, but only
contrary appears." Here

the contrary did plainly appear and the conviction ought to

be quashed.
Hoshyns, C.P., contended that setting aside the conviction
to innumerable frauds on the part of

might open the dcor

was no provision in the Ordinances to punish
licence stood in the name of the person whom

trustees, as there

them while the

they represented. Section 11 of Ordinance 19, 1880, shewed
the licencee that he was responsible as long as the licence
stood in his name, and upon his insolvency it was his duty to
see that due transfer was made to the trustee.
The words in
"
that section " until the contrary appears
throw the onus of
proving that he had nothing to do with the sale upon the

holder of the licence.

Here the appellant ought to have

proved at the trial that Garrett was not his but the trustee's
servant, which he had not done.

The Court

held that it appeared that the appellant had
a long time unconnected with the business, which
had meanwhile been carried on for the benefit of the credi-

been

for

by the trustee, who had taken possession of the premises,
and that consequently in this case, as " the contrary appears,"

tors

the holder of the licence ought not to be held responsibhi for
illicit sale of the liquor ; and
accordingly quashed the
conviction.

the

[Appellant's Attorney, Coghi.ax.]

Vol.

U

— Pakt I— G.W

—

^,^883-^
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Q^icen vs. lyaiget.
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Park
Building

Contract.

vs.

Bank of

—Architecfs

Africa.
Certificate.

—Pleading. —

Beference in jplea to general conditions of contract
annexed. Issuable plea.
Claim in reconvention.

—

—

In an action on a contract
the portions
specifically

and should

the defendant's plea should state

of the contract on wliich he

explicitly allege the breach or

of the same.

A plea

of

vague and embarrassing

relies^

non-performance

if defective through being
not cured by a more explicit

set-off
is

statement of the nature of the alleged set-off contained in a
claim in reconvention. An order to plead issudbly does not

debar a defendant from setting up a counter-claim arising
out of the contract on ivhich the plaintiff sues.

This was an action on a buildinsr
The declaraO contract.
November 1882 the plaintiff, a builder

1883

Nov.

20.

"

^ ^-

tion set forth that in
°^

^'"^'Tfri^r'^

and contractor at Kimberley, where the defendant also
carried on business, agreed to do certain work specified in a
written contract in and about erecting certain bank buildings at Bloemfontein to the satisfaction of the defendant's
architects, Messrs. Jones and Moir, to be certified in writing,
for the sum of £3650, eighty per cent, of the value of the

work done

to be paid from time to time on certificates from
the architects, and of the remaining twenty per cent, threequarters to be paid on the final certificate of the architects,
and the balance two months after such final certificate that
:

was further agreed that the architects should be at liberty
to vary the dimensions, &c., of the work without vitiating the

it

and that the plaintiiF, in pursuance of such directions as he might receive in a\ riting (but not otherwise) from
the architects, should execute such orders, and the difference
of cost thereby occasioned should be paid for, and in case
of any dispute should be ascertuincd by the architects, and
the amount should be added to or deducted from the contract
contract,

that in pursuance of sncli agreement the plaintiff did
price
certain extra work amounting to the sum of £l]89, and had
;

also

completed

tlie

whole of the work to the satisfaction of

67
the

architect?!,

and had received payments amounting

in all

£2914;
May 26th, 1883, the architects had
certified in writing that £700 was due to the plaintiff for the
that there was now due on account of the work
said work
that

to

on

;

and extras a balance of £1125 and all conditions were perA
formed, &c., yet defendants had not paid the same.
second count in the declaration was in similar terms and
referred to a contract entered into between the same parties

bank building at Kimberley for the sura of
The same architects were mentioned and they had

for erecting a

£4000.

On this contract
similar powers about alterations, &c.
sum of £855 was charged for extras, besides which

the
the

whole work had been completed to the satisfaction of the
architects, as certified by them in writing, and payments in
to the amount of £3778 had been received on account.
The architects had in August 1883 duly certified that the
sums of £855 and £222, the balance of the contract price,
all

were due to the

plaintiff

and

all

conditions had been per-

formed, &c., but the defendants refused to pay these amounts.
The plaintiff claimed £2102, with interest and costs.
a previous order the defendants had been ordered to
plead issuahly within a certain time. The defendants' plea
admitted the contracts and the 3rd paragraph thereof was as
" As to
3 and 8 of the declaration"
follows:

By

—

paragraphs

(these being the paragraphs alleging the architects' power to
*'
vary the contracts by ordering extras, &c.), the defendants
" admit
tlieroin set
terms of the said

the

agreements

forth,

"

but they say that there were certain further conditions
"
appended to those portions of the agreements set forth in
"
The conditions herein referred to
the said paragraphs.
"
"
"
"

formed conditions precedent to the right of the plaintiff to
recover any sum or sums for extras under the said contracts,

more fully appear on reference to the general conditions of the said contracts, copies of which are annexed

as will

" hereto and
which the defendants pray may be consideretl
"
as inserted herein."
The defendants then proceeded to

deny the paragraphs of the declaration which alleged that
the plaintiff did the extra work under the two contracts for
the sums of £389 and £>i^)K). They admitted the payinc^its
on account by tiiem of the ^ums alleged in the decdaratiou
V

-1

jjflf\o

^22:
°^
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but denied the completion to the architects' satisfaction as
They admitted the architects' certificate

certified in writing.
for £700 undcr the

Bloemfontein contract but denied the

performance of all conditions, &c., necessary to entitle the
plaintiff to payment and denied the amount claimed as balance
due.

They denied

that the architects' final certificate

had

been given on the Bloemfontein contract, and also the rest of
the paragraph relating to the performance of conditions, &c.,
and the balance due as alleged. They alleged that on the

26th of JMay and in the month of August, 1883, there were
due in respect of the contracts not more than 80 per cent, of
the sums payable under them, and that sums in excess of
such 80 per cent, had been paid to the plaintiff that they
;

20 per cent, of the contract prices
until final certificates had been granted by the architects,
which had not been done up to the date of the summons in
the case, by reason of which the plaintiff was not entitled to
be paid the sums claimed by him in the present action or
any part thereof. The 9th paragraph of the plea was as
w^ere entitled to retain

—

follows:
"As an alternative defence to the sums claimed
"
for extras under the said contracts the defendants say that

"
"

by the terms of the said general conditions annexed hereto
was agreed by and between the plaintiff and defendants

it

"

that no allowance

"

orders

"

for

such

would be made
extras

were

for

given

extras

unless

under

the

the

hands

and charged for within one calendar
"
month of such orders, and the defendants say that the
"
him
plaintiff is not entitled to recover the sums claimed by
of the

architects

" in
respect of the said extras because the orders for the said
extras were not given under the hands of the said architects
"
nor were the said extras charged for within one calendar
"
month of such orders." The 10th paragraph, as a further

"

alternative defence, denied that the items charged for were
extras, but alleged that they were included in the original
The lltli paragraph was as
plans and specifications.

follows
'•

"
"

:

—

'•

And

as a further alternative defence to the claim

for tlu! .<aid extras the

entitled to (^laim

defendants say that

any sum on account

of

the plaintiff is
any work \\hother
if

included or not in the plans and s})ecifications under

' said

contracts

or

any or either of them, yet

tlie

that the

69
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"

"

much

is indebted to the defendants in a
plaintiff
i

larfrer
^

_

^2"
sum, under the terms of the general conditions annexed
P^^k
w
Bank
of
them to the plaintiff
hereto, and otherwise, than is due bv
'
Afnca,
'

'

.

.

in respect of matters arising under their said contracts, to
"
wit ; the sum of £250 in respect of the said contract for
"
the said Bloemfontein building and £613 in respect of the
'•

" said contract for the said
Kimberley building."
Then followed this claim in reconvention
" For a claim in reconvention the defendants crave
1.
:

—

"

leave to repeat the allegations stated in the 11th paragraph
" of their
plea.

"

bad workmanship and negligence and
and completing the said
"
buildings at Bloemfontein and Kimberley as aforesaid tlie
" defendants have been
put to great expense in providing
'*
other labour and material in completing and altering the
"
buildings and have otherwise been put to great expense,
"
and been greatly injured and damnified to the extent of
"
£250 in respect of the Bloemfontein building, and in
2.

Owing

to the

"

delay of the plaintiff in erecting

"

respect of the Kimberley building to the extent of £113 9s.
"
3.
The plaintiff is further indebted to the defendants in

'•

i^sa.
20.

Xov.

the

sum

of

£490

15s. for

moneys advanced by the deien-

"

dants to the plaintiff at his request and overdrawn by the
"
plaintiff in the books of the defendants in the Kimbt-rley
"
Branch of the defendant Bank.
" The defendants claim £863
4s. with interest and
costs."

Thereupon the plaintiff applied to the Court to strike out
paragraphs 3 and 11 of the pdea and the whole claim in
reconvention as being vague and embarrassing, and lurther,
claim in reconvention, on the ground that it
not in accordance with the interlocutcry order to plead

in respect of the
^\as

issuably.

Hoshjns, C.F.

(with

him Belgrave).

application, contended that as

.to

in

su|'^iurt

paragraph 3

it

of

the

was vacmo

and embarrassing and insufficient. The particular conuitious upon which the defendants relied as being conditions
precedent should be set forth. There were no condition••'appended"'
(wlji(_-li

the

to

;ird

tlie

conditions

set

up

in

di.-clar;iii<n

tiie

paruL^'aph of tho plea adniiltcd

).

lnit

:i

l-nu"
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to search

to

through

the plea and the plaintiff was
it

on what particular
Moreover the plea merely

to ascertain

conditions the defendants relied.

alleged the existence of certain conditions precedent without
setting forth that there had been a breach of such condi-

As

be gathered the breaches referred
3
were
the
same as those mentioned in paraparagraph
9
of
the
which
sets up an alternative defence.
graph
plea,
tions.

far as could

to in

Aa

it was most
embarrassing and ambi"
was
meant
the
by
allegation that the plaintiff
guous.
was indebted to the defendants in a much larger sum under

to paragraph 11

What

the terms of the general conditions annexed and otherwise,"
and how could such a plea be answered ? It was apparently
a claim for damages, in which case it was not an issuable
plea,

and moreover

it

was at variance with the claim in

reconvention, where it was incorporated, by reference, for
there £499 was claimed not as damages for negligence but
as

While

money advanced.

this

paragraph was vague and

irregular, the claim in reconvention was even more so, for it
incorporated paragraph 11 and at the same time contradicted
it.

Furthermore

The defendants were
and could not introduce new matter

was not issuable.

it

ordered to plead issuably
by a claim in reconvention, but ought to plead so that issue
could at once be joined.

—

Laurence, J.: What is the meaning of "pleading
"
Does it not merely mean that the plea must
issuably ?
be to the issue and that there must be no exception or plea
in

abatement ?

Buchanan,

—

Practically, \\ hat is there in the claim
to prevent issue being joined and the case

J.P.

in reconvention

:

being heard this term
Hoskyns, C.P.

:

?

— We may set up as a defence the architects'

and then they would plead specially to that,
which would throw the case over the term. As to the meanhe referred to Wharton s Law
ing of "an issuable plea"
certificate

Lexicon,

sub

voce.

The

claim in reconvention.

plaintiff

could not join issue on a

71
for the defendants, admitted
hiin Levey),
Forster (with
*'^'
^
that the pleas, which were drawn hurriedly, might have been
better in point of form, but contended that they were good
enough and clearly disclosed the nature of the defence. It
'

^

^

was intended by the order to plead issuably that the defence
on the merits should be truly and concisely stated, but not
that the defendant should be barred from raising a counterThe claim in reconvention was a simple recapitulaclaim.
tion of paragraph 11 of the plea with the addition of specific
statements explanatory of its meaning ; and there was no

variance because the overdraft referred to was in connexion

with the Kimberley contract. Paragraph 11 could not be
embari-assing since the set-off therein pleaded was explained
by the counter-claim. As to paragraph 3 the further conditions

were to

all

intents set forth since the defendants

to it all the conditions of the contract.

annexed

denied that

all

the conditions had been

The proper

the declaration.

Paragraph 7

fulfilled, as

alleged in
course would have been for the

apply to the defendants for particulars in regaid
any portion of the plea he might find ambiguous, instead
of asking the Court to strike it out.
plaintiff to

to

Hoshjns, C.P., replied.

Buchanan,
learned

J.P,

lir(»ther

:

— Although

in

some

particulars

and myself a:e not entirely agreed as

my

to our

we are both of opinion that this application must
be allowed, and that, with one exception, the objections
which have been raised to the defendants' pleading must

reasons,

be sustained by the Court. I shall state my view of the
matter very briefly. \A'ith regard to paragraph 3 of the plea,
the defendants appear to rely upon certain
of
the
general conditions of the agreements entered
portions
into with the plaintiff, which they say have not been set
I

find

that

forth in

the plaintiff's declaration, but will be found on

reference to the general conditions, which are very lou^- and
Althou'^-h it
elaborate, and which are annexed to the plea.

not be necessary for the contract, in a case like this, to
be set out in lull, a course which has not been
adopted by
the pleader on either side, still it is obviously desirable that
those portions on which the parties rely should be clearly

may

^i^si20.

Nov.

-^22.
of

^^''^'j^.^*'^
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stated in the pleading.
The plaintiff has done so for his
and
think
I
that
the
defendants should have done the
part,

Nov^^zo

"_2^*^
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same
"

instead of merely referring to them, whether as
"
appended or otherwise, and on this ground I am content

my decision that paragraph 3 of the plea is, in its
present form, vague and embarrassing and must therefore be
The objection which has been taken to parastruck out.
I
11
also
hold to be well founded, and on similar
graph
"
The
defendants
grounds.
say that the plaintiff is indebted
"
to the defendants in a much larger sum under the terms of
" the
general conditions annexed hereto, and otherwise, than
" is due
by them to the plaintiff in respect of matters arising
to rest

" under their said contracts."

These words

"

"

and otherwise
might include any possible cause of action and are certainly
vague and indefinite in the extreme. It is said that the
"
"
but I do not
particulars
plaintiff might have applied for
know that there was any obligation on him to adopt that
;

was the duty of the defendant, especially conterms of the previous order, to set forth the
the
sidering
and
nature
grounds of his defence in clear and specific
course.

It

terms, and not to employ embarrassing generalities of this
kind. As to the objection to the claim in reconvention, I am
of opinion that the defendant was not precluded from raising
any claim of that kind, which he might fairly have against
"
"
the plaintiff, by the terms of the order to plead issuably
;

but at the same time paragraph 3 of that claim in its present
form cannot stand, as is clear from the fact that counsel for
the defendants has been obliged in his argument to offer an
explanation of its meaning, and of the apparent inconsistency

between

it

and paragraph 11 of the

plea, of

which

it

purports

however should have
It is admitted that
these pleadings were drawn in a limited time and under
and I have sufficiently indicated the
pressure of other work,
which
on
they appear to me to be inadequate and to
points
The application must therefore be
amendment.
require
the defendants will have liberty to
but
costs
with
allowed,
This
to be itself a sort of explanation.
the
of
face
on
the
pleading.
appeared

;

anew

in place of those portions of their
the
present order will be struck out.
pleadings which by
Their amended pleas however must be led within two days.

amend and

to plead

73

and tbey must be prepared to go

to trial during the present

j^^f^g

term.
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:

first

admitting the terms of the agreements therein set forth, say
"tbat there were certain further conditions appended to
those portions of the said agreements set forth in the said
paragraphs; the conditions herein referred to formed conditions precedent to the right of the plaintiff to recover
any sum or sums for extras under the said contracts,

more fully appear on reference to the general conditions of the said contracts, copies of which are annexed

as will

hereto,

and which the defendants pray

may be

considered as

The plaintiff says that this pleading is
inserted herein."
embarrassing, as it renders it necessary for him to hunt
through the general conditions in order to ascertain what is
I do not say that it would not haye been better
embody in this paragraph the particular conditions precedent on which they rely, but, looking
referred to.

for the defendants to

at the

manner

in

which the terms of the agreement are set

by the plaintiff in his declaration, I do not think that
the course adopted can have caused, or at all events ought
forth

to

have caused, any substantial embarrassment.

For on

turning to the conditions we find that the plaintiff has set
them forth verbatim down to a certain point in the middle
of a sentence near the end of a clause, and there has stopped,
" but no allowance will be
omitting the following words
made for works executed without previous order being given
under the hand of the architect, and charged for within one

month of such order." It seems to be perfectly clear that
these are the conditions which the defendants allege were
"
appended to those portions of the agreement set forth in
the declaration," and that the plaintiff ought to have experienced no difficulty in ascertaining such to be the case.
Therefore I do not follow the plaintiff's contention on this
point

;

but

on another

^^-

Bank of

Africa.

with the objection taken to
paragraph 3 of the plea, which is in reply to paragraphs 3
and 8 of the declaration, I find that the defendants, while

Laueence,

rs.

and formal ground

I

concur in

thinking this paragraph to be at present dei'ective ajid open
Wliat is the object of making tlie istatenients
to exception.

74
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^^ contains ?
It does not allege that the plaintiff has failed
to perform, or that there has been any breach on his part

^*'^^Afrka"^°^ of,

the conditions on which the defendant relies; and the
in paragraph 8 of the allegation in

mere general denial

paragraph 11 of the declaration "that

conditions were

all

"

A

is not sufficient to cure this defect.
performed, &c.
mere general denial in another paragraph is not enough, in

accordance with the present rules of pleading. There should
be a specific statement that the conditions set forth by implication (and which I agree in thinking it would have been
better and more convenient to set forth specifically in the

body of the plea) have not been performed
defendants will be in a position to

make

this

;

probably the
statement and

they will have an opportunity of doing so but at present,
and for the reason I have given, I agree in thinking that
the objection to this paragraph must be sustained.
As
;

in substance a plea of set-oif, an allea balance of accounts being taken there is a

to paragraph 11,

gation that on

it

is

sum due from the

larger

plaintiff to the defendants

from the defendants to the plaintiff.
allegation of this kind is not enough.

than

But a mere bald
It is the

duty of

the defendant to set forth truly and concisely the material
facts on which he relies ; and merely to aver that there are
certain

amounts due from the

plaintiff to the defendants,

without stating how they came to be due, is vague, embarAn eminent American lawyer
rassing and insufficient.
recently remarked that, according to the present system of
" to tell his
story as
pleading, it is the duty of the pleader
"
and
would
old
woman
often
err
pleadings
certainly
any
on the side of prolixity and by setting forth what is really
;

evidence

;

but here the defendants have erred in the oppoand the paragraph must therefore be struck

site direction,

out.
is

It is said that the

meaning of paragraph 11 of the plea

sufficiently explained

by the claim in reconvention but
not sufficient a defendant cannot
;

in the first place this is
;
be allowed to draw a vague and ambiguous plea and then
" if
counter-claim, you
you carefully examine
say that
As Fey, L.J., remarked in the
will find out what I mean."

my

—

well-known case of Crowe vs. Bm'iiicott, L. E. 6 Ch. D., 753
*'
It is said that the whole document is a defence and
:

75
counter-claim, that it is an amalgamation of the two things,
jfjf ^jo
that the whole of it must be looked at together. I think
•^'^
that such a mode of pleading is not sanctioned by the rules, ^**^ri^''*
and that it would be highly inconvenient. If it were per-

mitted the result would be that in every case of a counterclaim the pleader would omit to state the specific facts upon
which he relies by way of counter-claim, and would take his

chance of picking them out of the statement of defence at
the trial." " It is not enough," as Cunningham and Mattin" that the
son concisely put it,
necessary facts can be found
"

throughout the defence and counter-claim
IMoreover, if this objection
(Precedents of Pleading, 82).
were not in itself sufficient, the explanation given is inad-

scattered

missible, for in point of fact the plea and claim in reconvention now before us are ex facie inconsistent, the plea

alleging that a certain sum is due from the plaintiff in
respect of the Kimberley contract, while the counter-claim
alleges that the greater part of this sum is due on an
overdraft which, for all that appears on the face of the
It is
claim, was entirely unconnected with the contract.

true that this discrepancy has been explained in Court but
paragraph 3 of the counter-claim in its present form cannot
;

and

the defendants wish to rely on this overdraft
they must, having regard to the order to plead issuably,
shew by their pleading the connexion which, as their
stand,

if

counsel has

now informed

As

us, exists.

to the rest of the

claim in reconvention, I agree in thinking that the objection,
"
that it is not in accordance with the order to
plead
issuably,"

understand

must fail. The meaning of that
it, was that the defendant was not

order,

as

I

to except or

plead in abatement, but that he was, according to the old
"
"
that he was in fact to raise
phraseology, to plead in bar
;

no technical or dilatory defences, and not to introduce any
matter by way of new assignment, but to plead to the issue
on which he was brought into Court if on that issue there
arises any ground of counter-claim
e.
g. any claim for
on
the
of
the
in
the
plaintiff
negligence
part
performance of
;

the contracts on which he sues
that

it

raising

—I

—

quite agree in thinking

was never intended to debar the defendant from
it.

On

these grounds I concur in thinking

tliat

the
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objection to paragraphs 3 and 11 of the plea and to the
3rd paragraph of the claim in reconvention must be

the respondents must pay the costs of the
and
that the defendants should have liberty to
application,
allowed, that

plead again forthwith, on condition of taking short notice
of trial and going to trial as soon as the pleadings are
closed, (a)
"1
Applicant's Attorney, Rhodes.
Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott. J

t Respondents'

[The case was heard on December 7th, 11th, 12th, 13th but as it
it has not been
thought necessary
the Court (Buchanan, J.P., and

(a)

;

turned mainly on questions of fact
On December 15th
to report it.

Laurence,

gave

J.)

judgment

for

the

plaintiff

for

£717

7s.

The

that the architects had given a certificate intended
"
to be, and which must be regarded as being,
final," on the Kimberley
" extras "
in
to
this
and
to certain
that
and
and
contract,
respect
contract,

Court found, as a

fact,

other articles for which the plaintiff was entitled to recover, there was a
As to the Bloemfontein
sura of £957 7s. due and payable to him.

no final certificate had been given and the plaintiff was therefore
present entitled to only 80 per cent, of the contract price, and he
had already received this sum less £6 ; there was also found to be due to

contract,

at

" extras " on this contract
the plaintiff for
£254, making £260 in all.
This gave a total of £1217 7s. due to the plaintiff in convention, from

which there had

to be deducted

£499

15s.,

which was admitted

to be

due

to the plaintiffs in reconvention, on account of moneys drawn in advance,
leaving a balance in the plaintiff's favour of £717 7s. The Court held that

the remainder of the reconventional claim had

failed, with the exception of
expenses which the defendants had incurred, or
would have to incur, owing to bad workmanship in connexion with the
Bloemfontein contract, and which sum the defendants would be entitled

a

sum

of about

to deduct

£75

for

from the balance of 20 per cent, on the price of that contract,
to the plaintiff on production of the final cer-

which would become due

Taking into consideration that the plaintiff had practically failed
had not taken the precaution of
obtaining a clear and ])roperly drawn final certificate as to the Kimberley
contract, that his affidavit of documents in his possession was incomplete
and to some extent misleading, and that on his declaration as originally
drawn, and without an amendment allowed during the trial by the Court,
" extras "
the plaintiff could not have recovered for some of the so-called
claimed for on the Kimberley contract, which were really fittings and
tificate.

as to the Bloemfontein contract, that he

other articles supplied at the request of the defendants' manager, the
Court ordered the defendants to pay three-fourths only of the plaintiff's
costs.

— Ed.]
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Mackie Dunn and Company

— Adopion

vs.

Tilley and Othees.

ly partnership of contract of
Association for the purbusiness.
owner
of
previous
a
Company. Holding out and giving
pose of forming
credit.
Liahility for goods supplied
Quasi-partners.

Partnership.

—

—

to

T.,

—
—

inchoate Company.

a manufacturer of aerated waters, &c., ordered a sodawater machine from M. & Co. Previous to the delivery
of the machine he agreed with F. and W. to sell his husiness
to

a joint-stoch Co. of ivhich F. and W. were promoters and
T.
to receive a large numher of shares.

in ivhich T. ivas
then retired

from

was carried on

the

iri

management of

his absence

the husiness,

M.

by F.

&

which

Co. were

T. and F. of the iyitended formation
and
supplied the machine, and other
Company,

informed by both
of the

goods afterwards ordered for the business, debiting the
Company, which however they Tcnew had not then been

The attempt

formed, in their books.

W.

to

form a Company

took no part in the

managehaving fallen through,
ment of the business, which was carried on by F., acting
to some extent under instructions from T., who was still

and ivho had never transferred the property. The
to M. & Co. ivere received from an agent of F., and
T. also corresponded tvith M. & Co., on
ratified by him.
absent

orders

of ivhich he aftericards resumed
a ude, the proceeds of
possession and attempted to effect
the suhject of the business,

ivhich ivere to be divided between

him and F.

F., T.

&

W.

subsequently disclaimed any responsihility, either jointly
Co. sued
or severally, for the goods supplied, and M.

&

them as partners.

Held, that

from

amounted

instance
to

;

ivas

no evidence

W., ivho ivas therefore absolved

of partnership against
tlie

there

but

that

a partnership for

on the business hetiveen F. and,

the facts

disclosed

the pmrposes
T.,

ivho

and

of carrying

ivere

1S83.

therefore

jointly liable for the goods supplied.

This was an action in which the

Port Elizabeth, claimed the

sum

of

plaintiffs,

£1133

17s.

merchants at

U.

for g(jods

:Macki7rHiim

&
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^"-
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The

^^^ delivered, commission and charges.

original

defendants were Tilley, a brewer residing at Dutoitspan, and
Wilson, a licensed victualler, and Foggitt, a baker, both re& aiding at Kimberley. While the action was pendiug Foggitt
^^^"^j ^^f^ ^^s executors were substituted as co-defendants by

"^"^

^otheri7

leave of the Court.

The

declaration alleged that on or about

April 14th, 1881, the plaintiffs procured for and at the
request of the defendant Tilley a certain soda-water machine.

Subsequently, on or about May 1st, 1881, Foggitt and
Wilson " having entered into co-partnership with Tilley for
"the purpose of carrying on the business of a soda-water
"manufactory under the style or firm of 'The Union
"Brewery and Aerated Water Company,' or of forming a
"
Company for such purpose, adopted and took over on
" behalf of the said
partnership the said agreement made by
"and between the said Tilley and the plaintiff's in respect to
" the said machine."

[This portion of the declaration was
but
the
excepted to,
exception was overruled, the question of
costs being reserved see Reports, vol. i. part iii. p. 423]. It
was further alleged that in consequence of such adoption of
;

the contract as aforesaid the soda-water machine was delivered
to and accepted by the defendants, and other goods and merchandise, of which an account was annexed, amounting in all

with commission, &c., to the sum now claimed, had subsequently been delivered to them, for the purposes of the said
business at their special instance and request. The defendant Foggitt in his plea denied the alleged partnersliip or
that the goods and merchandise in question had been taken
over or ordered by him or supplied to him, or that he was

any way in respect thereof; if they were ordered and
supplied at all it was by and to the defendant Tilley and not
by or on behalf of or with the authority of Foggitt or of tlie
similar plea
alleged partnership, which never existed.
liable in

A

The defendant Tilley in his plea
by Wilson.
admitted ordering the soda-water machine, but denied that
was

filed

was delivered to him or to anyone at his request he
denied the alleged partnership and stated that at the time
it

;

alleged in the declaration, i. e. May 1st, 1881, he ceased to
carry on the business of a brewer and manufacturer of aerated
waters, in which he

had previously been engaged, and

at the

79
request of the other two defendants entered into an agreemeut with them that they should attempt to form a

^^^^^21
"

^3.

on the business, and for the purpose of
j^'i^ ^^
if formed, and the business
which
(in
Company
Macki7Dunn&
*^'*
taken over, he was to have certain shares) he left the plant ^"^^ ""^others.^
and stock of his business in the custody of the other defen-

Company

to carry

floating the

No Company, however, was ever formed or registered,
and consequently no shares were allotted to him, and if the
other defendants or any otiier persons, eitlier before attempting to float such Company or after they had failed to float it,
dants.

carried on the business in the
wise, it

was not done at

name

of a

Company

or other-

his instance or request or

with his

He denied the delivery to him or at his instance of
the goods and merchandise for which the plaintifl's claimed,
and averred that between May and September 1881 (the
sanction.

period

over

which

their

account

extended)

he

had no

interest or concern in or control over

any business (if any
or in the
the
other
defendants,
by

there were) earned on
name of the " Union Brewery and Aerated Water Company," or by any persons whatsoever. The plaintiffs joined
issue on the several pleas.

From

it appeared that the defendant Tilley
years carried on business as a brewer and
manufacturer of aerated waters at Dutoitspan. At the beginning of the year 1881, being anxious to retire from business,

had

for

the evidence

many

he advertised the premises, plant, goodwill,
cern for

On

sale.

&c., of

the con-

his not getting a suitable offer,

it

was

him by the defendant Foggitt that the concern
should be converted into a Company. In furtherance of this

suggested to

idea Tilley and Foggitt called on Wilson, a licensed victualler,
who had considerable influence with the other licensed vic-

Kimberley and Dutoitspan. It was then agreed
between th^m that Foggitt and Wilson should float the
Company, for which service, if they were successful, they
were to receive a substantial reward (Tilley said £500 each,

tuallers in

but Wilson contradicted him on this point and swore ho was
to get

only

£100).

was drawn out:

—

Thereupon the following document

" Mr.
Tilley wishing to retire from business offers his Brewery and
Aerated Water Manufactory with rolling stock, stock in hand, machinery
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and goods and machinery to arrive as per memorandum hereunder, to a
Company, for the sum of six thousand pounds sterling in six hundred
shares of £10 each payable as follows
£2 10s. on allotment £2 10s.
2^Dec. 15.
three months after
£2 10s. six months after £2 10s. nine months after.
Mackie Dunn & ^.r. TiUey engages to take two hundred shares and binds himself not to
Co. w. Tiiiey aiid
dispose of more than one-half thereof for a period of twelve months."
[Here followed a memorandum of the property, stock, &c., on hand and
1883.
'

„
"

23!

:

—

:

:

:

ordered on April

"

No. 1 Soda-water machine," which Tilley
14th, 1881, just about the time the prospectus was

to arrive, the latter including a

drawn up.]
The document proceeded

as follows

Then

aside as working capital."
agreed to take shares."

:

—" The

followed,

"

sum of £1000 is to be set
Names of parties who have

[Here followed a list of names which after a canvas Wilson and Foggitt
had obtained as subscribers. The full number of shares (400) was subscribed for, Wilson and Foggitt each figuring as a subscriber for 20 shares.]

At

this

time the property, &c., mentioned in the prospectus

was pledged to the Cape of Good Hope Bank for about £900,
which Tilley owed to the Bank, and when the list of subscribers was complete the document was taken to the Bank
by Tilley and Foggitt, the project was explained to the

Manager, and the following additions were made
document
:

"

—

On payment

to

me

of the several instalments within

to the

mentioned

the property described to such directors as
appointed as trustees to hold the same, say in all £4000 sterling.
"p-.pro: C. G. H. Bank (Ld.),
"

undertake to

tran.sfer

H.

"KiMBERLEY,

May

J.

3rd, 1881."

may

I

be

Feltham,
/' Manager.

" I have
requested the Cape of Good Hope Bank, holders of the above
mentioned property, to transfer the same in manner above described,

"E. Tilley.

"8rd May, 188V'

Mr. Feltham also held a general power of attorney from
Tilley to enable

him

above document was

to act for

him

in this

matter.

The

Bank. Tilley
also swore to the contents of another document now lost,
signed by himself, Foggitt and Wilson, and the purport of
left in

his

charge at the

which, was that Foggitt and Wilson, in consideration of
receiving £500 each, would float the Company, and manage

the business

till

it

was taken over by the Company.

In

however, he was distinctly contradicted by Wilson; and
Mr. Feltham, with whom Tilley alleged this document also

this,

81

was

left,'

knew

nothine;
" about

The Court came

it.

to the

^^^^s;

Nov.

conclusion that tliere had been no such document and that
Tilley had confused his

memory

in this

About

respect.

May 1st, 1881, Foggitt and Wilson accompanied Tilley to
the Brewery premises, where he shewed them the buildings,
At this interview was present one Almond who,
stock, &c.
in view of Tilley 's departure to Cape Town, had been
"
engaged by Foggitt to manage the business of the Company." At this interview Tilley maintained that he had
finally handed over the whole concern to Foggitt and Wilson
and that he thenceforth had no more than a shareholder's
"

interest in

With regard to the " management Tilley
Foggitt and Wilson had undertaken the duty

it.

swore that

absolutely as

managing

directors of the

Company, whereas

Wilson swore that he never undertook such a duty, and that
Foggitt merely promised Tilley to look after his interests
the Company was formed and came into possession.

until

A

few days

after,

on or about

May

3rd, Tilley

left

Kim-

Cape Town, and the Brewery, &c., was thenceforth
managed by Almond, under the superintendence of Foggitt,
under the style of " The Union Brewery and Aerated Water
berley for

Company, Limited." Tilley wrote from Cape Town to the
plaintiffs that he had sold his business to a Company, still
retaining a large interest himself.
Shortly after Tilley, who
was an old customer of the plaintiffs, had left, their travelling

Almond called upon
Currie, arrived at Kimberley.
him and explained that Tilley 's business had been converted
into the Union Brewery and Aerated Water Company, that
he was now the manager, that Foggitt and Wilson were the
clerk,

directors,

and that the Company was not completed but

that they were holding for the Company.
He then dictated
a large order, which Currie said must be ratified by his

(Almond's) principals.

to Foggitt who
This order comprised
for which the present action was

They thereupon went

went over the order and
nearly the whole amount

ratified

••

it.

brought, with the exception of the soda-water machine,
ordered by Tilley on April 14th. The business as now
carried on did nut pay
mainly, according to Foggitt, ou

—

account of the non-arrival of the soda-water machine, the
order for which, through some error in the
plaintiffs' Port
Vol. TI.— Part I.— G.W.
G

21.
23.

^^ ^^
MackfeDunn&
^°-

'^'"^

^others^
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Elizabeth

1883.

„

23.

".

28.

had not been forwarded

to

En":land until

September, at which time the machine ought in the proper
course to have arrived at Dutoitspan.
Consequentlv the
'

Dee. 15.

„

office,

.

."TT
o
Mackie
Dunn &
Co. w. Tiiiey and
,

.

formation of the

done

furtner was

others.
.

had
Company
L
J
in

be abandoned and nothing:
o
Meanwhile voluminous
that respect.
to

correspondence had been taking place between Almond, on
behalf of the Union Brewery and Aerated Water Company,
and the plaintiffs, between the plaintiffs and Tilley, and
between Tilley and Foggitt. That between Almond and the
plaintiffs related mainly to orders for the business and their
execution by the plaintiffs. That between the plaintiffs and
Tilley at first consisted merely of requests to him on their
part to use his influenoe with the Company to get them to

make prompt

settlements and to give promissory notes for

moneys due but latterly, when they began to be alarmed?
they plainly told him that they looked to him for payment
and alleged that they would not have given the concern
credit had it not been for his connexion with it.
The
correspondence between Tilley and Foggitt related to tlie
;

conduct of the business, and, when it became certain that a
Company could not be formed, to the causes of the failure,
In this correspondence Tilley sometimes interfered in
management of the business, at one time sending up a
"
manager from Cape Town, and often referred to it as our
&c.

the

Brewery"

or

in

equivalent

terms.

Until October, 1881,

been advancing moneys and incurring and
meeting liabilities on account of the business, and a page in
his ledger shewed the United Brewery and Aerated Water

Foggitt had

Company was indebted

to

him

in the

sum

of about £1200,

In that month, however, Currie again appeared at Kimberley
and pressed him to sign promissory notes for some of the
goods delivered. He then refused to sign, and Currie had to
without getting the notes. He returned again in
Februarj', 1882, and had another interview with Foggitt, who
then told him that he had nothing to do with the concern
leave

and that he must go to Tilley and Almond

for a

settle-

In January,
Wilson also repudiated
liability.
1882, Tilley came back from Cape Town, and Foggitt then
rendered him an account for the £1200 advanced to the

ment.

all

business during his absence.
Tilley did not reiiudiate his
of the premises and the
ssion
took
over
but
posst
liability,
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and on January
of the business
manafrement
23rd, 1882,
J
O
conditionally sold the whole concern to Almond and one
Ross-Christie.
This sale was effected by a document in the
;
'

'

'

.^^sss,
If
ov. 2
Nov.
21.
23.
26.

lie

following terms

:—

" Purchase of
Brewery and Aerated Water Works, plant and stock.
"
Mr. Tilley to accept £1450 payable as follows

£700

"Casli
"

[Then Promissory notes amounting

750

..

to]

£1450
Tilley to give transfer of the property on receiving cash £700.

"

Agreed
"

(Signed)

to

by

E. Tilley,

"F. W. Almond,
"

2S,rd

KiMBEBLEY,

January, 1882.

"

H. Ross-Christie.

" This
proposal only to be valid in case Mackie Dunn and Co. accept
" the
present purchaser's bill for the amount owing, supposed to be about
" £1000.
" Mark
Foggitt to receive cash £367 13s. \\d.
"
Promissory note at 3 months for £500.
"
Promissory note at 7 months endorsed by Tilley for £500.
"
Mark Foggitt,
(Signed)
F. W. Almond,
'*

23rcJ JoMUiiry, 1882.

KiMBERLEY,

"

"
(Signed)

his

H. Ross-Christie.

Witness,
E. Tilley."

This sale however

on

own account
"

fell

at

through. Tilley then resumed work
the Brewery, putting everything
"

aside, not using the machine
and plant which had arrived during his absence, and placing
outstanding moneys which he collected to a special account
the plant and moneys which he thus had in his possession
amounted to about £250. It should be added that Almond
was not called as a witness by any of the parties; search
had been made for him, and it was stated that he had

belonging to the

l^-

others.

:

"

j,^-^

Macki^lTunn &
Co. m. Tilley and

Company

;

disappeared.
Iloshjns, C.P. (with him Lange), for the plaintiffs, argued
that upon the facts a partnership had been proved to have
existed between the three defendants.
They had formed

themselves into an association which dealt with third parties
credit had been given to the association and not to any

and

G

2
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members of it. There was no dispute that these
had
been ordered on behalf of the Union Company and
goods
26'
28.
delivered to the carriers as agents of the consignees.
There
^»
was
no
contradiction
of
he
was
Currie's
evidence
that
K, ^.^7^
^
Mackle
Dunn &
informed
Almond
were
that
and
his
Wilson
by
Foggitt
^•"^^^J^y^nd
and
that Foggitt confirmed this and ratified
principals,
Almond's order. He contended that Tilley's statement as to
the preliminaries was more probable and trustworthy than
that given by Wilson.
The evidence clearly shewed that
Wilson helped to take stock at the manufactory and then
1883.

particular

"

went away with the other defendants, leaving Almond who,
counsel contended, was in
in possession as manager.

Almond had managed
if

well as in Foggitt's, employ,
that

The correspondence proved

the business under Foggitt's orders.

an association between the defendants,
were
not
they
actually partners, tliey were severally

There was at
and,

his, as

this time

liable to third parties

;

Tilley really sold the business out

and out to the association of which he was a member.

The

entry to the Company's account in Foggitt's ledger was
in December, 1881, though Almond had been paying in
money for months before. Of course Wilson was not a party
first

to the subsequent agreement of sale, as before
he had repudiated his shares in the concern.

it

was made

There was

evidence as to Foggitt going down to the Brewery, and the
correspondence between Almond and the plaintiffs, taken in
connection with the other

facts, clearly

shewed that Almond

was acting on behalf of the defendants. Tilley's evidence
was most clear and specific as to the nature of the document

drawn up between the

parties,

and

it

could not be doubted

that all the arrangements, as to goods ordered by Tilley, &c.,
would not have been made without some written agreement.

When
tiffs

Tilley said that he had sold to a Company, the plainthat he was still connected with it, and this con-

knew

nexion was proved by his subsequent correspondence both
with the plaintiffs and with Foggitt. The defendants had
held themselves out as partners to the plaintiffs and, if not so
in law, they were still liable as promoters for the preliminary expenses, including the plaintiffs' account now sued on.
Davison, for
careless

manner

the defendant Tilley, commented on the
in which the plaintiffs had done business.
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What was

there to shew to

whom

time of supplying the goods?

they gave credit at the
Their books and invoices

"
shewed that they debited the " Union Company which they
knew did not exist. Whom were they justified by the facts
before them in giving credit to ? He referred to the evidence
as to the proceedings of Foggitt and Wilson the alleged
document was last in Foggitt's possession, and Tilley's version
;

contents was corroborated by the probabilities of the
case.
Under the other document, signed by Feltham, which
of

its

liad

until

been produced, the property would not be transferred
some time after the Company was formed and till all

the instalments had been paid.

Tilley gave notice to the
and they simply asked his opinion
of the new concern.
Almond's order was accepted by Currie
after getting Foggitt's ratification, and it did not appear that
Almond, Foggitt's own
Tilley's name was then mentioned.
plaintiffs that

he had

sold,

agent, afterwards wrote to the plaintiffs that there would be
some delay in accepting their drafts owing to Foggitt's ab-

sence from Kimberley.
The plaintiffs had full notice that
not
were
they
supplying Tilley at this time, and his correwith
Foggitt was merely that of an absent sharespondence

holder advising as to the conduct of a concern in which he
was largely interested. Tilley was not liable unless Foggiit

was managing as his agent, and the entries to the Company
in his ledger shewed that this was not the case.
When both
Foggitt and Tilley were at Cape Town, Almond still communicated with Foggitt only.
The explanation of Tilley's
to
sell
the
business
was that he had been
subsequent attempt

worried and was willing to

He

make any

sacrifice to get rid of

plaintiffs had given credit
and Wilson personally, and they alone were liable,
if anyone was.
Wilson's whole conduct was inconsistent with
his liaving had no interest in the concern beyond that of a

the

affair.

contended that the

to Foggitt

why did Almond apply to
an advance in Foggitt's absence ? Tilley had
had no benefit from the transaction, and the goods supplied
by the plaintiffs, and now lying at the manufactory, were still
subscriber for

Wilson

a few shares

;

for

at their service, as

was the money collected by Tilley on

account of the Company's dealings.
Forster (with

him

Sopleij), for the other

defendants:

—

j.^f 21
"

^'^^

^f

^^

Macki7minn&
^""^

'^°-

"oih™!^
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Nov*^2i
"
'^^-

d'^. il'

^^^

plaintiffs

have declared upon a partnership between

the three defendants, and unless they prove the existence
^^ ^"^^ partnership their action must fail as bein^^ miscon-

whatcver their remedies against any of the individual
The declaration alleges that Foggitt
defendants
^"'otS^'^'^
inay be.
and Wilson entered into a copartnership with Tilley under
the style or firm of the Union Brewery and Aerated Water
MackirDTinn& cclvcd,

Company,

or, in

the alternative that they entered into a

copartnership with Tilley for the purpose of forming such
Company. As to the first of these positions, there is no

What really happened was
evidence of any partnership.
that Foggitt and Wilson agreed to get up a Company to the
trustees of which, when it was formed, Tilley 's property was
The Company never was formed and
vested in anyone else. It certainly
never
Tilley's property
never belonged to the other two defendants. Tilley upon his

to be transferred.

Town immediately resumed possession of
and even sold it conditionally. With regard to
this sale Foggitt knew what was going on, but Wilson w^as
never even consulted in the matter. There clearly was no
As to the second
partnership between the defendants.
return from Cape

his property

position taken

by the

plaintiffs, it is well settled that

there

can be no partnership between persons who are joined together
for the purpose of floating a Company
Lindley on Partner;

4th ed.

ship,

i.

27, 32, 242

;

Dickenson

vs. Valpij,

10 B.

&

C.

In the present case "the time agreed on" for the
partnership to come into existence was the time when the
141.

Union Brewery and Aerated AVater Company Limited was
Thus in no
properly floated and registered under the Act.
view of the position of the present parties were they partners,
and the acts of each are only binding against himself. He
referred to the note on TJiompson vs. Davenport, 2 Smith's
Barher vs. Stead, 3 C. B. 946 Bepiell vs.

L. C. 892, 8th ed.

;

;

Lewis and Wyld vs. HopJcins, both reported at 15 M. & W.
517 OuIIen vs. Wright, 7 E. & B. 301, cited in Dickson vs.
Beuters Telegraph Co., L. R. 3 C. P. D., per Bramwell, L. J.,
;

If the partnership is not proved the plaintiffs cannot
at p. 5.
bring their action against Foggitt as they have done they
;

mio-ht, if

he held himself out without authoritv, sue him for

broach of warranty

;

2 Smith, L. 0.303; Fothier on Ohlir/a-
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tions,

sect.

i.

If the plaintiffs are suing Foggitt as a

75.

isss.
^

the agent of undisclosed prinprincipal, when he was only
in this form must fail entirely.
As to
cipals, the action

..

^s.

^^^

Wilson, he never did any act which could make him liable
any way, and he never held himself out a* a partner
There is no quasi partnership in this case Lindley on Part-

in

;

The plaintiffs in one of their letters say
i. 33, 47.
that they gave credit only to Tilley and not to either Foggitt
Thus they cannot treat the latter as quasi partor Wilson.
nership,

ners.

Wilson's conduct

in visiting

the manufactory was

simply that of a man going to ascertain if it was worth while
This is all tlie evidence against W^ilson and
to take shares.
till

the

there could be no question
ordered none of the goods, never had

Company went through

as to his liability.

He

any communication with the plaintiffs or Currie, never went
near the Brewery, and when spoken to by Almond repudiated

Even taking

all liability.

Tilley's evidence as perfectly cor-

was nothing to connect Wilson as a partner at
most it shewed a mere agreement with him to help to float
the Company. He never held himself out as a partner or

rect, there

;

shared any

profits,

or received

any account.

As

to the

never came into existence.

Tilley continued his
Company
control over the property, of which transfer was never passed
Foggitt acted as his agent, or perhaps carried on the business
it

;

on behalf of an inchoate Company, which really was Tilley.
That being Foggitt's position, the plaintiffs could not recover
in this form of action but should have sued him individually.
Tilley could at any time have come back and reclaimed the
property and entered into possession again, as in fact lie did.
When Foggitt sent him his account for expenses of manage-

ment he

did not repudiate the liability
in order to satisfy Foggitt's claim.

Laurence,

J.

:

— May

but sold the property

not the allegation as to the defen-

dants having entei'cd into partnership for a purpose which,
as is contended, could not in law be the object of a partnership, be regarded as

mere matter of

recital or

inducement

23.

?

not be dismissed, if the contention is correct, as a
May
of
incidental " solecism," not materially affecting the
sort
it

.substantive allegation of the adoption of Tilley's original

^yiackiTihmn &
^uiey and

^o-

'^'j
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contract by the co-defendants, and the delivery to

mv\
"

23.

„

28.

the other goods

Dec. 15.

Mackie Dunn

&

Forster

:

them

of

?

—If those words were struck out from the declara-

^"*„t™7'*°nion the plaintiffs would have to shew (1) that the defendants took over Tilley's order for the macliine, (2) that they
ordered the other goods on their own account, and it seems
doubtful whether two such causes of action could be joined.

The taking over the machine ordered by Tilley would not
Young vs. Hunter, 4 Taunt. 582
Foggitt his partner

make

;

;

Ex p.

Beale vs. Mouls, 10 Q. B.
Jackson, 1 Vesey J., 131
As to the goods supplied subsequently, it does not
976.
appear that credit was ever given to P'oggitt or Wilson,
w^hose
.

;

names do not appear

in the plaintiffs' books

declined to accept the drafts

when presented

;

Foggitt
and

to him,

yet goods were subsequently supplied. There is no evidence
that Wilson entered into, or ratified, or received benefit from,

any contract, and therefore the proof of the existence of a
partnership is essential to his liability. As to Foggitt, he did
not order or use these goods on his own account and, as the
Company did not go through, he must be taken to have
acted for Tilley throughout; his account shews that he
credited Tilley with all receipts, and the amount which he
was to receive under the subsequent agreement of sale was
on account of his claim for disbursements made on behalf of
There was nothing to shew by whom Almond was
Tilley.
In his correspondence with the plaintiffs Tilley spoke of "my business" and never disclaimed
responsibility for the concern or stated that Foggitt was

appointed manager.

It is submitted that the action is wrongly
that on the facts there is nothing to shew
also
and
brought,
of
Foggitt or Wilson, either as principals, which
any liability

responsible.

they were not, or as agents for a Company which never
There is no evidence against Wilson, while that

existed.

against Foggitt is purely inferential and the balance of
inferences is in his favour.

Hoshyns, C.P., in reply, admitted that a committee of
se partners, but they
promoters were not as such and per

might become so by their conduct. If the object of the
not merely to form a Company, but to make
promoters was

89
its formation and carry on the business in the
would
be liable to third parties as partners;
interval, they
91-98.
The business in the present case was
i.
Lind2ey,
carried on as alleged in the declaration for several months. „
If there was not sufficient evidence as ag^ainst
~
Wilson his *^"-

out of
a profit
^

''

.

name

could be struck out, and the others held liable or if
either Tilley or Foggitt is considered solely responsible, as
;

carrying on the business, the plaintiffs could recover in the
present action against him, proving their case by his own

There was no misrepresentation by Foggitt or the other
defendants, as it was known the Company was not in existence,
and this was therefore not a case for an action for breach of

acts.

As

warranty or deceit.

to Foggitt's account with the

profits
pany,
it
credited with them
;

Com-

and yet Tilley was not
was clear from all the facts that

from the

shewed

it

first,

Foggitt was not acting merely as Tilley 's agent.
*

Car. adv. vult.

Postea (Dec. 15), the following judgments were delivered:

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—The

plaintiffs in this action are

—

a firm

of merchants carrying on business at Port Elizabeth the
defendant Tilley formerly carried on business, as a manu;

facturer

Wilson

is

aerated waters, at Dutoitspan, the defendant
a licensed victualler at Kimberley, and the other

of

defendants have been joined as executors of the late Mark
Foggitt, who was a baker at Kimberley, and who has died
since

the

commencement

of

the

action.

The

plaintiffs

allege that in the month of April, 1881, they procured a
certain soda-water machine from England at the request of
the defendant Tilley, but before this machine arrived Tilley

had entered into a partnership association with Wilson and
Foggitt for the purpose of carrying on the business of a
brewery and aerated water manufactory, or in order to form
a Company for that purpose, and the machine A\as consequently supplied not to Tilley but to the said partuershi]),
by whom Tilley's contract with the plaintiffs had been
adoj)tcd and taken over.

It

is

further alleged that otlier

goods and merchandise were subsequently delivered to
partnership for the purposes of the said business, and

tlu3
tlu;

issa.

Nov. 21.
..

^
,

23.

28.

.-rr

»;»

.

Tuiey and

others.

90
1883.

»

Dec

23.

1^5*"

claim

of

the plaintiffs, for goods

supplied, commission,
The defencharges, &c., amounts in all to £1133 17s. 4c?.
dants Foggitt and Wilson filed separate pleas but to the same

Mack^unn& ^^^^t, in whicli they deny the supplying of the goods and
^"^^
""'^
deny the existence of the partnership; they plead that if the
"^otherf
goods were supplied at all they were supplied to Tilley and
they were in no way liable in respect thereof. Tilley admits
the ordering of the machine, but denies that either this
machine or any of the goods were supplied to him
he
;

denies the existence of the partnership, and alleges that, in
or about the month of May, 1881, he ceased to carry on his
business as a soda-water manufacturer, &c., and handed over

the business premises and stock-in-trade to the defendants
Foggitt and Wilson, in order that they might float a jointto carry on the business, in which
he was to have a certain number of shares. No

stock

Company

Company
Company

however was formed and consequently he received no shares,
and anything which the other defendants or either of them
may have done, subsequently to May, 1881, in carrying on
the business and ordering goods, was in no way at his
instance or request he therefore denies that he is in any
way liable for any goods which the plaintiffs may have supplied to them, and alleges that at the time when these goods
are said to have been supplied lie had no interest or concern
in or control over any business which may have been carried
on in the name or on behalf of the proposed Company. The
;

these pleas is general.
(His Lordship
then proceeded to review at some length the facts which had
been stated in evidence, and the correspondence between the
)
parties which had been put in, and continued as follows
to
plaintiffs' replication

:

The main question which the Court has

—

to decide in this

is purely one of evidence.
We have to determine
whether the facts proved disclose the existence of such a
partnership between all the defendants, or any of them, to
carry on the business, formerly belonging to Tilley, under

case

the Union Brewery and Aerated Water
would render them jointly liable for the goods

the style or firm of
as

'•

Company,"
supplied and charges incurred by the plaintiff firm. It
might be possible perhaps in another form of action to ma]<e
the defendants, or some of them, severally and individually
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consequence of their own acts and statements, for
goods supplied by the plaintiffs in reliance on such conduct.
But here the plaintiffs distinctly declare on a partnership,
the existence of which they are bound to prove and if they

liable, in

^lf\i
'

the necessary legal result must be an absolution
from the instance for all the defendants. Now although no

do

so,

nership for the purposes of this business

Foggitt has been clearly proved.

between Tilley and

The

points against Foggitt
are very man}- and very clear, bristling as they may be said
to do through his correspondence and his conduct.
Foggitt

was

tlie

prime mover

in the

arrangements made

for floating

the joint-stock Company, which project ultimately failed.
Before Tilley left Kimberley for Cape Town, in May 1881,

Foggitt went down to Dutoitspan to take stock of the
business, and from that date forward the business was to all
intents

and

purposes carried on by him.

He

virtually

superintended and managed it, and I am satisfied on the
evidence that Almond, who carried on the business at
Dutoitspan, and who ordered most of the goods supplied by
The bulk of the
the plaintiffs, was the agent of Foggitt.
goods supplied were ordered by Almond from Mr. Currie,
the plaintiffs' agent at Kimberley, and Foggitt personally
ratified the order, without which Currie tells us he w ould not

have taken

it.

Almond has

since disappeared, but there can

be no doubt as to the inferences which must be drawn from

Then it appears
that Foggitt kept the accounts of the business, made considerable advances for the purpose of its being carried on,
settled some of its local liabilities, drew the receipts and at
what we have heard of his proceedings.

made no

objection, and took no steps to repudiate his
with
connection
the concern, when bills were drawn upon him
It is contrary to human nature and to all
l)y the plaintiffs.

first

reason to suppose that Foggitt did all tlus out of mere disinterested friendship and a desire to promote the interests of
the inchoate Company.
As regards Tilley the proofs against

28.

iJuc. 15.

&

^"'"otherL''^^"^

deed of partnership has been produced, and the evidence is
of an indii-ect and circumstantial character, after a careful
consideration of the correspondence, many portions of which
are extremely significant, and of the evidence given in Court,
I have come to the conclusion that the existence of a part-

23.

„

jrackunDiinn

;

fail to

„

>

.

I
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^^^"^

nII%i
"

23.

^^® ^^^ ^^ numerous but some are of irresistible force.

Tilley, after he had left the Diamond Fields, continued in
his correspondence with Foggitt to take a very diiferent tone

j5^g ^^-

a man who had parted with all his interest in a
and had merely agreed to take part payment of the
purchase money in the shares of the Company which was to
be formed. I feel no doubt whatever that, as Tilley himself
states, before he left there must have been concluded some
agreement in writing between himself and Foggitt, though
the document he has referred to cannot now be found, and
We
its exact contents must remain matter of conjecture.
find Tilley writing from Cape Town to Foggitt and at one
time sending a notice of dismissal to Almond, who was then
receiving the goods, and acting as manager of the Brewery

MackiTounn & ^^ *^^* ^f
^'''othere7*°''

business,

;

"
us,"
Tilley writes to Foggitt that Almond has deceived
that he is sending up a man named Smith to manage " our

brewery," and that he
satisfaction.

He

is

certain that

Smith

will give

"

us

"

alleges that he did all this in the interest of

the Company, and it is probable that Tilley, wlio is obviously
not a man of business, may have never accurately defined

own

position to himself ; but whatever he may himself
have thought, I can come to no other conclusion than that
his

he held himself out as a partner, and must therefore be held
There was a great deal of correspondence
liable as such.
going on at the same time between Tilley and the

and

my mind

plaintiffs

;

perfectly clear that the plaintiffs were
to a great extent influenced in continuing to supply goods to
"
"
large amounts to the Union Brewery by the fact that Tilley
informed them that he retained a large interest in the concern.
to

it is

Of Foggitt and Almond they knew little or nothing but
Tilley had long been a customer of theirs, with whom their
dealings had been satisfactory; and although they might well
have been expected to display a greater amount of caution,
;

before they supplied these goods on credit, in ascertaining
whom they w^ere dealing with, I think they were to a great

extent justified by Tilley's correspondence in concluding that
him they still had a largely interested and responsible party,

in

whom they might fairly look to see that the liabilities of
the business were settled in due course. For myself, I am
free to say that I feel a good deal of sympathy for Mr.

to

Tilley, wlio has certainly

been a heavy loser

;

he has

lost a

93
valuable business, and got only trouble and embarrassment
instead of the profits which he anticipated ; but Tilley, like

xov^^2i
••

^^•

many others at that time, erred in taking too roseate a view
of the possibilities of the future, and thought that the MackteDunn&
^'^
^formation of a joint-stock company was a short and easy road
"^othersf
j^;.^.

to wealth.

He

omitted to take proper business precautions,

for that unfortunately he has to suffer.
Tilley, in fact,
has been like Alnaschar in the Arabian Kights, trading in

and

imagination on his

little

stock not of glassware but of scrip,

doubling and trebling it in his dreams, till at last on awakening he turns it over'with his foot, and demolishes all his imaginary wealth. I think this is a case in which we are justified
in

coming

to the conclusion

on the facts that a partnership has

have subsisted between Foggitt and Tilley, and
therefore Tilley and Foggitt's executors must be held liable
been proved to

as partners for the goods supplied by the plaintiffs.
With
regard to Wilson, I confess that I have felt a good deal of

There

is a good deal in the evidence to
point to the
he
also
was
a
that
a sleeping
although
partner,
supposition
one, and I am by no means satisfied that he was merely, as
he himself states, interested as a promoter in the formation

doubt.

of the proposed Company, which fell through.
however very different from Foggitt's, as there

shew that

after Tilley 's departure

he took any

His case

is

nothing to
active part in
is

It is true that he had gone
management
down to inspect the premises and stock, but this is not in
itself sufficient to make him liable as a partner
it is
also proved that at one time, in Foggitt's absence, Almond
applied to him for an advance, but he then declined to give

of the concern.

the

;

such assistance.

My learned colleague entertains a strong
that
opinion
partnership on the part of Wilson has not been
made out, and on the ^hole I am not inclined to differ from
that view.

If

Wilson had a greater interest in the concern
all events he has been sufficiently

than now appears, at

astute to prevent the production of any
satisfactory evidence
of the fact.
In my opinion the evidence is not sufficient to
justify a

judgment against him, nor yet does it justify a clear
judgment in his favour, I think tlie plaintiffs should be
allowed an opportunity of bringing forward any further
evidence which they may be able to procure of Wilson's
liability, and he will tlicrefore at present be absolved from

H

94
^^^ instance. Judgment will be entered against Tilley and
Foggitt's executors, jointly, for the amount claimed, with
costs, the amount of the account annexed to the plaintiifs'

Nov^^2i
" 23.

j^

^23.

Macki7ni'mn&

^*

"oS^

not being in dispute. Wilson must have his
and the other defendants must be ordered to pay the

declaration

""'^

costs,

plaintiffs' costs in

those previous applications in the case of

which the costs were ordered to be reserved.

Laueence,

J.

—Although

:

the facts which

has

it

been

numerous and
somewhat complicated, and their true l^al aspect and effect
has required much and careful consideration, I think it
necessary to consider in this case are both

sufficient,

without going

much

into detail or reviewing the

evidence, oral and documentary, at any length, to briefly
The plainexpress the conclusions at which I have arrived.
tiffs sue the defendants as co-partners on two accounts
one
for a soda-water machine, commission, and charges, amounting

—

to

£94

19s.

7d.,and the other for goods supplied, commission,

and charges, amounting in all to £1038 17s. 9d. As to the
machine, it was ordered by the defendant Tilley and supplied
to the Dutoitspan business with his knowledge and consent,
and it is now in his possession no counter-claim has been
set up for damage sustained by the delay which took place
and tliere seems to be no doubt that Tilley
in its delivery
could be held liable for the amount of account A, as, indeed,
he appears to admit. As to account B, it consists (with the
;

;

exception of a few pounds) of goods ordered from Currie, the

by one Almond, who, I think, it is clearly
the
was
agent of the late Mr. Foggitt
Foggitt
proved
order
on behalf of the Union Brewery Company,
the
ratified
Limited, a Company which, as Currie knew, was then merely
plaintiffs' traveller,

;

inchoate, and which in fact never came into existence ; the
goods were supplied to the business, which Foggitt Avas

managing

at the

time

;

Foggitt

is

proved (by the evidence

of Hull and Eoper) to have incurred and settled other liabilities on account of the business ; he was held out by his agent

Almond

as the person

who would

settle the plaintiffs' cla,inis

;

and in point of fact, when their account was presented, he
does not seem to have in any way repudiated his liability,
but merely to have set up certain contra claims, one of
which arose out of his own dealings as a baker with the

95
In these circumstances, I
plaintiffs as importers of flour.
^^^^
23.
think that, while Tilley could have been made liable to the
executors could equally
^-^^^l'
plaintiffs on account A, Foggitt's
have been made liable on account B,but I do not think they MackiTDunn*
are grounds on whicli to maintain the present action, in ^•''ot™^^^^
-.

seek to recover solely on the ground of
a partnership subsisting against the defendants, and of the
goods in question having been supplied for the purposes of
It appears to me that the action must fail
the partnership.

which the

plaintiffs

unless the plaintiffs can prove a partnership against the three
I may add that if
defendants, or between any two of them.

the action did so

the plaintiffs in

through non-production of such proof,
opinion would have only themselves to

fail,

my

blame, considering the loose and unbusiness-like manner in
which they acted, supplying goods to a large amount to an
inchoate Company, and without any clear understanding at
who was to be liable, or any guarantee of a

the time as to

settlement of their account.

A judgment

of absolution

is

an

inconclusive and almost invariably unsatisfactory decision,
but I am bound to say that at one time I entertained grave

doubts as to whether we could come to any other decision
on the facts of the present case. With regard to the defendant Wilson, I may say at once that I am clearly of opinion
that the plaintiffs have failed to prove their case. No act or
word of his has been proved inconsistent with the theory that
he was merely associated with the other defendants in an
abortive attempt to promote the establishment of a jointan association which of course would not in
stock Company

—

what the law regards as a partnership. For
At the
myself, I feel little doubt that this was his position.
" Blue
interview in the upper room at the
Posts," whetlier
there was any written agreement, which Tilley alleges and
Wilson denies, makes no real difference. According to
Tilley, the effect of the agreement was that Wilson should
itself

amount

to

receive fully paid

up shares

to the value of

£500

for his

trouble as a promoter, and in consideration of the connection
he was able to secure among the licensed victuallers.

A(X'ording to Wilson himself, it was verbally arranged that
he should receive £100 in shares in return for such services,

and

also in consideration of his placing his name at the
list of pro[)osed shareholders.
It sooms to iiavc

of the

head
been

96
^ natural result of this arrangement that he should have
canvassed for shares and paid the visit which has been

Nov^^2i
••

^

described to the property under offer to the proposed ComThere are some minor points of conflict, as to dates
MackirDiinn& V^^Jso
on, between Tilley and Wilson, to which it is un^•''oS^''"^and
itec.

16^.'

necessary to refer.

seems clear that after the

It

visit to

Dutoitspan Wilson declined to take any further trouble in
the matter. He never communicated with the plaintiffs
about the
business

;

Company or held himself out as interested in the
and when Almond applied to him for assistance to
current liabilities, he refused to give it. As far as

meet the
Wilson is concerned, if I had been sitting alone, I should
have given him judgment but as the Judge President thinks
;

it

safer to leave the case open, in case

any additional

facts

effect of attaching a liability to him
should transpire, I feel no difficulty in his case in concurring in a judgment of absolution from the instance, with
costs.
With regard to the other defendants, they certainly

which would have the

did not hold themselves out to the plaintiffs as partners, and

!

—

was such as

I

1

—

the only real question a very difiicult question, as I have
found it, to decide is whether in point of fact their condiict

them the

legal relation and liabiliplaintiffs allege that the defendants
entered into a partnership " for the purpose of carrying on
to attach to

ties of partners.

The

the business of a soda-water manufactory under the style or
firm of the Union Brewery and Aerated Water Company, or

The former of
of forming a Company for such purpose."
the two alternatives suggested would form a legitimate
subject of partnership, while an association of promoters to
form a Company would not in itself entail any such relation.
It seems to me, however, that a partnership might well be
formed to carry on such a business with not so much an
alternative as an ultimate intention of converting the
partnership into a joint-stock Company, and that this is the
real gist of the plaintiffs' allegation.

Whether the

partner-

ship were or were not the ultimate object of the combination,
the parties who had entered into a trade association involving

—

gain and loss an association of the nature defined by Van
der Linden, Bk. IV,, Sect. 11, pp. 570-571 must be subject
to al the lliabilities of partners, so long as that association

—
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conditions (whether
continues to exist ubder the oriojioal
®
^
those conditions were intended to be temporary or permaor converted into somethin":
nent)/ and is not merored
o
o else.

On

the whole I think that from the time that Tilley left the
Dutoitspan business to the superintendence of Foggitt and

manager, Almond, until, early in the following year, he
again took it over himself, there was a legal partnership
his

It seems to me that,
existing between the two defendants.
while Tilley contributed the stock, Foggitt contributed his

superintendence, and that he continued to do so for some
considerable time after the prospect of forming the Company
had become extremely remote. The parties, as Pothier puts
it, in the passage quoted by Van der Linden, were under
the mutual obligation of fairly accounting to each other.
The essential requisites of the contract of partnership (w^hich

any other contract may be either express or
down by Van der Linden as follows
That each brings something into the society, or binds

of course like

implied) are laid
"
1.

:

be

—

any other

article,

or whether it be diligence or labour.
"
2. That the partnership be entered into for the

mutual

himself so to do, whetlier

benefit of both parties

;

it

since if

money

it

or

were for the benefit of one

would then be a mere contract of mandate.
That the object of the parties in entering into the
contract be to gain a profit, in which each may expect to
participate in proportion to the share he has contributed to

only
"

it

3.

common stock" (p. 571).
I think that all these essential requisites are to be found

the

in the

busy

present case.

man

like

It

can scarcely be supposed that a
take over an extensive

Foggitt would

business of this kind, order goods for it, and make payments on its account, without anticipating some benefit in
and
eturn, whether the Company were formed or not
must
understood
have
that
this
would
be
Til]cy
surely
There
is no
of
contract
of
Foggitt's position.
proof
any
mandate or any arrangement by which Foggitt was to
and I think, therefore
roeeivo a salary for his services
that had the business prospered he would have been entitled
to demand a share of thu profits.
Tilley, on the other liand,
the
informed
he
had sold liis business to
plaintiffs
though he
)

;

;
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Company, knew as a matter of fact that the Company
gone through he assumed the right to discharge
one manager and substitute anotlier, which he could not
^^.ve douc if he had been a mere shareholder in the ComV^^Jy hovvevor largely interested, and from his correspondence with Foggitt, in which it should be observed he uses

*^^^

Nc)v^^2i

;

the phrase " our business," and other very significant phrases
which have already been cited by the Judge President, it is
clear that he

assumed that he and Foggitt were the only

persons who had anything
concern. Lastly, we find

to say to the management of the
that Tilley subsequently entered
into a contract to sell the business the written agreement
;

produced, and it appears that the purchase money was to
be divided between him and Foggitt. On the whole, thereis

fore, I think that the goods supplied by the plaintiffs during
the period in question, must be regarded as having been

supplied to Tilley and Foggitt trading together in copartnership as the Union Company, and that as such they are
therefore

liable

the

for

amount claimed.

I

cannot help

regret in the case of Mr. Tilley that his
expressing
to
convert what appears to have been a thriving
attempt

my

private

business into a joint-stock Company should have
many other similar attempts, in nothing but

ended, like

and heavy pecuniary loss. It would, however, have
been almost equally regrettable if the plaintiffs, careless
though they appear to have been, had through sucli carelessdisaster

ness lost their right to recover the value of goods which thoy

undoubtedly supplied in good faith, largely relying I doubt
not on the connection between the proposed Company and
their old customer Tilley
goods, too, of which a certain

—

I have, not
proportion are still in Mr. Tilley's possession.
without difiSculty, come to the conclusion that the plaintiffs,

as against Tilley and the executors of Foggitt, have estal)This judgment
lished their right to the relief they claim.
of course will in no way prejudice any claim which the

respective defendants

may have

relation to the premises.
&

IIaarhoff Bnos. ;
Guaham
[Plaintiifs' Attorneys,
Atturncy for Fog!;itt's Kxccuturs, i.'orynddx;
Khode;
Attorneys for
Attorney for 'riUey,
:

Vrilsoii,

Stow &

Cai.'decott,}

against one another with
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GOLDSCHMIDT AND COMPANY

VS.

PaGE.

Ordinance 6 of 1843, sections 41, 42, ^j2.— Removal of

— Misconduct.

Where

certain

creditors of

an

trustee.

insolvent estate sought to set

aside the election of the trustee on various grounds, of
tvhich the only one seriously pressed was an allegation of
misconduct, and the alleged misconduct was that the trustees

report failed to sufficiently disclose the nature of certain
transactions between the insolvent and various creditors,

which required investigation, and also that the trustee had
been guilty of neglect in not applying for a commission to

examine certain witnesses as directed at a meeting of
creditors ; the Court, finding no proof of mala fides in the
conduct of the trustee in the matters complained
to set aside his election.

of,

refused

This was an application for the removal of the respondent from the office of trustee of the insolvent estate of

W.

IMatthews, and for an order for the election of a fresh
trustee, on the grounds (1) that the respondent, as a member
J.

and Page, had an interest opjjosed
to the general interest of the creditors (2) that the respondent's partners, Messrs. Priest and Eoss, on the petition of
of the firm of l\oss, Priest

whom the estate had been sequestrated, had
had certain transactions with the insolvent, which required
careful investigation (3) that the respondent had neglected
the former of

duty in not investigating certain transactions by the insolvent with other creditors whose claims had been used in

his

sn])port of his election (4) that lie had failed to give efifoct
to a resolution of creditors passed at the third meeting, held

on September 5th, 1883, directing him to apply to the High
Court for a commission to examine certain persons touching
the estate and dealings of tlie insolvent (5) that the sequestration of the estate had been obtained on a petition presented

by

tlie

respondent's partner, on an understanding witii the
and with a view to defeat the judgment debt and

insolvent,

attaclnnent obtained by certain creditors

(<i)

that tlnre was

iss:!.

Nov.
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an agreement or understanding between the respondent and
certain creditors that, if they voted, for his election as trustee,
he would abstain, as he had in fact abstained, from opening

up or investigating certain transactions between them and the
insolvent of questionable validity (7) that he had been privy
to an arrangement by which certain claims on the estate had
been divided in order to increase the number of votes and
so influence the election of the trustee (8) that the respondent, in return for the vote of his partner Priest, had under-

taken to share with him his remuneration as trustee.
notice of motion was

Tlie

dated September 26th, but two or
had been applied for in order to

three postponements
complete the affidavits on both sides.

The

application was

supported by the affidavit of Mr. H. S. Caldecott, of the
firm of Stow and Caldecott, attorneys for the applicants,

who

stated that he attended the third meeting of creditors
on September 5th, and proved the applicants' claim, which
was for an unsecured debt of about £1075. At this meeting
the trustee filed his report and the deponent thereafter
examined the insolvent, and copies of the report and exami-

nation were annexed to his affidavit.

From the examination

appeared that shortly before sequestration the insolvent
had effiBcted a nominal sale of horses, carriages, jewellery
and other personal effects to one G. J. Lee, who had proved

it

a large amount on the estate, and subsequently the
deponent had unsuccessfully endeavoured to induce the
trustee to take steps to investigate this transaction in the

for

interest of the creditors.

the

a})})lieants'

firm,

Mr. C, Sonneubcrg, a

made an

member

of

affidavit in wliich lie stated

that the grounds for the removal of the trustee as set forth
in the notice of motion were true and correct to the best of
his

knowledge and

belief;

he added that

it

a}:>peared

from

the examination of the insolvent that there were numerous
requiring careful investigation, which the
had
neglected and failed to make. On behalf
respondent
of the respondent an affidavit was filed by his attorney,
Mr. Coryndon, wlio stated that the delay in applying for
the issue of a commission had been owing to the refusal of
the a})plica]its, at wliose request it had been decided that
transactions

a

commission should

be

obtained,

to

give an

adequate?

101

guarantee for the expenses involved, as they had undertaken
to do at the meeting of creditors he stated that the whole

^ll^^%,
"

^°'

;

estate

would probably be absorbed by a preferent creditor

He had not
objected to the expense of a commission.
yet had time to master the various facts in connection with
the insolvent's transactions, which were numerous and comwho

plicated, but would be prepared to advise the trustee to
apply for the proposed commission on a satisfactory guarantee for the expenses being given by the applicants, as
promised at the third meeting. There was also an affidavit

by the respondent himself,

in

which he stated that

lie

was

unanimously elected trustee at the second meeting of creditors,
his

At

nomiuation being seconded by the present applicants.
the third meeting no objection had been raised to his

and he had on the

opportunity after the meeting
consulted his attorney with reference to obtaining a proper
guarantee for the expenses of the proposed commission,
Avhich would otherwise probably necessitate a contribution
report,

first

from the concurrent creditors, who could have no practical
interest in the result; several creditors had given him notice
that they objected to any such expenditure being incurred

and threatened to hold him personally liable for the same,
and he liad therefore been advised by his attorney to act
with great caution in the matter. He added that he was

making

careful inquiry into the various transactions referred

and the nature of the debts
and claims which had been proved. He totally denied that
he had any interest opposed to the general body of creditors,
and annexed a statement from all the creditors who had

to in the applicants' affidavit,

proved, with the exception of the applicants and one other, to
the effect that they were satisfied with his administration of
estate and objected to the proposed commission on
account of the expense, unless a satisfactoi'v guarantee were
given by the party who desired it. He fuither stated that

the

he had not yet had time to investigate fully the various
matters in question and entirely denied the imputations (,ii
his impartiality, and other allegations in the notice of
Re had
nuition, which he described as false and malicious.
;

neither canvassed for votes, nor been privy to any arrangement for division of debts for the luirpose of securing vitrs.

^co'^'n^gL^
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agreed to

sliare his

commission

in return for

any vote

;

there had been no contest for the position of trustee, and lie
^^^^ ^^* aware of his intended nomination till after the elec-

had taken place. Neither he nor his firm had ever had
any transactions with the insolvent, and he should naturally
treat any private transactions the insolvent might have had
tion

with either of his partners in their individual capacity as if
they were transactions with third parties. The respondent's
denial of the charge that he had agreed with certain
creditors, in return for their votes, not to open up certain
transactions between

them and the

insolvent, was corrobo-

rated by a joint affidavit filed by the creditors in question,
Messrs.

Lee and Hofmeyr.

An

extremely long replying

was subsequently filed by Mr. Sounenberg (on
acconnt of whose absence in the Transvaal the matter bad
been postponed) in which he stated inter alia that a
guarantee of the expenses of the proposed commission had
been given verbally on behalf of his firm at the third
meeting of creditors, and was duly entered on the minutes,
annexed to tlie affidavit of Mr. Caldecott. He alleged that
the creditors who had supported the trustee in his subsequent
demand for a furtlier guarantee were all persons whose
claims on the estate were of questionable validity, and whose
relations and transactions with the insolvent would require
He added that, owing to
careful scrutiny and investigation.
the neglect of the trustee, the opportunity for the examination on commission of the preferent creditor, Mr. Crawford
(who claimed under a bond and promissory note ceded to
affidavit

him

shortly before the insolvency, without recurrence, by
Mr. W. Koss, one of the trustee's partners), had been lost,

Crawford in the interval having left the Colony. It was
true that the deponent's firm had seconded the nomination
of the respondent as trustee at the second meeting, but

]\Ir.

objections had arisen subsequently owing to certain
and circumstances disclosed at and after the third
meeting, and owing to the unsatisfactory nature of the
trustee's report.
He considered that the report, when comtheir
facts

pared

\\ith

the disclosures

made on

the examination of the

proved that the trustee had made no pro})or
inquiry into and report upon the affairs of the estate for the
insolvent,
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information and guidance of the creditors. He referred in
detail to various transactions of which particulars were
elicited from the insolvent in examination, alleged to be of
.

f,

.

.

,

,

a suspicious nature, and submitted that the omission of these
matters from the report indicated a grave dereliction of
duty on the part of the trustee, whereby the interests of the

The trustee's statement
creditors had been jeopardised.
that he was carefully examining all debts which had been
proved was a further admission of neglect on his part, as he
had been confirmed in his appointment on the 17th of July
last, and was only now examining the debts after notice of
application for his removal had been given as to the transactions with Lee and Hofmeyr, which were alleged to amount
to undue preference, the insolvent had himself given ample
;

information at his examination to enable the trustee to act,
He denied that the allegations
if he had chosen to do so.

on which the application had been founded were false and
malicious, and repeated that the dealings of the respondent's
partners with the insolvent, and the fact (which had not
been denied) that one of them had obtained the sequestration on an uiiderstanding with the insolvent, in order to
avoid a surrender by means of schedules, and to defeat the
attachment obtained by the applicants' firm, rendered the

respondent an improper person to discharge the functions of
trustee. He alleged that if the respondent did not personally
canvass for votes his partners did and several of the proofs
of debt were in the handwriting of Mr. Priest, to whose proceedings the respondent must be regarded as privy ; the
commission earned by the respondent as trustee would in the
ordinary course be shared with his partners, Messrs. Ross

and

Priest, both of

creditor,

Mr.

whom had

Wernher,

proved on the estate. Another
that Mr. Coryndon, the

stated

(who had previously acted as attorney for
the insolvent) had waited on him with a document (the
statement annexed to the trustee's afhdavit), objecting to the

trustee's attorney

expense of the proposed commission, and requested him to
sign the same, which he had refused to do.
Forstt-r,

nance

0,

18

in support of the application, referred to Ordisections 41, 42, 52. The trustee in ;in insolvent
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estate possessed large powers and a wide discretion, and should
be beyond any tinge of suspicion. The trustee's report in the

case w^as entirely
silent with reference to the extraJ
ordinary transactions mentioned by the insolvent in his

present
i

examination.

The motion was based on

which he mainly

relied on the third

eight grounds, of

and fourth

— the neglect

of the trustee to investigate certain transactions, and his
apply for a commission as directed at the third

failure to

meeting, which he contended amounted to misconduct, and
furnished grounds for his removal under section 52. As to

the objection to the applicants' guarantee, it had been given
and accepted at the third meeting, as appeared from the
minutes, and the trustee had been directed to apply for the
and it was his duty to comply with

issue of the commission,

this decision instead of waiting for advice

who was

from Coryndon,

attorney for the trustee, for his partner, the peti-

It seemed that
tioning creditor, and also for the insolvent.
of
instead
another
meeting of creditors,
calling
Coryndon,

drew up a protest against the commission and took it round
all who had signed it were
to creditors for their signature
tainted creditors, whose transactions with the insolvent
;

required investigation. As to the report, it never mentioned Crawford's preferent bond, and, after the insolvent's
examination on this point, it was clearly the duty of the
trustee to investigate the circumstances in which this bond
had been ceded to Crawford. The consequence of his neglect

was that the opportunity of
had
been
lost; he contended that
testing Crawford's proof
the trustee's inaction in this matter amounted to misconduct.
The only remedy now would be an expensive commission to
England, the cost of which would be a heavy burden to the
The trustee, whose appointment was confirmed in
estate.
July, ought certainly to have completed his examination of
The claims of Lee and Hofmeyr
proofs before October.
of
as
that
dubious
as
were
Crawford, and grievous delay had
the trustee had not taken
in
their
occurred
investigation
books and ascertain the
insolvent's
obtain
the
the trouble to
in not obtaining the commission

;

He referred to the examination of
position of his affairs.
the insolvent as to the circumstances of the sale of his effects
to Lee,

and of

his business to

Hofmevr, and other matters
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which he contended should have been dealt with
trustee's report.

had not yet had

in the

Then

as to Coryndon's statement that he
time to master details and ascertain whether

was advisable for the commission to be applied for, that
was not his business, but that of the trustee. As to the other
it

grounds

for

the trustee's removal, he contended that his

partners and all the other creditors, with the exception of the
applicant and Wernlier, ought to have their transactions with
the insolvent fully investigated, and the trustee's interests

were thus really in conflict with the " general body

"

of bond

The

allegations as to the circumstances of
the sequestration had not been, denied, and in those circumstances he contended that the respondent should be removed,

fide creditors.

some impartial person might be appointed
There was no direct evidence of the sixth and
seventh grounds of objection, but the trustee was a partner
of creditors, and would therefore necessarily divide his commission with them he referred to Preuss and Seligmann
vs. Bosman, Buch. 1868, 113.
It was not necessary to prove
that consideration was actually given for votes, if the motive
in order that
trustee.

;

of the parties could be clearly inferred from their general
It was not denied that the other partners, who had
conduct.

voted, would share in the trustee's commission.

The main

point was whether, looking at the report, the examination of
the insolvent, and all the attendant circumstances, it was

not sufficiently clear that the trustee was not a proper person
to administer this estate, and should therefore be removed.
Iloshjns, C.P. (with him Davison) for the respondent,
referred to the judgment of the Chief .Justice in Turner and

Comjjany vs. Schaefer, 2 Juta, 101. When it was sought to
remove a trustee under the provisions of section 41 of Ordi-

nance 6 of 1843, the applicant '-'must be prepared with the
clearest proof that this ground of
disqualification really exists."
Here there were a number of serious imputations made, but

any evidence to support them beyond ]Mr. 8onnenberg's
statement that he "verily believed" them to be correct.
The refusal of the trustee to go to the expense of a comlittle if

mission which would probably involve a
heavy contribution
account, without some adequate guarantee, Avas not

prima

facie misconduct; and there was no iniju-oin-iety in CV)ivn(lun,

J^^^x.,
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was himself a creditor

k

I'age.

course.

As

document

to Crawford's

signed protesting
going away without being examined, there was nothing to
shew that the trustee was aware of his intention to leave.

The trustee would have been negligent if he had applied for
a commission in the face of the protest he had received, and
with merely the personal and verbal guarantee of one conInstead of attempting to remove the

current creditor.
trustee

for

"

misconduct," the applicants' proper remedy

would have been to apply for a mandamus to compel him to
There must be crassa negligentia to
obtain the commission.
constitute misconduct, and the case must be clearly proved.
There was no proof of any collusion or agreement between
the trustee and creditors not

to

investigate

the matters

All
to, which probably required investigation.
that a trustee was expected to do in the first instance ^^as to
open the eyes of the creditors and put them on inquiry
and this was sufiieiently done in the present instance by the
referred

;

where the
and an inquiry was immediately
It might be said that the respondent was young
instituted.
and inexperienced, and his report was not that of an

trustee's report, presented at the third meeting,

insolvent was present,

experienced trustee, but it indicated nothing in the way of
As to Crawford's bond, the only question was,
misconduct.
not whether it should be investigated, but who was to pay
All the creditors except the applicant and Wernher, who was inditferent, objected to the issue
of a commission without a better guarantee, and the respondent really had not had sufficient time in the circumfor the investigation.

stances to decide what course

it was best to
Tiio
adopt.
in
which
this
the
manner
would
Court
regard
application
had been brought forward, and the animus which had been

displayed.

Tlie

other

objections

were

unsupported

by

evidence, and had been put on record sinqdy to prejudice
the mind of the Court with regard to tlie whole case.
Forster, in reply, referred to

Ex

p. Bates,

21 L.

J. Eq.,

Cases in Bankruptcy, 23,_per Knight Bruce, L.J, Wliatever
view the Court might take on the other grounds, he submitted, with regard to the third and fourtli grounds of
objection, that there was proof both of actual misconihict,
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and of such gross negligence as to amount to constructive
misconduct. Tiiere was no excuse for the trustee not acting
on the guarantee given by the applicants at the third
meeting, and no allegation on afiddavit that the guarantee
was not sufficient.

—

This is an application of an unusual
J.P.
and
the
kind,
remedy sought for by the applicants is one
which has only been granted in exceptional circumstances.
There appear to be very few cases in the books in which

Buchanan,

:

an insolvent estate, after electing a trustee to
represent their interests, have afterwards come to the Court
to apply for his removal, under the provisions in that behoof

creditors in

contained in the Insolvent Ordinance.
Preiiss

and Seligmann

vs.

There

Bosnian, referred to

is

the case of

by Mr. Forster,

removed and declared incapable of
was clearly proved and indeed
admitted that the trustee had promised a creditor valuable
consideration in order to obtain his vote, and the Court had
therefore no alternative but to hold him disqualified under
the terms of section 42. I am not aware of any other
reported case in which a trustee has been removed on
similar grounds to those on which the present application is
It must be borne in mind that such an order as
based.
is now applied for
involves a very serious stigma on the
if
and
the
application were to succeed on the
respondent,
it would be the natural sequence for
of
misconduct
ground
the Court to declare the respondent disqualified for life from
holding the position of a trustee in insolvency. Before an
order of this kind is made, the Court must be clearly satisfied
in which the trustee was
re-election

;

but there

it

Now it seems to me that, putting aside the
necessity.
all the other grounds on whicli it
of
misconduct,
allegations

of

its

has been attempted to support this ap2)lication are entirely
untenable.
There is practically no evidence in support of

them, and I think

it is

to be regretted that

an applicant

should, so to speak, scatter aspersions broadcast, as has been
done in the present case, without being in a position to

support such charges by clear and convincing evidence.
Then the questi(m remains whether the trustee has been

shewn

to

have

so

misconducted liimself

in his office as to

isss.

„
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necessitate his removal.

This allegation is mainly based on
the fact that while, at the third meeting of creditors, the
* t^'ustee was instructed to
apply for a commission for tlie
^\!!'v?i'a''e
Nof ^22
"

^ "-

examination of certain witnesses as to their transactions with
the insolvent, no such application lias hitherto been made.
As to this, in the first place it may be remarked that the

delay complained of was after all not very great, notice of
the present motion having been given within three weeks of
the meeting of creditors at which this resolution was passed,

and only two months

after tlie election of the trustee.
This
an
extremely short time, especially when we
certainly
bear in mind that under the Ordinance a trustee has six
weeks allowed him within which to determine whether he
will take up an action previously brought by the insolvent.
is

It

is

clear that in the interval after the

meeting was held

certain difiiculties occurred, with regard to the nature and
sufficiency of the guarantee for the expenses of the com-

and I am not satistiecl, on a review of the evidence,
that the delay on the trustee's part was so unreasonable as
mission,

to

amount

office.

On

misconduct and so disqualify him from his
the contrary I think the balance of evidence is
to

having been perfectly
bond fide'; he was acting under legal advice, and it may be
that he leant too much on his legal adviser, but if the delay
in favour of his conduct in the matter

has resulted in evidence being

lost,

or rendered

more

difiicult

may have been not owing to any fault on the
of
the
trustee, but owing to the difficult circumstances
part
found himself placed. Moreover it appears to
which
he
in
me that this was a case in which another remedy existed, of
which the applicants might well have been expected to avail
themselves.
Tliey might have applied for a mandamus, or
to obtain, that

an order of a similar nature, on the respondent to come to
the Court for the commission, and then tlie various parties
could have been heard, and the question of whether a further
guarantee was advisable, in tlie interest of the general body
A special meeting
of creditors, could have been considered.
of creditors might also have been held to urge the trustee to
take promptly the proceedings which liad been suggested.

Now, when another course
their obiect

is

open to the parties by which

might be obtained,! think that

in itself

is

a verv
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good ground for the Court to decline to take the extreme
All these considerations
step which is now applied for.
would have made me feel reluctant to ffrant this order but
I must say that any doubt I might otherwise have felt has
been dispelled by the reference to the recent case of Turner
and Company vs. Schaefer, where a principle in dealing with
matters of this kind was laid down by the Chief Justice
which I think this Court should not hesitate to follow. In
:

that case the

Chief Justice said

his reputation if

—

"

Where

a person

has

must necessarily cast a slur
that appointment is set aside.
There-

once been appointed trustee,

upon

:

it

fore the Court requires a much stronger case than the present
to justify it in cancelling an appointment already made.
If

the applicant, on bringing stronger facts before the Court,
should wish to renew the application, he will not be debarred
from doing so, but the present application must be refused
"

I think that those observations
(2 Juta, 103).
equally apply to the present case, and that the result in the
present case must therefore be the same.

with costs

Laurence,

J.

:

—

I entertain considerable

doubt as to whe-

a suitable or competent person to administer
estate
his own counsel states that any errors
this important
;
he may have committed are the result of his youth and
ther Mr. Page

is

inexperience, and I doubt very much whether this is an estate
which should have been placed in the hands of a young and
inexperienced trustee, however anxious he may be, as stated
in his affidavit, to gain a reputation by his success in dealing
with such matters. But w^e have to deal with the matter on

the footing that the estate has been placed in Mr. Page's
hands by the unanimous resolution of the creditors, including
the present applicants his election has been duly confirmed
by the Court in the ordinary course and it is therefore now
;

;

necessary for the applicant to shew very solid and substantial
reasons before his removal can be ordered by the Court.
The
is based on sections 41, 42 and 52 of the Insolvent
application
It does not appear to me that the trustee
sliewn
been
to
has
have any interest opposed to the general
interest of the creditors, or to have been guilty of any of the

Ordinance of 184o.

acts set forth in section

42 as grounds on which the Court can

issa.

„
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in fact, there
^

was no reason why he should enter into any dubious or
improper arrangement with any creditor, in order to secure
his vote, at an election which was in fact unanimous, and
where no contest seems to have been anticipated. It only
remains to consider whether the trustee has been guilty of
misconduct, within the meaning of that word as employed in

No doubt crass negligence, or lata culpa, might be
held to amount to misconduct but I do not think that any
such gross negligence has been proved in the present case.
section 52.

;

The

trustee's report was certainly not as full and explicit,
Avith regard to certain transactions which took place shortly
before the insolvency, as it ought to have been ; but, as far as
it w^ent,

his statement of the position of the insolvent's affairs

seems to have been correct enough and the creditors were
not prejudiced or misled by the meagreness of the information
he supplied as to the manner in which and conditions under
;

which the movables had been disposed of, and the bond
passed, and the other matters referred to, as the insolvent

was immediately subjected

to a searching examination by
the present applicants' attorney, by means of wliich full par-

were

The only

other charge of misconduct
arises from the delay of the trustee in applying for a commission for the examination of certain witnesses, as proposed

ticulars

elicited.

by the applicant

at the above

meeting

;

a delay which

it is

But
said has proved gravely prejudicial to the creditors.
when we bear in mind that the meeting was held only on
September 5th, and that notice of this application was given
on September 26th, just three weeks afterwards, I cannot
think that the trustee's delay in the matter was so unreasonable as to

amount

to misconduct.

I think that, consider-

ing the strong opposition to the proposed commission expressed
by the majority of the creditors, the trustee might well bo
time to consider whether
justified in taking a reasonable

he could
expensive

safely incur the responsibility of applying for an
commission, especially in an estate where there

appears to be little prospect of any substantial dividend for
the concurrent creditors, of whom the applicant is one. I
therefore concur in thinking that no sufficient ground for
the removal of the trustee has been

made

out to the satisfac-

Ill
tion of the Court.

I

may add
•'

that,'

whether the commission
_

eventually obtained or not, there certainly appear to be
matters connected with this insolvency
^ which will require
1

is

careful investigation

;

and

it is

to be

hoped that,

after

J^^^-22.
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»
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what

has taken place, and the serious allegations which have been
made, the trustee will, so to speak, be placed on his mettle,

and furnish by his future conduct

in

the trust the best

justification for the present decision of the Court.

Application refused with

costs.

TApplicants' Attornoys, St<iw k, Cai,decott.~|
|_ Respondent's Attorney, Couyndon.
J

PULLTNGER
Malicious arrest.

VS.

HaESANT.

— Trespass. — ^th Rule of Court. —
Damages.

—

Costs.

H. having

hrougJit tivo actions against P., the latter joroceeded
to leave the Colony, after leing examined on commission,

shortly before the trial.

caused P.
aside.
trespass.

P.

H., having failed to obtain security,
hut the ivrit ivas subsequently set

to be arrested,

brought an action for malicious arrest and
Held, on the facts, that there was no evidence

of malice, but that, the ivrit having been set aside, the
arrest amorinted to a trespass, for ivhicli the plaintiff
was entitled to recover; but that the circumstances were
such as

to

justify the Court in a^varding only

damages, without

nominal

costs.

This was an action for £5000 damages
for malicious arrest
'^
a
widow
The
trespass.
residing at Du Toits
plaintiff,
^

and

Pan, alleged in her declaration that, at the time of the
grievances complained of, she possessed considerable property in the district of Kimberlcy. In the month of April,
1882, the defendant, an accountant at Kimberley, had
brought two actions against her, one being against her in lier
individual capacity for

£286G

for

commission and advances,

i^s"!-

Doc.

;?.

..

^
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and the other a'2:ainst
her as executrix of her late husband for
°
_
£1350 as commission and advances. After the plaintiff had
^PP^ared and pleaded in these actions and given her evidence
_

'''iiar'-an't''*'

on a commission appointed by this Court for her examination
de bene esse, and after the said causes had been set down for
trial,

cause

the plaintiff falsely, maliciously and without reasonable
made two affidavits, of which copies were annexed, and

on them procured a writ and caused the plaintiff to be
arrested and imprisoned at Cape Town for a long time, to wit
from March 27th to March 29th, 1883, after which, on application by the plaintiff to two of the judges of the Supremo
Court, the writ was discharged and the plaintiff released.
There was an alternative count in trespass to the effect that
the defendant, Avithout any regular or valid writ, warrant
or authority, had caused the plaintiff to be assaulted and

imprisoned in the gaol of Cape Town for the space of two
It was alleged that by reason of the said assault,
days.
imprisonment and trespass the plaintiff had been prevented

from proceeding to England for seven days, and had been
put to great expense and been prevented from attending to
her business, and suffered other loss and damage. The
defendent, in his plea, denied that the plaintiff possessed
considerable property at the time of the alleged grievances,
he denied that he had made
as stated in the declaration
;

the affidavits in question falsely and maliciously, or without
reasonable and probable cause, or that he had wrongfully
and unlawfully and without reasonable and probable cause
obtained the arrest of the

plaintiff, or that

he had not pro-

cured a regular or valid writ, warrant, or authority for the
He denied that the plaintiff had suffered
plaintiff's arrest.

damage

or

if

she had that he w^as answerable therefor.

statements in the affidavits were true and correct and

The
made

without malice, and with reasonable and probable cause.
After the writ was discharged the plaintiff pi'oceeded to
England, and remained absent from the Colony until after

the hearing of the actions mentioned in the declaration, on
May 8th, 1883, in one of which the present defendant
recovered £1450 and in the other £700, in both cases with
These judgments had not been satisfied and subsecosts.
quently, on September 10th, 1883, the estate of the plaintilf
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had been compulsorily sequestrated by order of this Court. The
defendant further pleaded that, after satisfying himself that
sufficient grounds were disclosed in the aforesaid affidavits,
the Eegistrar of the Supreme Court issued the writ against
the plaintiff, as he lawfully might, being in no ^way induced thereto by any fraud or falsehood on the part of the
defendant, by reason whereof the defendant was discharged
The replication
all liability in respect of the same.

from

was general.

The

plaintiff stated that, at the

time of leaving Kimberley,

on March 21st, 1883, she owned sufficient property, in houses
and claims, to meet the amount of the defendant's demand,
but admitted in cross-examination (the details of which will
more fully appear from the judgments below) that her affairs
were in an entangled state, and her property had afterwards
proved insufficient to meet her liabilities. A demand for
security was made before she left, but nothing was arranged.

The

defendant's attorneys refused the security of her property

and demanded personal security, which she failed to obtain
after this she admitted that she was aware that there was
some chance of her being arrested. She had urgent business
to attend to in England, and was arrested on board the
outgoing steamer in Table Bay. She was imprisoned for two
days and then released. She had to get her passage trans;

ferred and waited five days for the next steamer her hotel
The writ having been discharged
bill amounted to £5.
with costs, her legal expenses were paid by the defendant.
;

She had suffered in her

feelings and been damaged in her
in
England
consequence of the arrest. In crossexamination she stated that at this time her home was in

credit in

England, where her children were living at her residence in
Essex. She left Kimbcrley by private cart one evening, but
before sundown, in order to (iatcli the post-cart at Hope Town ;
having been detained by the commission she was unable to

A

leave by the regular coach.
certified copy of the proceedings in the Supreme Court was put in, including an affidavit
by the plaintiff in which she stated that she was only going

England for a short time on urgent business and that all
her property was situated at Kimberley, and was amply snfiicient to meet the defendant's claims, in which statement slic
Vol. ll.— rAUT I.— G.W.
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was corroborated by an
-

^HarS."^

aflS davit

sworn by one Biden,

This

closed the plaintiff's case.
The defendant called no evidence,
but put in four letters from his attorneys to tlie plaintiff's

March 14th, 16th, 19th, and 21st,
and
applying
security
ultimately stating that, this
request not having been complied with, there was no alterattorney, dated respectively
for

native but to apply for a writ for the plaintiff's arrest.
writ had accordingly been obtained from the Registrar of

High Court, but before
left

it

A
tlie

could be executed the plaintiff had

the Territory.

Forster, for the defendant, submitted that the plaintiff
could not succeed unless she shewed that the defendant's

conduct was

false

and malicious

;

he referred to Addhon on

Torts, 4th ed. 625, as to what constituted a malicious arrest
under the Englisli process. The English Statute, 32 and 33
Vict. c. 42, s. 6, was almost identical with our rule of Court.

If an order for a capias was obtained and afterwards discharged, no action would lie if the original order were fairly
In the present case
obtained, without fraud or falsehood.

the statements in the defendant's affidavits were undoubtedly

he referred to Hoefniau vs. Meyer, Buch. 1876, 42.
Hoshjns, C.P., contra, contended that the defendant's

true

;

proceedings had been

wholly unjustifiable. No authority
this was a case in which there could

was quoted to shew tliat
be a lawful arrest of the person. The arrest iudicium sisti
was only in the cases of peregrinus, jpauper and suspectus de

There was no reason to suspect
;
Voef, ii. iv. 19, 21.
the Ion a fides of the plaintiff as to her object in leaving for
England she might have a domicile here as well as there.

fuga

;

Lauiience,

referred to JRoherts vs. Tuclcer, 3 ]Menz. 132.

J.,

Hoshjns, C.P.

:

— That

was an arrest under the 8th liule

Clearly this was not so, or the Judges of the
would not have discharged the writ on the
Court
Supreme
then defendant was not suspecta de fuga,
that
the
ground
of Court.

for suspicio de fuga is unnecessary to
it
appears they did
an arrest under that Eule, and the Judges must therefore
have held this to be an arrest at common law, which is onlv

as

;
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above-mentioned cases. As to the imprisonment, it is submitted there was no valid writ, and therefore
there was a trespass, for which the plaintiif can recover. As
to the writ against the defendant in her capacity as execu-

justifiable in the

she was not liable to personal attachment beyond the
held, and all the property was

trix,

amount of the property she
situated here

449

;

Bates

he referred to Godrington

;

vs. Pilling,

6 B.

&

vs.

Lloyd, 8 A.

&

E.

C. 38.

Forster, in reply, admitted that trespass would lie if the
writ was bad, but here the writ was good enough, and was
merely set aside on the ground that it was supported by

He contended that the Registrar of
the Court was to some extent a judicial officer, and exercised
his judicial functions on the affidavits submitted to him. He
insufficient evidence.

distinguished the present case from Godrington vs. Lloyd,
where the capias was set aside for irregularity. Here there

was no allegation that the writ was obtained either by
The statements in the
suppressio veri or suggestio falsi.

were made hondjlde, the Registrar in the exercise of
his discretion issued the writ, and the defendant was thereby
affidavit

protected.

Gur. adv. vult.

Postea (Dec.

Buchanan,

5),

—

J.P.,

plaintiff claims the

arrest

and

false

said

:

sum

— This
of

imprisonment.

is

an action in which the

£5000 damages

for malicious

It appears that, the
present

plaintiff having left for England while an action was
in which she was defendant and the now defendant

pending
plaintiff,

the defendant, having failed to obtain any security for her
return to abide the judgment of the Court, caused her to be
arrested at

Cape Town on board the steamship Moor,

just as

she was leaving the Colony. She remained two
days in f>-aol,
and it does not appear that she offered any security, or bailbond for her appearance on the return day of the writ, but

end of these two days the writ was set aside bv a
Judge
Supreme Court, and a rule nisi was granted
the
restraining
plaintiff from leaving the Colony without
at the

of the

I

2

^^^^^
-

^-

^Harsan^"*"
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5'.

Puiiingerw.

This rule was subsequently discharged by
giving security.
two Judges of the Supreme Court and the plaintiff proceeded
to

England by the next steamer.

We

have not before us

the notes of the learned Judges of the Supreme Court, or
anything to shew the reasons which guided their decision
points, but, as will be seen from my general view of
the case, the precise nature of those reasons is immaterial to
our decision. Further, in the view I am rather reluctantly
compelled to take of the legal aspects of this case, it is

on these

unnecessary to determine the question of malice on the part
of the defendant, as to which it is sufficient to observe that
the evidence seems to be very weak and unsatisfactory.

Neither

is

it

necessary to determine whether the plaintiff

was at the time to be considered as incola or peregrina or
whether her position was such that she Avas liable to be

The real question is whetlier, in point of
all.
she was lawfully arrested. If the defendant caused the
plaintiff to be arrested without any proper process author-

arrested at
fact,

ising that course, the arrest must necessarily be regarded as
a trespass, for which the plaintiff must have her action.

Now, the writ, having been set aside by a Judge of the
Supreme Court, must be taken to have been irregularly
and the defendant's proceedings were therefore withThis is clearly shewn by the dicta
out legal protection.
issued,

of all the Judges of the Court of

Exchequer in the case of
which was not quoted during the argument,
but to which my attention has been subsequently directed
by my brother Laurence, and to wliich he will fully refer,
Collett vs. Foster,

leaving it unnecessary for me to say more than that it fully
bears out the legal position which I have stated. The
to damages, but in assessing
plaintiff is therefore entitled
those damages the Court is entitled to consider all the
circumstances of the case, and particularly the sudden and,
I might almost say, surreptitious manner in which the

Kimberley. "When security was demanded of
her she did not dispute her legal obligation to give it, and
when she left without giving it she admits that she knew

plaintiff left

she ran the risk of being arrested. The defendant being
technically in the wrong, the plaintiff must have judgment,

but the case

is

certainly not one for heavy damages, and I
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we shall
think that by awardino; the sum of £10 as dama2;es
'^
p
As to costs we
be satisfying the requirements of the case.
-'

have

The matter
considerable difficulty.
to exercise our discretion, and

felt

we have

wliich

tliink that,

the case

with

all

party

to

is

is

one on

we cannot

having due regard to the conduct of both parties,
one in which the defendant should be saddled

the

I think

costs.

pay

their

own

will be equitable to leave

it

costs

each

the only alternative would be,

;

regarding the case as one of lalse imprisonment, to award
the plaintiff Magistrate's Court costs only, a course to which

my

brother

Laurexce was

at first inclined

;

but the case

is

one involving legal points of importance, and, if the action
was to be brought at all, it was one for a superior Court to
decide.

ment

On

the whole therefore

sum

for the plaintiff' for the

tlie

of

Court will give judg£10, but will make no

order as to costs.

Laurence, J. —The plaintiff' in this action sues the
defendant for £5000 damages for malicious arrest and in the
In order to recover on
alternative for assault and trespass.
:

the first ground she must prove that the arrest was malicious
and without reasonable and probable cause. It seems that
the defendant had l)rouglit two actions against the plaintiff

—

which he claimed a large sum of money, amounting in all
and after the cases had been set down
to £1200, and costs
for trial the plaintiff proceeded to England, and as she failed
in

—

before leaving the jurisdiction to give security, as required
by the defendant, he caused her to be arrested at Cape Town

on board the outgoing steamer. She was detained in gaol for
two days, after which the writ was discharged by Ilr. Justice

Smith, and she then had to wait some days further
another steamer.

The

that at this time

she

plaintiff

for

alleges in her declaration

possessed coosiderablo property at
As
a
matter
of fact, it appears from her evidence
Kimberley.
tliat she then
one
house at Bultfontein which was
possessed

subsequently sold for £700

another house at Bultfontein
have been pledged to the Board of Exesome immovable
cutors, who subsequently took it over

which appears

;

to

;

[troperty

at

Kimberley,

of

very

small

value

;

some blue

i^*'^.

Dec.

3.

»

s.

^Har^^Jt"'*
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ground, which was specially hypothecated certain virgin
claims at Bultfontein, for wdiich it was subsequently found
and a large number of shares in
inipossible to obtain a bid
;

'

5-

^"iiM^ant"^'

;

company
liquidation, which cannot be regarded as an
available asset.
On the other hand, she had made several
a

in

promissory notes, amounting in all to, I think, £5000, one of
which for £1000 was overdue and unprovided for. Altogether the plaintiff was obliged to admit that, whatever her
hopes for the future, her affairs at this time were in a

somewhat entangled state. On her intention to leave for
England becoming known, the defendant pressed her by
letter from his attorneys to her legal adviser to give some
She seems to have attempted to obtain the desired
security.
and
to induce some of her friends to enter into
security,
but
failed to do so.
She then left Kimberley
surety bonds,
in wliat might fairly be regarded as a somewhat clandestine
manner.

I do not think that

in

these circumstances""the

arrest can be described as malicious,

and probable cause.

or without reasonable

It is said the defendant

was aware the

plaintiff only contemplated a temporary visit to England,
with the object of arranging her affairs, after which she

intended to return.

But he might well have thought

thatj

she failed in this object, if the entanglement of her local
affairs did not diminish, and if in the meantime, as indeed

if

happened, he recovered judgments for large amounts against
her, her immediate return might be somewhat problematical.

As

a matter of fact her estate proved insufficient to satisfy

judgments, and has been sequestrated on his jjetition.
These being the facts, I think the proof of malice has
failed and the action on that ground cannot bo maintained.
Then comes the alternative count, so to speak, in trespass.
The writ was set aside, on the plaintiff's application, by a
Judge of the Supreme Court on what precise grounds we

his

;

and from the brief newspaper
report of the Attorney-GeneraTs argument one would be
inclined to conjecture, that it was held that this was not a
do not know.

It

may

be,

writ of the ordinary kind, contemplated by the 8th Eule of
Court, to ensure the defendant's appearance to abide the
action.

Here there was an action alreadv commenced

in the
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ordinary way by summons; appearance had been entered
and issue joined ; and Mr. Justice Smith may have held that

isss.

be no arrest unless, in the
some nova sii&picio fugae. The
uncontradicted affidavits of the plaintiff and Biden as to
the large property possessed by the plaintiff affidavits which
seem to me to have been somewhat misleading probably had
their effect
and on the return of the rule for an interdict

ruuingerw.

in such circumstances there could

words of

Voet, tliere arose

—

—

;

restraining the plaintiff from

leaving the Colony without
giving security the Judges seem to have been strongly of
opinion that if Harsant desired security he should have taken
steps to obtain it before Mrs. Pullinger left the Territory

West evidently not being aware that such
had actually been taken and had only been frustrated

of Griqualand
stops

;

by Mrs. Pullinger 's abrupt departure. However that may be,
do not think it necessary for the purposes of this case to
express any opinion as to whether the writ was rightly set
aside or not.
The presumption is either that the order was
or
that
the
right,
Judge who made it was misled by inaccurate information as to the position and proceedings of the
I

The question is, the writ being set aside, does not
parties.
the arrest at once become a trespass ?
Mr. Forster has
cited a passage from Addison on Torts as to the effect of a
Judge's order, protecting a plaintiff who obtains, under
English Law, a writ ne exeat regno ; but here I feel bound to

come

whom

to the conclusion that the Registrar of the Court from
the writ is obtained is no more a judicial officer than

the officer of the Court from
out,

on production of

to English

the

Now

practice.

whom

a writ of

necessary affidavit, according
the writ sued out by the

;

irregularity.

it
it

would not have
was

set aside lor

Then, the writ having gone,

for the arrest ?
As Lord
"
The plaintiff here
Codringtori vs. Lloyd :

was the warrant

sued

if

defendant had been perfectly regular
been set aside we must take it that

some

ca. sa. is

—

Denman

where
said, in

was arrested on a

" writ which was
'•'

irregular.

afterwards declared by the Court to be
"
It was therefore as if there had been none ;

and Patteson,
"

J.,

said

"

IMr.

James

s

argument would go

the length of shewiutr that this action did not

lie a2;ainst

s

.

narsant.
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m3^
"

^-

^nSr

"

the principal, but

"

when set aside,

And

is

against him because the process,
had never existed" (8 A. & E. 452,

it lies

as if

it

be it observed is so, so far as this action
whether
the writ was set aside rightly or
concerned,
A
case
which
wrongly.
appears to me to be very much in
and
to
as
it
was not quoted at the bar, I
which,
point,
453).

this

is

would refer somewhat more fully is that of Collett vs. Foster,
2 H. & N. 356. This was an action in trespass for false impri-

sonment the defendant justified under a writ of ca. sa., in
an action in which the then defendant was plaintiif. The
replication was that the ca. sa. was irregularly obtained, and
had been set aside for irregularity by order of a Judge. It
was held that the replication was proved and that the defendant was liable in trespass for the act of her attorney in
;

improperly causing the plaintiff to be arrested. Martin, B.,
"I believe it has long been settled that when a
said
:

—

defendant has been arrested under a writ of

ca. sa.,

which

is

afterwards set aside, the sheriff can justify under the writ,
but the plaintiff in the suit is responsible in trespass.
client is responsible for a writ issued on his behalf by his

A

To make a distinction between writs set aside on
attorney.
the ground of irregularity, and on the ground of their not
being warranted by the statute referred to, would introduce
difficulties.
If the writ issued in course of law, and was set

Here
be prepared to hold the client liable.
the writ was set aside by order of my brother Coleridge
aside, I should

;

was ivrong or right is a matter tvith ivMch the Judge
at nisi prius (that is, the Judge before whom the action for
All that he
false imprisonment is brought) has no concern.
has to do is to see that the Judge had authority to act. Once
set aside, the operation of the ivrit for the protection of the 'party
is at an end.''
And Bramwell, B., said " Upon the question

ivhetlier lie

as to the replication, I
is,

whetlier the ivrit

was

am
set

inclined to think the material point

aside or not."

And Watson, B., said

" I
have always understood tliat where a party employs an
attorney, and judgment is obtained and execution issued, and
that execution set aside on the ground of irregularity, then
is liable for any act of trespass under that process.

the client

The

writ

is

a justification to

tlio officer

but not to the party."

121
the point was a good deal argued whether the
as well as the attorney, and not, as wag
liable
was
client

is83.

unsuccessfully contended, the attorney alone. To that point
The passages from
it is here unnecessary to refer further.
seem
to be entirely in
the judgments which I have quoted

ruiungerDs.

In

this case

and I cannot see how any distinction can be drawn
between arrest of the person under a ca. sa. and arrest of the
In either case
person under a writ iudicium sistendi causa.
there is an imprisonment, which as soon as the writ is set aside
becomes a trespass, for which the party ai-rested is entitled

point,

I have arrived at this conclusion with considerto damages.
able reluctance, not only because of the special circumstances
of the case, but also because it makes everyone who takes

out a writ under the 8th Rule, which

is

subsequently set

some technical omission or
liable
in
damages. The law however seems
irregularity,
clear.
As to the damages however I think we are entitled
to take all the circumstances into consideration, and bearing
in mind the proceedings of the parties previous to the arrest,
aside, as frequently happens, for

the apparent honci fides of the defendant, the reasonable
cause which he seems to have had, the unsatisfactory manner

which the case appears to have been presented to the
Supreme Court, and the vagueness of the evidence as to any
material damage beyond the personal inconvenience, I think
the case is one in which the nominal damages of £10 will be
sufficient, and in which the Court, in the exercise of its
in

discretion,

may

properly decline to

costs,
rPlaintifPs Attorneys, Stow &
Caldf.C"tt.~]
LDefendaut's Attorneys, Haakhoff Bugs, J

make any

orders as to

^^
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Trustees of Gates
Provisional Sentence.

vs.

Le Eoux.

— Endorsement.

sentence refused on a promissory/ note on an
uncontradicted allegation hij the defendant that on the
dishonour of the note he had passed and subsequently paid

Provisional

a renewal thereof with the knowledge and consent of the
then holder of the original note, whose trustees noiv sued,
and who had been connected in business ivith the payee of
the later note.

If a note payable

to order is endorsed by the payee in blank, it
not necessary, in a summons against the maker for provisional sentence, to set out in full all subsequent similar
endorsements.
is

1883.

—

'

Tnii-tees of Gates
,^

rs.LeKoux.

Provisional sentence was prayed upon a promissory note
£108 made by the deiendant in favour of Storbeck

for

,

and by them endorsed m bhink, oi which
note the plaintiffs were now the legal holders.
The note
was dated April 10th, 1881, and was payable June 10th,
1881.
It was endorsed Ktorbeck Brothers
S. Isaacs and
,

Jbrotuers or order

i

i

i

i

i

•

i

^

t>

t

•

^

:

Company

:

A. Gates.

Hopley, for the defendant, took a preliminary objection
that only the first endorsement was set forth in the summons,
and submitted that the history of the note should be given,
shewing the names of all the endorsers, in order to prevent

any

difficulty as to identification or other

subsequent proceedings

;

he referred

to

embarrassment in

Lamb

Brothers

vs.

Buch. 18G8, o.
The Court overruled the objection, as in the present case
the first endorsement, that of Storbeck Brothers, was in
blank, and the note was thus rendered generally negotiable.

Housseait,

The

affidavit of the

defendant

^\as

then read, alleging that

123
he signed the note to accommodate the payees, expecting
to retire it on June 10th, 1881, but that on June 18th,
1881, he found it had become the property of one Hartog

them

— who

was connected in the business of bill discounting
with Gates and Hartog then agreed to take another note
as a renewal for three months, provided interest and discount were added; that thereupon he did give Hartog a
note for £127 in his favour; that Hartog did not then give

—

up the note for £108 but said it was in the hands of Gates
and that he would get it. That alter the due. date of the
note for £127 the defendant was sued and judgment was
recovered against him by a nominal plaintiff" on behalf of
Hartog and that he thereafter

satistied

the judgment

;

that

the note bears the endorsement of Isaacs and Company, of
which Urm Gates was a partner when botli the notes were
passed, matured and were satisfied

;

that after passing the

made repeated applications to Hartog for
£108 and that he always promised to hand it

note for £127 he

the note of

that Storbeck Brothers surrendered their estate on
June 30 th, 1881, and that shortly after that date the defendant
accompanied Hartog to tlie ofiice of Gates and asked him to
" I
give up the £108 note, whereupon he (Gates) replied
cannot give it you but 1 will file it in the estate of Storbeck
Brothers," which the defendant understood to mean that he
would prove it on tlieir estate for his (the defendant's) benefit
that at that interview he informed Gates that he had passed

over

;

;

the

£127 note

as a

renewal of the previous one; that Gates,

Hartog and all the partners of Isaacs and Company were at
present away from the Colony. There was also an affidavit
by one Lyons, setting forth that he had had large business
transactions with Gates, w^ho he knew was connected in
business with Hartog, and that Hartog was always looked
upon as interested with Gates in discounting and as the
agent of Gates and of his firm Isaacs and Company for
transactions at Du Toits Pan (the place at which the notes
in question were dated).
In reply to these afiidavits Mr,
one
of
the
Itichards,
trustees, stated that Gates in handing
over the securities had told him that the note now sued on
was a

liability

of

the

deiendant, and

that

he found, on

1883.
27.

Nov.

Trustees of Gates
''«•

^e Roux.
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—

Nov.

T
Trustees
.

referrin*^
" to the ^proofs

27.
;

r.

.

of Gates

M.LeRoux.

on Storbeck Brothers'

estate,' that the

present note was xproved on it by
J Gates on his own behalf and
that Gates then made affidavit that the present defendant
*•

was also liable upon

the defendant

Ilojjley, for

due date was

it.

:

— This

note shortly after

tlio

hands of Hartog who was connected in
discounting with Gates. Gates's trustees have no greater
The antiquity of the note is also a
right than he had.
in the

suspicious circumstance' and unless the positive statements
of the defendant and Lyons are disbelieved the plaintiffs

cannot recover.
Hoshjns, C.P., for the plaintiffs, contended that the probathe case were in their favour. If the second note

bilities of

was a renewal of the

first,

interest

was charged at the rate of

The defendant's statements were made in tlie
absence of Gates, and it did not appear that he had taken
any steps when the note was filed in the estate of Storbeck
Brothers.
The defendant knew it was a negotiable instrument and left it in the hands of third parties at his own

cent, per cent.

risk.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—

I think that the probabilities of success

the principal case, unless fresh facts are then forthcoming,
are clearly with the defendant.
At present there is nothing
in

which amount to a good defence
Provisional sentence must therefore be refused with

to contradict his statements
in law.
costs.

Laurence,
rriaintiffs' Attorneys,

J,,

concurred.

(Jkaham &
Coghlan.

[_l)etendaut's Attorney,

fiii.iiEKT.l

J

v.fe
Dreyfus and Company

Eintel.

vs.

— Deed assignment. — Covenant not
— Omission of

Provisional sentence.
sue.

to

to disclose liabilities.

Where a

debtor assigned his estate to his priyicipal creditors,
who, in consideration inter alia of a fidl disclosure in a
schedide annexed to the deed of all the debtor s liabilities,

agreed

to

work out the estate and covenanted not to sue the
amount due to them, and the debtor omitted to

debtor for the

include certain liabilities in the schedule
assignees were
notes

entitled to

^iromissory

made

])revious to the execution of the deed,

not debarred

from

this

:

—Held,

that the

provisional sentence on certain
in their favour by the assignor

remedy by

and

the

that they ivere

circumstance that

they had subsequently endeavoured to compromise U'ith the
creditors ivhose claims had not been disclosed.

This was an application

provisional sentence on five

for

in all to

£6125, made by the

promissory notes, amounting
defendant in favour of the plaintiff firm.

made an

The defendant

,7' 30!

Droyfi^&co.
vs. Kintel.

subsequent to the making of
in
he
on
March 12th, 1883, assigned
notes
the
had,
question,
in
to
the
consideration of a full and
estate
his
plaintifts who,
affidavit stating that,

assignment, had agreed to forego their legal remedies on
He added that all the
the notes and to work out the estate.
fair

declarations

made by him

in the

deed of assignment

(a

copy

of which was annexed) were true and correct, that he had in
every respect carried out the terms of the deed, and that the
largest portion of his estate had been worked out and realised

In reply to this

by the plaintiffs.

it

was stated that

it

was one

of the conditions of the deed that if the assignor kept back
"
"
estate or business
to the value of £200,
part of his

any
tlic

release granted to him should be void and of no effect ; it
was also one of the considerations of the release that the

assignor should set forth in the schedule the

names of

all

the

whom he

was indebted and the amount of the several
debts, with the exception of a few small amounts not exceeding £100 in all, wliich the assignees undertook to settle
provided they did not exceed that sum. It was alleged that

parties to

besides

igsa.

small

debts

to

the

amount

of

£100,

which

th(^
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& Co.
Rintel.

Dreyfus
vs.

3o!

assignees had settled, there were other debts, amounting in
nearly £400, which the defendant had failed to include

all to
jj^

^ig schcdule of liabilities.

Numerous and lengthy

affidavits

were

filed

on both

sides.

It appeared from the deed of assignment, containing the
conditions above set forth, that the defendant had fully

assigned his estate ; that certain immovable property of his
had not been transferred to the assignees owing, as it appeared,
to their

own

laches

;

that three items had been omitted by

the defendant from his schedule of

taxed

bills

liabilities,

being two

Rhodes and Dewlnirst, reowing
to
£220, and salary due to Sim, a
amounting
of costs

spectively,
clerk in the defendant's

to

employ

at the

time of the assign-

ment, amounting to £180; that the defendant had also
scheduled Messrs. Haarhoff Brothers, and the members of
that firm, as indebted to his estate, without mentioning that
they had a contra claim for legal expenses. The plaintiffs
alleged that, at the time of the execution of the deed, they

were wholly unaware of these liabilities of the defendant's.
The defendant asserted that he had not included tlie attorneys'
bills in his schedule, because they were not ordinary trade
debts, but that the plaintiffs

knew

of their existence

;

that

they tried subsequently to compromise with Dewhurst and
while as to Sim
actually paid the amount due to Ehodes
;

the plaintiffs were perfectly aware of his claim, as their local
agent, before the assignment was executed, had himself dismissed him, without paying the amount ho claimed for

subsequent to that date the plaintiffs had been
In the end
negotiating with Sim in respect to his claim.
salary

;

the plaintiffs having failed to come to any settlement with
Dewhurst and Sim, and the attempt to compromise their
claims having fallen through, Dewhurst and Sim obtained
judgment against the defendant for the amounts due to

them, and attached the immovable property which
remained registered in the defendant's name.

still

Hosliijns, C.P., for the defendant, opposed
provisional
sentence, and contended that there was nothing to shew the
were justified in enforcing the proviso for cancella-

plaintiffs
tion in the

deed of assignment.

The

object of the schedule

127

was merely to shew what creditors the assignees were bound
The only proviso for cancellation was in the
to satisfy.

nov^^27
"

'vs.

event of the defendant concealino;
orportion of the estate, i. e.
the assets, which it was not suggested that he had done.

Rintel might pay the subsequent claims out of his own funds,
and the assignees would not be prejudiced. It was entirely
in

consequence of the

laxihes

of the plaintiffs that the im-

movable property was not transferred to them, and so protected from attachment. The property had been left in
Rintel's name for months after the plaintiffs' agent had been
aware of the claims of Dewhurst and Sim, and the neglect
to obtain transfer was at the peril of the plaintiffs.
It was
clear from tlie terms of the deed that it was regarded as an
assignment of a merchant's business the attorneys' bills had
not been sent in and were therefore not legal claims on the
estate at the time of the assignment.
Sim and Dewhurst had
obtained an order declaring the immovable property executable on July 13th tlie plaintiffs continued to work out the
estate, and nothing further was heard of the matter till this
;

;

summons was issued on November 14th as to any negotiations
in the interval, they were not with tlie defendant and he was
If there was nothing in the
in no way concerned in them.
;

agreement

itself

making a

full

statement of the names of

all

creditors a condition precedent to its validity, the conversations at the time must be received to explain the contract

and the real intention of the parties. The balance of evidence
was in favour of the assignees having known at the time of
the claims of Dewhurst and Sim, and they were certainly
aware of those of Graham and Haarhoff Brothers and Khodes.
It must have been known by Levey, the plaintiffs' agent, that
salary was due to Sim, and this also ^^as regarded as not
being an ordinary commercial debt. The case was one in
which equity would lean to holding that there was a waiver
of forfeiture and the penalty could not be enforced.
Tlio
aflidavits disclosed a ijriina facia defence,

but

if

provisional

sentence were granted the defendant would never be able to
go into the principal case as he would be unable in tlie

circumstances to find £fJOOO or give security. The affidavits
shewed that liintel's conduct with regard to these claims
had throughout been lona fide, and it appeared that the

^°-

& Co.
Kintel.

Dreyfus
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attorney had really entered into a binding agreeDewhurst's claim. He contended

plaintiffs'

ment

for the settlement of

much stronger case tlian the present was required to
upset an assignment, and referred to Deare and Dietz vs.
It was clear from the judgment
Korsten, Buch. 1868, 17.
^^^^ ^

of

Hodges,

C.J.,

in that case that

he would have refused

The
provisional sentence in circumstances like the present.
moreover
contained
no
similar
deed
present
provisions to
those in that case as to the effect of the non-disclosure of

debts due to outside creditors.

If the

had any

plaintiffs

rights under the deed, they were estopped from obtaining the
their own acts and the delay which

remedy now sought by
had taken place.

Forster, for the plaintiffs, contended that tlie probabilities
of success in the principal case were in their favour
the case
was really governed by the recent decision in Harvey vs.
;

Crawford, supra, p. 31. The deed of assignment must speak
and could not be varied by alleged simultaneous

for itself

verbal agreements
Simpson, N.O., vs. Franli and Nicholls,
2 Buch. E. D. C. 195. The deed contained recitals " Whereas
;

the said Eintel has no other creditors besides the above-

and except a few small accounts not
of £100 and the said Rintel further
the
sum
exceeding
declares that there are no further debts due and owing by
mentioned save

him over and above the amounts
annexed

in the schedule

"
;

set forth

and enumerated

the covenant not to sue was " in

consideration of the premises," and as the premises included a
full disclosure of all debts, the consideration for the covenant

had

failed.

The

plaintiffs

had not condoned

this failure

by

their subsequent conduct, but had simply done their best
It was in
to effect some arrangement with the creditors.

reliance on the defendant's full disclosure of

all liabilities

that

the plaintiffs had not obtained transfer of the immovable property if this was laches on their part they might have to suffer
;

did not bar their right to sue. Whatever passed
between the assignees and the creditors, after the former
for

it,

but

it

became aware

of Rintel's breach

of the conditions of the

assignment, did not prejudice their rights as against Eintel.
Cur. adv. vult.
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— This

an applioation for provisional sentence on certain promissory notes made by the

Buchanan,

J.P., said:

is

defendant in favour of the plaintiff firm. The defence set up
tlmt subsequent to the making of the notes the plaintiffs,

is

in consideration of

an assi<2;nment bv the defendant of his

estate to themselves on behalf of the creditors, agreed to worlc
ont the estate and covenanted not to sue on the notes in theii'

The

admit

assignment and the
covenant not to sue, but allege that the latter was conditional
on the defendant performing all the conditions of the deed,

possession.

plaintiffs

which he has failed to do.

The

tiie

real question

is,

has there

been any such breach as alleged by the plaintiffs on the part
of the defendant ?
Now the deed contained a provision inter
alia tliat the defendant should prepare a schedule of all his
with the exception of certain small debts, not
liabilities

—

—

exceeding £100 in all, M'hich the plaintiffs agreed to settle
but in point of fact it appears
at the time of the assignment
that he did not schedule ceitain liabilities, namely debts
;

owing by him to jMessrs. Dewhurst and Rhodes for attorney's
costs and to J\[r. Sim for salary due, amounting altogether
This was in addition to tlie
to between £300 and £400.
small debts, for the non-scheduling of which provision was
made and which have been subsequentl}' settled by the
This being so, the defendant clearly has not fully
carried out his undertaking, asset forth in the deed of assignplaintiffs.

ment, which

must

is

quite free from ambiguity on the point, and

have given my
which
have been
best attention to the various arguments
brought forward on behalf of the defendant, and to the
allegations contained in the lengthy allidavits which have
been filed, but I must say that I can find nothing to diswhicli

theri^fore

speak

for

itself.

I

this case in principle from that of Ilarveij vs.
Cravjford, which was decided in this Court a few weeks ago.
deed of assignment is always regarded by Courts of law

tinguish

A

as a contract stridisHunl iuris;

unable to meet his

liabilities

it

is

inade,

when a debtor

in full, for the

benefit of

is

all

and it is essential th:;t such
pailies interested in the estate
should
contain
full
a
and comi>lete disclosuf*^ oi'
agreement
;

VuL. !!.— 1\.\i:t I.— (J.W.

K
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the exact position of the debtor's aifairs.
Such deeds in
practice are seldom breached, which is the probable explana*^*^^ of the fact that cases on the
subject, and actions founded

27.
30.

^us'^Khitei*''

on such breach, are comparatively rare. There is however a
close resemblance between deeds of assignment and composi-

which it is a well-understood principle tliat
the debts are included, and all the creditors
consent, they are in no way binding on the creditors who
are parties to them. The defence now set up is substantially

tion deeds, as to
i

unless

all

that, even if the terms of the deed were not originally strictly
carried out, there has been a waiver on the part of the
The
plaintiffs of the breach on which they now rely.
affidavits

however do not

satisfy

me

that such

is

the case.

No

doubt certain negotiations have been carried on with the
creditors whose claims were omitted
but the fact that an
;

abortive attempt has been made to effect compromises with
these creditors does not and cannot prejudice the rights of

the plaintiffs as against the present defendant. When a
waiver is set up, the proof of it must be clear ; mere '* lying-

by," such as is here alleged, is not in itself sufficient to amount
to a discharge
there must be some positive act of renuncia;

tion.

As Wood/all puts

it

:

— " Mere lying by and witnessing
"

no waiver some positive act must be done
and
Tenant, 12th ed. 298). There is also the
(Landlord
further question as to how far a written deed like the

the breach

is

;

present, made in favour of the creditors in general, is capable
of being varied by parol evidence as to what took place,
either at tlie time or subsequently, between the assignor and

the agent of the assignees on behalf of the creditors.
Whatever doubt there may be on that question, it is perfectly clear
that the proof of such agreement between the parties themselves must be clear and explicit, which, considering the
conflicting nature of the affidavits, certainly cannot be said
On the whole therefore the
to be so in the present case.

conclusion

at

which

I

feel

bound

to

arrive

is

that

the

defendant, having failed to discharge, fully and completely,
tlie obligation cast upon him by the deed of assignment,
cannot now set up tliat deed in bar of the plaintiffs' claim.
Provisional sentence must therefore be granted, with costs,
Messrs. Dreyfus and Company are a firm of standing and rejni-
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tation

;

and although

has been said that the real object of

it

these proceedings is to force the defendant into insolvency,
I cannot doubt that they will meet him in a considerate and
reasonable manner, and not take any oppressive advantage of
what is asserted to have been a mere inadvertent omission

However that may be, if they seek their legal
part.
must give them what they are stricti iuris
the
Court
rights
entitled to ; and for tl^e reasons I have stated they must have

on his

the judgment of the Court on

tlieir

present claim.

—

This case has been argued at very great
Laurence, J.
length, and the affidavits on which the arguments were based
:

It will be a question for the
are exceedingly voluminous.
master to decide, on taxation, whether all these affidavits

Avere really necessary, or

whether they might not have^been

greatly condensed. I must say that I feel very strongly that
the multiplication of lengthy affidavits is proving a great
and increasing obstacle to the expeditious transaction of the

perhaps unadvisable to point out
but when, for instance
we find one attorney thinking it worth while to set fortli for
the information of the Court the whole of his conversation,

business of this Court.

It is

particular instances of this tendency

word

for word, so far as

dialogue, with
really to

have

.

;

he can recollect

it,

in the

form of a

professional opponent, the time seems
arrived for a word of protest.
It appears to
his

me

that this matter can be decided on very simple grounds,
and that a great deal of the evidence filed is entirely superfluous

and would probably be regarded as
The plaintiffs claim proprincipal case.
sentence on certain promissory notes, and the defence

and

irrelevant,

inadmissible in
visional
set

up

is

tlie

a covenant not to sue contained in a deed of assignto the plaintiffs and subse-

ment executed by the defendant

quent in date to the latest of the promissory notes. Tlie
"
]-elease relied upon by the defendant was
in consideration
"

of the premises
contained in the recitals, and was followed
by a proviso that if the assignor kept back any part of his
estate or ])usinoss to the value of

£200

sterling,

with the

exception of certain assets specially enumerated, the release
should be void and of no effect. It does not appear to nie

from the affidavits that the defendant has coiimiittrd any

K

-1

^^^^^27
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breach of this 1proviso, according:
to its true intent and
to
I
but
do
not
see
how
it
can
be seriously contended
meaning
'

Nov.

27.

'

3 0.

.

;

Dreyfus

&

Co.

vs. Rintel.

made in consideration of the premises
still
^
remains binding- on the assignee if the consideration is not
duly performed by the assignor, and this whether the
that a rcleasc
_

particular proviso inserted for the sake of greater caution
has been observed or not. No doubt a mere technical error
or inaccuracy in the recitals would not necessarily absolve the
assignee from his obligation under the covenant but here
;

we have an

essential })rovision, the failure to observe which
on the part of the assignor might cause, and in fact appears
in the present case to have actually caused, considerable

Part of the conprejudice to the other contracting party.
sideration for the release lay in the fact as recited that the
assignor was indebted to the several parties and for the
several amounts set forth in the schedule to the deed, which
debts had been adjusted by the assignees, and that the
"
save and except a few small
assignor had no other creditors

accounts not exceeding

"

£100

sterling

which the assignees

undertook to liquidate provided they did not exceed that
sum. This appears to me a provision of considerable importance for the fact that there were no other outstanding
debts might be an important element in inducing the
As a
assignees to undertake the working out of the estate.
;

appears that there were several other debts
owing by the defendant at the time, and of which he has
subsequently admitted the correctness by allowing judgment

matter of fact

it

in particular an amount owing
to go against him by default
to Dewhurst for legal expenses and another owing to Sim
Besides these,
ibr salary, amounting together to over £300.
;

Graham and
there -were
and
legal expenses,
small d(^bts slightly exceeding the sum of £100, which have
nevertheless been liquidated by the plaintiffs, as has also the
there

were certain sums owing

Haarhoff and Rhodes

to

]\[essrs.

for

lihodes for about £80, legal expenses.
The firm of
llaarhoir Brothers, and the individual members of the firm and

bill of

Gralmm, appear scheduled as debtors to Ivintel for
without any mention of the contra claim
amounts,
specific
which they aTjpear to have had against him. But putting these

also jMr.
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items aside there remain the debts owine;
o to Dewhurst and
at the time of the
were
aware
the
Sim.
Whether
assignees

J^*^„^
27.
Nov.

_

existence and nature of these claims

but I think the deed must speak for itself, and that
Mr. Eintel desired to protect himself, and insure to

doubt
if

may

perhaps be open to

;

himself the benefit of the release, it was clearly his duty to
schedule them. He says that they were not ordinary commercial debts ; but there is nothing in the deed limiting the

schedule to debts of this

kind, or allowing the debtor to

omit any legal claims against him of whatsoever nature.
These debts not having been scheduled, it seems clear that
the consideration for the release has partially failed, and
therefore, in accordance with the decision of this Court in the
case of Harvey vs. Crcnvford (October 5th, 1883), the release

can no longer be set up as a bar to provisional sentence.
But it is said that the plaintiffs have acquiesced in this
breach of the conditions of the deed by endeavouring subIt
sequently to arrange with the creditors in question.
appears however that as between themselves and the defen-

dant they have always distinctly held to the terms of the
deed
and any negotiations by them with the creditors
;

omitted from the schedule, or any compromises effected with
third parties, cannot affect their rights as against the defenPossibly if he had as.-isted them in the matter, they
would in the cases of Sim and Dewhurst, as in the case of
Rhodes, have voluntarily undertaken more than they were
bound to perform, and not have insisted on their strict

dant.

As they do insist, they must have them. It may be
unfortunate for Mr. Eintel that the proposed arrangement

rights.

has fallen through, but as a man of business he must be
})resumed to have known the risk he lan when he prepared
an imperfect schedule. If, as is stated, the estate has been

already to a great extent worked out, and if the plaintiffs
have partially paid themselves the amounts secured by these
notes (which however is not directly alleged by the defendant) they will of course be entitled to execution only for
the amount still due and owing to tlicm, laid if tlicy Take

out execution
pei'il.

The

for

a greater

amount

it

will

be at their own

present case, though falling within the principle

"

^ "-
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vs.

but OH tho

Dreyius&co.
vs.

Harvey

Crawford,

that of Beare

Kintel.

is

and Bietz

Korsten (Bucb. 1868, p. 17)
cannot do otherwise than concur in

I

vvliolc

thinking that the

certainly not so strong a case as
vs.

;

are

plaintiffs

entitled

to

provisional

sentence.
rPlaintiffs' Attorneys,

Stow & Caldecott."]

L defendant's Attorneys, Haakhoff Bros. J

In
Insolvency.

re

Estate of Keinach.

— Liquidation and contribution account. — Ordi-

nance 6 of 1843, sections

The

trustee of

an

111.

8, 44, 100, 109,

insolvent estate, tvho

had heen arrested and

detained in a foreign country on account of a claim connected with his administration of the estate, held not to he
entitled, without sjjecial authorisation from the creditors, to
charge the estate with damages sustained hy him in consequence of such detention.

An

objection to

an

attornerjs taxed hill of costs on the

that cei'tain vouchers

had heen iwoduced and

ground

the blaster's

allocatur given in the absence of the attorney for opposing
creditors, who had attended the taxation, disaUoived.

Where the property mortgaged
cient to meet the costs

to

preferent creditors was insuffi-

of realisation, concurrent creditors

are not liable pro rata on the contribution account, the
disbursements incurred being chargeable, under section 8 of
the Insolvent Ordinance, to the secured creditors alone.
Objectio7is to the rate

of commission charged on a liquidation and

contribution account,

and

to the sufficiency

of

tlie

vouchers

for certain items filed by the trustee, referred to the Master
for report.
Not.
"

This was an application for the confirmation of tlie second
liquidation and first contribution account in the insolvent

29.

"

'

Kciuath.

ostatc of H. Ivcinach

;

it

was opposed by

J\Iessrs.

Mackie Dunn
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the estate, on the
were
items
that
certain
unsupported
by vouchers
grounds (1)
or by proper vouchers (2) that an item of £300 for the deten-

and Company, of Port Elizabeth, creditors

in

tion of Mr. Craven, the trustee, at Jacobsdaal, in the

Orange

Free State, was not chargeable against the estate (3) that
the amount charged for balance of trustee's commission was
excessive (4) that an attorney's bill of costs included in the
account had not been properly taxed (5) that certain items
for travelling expenses in the Free State were not chargeable
against the estate (6) that the several creditors who had

proved should be charged with the contribution account ^ro
rata and that the same should not be charged to Mackie
Dunn and Company solely. Mr. Ehodes, attorney for Mackie

Dunn and Company, made an

affidavit in wliich

he stated

that the said firm were preferent creditors for £2000 and
the estate possessed a certain farm which had been sold by
the trustee for about £2500

;

with reference to the

bill

of

Mr. Coryndon, the trustee's attorney, he had attended
the taxation before the Master of the High Court in 1881,
and had objected to certain items, the taxation of which had
costs of

been postponed for the production of vouchers, but those
items had subsequently been taxed and allowed without
notice to the deponent.

He

specified certain items in this

bill which he submitted had been improperly allowed, and
other items in the account which were not supported by
proper vouchers, or were not chargeable against the estate,

including the trustee's claim for detention at Jacobsdaal for
sixty days at £5 a day, and the commission on the sale of

immovables, which had been charged at 5 per cent. There
was also an affidavit by Mr. Macfarlane, a partner in the

above-named

firm,

various objections

going in detail into tlie grounds of the
taken to the account.
In reply, the

Mr. Craven, stated that the estate was sequestrated
and he was appointed sole trustee in 1875 in October of
that year he was arrested at the instance of the insolvent at
Jucubsdaal, in the Orange Free State, and was detained theie

trustee,

;

sixty days, the alleged ground of action being conuected with
the farm Magersfontein, situated in the Free State, wliich

was the principal asset in the
wife of the insolvent.

The

estate,

first

and was claimed by the
account was filed

li(piidation

1883.

Nov.
„

29.
30.

In re Estate of
Reinach.
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re Estate of

Keinach.

and in the following August, after opposition
Mackie
Dunn
and Company, was confirmed by tbe High
by
A
Court.
long series of actions had subsequently been
necessary in order to obtain title to the farm Magersfontein
and deliver transfer to the purchaser. He stated with regard
"^ April, 1876,

now objected to that no objections wore lodged
with the Master while the account was lying for inspectioii

to the items

as prescribed by law, and that he had consequently no
o[)portunity of appearing before the Master in support of the
same and of answering the objections in detail, which he

would have been able to do, as the disbursements in question
had been duly made on behalf of the estate. With legard to
the claim for detention at Jacobsdaal,

all

the circumstances,

and the heavy losses which he had in consequence incurred,
had been fully explained when the first account was debated,
and he had then shewn that he was arrested while returning
to

Kimberley

estate

;

for the

express purpose of winding up the

in the first interim account he

had however merely

disbursements while a prisoner at Jacobscharged
to
daal, amounting
£96, as at that time ho was engaged in
certain heavy law-suits on behalf of the estate, and while
for actual

they were

still

pending he was advised to charge only his

actual expenses incurred to date, and to reserve the items
now in debate till the estate was practically closed. As to
the commission objected to, it had been duly allowed by the

Master in view of the exceptionally heavy duties wliich had
devolved on the trustee in the administration of the

An

estate.

by Mr. W. P. Hutton, Registrar
of the Eastern Districts Court and formerly Master of the
affidavit

was also

filed

High Court, in which he stated that Mr. Coryndon's bill of
had been duly taxed by him in the presence of Mr.

costs

Ithodes, and that vouchers for every item objected to
been produced before his allocatur was placed on the

had
bill.

With

reference to the second account he stated that, exercising his discretion as Master in awarding a reasonable

compensation to the trustee
considered the amount asked

for his

care and diligence, he

by the trustee was only fair
and reasonable for the work done, and the time and labour
bestowed.

In

for

reply to this, Mr.

lihodes stated that

the
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bad not been produced, nor the allocatur
vouchers in question
^
,
in
his
presence, and, as he was not aware it was given
given,
.

,

.

on a payment voucher attached to the present
had
no opportunity of bringing the taxation
he
account,
under review.
till it

was

filed

the opposing creditors, referred to certain
which there were no vouchers, or
Some of the
the vouchers were inadequate.

Forster, for

items in the account for
for

which

vouchers were merely cheques payable to bearer, but for a
cheque to be a proper voucher under section 100 of the
Insolvent

Ordinance

it

should be

payable to

order and

As to the £300 claimed for
express the cause of payment.
detention at Jacobsdaal, the trustee had already been paid
his expenses out of pocket, and this was a claim for damages
It appeared from the
not chargeable against the estate.
trustee's report that he was arrested at the suit of the wife of

nothing came of the action, and he could have
claimed damages against her. A trustee undertook certain
the insolvent

;

business for certain remuneration, and if he were wrongfully
The
arrested he could not claim damages from the estate.

only remuneration which the trustee could claim was his

commission on the assets realised he referred to section 44 of
the Insolvent Ordinance and re De Koch's Estate, Buch. 1868,
;

252.

If a trustee were arrested,

and had no course of action

frima facie the arrest was his own fault
and the estate was not liable for the consequences if this
against the arrester,

;

should be authorised by a special
As to commission, the trustee had
resolution of creditors.
charged at the rate of 5 per cent, on the sale of immovables

were a reasonable cliarge

it

and had also charged commission on the disbursements for
which the creditors had been made liable in the contribution
account.

As

to Coryndon's bill of costs,

one item of over

£100 had never been properly taxed, and with regard to the
r(!st the vouchers had been
produced and the allocatur sdiixed
behind the back of the attorney for the creditors.
^^'ith
regard to the contribution account, he referred to section 8
and contended that it should be charged

of the Oidinance,

j>/0 r«/tt ai:;iiu,5t all

the creditors.

3lackie

Ihiiiji

and Cum-

issa.
29.

Nov.
„

ao.

in re Estate of
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pany had a general bond on the insolvent's estate, but no
special mortgage on the property entitling the trustee to

1883.

"

In

3 0.

charge against them exclusively.
HosJcyns, C.P., for the trustee, said as to the

re Estate r\

first objection
disclosed on the affidavits was that the

the only ground

cheques in question were not made payable to order, but it
was not required by the Ordinance that they should be in that
form.

The explanations given

in Mr. Craven's affidavit were

reasonable, and if further explanation were required he ought,
in the special circumstances, to have an opportunity of giving
The objecting creditor should have appeared
it viva voce.

was lying there, and
these points tlien.
Under section 44, the trustee's
remuneration was not confined to commission on the assets
"
passing through his hands ; he was entitled to reasonable
at the Master's Office, while the account

raised

"

compensation

for the

time and trouble expended on the

administration of the estate.

As

to re

Be Koch's Estate, there

was nothing extraordinary in that estate and the trustee
knew beforehand what he would have to do the present
In the above case,
estate was in a totally different position.
the Court was clearly influenced by the circumstance that
the journey, the expenses of which were disallowed, was contemplated at the time of the appointment; if it was con;

sidered in point, the former decision of the Eecorder here,
in confirming the first account in this estate, might be taken
The question of special remuneration
to have overruled it.
for the second account, and the Master, in
allowing the sum objected to, had exercised a discretion with
As to the comwhich the Court would not interfere.

had been reserved

had at first charged 2^ per cent, on
the immovables, not knowing the expenses and difficulties he
would subsequently have to incur. He now charged 5 per
mission, the trustee

cent,

on

all the

moneys administered by him

;

if

a trustee

could not charge on a contribution account, in a case where
there were no assets he would incur expenses and obtain no
his administration.
He admitted that
commission could only be charged on amounts actually disbursed to date, and that in this respect the account required

remuneration for
':

amendment. As to the last objection, Mackie Dunn and
Conq)any had a general bond on the estate, which was in the
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nature of a special security, on insolvency supervening,
Avithin the true meaning of section 8,
They were secured
"
as
and had to be
creditors

and had proved

preferent,"
satisfied before the concurrent creditors could receive anything they were therefore solely liable on the contribution
;

account.

The Court

held, as to the objections to certain items in

the account on the ground that they were not properly supported by voucliers, that the account must be referred to the

Master to report whether the vouchers were sufficient the
second objection must be sustained, on the ground that the
claim for £300 as compensation for damage sustained by the
trustee owing to his arrest and detention at Jacobsdaal was
;

not a legal charge against the estate, in the absence of any
the
special resolution of creditors authorising the same
;

third objection was referred to the Master to report whether
the commission charged was in the circumstances reasonable

and proper, while as to the contribution account the trustee
was directed to amend the account by including only actual
disbursements up to the date of filing the account, with such
commission thereon as the Master might allow. The objection to the taxed bill of attorney's costs

was disallowed on

the ground that, even if the Master had made a mistake in
accepting the vouchers and giving his allocatur in the absence
of the attorney for the creditors, the trustee ought not to be
prejudiced on account of such mistake for which he was not
responsible ; the objection that the concurrent creditors ought

have been charged 'pro rata on the contribution account
was also disallowed, the Court holding that, on tlie true
construction of section 8 of the Insolvent Ordinance,

to

the preferent creditors were solely liable for the expenses
incurred.
The question of costs was reserved.for the Trustee,

Attorney
[Attorney

Cokyndon."]
Rhodks. J

for the Creditors,

/,

/

18:^3.

Nov.

29.

;:_^''-

°^

^"
[^^'l^a'i^h?
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Kerk, N.O.,

vs.

Aldersox.

—

Ordinance 6 of
seqiiestration.
tions 4, 12, 17, 30.— Act 39, 1877, section

Compulsory

1843,

sec-

13.—U8th

Bule of Court.

An

made for

order having been

the provisional sequestration

of

had been

personally/ served
with the summons for final adjudication, objected on the
return day that the requirements of the Insolvent Ordinance
the estate

debtor, tvho

of A., the

had not been complied ivith in that (1) the provisional
order had not been inserted in the Government Gazette of
the Colony, but only in the local Gazette

for Griqualand
West (2) although the debtor had been absent from the
Colony for forty days previous to the order being made

copies

Gazette

of the summons had not been published in the
and affixed at the Supreme Court (3) that the

accompanying

affidavit

the petition did not

put a value on

certain securities held by the petitioning creditor (4) that
the Deputy Sheriffs return upon ivhich the iietition ivas

founded, and tvhich stated that

only goods pointed^ out
were [with one exception
which he valued at a small amount, ivholly inadequate to
satisfy the judgment) of "'no marhet value," did not
to

him

tJie

{the securities in question)

disclose

any

act

of insolvency (5) that the petitioning

creditor held other securities for the

ought

to

have valued and realised.

objections

must

return shewed
dispiosable

be

ovemded, and

debt, tvhich he

Held, that

that,

debtor

possessed

judgment,

the

all the

as the Sheriffs

to satisfy the

that

property

same

no

sufficient

filial

adjudi-

cation must be ordered.

8omble, a debtor who intends
shoidd, in addition
the petitioning

to

oppose final

adjudication

and serving a^idavifs, serve on
a formal statement in writing,

to filing

creditor

under the lA^th Rule of Court, of

all

tJie

facts he intends

to dispute.
1883.
'

!Il
AkiilVi.

On

October 2ud, 1883, a provisional order was made by
High Court for the com])UiSory sequestration of the
estate of William Aldeison, on the petition of J. Iv. Jvevr,
tlic

141

manager of the Kimberley Branch
who stated that on June 15th, 1883,
'

'

of the

Bank

of Africa,

provisional sentence had
^

been obtained against respondent and others on certain
promissory notes for £12,881 14s. 5d., with interest and
on the following day the respondent left the Colony
costs
and proceeded to the Orange Free State and from thence to
;

the Transvaal State, and had since then remained out of the

the
jurisdiction with intent to defeat or delay his creditors ;
said judgment still remained wholly unsatisfied, as would

appear on reference to the Deputy Sheriff's return to the
The
writ of execution, of wliich a copy was annexed.
alleged that, after the maturity and
the promissory notes in question, and on
various dates between April 30th and June 13th, 1883, the
petitioner

further

dishonour of

respondent had transferred a large number of shares in
various mining companies into the names of his wife, his
father and his father-in-law, without valuable consideration,
and with intent or in such manner as to defeat or delay his
The Deputy Sheriffs return was as follows
creditors.
:

"

By

to wit,

—

virtue of the within writ I have attached the following pro]^)erty,
837 shares in the London and Orange Free State Exploration

fully paid up, 497 Standard Diamond Mining Company £5
2L5
National Diamond Mining Company, Koffyfontein, £5
fully paid up,
fully paid up, 40 Koffyfontein Diamond Mining Company £5 fully paid
up, 785 London and Orange Free State Diamond Mining Company £5

Company £10

The present marketable value of the said 837 shares in the
London and Orange Free State Exploration Company is £418 10s., but
owing to the depression in the market, it would be unadvisable to sell,
fully paid up.

and the other shares have

at present no market value, and no other goods
and chattels were either pointed out by the defendants or any of them, or
after diligent search found, whereof the balance of this writ or any part
thereof could be made."

Upon this petition and return the Court made a provisional order and, the return day having been extended,
the respondent, who had returned to Kimberley, was served
He
personally with the summons for final adjudication.

now applied

to set aside the provisional order, and there
was a cross application by the petitioner for final adjudicaSeveral affidavits were filed on both sides as to the
tion.
allegations, which were denied by Alderson, tliat he had left
the jurisdiction and transferred the above-mentioned shares

with intent to defeat or delay his creditors, but as the petitioner

—

^If^ao

„

Kerr

vs.

Aldersuii.
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Nov^^so

KeTT^s.
Aiderson

Miainly relied not on these allegations Ijut on the unsatisfied
jndgment, which was tlie only act of insolvency set forth in
^]^g

summons

served on the respondent, the effect of the

affidavits in question

became comparatively unimportant

to

the substantial issue between the parties.
With regard to
the amount of the judgment it was alleged by Alderson
that the shares referred to in the Deputy Sheriff's return
had been deposited with the Bank by himself and tlie other
parties liable on the notes as collateral security for the due
payment of the same ; he further alleged that the Bank hold

other securities, which had been hypothecated by his codebtors, and of which he was unable to state the value.

This latter allegation however was denied by the petitioner,
who stated that the securities in question were deposited in
respect of other liabilities of the pledgor's, which liabilities
they were inadequate to cover. An affidavit was also filed

by Alderson's

attorney, IMr. Dewhurst, to the effect that the

provisional order for sequestration had not been advertised
in the Government Gazette of the Cape Colony, as required by
section 12 of Ordinance 6 of 1843,

and that the summons

for

adjudication had not been advertised either in tlie
Gazette for Griqualand West, or in the Government
Gazette, neither had it been posted on the doors of the

final

local

Supreme Court

by section 17 of the said OrdiMr.
this,
Caldecott, one of the attoi-neys
for the petitioner, stated that the provisional order had been
duly served on the acting master of the Higli Court and was

nance.

as required

In reply to

subsequently published in tlie local Government Gazette, as
would appear tVom the coj^y annexed, while the summons

had been served on the respondent personally.

i\[r.

Kennedy,

acting Master of the Higli Court, also made an affidavit in
which he stated '' that it is not the practice here to advertize
" notices of
provisional sequestration in terms of orders
"
Honorable Court in the Government Gazette
this
granted by
" of this
Colony unless specially ordered by the Court,
" advertisement of the same in the local Gazette
published
"

by authority having been always considered

sufficient."

Levey, in support of the application to sot aside the provisional order, referred to Simpson ci- Comixvny vs. Fled:,

143
3 Menz. 213, and submitted that as the
'

summons

^

set out
_

only one ground of insolvency, namely, the unsatisfied
judgment, the petitioner could not, at all events without

amendment

of the

summons, rely upon the other grounds

set

forth in the petition.

Laurence,

J.

:

— In the present case a copy of the petition

was served with the summons and therefore Alderson had
notice of all the acts of insolvency alleged, and he has dealt
with

all

of

them

in his affidavits.

Levey said the first ground of the present application was
that the provisional order had not been notified in the Government Gazette, as required by section 12 of the Insolvent
Ordinance, and this omission was not covered by the advertisement in the local Gazette. He contended that anyone
could come and point out to the Court that this notice,
which was doubtless required in the interest of creditors,
had not been given, and the failure to give it was sufficient
to prevent a final order being made.
Secondly, as the debtor
had been forty days absent from his usual place of residence
in the Colony at the time of the sequestration, it was necessary, by section 17 of the Ordinance, for the summons for
final adjudication to be published in the Gazette and affixed

to the door of the

Laurence,

J.

:

Supreme

Court.

— Surely that does not apply where personal

service has been effected

?

— It

appears from the affidavits that
Alderson swore in a former matter that he had no domicile

Buchanan,

J.P.

within the Colony

;

:

this proviso therefore does not

seem

to

apply.

Levey said the third objection was that, under section 30
the
of
Ordinance, the affidavit accompanying the petition was
bad as not putting a valuation upon the securities which it

was admitted were held by the petitioner. Then as to the
on the judgment, no doubt Alderson was per.-onally

liability

liable for the

whole amount, but

cri'dit slioukl

have been

J^^\„
Nov. 3CU

ii~s
Alderson.
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1883.

—

Nov.
,,

Kerr

30.

c^iven

'^

debt

cs.

Aidereon,

;
'

bv the Bank for

all

•'

Voet, xlv. 2,'

4

;
'

SuTetysMp, 407
der Poel vs. Langeman, 3
;

the
the secnritios held aciainst
'^

Van der

Keesel,' Tli.

Serrurier vs. Langeveld, 1

;
>

on
Burqe
^
Van
;

The property pledged

307.

j\[enz.

507

Menz. 316

by the other co-debtors should have been valued and realised
The Bank should have

before these proceedings were taken.
put a value on the securities they held

Ferguson, 2 Buch. E. D. C. 245

;

;

Stcivart

& ComiMiiy vs.

Bell vs. Caro,

High

('ourt,

Marsh vs.
May, 1883, Higli Court Keports, vol. i. p. 393
1
2
Menz.
466.
The
Kotze
vs.
Juta, 104;
MaJcein,
3Ieyer,
;

sequestration had been obtained on an incorrect statement of
facts, and the Sheriff's return was bad, the property of the

co-debtors not having been set out and valued.
Forster (with hira Lange), for the petitioner, contended
that the objection as to non-publication was cured by the

appearance of the respondent, who sliould have taken

this as

a preliminary point in limine before going into the merits
moreover these were creditors' objections, and not open to

;

who had been personally served. The Siieriff's
return clearly disclosed an act of insolvency ; the securities
pledged and attached under the writ were not sufficient to

the insolvent

cover half the amount due for interest alone on these notes.

& Company vs. Ferguson was in the petitioner's favour,
was perfectly clear in the present case that sufficient
property had not been pointed out by any of the debtors
or discovered by the Sheriff.
The onus was on the debtor to

Stewart
as

it

point out property out of which the amount of the writ
could be made, and the return here clearly did not shew
sufficient "disposable property,"

and

thei'eibre disclosed

an

act of insolvency under section 4 of the Ordinance of 1843.
As to Marsh vs. Malein, the property in that case was

admittedly of sufficient value to discharge the debt. Xo
of the objections raised as
specific notice had been given
required by the 148th Rule of Court.
Levey replied that there had been sufficient notice of
these objections in the affidavits filed and served on behalf
of Alderson, and referred to In re Harper, 2 Buch. E. 1). C.

He

contended that, not\^ithstandillg the rule refcM'i-cd
to, any legal objections as to the validity of the summons
could be tak'cm on the return dav witliout formal notice.
103.

145

—I

am of opinion that the application
to supersede the provisional order for the sequestration of
In the first place, it appears to
this estate must be refused.
me exceedingly doubtful whether the affidavits which have
Buchanan,

J.P.

:

been served on the petitioner can be held to be a sufficient " statement in writing," witliin the meaning of the
148th Rule of Court, of the facts which the debtor intends
to dispute, and
under that rule

whether in the absence of a formal notice

competent to the Court to entertain or
give any effect to the grounds of objection which have been
In the case of Leeuwner vs. Mechau, 3 Menz. 322,
urged.
it was clearly laid down that the Eule of Court in question
it is

applied to proceedings under the present Insolvent Ordinance,
and that, in the absence of such notice as is therein required,
" the
debtor

is debarred from disputing, and the petitioning
not required to prove, any of the facts alleged in
the summons." This case was followed in this Court a year

creditor

is

ago in the case of the Banh of Africa vs. Goldsmith,
and the decision of the Eastern Districts Court in the recent
case of In re Harder is in no way inconsistent with it, as in
that case the Court abstained from expressing any opinion
as to the construction and effect of the 148th Eule of Court.
But even if this preliminary difficulty in the way of
or two

entertaining the objections could be surmounted, I am of
opinion that none of the points which have been raised have
been substantiated. As to the first point, that the order for
sequestration was not inserted in the Government Gazette,
published at Cape Town, it was the practice in Griqualand

West previous

to

annexation to insert such orders in the

then existing local Government Gazette, and since annexation
there has been a local newspaper selected by Government as
the medium in which Government and Court notices are
" inserted
by authority." In the first place, it appears to
me that this provision of sei;tion 12 of the Insolvent Ordi-

nance

is

discretionary and not imperative

;

in the

second,

precise provisions cannot be held to exactly a})ply
to (iriqualand West, under its exceptional circumstances;

that

its

and

in tlu' third that, as there was personal service erU'cted,
and it is not contested that the object of the advertisement
in whatever form ])ublish('d, has been secured, tliis personal
Vol.

H—

P.\i;t

[.— G.W.

L

^0^*30

k^m
AWeison.

14G
1883.

Nov.

service

would be

sufficient to cover

30.

any defect otherwise
•'

_

_

J,—,
Aidersou.

_

The

section only requires the publication of the
moreorder, without stating any effect of non-publication
existing.

;

were open to a creditor to take such objection, it seems very doubtful whether it could be open to the
debtor himself, and where he has not been damnified, but
over, even if

it

appears in answer to the summons. As to the second point,
Alderson has himself on a former occasion successfully

pleaded non-jurisdiction in answer to an action in this
Court, on the ground that he had abandoned his form(3r
domicile in Griqualand West, and, the object of the notice
and advertisement required by the 17tli section being to
if any, was cured by personal
third objection raised by the
debtor is that, under the 30th section, the petitioner for compulsory sequestration is required, in the affidavit accompany-

secure appearance, the defect,

service unobjected to.

The

ing the petition, to put a value on the securities held by
him. But this if not done in the petition itself was done
the Sheriff's return, which returns the shares held in
security as practically valueless, and the value has also

in

been fully discussed in the affidavits fileel on botli sides,
and it cannot be said that, in his opposition to final adjudication, the debtor has been under any embarrassment on tliis

The

moreover, is merely directory, and
the consequence of any omission in
for
provision
The
this respect on the part of the petitioning creditor.
account.

section,

makes no

fourth and last objection which we have to consider amounts
to an impeachment of the sufficiency of the Sheriff's return,

and an allegation that the Bank hold sufficient securities
to meet this debt which have not been excussed, whether
But
belonirinir to Alderson or his co-debtors on these notes.
from the
held for
specially

affidavits it

seems to

me

clear that the securities

particular debt (independent of securities
held for other private liabilities of the co-

this

obligants) have proved quite insufficient to meet even the
There is therefore before us practically a return of

interest.

nulla hona,

and the judgment on which the

petition

was

founded remains wholly unsatisfied. It is unnecessary to
express any opinion on the other alleged acts of insolvency,

which were not mentioned

in the

summons, and on which

147
1883.

counsel for the petitioner has not relied in his argument.
For the reasons stated, the objections which have been
raised

must be disallowed, and an order made

Nov.

Aiderson.

for the final

adjudication of the estate.

Laurence,

J.

:

—The

first

objection which has been taken

to the final adjudication of this estate is that the provisional
order was not published in the Government Gazette of the

Colony. It is admitted that it was not published in that
paper, but only in the local Gazette, or authorised medium
for Government notices, and the acting Master states that
this

is

in accordance with practice, and that the publication
when made by this Court, in the Government

of such orders,

Gazette as well has not been customary, unless specially
ordered by the Court. The objection is based on section 12 of
the Insolvent Ordinance, which was enacted in 1843, when

the Supreme Court was the only Court in the Colony having
At the present time
jurisdiction in matters of insolvency.
this

Court has a concurrent jurisdiction in such matters in
and the powers and duties of the Master

Griqualand West
of the

;

Supreme Court

as

laid

down

in

the

Ordinance,

of publishing this notice as provided in
including
section 12, are exercised in Griqualand West, under the provisions of the Griqualand West Annexation Act, Act 39 of

that

I think it
1877, sect. 18, by the Master of the High Court.
be
contended
with
considerable
force, by a sort of
might

application of the cy p-es doctrine, that the Master of the
High Court sufficiently discharges the duty of notification

thus enjoined upon him by a notification in tlie local Gazette
but without giving any decision on this point, I certainly
;

think that as the object of such notification is to inform the
creditors, and all parties interested in the estate, it is not
competent for the insolvent himself, who has been personally

who has appeared on that
an objection of this kind. The second
as Alderson was absent from tlio Colony

served with the summons, and
service,

objection

to
is

raise
that,

days previous to the provisional order being made,
was necessary, under section 17, for tlie summons to have
been published in the Gazette and affixed to tlio door of

for forty
it

the Su[)reme Court.

As

1

read this section, this ])roviso
L
-'

30.

k^w.

148

—

Nov^lio
,-

Kerr

vs.

Aidersoij.

seems only to apply to cases where, owing to the absence of
the insolvent from the Jiurisdiction, service has only
been
J
effected on him by some method other than personal, as for
instance by edictal citation, and therefore there was no
'

necessity for such publication in the present case, where the
debtor has returned to the jurisdiction and there has been

There is however another ground upon
seems clear that this objection must be overruled,
namely, the admitted fact that the debtor recently deposed,
when summoned in this Court, that he had given up his

personal service.
Avhich

it

and had no "usual place of residence or
"
hence he could not have
business within the Colony
been absent for forty days from a place which on liis own
shewing did not exist, and the proviso therefore can have no
application to his case, and the objection based on it must
fail.
As to tlie third ground of objection, under section 30,
colonial domicile,

;

that the affidavit accompanying the petition did not put
a value on the securities held by the petitioner, although
the failure to assign such value may perhaps affect the riglits
of the creditor in the administration of the estate, I find no
provision that in the event of such failure the Court shall
refuse to consider, and be debarred from making any order
I think
petition accompanied by such affidavit.
therefore that the preliminary objections must be overruled
and that the only really substantial ground of objection
which has been urged is the allegation that the Bank held

on, the

for the unsatisfied debt, which is the act of inwhich the petitioner relies, and that the Sheriff's
on
solvency
On tlie
return does not disclose any act of insolvency.

securities

it seems clear that the return does disclose
"
the absence of " sufficient disposable proi^erty to satisfy the
debt for the Deputy Sheriff states that the shares referred

whole however

;

"
have at present no
to in his return

market value

"

;

property which has no market value cannot be disposed

As

to the allegation that the

Bank hold

and
of.

other securities

which they should have applied to the satisfaction of this
debt or set forth in the affidavit, I. do not think tliere is any
of
proof that such is the case. There is a debt to the Bank
over £12,000, for which Alderson
thore

is

is

personally liable, and

ample f'vidcnce that his goods are

insufficient

to

149
satisfy this debt, or

therefore concur in

even any substantial portion of it. I
thinking that the objections which he

has raised must be disallowed, and
sequestrated, with costs.
rAttorncys for Petitioning Creditor, Stow

L Attorney

for Insolvent,

Alderson.

adjudged

J

Dreyfus and Company

Sheriff's sale.

estate

30.

K'irr vs.

& Caldecott."!

Uewhurst.

In re Dewhurst

his

1883.

Nov.

vs.

vs.

Cornwall, N.O.
Sim vs. Rintel.

Kintel.

—

—Beasonahle advertisement. — Jiidgment
creditor.

Dewhurst and Sim, judgment creditors, had previously
attached certain immovable property of the debtor Rintel.
Dreyfus and Company, large creditors of Rintel, after the
sale had been duly advertised and the day before the property was to have been sold in execution, applied in Cham-

On
bers and obtained a rule nisi interdicting the sale.
November 30th, 1883, that rule was discluirgcd. On the
same day (November .'>()th) Dreyfus and Company got provisional judgment against Rintel for £6125 with costs.
On
December 3rd, 1883, the Deputy Sheriff, Cornwall, advertised in the local papers that the sale would take place on
December 5th, 1883. He had adopted this course as suflicommunicating with the Deputy Sheriff of Albany,
he was advised by the High Sheriff to C(msult in all
such matters. The Sheriff of Albany had telegraplK.d that
cieut after

whom

under the circumstances one advertisement would be enough
but he did not advise how long before the

sale.

On December

Dreyfus and Company applied to stoj) the sale on the
ground that the advertisement gave only forty-eight hours'
-1th,

notice of the sale, and that that was not a reasonable time.

The

would go at a very low iigure, and their
wouhl be prejudiced. They contended that iis long
an advertisement as the original one, which fell when the
rule 72 /.s/ was granted, ought to be made; or if not, (lien a
pro[)erty

int(!i'e.sts

much

lonirer

one than

fortv-eiirht hours.

^^^"^^-^

p,.p,5~^(.„
vs.

Cornwall.

150
1883.

Forster, for the applicants,

nrey£"&Co.
vs.

Cornwall.

I^oshjus, C.P., for Sim.
Leveij, for

Dewhurst.

The Court
Deputy

declined to interfere with the discretion of the

Sheriff,

and held that the advertisement was in the
sale, and that the

circumstances a sufficient notice of the

vigilant creditors, who had obtained the attachment, ought
not to be kept out of their rights any longer. The applicants,

who were
buying

represented on the spot, could protect themselves
in the property if they thought fit.

[Applicants'

Attorneys,

Attorneys for Sim,

Dewhcrst

by

Stow & Caldecott;
Haarhoff Bkothees

;

in person.]

Bank of Africa vs. Kimberley Mining Board and
Gem Diamond Mining Company (Limited).
Provisional

— Irregular
summons. —
— Novation.
—Dischargeofof endorser
service

Sentence.

Giving of time.
election to

hij

charge maJcer.

Provisional sentence refused against the maker of certain promissory notes, who had not been served ivith a true copy of
the original summons, the copy served failing to disclose
the signature of the Begistrar,

and the name of the plaintiff's

attorney.

Provisional sentence granted against the endorser of the same
notes, notivithstanding allegations that the holder had elected

charge the maker only and that there had been a novation
of contract as between him and the endorser, such allegato

tions not being substantiated by the affidavits.
1883.
'^^y_

Bank
of^AWca
Mining Board
and (iem
Diamond Mininc

Provisional sentence was prayed on three promissory notes

made by the Kimberley Mining Board in favour of the Gem
Diamond Mining Company, and endorsed by that Company,
amouutlng
'->

lu all to £11,240,' with interest
'

and

costs.

Co.

Ilopley, for the

Mining Board, objected

to

an irregularity

151
in the service of the

summons on

his client.

He

produced
the copy served on the Chairman of the Mining Board, and
pointed out that it was not a true copy of the original, in that
it did not purport to be signed by the Registrar, nor did the

name

of the plaintifis' attorney appear

The Couet
the

upon

^

intimating that these irregularities were fatal,
against the Mining Board, who

were allowed their costs of appearance.
HoshjTis, C.P., for the plaintiffs, produced the notes upon
which were endorsed by the Gem Company acceptances of
notices of dishonour, and prayed provisional sentence against

the Company.
affidavits

shewed that the notes were passed for a
Mining Board to the Gem Company,

direct liability of the

who endorsed them

for the purpose of getting

When

by the

the notes

them discounted

due, in January,
plaintiffs.
Board
was in diffithe
and
March, 1883,
Mining
February
culties and could not meet them and the endorsers accepted
fell

Early in June, 1883, the Gem Company
an
hypothecation over their claims in favour of the
passed
plaintiffs for £11,500, as security for the payment of these
notes, and at the end of June, 1883, it was agreed in writing

notices of dishonour.

plaintiffs and the Gem Company that the plainAvould hold over the notes and give time to the Company
on condition that the Company would apply all their net

between the
tiff's

over and above necessary working expenses, to the
payment of these notes, and would not part with such profits
for any other purpose without the written consent of the
profits,

plaintiffs

until

the notes

were fully paid.

In their half-

yearly statement on June 30th, 1883, the plaintiff Bank
had included this liability under the head of " Advances

and acceptances by Public Bodies" and not under the
head of "Bills and Notes past due," but they alleged in
their affidavit that this w^as done without any intention
to

of releasing the endorsers of the notes from any liability
on them, the amount being so accounted for in the half-

yearly statement merely
primarily liable for

it.

It

6.
'

»

^-

^^."^im^Tiey
^^'",''^^(j^''''

Diamond MiniDg

it.

summons was withdrawn

The

isss.

Dec.

because the Mining lx)ard was
was also pnjvcd on affida\it that
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^883^
'

"

^-

M^Ktaberiey
^^

and^ccm"^
Diamond Mining

after

Gem Company

June SOth, 1883, the

had frequently

compromise or arrange the claim against them in
^^^^ matter.
It was alleged for the defendants that the

tried to

by them, and
plaintiffs that the Bank had never abated any of its
rights against the defendant Company, and that a reasonable
time under the agreement had elapsed.
agreement of

J

une had been

faithfully observed

foj. ^1,^

Forster, for the defendant,

urged that the placing these

liabilities, after their maturity, to the debit of the Mining
Board, as the plaintiffs had done in their half-yearly state-

ment, was an arrangement behind the back of the endorsers,
which released them from liability. The Bank had made
maker, and could not afterwards
further contended that the plaintiffs

their election to charge the

charge the endorser. He
could not recover on the notes, because the arrangement
made with the defendants amounted to a novation, and the
action, if any, should have been taken on the new contract,
the terms of which however the defendants had strictly

complied with. The debiting to the Board in the published
statement was also strong evidence of the alleged novation.
Iloshjns, C.P., who was called upon to reply on the second
point only, contended that there was no intention to novate,
and that the arrangement was merely one to give a reasonable

time to the defendants, on their observing certain conditions.
There was no consideration for any fresh contract. It was at

most a mere

Even

pact.

if it

were a 'pactum de non petendo
time had elapsed.

for a reasonable time, such reasonable

—

With regard to the first point which
Buchanan, J.P.
has been raised on the part of the defence, it has not pressed
the Court and I do not think it necessary to say more about
it than that the reason for
placing the amount of these bills
:

in the half-yearly statement of the Bank under the head of
"Advances to public bodies "seems to have been sufficiently

explained in the further affidavit of the manager, I do not
think that there was anything in this whicli could be held
to release the defendant Company from their liability as

The real question in the
endorsers of the notes in question.
case and tlie material ]ioint of the defence is the alleged
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novation.

Now,

as laid

down by Van der Linden

(pp. 268,

269), where novation of a contract is pleaded as a defence, the
evidence of novation must be clear and distinct. Such, however,

no clear proof that the
with the
made
more
definite
ever
arrangement
any
plaintiff
defendants than that, on certain conditions, he would not sue
I do not find to

be the case here

;

there

is

The last of the notes
on the notes for a reasonable time.
was due in March last, the arrangement was made in July, it
is not alleged that there has been any direct breach of the
conditions, and the only remaining question is whether the
defendants have been allowed a reasonable time.

I think

be
that from July to December must
regarded as a reasonable time and that the plaintiffs are
therefore entitled to provisional sentence.
in the circumstances

Laurence,

J.

:

—I

concur.

I think no

new arrangement

has been proved as between the maker of these notes and
the present plaintiff of such a nature as would discharge the
indorser,

who

is

not altogether in the position of a surety.

The

point was a good deal discussed in this Court in the
case of Wright vs. Roherts (1882), and I tbink it was then
clearly shewn that by the law of this Colony, which is not so

favourable in this respect to indorsers as the English law,
is no presumption that a new arrangement made with

there

the maker necessarily prejudices the indorser, but on the
contrary, if the new arrangement with the former is to
I think
discharge the latter, the prejudice must be shown.
on the whole the Bank was justified \\\ treating the amount

published statement, as a secured
})ublic body, which in one sense they were, and
that the liability of the indorsers, which arose on their

of these notes,

in

its

advance to a

receiving due notice of dishonour, cannot be held to have
been released by this proceeding on the part of the Bank.

With regard

to the novation I concur in thinking it has not
been proved. If there was any pact de non jyeteiido it was
only an agreement not to issue process on these notes for a

reasonable time, which has now elapsed.
Any undertaking
not to sue until the success or failure of the projected

Mining Board Loan, such

as has been suL;-2;ested,

would in

^^^^-^

»

^-

^*"Ki'mb/ri^
^^'^nd Gem"^*^

wamond^Minmg
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1883.

the circumstances be improbable in itself and would
require
to be clearly proved, and there is no such
Jproof in the
between the parties which is before the
'Jri'ambeS correspondence
Mining Board
r)nnrt
^UUlL
and Gem
Dec.

6.

Diamond Mining
Co.

Provisional sentence was accordingly granted, with costs.
Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott.")
|_Defeudants' Attorney, DEWUL'Kt^r.
J
rPlaiiitiffs'

London and South African Exploeation Company,
Limited,

vs.

DuTOiTsrAN Mining Boaed.

— Slander
— Mines
on
lands.
—Abandonmentofof claims. — Poivers of Mining Board. —

Interdict.

situate

title.

]yrivate

Proclamations 71 of 1871 and 8 of 1880, and Ordinances 10 o/ 187-1 and 15 q/1879, Griqualand West.
Act 19, 1883, sections IS, 39, 65, 66.

—

Interdict

granted on a

ference

ivith

ivell

grounded ajjprehension of

p'oprietary rights.

Under the local Ordinances and Proclamations can
abandonment bg the proprietors of claims
private lands
the

favour of
Per LauFiENCE

inter-

J.

ivliere there is

there he

an

situate

on

no reservation of minerals in

Crovrn? (Xot decided.)
:

— The

Secretary of a Mining

Board

is

not

owners of
ex
proper officer
78
Act
abandoned claims under section
19, 1883.
of
officio

l.uiidon

and

Exi'Iforatim^r'o

MiiliiTBoird"

to

tlie

give notices to the

This was an application for an interdict to restrain the
respondents from interfering with or assuming to interfere
^^'^'^^^
^^^^^
a^jplicauts iu the exercise of their proprietary
I'igbts

over the farm Dorstfontein.

affidavits that the applicants

It appeared from the
were the owners of the farm

Dorstfontein upon W'hich the Dutoits})an mine is situated
that Mr. P. M. Poberts, acting under instructions from the

;

respondent Board (of which he
a}»})ointuieut

by them

as

the

w'us the secretary),
oflicer to giM'

and upon

such notice.
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19, 1883, proceeded, on November
^isas^
to the applicants calling upon
notice
to
1883,
17tl],
give
j^^^^^j,^
them to declare their willingness or otherwise to take l^^^lJr^t-o^co
upon themselves all the liabilities and responsibilities MinhiSard.
of an ordinary claim-holder in respect of certain claims,
the numbers of which were given, situated in the Dutoits-

under section 78 of Act

pan mine, which the respondents alleged were abandoned.
Thereupon a correspondence ensued between the applicants
and the respondents in which the former denied that the
"
"
ground indicated consisted of abandoned claims as defined
by law, and also denied Eoberts's appointment and his right
to address

them on the

subject.

The

applicants'

manager

was also the Registrar of Claims for Diitoitspan, and Roberts
stated in one of his letters that he had received a letter from
the Registrar's Office declaring these claims to be abandoned.

The

which the proceedings had
Every abandoned claim in any
"
situate
land
the
title to which is not subject to
miue,
upon
"
reservation
of
minerals
or precious stones in favour of
any
"
the Crown, shall become the property of the Mining
''
Board, body, or officer mentioned in the 68th section of
"
this Act, under and by virtue of the provisions of the said
section of the Act under

been taken

'*

"
"

is

as follows

section, unless the

days after

he

shall

:

—

"

owner of such land shall, within thirty
have received written notice from any

duly appointed in that behalf of the fact that such
claim has been abandoned, signify to such officer in writing
" his
willingness to take upon himself all the liabilities and
officer

"'

"

responsibilities of an ordinary claim holder in respect of

"

such claim.

In the event of his so signifying his willingness as aforesaid, he shall thereupon become and be sub"
ject to all the laws, rules, and regulations applicable to

""

"

other claim holders in such mine in respect of such claim."

C.P. (with him Forster and Lange), for the
ai)plicants, said that their object was to obtain an injunction
"
of the nature of a quia timet, and for " quiet
enjoyment of
Iloshyns,

their property.
(juofetion

would

Unless steps were taken now the ground in
iure become the property of the Doai'd

/^aso

and they would exercise proprietary rights over it, under
the powers conferred on them by sections 78, 0(5, (55, of Act
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j]883.

Londf^and
Kx"ior^[miCo
Mhih"g*BoTrd'

virtue of these powers tlie Board miglit come
^^' porhaps after a year's interval, and proceed to deal with
^^^ property. The applicants' title was in danger of being
19^ 1883.

By

slandered and on that ground they had a right to prevent
the anticipated damage. The secretary of the Board had
no right to issue the notice. It must be issued by an " officer

duly appointed in that behalf" and that was not equivalent
"
the secretary of the Mining Board for the time being."
to
Section 39 of the Act shewed what powers Mining Boards
possess, and the appointment of such officer was not among
them. The mere fact that the Board professed to have
the power of acquiring the applicants' property would cause

them

An

injunction would be granted
where the applicant's title was questioned Joyce on InjuncVan der Linden, 441. Here the applicants had
tions, i. p. 4
a clear right and a well-grounded apprehension that an act
prejudicial to their rights would be done, the intention of the
irreparable damage.

;

;

respondents clearly being either to acquire their property or
to force them into the onerous position of claimhoklers.

Even

if

Eoberts's appointment were without flaw, the ground
"

"

in question was not abandoned claims within the meaning of the Act. Prior to 1883 the only laws governing the

Dutoitspan and Bultfontein IMines were Proclamation 71 of
1871, Ordinance 10 of 1874 (without the Schedule) and
Proclamation 8 of 1880 had no
Ordinance 15 of 1879
;

No rules and regulations applyapplication to these mines.
under Ordinance 10 of 1874,
ever
been
framed
to
them
had
ing
and there was nothing between Proclamation 71 of 1871,
and Ordinance 15 of 1879, which was retrospective in its
operation, but only so far as private rights were not in
conflict with the Schedule to Ordinance 10 of 1874, wliich

was then to that extent only applied to these mines. As to
the cancellation by the Administrator's Proclamation 8 of
1880 of the Schedule to Ordinance 10 of 1874, so far as it
concerned Dutoitspan and Bultfontein

it was
obviously ultra
abandoned claims,"
There being no provision for
and no definition of " abandoned claims," previous to the Act
of 1883, which could apply to Dutoitspan, it followed that, as

vires.

''

alleged by Kilgour, the applicants' mauagei-, in his affidavit,
"
any unworked ground there situate was not an abandoned

157
"

within the meanin<]j
O of section 65 of Act 19, 1883.
therefore
Koberts's notice was
absolutely ultra vires and
prejudiced the applicants by threatening their title.

claim

/

Forster followed on the

same

side

:

— The

applicants are

forced to take these steps, since otherwise their property
would pass away by operation of law. The Court would con-

on which side the balance of damage was. If the
were refused the applicants would be
seriously damaged, Avhereas if it were granted, pending an
action to be brouglit by the applicants, the respondents would
sider

interim interdict

suffer

no harm.

Eoberts was wholly unauthorised to give

the notices in question.

The

officer for that

be appointed by Government.

purpose must

—

As to the balance of
Levey), contra :
damage, the fficts are in favour of the respondents. The
dispute is about high ground standing in the mine, which
Hopleij (with

him

a continuous danger to the clainiholders, whom the Board
represents, and which must be Avorked down as soon as pos-

is

sible.

The

present

application

is

entirely premature, for

Board are only doing what the law allows, or they
will at some future date trespass on the applicants' property
when their proceedings can be restrained. If the claims are
"
properly abandoned claims," the respondents are only exercising their rights under the Act of 1883 if they are not
either the

;

having been claims, they
are not, legally speaking, abandoned claims, then if the respondents attempt to exercise proprietary rights over these

claims at

all

bnt virgin

soil,

or

if,

portions of ground, they will be trespassers and liable to
damages as such. If the respondents have slandered the
of the applicants they can have their remedy by an
action founded on the tort.
Thus in no aspect of the matter
are the applicants remediless.
At the present stage of the

title

proceedings the respondents are not claiming the property
of the applicants, but are merely calling on them to
declare that they are the owners of these claims and to

undertake the

liabilities of

any other owner of claims.

If

they do not undertake these liabilities then, no doubt,
the respondents will deal with the ground as the law
allows them to do but the ap])licants are in no worse posi;

tion in being put to this election than

any other owner of

i«83,
tor*
Dec.
I

6.
(

London and
Iriorsi^Srcto
jiiuing°boar^d!
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T~ anaA
London
^

South Airican
Exploration Co.

Min/ng^BoarT

pi'operty on which mines have been proclaimed open would
be in a similar case. As to the abandonment of the claims,'
{^

jg

qIqq^j.

fpom clauso 10 of scction o of the Schedule to

O^^'dinauce 10, 1874, that such

and

this schedule is

made

abandonment

is

contemplated,

applicable to Dutoitspan

mine

by Ordinance 15, 1879. Private rights are not aflfected by
any enactments in the schedule about abandonment, because

—the

—

right to work which is
abandoned by one digger and disposed of to another, and
the owner receives licence money equally from both, retainit is

only the monthly tenure

ing the ultimate reversion of the soil. Proclamation 8 of
1880 did not repeal the schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, except in respect to Crown lands and private properties where
there was a reservation of precious stones and minerals in
favour of the Crown, and therefore did not apply to Dutoits-

Therefore as claims could be abandoned at Dutoitspan
prior to Act 19, 1883, the respondents say tliese claims
were so abandoned, and it is not denied by the applicants'
pan.

manager, the Eegistrar of Claims, that the respondents have
a letter from his office saying they were duly abandoned.
"
by virtue of a law heretofore in
Being so abandoned
force" (see Act 19, 1883, sect. 65) the respondents treat
these claims as the law allows them to do under section 78 of

Thus the Court is asked to interdict the respondents from doing what the law permits. As to Ivoberts's
appointment and right to serve the notices, he is acting for
the Act.

who

the Mining Board,

are created to look after the interests

mine

and claimholders (Act 19, 1883, sect. 66).
have
appointed him and such appointment is good.
They
But here too the applicants are in this dilemma If lioberts

of the

:

is

not duly appointed an interdict

is

not necessary, as they

can simply ignore his notices, and, if he presumes to act on
them, they can treat him as a trespasser. If however he is
the proper officer duly appointed their coiitention falls to the
ground, for he would under the Act be justified in his jn-oIf the ap])licants have been injured they have an
remedy at law, and in such a case no interdict ought

ceedings.

ample

to be granted

Buchanan,

{Maynard vs. The
.7.1*.

:

— The

Colonial Bank, 3 Menz. 59()).

Court does not thinlv

it

necessary

159
to hear the

Crown Prosecutor

in reply,
i-

•>

'

cis

we

are both of
_

}^^^^-

Dec. 6.

opinion that the interdict must be granted. The applicants T^ondOTTana
are the owners of the farm Dorstfontein on which the claims, ^""t^ African
Exploration Lo,
'

they are claims, are situated with refereuce to which the
present proceedings have been instituted. I think this is a

if

case in which

it

has been

made

out, in

accordance with the

requisite conditions for an interdict as laid down by Van der
Linden, that the applicants have a well-grounded apprehen-

sion of conduct on the part of the respondents prejudicial
to their rights, and that, on the other hand, there will be

any, prejudice to the respondents in restraining their
proposed exercise of their alleged rights until the existence
and nature of those rights has been clearly determined by

little, if

the action which the Exploration Company propose to bring.
After referring to the 78th and 66th sections of Act 19, 1888,
I think on the whole, though the
his Lordship continued
:

—

certainly not free from doubt, the balance of argupoint
ment is in favour of the construction that Mr, Eoberts, the
Secretary of the Mining Board, was the proper of3ficer to give
is

the notice referred to in section 78, and must be regarded as
the duly appointed representative of the Mining Board in
that behalf
But however that may bo, the fact that those

claims have been abandoned at
of their

all,

and even the possibility
and I

abandonment, has been directly challenged

do not think

it

is

;

sufficient for the respondents to content

themselves with informing the Court in a vague way that
they possess a document from the office of the Registrar of

The very fact of the
case.
abandonment of these specific claims is at present in duhio,
and it is a fact which can best be determined in the principal
Claims shewing such to be the

With regard to the argument as to the effect of Proclamation 8 of 1880 on the schedule to Ordinance 10 of

case.

1874, so far as that schedule refers to mines on other than
lauds, it has certainly been always understood in this

Crown

Court that the Proclamation did not repeal the application
This point, however, it is

of the schedule to such mines.

unnecessary to decide now% and it is also I think, unnecessary
to decide what are the precise jiortions of that schedule
wliicli Ordinance 15 of 1879 made applicable to these mines,
of wliich l)utoitsi)an

is

one.

On

tlie

whole

it

api)L'ars

to

^j^^ng^'nlard
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Mining Board was
movement, which has been as astutely

rne that the letter of the secretary of the

18S3.

-

—
,

London and
Fx"ioratioirco
Min'ing°Board'

rather an astute

'

•'

^

compel the applicants to do something
^^^ ^^^^ "P ^ decided positiou, one way or another, on a
^^^istcd in Order to

very important question, within the limited space of thirty
I do not think it would have been right for the applidays.

and wait
what the Board would do when the time had expired.
I think they were entitled, in the doubtful circumstances,
and having regard to the possibility of an infringement of
cants, as suggested, to do nothing in the interval

to see

their proprietary rights of a serious nature, to come to the
Court for an interdict, and that the balance of advantage is in

favour of the interdict being granted on the applicants undertaking to bring their action for a declaration of their rights.

Laueence,

J.

:

—I

was at

first

very

much

disposed to

regard this application as premature ; but on the whole I
concur in thinking that the applicants are entitled to an
interim interdict, of the nature of an injunction quia timet,
and I have come to this conclusion on a very simple ground
I think
to which I should prefer to confine my judgment.

they have shewn that they are threatened by the respondents
with an invasion of proprietary rights, which may prove of
a very damaging nature, and that it is therefore for the
respondents at all events to give some lorimd facie proof of
In the absence of such
the legality of their proceedings.
has
clear
a
the
right which the Court will
proprietor
proof

The respondents are professing to act under the
and
authorities conferred on Mining Boards by
powers
Act 19 of 1883, sect. 78, which provides in effect that unless
the owner of property on which abandoned claims are
protect.

thirty days of receiving notice from the
duly appointed in that behalf, intimates to the Board
his willingness to undertake the duties and responsibilities
situated, within

officer

a claimholder, the land in question shall become the
property of the Board. The respondents, the Dutoitspan
of

Mining Board,

clearly take

up the position that the notice

sent
applicants on November 17th, twenty days
their
secretary was a notice under the section, and
afi-o^ by
that unless the applicants give the required undertaking iho
to

the
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property in question will vest in the respondents. They
may at once, at the expiration of the thirty days, assume
and exercise proprietary rights, and so impair the credit of
the applicant Company, and generally proceed in a

which may entail great

injury

manner

and heavy expense.

In

think they are bound to shew that
taking up
they have complied with all the requirements of the Act,
that the preliminary notice has been duly given, and that
this position I

their secretary was a duly appointed officer in that behalf
and therefore competent to give it. 1 can find nothing in

the section, or in the Act, to shew that this
that it is competent for the Mining Board or

is

the case, or

its

secretary to

and I therefore concur in thinking the applicants entitled to an interim
interdict to restrain the respondents from proceeding on the

assume the functions of the

officer in question,

assumption that a proper notice within the meaning of the
Act has been duly given. Coming to this conclusion on these
grounds, I do not think it necessary to enter into the question whether as a matter of fact the claims in question exist,
or whether if they did exist they have been abandoned, or

whether claims in this mine can be abandoned within the
definition of

of 1883.

abandonment contained

65 of the Act

in section

On

these questions there is not at present full information before the Court and I think it unnecessary and

undesirable to express any opinion on
stage of the case.

The Court

them

at the present

therefore granted an interim interdict in terms

of the application, putting the applicants on terms to proceed
with their declaratory action forthwith, and ordered the costs
to be costs in the cause, (a)

The respondents subsequently withdrew the

notices

and no

further proceedings were taken in the premises.
rAjiplicant's Attorneys, Stow & Caldkcott.
~|
|_Respondoiit's, Attorneys, Haauhoff Brothers. J

(a)

[Almost simultaneously with this decision a notice from the ComCrown Lands and Public Works appeared in the Gouernraent

missioner 01

Gazette appointing, not the secretary of the Mining Board, but the
Inspector of Mines to be the officer for the purpo«e of giving notices imder
section 78 of the Act of 1883,
Ed.]

—
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Re KiMBERLEY SlIARE EXCHANGE COMPANY, Ld,
Joirit-stoch

1868,

Company
section

creditor.

—

— Winding-up
suh-section

3,

Bide of Court.

354ifA

—Act

12

— Secured judgment-of
—
of Court in
petition.

1.

Sittings

vacation.

Where

it

ivas not

sheum that

ordinary course of liquida-

the

a secured judgment creditor who,
before the presentation of the u-inding-up petition, had in
execidion of a judgment attached the property speciaUy
tion ivoidd not prejudice

him and declared executahle by the Court, a
order
was made but it ivas ordered that the
winding-up
attached
not vest in the liquidator, and that
should
property
mortgaged

to

the liquidation shoidd proceed

tvithovJ prejudice

to

the

execution sale.

Under

the SSli'/i Rule of Court, promidgated by Government
Notice No. 179 of 1883, one Judge of the High Court,
sitting in vacation on a day appointed by the Court during

the previous term,

can exercise

all the

powers and juris-

diction of the Court.
1883.
Dec. 10.

„
7?e

20.

Kimberioy

Share hxcliaiige
C'5-

On December

10th, 1883, I'udOTient was obtained

upon a
_
£500 against the above Company by
was made on
one Kocfoed. On the same day application
''
behalf of the Cape of Good Hope Bank for the winding up
The petition upon which the applicaof the said Company.
'

,

.

mortgage bond

for

'

tion was founded set forth that the

Company was unable

pay its debts, in proof whereof it was stated that on
July 26th, 1883, the said Bank had obtained a judgment
against it for £740, which judgment "has remained unpaid
and unsatisfied without the consent of the said Bank for

to

thirty days and upwards."

Hopley appeared on behalf of the petitioner.
Levey, for the judgment creditor, opposed.

The Court
winding up,

if

it was
necessary in a petition for
the petitioner relied upon sub-section 1 of

held that

163
isss.
section 3 of the Act, to allege that the debt was unpaid and
"
" Unsatisfied " was
. ^ o.
unsecured.
merely a repetition of unThe petition was also defective in that it failed to g^arf E^^an^e
paid."
^'
the Company was registered under Act 23 of
tliat
allege

The petition was accordingly dismissed with costs,
1861.
leave being granted to file an amended petition.
Before rising, the Court intimated that Mr. Justice

Laurence would

sit

vacation) to hear this

alone on December 20th (during
and some other pressing matters.

On December 11th Koefoed took out a writ of execution,
and the property hypothecated by the bond, having been
declared executable by the judgment, was duly attached.
On December 12th fresh advertisement of the intention
"
to apply " in Chambers for the winding up of the Company
was made in the local Gazette. Parties interested were by
the advertisement informed that the petition was lying for
inspection at the offices of the petitionei's attorneys.

On December

20th (coram Laurence,

J.)

:

—

Hopley produced a new petition for a winding-up order
signed and bearing date December 17th, alleging that the
Company was duly registered under Act 23, 1861, and that
the debt of

£740 due

to the

Bank had without

the creditor's

consent remained unpaid and unsecured for more than thirty
days.
Levey, for the

judgment

creditor, took the following pre-

liminary objections :— (1) The Court has no juris liction, there
being no quorum. This is not a sitting in vacation, but an
adjourned sitting in term and therefore one Judge is not
sufficient.
(2) The notice in the Gazette advertises an application " in Chambers," whereas this, if anything, is a sitting

open Court. (3) The notice in the Gazette is dated December 11th and refers to the
petition, whicli could not have been
in existence at the time, it
being dated five days later.
in

His Lordship overruled the objections, holding that tlie
Court had poM'er to convene itself at any time, whether in
term or not, and that due notice of the present sitting having
been

given, and

tin's

lieing

vacation, one Judg(^ was em-
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2 0.

powered under Eule of Court 354, promulgated by Government Notice No. 179, 1883, to exercise all the powers and

ffeKimberiey

Share Exchange "jurisdiction

^-

vcsted in the Court.

With

to the second
reo:ard
a

objection, there could be no prejudice to the parties on
account of the technical error in the wording of the adver-

tisement, more especially as
Court that the Court would

other cases.

As

it

had been openly announced in
day for hearing this and

sit this

to the third objection, all that Avas required
in existence at the time of the

was that the petition must be
publication

of the

advertisement.

Although the present

petition w^as not signed till the 17th there was nothing
before the Court to shew it was not open to inspection at
the attorney's office on and after December 12th. In the

absence of any affidavit it was impossible to come to the
conclusion that there had been no petition in existence, or
that a copy could not have been obtained on application
being made in the ordinary way.

Levey then produced an

affidavit

on the merits setting forth

that the property attached by the judgment creditor would
not more than cover the judgment and costs, and that no one

would be benefited, while the judgment creditor would be
seriously damaged, by a postponement in realising it, which
would be the result of a liquidation, in itself involving an
additional expense and charge on the estate.
It was therefore prayed that, if the winding-up order were made, it
might be without prejudice to the execution sale.
An answering affidavit by one of the trustees of the Company set forth that forcing the sale at present, on tlie onerous
terms of a sheriff's sale, would seriously affect the price which
the property would fetch and that liquidation would be
much more favourable to the interests of the general body
;

of creditors.

—

The Court will
Hopley, in support of the application
look to the general interests of the creditors and not go out
:

The judgment creditor is secured
its way to benefit one.
and liquidation cannot damage him. The sheriff must advertise the property for six weeks, and the liquidator in
about two months, witli the easier terms he will be able to
offer, will obtain a price which will pay off the preferent

of
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creditor

and leave a surplus

for the other creditors,

'

^

whereas

.

the proceeds of a
creditor and the expenses.

sheriff's sale will

barely pay the judgment

sSr^'S^an^e
co-

Levey was not called upon.

— The

applicant is entitled to the order
in
the
liquidation, but the property atcompany
placing
tached must not vest in the liquidator. The only considera-

Laurence,

tion which

J.

:

would induce

me

in the circumstances of the case

to allow the property attached to vest in the liquidator would
be clear proof that the secured judgment creditor would not

be prejudiced thereby in availing himself of the remedy to
which he is entitled. Here the evidence is rather the other
admitted that he would be delayed in obtaining
payment of his debt and it is merely suggested that from
a sale on terms, practically involving further delay, there
way.

It

is

;

might possibly result some
gaged

surplus, out of the specially mort-

property, for the concurrent creditors.

A winding-up order was accordingly made and Mr. G.
Eichards was appointed liquidator provisionally, with powers
under sub-section 2 of section 15 of Act I'l, 1868 advertise;

ments to be forthwith inserted in the Government Gazette,
the local Gazette, and one Port Elizabeth paper, that, unless
good cause was shewn to tlie contrary on or before January
25th, 1884, Mr. Eichards would then be appointed official
liquidator the property now under attachment not to vest
:

in the liquidator, but the surplus, if any, after satisfying the
judgment creditor to be paid over by the Deputy Sheriff to
the liquidator.
The costs of the opposing creditor to be
costs in the liquidation.
rApplicants' Attorneys,

LAttorneys

for the

Graham &

Judgment

Gilbkrt.

Creditor,

is^s.

Dec. 10.
^ o.
»

"i

Stow & Caldecott. J
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Cornwall,

N.O.,
sale.

Sheriff's

and Othees

vs.

— Irregularities

Dkeyfus and Company.

by De^mti/ Sheriff.— Condi-

and valuation of jiroperty
of
Court
105-1
1 ?j.— Costs.
of

tions

sale

attached.

—Rules

Where

the Deputy Sheriff, after obtaining a valuation on
oath of property attached, tcith a vieiv to an execution
sale, subsequently, without considting the ptarties interested

in the sale of the property, obtained other informal opinions
as to its value, in consequence of tvhich he lotcered his reserve
and sold the property for little more than one-third of the

amount of the sworn valuation ; and where he cdso at the
time of the sale added certain verbal conditions varying

from

those contained in the published advertisement

Court refused
Sheriff
Dec. 10.
corili!^! vs.

Dreyfus&co.

to

pay

to

confirm the sale

and ordered

tlie

;

the

Deputy

the costs of the application.

Dewhurst and Sim had iu September, 1883, attached
certain immovable property belonging to one liintel, in satis^f judgments obtained by them.
At a meeting on
September 26th, at which were present the Deputy Sheriff,
Dewhurst, Sim, and the representative of Dreyfus and
Company, who held a general bond from Kintel for £30,000,
an appraisement of the property on oath, valuing it at £1750,
was exhibited. It was proposed by Dewhurst, and seconded
by Sim, that tlie property be sold for cash on the spot;
Dreyfus and Company protested. The De})uty Sheriff, howfj^^^tiQ^

ever, caused the property to be advertised for such sale. One
"
The purchase money to
of the conditions was as follows :

—

be paid in cash on the day of sale to the Deputy
After a postponement of the sale caused by a rule
tained by Dreyfus and
advertised on December

Dreyfus and Company
149).

p.

The Deputy

confirm the

nisi ob-

Company, the property was finally
3i'd, and sold on December 5tli (see
vs.

Cornivall, N.O., reported supra,
now applied to the Court to

Sherift'

sale.

IToahjns, C.P., for the
for

Sheriff."

Dewhurst,

Deputy

Sheriff and Sim, and Levey,

siijiported the application.
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Dreyfus and Company, opposed.

Forster, for

From

the affidavits

it

appeared

issa.

•

that, after the

meeting of
further inquiries

September 26th, the Sheriff had made
from the sworn appraiser who had valued at £1750 and from
another sworn appraiser in the town. They had informed
him "one by a private note, and the other by word of

—

mouth

—that

in the present circumstances of the place as
regarded value of property, and in view of the stringent
terms of a Sheriff's sale, they would not expect the property

more than £600 or £700. Neither of these valuawas on oath and neither was exhibited to the objecting

to realise
tions

The Sheriff,
creditors formally at a meeting, or otherwise.
however, having satisfied himself as to the value, fixed the

On the day of the sale the Sheriff,
reserve price at £600.
when reading the conditions of sale, added to the condition
" That means half an
quoted above the following words
:

hour

after it is

knocked down

;

—

failing

which

it will

im-

The property was sold for
and
Dreyfus
Company were represented at

mediately be put up again."

£666

2s.

6d.

and, both verbally and by letter, protested against
the course the Sheriff had adopted throughout.

the

sale,

Counsel having been heard on these facts

:

—I am

of opinion that this sale must
the duty of the Sheriff to carefully follow
and observe the rules which regulate the sale of property atJ.P.j said

Buchanan,

be disallowed.

It

:

is

tached in execution of the judgments of the Court, and in the
present case there are several important particulars in which
these rules have not been complied with.
The 105th Kule of

Court requires the Sheriff, on attaching immovable property,
"
to
inquire of and ascertain the extent and particulars of all
bonds, hypothecations, and mortgages on and affecting the
same, and call upon all parties interested in the said property
to meet at his office, to consider of the expediency of selling
the same, and to propose the conditions of sale."
Dreyfus
and Company were the holders of a mortgage bond, and as

such were parties interested in the property. The Sheriff
under Eules 105-107, properly invited them to be
the meeting to consider the
at
present
advisability of selling
and they acted properly and within their
the property
therefore,

;

coj~ii
Dreyfus

^g

&co.
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De^^io

Concurs
Dreyfus

& Co',

rights in attending the meeting, and endeavouring, under the
108th Eule, to influence the time, mode and other conditions
^f the salc.

The Deputy

Sheriff has also fulfilled

up

to a

certain point the requirements of Kules 109-111 ; under
Kule 110 he obtained a valuation on oath of £1750 for his

guidance, and this

is

the basis on which the bond creditors

thought he was proceeding in fact from the Deputy Sheriff's
account it appears that he now charges a commission of one
per cent, on this very sum. Any interested party who is dis;

with the valuation obtained by the Deputy Sheriff
may, under Kule 110, supply the Sheriff with a valuation

satisfied

made

in like

manner by any

indifferent person.

It does not

appear however that any of the parties interested expressed
or

felt

any

dissatisfaction

with

the

valuation of

£1750

obtained by the Deputy Sheriff. Then it seems that the
valuator materially reduced his valuation, but by an informal
letter to the Deputy Sheriff and not on oath, and the Deputy
Sheriff obtained an informal opinion from another valuator
This new basis upon which he formed his
also not on oath.

judgment was obtained behind the back of the bond creditors,
and never submitted to them, and thus they had no opportunity of getting an independent valuation or of appealing,
as provided by Kule 111, against the valuation obtained by
the Sheriff.

Now

if

these rules could be departed from at

all, the provisions of Rule 113, as to the Sheriff at or before
the sale fixing a secret reserve price, might also possibly be

construed with laxity, so long as the Sheriff's conduct was
bona fide, and no prejudice was directly shewn to have
resulted therefrom

;

but

if

once there

is

a departure from the

down it is impossible to say where it will stop, and
would be opening the way to inquiries which it would be
found very difficult to prosecute. The secrecy which the
113th Kule requires would be done away with if the Deputy
rules laid
it

Sheriff were to be allowed to consult people, however competent they may be, informally as to the value of the

we have a variation from the
and
it
published advertisement,
appears that verbal conditions as to payment of the purchase money within half an
hour, &c., were fixed by the Deputy Sheriff at the time of
sale which were not in accordance with the conditions of the
property attached.

Further,

169
deferred sale, as published in the local Gazette.

This was

another irregularity, and it is impossible to say that it may
not have materially affected the price obtained. The
decisions on these Eules of Court

and the manner of

j^ec^
corn"^i«s
Dreyfus &co.

their

observance are very few, but the rules themselves are few
and simple, and it has always been thought necessary to
construe

them with

In the present case there has

rigidity.

been a material departure from them in several important
respects, and it is therefore impossible for the Court to confirm the sale.
Though I do not at all doubt that the conduct

Deputy Sheriff has been perfectly bona fide, still it has
been clearly erroneous, and he must therefore pay the costs
of the

of this application.

Laurence,

J,,

concurred.

rApplicants' Attorneys, Haarhofp Brothers."]
LRespondents' Attorneys, Slow & Caldecott. J

In

re

Standard Diamond
Winding-up order.

An

Company, Limited.

]\1ining

—Act

12, 1868, sections 2-4.

a ivinding-up order, tmder section 3, sub12 of 1868, refused, on the ground that
Act
1, of
the petition did not state that the alleged
judgment debt

ajypUcation for
section

remained unsecured as
remained unsatisfied

ivell

as unpaid, or

tvithout the consent

that

it

had

of the judgment

creditor.

A

subsequent petition presented by the holder of fully paid-up
shares refused, on the ground that, as he
alleged the
inability of the

Company

to

pay

interest in the matter, there
being
plus in the liquidation available

its debts, he had no
no p)robability of a sur-

for distribution among

the shareholders.

This was an application for the winding up of the Standard
jMining Company, Dntoitspan Mine, on tlie petition
of David Harris, a shareholder in the Companv.

Diamond

^^o^^29.
20
I)oc

-;—

',

Diamonfi Mining
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Hoshyns, O.P., read the petition, which alleged that a
judgment debt owing by the Company to the Bank

^.1883^.^

Dec^o.

DUmond MMng
Co..

certain
^^

AMca

Limited,

had remained

*'

unpaid and unsatisfied

for thirty

without the consent of the petitioner."

(j^ys

Laurence, J., pointed out that tliis did not amount to
proof of the inability of the Company to pay its debts under
it was
sub-section 1 of section 3 of Act 12, 1868
necessary
;

was " without the consent of the creditor
that the judgment remained unsatisfied.
to allege that

"

it

Forster, for the

Bank

of Africa, said that he was about to

take this objection and also that the petition merely alleged
"
that the debt was " unpaid and unsatisfied and not, as tlie
section required, that

The

it

was " unpaid and unsecured."

petition was dismissed with costs.

Postea (Dec. 20), coram

A

Laurence,

petition for the winding

up

J.

of the

:—
same Company was

presented by Henry Cohen, who stated that he held 4230
shares out of 16,500 which formed the capital of the Company
he alleged that the Company was unable to pay its debts, the
;

Bank

of Afiica having obtained

judgment against it, on July
November
and
20th, 1883, for the respective sums
olst, 1882,
with
interest
and costs, wliicli judgments
and
of £9361
£3000,
still remained unpaid without the consent of the said ]3ank
days, the Bank having issued writs
thereon and attached the movable property of the Company.
Ho added that three-fourths of the subscribed capital of the
for the period of thirty

Company had been

lost or

expended, and that there was no

available capital for the future working of the Company,
which was entirely without funds and unable to carry on its
business.

The application was opposed by the Baulv of
local manager of the Bank filed an affidavit

Africa, and the

stating that the capital of the Company at the date of its
formation, in claims, machinery and reserve for working

item amounted to £4250, amounted to
expenses, which latter
£65,000, and that the claims and machinery, together with
im})rovements and additions to the

latter,

had not been

lost

171
or

had been attached by
unavailable,' though
they
o
J
J
as judgment creditors, to whose interests a winding-

become

^

the

Bank

up order would be detrimental.

i^sa.

Nov.

Dfamond Mtn'ng
Co.,

HosJct/ns, C.P., in support of the petition, said the Bank
was the principal creditor and it was really dissipating
the property of the Company. He referred to Buckley on

ed. 199, to shew that a holder of fully
"
"
within the meaning of
contributory
paid-up shares was a
the Act and could present a petition for a winding-up order.
If the Court thought that, in face of the opposition of the

Comimnies, 4th

Bank, no case had been made out under sub-section 1 of
section 3, he would rely on sub-sections 4 and 6 of section 2.
The case was clearly one in which it was just and equitable
that the Company should be wound up.
Levey, for the opposing creditor, was not called upon.

Laurence, J.
must be refused.

:

—I

am

of opinion that

The Crown

this

application

Prosecutor^ in the exercise of

his discretion, has felt unable to press the application on the
ground of any proved inability on the part of the Company
to

pay

its

debts

but that

;

is tlie

ground on which the petition

has been based, and the petitioner must rely on the allegations to which he has sworn.
Moreover, if there were no
other objection to entertaining this petition, it seems clearly
to be defective through not alleging any interest on the part
of the petitioner in
I prefer to base

its

prayer being granted. However,
decision on a very simple gi'onnd.
true that the holder of fully paid-up shares

my

it is

Although
is

a "

member

or contributory," and therefore can petition
4, it is clear that his petition cannot be enter-

under section

he not only

allege an interest, but

tained

if

makes

allegations, as the present petitioner has done,

fails to

if lie

which

The
actually disprove the possibility of his possessing one.
petitioner alleges that the Company is unable to pay its
debts, that
to carry

on

shewing,

it

is

its

that

entirely without funds, and totally unable
business
it is clear, therefore, on his own
;

if

the order were

made and

the Com})any

'there are no reasonable grounds for the exjxx'tation that there would be any surplus available for disti'ibu-

wound up

29.

Dec^o.

Limited.
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Kov!^29.
'
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In re Standard
ijiamond Mining

shareholders, of whom he is the principal.
that
the holder of fully paid-up shares *' must
Buckley says
r
n^'
ir>
^•
f
i
,i
siiew sumcieiit grounds tor a winding up, lor he cannot be
tion

among the
•

•

,

upon to contribute anything, and his interest is only
that if there be a surplus of assets he is entitled to be
repaid a portion of such surplus. And if he be the sole
called
this,

petitioner,

the

and the

Company

creditors do not press for

has not had a

refused.

If the

ment

its

fair trial,

payment, and

the order will be

Company's assets are insufficient for paydebts a paid-up shareholder has no interest
whatever in the matter. If he presents a petition he must
of

allege and prove, at least to the extent of a, i^rima facie case,
that there are assets of the Company of such an amount as

that in the winding up there will be such a surplus as to give

him a tangible interest;" BucMey on Companies, 199; re
Diamond Fuel Co., 13 Ch. D. 400,411 re Bica Gold- Washing
The present
Co., 11 Ch. D. 31, per Jessel, M. E. at p. 43.
;

case appears to fall within these authorities, and the petition
must therefore be dismissed, with costs.
Attorneys for the Petitioner, Coryndon & CaldecX)tt.
for Opposing Creditor, Stow & Caldecott.

L Attorneys

~]

J

Adamanta Diamond Mining Company, Limited,
vs.

Wege.

— Contract

Joint-stock

to

take shares.

— Prospectns.

Company.
—Payment of
— Misrepresentations
hy
—
Lapse of time and
money.
Secretary/.

cation

appli-

acquiescence.

In an action hy a Company on a contract

to

take shares, the

defendant pleaded misrepresentations in the prospectus and
verbal misrepresentations hj the secretary of the Company.
Held, on the facts, that no such misrepresentatio7is had

been proved as ivoidd entitle the defendant

from

to

he relieved

his contract.

The prospectus having stated that all applications for shares
must he accompanied hy the first instalment of the purchase
money, and

it

having been proved that

in

some instances

173
applications

had been

such iMyment:

that

representation as to entitle

paid

and shares allotted without
was not such a misa shareholder, who had duly

received

— Held,

this

his application money, to the rescission of his contract.

The application money having been paid by a cheque drawn in
the defendant's favour, and endorsed by him, and which
there were funds to meet both on the date of

payment and

for some time afterwards, but which ivas ultimately dishonoured oiving to the failure of the plaintiffs to present it
Held, that the defendant could not be comtimeously
:

—

pelled to maJce good the loss of this amount,
occasioned by the negligence of the plaintiffs.

The alleged misrepresentations on which

which was

the defendant relied

having been brought to his notice shortly after the contract
to take shares was made, and he having tahen no steps in
the matter

sued

till

two years afterwards, when he had been
Semble, that even if the mis-

on the contract.

defence,

raising

the
it

had

originally furnished a good ground of
defendant would have been estopped from

representations

by the presumption of acquiescence arising from

lapse of time.

This was an action in which the plaintiff Company sued
tlie defendant, a farmer in the district of Kimberley, for the

amount due on
formation of the

certain 100 shares allotted to

Company

in

March, 1880.

The

him on the
shares were

£10 each, and the claim was for £1000, with interest on
the various instalments from the times at which they ought
of

to

have been paid.

The

defendant's plea admitted that he had applied for

100 shares but denied that they had been duly allotted to
him. It set forth that the application for the 100 shares
was made subject to the condition that the Company would
take a certain cheque for £200 made by one Osterloh in
favour of the defendant, and endorsed by the defendant, as
full payment of the £200 due on application according to
the terms of the prospectus, but that the plaintiffs afterwards
refused to do so, and therefore the defendant gave them
notice that he would not accept the allotment of the shares.

1883.

Dec.

4.

,,

5.

Diamra'dMining
'^°- "'• '^^'^'-'•
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The defendant

1883.

"

s

-

further pleaded that lie was induced to apply
for the shares by certain statements in the prospectus of the
which was annexed to the plea,
and on which he
Conipanv,
'
J '
r

Adamanta
j.
Diamond Mining
Co. vs. wege.
relied, inter alia

sold into the

that the claims therein mentioned had been

Company

;

that shares would not be allotted

instalment was paid on application
that
stones of extraordinary size had been found in the claims
unless the

first

;

;

that the greater portion of the ground had been worked into
the " blue," and that the rest of the claims were entirely
free

from reef and debris

;

which representations were

false,

misleading and untrue.

At the

Davison, for the defendant, asked leave to add
a plea that the defendant was deceived by false and misleading statements made verbally by Eichter, the secretary
of the

trial

Company.

The plea

set forth the

same misrepresenta-

tions as were alleged to be contained in the prospectus,
whereby the defendant said he had been induced to apply
for the shares, &c.

Hoshyns, C.P., did not oppose this amendment, but gave
it became necessary he would ask leave to

notice that if

raise the question of acquiescence upon the pleadings.
There was also a claim in reconvention for the sum of

£200 which

the defendant claimed as

damages by reason

of

the plaintiffs having neglected to make a timeous presentment of Osterloh's cheque for £200, which, upon presentment

long after its date, was dishonoured, whereas when it was
given to the plaintiffs Osterloh had ample funds in the
bank, and it would have been honoured
whereby the
defendant maintained that he had suffered damage to the
extent of £200.
The plaintiffs joined issue on the plea and as to the
;

;

claim in reconvention pleaded that, if the facts were as
Osterloh's cheque was a payment
alleged, the amount of
first
instalment due from the defendmade to them for the
ant on his contract, and that, if there were a loss through
their neglect to present it while there were funds to meet it,

the defendant had no claim on the plaintiffs by reason of

such

loss.

175

The

plaintiffs proved the application by the defendant
£2 on
100 shares at £10 each, payable as follows
two
on
months
after
allot£2
£3
allotment,
application,
that the
ment, and £3 three months after allotment
application was made on March 30th, 1880, and that the
full number of shares were allotted to the defendant on

for

:

—

;

April 2nd, 1880

;

to the defendant

that notice of such allotment was posted
by registered letter a few days after, and

that the allotment paper had been seen in his possession
This closed the plaintiffs'
shortly after it was so posted.
case, subject to the right to call evidence, if necessary, in
rebuttal of the plea of misrepresentation.
Evidence was then called for the defence, to shew that

the defendant, being a great friend of Eichter, the secretary
(as well as a director and promoter) of the plaintiff Company at the time of its formation, and who was now deceased,

was persuaded by him

to apply for

100 shares.

ant did not see the prospectus of the

made

verbally

The defend-

Company, but Eichter

the statements contained in the prospectus

all

which were those pleaded as misrepresentations, and added
recommendations of his own such as: "You may safely
" invest in this
Company, as the ground is good and in the
"
best part of Dutoitspau mine and there is sure to be a good

—

"dividend."

him

The

at the time,

defendant, not having the money with
which the prospectus required to be paid

on application being made for shares, a friend of his,
Osterloh, who was present, gave his cheque for £200 to the
defendant, which cheque he endorsed and sent with his
.application.

Osterloh had then

ample funds

in the

bank

and the defendant later in the same day paid him £200 for
the cheque. Defendant then went home and received the
informing him that 100 shares had been alloted to him.
jMore than a month later lie received a letter calling on him
letter

for

He

of £500, the amount of the first two instalments.
then went to Kimberley and asked about the cheque.

payment

Eichter thereupon produced it and sent it to the bank for
payment, but it was returned dishonoured for want of funds
to the credit of the maker.
"
instalment and

pay the

Thereupon Eichter
v^-e

shall say

"
said,

Well,

nothing about the

^883^
"

^-

pjamondMining
co. vs. wege.
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"
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"

^

-
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wege.

"

the defendant replied, " No, if you do not get
money I will not pay another farthing." He there-

cheque

" this

"po^

left

;

tho Company's office and had ignored the Company
but had taken no active steps to have the contract

gygj. since,

In August, 1882, he had received a letter of
demand for £1000 for the four instalments oyerdue, but had
rescinded.

made no

reply to

it.

In cross-examination the defendant

admitted that he had been a digger for a good many years
before he began farming, and that he had done a good deal
in share speculations.
Evidence was led to shew that the
statements in the prospectus, and those made by liichter,
were false and misleading but the Court was not satisfied
;

The e£fect of the
that any misrepresentation was proved.
evidence upon this point will more fully appear from the
judgments given below. It was also proved that in some
had been

instances shares

allotted without

instalment due on application.
HosJcyns, G.P. (with him Hojpley), for the

payment

of the

who was
which
the
upon
that
there
had
had
been
admitted
been
laches
cheque
paid,
on the part of the plaintiffs in not presenting the cheque
which they received as payment of the first instalment and
that consequently the loss, if they could get nothing from
If the defendant had
Osterloh, must fall on the Company.
tendered £800 with interest it would have been accepted.
Davison (with him Levey), for the defendant, argued upon
called

only as

plaintiffs,

to the claim for £200, for

the evidence that misrepresentations of material facts with
regard to the state of the ground and machinery had been

proved he referred to Boss vs. Estates Investment Company
L.E. 3 Eq. 122 BucTdey on Companies, 52. He contended
that allotting the shares to various applicants without first
;

,

;

getting the instalment due on application was a breach of
faith with the other applicants, and as it affected the amount
of capital which

applicants had a right to calculate and
to be subscribed before the Company

expect would have

commenced

business,

it

amounted

to

a misrepresentation

entitling an allottee to a rescission of the contract Buckley
on Companies, 4th Edition, 19, 99. Moreover the treatment
of the cheque by the Company shewed that there was not
;

that consensus necessary to a binding contract.

The defendant
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at the time thought he had 100 shares with £200 paid up, but
the phiintiffs said he had 100 shares with nothing paid up.

— The

.

.

law as to misrepresentation and
fraud in the case of contracts to take shares in companies

Buchanan,

has been
laid

so

J.P.

fully

:

argued in this Court, and so clearly

down from the Bench

in the case of Atlas

Diamond

Mining Company vs. Foole (Reports, vol. i. part 1, p. 20)
and in the more recent case of Adamanta Diamond Mining
Company vs. Smythe [ih. part 3, p. 406) that I must say
that, after those decisions, I do not think the present
case, if tlio defendant had been well advised, would have
Those cases really ought to
been brought into Court.
have settled the present question. In the latter case, in
which the present Company were also plaintiffs, misrepresentations almost exactly the same as those now set up on
behalf of the defendant, were set up on behalf of Smythe ;
and although the plaintiff Company failed on another ground

having been able to prove the allotment
which constituted the contract, still the question of misrepre-

in that case, not

was fully gone into, and the Court was unaniof
mously
opinion that the defendant's proof on tliat part of
the case had entirely failed.
Here, as then, what the

sentation

defendant really relies on are not the statements published
in the prospectus but the alleged verbal misrepresentations
Mr. Richter being
of the Company's late secretary, Kichter.
necessary to scan and weigh evidence as to statements made by him with special care and caution ; but I am
dead,

it is

clearly of opinion that, supposing the defendant's account of
what Richter said to him to be perfectly correct, he has

prove that those statements, though they may
perhaps fairly be described as highly coloured, were such
misrepresentations as would justify him in claiming to bo
failed

to

relieved from his contract.

The evidence

in fact appears to

shew that Richter's re[)resentations, so far as they related to
matters of fact and not merely of opinion, were, or at all
events may well have been, substantially correct. 1 mean as
to the value of the ground, the extent to

which

it

luul

been

worked, the condition of the machinery, (kc. Then again
is contended, as a s(;eond ground of defence, that, even
Vol..

IL— I'AKi'

I.

(i.W.

N

it
if
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>
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there were a valid contract ah

by
'J

initio,

which the defendant

was bound, yet he was subsequently relieved from it, in
conscqueuce of the failure of the plaintiffs to obtain payment
Qf ^]jg chcquo which the defendant had given for the appliIt is alleged that in consequence of this hitch

cation money.
it

was understood between the defendant and Eichter that

the contract was "off"; but even if Richter had power to
make any such arrangement on behalf of the Company, it
rather seems, from the defendant's evidence as to the conversation on this subject, that the matter of his liability in
respect to the application money was left in abeyance for
There was certainly no clear agreement, no
future decision.
consensus ad idem, at

tiiis time that the defendant should be
from any further liability on his shares, and the
contract having once been made, it would be necessary to
furnish clear proof of such consensus before it could be held

relieved

have been subsequently terminated. As to the £200 for
application money, which was paid in the form of a cheque
to the defendant's order and endorsed by him, the plaintiffs
accepted payment in this form, and if they had presented
to

the

cheque

in

due course

been honoured, and

for all

it

is

proved that

we know

however, the amount

it

may

it

would have

be honoured

Company, under
the circumstances, are clearly liable for the loss, and the
defendant cannot be compelled to pay this sum over again.
The plaintiffs are entitled to judgment for the balance due
on the shares, namely the sum of £800, with interest from
still.

If,

is

lost,

the

fell due, and
have
on
must
also
the claim in
and
costs;
judgment
they
much
to
be
It
is
no
doubt
reconvention.
regretted that
Mr. Wege, like many others, was led away by the ex(!ite-

the dates at which the various instalments

ment
have

money in speculations which
eases turned out to be unsuccessful ; but this

of the time to risk his
in

many

vas a risk which he chose to run, and, as was observed by
the Court in the Atlas case, it is impossible for the Court
to

allow

shareholders

who

have made

an unfortunate

investment to turn round and repudiate their liability, after
months and years have elapsed, just because things have not
turned out in

way they anticipated. Shareholders, like
other people, are expected to use ordinary caution in their
tlie
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and if they do not, and suffer in consehave
quence, they
only themselves to blame for the result.
business dealings

Laurence, J.:

;

—I

concur in the Judge President's ex-

out of his contract with the plaintiff
There can be little doubt, I think, from the facts

liabilities arising

Company.

disclosed in this and in another

case

in

which the same

Company brought a similar action, that the late Mr. Richter,
who was at once a vendor, promoter, director and secretary,
did make certain representations as to the prospects of the
Company which

influenced

many

persons,

including the

present defendant,
applying for shares, and that those rewhether
presentations
owing to the failure of subscribers to

—

pay

or for other reasons
unfulfilled.

in

and thus supply the necessary working capital,
have up to the present time remained
It is also possible that Mr. Wege, living as he

their calls

—

did in the country and only occasionally visiting Kimberley,
regarded these shares as a genuine investment, and did not

apply for them merely for speculative purposes though, if
this were so, it is certainly surprising that he made no
;

independent inquiries as to the nature and value of tlie
property and certainly the evidence of Vermaak would
;

lead one to suppose that the defendant was mainly influenced
by what the other witnesses who were examined candidly

admitted was the object which led them to apply for these
shares, namely the hope of making a profit on their allotments

by selling them at a premium. The defendant's pleading in
this case, I cannot but observe, is singularly imperfect
for,
although he defends the claim for overdue calls and seeks to
;

repudiate his liability on the ground of misrepresentation, he
in reconvention for the rescission of his

makes no claim

contract or for the removal of his
shareholders.

••

^-

Adamanta
Diamond Mining

pression of regret that in this case it is impossible for the
Court, on the facts proved, to relieve the defendant from

the

^^^^^

For the defence

name from

to succeed,

tlie

register of

the

defendant

must shew

firstly that misrepresentations of such a nature as
to render voidable a contract induced thereby were made by
tlie plaintiff
Company, or its authorised ropresentutive ;

secondly, that in point of fact he was induced by those misrepresentations to enter into the contract ; thiidly, that

X

2

co-^^wege.
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there has been no subsequent laches or acquiescence on his

.
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part disentitling

to relief.

Now

the defendant has not

me

on any of these points. As to the first, he states
^g f^^ as he can remember, he never saw the Company's

Satisfied
^j^^^^

him

prospectus and was influenced solely by the verbal representations made by Eichter ; it is therefore unnecessary to
consider the statements put forth in the prospectus, which

was not before the defendant at the time of the contract.
The statements made by Richter no doubt depicted the
prospects of the Company, as is usual in such cases, in a sort
of hue of couleur de rose ; but I cannot say that any positive

misrepresentation has been proved.
According to the defendant, Richter stated that most of the Company's claims were
in the blue

ground according to Phillips, who was called
some nine out of fifteen claims were actually
;

for the defence,

in the

blue.

Richter further stated that the Company's

machinery was such that operations could be commenced
within a few days and the witnesses for the defence prove
;

that this was the case, and that operations did so commence,
and although the machinery was perhaps inadequate, and the

amount of hauling and washing which could be performed
with the engines then on the ground was too small to give
much hope of the operations of the Company proving
profitable, yet it is to be observed that the prospectus itself

only estimates a probable average of 200 loads a day, and
this estimate seems to have been in substantial accordance
with the capabilities of the machinery, as stated by the
witnesses called for the defendant.
Again Richter, as is
defendant some diamonds which he
stated, shewed the

alleged had been found in the claims in question some of
those claims had been recently worked, and there is nothing
;

shew that the stones had not been found as described.
Lastly, Richter expressed an opinion that the Company
"
would pay " a good dividend
but this was a mere expression
of opinion, the realisation of which may have been hindered,
as in many other similar cases, by circumstances which could
not then have been anticipated.
On these grounds, I think

to

;

the defendant has failed to prove any such misrepresentation
Even
as would entitle him to claim relief from the Court.

supposing there were such misrepresentation, I have already
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mentioned the reasons which make me think it very doubtful
whether the defendant was really misled by it, or acted on
it to make the contract.
That there
^ ^
it, or was induced by
J
was a completed contract when the defendant received liis
allotment in terms of his application, and that the validity
of this contract was in no way affected by the fact that otlier
•'

^

applications Avere received and accepted without the accompanying deposit required by the prospectus, seems to me too

Neither was the defendant's contract in
clear for argument.
any way affected by the difficulty which subsequently arose

owing to the cheque drawn by Osterloh, which he gave for
the application money, being dishonoured on presentation.
There having once been a consensus ad idem to make the
contract, a similar consensus was necessary to rescind

it
and
been proved. In fact, when Richter spoke to
the defendant about the dishonoured cheque he seems to
have stated tliat, if the allotment money were paid, he would
;

this has not

not trouble the defendant further about the application money
represented by the cheque in question. Tliis sum, in fact,
it

seems clearly proved was

lost

through the

plaintiff

Com-

pany's negligence in not presenting the cheque in due time,
when there were funds to meet it. They still hold the

cheque and may still be able to obtain payment of the
amount and I concur in thinking that this sum of £200
having been once paid by the defendant, and lost by the
;

there

plaintiffs,

has been

made

last point

me

no ground whatever for the claim which
The
against the defendant to pay it again.
is

which

I

have to mention, and which

it

appears to

These
alleged misrepresentations were made some two years and a
Their existence has not been only recently
half ago.
On the contrary he says that
discovered by^the defendant.
is in itself sufficient to decide the case, is this.

shortly after his a])plication for shares, he discovered that the
"
Company was bad." It then became his duty, if he wished
to protect himsell", to take promjit and clear steps to repudiate

Richter, but there

is

in this rejnidiation.
this subject
edition,

]».

he made a verbal repudiation to
nothing to show that Richter acquiesced
In Pollock's work on Contracts, where

It is said that

his contract.

is

r>09)

very
:

—'

carefully discussed,
In the case of shares

it

in

is

a

stat(Ml

('lud

Company

a

i^^^.

Dec. 4.
" s

.

^'^*™"nta
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repudiation expressed by word of mouth to the secretary at
the Company's office will do." The authority cited for this

Dia^Sining propositlou
Co. vs.

wege.

is

McNieWs

Case, L. R.

10 Eq. 504, a decision

Lord RoMiLLY, M. R. On looking at the facts of that case
it will however be seen that
they are of a very different
nature to those now before us. It seems that McNiell, on
gf

the discovery of certain fraudulent misrepresentations in the
prospectus, on the faith of which he had taken his shares,
"
repudiated the shares both privately, in an interview with

the secretary, and publicly, at a meeting of shareholders.
Other shareholders also repudiated their shares, and instituted

proceedings for the purpose of having their names removed
from the register, while the Company commenced actions
against them for the recovery of unpaid calls but McNiell
took no steps whatever, nor were any steps taken against
him. After the public meeting, he received two circulars
;

by the directors of the Company, one of which stated
at the request of the dissentient shareholders, they had

issued
that,

consented to stay legal proceedings for a time, with a view,
if possible,

of amicably settling their differences,

and that

they would, as soon as possible, communicate the result to
the shareholders ; and the other stated that the directors
intended to appeal against a decision in a suit instituted by
one of the shareholders for the purpose of being relieved from
his shares."

known

to his

Thus

seems that McNiell's repudiation was
fellow-shareholders and to the directors, and
it

conditionally acquiesced in by the latter, features to which
there is nothing corresponding in the present case.
Vigilantihus non dormientihus wquitas suhvenit ; there McNiell was

mgilans here Wege is dormiens. In the present case, after
the alleged repudiation to the secretary, the Company sent
;

a circular, in a registered letter, in May, 1882,
addressed to him on the footing of his being a shareholder ;
and he took no step to disavow his liability as such. In

Wege

August, 1882, he received a letter from the Company's
attorney, on the same basis and he made no protest, but
;

remained passive. It was not till twelve montlis afterwards, in August, 1883, wlien he was summoned in tliis
action, that lie repudiated his contract on grounds wliicli, if
they t'ould ever have been regarded as valid, should haAc
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been raised long previously.

Professor Pollock thus lays

^^^^^

°
the right to rescind and estoppel
by acquiescence, in the case of contracts by shareholders with DiamM™ Mtaing
^°' ''* ^^'^^^^
" The
contract must be rescinded within a
Companies

down the

rule, as

:

to

••

-

—

reasonable time, that is, before the lapse of a time, after the
true state of things is known, so long that under the circumstances of the particular case the other party may fairly infer
that the right of rescission

waived."

is

The learned author

"
proceeds to state, I think correctly, It is believed that the
statement of the rule in some such form as this will reconcile
"
the substance and language of all the leading authorities

In the present case, I think
{Pollock on Contracts, p. 515).
Wege's conduct was such as to allow the plaintiff Company
to fairly infer that the right of rescission, if it ever existed,
was waived ; and I therefore concur in thinking that the
plaintiif

Company must have judgment

for

the

amount

claimed, less the £200 which is proved to have been already
paid, and, in the absence of any tender, with costs of suit.

Judgment accordingly for the plaintiff Company, for £800,
together with interest on the last three instalments from the
dates on which they ought, in terms of the prospectus, to
have been paid, with costs judgment also for the plaintiff
:

as defendant in reconvention.
rPlaintiffs Attorney, Khodf.s.
"1
L Defendant's Attorney, Coghlan. J

Dewhurst

vs.

Attorney and Client.

An

attorney,

who

lias clone the

Mathew.

— Costs of

suit.

loorh for ivhich he ivas engaged,

may recover his fees directly from his client, notivithstanding that they ivere part of the costs in an action wherein
the Court

had ordered

that the costs should he

i^id out of

a certain fund.
18S3.

The

declaration set forth that in the

month

of July, 1883,
the defendant had retaiucd the plaintiff to institute certain

^'':^^^i^'jau^w''''
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Mathew.

proceedings in obtaining the appointment of a liquidator in
tlie partnership estate of "Mathevv and Seavill," and that

thereupon at the defendant's request the plaintiff did institute
such proceedings, and did certain professional work and made
certain disbursements

;

that the

amount due

to the plaintiff for

such work and disbursements had been taxed at £60 lis. 9d., of
which the sum of £50 lis, dd., which the plaintiff now claimed,

The
costs, still remained due and unpaid.
defendant admitted the facts set forth in the declaration, but
pleaded that in appointing the liquidator in the original
with interest and

proceedings the Court had made order that the costs should
be paid by and come out of the joint estate of Mathew and

sum now sued for was part of the costs
and that the present liquidator (who had been
appointed by consent of the partners, the one appointed by
the Court having refused to act) had sufficient money
belonging to the said joint estate in his possession to meet
Seavill

;

that the

so incurred

this claim of the plaintiff; wherefore the defendant says that

the plaintiff ought not to have and maintain an action against
The plaintiff's replication submitted
him personally, &c.
that the order of Court was binding merely on the parties
before the Court, and did not affect the plaintiff in respect of
his costs as the attorney retained

by the defendant; and
by

further that by the private appointment of a liquidator

the defendant and his partner the defendant dispensed with
the services of the plaintiff, which had been completed on the

appointment of the liquidator by the Court. The rejoinder
was general.
The facts as set forth in the pleadings were all admitted.

—

An attorney having done
Koskyns, C.P., for the plaintiff
the work for which he was employed can come to his client
:

for his costs

and

is

not bound to look to the unsuccessful

any other source for payment. In this case
all the work was done when the Court appointed a liquidator;
and when the parties subsequently, by mutual arrangement

opponent or to

and without the intervention of the

plaintiff, appointed their
defendant
the
dispensed with the plaintiff's
liquidator,
the
The costs are given to
terminated
retainer.
and
services
tiio
to
The defendant miglil
the party and not
attorney.

own
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get them from the liquidator but the plaintiff looks only
to the defendant
Municipality of Oudtshoorn vs. Du Preez,
;

—

Hopley, contra : These costs were all incurred in procuring
the liquidation order for the firm, and that order distinctly

were to come out of the partnership
The defendant had never denied the amount or fair-

said that the costs

ness of the charges, but had merely asked the plaintiff to
comply with the order and not to come to him personally for

The present liquidator had sufficient funds in
the
pay
plaintiff's claim and was quite willing to do
It was for the Court to construe its own order and to

the money.

hand
so.

to

say whether the plaintiff could, after that order, maintain
an action against the defendant personally for this sum or
whether he ought not first to try to get it from the liquidator.

He

referred to Fisher s Digest, col. 1132

;

Leake on Contracts,

127, suh fine.

The Court

held that the costs to be paid out of the estate

had been awarded to the defendant and not to the plaintiff,
and that under that order the defendant could obtain the
amount from the liquidator who had been subsequently
appointed by mutual arrangement but that, the plaintiff
having exhausted his mandate, and his authority in the
;

matter having been tacitly revoked, it was no longer competent for him, as the representative of his client, to obtain
costs from the liquidator, but he was entitled to payment

from his client personally.

Judgment would

therefore bo

entered for the plaintiff for the amount claimed.

Sophy asked
costs,

that, as this

the costs of a

should be given

;

The Court held
ri'laiiitiff

ill

was a claim on a taxed

summons

bill of

for provisional sentence only

but

to sue provisionally,
|_l)(.'li'i.(laiil',s

v

^^'''^•^^^•

1 Juta, 195.

estate.

j]^^^^

pp^..^^

that the plaintiff was under no
obligation
and awarded him the costs of the action.
"1

iHTSiiii.
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&
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MAGISTRATES' CASES REYIEWED.

Queen
Proof of previous

vs.

John "Williams.

convictions.

—Act

Act 21, 1876,

The proof of previous convictions
serious

irregtdarity,

does

17,

sect.

1874,

6,

and

sect. 5.

before judgment, though a
necessarily involve the

not

quashing of the conviction.

The

attention of Magistrates directed to the necessity of all
sentences of lashes heing confirmed on review before being

carried out.

Laurence,

1883.

—

J.

:

— This

case comes

in

review from the

'

Queen M.

wuiiams

Assistant Eesident
,

ii-i
Magistrate

of Hay.
-,•

The

prisoner,
i,.,

a

native servant, was charged with stealing a glass of sherry,
and was sentenced to three months imprisonment with hard

There were two previous convictions proved, and in
the circumstances of the case I do not think the sen-

labour.
all

tence was excessive.

The

Magistrate, however, committed a

serious irregularity in receiving proof of the previous convictions before giving judgment in the case before him.
As,

however, there was sufBcient proof of the commission of the
offence, and there is no reason to suppose that the judgment
of the Magistrate was affected by the proof of the previous
convictions, I do not think that I should be justified in

refusing to certify real and substantial justice on account of
this irregularity.
Another point in the case which deserves
attention

is

that,

on looking at the proof of the previous conthem, where the sentence

victions, I noticed that while one of

187

was imprisonment, had been duly confirmed, in the other
case, where a sentence of twelve lashes had been imposed,
there had apparently been no confirmation. I accordingly
directed the Registrar to write to the Magistrate on this point
^

and

his reply

lashes,

was

that, as the sentence did not

een

vs.

^,

exceed twelve

no review or confirmation was necessary.

reason to believe that this

1883.
Sept. 10.

I have

not the only case of ignorance
on the part of Magistrates of the necessity under Act 17 of
is

1874, sect. 6, as amended by Act 21, 1876, sect. 5, of all
sentences of lashes being confirmed on review before they are
I would suo-fjest that when the Mairistrates send
monthly returns to the Crown Prosecutor under
section 46 of Act 20 of 1856, the point might be borne in
mind, and inquiry made, if in any case it appeared that such
sentences had been passed|and not confirmed on review.

carried out.
in their

Hoskyns, G.P., said the matter should not be lost sight

Queen
OrdinanceNo. 72,

sect.

vs.

29.

of.

Jack.

— Effect of plea of guilty.

Where a jjrisoner pleads guilty, and the Magistrate has hefore
him a statement on oath disclosing the commission of the
crime alleged, it is nevertheless desirable for some evidence
to he taken in the prisoner's presence in support of the
charge.

Laurence,
before

the

J.

:

—The

Resident

prisoner in this case was charged
3Iagistrate at Dutoitspau with the

crime of contravening section 57 of Ordinance 16 of 1879.
He pleaded guilty, and was thereupon sentenced to two

months imprisonment with hard labour. The Magistrate
appears to have tliought it unnecessary to take any
having before him an afiidavit sworn before
and
himself,
disclosing the commission of the offence by
evidence,

1883.
Sept. 10.

Queen

vs.

Jack.

188

—

^883.^
,,

Queen

vs.

^

,

Jack,

the prisoner. The principal reported cases in whicli the
has been discussed whether, bearing
question
a
o in mind the
of
29
of
a
section
Ordinance
72,
provisions
Magis.trate is
'

in convicting a prisoner on his plea alone, are a
case reviewed by Bell, J., and reported in Buch. 1868, 140,
and the case of B. vs. Strydom, in whicli the judgment of
De Villiers, C.J., after the matter had been argued at the

justified

be found reported in 1 Juta, 61. In neither of
is it clearly laid down that a
Magistrate, who

bar, will

these cases

has a statement on oath before him disclosing the commission
of the crime, is not justified in convicting on a plea of guilty
witliout taking further evidence
the Chief Justice intimated that

;

in fact in the latter case

he had

felt justified in

such

circumstances in certifying that the proceedings were in
accordance with real and substantial justice. I think,
it is
clearly desirable as a general rule for the
IMagistrate to take some evidence in open Court and in the
presence of the prisoner. It may often happen that a native

however,

prisoner pleads guilty to the commission of some statutory
offence without fully comprehending the exact nature of the

charge against him and in the Special Court cases have
come before me in which such prisoners have pleaded guilty
;

to a contravention of the

Diamond Trade

Act, but where

the evidence has satisfied the Court that they were really
innocent
and in such cases they have been allowed to
;

withdraw their plea, and have been acquitted. Moreover,
where a prisoner is really guilty, he may sometimes put
questions in

cross-examination in mitigation of sentence,

which will materially affect the judgment pronounced. In
the present case, I thought it advisable to remit the record
to the Magistrate, with a direction to take some evidence in
the prisoner's presence in support of the charge and this
having been done, I then felt no difficulty in confirming the
;

proceedings.
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Queen

Bkown.

vs.

— Ordinance 24, 1874,
— Splitting charges.

Act 27, 1882, sections 5 and 9.
land West, section 4.

Griqiia-

has at the same time and pilace been guilty
and
of swearing
shouting in a puhlic ]jilace, and also of
drunken and riotous behaviour, the charge should not he
and separate offences laid, and cumulative sensplit up

Where

the accused

tences passed exceeding in the ivhole the jurisdiction of the
Special Justice of the Peace before ivhom the accused was
tried.

Laurence, J.

:

— In

this case the prisoner

was charored before

.

the Special Justice of the Peace at Keiskamraa with contra~

•

•

1

1

o

f

»

<n-r

1

oo-k

1

•

clause 18 oi Act 27, 1882, by swearing,
in
a
He pleaded
shouting, &c.,
public place on August 23rd.

vening section

o,

was convicted, and was sentenced to the maximum
sentence which could be imposed, that is to pay a fine of £2
or in the alternative to be imprisoned for one mouth with
guilty,

hard labour.
have

no

The sentence was somewhat

severe, but I

certifying that the proceedings
Avere in accordance with real and substantial justice.
The
felt

difficulty in

prisoner however was further charged with contravening
section 9 of the same Act by being drunk and ]-iotous at
On this charge he was also
the same time and place.
convicted, and was sentenced to pay a fine of £1 or in default
of payment to be imprisoned witii hard labour for fourteen

These proceedings appear to involve two questions.
first place, is it competent for a Special Justice of
the Peace to split up what was really one continuous offence,

days.

In the

namely the disorderly conduct of a drunken man, into two
charges, under different sections of this Act, and under tlieso
separate charges to impose cumulative sentences, exceeding
ma-rimum jurisdiction ? Secondly, if these proceedings

his

were technically competent, were they

in accordance with

and substantial justice, or is not this rather a case in
which the Court should exercise its power, under section
of Ordinanc:j 24 of 1874, Griqualand West, of diminishing
ri'iJ

\

i>^^3.

—

^ St^pt.

Queen

IS.

10.

Brown.

190

—

g^i883.^

1

Queen

vs.

Brown.

the punishment awarded by the Special Justice of the Peace ?
I should be glad
if the Crown Prosecutor would consider
'^
_

these points.

Postea (same day),

—

said

Hoskyns, C.P.,

that, at

ground, he was not prepared

all

to

events on

the second

support the second con-

viction.

The conviction was

therefore quashed, (a)

Queen

vs.

Visser and Kok.

Act 17, 1S67 .—Evidence.
charge of stock-theft under Act 17 of 1867 a Magistrate
Where
cannot sentence to both imprisonment and lashes.

On a

charged under the Act, and was convicted
of being an accessory and eating some of the stolen meat,
and there ivas no evidence that he icas an accessory or

a i^risoner

that he

ivas

knew

the

meat

to

be stolen, the

Court quashed the

conviction.

Laurence,

1883

Septals.

'^"'ana'Jk.''''

J.

:

— These prisoners were

charged before the

Assistant Magistrate of Hay with the crime of stock-theft,
under Act 17 of 1867. They were both convicted and

Visser (against whom a previous conviction, just within the
last three years, was proved) was sentenced to be imprisoned
with hard labour for twelve months, and to receive twentyThis
five lashes, while Kok was sentenced to twenty lashes.

time that it has been necessary to
by no means the first
this Act Magistrates can sentence to
under
that
out
point
either imprisonment or lashes, but not to both Visser might
is

;

have been sentenced either to twelve months' imprisonment

(a)

Queen

[With
vs.

this case

compare Queen

Ruiter, 2 Buch.

vs.

Kolele, 2

E.D.C. 162.— Ed.]

Buch. E. D. C. 93

;

191
or to tKirty-six lashes
•^

:

'

as

it is

the lashes must be struck out.
,

I

may
•'

observe that the record

is

—

„i883.

Sept. 18.

,

of intolerable leno-th, and ^

Queen

.

five-sixths of the statements contained

in it are hearsay.

,„

vt. Visser

*"<^

^°^-

This Assistant Magistrate has frequently been cautioned
against his habit of encumbering his records with everything

which everybody said

to

everybody

else,

whether

in

the

presence of the prisoner or not, from the time the offence
was committed to the time when the case was brought into
Court. As to the prisoner Kok, he was convicted of being
an accessory and eating some of the stolen meat. There is
no evidence whatever that he was accessory to the theft, or
On
that when he ate the meat he knew that it was stolen.
the contrary, it was proved that Visser had cattle of his own
and that Kok might reasonably have believed that the meat

came from one

of his cattle.

The conviction

of

Kok must

therefore be quashed, (a)

Queen
Act 46,

1882, sections

1,

vs.

Muktha.

11.— Act

Defamatory
It is not competent for

him under

20, 1856, section

42.—

libel.

a Magistrate, on a case being remitted to
impose a penalty beyond

the Libel Act, 1882, to

his ordinary jurisdiction.

Jones,

J.

:— A

case has

come before me

as Judj^e of tlie

of considerable importance, with regard to the
jurisdiction conferred on IMagistrates by a recent statute.
The

accused, Mr. P. J. Murtha, was charged with the crime of
publishing a defamatory libel on Mr. Eintel, the trustee in
insolvent estate.
A preliminary examination was taken
the
liesident
by
Magistrate of Kimbcrley, and the accused
was committed for trial, but the case was
subsequently
liis

remitted by the Crown Prosecutor to be dealt with bv the

00 [Compare

isss.

Oct

week

Queen

vs.

Windvogd, 2 Buch. E. D.

C.

98.— Ed.]

..

''3

se!

Queens.

192
1883.
Oct. 25.
26.
,.

Qiioou7«.

The prisoner was then convicted and sentenced
pay a fine of £25 or in default of payment to be imprisoned
for three months.
The proceedings against the prisoner
Mao;istrate,
"-

*^

^

1

to

•

•

1

were instituted under the Libel Act, 1882, wliich provides
as a penalty for the offence in question imprisonment with
or without hard labour for any period not exceeding two
years, or a fine not exceeding £500, or both such fine and
imprisonment as tlie Court may award. The Act also provides that Magistrates shall have jurisdiction to deal witli

the offence only in the event of a case being remitted, after
"'
the taking of a preparatory examination,
under the proin
that behalf made and provided."
visions of the statutes

The Act however does not provide that in such a case the
Magistrate shall be entitled to impose the maximum penalty
under the Act but rather seems to imply that he shall deal
with the offence under his ordinary jurisdiction, under which,
by section 42 of Act 20, 1856, he could not impose a fine
exceeding £10. The question therefore is whether the

Magistrate was justified in the present case in imposing a
I
fine of £25, or whether this sentence was not uUi'ci vires.
shall be glad

he

is

if

the Crown Prosecutor will consider whether

prepared to support the sentence.

Postea (Oct.

Lange

26),—

{for EosJcyns, C.F.) said that

to support the

amount

he did not

of the fine inflicted

feel disposed
the
Magistrate.
by

—

Then the fine will be reduced to £10. 1
Jones, J.
I
do not think it was the intention of the
that
may add
Legislature that Magistrates should try cases of importance
under this Act, and it seems clear tliat the Act confers on
:

]\[agistrates

no greater powers than can be exercised under

their ordinary jurisdiction.

193

Queen
Act

vs.

Solomon.

1861, section 29.— Act 20, 1856, sectmi 48.—
Preparatory examination. Effect of remittal by Croivn
Prosecutor on new charge.
3,

—

ivas taken on a charge of
housebreaking with intent to commit an indecent assault,
and the case was remitted by the Crown Prosecutor to be
tried as one of malicious injury to property, and the

Where a preparatory examination

prisoner was thereupon convicted by the Magistrate, under
the pjrovisions of Act 3, 1861, section 29, upon the original
depositions

:

be set aside,

remitted

—Held, on review, that
under Act 20, 1856,

to the

Magistrate

charge of malicious injury

to

the proceedings should

and the case
upon an original

section 48,

proceed as

to property.

—A

J.
prisoner named Jan Solomon was
Police
the
before
charo;ed
Magistrate of Kimberley with
^
,
"
to
commit an indecent assault."
intent
with
housebreaking

Laurence,

:

.

On

.

somew hat unusual charge a preparatory examination
was taken, and the prisoner was committed for trial. The case
was remitted by the Crown Prosecutor to be dealt with as a
this

"

malicious injury to property." On November 16th
the prisoner was brought up and charged with this offence
and pleaded "not guilty." The depositions on the former

charge of

charge were then read over, and the prisoner was convicted
and sentenced to three months imprisonment with hard labour.
The course adopted by the Magistrate in using the depositions made upon one charge in support of a charge of a
different nature, with regard to which the prisoner had no
upportuuity of cross-examination, was an irregularity, and
the case does not appear to be in any way distinguishable
from that of i?. vs. Bamberger (1 Juta, App. 145). A similar
order must therefore be

made

in the present case, namely,

that all the proceedings on and subsequent to November KJth
be set aside, and the case remitted to the Magistrate to

proceed under the remit from the Croicn Prosecutor as upon
an original charge of malicious injury to property without
reference to or adoption of the evidence taken u])uii the

charge originally brouglit against
A^L. II.— Pakt I.— G.AV.

tlio

prisoner.
(j

18H3.

Nov.
C^ueen

2;

vs.

soionmn.

VOr^.
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Schedule B., rule 11. See Service of Summons in Magis-

218
221

Court (2)
Schedule B., rules 7 and

229

—

trate's
3.

8.

— See Jurisdiction

of Kiraberley
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Magistrate

Act

25-29.— Act

17, 1867, § <^.— Remitted

case.—Right
Where a prisoner was comof lyrisoner to call Jresh evidence.
mitted for trial for stock theft, and the Crown Prosecutor re3,

1861, §§

—

mitted the case to the Magistrate under Act 3, 1861, § 29, and
Act 17, 1867, § 6, and the Magistrate refused the prisoner's
request lo call fresh evidence which might have proved material,
1.

the conviction was quashed.
..
..
Queen vs. Dragooner
Form of criminal charges in Magistrates'
17, 1867.
b^th and 57th Rides of Court.
Where a prisoner was
Courts.
"
under ordinary jurisdiction "
charged before a Magistrate
with " the crime of theft, in that he stole one horse," &c., and

Act

—

—

—

was sentenced under the extended

jurisdiction conferred on the

Magistrate by Act 17 of 1867 Held, on review (Laukence,
Queen
duhitarite), that the sentence must be upheld.
:

Johannes
2.

Act

§

..

..

..

6.— See Act

—

3,

..

..

..

..

J.,

vs.
..

1861

369
430

In a prosecution under sect. 10 of Act. 27,
27, 1882, § 10.
1882, the charge must allege, and the evidence must charly
disclose, that the language complained of was usfd in a street,
road, public place or licensed public-house.
did not contain this allegation, the whole

Act

430

Where

the charge
proceedings were

..
..
..
..
Queen vs. Stejjhenso7i
quashed.
4, 1883, §§ 2, 26, 32, 33, SV,.— Proclamation 186, 1883.—
Board of Health. Quarantine. Ultra vires. ^By the Public

—

—

Health Act, 1883, the Governor

is

—

empowered

to

make, and

to

delegate to local authorities the power of making, regulations
inter alia for the detention and isolation of persons likely to be
infected with small-p )X or other infect, ous disease, and for the
prevention of the spread of disease.
By Proclamation 186 of

1883, the Governor delegated to a local authority at Kimlierley
the j-Kjwer to make reguhitions for the detention and isolatioii
of persons coming from the Transvaal, where small-i)ox had
broken out, and for preventing the si)read of diseisc. The
local authority afterwards

passid a bye-law fir the detention

428

VI
I'AGF,

and isolation of certain persons not coming from tlie Transvaal,
bnt inmates of a general hospital at Kimberley where an
infectious di.sease alleged to be small-pox had broken out, and
who were therefore likely to be infected with such disease
Held (Laurekce, J., diss.), that this bye-law was not idtra
:

vires, but was a competent regulation under the general power
of taking measures for preventing the spread of disease, and
that therefore inmates of the hospital could be legally detained
by an officer appointed by the local authority to caiTy out such

bye-law.

Tliacker vs. Doyle

..

..

..

Act 19, 1883, § 60.— See Provisional Sentence (1)
1. Act 28, 1883, § 75.— Sect. 75 of Act 28, 1883,

..

..

318
195

not only imposes

penalties for the sale of intoxicating liquors without a licence,
but renders it an offence to do so : the words " contrary to the

2.
1.

provisions of this Act" are to be explained by reference to the
exceptions contained in sections 2 and 16.
Queen vs. Keviet ..
See liight of Appeal

Aerest.

—

Assignment hy peregrinus to iiicola of debt incurred
by another peregrinus. B., a resident in Native Territory,
contracted a debt to C. in the Transvaal State.
C. assigned

—

&

P.,

Kimberley, H.

&

the debt to H.
to

merchants of Kimberley. On B. coming
P. arrested him to found jurisdiction

:

Held, that the arrest must be confirmed.
Borcherdt
2.

232
425

^th

Rule of Court.

Hill

& Paddon

vs.

253

— False

imprisonment and. malicious
p)rosecution.—k.w objection to a writ of arrest, that it was not
endorsed with the address of the plaintiff's attorney, sustained.
N. had been arrested and charged with theft on information
sworn by B., a resident in the Free State, and the cliarge had
been dismissed. N. then brought an action against B. for falsa
imprisonment and malicious prosecution, and caused him to be
arrested iudicium sisti.
An application by B. for the cancel-

..
lation of the bail-bond was refused.
Berry vs. JS'onne ..
Assessment Court, Proceedings of. See Ord. 17, 1879, G. W. (1)
Assignment by Peregrinus to Incola of Debt incurred by
..
..
another Peregrinus. See Arrest (1) ..
..
Auctioneer. See Sale by Auctioneer for Undisclosed Principal ..
Averment of Possession of Stolen Goods. See Theft (2 and 3) 432,

—

—

—

—

—

Balance OF Account. See Magistrate's Jurisdiction (1)
Board of Health.— See Act 4, 1883
Bona fide Traveller.— See Ordinance 19, 1880, G.W
Burden OF Proof. See Ordinance 19, 1880 ..
..

—

—
—

Charter of Justice. See Right of Appeal ..
..
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—
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Companies ..
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— See
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331
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318
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211

..

..

425

..

..

37.'!

of Joint-Stock
..

..

Lotting and Hiring..

272
311

Vll

Contract bktween

contract,

Effect

PAGE

— Magistrate's

—
denial
followed hy
—Where an ofagent suedofon an alleged
contract

pleadings.
tender.

Agekt and Client,

Court
plea of

for

pay-

of an agreed sum for the defence of certain persons in a
criminal case, who after the alleged agreement had employed

ment

another agent to defend them, and the defendants denied the
contract but pleaded a tender of a certain sum for the services
actually rendered by the plaintiff : Held, on appeal, that the
j)laintiff had not proved the contract, and that the tender did
not constitute such an admission as to entitle him to judgment
for

more than the amount tendered.

liamaswaay and liamkeit

vs.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Gumming
Contract for Amalgamation of Joint-Stock Companies. Powers

of Directors.

— Ultra

vires.

— Consensus

ad idem.

—

—

Costs.-

250

—Two

Mining Companies having entered into negotiations for the
amalgamation of their holdings, the directors of the respective
Companies were empowered, in accordance with the provisions
of the trust-deeds, to
complete the amalgamation and arrange
the details, on the basis of a scheme accepted by the shareholders
of both Companies.
A sub-committee was then apj^rointed by
each directorate to effect this object, and they entered into an
arrangement, which was intra vires, as to one of the points
requiring settlement on the aforesaid basis, in consideration of
an arrangement as to another point, which was held to be ultra
vires.
The one Company attempted to enforce the contract for
amalgamation (which had already bten partially carried out),
inchiding the term of the agreement effected as aforesaid, which
was i7itra vires, but excluding the other the other Company
;

pleaded that the contract included botli the above terms
Held,
that, as the term which was intra vires was agreed to in con:

sideration of that

which was idtra

and as, with the excephad omitted to complete

vires,

tion of this arrangement, the directors

the amalgamation and arrange the details, as instructed by the
shareholders, there had been no consensus ad idem, and there

was consequently no completed contract between the parties
Held also, that, while the defendant Company was entitled to
absolution from the instance on the grounds set forth, as both
parties had failed to prove their case, and were equ;illy respon:

sible for the failure of the negotiations, there

as to costs.

2.

3.

Innes D. M.

Co.,

should be no order

Limited, vs. Central

J).

M.

Limited

Co.,
1.

Ji'ose

Costs.

— See Magistrate's Discretion

..

,.

..

See Contract for Amalgamation of Joint-Stock Comjianies
See Mining Boards (2)^

..
..
..

Creditors, Liability of to contribute to Deficiency icnurred
BEFORE Filing their Proofs. See Urd. (i, 1813 (1) ..
..

—

Delivery of Title-heeds of Immovable
^Mortea^e

..

..

..

..

I'roi'erty.
..

272
209
272
398
222

— See EquitaMe

..

..

..

12;>

Vlll

Deed OF Sale,

PAGE

— See Letting and Hiring

..

..

..

Denial of Contract followed by Plea of Tender, Effect
See Contract between Agent and Client ,.
,.
Election.— See Trustee
Equitable Mortgage.

31i

..

250

—

201

—(1)Delivery of
—Plan

—

of.

..

title-deeds

of immovable pro-

—

Preferent creditor.
of distribution. The mere
delivery of title-deeds as security for a debt does not constitute
by the law of this Colony an equitable mortgage on the pro-

perty.

and the holder of such security ranks only as a
perty
concurrent creditor in insolvency.
Chapman vs. Trustee of
;

Braham and

..

..

..

..

— See SaleShilling
Undisclosed Principal
by Auctioneer
Evidence.— See Act
1861
—See Theft
Improper Admission
Exceptions and Provisoes in Penal Statutes. — See Ord.
1880, G.W
Executor's Accounts. — See Principal and Surety
False Imprisonment and Malicious Prosecution. — See Arrest (2)
Form of Criminal Charges in Magistrates' Courts. — See Act
Eviction.
1.

2.

.,

..

for

.

.

3,

OF.

,

(2)

,.

..

..

423
204
430
432

19,

..

..

..

211
215

419

17,

369

1867(1)
Individual Partners, Liability
Service of
1.

Insolvency.

Summons

of,

for Debt ok Firm.

in Magistrate's Court (2) ..
Trustee's lien.
Reversionary rights.

—
—

—

—

—See

..

..

229

Effect of re-

II., trustee of the insolvent estate of K., handed
over to K., for what purpose was in dispute between the parties,
certain leases in his estate upon the security of which, or of the

habilitation.

reversionary interest in which, K. obtained a loan from E.,
a Board of which R. was the secretary, R. negotiating the loan,
for the purpose of paying off his creditors.
Subsequently K.

obtained an order for rehabilitation witliout opposition
the
trustee paid the creditors dividends, amounting to 20s. in the £,
;

but no accounts were filed, and the estate was not wound up.
K. then desired to pay off E., and applied for the leases,
E. refused to give them
tendering the amount due on the loan.
up, and denied possession of them, on the ground that they
were held by R., in his capacity as trustee of the estate, as
security for the payment of his commission and of interest still
due to creditors. K. then brought an action against E. for the
delivery of the leases on payment of the amount due, and the
Court ordered R. to intervene as co-defendant
Held, that R.
as trustee had parted with the leases and had no lien on them,
:

and that E. must give them up to K. on payment of the amount
K. must give security to R. for the amount still

due, but that

claimed by him as trustee. Keefer
of Executors and Keefer'' s Trustee
2.

Compulsory sequestration.

vs.

Griqualand West Board
..

..

..

— Partnership) and private

..

estate.

235

IX

—Where a partnership

estate

had been sequestrated on a

credi-

and another

creditor subsequently applied for the
sequestration of the estate of one of the partners, and no writ
tor's petition,

had been taken out against the private estate, and there was no
proof of any act of insolvency committed by the partner in his
In re estate
private capacity, the Court dismissed the petition.
373

ofFeltham
JuKisDicTioN OF KiMBERLEY MAGISTRATE.

—

—Mandamus

issue

to

summons. Proclamations 69 of 1871 a)id 41 of 1872, and
Ordinance 8 of 1879, G. W.—Act 20, 1856, ScJiedule B., Bides 7

and

8.

— Where

District of

the clerk of the Resident Magistrate of the

Kimberley had refused

to issue

summons

against a

defendant residing at Du Toit's Pan, on the ground that no
reason was assigned why the case should not be tried in the
Additional Magistrate's Court at Du Toit's Pan, the Court
granted an order on the clerk to issue the summons, holding
that he had no discretion to refuse to do

—

so.

O'Keefe

vs. Scott

Lateral Support. See Mining Boards (2)
..
..
Letting and Hiring. —PfeZ(/e of movables. Deed of sale.
and occupation.
Construction of written documents.
. .

—

,.

— Use
—

—

329
398

S.

bought a piano, the property of P. C.,at an execution sale, took
}iossession, and subsequently let it for three months to A. C,
the brother of the former owner, a printed form of lease being
used in which the amount of the rent was not filled in. The
lease gave A. C. a right of pre-emption, on payment to S. of
the purchase price at any time during the continuance of the
which further stipulated that, if either party were desirous

lease,

agreement at the end of the three months,
he should give one month's notice of his intention. The piano
remiiinod iu the jjossession either of A. C. or R. C. (which of

of terminating the

was actually

in jwssession was disputed) for several months,
brought an action against A. C. for "rent, use
"
and occupation at the rate of 30.s. a month, and gave evidence
that he had obtained a rent of 20s. a month for an inferior
tliein

after wliich S.

The defendant denied

that the piano had ever been
and alleged that the lease was merely intended
to operate as a security for the repayment of the jnirchasemoney, wliich had really been lent by S. to R. C. Held, on
npjje'd (Jones, J., diss.), that the documents executed by the
parties to the action must, as between che parties, speak for
themselves, and that A. C. could not deny the ownership of S.,
or his own use and occupation, and must be ordered to pay for

instrument.

in his possession,

:

the latter at the rate of £1 /)£'? month.
Liquidation and Contribution Account.

Solomon

— See Ord.

vs.
6,

Cnmniing

oil
)•>•>

1813 (1)

— See Contract between xVgent and
Magistrate's Discretion. — Cuds. — Where a Magistrate gave uulc-

Magi^tkate's Court Pleadings.
Client

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

250

PAGE

ment

substantially in favour of a plaintiff in an action of debt,
but ordered the plaintifi" to pay the costs of the action on the

ground that his motives

for suing the defendant were unsatisHeld, on appeal, that the Magistrate had not exercised
a judicial discretion, and that the judgment as to costs must be

factory

:

reversed.
1.

Bamsammy

vs. Vincot

—

Sam

..

..

,,

,.

—

209

Magistrate's Jurisdiction. Act 20, 1856, § 8. Ordinance 13,
Balance of Account. Where the claim of a
1874, O. W., § 3.

—

—

has been reduced before action brought by a cash payment to an amount within the jurisdiction of the Resident
plaintiff

Magistrate, he should sue for the balance in the Magistrate's
Court, and if he sues in the High Court only Magistrate's Court
..
,.
Diering & Co. \?<. Keefer
See Jurisdiction of Kimberley Magistrate .,
..
..
Malicious Injury to Property.- Where a prisoner was charged

costs will be allowed.

2.

—

221

329

with malicious injury to property, and the Magistrate found

him

guilty only of

"damaging"

the property, the conviction

was quashed. Queen vs. Charlie Shan gaan
..
Maijcious Prosecution. See Arrest (2)
..
..
Mandamus to issue Summons. See Jurisdiction of

—

—

..

..

..

,.

Kimberley

Magistrate

Mining Area.— See Mining Boards (2)
1. Mining Boards.
See I'rovisional Sentence (1) ..
..
..
2.
Powers and Duties of. Broclamation 6 of 1874 and
Ordinance 21, 1880, G. W. Mining area. Lateral support.

—

—

•,

Costs.

— By a

local

Mining Board has

—

433
419

—

329
398
195

—

Proclamation and Ordinance, the

De

Beer's

mining area, which

jurisdiction over a certain

defined as limited by the boundary of the Vooruitzigt estate.
'J'he Board is
empowered to levy rates for the removal of reef,

is

&c.,

on the various sections into which the mine

is

divided,

and

bye-laws provide that the rates levied on each section shall
be expended solely on the removal of reef, &c., which may fall

its

become dangerous to that section Held, that the Board,
having levied rates on a certain section in the mine, was not
thereby rendered liable to remove or pay fcr the removal of
into or

:

which had fallen into or become dangerous to ihat
but which came from private property outside the
Vooruitzigt estate, and over which the Board had no statutory
jurisdiction, and the owners of which were entitled, as against
certain reef
section,

the proprietors of the mining area, to lateral support.

De Beer's Mining Board
Mistake of Law. — Municipal regulations.
land

vs.

..

..

McFar..

..

— Where certain moneys

393

had been paid in satisfaction of a munici[)al rate, and the payment had been made either voluntarily, in order to test the
vali(iity of the rate, or under mistake of law
Held, on appeal,
:

that the

payment could not be recovered back.

Oeorge vs.

..
..
..
..
..
Kimberley Town Council ..
Motion to set aside Judgment and re-open Case.— See Rule of
Court 829

231

258

XI

Municipal Bye-laws.— See Ord. 17, 1879, G. W. (2)
Municipal Regulations. See Mistake of Law
..

—

— See Provisional Sentence (3)

Nominal Holder.

..

..

..

..

..

374
231

..

..

218

Ordinance 40, 1828, § 5.— See Ord. 17, 1879, G. W. (1) ..
..331
1. Ordinance
6, 1843, §§ 8, 30, 44, 58, 111.— LiquidaHon and con-

—

—

trihidion account.
Secured creditors. Liability of creditors to
contribute to deficiency incurred before filing of their proofs.
Bemuneration of trustee. Creditors who have proved on an

—

—

insolvent estate in which there

is

a contribution account are

although the expenses were incurred before
their proofs.
Where a secured creditor.has valued and

liable to contribute,
tliey filed

retained his securities with the consent of the trustee, the latter
is not entitled to
charge conintission on the value of such
securities.

Where

the Master had allowed the trustee certain

special remuneration, in addition to his commission, on account
of his loss of time and trouble in conducting a lawsuit and other

matters connected wifh the administration, the Court, in the

absence of satisfactory evidence of exceptional circumstances
to justify such s[iecial remuneration, disallowed the charge.
Standard Batik vs. Hiden's Trustee and Others
..
..

-

—Where

222

the trustee of an insolvent estate, in conse(iuence of exceptional circumstances in the administration, had
been allowed commission at the rate of 5 per cent, on the sale
§ 44.

of

2J

immovables
j^er

in the liquidation account, and at the rate of
cent, on disbursements appearing in the contribution

account: Held, th^t it was not competent for the Master to
allow him special remuneration by way of bonus, in addition.
J n re Estate of Reinach ..
..
..
..
..
..

Ordinance 10, 1874, G. W.— See Provisional Sentence (1)
..
Ordinance 13, 1874, G. W.— See Magistrate's Jurisdiction (1) ..
Ordinance 8, 1879, G. W.— See Jurisdiction ofKimberley Magistrate
Ordinance 15, 1879, G. W.— See Provisional Sentence (1)
..
1. Ordinance
17, 1879, G. W.— Ordinunce 40, 1828, § b.—\SiOth Bale

—

—

Valuation of immovable property.
of Court.
Proceedings of
Assessment Court. By the Kimberley IMunicipality Ordinance,

—

1879, Griqualand West, the

appoint

"one

or

])roperty within

Town

more competent

tli(!

Municipality

;

Comicil

is

empov/ercd to

appraisers'" of inun(jvable
on a vahiation being made

by them and an assessment roll coni])iled, it lies open for inspection, after which an Assessment Court of the ("ouncil sits
for the purpose of
hearing objections to the valuation, and it is
"

further enacted

by sect. 74 that the decision of tlie Council
upon any objection to any valuation shall be final and conclusive, and shall not be capable of being reviewed or reversed by

any

Court

or

appointed an

])roceeding
a[)praiser

who

whatever."

The

Town

Council

valued certain waste lands,

property of the applicant Company, which

in

tlie

prcvior.s yt-ars

309
195
221
329
195

Xll

had been valued at

tlie

sum

of £40,000, which valuation

was

alleged to be excessive, at the sum of £033,500, proceeding; on
the basis that all these lands might be utilised for building

On objection bi-itig taken before the Assessment
pur{x)ses.
Court, the valuation was reduced to £500,000.
Application
was then made to the Court to set aside the valuation, on the
grounds that

it

was

arbitrary, fanciful,

mala

fide, &c.,

and on

the ground that the valuator was not a competent appraiser
within the meaning of the Ordinance, and ou the further ground
that the Assessment Court had acted illegally in sitting with

Held, that notwithstanding sect. 74 the Court
had power to set aside the valuation, on the grounds that the
facts shewed that the respondents had failed to employ a competent appraiser, and that his appraisement was a mere arbiHeld also, that the
trary estimate, and not a valuation at all
holding of the Assessment Court with closed doors was irregular
and improper, though it might not in itself have furnished a

closed doors

:

:

sufficient

lor

ground

Town
2.

Council

Co., Limited, vs.
..

..

..

London

aside the ])roceedings.

setting

and South African Exploration

—

..

..

—

Kimberley
..

..

331

Ordinance 17, 1879, G. W. Municipal hje-laws. Ultra vires.
The Kimberley Municipality, acting under the provisions of
a local Ordinance, framed a bye-law, which was duly promul-

—

gated, requiring the licensing of vehicles, not plied for hire, whose
owners resided within the municipality ; the Ordinance pnn'ided
for the licensing of vehicles plied for hire, and also empowered

make

the municipaiit}^ to

nuisances and

regulations for the supprestiion of

such purposes as might appear to be advantageous and convenient for the municipality. P., as the
all

accreciited agent of a

Mining Company owning vehicles not

plied for hire, for which no licence had been taken out, was
convicted of contravening the above bye-law
Held, on appeal,
:

that the bye-law

was ultra

vires

and the conviction must be

Ficl-ering vs. Kimberley Torrn Conucil

quashed.

..

..

374

1880, G. W. §§ 5, 6, 11.—Liability of trustee as
transferee of liquor licence— Haxeptions and provisoes in penal

Ordinanck

19,

—

—

statutes.
Burden of proof The trustee of an insolvent estate
obtained transfer to himself of a liquor licence held by the in.

solvent, and appointed a manager who contravened the liquor
laws. The trustee having been convicted for this contravention,

the conviction was sustained on appeal.
Where one section of
an Act makes it an offence to sell liquor in prohibited hours,
and a subsequent section allows the sale within such hours to

bond fide
in

any

travellers, the

particular

case

burden of proving that the purchaser
was a bond fide traveller lies on

the defence, and it is unnecessary for the qualification of the
to be
Queen vs.
negatived in the summoi.s.

purchaser
Forbes

Ordinance

21, 1880, G.

W.— See

Mining Ix.ards

(2)

..

..

211
398

Xlll

1.

2,

,

—

PAGB

Sjrviceof Sumrnous in Magistrate's Court (2)
Place of business of. See Rule of Court 329
..
..

P.vRTSERSFiiP.

S>!e

—

Partnership AND Private Estate.

—See Insolvency

(2)

Plan OF Distribution. — See Equitable Mortgage ..
..
Pledge OF Movables. See Letting and Hiring
Powers of Directors. See Contract for Amalgamation

—
—

Stock Companies

..

,.

..

..

..

,.

•

..

..

..

—

..

..

—

373
423
311

of Joint..

..

..
Preferent Creditor. See Equitable Mortgage
..
..
/'Executor's accounts.
Principal and Surety.
Ohligation of surety
and co-principal debtor.— Provisional sentence. D. H. had

—

229
258

272
423

—

bound himself, nearly eight years before the present proceedings, as surety and co-principal debtor, for the due fulfilment
by J. H. of his duties as executor dative. J. H. had left the
country and had filed no account as executor, and was believed
to be dead.
Provisional sentence was granted against D. H. on
the bond.
Kennedy, N.O., vs. Haarhoff
Proclamations 69 of 1871 and 41 of 1872, G.
diction of

Kimberley Magistrate

Proclamation 6 ok 1874, G.

..

W.— See

W.—

1.

..

..

\V.

—See

..

..

Mining Boards (2)

..

215

Juris-

..

..

..

..

See Provisional Sentence (1)
8 OF 1880, G.
..
..
186 OK 1883.— See Act 4, 1883
Provisional Sentence.
Ordinances 10 q/"1874 and 15 of 1879,
and Proclamation 8 of 1880, €t. W.—Act 19, 1883, § 60.—
Mining Boards. ^Provisional Sentence refused against a Mining

—

329
398
195
318

—

Board, on certain promissory notes made by the Chairman of a
former Board for the same mine, where it ap^teared that it was

open to doubt whether, on the true construction of certain local
enactments, the former Mining Board was a legally constituted
body at the time of the making of the said notes, and it was

whether the Chairman was duly authorised and
make the notes on behalf of the said Board.

also doubtful

empowered

to

Goldschmidt and Co.
2.
;^.

vs.

I)u ToiVs

See Principal and Surety

Accommodation

note.

Pan Mining Board
..

..

— Nominal

..

holder.

an accommodation note in favour of

S.,

—-Where

who

..

..

B.

endorsed

..

195
215

made
it

in

bank as collateral security for his
liability, provisional sentence was granted against B. at the suit
of a plaintiff who was a nominal holder on behalf of the bank,
in the absence of any proof that the plaintiff was not duly
blank and passed

it

to a

Dell va. Barvdeji
authorised to sue on the note.
..
Provisional Trustees, Ai'pointment of. See Trustee (1)

—

Quarantine.— See Act

4,

1883

Removal of Bar.

—
—
—

218
201
;!18

—

See Insolvency (1)
PiKUABiLiTATiox, Effect OF.
..
..
Kemitteu Cask. See Act 3, 1861

—

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

430
200

..

235

See Rules of Court of 1880
..
..
Reversioxarv RionTS. See Insolvency (1) ..
Right of Api'e.m,. Act 28, 1883. Charter rf .Justice.

—

235

..

—

..

19(7/4

Pule

XIV
PAGE

—

of Court. There is no appeal from a decision of a Licensing
Court sitting undur Act 28, 1883. If such Court exercises its
powers in an
is

illegal

or improper

to apply for the process of the

of Court.

Kemp

vs.

manner, the proper remedy
Court under the 190th Kule

Kimberley Licensing Court

—

See Right of Appeal

2.

No.

329.-

—Motion

to set

—

..

..

aside

..

..

—

Right OF Prisoner TO CALL Fresh Evidence. See Act
..
.,
Rule OF CouET No. 9. See Arrest (2)
Nos. 56 AND 57.— See Act 17, 1867 (1)
1.
No. 190.— See Ord. 17, 1879, G. W. (1)

18G1

3,

..

..

..

..

judgment and rt-open

..

..

—

case.

—

425
430
419
369
331
425

Place of business of partnership.- F., the
Service of summons.
secretary of a partnership association, obtained judgment against
the association, by default of appearance, for an amount alleged
to be

due

to

him

for salary

and commission.

The summons

purported to have been served on the chairman of the associaAV., one of the partners,
tion, at its office or place of business.

subsequently applied to the Court to set aside the judgment on
the grounds that the service had been at the place of business
of the chairman

and not

at that of the association,

and

also that

he had a good ground of defence to the claim owing to the
negligent performance by F. of his duties as secretary, whereby
he had sustained damage. F. alleged that the summons had
been duly served on one of the ])artners at the place of business
of the association, and also denied the alleged negligence, and in
such denial was supported by the evidence of the chairman and

Held (Laurence,
of three other partners
office where the summons was served was
:

J., diss.),

that the

place of
business of the association, and the service was therefore bad ;
and that, as the applicant had disclosed prima, facie grounds of

not the

defence, the judgment must be set aside and the case re-opened
on condition of W. giving security both for the amount claimed
Wolhuter vs. Foote ..
and for the costs of all the proceedings.
Rules of Court of 1880, Rule 6, Par. 4. Removal of bar. Where
a copy of a declaration had been served on a defendant, which
did not shew, on the face of it or otherwise, the date on which
it had been iiled, and the defendant had been subsequently
barred from pleading Held, that the defendant was entitled to
have the bar removed unconditionally, and to have the usual

—

—

258

:

time

for pleading from the date of the application.
Pilchards
..
..

Sale by Auctioneer for Undisclosed Principal.

—Where

Accini

vs.

200

— Warranty

an auctioneer sold goods without disclosing his principal, and gave his own receipt for the purchasemoney, and the purchaser was subsequently evicted by the
owner Held, that the purchaser was entitled to recover the
purchase-money and costs of the eviction from the auctioneer.

against eviction.

:

Warrington

\s.

Vigne and Porke

..

..

..

..

204

XV
PAOB

Secured Creditors.— See Ord. 6, 1843 (1)
See Rule of Court 329
1. Service OF Summons.

—

2.

..

—

..

222
258

..

IN Magistrate's Court.
Liability of individual partners
for debt of firm. Act 20, 1856, Schedule B, Rule 11. Where
a firm had been summoned in the Magistrate's Court for a
partnership debt, and service had been effected on some of the

—

—

and the Magistrate gave judgment against the partners
been served in their individual capacity
Held, on
that the judgment must be reversed.
Rothschild and

partners,

who had
ap2:>eal,

:

Others vs. Greenstreet

..

..

..

,.

Surety and Co-Principal Debtor, Obligation
and Surety
1.

..

.,

..

..

..

..

..

229

,.

..

215

— See Principal

..

Theft. — Where a prisoner was

charged with the crime of theft,
and the Magistrate found him " guilty of being in possession of
stolen property without being able to account for the same,"
the conviction was quashed.

2.

of.

Charge

of.

—Averment

vs.

Queen

Kleinbooi

. ,

.

.

—

429

of possession of goods stolen.
Improper admission of evidence. Where a j^risoner was charged
"
before a Magistrate with stealing goods
from the store of
on
H. and P.," and pleaded guilty
Held,
review, that there
,

—
:

was a

sufficient implication that the

goods were in the lawful

The magistrate having improperly
possession of H. and P.
admitted certain evidence of which the object was to aggravate
the sentence: Held, as

it

did not appear that the sentence had

in fact been aggravated in consequence, or that the

was excessive, that the sentence must be upheld.
3.

Bloem
Averment of ownership

—

punishment
Queen vs.
432

or possession of stolen goods essential

Where a prisoner pleaded guilty to and was concharge.
victed of a charge of theft, and the charge failed to lay the
]>roperty or possession of the stolen articles in anybody, tlie
..
conviction was quashed.
..
.,
Q'leen va. Williams
to

1.

Trustee.

— Election. —Appointment

of Provisional

Trustees.

—

433

Where the majority in number of creditors was opposed to the
majority in value as to the election of a trustee or trustees in
an insolvent estate, and it appeared that, if a certain proof
which had been

rejected

by

IMaster were allowed

tlie

by the

the majority in numbi-r and value would be agreed, and
an application was abotit to be made to the Court for that

(^'ourt,

purpose, the C(jurt appointed provisional trustees of the estate,
Re Estdte of
to give them any special powers.

but refused

,

Ord.
3.

,

—

Bank of Africa \^. Mi nshall
..
..
..
LlAKlLlTV UK, AS TrANSFKKKK OK LlQUOR LiCKNt'E.- See

Aldcryi')}.
2.

11), 1S80
PiKMUNEKATiON UK.— -See Ord.

Trustee's Lien'.— See Insolvency (1)
1.

L'ltka viues.
(j)mpanies

— See

Contract

..

..

..

for

201

211
(1,

..

1K4.">
..

(1)

..

..

..

..

..

..

222
235

Amalgamatiuii of Juint-Stork
..

..

..

..

..

272

XVI
PAGE
2.

3.

Ultra Vires.— See Act

4,

See Ord. 17, 18751, G.

1883

318

W.

374

(2)

—See Letting and
Valuation of Immovable Property. — See Ord.
1879, G. W.
UndisWarranty against Eviction. — See Sale by Auctioneer

Use AND Occupation.

Hiring;

..

.,

17,

..

311

(1)

331

..

204

for

closed Principal

..

..

..

••

•

..

CASES DECIDED

HIGH COURT OF GRIQUALAND,
VOL. II.-PAKT
GoLDSCHMiDT

&

Co.

VS.

Du

Toit's

II.

Pan Mining Board.

— Ordinances

10 of 1874 and 15 of
and
Proclamation
8
1879,
of 1880, Oriqualand West.
—Act 19, 1883, sect. 60.— Mining Boards.

Provisional sentence.

Provisional sentence refused
certain promissory

notes

against

a Mining Board, on
the Cliairman of a

made hy

former Board for the same mine, tvhere it appeared that
it was
open to doubt ivhether, on the true construction of
certain local enactments, the

former Mining Board

tvas

a

legally constituted body at the time of the making of the
said notes, and it ivas also douhtful tvhether the chairman

was duly authorised and empowered
behalf of the said Board.

to

make

the notes

on

Provisional sentence was claimed for the sum of £2210 5s. 6d.,

Jan.

2.5.

together with interest from the 15th of March, 1881, upon (ioldsclmiidt k
two (lishonoured promissory
notes, each for the sum of^''U'",V"'
i
Pan

•'

£1105

2s.

made on 15th December, 1880, by the then
the Du Toit's Pan Mining Board, in his capacity

9d.,

chairman of

as chairman,

Solomon

S:

and due on the 15th of March, 1881, in favour of
or order, and by them endorsed in blank.

Cohen

The

plaintiffs were now the legal holders.
Vol. II.— Part II.— G. W.

F

]\iiiniig

^'^"^'''^'^

196
Forster, for the plaintiffs, prayed provisional sentence,

1884.

„

-

*^pln Mil/""''
Board.

and

produced the notes.

,,—

Hoshyns, C.P., for the defendants, produced the affidavit of
Captain Yonge, the present Chairman of the Dn Toit's Pan
Mining Board, which alleged that the notes now sued upon

were given in renewal of notes for the same amounts given
originally in settlement of a claim by Solomon & Cohen
arising out of a pumping contract entered into between the

Board and Solomon & Cohen with reference to draining
a certain portion of the mine and that the original notes
had been given under the distinct understanding by a
;

guarantee iti writing, now lost, that they should be renewed
from time to time until funds for their payment had been
collected that, though the said Board had levied a rate on
the section of the mine in which the draining took place
to satisfy the said promissory notes, it was not sanctioned by
;

the Grovernment, and consequently it was not recoverable,
and was not collected from the claimholders in the said
section
at the

;

that one of the partners of the present holders was
liabilities were incurred a member of the

time these

Toit's Pan Mining Board, and that both Salomon &
Cohen and Goldschmidt & Co. were at that time large owners
of claims in the section of the mine which was benefited
by the pumping contract in question. The affidavit further
alleged that deponent had made search in the records and
bye-laws of the said Mining Board, but that he had been
unable to find the authority of the maker of the notes now
sued upon to make them on behalf of the Board, and that

Du

the deponent was advised that, at the date of the
the notes, the said Board had no legal existence.

Answering

affidavits for the plaintiffs

making

of

were produced to

the effect that the rate had been levied and subsequently
allowed by the G-overnment, and that, from the minutes of

appeared that the Board at one of its meetings
had expressly authorised the then chairman to sign the
the Board,

it

now sued upon. The affidavit of Mr. Solomon, one of the
partners of Solomon & Cohen, also denied that any written
notes

guarantee was ever given by his firm that the notes originally
given should be rene^ved from time to time until funds had

been collected to meet them.

Extracts from the minutes

197
of the Board were annexed in

support of the

,^-7-.,.,&
Golaschmidt
.,

Hoskyns, C.P., for the defendants, contended in the
place that there was nothing to shew that the Du Toit's

fi'st

Pan

Alining Board had any legal existence in December 1880.
It was very questionable whether or no the Proclamation 8
of 1880, purporting to cancel the rules and regulations contained in the schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, was ^lltra
vires.

Ordinance

15, 1879,

which

is

not cancelled by Pro-

8 of 188U, enacts that the regulations of tho
schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, in so far as they do not
conflict with the private rights of the owners, siiall remain
clamation

in full

force

until

cancelled,

altered,

or

amended,

in

so

they relate to mines not situated on Crown lands,
Proclamation 8 of 1880
such as Da Toit's Pan mine.
far as

cancelled the schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, for

all mine>',

and therefore priTnct facie for the Du Toit's Pan mine. The
Mining Board of that mine, however, continued to exist
under the schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, but, that schedule
having been repealed, they had no legal existence at the

time these notes were made, although they existed de facto.
The plaintiffs, to succeed in their present action, must shew
that the Proclamation 8 of 1880 w^as ultra vires, and there
nothing to indicate that such is the case. If that Proclamation was not ultra vires, the then ]\Iining Board, having no
legal 'existence, were not the predecessors of the present

is

Mining Board, now defendant, and this in spite of section GO
of Act 19, 1883, for that section only applies to legally conThe proper remedy for the plaintiffs was
stituted bodies.
against the members of the former de facto Board, or tlieir
chairman, for breach of implied warranty. In the second
place, he contended that provisional sentence should not be

granted because of the promise to renew, of which, in the
circumstances of the present case, the present holders, who

had been connected in business with the payees, must have
been perfectly aware. The plaintiffs .had not performed
their part of the compact, and consequently could nut now
sue, and at all events they had taken the note with all the
Again^ there was nothing in the provisions of
Ordinance 10 of 1874 authori^inii: the chairman of the
equities.

i^^*-

plaintiffs'

afiidavits.

^p^'^-^j^J°'*'^

^^i^-
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Board to sign promissory

1884.

(}
<^'",

id<l~i(it&

"'*!'

Pan

'^^^^^^ vires,

he signed the note
without getting a guarantee, the present Board
notes.

If

™t"M8 not bound by his act.
to the
The only authority
"
chairman to sign the note was the resolution of the Board,
and it was questionable whether that resolution itself was
•'

.Mining
Board.

.

not ultra

vires.

Forster, for the plaintiffs, submitted that the only serious

argument

defendant rested on the hypothesis that

for the

Proclamation 8 of 1880 repealed the schedule to Ordinance 10,
In December 1880 there was at all events a de facto
1874.

Board

for

Du

Toit's

Pan mine, which

acted, held meetings,
recorded, and wliich

minutes of which were duly kept and
conducted business in every way as an ordinary legally conOrdinance 15, 1879, had
stituted Mining Board would do.
been passed for the purpose of setting at rest certain doubts
as to the applicability of the rules, &c., in the schedule to
Its object was
Ordinance 10, 1874, to private mines.
explained clearly by the pieamble. It took over the rules,
&c., in that schedule, and declared them to remain in force
until they weie legally cancelled, altered, or amended for
the particular mine or digging in question.
Apart from the

an Ordinance cannot be repealed by a meie Proclamation, such as Proclamation 8 of 1880, the repeal to
affect I)u Toit's Pan mine would have to be specific vvith
fact that

and if the legislation of Ordinance 15, 1879, is
it
the
repeal of the schedule to Ordinance 10 of 1874,
by
for such mines as are specifically set forth.
falls
only

regard to

;

to fall
it

The

made

regulations

applicable

have

never

to

Du

Toit's

Pan by

been

15, 1879,
repealed, since
Proclamation 8 of 1880 only repeals the schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, for mines on Crown land, or for mines on
the precious stones, &c., belong
private properties in which

Ordinance

to the Crown.

—

somewhat difficult quesPan JMining Board in Dec< mber,
1880, when these notes were made by the Chairman, had any
Laut^eisCE, J.
whether the

tion

:

It is certainly a

Du

Toit's

whether it was not then only a de facto
Ordinance 10, 1874, contained a schedule

or
legal existence,

existing body.
down rules

lavme:

and regulations

for the ]nana2;ement of
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diggings and mines of precious stones and minerals on
Crown lands, or on private properties in which the precious
stones and minerals belong to the Crown, in the province
doubt having arisen whether these
of Griqualand West.

A

management of mines on private
properties where there was no similar reservation of the
precious stones and minerals to the Crown, Ordinance 15 of
rules could apply to the

1879 was enacted, applying certain of these rules, &c., to
Du Toit's Pan and Bultfontein mines, situate on private
Then
property, where there was no such reservation.

the

Proclamation 8 of 1880 purports to entirely cancel and
abolish the rules, &c., contained in the schedule to Ordinance 10, 1874, and, as such cancellation was clearly con-

templated and provided fwr bv the Ordinance of 1879, it is
at all events opeu to grave doubt whether the Proclamation of
1880, so far as
Toit's

it

apparently purports to include the I)u
those as to which the former rules

Pan mine among

were abolished, Mas really ultra vires, as contended on
behalf of the plaintiffd. If it was not ultra vires in this

Du Toit's Pan Mining Board in December 1880
had
no legal existence, and the present Board
apparently
cannot be bound by its acts or by those of its chairman.
This is certainly a very grave and important question, which
I do not feel bound or inclined to decide upon an application
for provisional sentence.
There is a further question, even
if the former Board was at the time a
legally constituted
body, whether the chairman had any power to make promissory notes on its behalf. It is by no means clear, on the
evidence at present before the Court, that such was the
I need not enter into the other grounds upon wjjich
case.
provisional sentence has been opposed, as, for the reasons
respect, the

already mentioned, I am clearly of opinion that this is not
a case for provision, and that the present a[)plication must
therefore be refused, with costd.
rialntiflfe' Attorneys, Coryndccj &
Caldecott."]
LUefeiidauts' Attornoys, llAAKlioff Bros.
J
r

^i884^-

Qoi^^^fj^^j^j ^
co. «si^|»Jo*t'»
^**^*'"'^-
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ACCINI

vs.

KiCHARDS.

Bules of Court of 1880, Bule

6,

ijaragraph

(4).

—Bemoval

of bar.

Where a copy of a declaration had

heen served on a defendant,

ivhich did not shew, on the face of it or otherwise, the date
on ivhich it had heen filed, and the defendant had heen suh-

sequenthj harred from pleading

—

Held, that the defendant
have the bar removed unconditionally, and
have the usual time for pleading from the date of the
:

ivas entitled to
to

a'pplication.
1H84.

v~t's
Richards,

This was an application to remove a bar, and allow the
defendant, the present applicant, to plead to a declaration

by the respondent. The applicant stated in his affidavit that on January 4th he was served with a declaration
in the case of Bichards vs. Accini, and on January 12th he

filed

drew up and signed his

plea,

and lodged the same with the

Registrar, and served a copy on the respondent's attorneys.

The

Registrar, however, had returned the plea on the
ground that it was not signed by counsel, as required by the
Rules of Court. On January 14th he had received notice

and he had thereupon placed
There wfis also an
affidavit by the applicant's attorney, staling that he had
been instructed to defend the action on the afternoon of

to plead within 24 hours,
the matter in the hands of

an attorney.

January 14th, and the plaintiff's declaration had then been
handed him with other documents, but the copy served did
not shew on the face of
the Rules of Court of

it when it was filed, as required
by
March 1880, Rule 6, paragraph (4)

lie had instructed counsel
draw pleas the following day, and had requested the
respondent's attorneys to hold over their notice of bar, which
hov.ever they had refused to do.
He believed the applicant

(Rule [330] Tennant's edition),

to

had a good defence

to the action.

J\ir.

Gilbert, one of the

respondent's attorneys, made an affidavit in which he stated
that the a[)plicant was a pi rson with no means whatever,

nwA was

a'

present

a

convict in the Kimbf-rle\

a-aol.

but the
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respondent was willing to have the bar removed on condition
of the applicant giving security for the costs of the action.
Levey, for the applicant, submitted that he was entitled to

have the bar removed unconditionally, as the copy of the declaration served was undated.
He referred to Steytler vs.
Spiegel, 1 Juta, 282.

This was a

much

stronger case, as

was nothing whatever on the service copy of the
declaration to shew the date.
Here too the defendant had
taken proceedings with the utmost promptitude.
there

—In the

case quoted, the majority of the
Court was of ojnnion there was no irregularity. If the date
does not appear on the face of the declaration, that is an
Forster, contra:

which can be cured by the subsequent notice to
here was not prejudiced, as he knew
plead.
he had the declaration, and was required to plead to it.
irregularity

The defendant

Leve]/ said the defendant would waive his right to fresh
service of declaration, and w'ould undertake to plead within

eight days,

—

J.
Then the bar will be removed on those
There has been a clear irregularity, and a very important proviso in the Rule of Court as to service of pleadIn all the circumstances,
ings has not been complied with.

Laukence,

:

terms.

I think there should be

no order as to the costs of

this appli-

cation.
r Applicant's Attorney, Campbell.
LKespoudeut's Attorneys,

"|

Grahaji & Gilbert. J

—

Be Estate of Aldeeson. Bank of Africa
MlNSHALL.
Trustee.

—

Election.

vs.

— Appointment of Provisional Tnistecs.

Where

the
majority in numher of creditors ivas opposed to the
majority in value as to the election of a trustee or trustees

in

an

insolcent estate,

and

it

appeared

that, if a

certain

1884.

Jan.

35.

Acsini vt.
Kichards.
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proof which had teen rejected by the Master were allowed
by the Court, the majority in number and value ivould be
agreed, and an application was about to be made to the

Court for that purpose, the Court appointed provisional
trustees of the estate, but refused to give them any special
powers.
1884.

—

,.

Ke Estate of
A''^*J*?1?-.

Bank
vs.

of Africa
Minshaii.

This was an application for tlie appointment of George
of the
Richards and William Henry Craven to be liquidators
^
•'

,

,

.

insolvent estate of William

the
~
Alderson,' to investigate
affairs thereof and administer the same, with all such powers

and authorities as are given to trustees

in insolvent estates,

might seem
was
the
application
supported by
petition of
J. R. Kerr, manager of the local branch of the Bank of
Africa, who had proved a claim on the estate to the amount
or for such other relief as in the circumstances

The

meet.

of £11,881 14s. Qd., with interest and costs.

At

the second

meeting the claims of five other creditors were filed, amounting in the aggregate to about £1150. The petitioner proposed the election of Messrs. Richards and Craven as jointtrustees, while the other creditors were in favour of the

Craven as sole trustee, and the majority in number
thus
being
opposed to the majority in value there was no
The circumstances of the insolvency were such
election.
that the petitioner apprehended great loss and damage,
election of

unless some

fit

and proper person or persons were forthwith
and

appointed to investigate the affairs of the insolvent,
liquidate the estate.

An

opposing affidavit was

filed

by

W.

Minshaii, who alleged that the difficulty had arisen
through the improper refusal of the Master to accept his
proof as a creditor on the estate for the sum of £26,500. He

Mr.

was about to apply to the Court to have his proof admitted,
and had every reason to believe his claim would be substantiated, in which case the majority both in number and value
would be in favour of the election of Craven as sole trustee,
Mr. Kerr, in a replying affidavit, reviewed in detail tlio
transactions between the insolvent and Minshaii, who was his
father-in-law, whose claim was alleged to be irregular and
informal, and further stated that these transactions appeared
to be

'*

of such a suspicious

and fraudulent nature

"

that

h**
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intended to contest the claim; he added that the investigation of these matters would cause

much

delay, and unless an
•^

'

_

appointment were made at once, as prayed in the petition,
Bank would be greatly damnified in the premises.

the

Forster supported the application, and asked for the
appointment of Messrs. Eichards and Craven as provisional
trustees, with full powers, as there was no prospect of an
election.

Laueence,
Buch. 1876,

referred to

J.,

Graham and Oxer

vs. Caldecott,

4.

HosJcyns, C.P. (with him Levey), for the opposing creditors,
In the present
referred to Re Lyons Brothers, 2 Juta, 136.

case there was every probability of the creditors coming to
an agreement; Minshall's proof would be pressed on the
Court forthwith.

In reply to the Court,
The Master stated that there was property in the
which in his judgment required supervision.

Laurence,

J.

:

—Until

estate,

the matter of Minshall's claim

is

impossible to say that there is no probability of
the creditors arriving at an election. I think the case is one

decided
in

it is

which an order similar to that in Graham

vs. Caldecott

may properly be made, in order to protect the interests of
the creditors until this question is determined. Messrs.
Craven and Eichards will therefore be appointed joint provisional trustees, but with no special powers, pending an
election by the creditors.
Should Minsliall's claim be finally
rejected, further application can be
parties will come out of the estate.
rApplicaiit's Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott. 1
LKc^poiident's Attorney, Dewhurst.
J

made.

The

costs of both

1^84.

—-

„ Kstate of,
Ee

pankoTAfrica
''*•

Minshaii.
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Warrington

vs.

Vigne & Eorke.

Sale hy auctioneer for undisclosed principal.

— Warranty

against eviction.

Where an auctioneer sold goods ivithout disclosing Ms principal, and gave Ms own receipt for the purchase-money,
and the purchaser was suhsequsntly evicted hy the otvner
Held, that the purchaser was entitled to recover the
purchase-money and costs of the eviction from the
:

auctioneer.

^i«8*^5

Feb^is.

vTKne"lRorke.

Appeal from the Resident Magistrate of Kimberley. The
respondents, a firm of auctioneers, had held a furniture sale,
^* which the appellant purchased a piano.
The respondents
did not disclose, either before or at the sale, the name of
their principal, to whom the piano, as afterwards proved, ditl

The owner brought an action against the apdelivery up of the piano, and obtained
and
The appellant then sued the respondcosts.
judgment
not belong.

pellant for the

the action, disclosed their prinfor the purchase-price of the piano, for
taken their receipt, and his costs incurred in

ents (who, previously to
cipal at the sale)

which he had
tiie

action of eviction.

The Magistrate gave judgment

the defendants, with costs

;

for

the plaintiff appealed.

Levey, for the appellant, said this was a case of an auctioneer acting as agent for an undisclosed principal, and
referred to Story on Agency, sect. 2G7, and Woolfe

2 Q. B. D. 356 (stopped arguendo).
The law of agency
Forster, contra :

—

this

is

Home,

not applicable here

must be taken

on Contracts,

vs.

;

as a case of breach of warranty Addison
8th ed., 971.
The purchaser has notice of
:

the auctioneer's capacity, and there is therelbre no implied
warranty of the vendor's title. There was no evidence of
express warranty by the defendants, and therefore the judgment ni their favour was correct. An auctioneer does not

warrant his principal's

title,

but merely that he

duly authorised by his principal.

is

himself
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Laurence,

referred to Ludivig vs.

J.,

Van Reenen, Buch.

1868, 244.

Jan. 25.
j^is^^Feb. 15.

Warrington vs.
Vigne & Rorke.

on Contracts, 11th
and authorities there quoted on the civil law
Grotim, ed. Maasdorp, 376.
Sale,
§ 83;

Leveij, ia reply, cited Chiitij

Hote,

on

414,
Pothier

ed.,
;

By

the

a general implication of warranty
which applies to the case of auctioneers. Here the auctioneer
to
gave a receipt in his own name, and there was nothing
shew for whom he was acting.

Roman-Dutch law there

is

—I

have very little doubt as to what my
decision should be in this case, but as the question is one of
considerable importance the Court will take time to consider

Lauuence,

its

J.:

judgment.
Postea (Feb. 15),—

— This

an appeal from a judgment
of the Resident Magistrate for the District of Kimberley, and
raises tlie important question whether an auctioneer, selling

Laurexce,

J.,

said

:

is

movable property on account of an undisclosed principal, is
damages sustained by the purchaser in the event

liable for

of eviction.
It is rather surprising, considering the importance of this question, especially in this colony, where sales
by auction are so prominent and characteristic a feature of
business
is to

ap[)eal
vs.

life,

that

little, if

be found in our books.

any, direct authority on the point
The only case to which, when the

was argued, I was able to

refer,

Van Beenen, Buch. 1868, 214, where

make an
not of

was that of Ludivig
it was attempted to

auctioneer liable on the ground of alleged warranty
but of quality, and the case turned almost entirely

title

on the special conditions of sale. Somewhat mort; in point is
the case of Lee vs. Stanford (H. C. Re[)p., vyl. i. p. 43U),

on appeal, 1 think, from tiie same i\lai;istrate, in which an
evicted purchaser ha recovered damages in the 3Iagistrate's
I

Court from the auctioneer.

In that case the decision was

reversed, on the ground that it was shesvn that the auctioneer
had warned the purchaser that the property of which lu; was
taking ))ossession, and tVoni which he was subsequently
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1S8J.

Jan.
Feb.

*25.

15.

Warrington m.
Vi};ne

&

horko.

him at the auction
and
the
of
the
sale,
property at his
purchaser took possession
qwii risk.
In the ^
prcscnt case the facts are different. They
evicted, was not included in the lot sold to

•'

are shortly as follows. On September 21, 1883, the respondents issued an advertisement in a local paper, in which they

described themselves as "auctioneers and appraisers," of
"
Vigne & Eorke's sales."
They advertised a sale of house

property to be removed, and certain furniture, including
"
one piano in good repair." The name of the owner of the
property was not disclosed. The appellant attended the sale
and bought the piano for £21, and received the respondent's
receipt for the amount, their principal being still undisclosed.
A third party subsequently claimed the piano, and succeeded

an action for its recovery against the present appellant, in
which the latter had to pay the costs of both sides, amounting

in

The appellant brought an action in the
Court
to recover this amount, together with the
Magistrate's
£24 paid for the piano. The above facts were proved, and

to

£17

14s. 2d.

also that the respondents disclosed

the action was commenced.

their principals before

Judgment was given

for the

defendants, with costs.
I

am

of opinion that this judgment cannot be sustained.
for an undisclosed principal is as a

That an agent acting

general rule personally liable for the fulfilment of the contract,
is clear law, both
according to the English and the lioman-

Dutch system.
judgment in the

I went very fully into this question in my
Dixon vs. Bidens Trustee
case of Preston

&

(H. C. Eepp., vol. i. p. 248), where most of the authorities ou
the various heads of this branch of law were cited and discussed and although the judgment of this Court in that case
;

was reversed by a majority of the Judges in the Court of
Appeal, that was not so much, as I understand from the judgment of the Chief Justice those of the other learned J udges
who concurred in his decision have not yet been reported
on the question of law, but rather on a question of fact, it being
held that the contract was really made in that case with an
That an aucagent for a principal disclosed at the time.

—

who

more than an ordinary

—

agent, and has a special
property in the articles sold by him, if he sells on account of
an undisclosed principal, is personally liable on the conti'act, is

tioneer,

is
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" If an
also cleai' from the English authorities.
auctioneer,"
"
at a sale does not disclose the name of the
says Addison,

vendor, but ma kes_the contract in his _own_ name, he will
himself be personally responsible for the fulfilment of
the contract :" Addison on Contracts, 7th ed. 392 cf. Chittij

1884.

Jan.

y^ff," &^Ko"ke.'

;

on Contracts, 11th
is

the

The leading authority on

ed. 210.

case of

vs.

Lamond, 4

this

C. B. 637,

Franhlyn
*'
I apprehend it to be very
where Wilde, C. J., said
old law, that an auctioneer who sells without at the time of
point

:

sale disclosing the

name of

—

his principal, contracts personally.

the simple case of parties who have sold as principals turning round afterwards and saying tliat they were
merely agents in the transaction." And Coltman, J., in

This

is

concurring, remarked that on this point the case of Hanson
That was a case in which
vs. Boherdeau was conclusive.

Lord Kenyon ruled that where an auctioneer does not disclose the name of his principal at the time of the sale, he is
personally liable to an action for damages for not completing
the contract (Peake, N. P. C. 163, 4 C. B. 642, n.). Among

the modern cases in which this principle as to the obligations
and the correlative rights of auctioneers in these circumstances has been affirmed, it will be sufficient for me to cite
those of Fisher vs. Marsh, 34 L. J. Q. B. (per Blackburn, J.,
at p. 179),

and Woolfe

vs.

Home,

25.

Feb^ia.

2 Q. B. D. 355.

The

liability of the auctioneer therefore, in a case like the
])resent, being that of a principal, what is the extent of the

No doubt according to the general
liability?
principles of the English law a vendor of goods does not
warrant title though this principle is subject to many exprincipal's

;

which the tendency of modern decisions is apto
extend; see e.g., Williams s Law of Personal
parently
9th
ed. p. 441, and cases there cited.
But the
Propertrj,
rule of both the ancient and modern civil law is different,
ceptions,

a contract of sale of movables implies a warranty of
This will sufficiently appear on reference to the note
in Chitty on Contracts at p. 414, which was cited
by Mr.

iind

title.

Levey on behalf of the appellant, and which sliews, by reference
to Domat, to the Code Civil, and to BelVs Principles, that by
the civil law, both ancient and modern, by the law of Scot-

208

and

learned author adds, to some extent

1884.
•Jan. 25.

land,'

Feb^i5.

by the law of the United States

^Kue

*f KOTke"

also,' as tlie

'

of America, there

an implied warranty of

co'^tract of sale either

plied indemnity against eviction

and

its

title,

is

in a

or an im-

The

consequences.

be found clearly laid down in Pothier on
"
Sale, p. 50, sect. 83, and in Grotius, iii. 14, 1, where
purchase
"
"
tind Side
a contract whereby one person binds
is defined as

same doctrine

will

himself to give and warrant the ownership in a certain thing
"
cf. also iii.
and the other to pay a certain price in money
eviction
the
of
and
is diswhere
14, 6,
subject
warranty
and
to
the
iii.
with
references
15, 4, on
cussed,
Digest
;

;

the consequences of sale and the obligations of the seller
(Maasdorp's ed., pp. 360-2, 377). The only otlier autho-

which

rity to

may

it

be useful to refer

is

one which I

—

am

rather surprised was not cited in the argument
possibly because learned counsel were nota\\are that the meagre supjdy
of

Roman-Dutch

authorities in our library

been

lias

recently
—
considerably augmented namely, Matthseus De Auctionibus.

Matthseus says
fuerit,

sus

"
:

videndum

Quod

si

alienam vendiderit, eaque evicta

an actio evictionis emptori detur, et adverSi voluntaria

quem competet ?

minus de evictione tenetur, ac

sit auctio,

si citra

venditor non

auctionem vendidisset,

quod
publico denuntiaverit, nolle se de evictione teneri
vernacule dicimus, met de voeten stooten : aut si proscripserit
nisi

:

venditurum

se,

quicquid iuris in eo /undo lidbet : his enira
nolle se de evictione teneri.
Qua?

verbis iuest tacite illud

:

prodest, ut ne in id
ceterum
cenvenire
interest
pretium nihilominus
possit;
quod
"
malum
tenetur
restituere
(I. xiv. 5).
prajstare
dolumque
and
the
word
auctionor
auctionanti
As to the sense of the verb
"
to sell as
in the above passage, it clearly means not
"
to sell by means of an auctioneer," tlie
auctioneer," but

tamen denunciatio hactenus auctionanti

auctioneer apparently in private as well as public sales being
That this is the meaning of the verb
designated as p-^eco.
will sufficiently appear from the following passage, in wliich
the duty of the auctioneer to pay over the purchase-price
"
Si prsesenti pecunia, eodem die,
to the vendor is discussed
vel longissimum sequente, exacta pretia auctionanti solvere
:

debet

(I.

xv. 10)."

The

prsscoiws were public officers and also
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enjoyed the monopoly of conducting private sales by auction.
In the previously quoted passage Matth?eus goes on to say

:

j.^^***25

Feb^is.

*'Praeeo vero civitatis, qui praedicat involuntariis auction ibus
vi«"e"&Rorke.
pretiumque sufficit, emptori quidem de evictione non tenetur,
si tamen rem furtivam temere vendiderit aestimationem domino prsestare compellitur." But tliis must be understood

to apply only to cases wliere the auctionans, the dominus, is
known and the emptor lias his remedy against him ; in such

cases the exemption from liability of the auctioneer had at
an early time become proverbial, as we find from a phrase
"
of Cicero, in his oration 'pro Quinctio
Quod promisisset,
:

non plus sua referre, quam si, cum auctionem venderet,
domini iussu quippiam promisisset" a passage in itself sufficient to dispose of the quite unfounded doubt which Mr.
Forster in his argument incidently cast on the antiquity of

—

the profession of auctioneer. When, as in the piesent ca>;e,
the auctioneer sells without disclosing the name of the
dominus, his liability is that of the auctionans. as laid down

by Matthxus, and of any ordinary vendor of goods, according to the principles of our law, as laid dov\n in the authorihave already cited. On these grounds I am of opinion

ties I

that the judgment of the Magistrate in this case must be
reversed, and judgment entered for the appellant for the

amount claimed, with
l)elo

costs both

here and

in

the Court

V,

rAppellant's Attorney, COGHLAN.
LKespondents' Attonieys, Graham

"1

& Gilbeet.j

Eamsammy

vs.

Vincot Sam.

Magistrate's discretion.

—

Costs.

Wliere a Magistrate gave judgment suhstanfialh/ in favour of
a plaintiff in an action of deht, hut orde^^ed the
to
plaintiff^

2jay the costs of the action on the

ground

that his motives

the defendant ivere
unsaiisfactorg

:
Held, on
Magistrate had not ccercised a judicial
discretion, and that flte judgment as tu costs must be

for suing

appeal, that
reversed.

tlte

210
issi.

—

viuwt Sam.

Appeal from the Assistant Magistrate of Kimberley.

The

appellant, the plaintiff in the Court below, claimed £47 for
wages ; the defendant pleaded a set-off and counter-claim to

the

amount

of

£57 odd

for

goods sold and delivered.

The

Magistrate gave judgment for the plaintiff in convention for
£47, and for the defendant, as plaintiff in reconvention, for
£13, and ordered the plaintiff in convention to pay the costs
of suit, expressing his opinion, in a written judgment which
was annexed to the record, "that this case has been brought
into Court not so mucli for the purpose of recovering the
to some ill-feeling between

amount sued for, but more owing
the parties."

The

plaintiff appealed.

Lange, for the appellant, having stated that the appeal
was solely on the question of costs.

The Court (Laurence,

J.) called

Davison, for the respondent,

on

who submitted

that the Court

would be very reluctant to interfere with the discretion of
the Magistrate on the question of costs. The Magistrate
appeared to have regarded the action as vexatious, and one
of a kind which should not be encouraged.

Laurence, J., referred to Van der Burg vs. Gehhard,
3 Menz. 407, Bennet and Webster vs. Coetzee, 1 Juta, 285,
and Kissten vs. Van Noorden, Buch. 1879, 232, Here the
judgment of the Magistrate was substantially in the plaintiff^s
favour, and it was not within his judicial discretion to compel him to pay the costs because he disapproved of what he
conceived to be the plaintiff's motives in suing for a debt
The appeal must
which he had found to be due to him.
the
therefore be sustained, and
respondent ordered to pay
the costs, both here and in the Court below,
"1
rApix41ant's Attorney, Beevoe.
LRespondent's Attorney, Coghlan. J
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Queen
Ovclinanee 19, 1880, §§

vs.

5,

6,

Forbes.

— Liahility of
as
—Exceptions
and provisoes

11.

licence.

trustee

transferee of liquor
in penal statutes.
Burden of proof

—

The

.

of an insolvent estate obtained transfer to himself
of a liquor licence held hy the insolvent, and appointed a
trustee

manager who contravened

the liquor laivs.
The trustee
convicted
this
the
been
conviction
contravention,
having
for
was sustained on appeal.

section of an Act makes it an offence to sell liquor
in prohibited hours, and a subsequent section allows the
sale ivithin such hours to bond fide travellers, the burden

Where one

of proving that the purchaser in any particular case teas
a bond fide traveller lies on the defence, and it is unnecessary for the qualification
negatived in the summons.

of the purchaser

to

be

an appeal fi'om the Police INFagistrate of
whom, on tlie 10th of November, 1883, the
by
Kimberley,
had
been convicted of contravening sect. 5 of
appellant
Ord. 11) of 1880 (Griqualand West), by selling, " either by
This was

himself or some other person then being on the licensed
premises," certain intoxicating liquors after hours to one
Curry, he not being licensed to deal in such liquors after
At the trial it was objected, on
P.M., as by law required.
of
the
behalf
accused, that it was competent, under sect. 6
of the above Ordinance, for Licensing Boards " to grant the
following privileges to licensed retail dealers in intoxicating

9

(a.) Week-dajj Privileges, which shall be taken to
the permission to a bond fide hotel or boarding-house
keeper to supply bond fide travellers or regular boarders

liquors

:

mean

with such liquors as they may call for befoie or after the
regular hours of opening and closing, as iixed in the hist
preceding section. &c.," and that it was not alleged in the

charge either that the accused did not possess such privileges,
The
or, if lie did, that Curry was not a bond fide travelh^r.
Vol. L— Part IJ. -fJ. W.
')
I

1RS4.

Jan.

25.

ou^«s.
Jueen v
Forbes
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j]^^^\;^

<)uwi7w
Forbes.

Acting Clerk of the Peace then applied for an amendment
" not
^^^^ charge by
inserting the words
being a hond fide

^^^

"
traveller or regular boarder
This
after the word Curry.
amendment was objected to on behalf of the accused, but

allowed by the Magistrate.
It was then proved that a
licence for the premises in question, with " week-day privileges/' had been issued to one Clarke, and had been transferred to the accused in his capacity as trustee of Clarke's
insolvent estate, and he carried on the business for the
benefit of the estate, througli a manager, one Crawford, to
he had given a power of attorney to act under his
The sale by Crawford, between
licence, which was put in.

whom

10 and 11 P.M., of liquor to Curry, a detective, was then
proved, and that Curry was neither a boarder nor hond fide
traveller, and that no question was asked by Crawford on
The accused was convicted and sentenced to
the subject.

pay a fine of £5 Is., or seven days imprisonment, against
which conviction and sentence he appealed.

—

Sect. 11 of the Ordinance proDavison, for the appellant
vides that " the holder of any retail licence shall be deemed
:

and taken to be responsible for every sale of intoxicating liquors
on his premises, contrary to the provisions of Ord. No. 16
of 1879, or of this Ordinance, until the contrary appears."
When it is proved that the holder is such in his capacity as
"
" the
trufctee of an insolvent estate,
contrary appears within

the meaning of this section. It could never have been intended that such persons, who had no personal interest in
the business, and who might have no funds in hand with
should be held criminally responsible
for any contravention of the liquor laws which might take
There was not sufficient evidence that the purchaser
place.

which to pay a

fine,

was not a hond fide traveller. Moreover, the amendment on
changed the nature of the offence charged,
and thus prejudiced the prisoner.
Hoshjns, C.P., in support of the conviction, was called on

this point really

on th-e point as to the amendment in the summons,
which he contended could not possibly have prejudiced the
(^nly

prisoner.

As

to the suggestion that the purchaser

might

213
was the duty of the vendor
~ him.
to ascertain this before supplyin"^
i

have oeen a hond

fide traveller, it
-t^

•'

—

With regard
Laurence, J.
the main contention on behalf

to the first point, which is
of the appellant, I cannot
that, because the holder of a licence

assent to the argument
to sell liquors holds it in his capacity as trustee in an insolvent estate, his position and responsibility, in the event
of a contravention of the law, are in

any way

different

from

the position and responsibility of a holder in his private
The law provides for the transfer of subsisting
capacity.
licences to trustees in such circumstances, but there is

nothing

in the

Ordinances to shew that when this takes

place the transferee is iree from all criminal liability for the
manner in which the licensed house is conducted, or that in
"
such cases " the contrary appears under sect. 1 1, as ar<iued
As to the amendment which
on behalf of the appellant.

was made in the charge,

1 have felt more doubt, and I think
should
be
very cautious in allowing amendments
Magistrates
in
introduced
criminal
The amendment in
to be
charges.

the present case seems to me to have been unnecessary, as
"
exception with regard to tlie holders of
week-day

the

"

and hond fide travellers was contained, not in the
privileges
section which the accused was charged with contravening,
but in a subsequent section and in that case the principle
is that it is not for the Crown to traverse in the indictment
;

and

disjirove

by the evidence the

—

falling of the case within

the excepted category as it would be if the exception were
embodied in the stction constituting the offence but it is
for the defence to shew, if they can, that the case fails within
the exception laid down in tlie subsequent clause, and not
within the rule laid
is

—

^
Queen

vs.

Forbes.

Davison replied.
:

1^84.

down

—

in the clause before the Court.

therefore impossible to

It

contend that the accused was

amendment in the charge of whicli the
was simply to throw upon the Crown the burden of
proof on a })oint where it would otherwise have been incumbent on the defence to establish the contrary,
'rhcic was

prejudiced by an
effect

quite sufficient proof adduced that the purchaser was not a

Q

1^
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Qu^vs,

bond fide traveller; and the appeal must therefore be dismissed and the conviction sustained (a).

Forbes.

[Appellant's Attorney,

(a)

[Oa

Coghlan.]

this principle in the construction of statutes,

8 T. R. 543

17 C. B. N.

;

S.

Thihault

vs.

Gibson, 12

M.

& W. 88

cf.

R. vs. Jukes,

Taylor vs. Humphries,
539; Wilherforce on Statutes, 304, 305. In /•'. vs. Juh-s,
;

Lord Kesyon, C.J., referred to 2 Hawkins, c. 25, § 113, and said
" That this conviction could not be
supported, because the information did
:

not negative the exception introduced in the clause enacting the offence,
viz. that the buttons had been exposed to sale in this instance
upon the
pattern cards. In like manner as in convictions on the game laws, it had

always been deemed necessary to negative in the information the defendant's qualifications to kill game that the only cases where this was not
necessary to be done were, where the exception A\4as introduced in a subsequent clause and then it must come by way of defence on the part of
;

;

the defendant." Similarly, in Thihault vs. Gibson, Lord Abinger, C.B.,
" 1 believe it is a well-established
said :
principle that, in all cases wliere
proceedings are taken against a party for the recovery of a penalty under
a statute, if there be any exception in the clause which gives the
penalty,
exempting certain cases from its operation, the declaration or information
must shew that the particular case is not within the exception. But where
it comes by way of proviso in a subsequent
part of the Act, it is not
necessary to notice it in the declaration or information, but it is matter
which the defendant must allege as a ground of defence. The same rule
applies with increased force and efficacy to the ca.se where penalties arc

given by one statute, and particular cases are, by a subsequent statute,
And Parke, B., said " I am of the
exempted from its operation."
:

same opinion.

The

which has been adverted to is thus
stated in 1 Wms. Saund. 262, a
Wherever a statute inflicts a penalty
for an otfence created by it, but there is an exception in the enacting
rule of pleading
'

:

clause of persons under particular circumstances, it
tlie information that the defendant is not within

And

it

is

necessary to state in
of the excei>tions.

any

seems immaterial whether the exception be in the same section, or
But
Act of Pailiament, referred to by the enacting clause.

in a preceding

where the exception
Act of Parliament, it

is

is

contained in a proviso in a subsequent section or
for defence ; and therefore it is not necessary

matter

to state in the information that the

defendant

is

not within such proviso.'

where it comes by way of proviso in a subsequent
section, the exception must be noticed by the party who relies on it."
Taylor vs. Ilurnphries was a decision on 11 & 12 Yict. c. 49, which
victuallers selling liquor on Sunday before a
impo^^e^l a ]ienalty on licensed
"
certain hoiu- in the afternoon
except to travellers." It was lield that, as
the exception was contained within the section of the Act which created
In

all cases

the

ofl'ence,

of exception,

the onus of shewing that the persons supplied with refreshit was on tiie informer.
The same construction was

ment were not within

words in 2
]iut u|rOn similar
L. R. 4 C. P. 172.— Eu.]

&

3 Vict.

c.

47 in the case of Davis

vs. Scrace,
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Kennedy, N.O.,
Principal and surety.
surety

D.

II.

and

vs.

— Executor

s

Haaehoff.
accounts.

— Obligation of

co-principal debtor.— Provisional sentence.

had hound

himself, nearly eight years before the present
and co-principal debtor, for the

proceedings, as surety

due fidflment by J. U. of his duties as executor dative.
J. H. had
left the country and had filed no account as

and was believed to be dead. Provisional
was granted against D. H. on the bond.

executor,

sentence

Provisional sentence was claimed by the plaintiff, in his
capacity as actir)<r Master of the Hi^h
Court,' by virtue of
^

t*^

-I

a security bond for £200, wherein one James Hall, executor
dative to the estate of Charles Lennox Christie, had bound
himself to the Master of the High Court in the above sum as
a security for the due and faithful administration of the said
estate by him ; and wherein Daniel Johannes Haarhoff had
interposed and bound liimself, as a surety in solidum and
joint principal debtor, to the said Master for the sum of

£200, renouncing the benefit of the exceptions ordinis,
divisionis, et excussionis, the said James Hall engaging to
indemnify and hold harmless the said surety from all

damages he might sustain through becoming surety. The
condition of the obligation was tliat if James Hall shall duly
and faithfully administer the said estate and render a i)roper
account of his administration, then this obligation shall be
void and of no elfect
otherwise it shall be and remain
;

and effect. The bond was dated 25th February,
1876, and was executed by James Hall and the defendant
D. J. Haarhoff. It was alleged in the summons that the
above condition had not been complied with by the defendant or the said James Hall.

of full force

Affidavits

on behalf of the defendant were

produced,

alleging that the predecessors in office of the plaintiff had
taken no steps in the present matter from the date of the?

bond

until

the

Otli

of

May

last

past,

written to the defendant informinir

him

when a
that

lett^'r

was

aecc^unts liad

,i884.

—

'

-

Kenned V,
''^-

N.O.,
HaarUofr.
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plb^a
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vs.

o.
Haarhoff.

^^^ ^^^'^ ^led, and that proceedings Avould be taken to
^^^o^^e payment of the amount secured by the bond ; that

the defendant thereupon replied, taxing the Master's office
with neglect in not giving him earlier notice of the
executor's non-compliance with the conditions of the bond ;
he added that owing to the length of time which had been

allowed to elapse he no longer considered himself liable, and
that he believed that Hall, the executor, had died in

England. His affidavits further alleged that he had held
a conversation with the previous Master on the subject, in
which that officer had expressed himself satisfied that the
estate
to

file

had been properly administered, and that the

failure

the accounts was due to the severe illness of the

executor.

On

behalf of the plaintiif affidavits

were pro-

duced shewing that the executor Hall, shortly after his
appointment, had become very ill and had left the country
that notices had been sent to him through his representative,
Mr. Craven, at Ximberley, calling upon hiin to file the
account, and that Craven had, in answer to one of these
;

notices, called at the jMaster's

was impossible

to

file

office

the accounts

;

and explained why it
further, that it had

transpired that a sum of about £130, which the
executor ought to have handed over to the heirs of tlie said

since

Christie,

had never reached them,

Forster, for the defendant

:

—The

facts are that the

bond

was entered into early in 1876, shortly after which date
executor Hall became ill and incapacitated, and
Mr. Craven was accepted by the IMaster as a sort of assumed

the

executor in his place.
The surety, the present defendant, is
The
not responsible for the acts or omissions of Craven.
i\laster took no steps for the removal of the executor when
ho became incapacitated, as he ought to have done under
provisions of section 21 of the Wills and Intestacy
Ordinance of 1844; and when it was known that he had
died ttie JMaster ought to have proceeded under the 25th

t'le

section of that Ordinance.

Instead of taking this course,
act, and did this behind the

the Master allowed Craven to

The ordinary rules of suretyship would
(if the surety.
thus apply, and the new arrangement without his consent

back
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would discharo:e the surety.
y
because the r
discbaro;ed
principal
r
°

i\roreover

was

the surety
"^

i884.

—

Feb.

.

had not been excussed.

Kennedy, N.O.
vs.

—The

obligation in this case is that of
a joint principal debtor, and the benefit of the exception
of excussion is renounced.

Laukence,

Forster:

J.

:

— The

Master, instead of taking the steps proby the Ordinance, has released the executor and
accepted Mr. Craven in his stead.

vided

—

Is not the executor liable until he
Jones, J.
can the Master accept a substitute ?
:

is

removed ?

And

Forster:

—The

executor

is

liable,

and the Master has no

such power.

—

Then how can the Court relieve the surety
Jones, J.
because of an act of the Master which was ultra vires ?
:

Forster

:

—The Master released the

arrangement

surety

by making

this

to his prejudice without his knowledge.

Per Curiam:

—

Is the

amount

stipulated in the bond of

the nature of a penalty or liquidated damages

?

—

Forster:
It is admitted that the authorities are against
the defendant on that point (Fisher's Digest, vol. i. col. 1353"
1357, Bond ").
Hoshjns, C.P., for the plaintiff, argued that the law of

Nothing
principal and surety had been too baldly stated.
had happened to release the surety Fisher s Dig. vol. iv.
col. 8270-1
Eyre vs. Everett, 1 Euss. 381; McTaggart \s.
:

;

10 Bligh, 618; Madden vs. McMidler, 13 Irish
Trent Navigation Co. vs. Ilarley, 10 East, 34
Dawson vs. Laices, 23 L. J. Eq. 431, per Wood, V.C. Strong
vs. Foster, 25 L. J. C. P. 106.
Watson,

C. L. R. 315

;

;

;

The CouET stopped the Crown Prosecutor inhis argument,
Buchanan,
not

J.P.

:

— The

defendant in this case

is

18.

liable

only as surety, but also as joint principal debtor, and

Haarhoff.
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Haaritoff.

therefore the arguments urged on his behalf on the ground
^^ ^^^ Suretyship alone are not sufficient.
The obligation of

^he principal was that Hall should duly discharge his duties
as executor and file proper accounts.
This he has failed to

and therefore a condition of the bond has been broken.
to have been irregularities and delay in the
Master's office, but no fraudulent connivance has been
do,

There seem

proved, and certainly none on the part of the present
occupant of the office. Therefore on the authorities quoted
nothing has happened to discharge the principal, or the
defendant as surety and joint principal debtor, from his

In

obligation.

strict

law the defendant

is

liable,

and the

Court cannot consider the undoubted hardship of the case.
Provisional sentence must therefore be granted as prayed,
with costs.

Jones and Laurence, J J., concurred.
rPlaintiff's Attorneys,

Grajiam & Gilbert."]

LDefendant's Attorneys,

Haarhoff

Bros.

Dell
Provisional sentence.
Wliere B.

vs.

J

Bawden.

—Aceommodafian

note.

— Nominal

holder.

made an accommodation note in favour of S., -who
it in blank and
2MSsed it to a hanJc as collateral

endorsed

security for his liability, j^^ovisional sentence was granted
against B. at the suit of a plaintiff ivho was a nominal

holder on behcdf of the bank, in the absence of any proof
that the plaintiff was not didy authorised to sue on the
note.

1884.

Dell

'•,«.

Bawden

Hopley prayed for provisional sentence on a proniissoi-y
£950 made by the defendant in favour of one Slater

note for

on the 27th November, 1882, due on the 27th January, 188o,
and by Slater endorsed in blank, of which note the suinnion.'^
alleged the plaintiff to be the legal holder.
the detVndani alleiiod that the note f\'as

Affidavits

madf

for

foi

th^
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accommodation of Slater to meet liabilities of his to the
Du Toit's Pan branch of the Standard Bank, and that the
manager of that branch, when he received the note from
Slater, had knowledge of the fact that the defendant had
'

received no consideration

for

it

;

the

defendant further

alleged that the present plaintiff was not the holder for
value of the note, and that he had given no consideration

whatever

for

The

it.

plaintiff's

affidavit

set forth that

he

was the manajrer of the Kimberlev branch of the Standard
Bank that the Du Toit's Pan branch had been closed in
;

September 1883, and all its assets taken over by the
Kimberley branch that it appeared from the books of the
Du Toit's Pan branch that the defendant had in July 1883
pledged certain shares as security for the payment of the
note; that the plaintiff was the bond fide holder for valuable
consideration of the said note
that the defendant had been
the
Bank
for payment, and had never
frequently pressed by
;

;

denied his

liability.

Forster, for the defendant, admitted that

if

the Standard

Bank, were
note the defendant vvouUl have no defence;

Bank, or Dell in his capacity as

manager

of that

suing on this
but contended that Dell individually could not recover, he
Dell knew
not being a holder for valuable consideration.
that this was

knew

it,

an accommodation note, because the Bank
is now managins: the affairs of the Du

and Dell

branch, where the contract was made. The
the
real
holder of this note, must be taken to have
Bank,
to
without consideration, and Dell suing
it
Dell
})assed
recover
can
individually
only what he paid for the note ;

Toits Pan

Bijles

on

Bills,

18th

ed.

p.

130.

The Court should not

think of Dell as the manager of the Bank, but merely as
a plaintiff who had ac(|uired this accommodation note with
its nature and without giving
any consideration for
and who had therelbre taken it with all its equities, so

notice of
it,

now set up the non-i'cceipt of valut;
"
the
holder."
a^'ainst
The note being endorsed in blank passes
Hopley, contra:
intention
with
to translV-r.
If the P>ank had
by delivery

that the defendant can

—

made

a

jrift

o{

the note t"

Dell

lie

wuuld !iu\e as

nmch

^«>^*-

—

Feb.

18.

Dellvs. Ba\vd(!ii
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18.

DeUuTliiwden

donor had, and here it is
^^^litted that the Bank would have had every right to sue
the defendant.
When a phiintiff comes into Court in
to
right
'^

recover on

as the

it

'

^

possession of a note, the Court will presume that he has

a right to it and holds it for valuable consideration, and
here the plaintiff swears that he is the hond fide holder for
value.

It is

customary to sue by nominal holders, who have

the same rights as those from whom they receive the note
for the purposes of the suit.
The case of Findlay vs. Hains,
which had been referred to by Mr. Justice Laurence, and

which was reported concisely in 1 Cajje Law Journal, 41, is
exactly in point, and as far as can be gathered from the

same defence was

short note of the case in the Journal, the

To make

there raised.

this defence

is necessary for
good
the defendant to prove absence of authority from the Bank
to the holder to sue.

Bucha:nan, J.P.

:

—

It is

it

admitted that

if

the

Bank had

sued there would have been no ground of defence, as the
Bank had given consideration for the note but it is said
;

" holder "
without consideration, and
that he cannot recover.
If the consideration was originally

that Dell

is plaintiff as

Bank can depute the right to sue to any one.
the practice in all the Colonial Courts, where
nominal holders are frequently plaintiffs. As far as can be
given, the

This

is

gathered from the succinct note of the case, Findlay vs.
Hains, recently decided in the Eastern Districts Court, seems

and that decision governs the present case.
Provisional sentence must therefore be granted, with costs.
to be in point,

—

The defendant can set up no equities against
Jones, J.
the transferor of this note, and therefore he has none against
:

the transferee.

I therefore concur in thinking that provi-

sional sentence should be given.

Laurence,

J.,

rPIaintiff's Attorneys,

concurred.

Graham k

LDefeudant's Attorney,

Gilbert."]

Dewhurst.

J
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DlERINQ

Ad

20, 1856,
sect. 3.

sect. 8.

&

Co.

— Ordinance

VS.

KEEFER.

13, 1874,

Griqualand
— Magistrate's jurisdiction. — Balance
of account.

West,

Wliere the claim of a plaintiff has been reduced hefore action
brought by a cash payment to an amount within the jurisdiction of the Besident Magistrate, he shoidd sue for the
balance in the Magistrate's Court, and if he sues in the

High Court only Magistrates Court

costs will be alloived.

Levey prayed for judgment in default of appearance under
Rule of Court 329 (d), in terms of a summons wherein the
plaintiff

claimed £156

defendant, less the

supplied to the
of £106 10s. 9d. paid on account,

lOs. del for wines, &c.,

sum

together with interest a tempore petitionis and costs of

The Court pointed out

suit.

that the claim was for £50, which

was within the Magistrate's jurisdiction and the interest,
being claimed only a tempore petitionis, did not take the
;

matter out of his jurisdiction.

Levey submitted that the defendant might have opened
up the whole account and disputed items, or denied that the
on this account. He quoted Avards and
22
L. J. Exch. 106.
Bhodes,
Forster and Ilopley, as amici curim, referred to Va)i der

payment made
Another

Walt

Avas

v.

vs. HaicJcins,

3 Buch. E. D. C. 27

3 Buch. E. D. C. 131, and Charsley

v.

Beer

v.

Chiappini,
Eorsley (E. D. C, not
;

reported).

Levey

:

—The defendant might have taken exception to the

summons

in the jMagistrate's Court, or he might have raised
a dispute as to tlie amount due, and so thrown the plaintill"
out in the Magistrate's Court, and saddled him with costs.

The Court gave judgment as prayed, but with ^Magistrate's
Court costsonly. By sect. 3 of Or<l. 13, 1871, Griqualand
West, amending, so far as this Territory was concerned,
sect. 8 of Act 20 of 1856, the I\ragistrate had jurisdietiim in

^Ih^s
pig^;;;!"^ ^^^

«• Ke«ftr.

222

Feb^'is

illiquid cases

up

to

£50

and where a claim, originally ex-

;

that amount, had been reduced by a cash payment
Diori^sico. needing
vs. Keefer.
to £50, and there was
nothing to shew that the whole
account, or the appropriation of the payment made, was in
dispute, the claim for the balance should be brought in the

Court of the Resident Magistrate, who had jurisdiction to
entertain
[Plaintiff's

it.

Attorney, Rhodes.]

Standx\.rd

Bank

Biden's Trustee and Others.

vs.

Orel. 6, 18-13, §§ 8, 30,

trihution

account.

44, 58, 111.

— Secured

—Liquidation
—

creditors.

and

con-

of

Liahilif/f

creditors to contribute to deficiency incurred before filing
of their j^roofs. Hemuneration of trustee.

—

who have proved on an insolvent estate in tvhich there
a contribution account are liable to contribute although

Creditors
is

the expenses ivere incurred before they filed their piroofs.

Where a secured

creditor has vahied

ivith the consent

and retained

his securities

of the trustee, the latter is not entitled to

charge commission on the value of such securities.

Where

the

Master had alloived the

trustee certain special

neration., in addition to his commission,

remu-

on accotmt of his

of time and trouble in conducting a lawsuit and otlier
matters connected with the administration, the Court, in
the absence of satisfactory evidence of exceptional circumloss

stances to justify such special remuneration, disalloiced

tJte

charge.

The apidicant Bank,

ISM.

—

Feb.

IS.

standard Hank
Hideu's I'nistee and Others.

r.f.

'

^

.

...

a creditor in the insolvent estate of

Biden, had taken certain obiections to the account filed by
was made under the
the trustee, and the present
application
a
t
'

•'

''

,

'

,

t

111th section of the Insolvent Ordinance to have'the account
It appca^'ed from the affidavits that

amended accordingly.
after the respondent,

i\l)-.

G, Eichards, had accepted his trust

223
an action was instituted
against him in
up a valufible

in

the Hio-h Court of Griqualand

compel him to give
claimed by
the
estate.
At that time
J

his capacity as trustee to

asset

•t^

^

nine creditors only, including the applicant Bank, had proved
The trustee sought directions
their claims on the estate.
from these creditors and, acting on their instructions, de-

•

fended the action and got judgment in his favour. This
judgment was, however, appealed agaiust and reversed by
the Court of Appeal (Bakry, J.P., and Buchanan, J.P., dissenting), with costs of the appeal and of the action in the
Court below. The result of this decision was that the costs

exceeded the assets of the estate by £999. After this state
of things had been ascertained seven other creditors proved

on the estate. In the account now objected to the trustee
had ranked the nine creditors wlio had originally proved
their claims as contributories to make up the deficiency, and

had not included the seven who had subsequently proved.
These seven creditors were respondents in the present application, but at the hearing service of notice on tiiree only was
shewn, the other affidavits having been mislaid. The trustee
in the account charged a sum of 50 guineas as extra
remuneration to himself for work done in defending the

had

action in this Court and on appeal, this duty having, it was
alleged, entailed a large amount of arduous labour, and also
for work done in trying to establish a clhini of the estate to

another
for

asset.

£9645

lis.

Tlie applicant Bank had originally proved
(kl., for part of which they held securities.

trustee called upon the Bank to value these securities,
and the manager thereupon valued them at £:i480, at which
price the trustee assigned them to the Bank, which was
then ranked as a concurrent creditor for the balance. In

The

the account the trustee, however, charged the Bank £124,
being commission at the rate of 5 j;er cejit. on the sum of

£2480.

The present

application was to

amend the account:

(1) By ranking the seven creditors as contributories for tlie
deficiency in the estate
(2) By striking out the sum of
;

(3) By striking out the charge of £124 as comFor the trustee it was alleged on affidavit, witli
regard to the sum of 50 guineas, that he had given due
notice of the taxation by the blaster of the Court to the ap-

50 guineas

mission.

;

i^s*.

d^^ii, t

Kuens

xru*-

Z'
tee and Others.
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pli cant's attorneys,

Fer*i8
standli¥]5ank
"

"tee^and otoere

who however had not appeared

at the

taxation, when the Master, after duly considering the matter,
^^^ allowed the charge as fair and reasonable, under the

provisions of sect. 44 of the Insolvent Ordinance.

Hoshjns, C.P. (with him Hopley), for the applicant, said
it was difficult to see on what grounds the seven credi-

that
tors

who had proved

after the decision of the

Appeal Court

should be exempted from paying their share of the defiThis was not a case contemplated by the proviso in
ciency.
section 8 of the Insolvent Ordinance.

If the Appeal Court
had given its decision in favour of the estate, without
doubt these creditors, though they proved after the
event, would have been entitled to share in the advantage.
[The Court here stopped the Crown Prosecutor on this
The amount of 50 guineas is charged as tonus for
point.]
extra work done by the trustee in connection with the lawsuit, and in trying to establish a claim for the estate to a
share in the Vaal Kiver estate, being work independent of

the realisation of assets.

—

It is claimed by virtue of the Master's taxaJones, J.
tion as authorised by the 44th section of the Ordinance.
:

Iloshyns., C.P.

— The

mere

:-

fact

of certain

extra

work

being done does not warrant the granting of special com})enThis was all work in connection with
sation to the trustee.
the trust, and the Master ought not to have allowed the
viz., the £124 charged as comcharge. On the third point
mission

—
— he argued that the trustee had done nothing at

to earn the amount.
fied

all

He had

simply expressed himself satiswith the valuation of the secured creditor, had assigned

the securities to that creditor, and had left the trouble and
risk of realising the securities to him. [The CouuT stopped
the argument on this point also.]
Forster, fur the respondents, urged that, whatever a creditor's responsibilities

might be

Insolvent Ordinance and

from

responsibility

for

after

he had proved, both the

common law would exempt him

the action of his co-creditors in

225
administerinp^ the estate at a time

do with

The proper

it.

.

course

when he had

is

for a trustee to consult

.

creditors before engaging in law expenses.
If he does this,
then it follows that those who instruct him are responsible.

In the present case the trustee was empowered to defend the
action by the creditors who had then proved
that is, virthe
had
who
the
tually, by
present applicant,
largest vote in

—

the matter.

Therefore those creditors alone should pay for

The

creditors who had proved subsequently
would certainly have abstained from doing so had they
thought it possible that they should be made liable for the
The words at the end of section 8 of the Insoldeficiency.
vent Ordinance, " and reserving to such trustee recourse

the ivsult.

against the said estate and against sucli creditors thereof or
others as may on other grounds be liable to such recourse,"
included a case like the present where expenses had been

incurred in litigation at the instigation of certain creditors
who hoped to be benefited by the result. The trustee's
recourse was against them alone.
The question was one of
and
the
trustee
was
not
the
agency,
agent of those creditors

who were

no way concerned in the administration of the

in

estate at the time of the litigation.

Jones,

J.

:

— The trustee can bring and defend actions

on

behalf of the estate without autliority from the creditors.
The Ordinance does not regard his trust as a matter of

agency.

—

J.
Suppose a majority of creditors who have
an
authorise
action, while the minority protest; the
proved
would
be
liable
for their share of tlie costs if the
minority

Laurence,

:

action proved unsuccessful.

Forster

:

Wliere then

is

the agency

?

— Tlie creditors, now respondents, were not before

the Court in the action in whicli the costs were incurred.

How

can the order of the Court as to costs affect them

in their absence

do not couiK
absence

;

ct

?
By subsequent {)roof on the estate? thoy
themselves with the costs incurred in their

nor are they so connected with the trustee as to be
as to costs given against him.
V[) u\ the

bound by an order

i^^*18

iiothiuer to

—

Keb

standard Bank
BWen's xnis-

''•''•
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1884.

cf
^""Tt,
standard
Rank
,

Tee^\*!d milerT

second point he contended that the present objection was
taken.
Tlie item of 50 o
wront'-lv
guineas iiad been allowed by
"
J
'

^^^ Master on taxation, and the proper course for the applicant would have been to apply for a review of the taxation.
a review of the taxation he urged
that the present objector after due notice liad not appeared
before the Master to object, and that the Master in the exerIf

it

were held that

this

cise of his discretion

is

a

difficult

and

The amount

had allowed the item.

was not an excessive allowance to the trustee
intricate lawsuit,

and

for

conducting

for the other

cated matters which the administration had involved.

compliIf the

charge were disallowed the trustee would obtain only about
£15 by way of commission, which was an entirely inadequate
compensation for his loss of time and trouble. On the third
point he contended that it was incorrect to say that the
trustee had not done any work in connection with these securities.

He had

in fact realised them.

They vested

in

him

he was appointed, and though he never had
physical possession of them, yet he disposed of them to the
secured creditor, and so realised them. If the applicant's
contention were correct trustees would suffer hardship in
as soon as

many

instances, for in

many

were pledged. The
to whether the secured creditor

estates nearly all the assets
judgment as

trustee has to exercise his

is putting a fair valuation on
In some
the securities, and he has to act accordingly.
estates, the assets being all pledged, he would get no commission at all. But a trustee's remuneration is not neces-

sarily

by way of commission or percentage.

the Ordinance laid

down

Section 44 of

that trustees were entitled to a

reasonable compensation for their care and diliiicnce and
here the trustee has done a large amount of extra work in
consideration of which he applied to the Master for the
;

assessment of a special charge.
Hoshjns, C.P., was called upon to reply on the second
point only. He admitted that, in exceptional circum>tances,
a special remuneration might be allowed to a trustee, but
very strong reasons must be shewn. Here there was nothing
he
except a letter from the tiustee to the Master, saying that
had had considerable trouble in the lawsuit and in the

matter of the Vaal Kiver estate.

That was not

suflicient,

and

227
the Master, in allowinsr
° the item, had not exercised his dis-

The

trustee had merely
J done his duty
J

in defending:
° the action,

and the conduct of the case had

cretion reasonably.
•'

.

A trustee ought not to be
rewarded by special remuneration for merely doing his duty
in bringing or defending an action for the benefit of the
The Supreme Court had hitherto held that a strict
estate.
rested with his legal advisers.

rule

Re

must be

laid

down

Denison, Buch. 1868,

in the matter of trustee's charges

:

5.

—I

am of opinion that the objections
taken by the applicant to this account must be allowed, but
as there appears to be some doubt owing to the mislaying, as
it is said, of certain affidavits, whether four of the seven
Buchanan,

creditors

J.P.

:

now respondents have been served, our judgment
them at present. With regard to the first

will not affect

objection,

it

seems

clear, after

looking at the 8th section of the

who have proved are liable for
Ordinance, that
a deficiency whether their proof upon the estate has been
made before or after the expenses which caused the deficiency
all creditors

were incurred.

I take

it

that those

who proved

after the defi-

ciency in the present estate had been ascertained did so with
some object of gain. If the decision of the Court of Appeal

had been reversed, they would have shared in the asset which
"
blow hot
the estate would have gained, and tiiey cannot
and cold." Tliey took their chance of gain, and ran the risk
of a loss,

and they must therefore contribute to tlie expenses
Upon the second objecti<m we have very little

of the estate.
to guide us.

The Courts have

laid

down a

rigid rule in

distinguishing between commission on movables and that
on immovables, as is shewn in Be Benison, and no case
lias been cited where special remuneration has been allowed

work done by a trustee. Are there, then, in this
case special circumstances to warrant a special assessment
by the JMaster under section 44 ? There is no affidavit by
for extra

the Master, and nothing to shevv whether he exorcised his
Even the trustee's letter to the
discretion reasonably.
Master asking for special remuneration does not make the

The item must thorefore be
ground of his claim clear.
As to the third objection, the ast^'ets on which
VuL. II. — I'.VllT II.— G. W.
\\

struck out.

i*"'^

—

Feb.
,,

,

18.

standard

,

.

l?;)nk

^f i^'**!'V?/f'"'''"
tee and Others.
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Feb.

18.

stind^Bink
^teo

and others

the trustee claims commission were never in his hands.

^^^®" ^ Creditor holds security for his debt, he keeps posit ; and it is only after he has
put a value upon it
with which the trustee is not satisfied that the trustee can
^^^sion of

take an assignment of the security for the benefit of the
The trustee has in this case done practically no
estate.

work

as regards these securities.

I

may remark

that I

am

in a position to state, after due inquiry, that it is not the
practice in the Supreme Court to allow any commission on

the value of securities so left in the creditor's hands.

Jones,

J.

:

—

President has
tions

;

concur in the remarks which the Judge
with regard to the first and third objec-

I

made

but I would go further than he has done in stating
I think that a trustee

my reasons for allowing the second.
takes his office with certain risks.
heavy

Sometimes he pockets
and sometimes he has a great

fees for slight work,

It happens here
deal of labour for very small remuneration.
is the case. The 58th section of the Ordinance

that the latter

empowers a trustee
and defend actions.

to take legal advice and to institute
It is part of his duty (which he must

count upon when he takes oifice) to do this and I have yet
to learn that a trustee is entitled to any remuneration for
instructing his attorneys in an action.
;

—I

think it is perfectly clear that if a
creditor proves on an insolvent estate after a liability has
been incurred by the trustee, he is liable for his share of that

Laurence,

expense.
it,

and

making

J.

:

If there be a surplus in the estate he will share in
there be a deficiency, he must contribute towards
it good.
This question must be decided irrespective

if

of agency.
What the object of the creditors who proved
after the decision of the Appeal Court was I cannot say
but, as they did prove, they are liable equally with the

;

I agree with what has fallen from the
with
President
regard to the tliird objection. As to
Judge
I
think it would have been better if
the second objection,

other creditors.

I confess that
the applicant had attended the taxation.
I feel somewhat reluctant to interfere with the JMastor's

decision on such a

})oint.

iS'o

doubt some extra work was

229
done in this estate
evidence before
.

,.

J

;

us,

but on the whole I cannot

-^

,

see,

.„

.

inaicated to the Master to justify

.

,

him

,,

,

.

,

.

in allowing this special

I agree therefore that all the objections
charge,
allowed.

It

on the

that any special circumstances were

i884.

—

standard Bank
«•>•

Biden's xrus-

must be

was therefore ordered that the three creditors who had

been served with notice of the application should be added to
the list of contributories, and that the items of 50 guineas
and £124 should be disallowed. Costs to come out of the
estate.

Postea (February 21), the missing affidavits of service
having been produced, the remaining four respondents were

ordered to be added to the
["Applicant's Attorneys,

list

of contributories.

Graham & Gilbert!

LKespondent's Attorneys,

Haaehoit Bros. J

EOTHSCHILD AND OtHEES

VS,

GrEENSTEEET.

— Liability of
—Act 20, 1856,

Service of summons in Magistrate's Court.
dividual imrtners for debt of firm.

in-

Schedide B, rule 11.

Where a firm had been summoned in the Magistrate' s Court for
a 'partnership debt, ayid service had been effected on some of
the partners, and the Magistrate gave judgment against the
partners icho had been served in tlieir individual capacity :

—

Held, on appeal, that the judgment must be reversed.

H.

W.

Greenstreet

summoned W. Murphy, D.

Francis,

J""*-

—

A. J. Wolhuter, A. Langford,
D. Symons, H. A. Ward, N. M. „
,,
:^
^
o
Kotlischild
and
de Kock, E. E. Hollins, G. W. Heckrath, and A. A. Eoths- ^""^Xct'''*'"
'

>

/

'

>

on business as the Orange Free State Coal
and Iron Association, in the Court of the Eesident JMagistrate of Kimberley for £30 due to the plaintiff as salary.
Tlio summons was served on Murphy, Francis, Eotbschild,
Symons, Wolhuter, Ward, and De Kock. A co[W was also
child, carrying

230
1884.

Feb.

19.

.^TT,^
Rothschild and
T>

others w. Green-

fixed to the door of Lanffford's
last-known 'place of residence.
°

As

.

returned
Heckrath and Hollins, the Deputy-Manai^er
o
f J
that they Were believed to be residing at Cape Town and in
to

'

-'

the Transvaal

respectively.

The defendants Rothschild,

Symons, Francis, and Wolhuter were represented before the

The

withdrew the case against
evidence, the Magistrate gave
Symons,
judgment against Rothschild, Francis, Wolhuter, Murphy,
Ward, and De Kock, the one paying the others to be
Magistrate.

plaintiff's attorney

and, after hearing

absolved.

The defendants

appealed.

—

Hoshjns, C.P., for the appellants: This action was
against a partnership, and by the Magistrate's Court Rules
the service was adequate, some of the partners having beea

But the Magiswithdrawn as against one of the
defendants, which he had no right to do, and then gave
served

:

Act

20, 1850, Schedule B, rule 11.

trate allowed the case to be

judgment against

certain individual partners, not against the

It might be arguable whether individual
partners could be sued in solidum for the debt of the firm,
but this had not been done here, and on the summons

Association.

was incompetent for the Magistrate to
give judgment against certain individual members.
Bowles, for the respondents, submitted that each of the

against the firm

it

partners was liable in solidum for the partnership debt, and
referred to Van der Linden, oil. The summons was directed
against

them

them

as a firm, but

judgment could be given against

individually.

The CouKT held

that the question of individual liability

was not raised by the summons, which was directed against
the legal persona of the firm, against which alone on such

summons judgment could be given, though the assets of the
several partners might on such judgment have been liable to
The appeal was therefore allowed, with costs.
execution.
"1
rAppellants' Attorneys, Haarhoff Bros.
LRespoudem's Attorneys, Taley & Cogiilan.J
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George

Kimberley Town Council.

vs.

Municipal regulations.
Wliere

—Mistake of law.

had been paid in satisfaction of a
and the payment had been made either

certain moneys

municipal

rate,

voluntarily, in order

under mistake of law

:

to

test

the validity of the rate, or

— Held, on appeal,

that the paym,ent

could not he recovered bach.

S.

H.

Geome summoned

the Kimberley

Town

Council, in

the Court of the Resident Magistrate of Kimberley, for the
sum of 6s., money had and received by the defendants on the

appeared that in the year 1879 a tax
was imposed by the defendants on occupiers of houses for
the removal of night soil in pails at the rate of 6s. per pail

plaintiffs account.

per month.

demanded

It

In October, 1883, payment for three months was
and the plaintiff said

at the rate of 8s. per month,
" I
it

—

—

his evidence,
amount £1 4s. thinking
paid
amount was correct, because I received an account for it."
He now sought to recover the extra 2s. per pail, on the
in

ground that the charge was illegal. It appeared that by
certain bye-laws framed by the municipality, and duly approved and promulgated, they were authorised to make a
"
not less than 6s. per month for each set of pails,"
charge of
and by a municipal notice, published in September, 1883,
The contenthe charge had been fixed at 8s. per month.

tion for the plaintiff was that as a matter of common sense,
and by analogy of other similar bye-laws in force in other
" not less than 6s." must be taken
naunicipalities, the words
"
to be a clerical error for
not exceeding 6s." The Magis-

however, held that the defendants were entitled to
charge any reasonable sum in excess of 6s., and gave judgtrate,

ment

in their favour.

The

plaintiff appealed.

Levey appeared for the appellant and read the record.

Laurenci], J.
mistake of law ?

:

—

Is not this a case of

money paid under

i884.

—

Feb.

19.

t,^^'™^^,'^^;,
Town
Council.

232

—

Levey : The payment was rather made to test the legality
of the increased rate.

rlb^*i9

George vs.
Kimberley

Town

Council

The Court:

—Then

if

the plaintiff paid this amonnt

voluntarily, and there was no mistake, how can he recover

?

Levey then argued that by the law of this Colony money
paid under a mistake of law could be recovered back, and
referred to Port Elizabeth Divisional Council vs. TJitenhage

Divisional Council^ Buch. 1868, 221.
Forster, for the respondents,

was not heard.

The Court held

that if the appellant wished to test the
of
this
validity
charge, as was stated, he should have refused
to pay and allowed himself to be sued, or he might have had

a special case stated for the decision of the Court. Either
he had paid the money voluntarily, believing he was under

no legal obligation to do so, in which case he could not
recover it; or he had paid it under a mistake of law, iu
which case there did not appear to be any " natural equity,"
by which the present claim could be supported. The appeal
was therefore dismissed, with costs.
Attorney, Coghlan.
[Appellant's
Respondent's Attorneys, Coryndon

~|

& Caldecott.J

Queen

vs.

Keviet.

Act 28, 1883,

§ 75.

Section lb of Act 28, 1883, not only imposes penalties for the
sale of intoxicating liquors ivithout a licence, hut renders

an

do so

the ivords

"

contrary to the provisions
are
to
be
of
explained by reference to the exceptions contained in sections 2 and 16.

it

offence to

this

A

J^^^-19.

—

Feb.

native

.

.

Queen vs. Kenet.

]\raaistrate
'~

Act

;

"

jo

the
named Keviet had been convicted by
'

Police

of Kimberley of contravenine; sect. 75 of the

Liquor Licensing Act, 28 of 1883, by selling intoxicating

233

The ca?e came before Mr. Justice
Jud^e of the week, and at his request the
question whether the conviction under the section could be
without a licence.
liquor
1

Laurence,
'

as

.

.

,

supported was now argued before the
section runs as follows

"
:

offer, or

any place where he

any such liquors at
his licence to sell the same, shall

sale

The

shall contrary to
in
or
deal
sell,
dispose of intoxi-

the provisions of this Act
cating liquors without a licence, or sell or

by

Court.

full

Any person who

to the following penalties, that

is

is

expose for

not authorised

upon conviction be liable

to say," &c.

Levey, for the accused, said the only question was whether
75 of the Liquor Licensing Act made the selling with-

sect.

out a licence an offence, or whether it merely provided the
The
penalties for an offence created elsewhere in the Act.

"
words " contrary to the provisions of this Act
shewed that
the latter was the case.
The Act, however, contained no
It enacted hoio
provisions against selling without a licence.
licences were to be obtained, but not that they were to be
obtained.
Penal statutes must be construed strictly ; in

any case

it

was submitted that

sect.

75 did not

in itself consti-

tute the offence of which the prisoner was convicted.
Hoshjns, C.P., for the Crown, contended that the whole

Act must be read in order to gather its scope and intention
Maxwell on Interpretation oj Statutes, 18, 247. He referred
to the wording of the former Acts, and especially sect. 46 of
;

Ord. 9 of 185], and sect. 57, Ord. 16, 1879,

Griqualand

West.

—

Sect. 46 of the Ord. of 1851 says expressly
Laurence, J.
the person offending shall incur and be liable to the pains
and penalties hereinunder set forth," &c.
and the local
:

"

;

Ordinance, which is admittedly not a model of drafting, says
the same thing impliedly, " In every case in which any
jMagistrate shall see cause to convict any person of any of
the following offences," &c.

;

but hero the wording

is

quite

different.

JoNKS, J., referred to the cases which by sect. 2 were
exemi)ted from the oprration of the present Act.

^'l^*-

—

Feb.
„

Queen

19.

.

ys.

,
Keviet.
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Hoskyns, C.P.

^^^\^
Queen^TKeviet

^^^^ ^^

:

^^^*- '^^

—There are no

words in the Act elsewhere

wMch

prohibit the salo of liquor by unif this section creates no offence the

licensed vendors, and
whole Act, of wliich the object

intoxicating liquors,

is

is

to regulate the sale of

rendered nugatory and useless.

Levey replied.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—No

doubt we have to deal in this case

with an ambiguity of language.
The Legislature has not
succeeded in making its meaning very clear, and the case,
in my opinion, was a very proper one to be argued.
In no
portion of the Act before us does it appear to be specifically
enacted that it shall be unlawful for persons to sell liquor

and yet to hold that the Act contains no
on
the
provision
subject would be to hold that the liCgislawithout a licence

;

meant to sanction free trade in liquor, which, bearing in
mind the object of the Act and the various regulations which

ture

it

contains,

to admit.

is

a construction which

it

seems quite impossible
to decide, and the

The question which we have

only question arising on the record before us, is what is the
"
meaning of the words
contrary to the provisions of this
"
Act in sect. 75 ?
must endeavour to give these words

We

a reasonable construction, in order if possible to give effect
to the intentions of the Legislature as clearly disclosed in the
other portions of the statute.
Now we find it is specially

provided by sect. 2 that certain persons shall be exempted
from the operation of the Act, and shall not be bound by the
regulations it contains as to the sale of intoxicating liquor.
not unreasonable, then, to hold that the above words in
sect. 75 refer back to these privileged exceptions, and that
the meaning is that any other person selling without a

It

is

licence
ties

commits an offence and

mentioned in the

section.

shall be liable to the penalOn these grounds I am of

opinion that the conviction must be sustained.

Jones, J., concurred, and said that he was of opinion that
selling without a licence impliedly created an offence by
He came to this conclusion by reference to the
sect. 75.
provisions of sections 2 and 16.
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—I

have

^^^*a good
deal of doubt about
f'
Feb. 19.
:,
principle that penal statutes ^
,
Queen w.Keviet.
Does sect. 75 of the new
ought to be construed strictly.
Licensing Act create an offence, or does it merely provide a

Laukence,

J.

:

felt

—

.

this case,' bearing
" in

mind the
.

?
In the latter case, the prisoner should not have
been charged under it but under the section, if there be one,
As a matter of fact,
by which the offence is constituted.
however, no other section distinctly declares it to be an

penalty

oifence to sell intoxicating liquor without a licence ; and to
hold that the offence is constituted by this section is, having

regard to

its

wording,

more

difficult

than in the case of the

corresponding sections of the former Ordinances which have
been cited. If the words " contrary to the provisions of this
"

had been omitted, the section would clearly have conI cannot admit, as has been suggested,
stituted the offence.
that these words may be discarded as surplusage; in the
construction of statutes all the words must be considered,
and tiieir due weight and, as far as possible, a reasonable
meaning attached to them. But as there are no provisions,
such as might have been expected, creating the offence, on
the whole I concur in thinking that these words must be

Act

taken to refer to the exceptional cases of auctioneers, &c.,
mentioned in sections 2 and 16, and that when the Legis"
"
it was
lature r,aid
contrary to the provisions of this x\.ct

merely a clumsy way of expressing a meaning which would
have been more correctly and clearly expressed by the words
"
except as in this Act is excepted." I therefore concur in
thinking that we must sustain the conviction.

Kkefer

The Griqu aland West Board of Executors

vs.

AND Keeper's Trustee.
Insolvencij.

—

Trustee's lien.

— Reversionary

riglits.

—

-Effect

of rehabilitation.
B., trustee of

tlie

insolvent estate of K.,

handed over

to

K.,for

vdiat purposc^ v((s in dispnte hetv:een the parties, certain
leases in liis estate upon the securitij <f irhlelt, ur oj tlic

.
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reversionary interest in ivhich, K. obtained a loan from E.,

reb^*2o
21.

a Board of which B. was

22.
28.

the Secretary/,

B. negotiating

the

^^G^rk[uabnd^

for the purpose of paijing off his creditors. Suhse^^^^^% K. oUaincd an order for rehabilitation without

Exwutora and

Opposition

loan,

Another.

the

;

trustee

paid

the

creditors

dividends,

in the £, hut no aceounts were filed, and
amounti^ig
the estate ivas not ivound up.
K. then desired to pay off
to 20s.

and applied for

E.,

the

leases,

tendering the amount due

E. refused to give them up, and denied
possession of them, on the ground that they ivere held by B.,
in his capacity as trustee of the estate, as security for the

on the loan.

payment of his commission and of iriterest still due to
K. then brought an action against E.for the
creditors.
delivery of the leases on
the

Court ordered B.

payment of

the

amount

due,

and

intervene as co-defendant.

to

Held, that B. as trustee had parted with the leases and had no
lien on them, and that E. must give them
up to K. on

payment of the amount due, but that K. must give security
to B.for the amount still claimed by him as trustee.
This action was originally instituted against the Board
and the declaration alleged that

of Executors only,
(1.)

On

the 1st March, 1882, the plaintiff executed a bond
in favour of the defendant Board for £4000, with

interest at

security for
title

the rate of 18 per cent, per annum, as
which sum he ceded and transferred his

and interest to and in the leases of certain stands
on the ground of the London and South

situate

(2.)

African Exploration Co. (Limited).
actual sum due by the plaintiff to the defeoidant

The

Board was £3800,
(3.)

of

which amount the

plaintiff

had

duly paid £500.
On the 4th May, 1883, the balance of the said bond
was called up by the Board, and the plaintiff thereupon offered to pay it with interest if the Board
would transfer tlie property to the firm of Von Konn,
Schabbel

&

Port Elizabeth, who were credi-

Co., of

and the plaintiff placed the said
at the disposal of the Board in the Bank of

tors of the plaintiff,

amount
Africa at

Kimberley upon such

transfer being effected.
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The Board refused

to accept the said money or to
transfer the said property, or in any way to part with

(4.)

until the conditions of a certain

it,

the Board and

agreement between

Von Konn, Schabbel &

Co.

The defendants

still

refused to transfer the property to

the plaintiff" or his nominees, or to transfer or cancel
the said bond.
(6.)

The

was ready and willing to pay the capital
and interest due to the Board on the bond, and
hereby offered to do so, if the Board would at the
plaintiff"

same time

the said stands to him or his

transfer

nominees.

The

plaintiff

interest to

prayed

and in the

for

:

—

Transfer of his

(i.)

leases of the said stands

cancellation of the bond, or

General

;

relief

(1.)

Admitted paragraphs

(2.)

As

1, 2,

title

and

(ii.)

The

transfer to himself or his

its

and
(iii.)
The plea of the defendant Board

nominees

;

costs of suit.

3 of the declaration.

denied that the plaintiff was in
no way concerned with the conditions of the agreement with Von Konn, Schabbel & Co., the said
to paragraph 4,

it

agreement having been entered into with the full
knowledge and consent of the plaintiff; it further
denied the refusal to transfer the stands as alleged ;
it alleged that the bond related to the right or title
to the stands ceded

by the

plaintiff to the Board,

and

not to the stands themselves.
(3.) It

denied that the Board ever refused to cancel or

transfer the

payment
under

;

bond to the

of the

plaintiff or his

principal and

interest

nominees on

due there-

but admitted that the Board had refused to

transfer the said stands, the

Board not having posses-

sion of them.
(4.)

The

..

21.

>

"^ ^^

(with ^^rf uaiand^

which the plaintiff had nothing to do, and which
formed no portion of the conditions of the said bond)
had been fulfilled.
(5.)

i^s*.

i)lea proceeded to state that the right and title to
the said stands, transferred by the plaintiif to tho

Su'tore^Jn^'i
Another.
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Board, consisted merely of his reversionary rights in
respect of the same, as hereinafter set forth.

^l^^^Q
"
l^-

"

^ ^-

(5.)

The

was on July 20, 1880, adjudicated inand Gcorgo Eiehards was appointed trustee
estate
on February 28, 1882, the plaintiff was

plaintiff

solvcnt,

^Griqnaiknd*'

EuKnd

of his

Another.

;

rehabilitated.
(6.)

Upon

the iusolvency of the plaintiff the stands vested
and the estate, and were now held by

in the trustee

him and formed part
(7.)

of the assets of the estate,

After the plaintiff's rehabilitation the trustee on
behalf of the creditors of the estate retained possession of the stands which remained registered in his
name, as security for the due payment of certain sums
for interest on debts due to the creditors of the estate,
and for commission due to the trustee, and for other

(8.)

expenses of administration.
the 1st March, 1882, the plaintiff, with consent of
the trustee, mortgaged his reversionary title and

On

Board for £4000, subject
to the said claims or liens of the trustee for the said
interest in the stands to the

interest

and commission.

Such reversionary interest
have the

in the said stands consisted of his right to

said stands retransferred into his

name by the

said

trustee after the claim or lien of the said trustee had

been
(9.)

satisfied

and discharged.

The Board had never had

possession of the stands, nor

were they ever transferred to them or registered in
their name, but they were and still are registered
in the

name

of the trustee.

(10.)

The

(11.)

Board had nothing to do.
The defendant Board had always been and

said right and title of the plaintiff is subject to
the said prior claims or liens of the trustee of the
plaintiff's insolvent estate, with which the defendant

still

were

and hereby tendered, &c., to surrender to
the plaintiff his title and interest in and to the said
willing, &c.,

stands, which he ceded to

them

in the said bond,

on

payment of the principal and interest due thereon,
and they tendered to cancel the bond or to transfer
the same to the plaintiff or liis nominee.
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In the replication the plaintiff said that he had always
refused to recognise in any way the claim of the trustee to
any lien on the leases that he had never been a party to
or cognisant of any agreement between the Board and Von
;

&

Konn, Schabbel

Co., affecting his right to

or re-cession of the leases on

the bond

had a

;

he

furtlier said

lien such as

plaintiff denied,

he

payment

that

if

the

claim retransfer

of the

sum due on

trustee

had ever

now claimed by him, which the
the same in January 1881, when he

is

lost

gave up the leases and buildings thereon to the plaintiff,
and if not then that he lost it on the 1st March, 1882, when
the bond was executed and the plaintiff's title to the leases
was ceded and transferred to the Board with the fall knowledire

and consent of the trustee

that the plaintiff did not cede or
any reversionary right subject to the alleged lien
claimed by the trustee, but he ceded and transferred the
;

transfer

title to the same, and that the cession was
accepted by the Board as an unencumbered security for
that after his rehabilitation the
the amount advanced

whole of his

;

plaintiff converted the monthly lease of three of his stands

into a lease for fifty years, and that he deposited the new lease
as a further unincumbered security for the said advance
the
;

leases were

now

and under the control of

in the possession

the Board.

The

rejoinder was general.

After hearing some of the evidence the Court ordered
that George Richards, the trustee of the plaintiff's insolvent

who was likewise the secretary of the defendant
Board, should intervene as a co-defendant and file a separate
The following pleadings were then added to the
plea.
estate,

record

:

—The plea of

the estate of the

paragraphs

Kichards, in his capacity as trustee of
plaintiff, after repeating the allegations in

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10 of the Board's plea, proceeded

to allege that he had at no time parted with the said leases
to the Board, but that he had them and always had luid them
in his possession, save that in December 1881 he had given
them up to the plaintiff for the sole object of enabling him
to convert the

monthly

licences,

by which he held some <»f
upon the accomplishment

his stands, into a fifty years' lease,

i884.
>•

21.

"

^s-

^^rtliaKnd''
^^x^uto'^'^and

Another.
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^^ which, in

rT*2o
..

him

plaintiff had handed them back
which capacity he had ever since held

to

2 8-

The plea further alleged that, though the plaintiff
had obtained his rehabilitation, his insolvent estate had not
^^^ been closed, and the defendant was still acting as trustee

"
Reefer

March 1882, the

21.

Ds.

The

Ex^uto're'^ud
Another,

as trustee, in

them.

thereof; that certain claims for interest and commission were

due from the estate to the creditors and to the trustee, but
remain in the trustee's hands save the properties
covered by the said leases and the buildings thereon, and
the defendant said that he was entitled to retain possession
still

no

assets

of the said leases until the satisfaction of the said claims
against the estate, and that he had at no time parted with
the possession of the leases to the plaintiff or any other

person to enable the plaintiff to raise money upon them.
For replication to this plea the plaintiff joined issue.

For the plaintiff, Hoslcyns, C.P.
For the defendants, Forster (with him Lange).
The evidence was very voluminous, and the effect

of it

and

of the arguments of counsel will fully appear from the judgments given below. The case was heard on February 20, 21,

22

;

when, after hearing the arguments.

Cur. adv. milt.

Postea (February 28),

Buchanan,
this case it

is

—
—

In
J.P., after reciting the pleadings, said
to
between
manifestly necessary
distinguif*h

the defendant Board and the defendant trustee.

:

Consider-

ing the case before the Court as it stood in the first instance,
as a question between the plaintiff and the Board, the only
question that I can see as between them, which it is necesvsary

now

to dispose of, is one of fact, unconnected, as between
them, with any complicated question of law, and that simple
question of fact is, Has the Board of Executors ever had

possession of the securities for its advances on the con<litions
of the bond, or did the trustee hold them qq. the estate,

which would put them within his direct power and beyond
The bond, which is the conti'act between the

the Board's?
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which this contract is brought, says in
terms that " Louis Keefer acknowledges himself to be indebted in the sum of £4000 to George Richards in hiii!
parties in respect of

i8«4.>

»

21.

2 «-

capacity as secretary for the time being of the Board of ^^^ Vi'iand''
Executors, for the security whereof he binds generally his ^x^^u^^^'^aud
Another.
person aud property, and more especially declares to have

ceded and transferred to George Eichards
all his right, title,

in his said capacity

aud interest in and to the leases of certain

numbered

stands or building lots

and 174, 176, and 199

in the

respectively 173, 174, 145,

books of the London and South

African Exploration Company (Limited), situate on the Newton osteite, together with all the buildings and erections there-

same in any way belonging." An
made
been
has
by Mr. Richards to convince the
attempt
Court that the Board qua Board never had possession of the

on, and appurtenances to the

but to my mind that attempt has signally failed.
Not only does the bond pledge the right, title, and interest,
securities,

bnt other documents, notably the very written applications
for the loans, the

power of attorney, guarantee,

&c., all

written documents, speak of the Board's possession in terms.
Moreover, every business consideration, if we are to assume

ordinary capacity in the Board or its secretary (incomplete
as were s;jme of its dealings, such as the non-possession until
lately of a "sec^urity register," the non-reports by weekly
directors approving verbal loans, the non-minuting of such

important transactions, and the exact terms in which car" business "
I say every
consideration one would
ried out),

—

expect

in

To suppose

a

trust company points in the same direction.
that such a Board will advance a man who has

been through the Insolvent Court, under whatever circumstances, £3800 on property worth at the outside £4000

just

£5000, without getting possession of his securities, the
very first thing rigorously insisted on, but leaving them in

to

the possession of his trustee aud open to possible complications, is, to my mind, to suppose a business impossibility. The
difficulty in this case

has arisen from the unfortunate dual

capaeity of George Richards, who filled the two i)ersonrX of
trustee of the estate of Keefer and secretary of the Board
of Executors.

bilityof siu'h

And
union

1

think

it is

this.

if

any case shews the inadvisa-

In his cajKicitya^ secretary he
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1884.

Feb.

20.

"
^1-

"

^ ^-

^(friquliand*^
EL^ojujtorJand

Another.

recommended

to the

...

Board an advance of so large an amount

to a person of whom as trustee he knew the situation, without
seeing that the Board got possession of the securities, as he

on the contrary, deliberately retain I cannot believe anything of the kind.
On the contrary, I believe that Richards, as secretary,
directly protecting the interests of his Board, as he was
bound to do, got the securities for the Board, and even made

would havo US believc
^^S them

;

as trustee.

the estate pay the transfer dues to the Board. I think it
not an unreasonable assumption for a Court of law when

is
it

finds a person acting in two or more capacities so important
as the secretary to a trust company and trustee of an

insolvent estate, with possibly conflicting interests, to require
that such person should at every step have indicated his
different capacity, which, for whatever reason, Mr. Richards
did not do ; and if in the result the party with whom tlie

dealing was alleges a dealing in one capacity, and the circumstances seem to support him, then the dual person must be
armed with the closest proof; this is one of the first require-

ments of

his self-imposed dual action, and this is just where
failed.
As trustee of the estate lie needed no

Richards has
transfer

;

fur it is

one of the most elementary principles of

the Insolvent Ordinance that the trustee steps into all the
rights of the insolvent without formal transfer. But Richards's
explanation on this point is that Keefer having been rehabilitated he, Richards, on that point got possession of the
securities in order specially to protect himself and the creditors for
is

commission and

interest.

It appears to

The surrender

altogether an afterthought.

me

that this

of Keefer, as

The trustee
the trustee's report shews, was exceptional.
rather glories over the fact that Keefer will pay 20s. in tlie
£1, and that the properties must revert to him.

Keefer

is

in the exceptional position, for an alleged insolvent, of having
paid 2Us. in the £1 ; but the trustee who seems, wlien he

undertook the management,
in estate

management —

large estate, which

may

to

have been very inexperienced
he admits, his first

in fact this was, as

be the solution of some points, withstrangely, no doubt,

him anything further

—

out imputing to
overlooked the fact that the creditors had to get interest
as

well

as

their

lull

cu[dtal.

He

has,

in

my

o})iuiun,
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endeavoured to protect himself and the creditors from the
in this attempt he may be right or wrong, but on the
only question as between the plaintiff and the Board, I am
clear that the securities were the condition of the advance
that if the plaintiff
the advance, he must get
back
repays
^
^
r

i884.

results,

;
'

'

''

,

his securities,
tiff

and that there must be a judgment

as against the Board.

It

is

for plain-

almost impossible to (Conceive

anything simpler than the case as between the plaintiff and
the Board. The matter stands shortly and simply thus :
A. and B. contract to advance, as I believe, on certain securiand if the debtor repays the creditor, back those
ties,

go to him; for why should the creditor, getting
money, keep the securities ? As to some of the

securities

back

his

securities, the case

for

and

was

it

is

Iveefer's

rehabilitation,

even stronger than as to the others,

own

act which, after his insolvency
converted a far lesser security into

a far greater, in fact almost an absolute, title. Did he do
this for his trustee?
No; he did it for his new creditor,

en

connection with

his

in

success,

fact

his

whom

fresh start

so
in

much
life,

of

his

would

future

depend

And

now, when he says he is ready to repay that creditor
whom he thus secured (and if he does not pay him, of course

our judgment will not benefit him), the creditor turns round
"
I have not the securities, your trustee
upon him and says
"
has them ; settle with him
although in his pleadings he
:

;

"

trustee I, the creditor, have
inconsistently says
"
do
bond contains no mention
to
and
the
nothing
although
of the trustee or his rights, as the plea avers it does, on
:

With the

;

which point it is wholly unsupported by evidence. In short,
on the balance of the evidence, it, in my opinion, largely
preponderates (whatever doubts there may be here and there
on that evidence) in favour of the Board's possession of the

and consequent obligation to return them on repayis, the Board have attempted to protect the
secretary as trustee, and the trustee has attempted to protect
the Board
but I think it was not at all diflicult to see the

securities

ment.

Tiie fact

;

exact position of matters.
On the interesting question
suggested by my brother Jones whether the leases expired

on

iveefer's

enter,
Vol.

insolvency, I do n(jt consider it nccusriary to
as ihat may
be an important question
^

inasmuch
II.

-Part 11.-

(i.

W.

H

..

21.

".

28.

Keefer«s. The
(TFiqiialand
Fioard of

^est

Kxeoutors and
Another,
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21.

"

2 8-

between the London and South African Company and its
lessees who become insolvent, and no doubt under some
I fully
circumstances requiring the closest consideration
relieve
its
but
do
not
that
it
can
see
recoguiso
importance,
;

^GriquILnd^
^^(^ufora'^wd
Another,

*^® Board from the evident necessity, on repayment, of
restoring what I believe it got, even if these securities as

betweeh other parties might prove absolutely worthless, a
point on which I prefer now to offer no opinion in this case.
But, as I have said, the Court ordered the intervention of the
trustee, and it was necessary to consider the case further in
connection with him

I say

;

"

consider

"

the case, not neces-

any decision which may be binding as between
The plaintiff in so far rethe plaintiff and the trustee.
the
claim
of
his
trustee, that he disputes
pudiates
present
the claims to interest and commission, and says that on
other proceedings he would successfully contend that the
sarily to give

fact of the

plaintiff's

rehabilitation, permission

to

trade,

execution of the bond, and what further took place, was an
abandonment by the trustee, to the insolvent, of the properly
in the estate, and a waiver of interest and commission. Considering how long this case has been pendant, considering
the necessity for a quick and full decision of it, I should
have been glad to have, in the present case, if possible,
But as the
settled all these questions between the parties.
learned Crown Prosecutor, for the plaintiff, in his discretion,
urges the impossibility of this, and as, on reflection, one must
of course impossible to determine these
But we will by our guarded order
points in this action.
leave the matter in such a position that there will be ques-

agree with him,

tions

open

it is

for further consideration.

While on the one hand

the Board to return securities to which, when
it has no further right, we will not decide
released,
properly
is evident that at the outside the whole
it
further.
Still,

we

will require

of the trustee's claim for interest

and commission cannot be

more than,

say, £1000, the furthest he has put it to in his
As against that he seeks to
account still unconfirmed.

retain all the properties confessedly far

more

valuable.

On

then be the question, Was
trustee right in this ? and on the other liand. Was the insolvent right in refusing for whatever cause to pay the
the one hand there

will

tlio
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trustee's commission ?
The objection to interest we understand has been withdrawn, but there is no evidence of it.
The claim to commission may or may not be allowed when

the Court comes to consider the final liquidation account,'
but we cannot now prejudge what we may do at that stage
.

not yet arrived at.
Our order therefore is: That the
defendant be ordered to deliver up to the plaintiff, within a
fortnight, certain documents, to wit, all the leases, and retransfer to the said plaintiff all his right, title, and interest
in the said leases

on payment by

plaintiff to the

Board of

Executors of the sum of £3300, together with interest due to
date of summons upon the bond dated 1st of March, 1882 (the
said bond to be thereupon cancelled), and upon the plaintiff's
further givicg security to the satisfaction of the Master for
the sum of £1000 to abide the decision of this Court with

regard to any claim for interest due to the creditors of the
said insolvent estate and commission claimed to be due to the

The proviso as to security not to apply to lease
of stand No. 199, but the said lease to be at once handed

said trustee.

over upon payment to the Board of the

£3300 with

interest,

the plaintiff to have his costs as against the Board, and costs
as between plaintiff and trustee to come out of the estate.

—

In this case I do not deem it necessary to go
Jones, J.
over the same ground as to the questions of fact of possession
in the Board of Executors, already at length dealt with by
the Judge-President, with whom I agree, nor is it necessary
:

I shall merely
that I should again detail the pleadings.
a
light in which
present another view of the same facts in
they appear to me. In July 1880, when the order seques-

trating Louis Keefer's estate was made, the insolvent was
divested by the 46th section of the Insolvent Ordinance, and

the JMastor of the Court was invested, "for the uses and
purposes of the sequestration, with all the present and future

movable and immovable, personal or real, and every
and interest in and to any property, movable or
immovable, personal or real, which belonged or Mas due to

estate,

right, title,

the insolvent at the date of making such order, or as to
which any light vf reversion might be vested in liini, or
whi'-h

might thereafter be ]»urchased

or aecpiired

by er

i«8<-

..21!
„ 22.
.•

28.

Keeferw. The
Griqualand
^xtcVtora'^'^ *d

Auother.
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misrht
revert, descend, or be devised, or
o
'

.'

20.
21.

"

28.

Keeforis. The
(rnqualand

ExIcutorJtnd
Another.

come

to the insolvent

any time before the making of the order of Court allowing and confirming the account and plan of distribution to

at

To this rule there are the
framed by the trustee."
the
49th
section
of
the Ordinance 6 of 1843,
in
exccptions
\)q

•'

All deeds, vouchers, papers, or
these
rights and interests of the insolvent
writings respecting
in
the
Master.
On the 23rd of July,
vested
would be also
vvluch dou't affcct this case.

1880, by virtue of the 47th section, all these rights of
L. Keefer were, by virtue of their appointments as provisional
trustees,

vested in George

Eichards and George

Webb

Austin, and remained so vested in them until the appointment of Mr. George Eichards as sole trustee after the re-

moval of Austin.

Mr, Richards was not confirmed in his

February the 10th, 1881, the
order being actually dated the 12th of February. Under
the 49th section, Louis Keefer was incapacitated from acquiring property as against his trustee between the order of

office

of sole trustee until

sequestration and confirmation of account, and he was to be
deemed and taken to have no power to bind his trustee, or

the insolvent estate vested in the trustee, by any sort or
description of dealing, contract, or transaction whatsoever,
" shall have been entered into
unless the same
by virtue of
effect from his trustee in writing."
To
this general rule there are certain exceptions which do not
At the date of the sequestration the inaffect this case.

an authority to that

solvent had certain right in some leases and stands, the
dominium or property in the said stands being vested in the

London and South African Exploration Company as lessors.
The leases to which the insolvent laid claim were the following

:

—

(1.) Lease of Lot No. 145, made by the London and
South African Exploration Company in favour of Alfred A.
Eothschild on tlie 21st of August, 1876, for the period of 21

years from the 1st of January, 1876.
(2.)

Lease of Lot 174, made by the same Company in

favour of Theophilus Sehreiner on the 12th of December,
1876, for 21 years from the 1st of June, 1876, and transferred
to Keefer on the 30th of August, 1878.
of Lot 173, made by the
(3.) Lease

same Company

in
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favour of Louis Keefer on the 2nd of April,
1880, for 21
'
'

years.

iss^.

Feb. 20.
..

"

(4.)

Three monthly stand licences

for the

Lots 174, 176,

21.

22
^ «'

Keefer fj. The
Griqualand

and 199.

Would

the sections already cited vest these in the trustee ? ^^^^ Board of
lixecutors and
Another,
According to the 104th section of the Insolvent Ordinance
•'

these leases ceased and determined on the 15th of July,
1880, viz., on sequestration and I take it that unless we can
;

gather from the conduct of lessors, lessees, and trustees something which would enable the leases to continue, they must

have ceased as the Ordinance declares they shall. Under
the 104th section the trustee would have certain rights and
interests in these leases to

which the insolvent was entitled

at the date of the sequestration, but by insolvency the trustee
does not at once stand in the lessor's position. The lessee's

— contractual in

lessor,

its nature —as between himself and his
would not be vested absolutely in his trustee, though,

under

the

right

circiimstatices

mentioned in the Act, the trustee

might become the

lessee in place of the insolvent and continue to derive all the advantages and benefits which the

We have as a portion of
whether the trustee ever did become so

insolvent had under these leases.
this case to consider

vested with rights in these leases, and

if

he

did, at

what

On the 6th of January, 1881, the
period this happened.
third meeting of creditors was held, and, instead of any
resolution being taken under the 104th sec. by the creditors,
we find that it was resolved that " permission should be
given to the insolvent to trade and occupy the premises free
and that the future management be left to the
of tlie trustee."
No doubt the trustee and
creditors at this period and all through the management of
this estate had
particularly hazy notions as to their rights;,
and
liabilities
with regard to these leases, or they
duties,
would liave dealt in a very diiferent manner with them. At
of charge,
discretion

this time the

of Ivichards,

documents were in the power of procurement
and were locked up regularly in the safe in the

office of the Txjard of

Executors.
It is admitted that the
was the Jjoard's property.
I tliink that in January
Richards thought that as trustee he would have no more
bother about these leases, and that the estate would bo wound

safe
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Feb^M
"

21.

"

2 8-

^Griq'uaiand''

^xfcutore aud
Another.

20s. in the £1 paid all round.
Keefer
took possession of the stands, and remains in possession at
the present day.
On the 28th of February, 1881, Keefer

^P ^^*^ success and

No

dividend had been paid, no
^ccount filed, or apparently even thought of by the trustee,
g^^^j ^^
He is
Opposition is made to the rehabilitation.
obtained his rehabilitation.

allowed by the trustee and creditors to take possession of
the stands precisely as if his whole estate had been wound
up, as it should have been, and the remainder of the estate
had been handed over to him after all claims upon it

had been paid or

and no step whatever is taken
or advantages which he
benefits
any
under the 104th section. After his rehasatisfied

;

to vest in the trustee

might have had
bilitation

Keefer wished to

start in business life again,

and

England for purposes connected with his trade.
Before doing so he saw Richards, and, I believe, made
arrangements for a loan of money, and I take it that the

visited

security for that loan was to be the leases then in
In June 1881 the stands
possession of Richards.

the
are

hypothecated to the Board for £700, and this with the
knowledge of the trustee, who has up to this moment done
nothing to secure his rights under section 104. In October
1881 a further advance of £800 is made on the same
premises by G. Richards qq. the Board of Executors. The
forms of application shew precisely what Keefer thought of
his position, and these forms seem to be the only record kept

by the Board of these transactions. Meanwhile Keefer is
making improvements on the premises, and the trustee,
though he has not filed his account and plan of distribution,
distributes dividends without the sanction of the Court.

On

j\larch, 1882, Keefer, wanting more money, passes
the bond which is the basis of this action against the Board

the 1st of

of Executors.

£4000 and
;

By

it

he acknowledges

his indebtedness for

for the better security of the loan, after binding

person and property generally, he declares to have
ceded and transferred to the said George Richards, in his
his

capacity as secretary to the Board, all his right, title, and
interest in and to the leases of certain stands or building
lots

numb(>red

17:^,

174, 145, 174, 176, and 199.

It

should

be remembered that Rothschild's lease had been transferred
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March 1881, and

to Eicliards in

'

The

favour of Schreiner.

so

had the lease made

in

_

lease 173, in favour of Keefer, had

The
been ceded to "Pilchards, N.O.," in August 1881.
stand licences were not converted into a 21 years' lease
but no cession was speciallyuntil the 20th of March, 1882
;

made

to Eichards

At

by Keefer.

that

time, therefore,

Kichards was in possession of the documents upon which
title to possession of the stands depended, and three of the
leases were in his

name

;

but not as trustee of the insolvent

one can see by the written documents. As
trustee, had he done anything to take advantage at this time
I do not think he had
of his rights under the statute ?
estate, as far as

;

and

I

do not think that at the time the idea of creditors'

claims for interest or the security of his own claim for comThe Board had, however,
mission troubled him much.

made a
As far

special contract, and upon tliat they are now sued.
as they are are concerned, I believe they simply

looked upon Richards as the holder of those documents on
their behalf.

It is too late for

them now

to try

and shield

themselves behind some possible right which the trustee
may have in their leases, and which, in my opinion, the
trustee has not, as far as I can at present see, taken the
proper precautions to secure for the benefit of the creditors.
However, the result is that the plaintiff, as against the
is

Board,

entitled to

judgment, and as

—

it

would only be

fair

to creditors, should they be able
as represented by their
trustee
to make some claim upon Reefer's estate, I think

—

he should give security. This course can do no harm, and
seems to me to be one which is most equitable and natural
under the circumstances. As to the effect of the 120th
section, so far as

it

gives the insolvent a discharge, and the

of right which at present appears to be caused in
this estate under the 48th section,
owiug to rehabilitation

conflict

having preceded the confirmation of the account, we have at
It seems probable that this
present determined nothing.
matter will again come before the Court in another form (a).
AttDi-noy, f'(K;ni.AN.

r IMaiiitifl's

LOeCeiKlauts' Atloiiicys,

('/)

Haakiioff

Lauhkncl,

.1.,

~j

Hijos.J

recused

him.'^ell'

from sitting

in this ca.se.

,,T^Feb. 20.
••

^i-

J^J'^^^Ji^^Z'^Vd^
"West ]5oai-d of
Executors and
Another.
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Ramarwaay and Ramkeit

vs.

Gumming,

—

Contract between agent and client.
Magistrates Court
denial
pleadings.
Effect of
of contract, folloived hj

—

flea of tender.

Where an agent sued on an alleged contract for 'payment of an
agreed sum for the defence of certain persons in a criminal
case, who after the alleged agreement had employed another
agent to defend them, and the defendants denied the contract hut pleaded a tender of a certain sum for the services

—

Held, on appeal, that
actually rendered hy the plaintiff :
the plaintiff had not proved the contract, and that the
tender did not constitute such

him

—

r^r*2i

„

^
Karaaswaay and
Another vs.

Cumming.

to

judgment for more than

an admission as to entitle
amount tendered.

the

This was an appeal from the Resident Magistrate of Du
in the
had sued the appellants
Pan. The respondent
^
'^
breacli
for
tlie
Court below for the sum of £20, as damages
»
Toit's

'-

'

by which he had engaged to defend them on a
charge of robbery, for the fee of £20, which work he had been
at all times ready and willing to do, but from the performance of which he had been prevented by them. In the Court
of a contract

below the then plaintiff deposed that on a Friday night in
December, 1883, some friends of the defendants had come to
him and he had accompanied them to the gaol, where the defendants were then incarcerated on a char;je of robberv. He
saw the defendants and busied himself in trying to procure

on

Not succeeding

in procuring bail, he appeared in Court
the following morning for them, and the ease was then

bail.

remanded.

On Sunday

be by appointment waited on the

defendants in gaol accompanied by an interpreter, and
through him informed them that he wanted £20 for his
service.

The

interpreter spoke to

them and informed the

He
plaintiff in their presence that they accepted his terms.
then told them he would want the money in advance. Later
in

the same day he heard that defendants had engaged

another agent for £10.
On Monday morning plaintiff
in
Court
to
defend
the prisoners, but they told the
appeared
Magistrate that they did not require his services, and some-
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one else appeared on their behalf.
Thereupon he brought
his action.
The defendants had at first pleaded merely a

,,
of the debt but

-,.,
denial

:

„

1

•

•

n'

after plaintiff

T

T

had

'

ffiven his evidence

.

£5 was, on their application, added.
the trial before the Magistrate was not
at
plaintiff
able to call the interpreter, who had gone to Natal
he
a plea of tender of

The

;

could not swear that the interpretation was correct. The
defendants and another \\itness entirely denied the contract.

They

did not recognise the interpreter as their agent, and

know whether he interpreted correctly. They had
not authorised anyone to contract for them in this matter.
The Magistrate gave judgment for the plaintiff as prayed,
did not

with costs, holding that the contract had been made between
the parties, and that the defendants, when they found
they
could get the work done more cheaply, had tried to shufHe
out of the bargain.

From

this

decision the

defendants

appealed.
Levey, for the appellants, contended that there was no
all of the contract, for even if the
interpreter

evidence at

agreed to pay £20 to the respondent, there was no proof
that he was the appellants' agent.
On the contrary, he
accompanied the respondent to the gaol and he must be
taken to have been his agent.
As to the agreement itself
there was no proof of that, for no one could say whether the

The
interpreter correctly interpreted between the parties.
tender of £5 was not on the alleged contract, but for the
work and labour which the respondent actually did. In any
case, there was no breach of contract, for the respondent had
not acted on the contract.
Ho undoubtedly did some work,
and he should have brought an action ex manclato for quantum
meruit (Mayne on Damages, 190, 3rd ed.
Liehhald vs.
;

Western NeUgherry Tea Co., 31 L. J. C. P., 15). The defendants in effect denied any liability on the contra'-t, but
pleaded that, if liable, £5 would cover the plantiff's damage.

The plea docs not admit the

contract.
IMoreover, an agent
cannot take advantage of his position and of the ignorance
of people like the appellants to make an exorbitant bargain.

It was a question whether he could sue his client for fees
before thoy had been properly taxed.

i884.

—

Ramaswaay and
Another

vs.

Cumming.

252
1S84.

—

'

Bamaswiuiy and
Another t!s.
Cumniing.

Ilopley, for the respondent, contended that the fee char^^ed
The accusation
was not exorbitant in the circumstances.
i
i
agaiust tho appellants was a most serious one, and conduct-

-in

•

.

ing the defence would probably have entailed a large amount
In such a case an agent has
of work and great loss of time.
a right to make a contract of service with his client over
which the taxing-master would have no jurisdiction. Assuming that the contract was made, it could not be contended
that

The

£5 was

a sufficient measure of damages for breach.
Chief Justice had said in the case of Nixon vs. Blaine

&

Co., Buch. S. C. Eepp. 1879, p. 217, that the principles of
law which apply to the letting of one's services are substantially the snme as those which regulate the letting of one's

This dictum had been cited with approval in the
property.
Court of the Eastern Districts in the cases of Hunt vs. E. P.

Boating Co., 3 Buch. E. D. C. 12, and of Denny vs. 8. A.
Loan, dtc. Agency, ibid. 47. If this had been a contract for
the hire of immovable property for a definite term, and the
defendants had broken the contract by leaving the premises
before the expiration of the term, the damages would be the

whole of the unpaid rent for the term, and they could not
by tendering only for the time during which

free themselves

On the evidence, he conthey had occupied the premises.
tended that the JVIagistrate was justified in coming to the
conclusion that there had been a contract between the
The appellants admitted some

parties.

of the conversation

and really denied only the contract. In this
and their plea of
the IMagistrate did not believe them
tender contradicted their own evide'.ice, for that was an
in the gaol,

;

admission of the contract.

—

If the plea of tender was an admission
and understood to be such by the Magistrate,
why did he afterwards admit evidence for the defence deny-

Laueence,

J.

:

of the contract

ing

it

m tofo ?

— lie ought not

to have admitted it
but he did
and then did not believe it. This was mainly a
question of fact, and the ]\Iagistrate who heard the witnesses
had sufficient evidence before him to justify him in coming to
Ilojjley

admit

it

:

;
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the conclusion at which he had arrived.

i884.
In any case, as the
were properly ordered to pay „
pleadings
^
^ stood the appellants
^'
Ramaswaay and
a tender Another vs.
the costs in the first instance, for they had pleaded
^

—

Piii'iii
*'

with a denial of the debt

23

;

Jones

Bramson,

vs.

Borrodaile

J. P.

:

—I

in this case

judgment
of the making

38

;

McDonald

vs.

am

of opinion that the Magistrate's
as there is no proof

of the contract for the breach of which the

The respondent

certainly did

some

£20 as payment
The fact seems to

but there was no clear contract for

;

him

Co., ibid.

Buch. 1875,

must be changed,

action was instituted.
service

&

Cummiug.

vs. Fuller,

ibid. 40.

Buchanan,

to

Mostert

:

he was to render.

for tlie services

be that he demanded this sum, and the appellants' friends
then went elsewhere and procured cheaper assistance. The
question is whether £5 was a sufficient remuneration for the
services rendered irrespective of the contract, assuming tliat

those services could be claimed for under this summons,
and the Court is of opinion that that sum was ample. I
don't think

contract

;

but some

it

was ever intended by the tender to admit the

"
The contract is entirely denied,
that plea meant
work extra the contract was done, for which £5

The form of pleading in inferior
hereby tendered.'"
Courts must not be construed too strictly. It will therefore
be ordered that the Magistrate's judgment be changed to
is

judgment

for the plaintiff for
appellants will

The

tender.

£5, with costs to the date of
have the costs incurred in the

Court below after the tender, and also the costs of appeal.
Jones,

J,,

and Laueence,

J.,

concurred.

1
rAppellants' Attorney, Kkevor.
LUespoudeut's Attorney, NiciiOLLS.J

Hill
Arn^Ht.

& Paddon

— A?s/(jiiment

hi/

hij

vs.

peregrinus

Bokciierdt,
to

incola of dclt hicurnd

another peregrinus.

B., a resident in Native Territory, eontraeted a debt to C. hi
Oil-

TransraaJ

Stair.

C. assif/nr-d th<

ddt

to

II.

it'-

/-*.,
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merchants of Kimherley.
On B. coming to Kimherley, H.
P. arrested him to found jurisdiction.
Held, that

&

must

the arrest

The respondent
had contracted
^

1884.

March

4.

"

5.

Hill &Paddo
vs. Borcherdt.

he confirmed.

son

&

^^'^''^i^^KG^

jn

Bloemhof

a debt of

£4G8

to Clark-

Transvaal State, and they had
the debt to the applicants, who were a firm trading

Co., of

in the

The respondent was a

Kimberlej.

trader, resident in

the territory of David Massouw, an independent native chief.
He had come to Kimherley and the applicants had arrested

him there, the

writ liaving been issued

on their

affidavit that

he was about to leave the jurisdiction.

lloijleij

applied for the confirmation of the writ of arrest.

The CouKT

referred to the case of Wilhelm vs. Francis,

Buch. 1876, 216, and, doubting whether in such circumstances the assignee of the debt had a right to arrest the
debtor, ordered the matter to stand over.

Postea (March

5),

—

The Court requested Lange
of

tlie

to argue the matter on belialf

debtor.

Postea (March

6),

—

Lange shewed cause against the confirmation of the writ.
said that upon an examination of the authorities he
thought that it was competent for an incola to arrest a
peregrinus upon a cause of action ceded to the plaintiff
by a countryman of the defendant but lie had been unable

He

;

any case or any authority exactly to cover the present
where the assignor, the assignee and the debtor all
The original creditor was a resiin different States.

to find
case,

lived

dent in the Trans vmil, the defendant, the original debtor,
resided and traded in Massouw's territory, and the assignee
alone resided in this territory.
It was admitted that the
locus contractus was in the Transvaal, and that the obligation

was assignable by the law of that

State.

Voet,

on this

255
point,' treats of cases
T^

where two

citizens of one State

come

,,^^^^4.
March

_

into another and there one arrests the other to found iuris-

The Supreme Court had, in the case of Wilhelm vs.
refused to confirm an arrest of movables in the

diction.

Francis,

found jurisdiction to try a matter in dispute
and De Villiers, C.J.,
laid stress upon the fact that the cause of action arose out of
the jurisdiction, and that the contract was not to be perto

Cape Colony

between two foreigners both absent

;

in the Cape Colony.
Moreover, as to the ruling in
Dunell and Stanhridge vs. Van der Planh, 3 Menz. 112, the
Chief Justice evidently considered it erroneous.

formed

Laurence,
by the

:

—If an obligation

lex loci contractus, is

position as
referred to

and

J.

is
capable of assignment
not the assignee in the same

he were the original creditor ? (His Lordship
Westlake, Private International Law, sect. 221

if

;

to Innes vs. Dunlop, 8 T. K. 595).

Lange:

—

Voet, 2, 4, 46,

was certainly a strong authority

in favour of the assignee's right to arrest, but the question
here was (to use the words of Menzies, J., in HornUoiv vs.

Fotheringham, 1 Menz. 365) whether this Court, whenever
applied to by any peregrinus alleging a claim against any
other peregrinus, is bound in every case, and without regard
to the circumstances in which the parties are placed, to use
its process of arrest in order to create a jurisdiction to itself
over a person, of or over whom, otherwise, it would not have

been the legal forum, or have had civil jurisdiction and if
not, whether the circumstances of the present case were such
;

as to warrant the Court in doing so in this instance.
lie
was informed that the High (Jourt of the Orange Free State

had refused

to arrest a

Kimborley debtor at the

suit of a

on the ground that they were two
Kimberley
viator es, and that the Court had no jurisdiction in such a
creditor

case.

Ilopleg, contra:

—The

respondent's obligation to the assignor was personal, and he could be sued upon it in any
forum within the jurisdiction of which he happened to be.

The

obligation in this case was entered into in the Transvaal
and was assignable by the law of that State. It had been

»

j^.j,
"*•

^

^^^^^

i^orcherdt.
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1884.

..

&i^ddon

Hill
vs.

5-

Borcherdt.

assigned to the present applicants, who therefore stood in
the position of the original creditor and had all the rights
^^^

When

^^^ ^^^'

came

the respondent

left his

own forum, and

into the jurisdiction of this Court, he was liable to

be

sued by the assignee upon this obligation, and to be arrested
upon a suspicion of flight, that being part of the remedy
given by the law of this territory

568-574

;

Story, Conflict of Laws,

543, 553, 554, 556, and Voet, 2, 4,
§§
The reasoning of Menzies, J.,
46.
§§ 36-46, especially §
in Hornhloiv vs. Fotheringham did not apply to the present
case, in

d.,

also

§§

which the applicant was an

incola.

In Wilhelm

vs.

Francis the applicant and respondent were both foreigners,
and both absent from the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court,
fact that some movable property was tempoColony was not sufficient to cause the Court to
The
interfere by an attachment to found jurisdiction.
different
the
case
was
had
the
right to
present
apj)licant
for
the
law
in such
to
this
/ontm
remedy granted by
apply

and the bare
rarily in the

;

cases.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—

I

have no doubt,

authorities, that in this case the arrest

after a review of the

must be confirmed.

an important one, and the Colonial
The point tlie Court
Courts have hitherto not decided it.
Tlie principle involved is

has to decide

is

whether anincola can in this territory arrest

a peregrinus for a debt ceded to him by ?a\oi\\ev 'peregrin iis,
and due upon a foreign contract.
Voet, 2, 4, 40, is an
answer to this
in
of
an
afflrmative
favour
authority strongly
question

and there seems

;

to be

no reason why, in the

commerce, debtors in these cases should receive
The remarks made by Mr. Justice
any special favour.
]\Ienzies, in Hornhloiv vs. Fotheringham, apply as between
interests of

whom arc strangers and foreign to the
and in the case of WWielm vs. Francis the
Chief Justice guarded himself from expressing any opinion
litigants,

both of

jurisdiction

;

beyond the requirements of that case. In the present case
we have a hand fide assignee who is entitled to employ the
'•emedies afforded by this forum.
I understand that in tlie
case
of
Van
Bahhergcm vs. Van Niel:erk, decided
um'cported

by 8ir Jacob Bakey, then Kecorder of the High Court,

in
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1878, the arrest, in Kimberley, of a Free State subject at
the suit of a Cape Toun creditor, to found jurisdiction in a
suit arising upon a promissory note made in the Free State,

M as contirmed.

I think that the arrest in the present case

must be confirmed with
Jones,

J.

:

costs.

—There would

not have been any doubt in the

present case had its solution depended on English law but
as some of the Eoman-Dutch authorities seemed conflicting,
;

the doubt has arisen.

It is clear that

an assignee

may

sue

own country on a debt contracted

in a foreign country,
if the lex loci contraetus allows the
assignment of the debt ;
in his

WestlaJce,

Private International Laiv, §§ 116, 122 (ed. 1858) ;
i. 699
(7th ed.), notes to Mostyn vs. Fahrigas.

Smith, L. C.

This appears also to be the rule of Boman-Dutch Law. The
applicants, therefore, being in a position to sue here, are
entitled to arrest the respondent.

Laurence, J,
Clarkson

&

obligation.

:

— The original contract in this

case,

between

Co. and the respondent, gave rise to a personal
Actor sequitiir forum rei ; and as long as the

respondent remained in Massouw's country he was safe from
any suit in the Courts of the Transvaal or of this territory.
But if he were voluntarily to leave his domicile and enter
the Transvaal the original creditor could arrest him there.
That being the case between the original parties, the next

what are the position and rights of the assignee ?
assignee may sue in England on a debt assignable by the

question

An

is,

Dunlop, 8 T. 11. 595. This
debt is admittedly assignable in the Transvaal, and accordingly, on the general principles of private international law,

lex

loci

contractus;

Lines

vs.

the assignee stands in the same position as the original
creditor, and, which is nearly but not quite the same thing,
in the same position as if he had himself been the original
creditor
cited.

:

1880, § 221, with authorities there
the debtor be n, i^eregrinus and he enter the

WestlaJce, ed.

Now

if

creditor's /ortt/M, the latter

fuudandie causa.

The

can arrest hiiu there iurisdictionis

assignee has the

shewn by the very strong authority
concur

tlierel'orc

in

same
Voet,

in thinkinii" that the arrest

rights, as
2,

4,

Ki.

is

T

must be con-

isst.

..

s.

rr^d
^^-

Borcherdt.
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firmed.

1884.
..

5.

Hiii&paddon
w. Borcherdt.

I

would add that,

if

the respondent had shewn any

equities in his favour either as against the assignor or the
^^siguee, the Court might have been able to afford him
relief;

but nothing of the kind has been shewn.

The defendant thereupon admitted the debt, and the Court
granted final judgment against him for the amount claimed
with costs. He was then discharged.
Postea (same day), Hopley applied for leave to arrest the
writ of execution had been taken out upon the

defendant.

A

judgment debt and the sheriff had returned nulla hona.
petition also alleged a suspicion of flight.

The Court granted leave

The

to arrest the defendant.

Postea (next day), the defendant was brought before the
Court and admitted that he intended to return to his
business.

The CouKT confirmed the arrest

but intimated
jJ'^'o tempore,
to detain the respondent it would be
necessary to apply for a decree of civil imprisonment.
that

if

it

was desired

Haarhoff

[Applicants' Attorneys,

Bros.]

WOLHUTER
Motion

to set

VS.

FoOTE.

and

aside

case.

—
— judgment re-open
of Court. Service of summo7is. Place

—

329//^

Bide

of business of

partnership.

a partnership association, obtained judgment
against the association, by defaidt of appearance, for an
amount alleged to be due to him for salary and commission.

F., the secretary of

The summons purported

to

man

at its

of

the

association,

have been served on the chairoffice

or place of business.
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W., on£ of the ixirtners, subsequently apijlied to the Court
aside the judgment on the grounds that the service

to set

had been

at the flace

of business of the chairman and not

at

that of the association,
ground of defence to the

and

also that he

claim

owing

to

had a good
the

negligent

^performance by F. of his duties as secretary, ivhereby he
had sustained damage. F. alleged that the summons had
been duly served on one of the ixirtners at the ])lace of
business of the association, and also denied the alleged

and in such denial tvas sujyported by
of the chairman and of three other partners.

negligence,

evidence

the

Held (Laurence, J., dissentiente), that the office where the
summons was served ivas not the place of business of the
association, and the service teas therefore bad, and that, as
had disclosed prima facie grounds of defence,
judgment must be set aside and the case re- opened on

the applicant
the

of W. giving security both for the
claimed and for the costs of all the proceedings.

condition

On February

amomit

M. Foote obtained judgment in
the High Court in default of appearance against W. Murphy,
H. Ward, E. W. Heckrath, N. M. de Kock, S. Francis,
A. J. Wolhuter, A. Langford, R. E. Hollins, J. Holder, and
21, 1884, S.

A. A. Rothschild, " carrying on business in co-partnership in
Kimberley and the Orange Free State, under the style or
title of

the Orange Free State Coal and Iron Association,"

sum of £509 16s. Id. for salary and commission due
him by the defendants, and moneys paid and advanced by
him at their request. The deputy-sheriff's return stated
that the summons had been served at Kimberley, on
or the

to

"

by delivering to A. A. Rothschild, chairman
of the said association, at the office and place of business of
the association, a copy thereof." The defendant Wolhuter

February

now

9,

applied to the Court to set aside this judgment on the
(1) that he had been served with no coj»y of the

grounds

:

summons, and the service upon

his co-defendant Rothscliild,
one of the partners in the association, was bad and insufficient in law; (2) that the sheriff's return was wrong,
inasmuch as at the time of service of the sumi-ious the
Vol. II.-I'aut II. -G. W.
'I'

1SS4.
Jljircli 5.

^voiuuh-r
^•"^'•^•

m

2(;o

1884.

March

5.

woihuVer
Foote.

"
association had no " office or place
of business
as in the
^

that the applicant had a good and
substantial defence to the action, inasmuch as the plaintiff,

^'^^^^'^
vs

^^^ forth

;

(3)

now respondent, had neglected
association

rendered

it

his duty as secretary to the
by not keeping proper books, and had thus
In support
impossible to wind up the business.

of the application, Mr. Wolhutei" made an affidavit in which
he stated that he had received no copy of the summons in

the action, and the

first intimation he bad received that
had
been
given against liim was contained in a
judgment
letter sent him on the following day, February 22, by the
He had a good defence to the action
plaintiff's attorney.
inasmuch as Foote, in his capacity as secretary to the
association, had failed to keep proper books, and it was

consequently impossible for the members of the association
In the month ot
to ascertain their financial position.
1883, Messrs, Martell and Eogers had been
audit the books, and the said j\[artell had

February,

to

appointed
informed the applicant that, owing to the negligent and
unbusinesslike manner in which the books had been kept, it

was impossible to prepare a proper statement of the affairs
He added that at the time ot the service
of the association.
of the summons on Rothschild the associaiioa had no office
or

plcice

of

business.

An

affidavit

was also

filed

by

Mr. Martell, who stated that he was a book-keeper of twenty
years' experience, and was iiow in the employ of Mr. A. A.
Hothschild.

In or about February, 1883, he and Mr. Rogers
left Kimberley) were requested to audit the

(who had since

books of the association and to strike a balance
the books were handed to him by Foote, and the

them were
*'

it

islieet,

and

enti'ies in

handwriting; on examination of the books
was evident that largo transactions had taken place
in his

betvNcen the said association and other persons, but that no
proper books had been kept to enable us to make out a

statement shewing the financial position of the association or
the position of the several members thereof one with the
other."

In reply to those statements a long affidavit was sworn by
the respondent, in which he stated that the association in
question was formed for the purpose of coal-mining, and the
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works

find

operations of the partnersliip were carried on
Orange Free State, the financial portion

principally in the

of the business being transacted in Kimberley.

The

associa-

had its own offices, and subsequently used
the private office of the deponent, hut about the month of
March, 1883, the books had been deposited by him with
Mr. A. A. Eothschild, the chairman of the association, and

tion at one time

had since then been kept at his
had held all their meetings, and

office,

where the defendants

all business

connected with

the partnership had been transacted so lately as two days
ago the deponent had been called in by the chairman to
;

discuss matters concerning the partnership at sucli office.
He annexed a letter from his attorney to Mr. Rothschild,

inquiring at what place the business of the association was
carried on in Kimberley, and where service of summons

could be effected, and a reply from IMr. Rothschild stating
"that several of the last meetings of the association have

chairman, that I hold some of the
books and vouchers, and that I know of no other office or

been held at

my

office as

place of business in Griqualand West where the business of
Mr. Foote then proceeded to
the association is carried on."
refute in detail the allegation that he had failed in his duty
as secretary by not keeping proper I'ooks, and explained

that the difficulty in auditing the books and making out
a statement of the affairs of the association had arisen

through no default on his part, but solely owing to the

fact

that notwithstanding all his exertions it had been impossible
to procure full accounts of the operations which had been

on on behalf of the partnership by two of its
members, JMessrs. Hollins and Holder, in the Free State.

carried

He

annexed numerous documents, extracts from minutes,
He
correspondence, &c., in support of these statements.
had spent much time and labour in endeavouring to float

the i)artnership as a joint-stock company, had advanced
large sums for the purposes of the business, and after
frequent conferences with the auditors on the subject of the
accounts of floUins and Holder, and repeated re({ucsts to
those gentlemen for further information, which had not been
supplied, he had prepared an approximate balance sliect,
shewino: their liabilitv to the association as far as conM be

1884.

March

5.

Wolhuter
Foote.

vs
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—

March
\\

5.

olhuter
Foote.

rs.

gathered from the accounts which had been furnished. No
^
i
i
complaints of any knid had ever been made against the way
i
in wliich he had discharged his duties as secretary until the
•

'

•'

••

•

allegations contained in the affidavit of the present applicant
were made. On November 15, 1883, he had caused a letter

of

demand to be addressed to the applicant as well as to the
members of the association, but to this no reply had

other

been received.

Affidavits were also filed

by

Messrs.

Heck-

rath, Symons, and Ward, co-defendants of the applicant, in
which they stated that the respondent had repeatedly com-

plained at the meetings of the association that, owing to the
inadequate explanations supplied as to the state of the

accounts of Messrs. Hollis and Holder, it was impossible to
properly keep and complete the entries in the books of the
partnership

;

that,

with this

unavoidable

exception,

the

proper books and made all entries
that were possible, that he had discharged his duties as
secretary in a thoroughly efficient manner, had sliewn
himself zealous and indefatigable in promoting the interests

respondent had kept

all

and had devoted much time and money
There
was also a supplementary affidavit
to that purpose.
by Foote, stating that he was still secretary to the association, and had never been discharged from his employment in

of the association,

that capacity.

There was a replying affidavit from Mr. Wolhuter, in
which he stated that, although meetings had been held at
llothschild's office, and the books had been kept there in
the hands of Martell, Rothschikl's book-keeper, as auditor,
the office had never been constituted the

office

of the asso-

He added

that he had liiuiself frequently comciation.
plained to the respondent of the irregularity of his bookkeeping, and it was in consequence of such irregularity that

the books had been placed in the hands of auditors. Mr.
Martell also made a further affidavit, mentioning various
respects in w^hich the respondent's book-keeping had been
lie had prepared and put togeirregular and inadequate,
ther irom the papers supplied by the respondent to him as

auditor an account, which he annexed, shewing the transactions with Hollis and Holder, and these accounts should have

been entered in the books as thev were received.

The
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approximate balance sheet referred to by the respondent had
from verbal informabeen made out by the auditors in part
^
•'

supplied by the respondent, as many of the items
contained in the statement did not appear in the books of
tion

the association at

all.

He

further stated that the books

were handed to himself by Foote to be audited, and were
never handed to Kothschild, but were kept by deponent for
convenience sake in his office.

On

these affidavits,

The Court intimated that

it

would like

to

hear the evi-

dence of Rothschild, and it was accordingly arranged that
Mr. Rothschild should attend for examination at the after-

noon

sitting, wlien

By
last

the

Court

:

he gave the following evidence

—

I

meeting was a

ago, at

my

office.

am chairman

:

—

The

of this association.

directors' meeting, six or eight months
There have been three or four such

meetings. I should say the place of business was at my
I know of no othnr office
office, meetings were held tiiere.
;

as they had none I lent mine.
Wolhuter was at oue meeting at my office. There v.as one meeting at Haarhoff's, but

had anything to do with the association
was a private meeting to discuss pending legal proceedI had no objection to service of this summons at my
ings.
I don't know where the secretary did his business
office.
The books were handed over to me
it was not at my office.
The books had been at
the
for
safe
keeping.
by
secretary
I don't think that

;

it

;

my

office for six or eight

handed over by
office.

The

me

months.

Tliey were subsequently

to the auditors; they

remained in

association transacted business.

my

Formerly the

secretary had an office of his own, the other siile of the
I can't say whether the name of th(^ business was
street.

put up at the secretary's office. ^Vhen I got this summons
1 took no steps, and didn't communicate with my partners.

By

lloslajns,

C.P.

:— There

were

meetings at Symons's

joined the association.
said where the meeting would Ije.

The convening

office before 1

))artners were similarly served with

I

me

presumed

tli(^

in this case.

notice

other

i^s*-

„,

—

,:

AVolhuter

^'^^

vs.
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March

5.

Wolhuter
Foote.

vs.

Forster

—

:
Since I joined the association, with the
of
one
exception
meeting at attorney Haarhotf's (which was
informal and, I believe, called by HaarhofF himself^, I believe

By

all

the meetings have been at

my

office.

Since I joined the

Foote has gone round and solicited
The business has been at a standstill for six or
orders.
Foote attended the meetings
eight months, or even longer.
I believe

association

office as secretary.
The partnership is not dissolved.
I consulted Foote on a matter concerning the business last

at

my

my office. As far as I know, I corroborate the
made by Symons, Heckrath and Ward, that they

Saturday in
statements

were

with Foote's conduct as secretary,
Hoshjns, C.P., for the applicant, contended that service on
Kothscliild at his office was inadequate, as that office was not
satisfied

the place of business of the association. The conn)any had
no place of business, and the mere fact that the books were
kept at Kothschild's for safety and for audit did not make
that

tiie

place for service of process.

rules as to service of

be

strictly enforcc^d,

summons, which
and cited Voet,

lie referred to the

was important should
ii. 4, 14.
It was clear

it

judgment had been given by

default without any notice
wiiatever, either actual or constructive, to the applicant.

that

All the partners ought to have been served, and the only
course "now was to set aside tlie proceedings as defective and

had no notice
had a good defence he was entitled
There was a good lyrimci facie defence disclosed on
to relief.
for
if Mr. Foote had not done his work he was
affidavit,
entitled to no salary, and the claim for commission was
challenged altogether. The books did not shew the sahi of
the coal for which the commission was charged. Until it
begin de novo.

If,

as in this case, a defendant

of an action to which he

could be ascertained what

money had been expended, the

He consecretary had no right to claim anything at all.
tended on the merits that the ground set u|) was not one for
reconventional claim, but for a defence to the plaintiff's
Ah to some of the partners being satisfied, that did
not affect the present applicant, who was entitled to set up
a,

demand.

any defence he might be able

to substantiate.

The

(V)urt

could not determine at the jirosent stage who would succeed.
but theic had been no nejiflect ox delav on behalf of tlu:^
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applicant, and sufficient cause for re-opening the case

been shewn.

had

The applicant should not be compelled by a

back to pay for M'ork which he
judgment obtained behind
said had never been performed, or for commission which he
his

said

was not due.

Forster, for the respondent, observed that the applicant
had been repeatedly asked by letter to settle this claim, but

he never took any notice or brought forward the present
As to the service, he submitted it was clearly
counter-claim.

shewn that Rothchild's

office

was in

effect that,

name

was the place where the associa-

The argument

tion conducted its business.

for the applicant

because the association had no

office

with

had no office at all. There had
painted outside,
been no business carried on in Kimberley, except at the

its

it

meetings of the partners at Eothschild's. The books were
kept there, and the partners could not profess ignorance of
anything that took place there.
Endoivment Society, 5 Ch. 118.

man

regarded his

office as

He
It

referred to Be Famihj
was clear that the cliair-

the place of business

;

and he
box to
effect.
All the reported cases turned on what was
a place of business; Vos vs. Vos, 1 Menz. 132.

in his letter to the plaintiff's attorney,
service there, and gave evidence in the

fact of the existence of the

partnership implied

tlio

lie

said so

accepted
the same

meant by
The very
existence

of a place of business.
Rothschild was the proper person to
serve, and if the other partners suffered through his not

giving them notice of the summons they had their remedy
against him, and were not entitled to plead ignorance of the
As to the grounds for re-opening cases and
proceedings.
setting aside judgments, he referred to
section (e), Tennant's edition, p. 182.
vits disclosed

Rule of Court 329,
The present aflida-

no defence whatever to the plaintiffs claim.
the books had been irregularly

The respondent admitted that

kept, but this was owing to the nature of the company's

was impossible to keep them otlierwise, as
In point of fact, the
fully explained by Foote.
did
shew the sales and all other transactions that liad
books
operations, and

it

had been

passed through Foote's hands. Wolhuter had allowed a
year to elapse b- foi'c he made tliese allegations, and tiio

charges he now brouglit were explicitly denied, not only

I'V

i884.

—

Foote.

2^6
1884.

—

Marcus.
VVolhuter
Foote.

Foote, but by the chairman iind three other ^
partners in the
"^

.

.

association.
vs.

,

Hoshjns,

G.P.,

—

The respondent's contention
reply
where the books of a company are kept,

in
"

:

comes to tliis, that
there must b;^ its place

of business."
In the present
the books were kept at Rothschild's merely because
auditor happened to be Eothschild's book-keeper. It
clearly the duty of tlie plaintiff, having regard to the

ease

the

was
fact

that he was himself the secretary of the association, to serve
The whole proceedings were bad, for want
all the partners.

due service, or at
had been made out.
of

all

events a strong case for re-opening

—

This matter has been argued very
Laurence, J.
and
the
case
is certainly one of some
rously,
difficulty.
:

one in which

vigoIt

is

possible that a decision either way may bo
a source of some hardship to one or other of the parties. On
it is

the one hand, the respondent's claim

is

for a specific

sum

alleged to be due to him by way of salary and coniinission,
and against this the applicant now sets up as a ground of

defence that Foote has been guilty of negligence and misconduct in the discharge of his duties as secretary. Allegations of this kind are sometimes lightly made, but are not

always so easy to prove, and, after the long delay which has
taken place with reference to the settlement of Foote's claim,
to allow the case to be re-opened, and this defence to be now
On the other
set up, might entail considerable hardship.

hand, it is admitted that Woi hater was not aware of the
sammous, and that he was only made aware of his alleged
was called upon to pay
liability in the matter when he
A
letter was written to him
was
taken.
before
action
shortly
on November 15th, asking for a settlement, and giving him
if terms were not arranged within a week, Foote
would take legal proceedings to recover the amount due to
him. Wolhuter made no answer to this, and in the end the
proceedings were taken, but of this he had no direct or
actual notice.
Having received no actual notice, can he be

notice that,

held to have had constructive notice, w^hich would be legally
If service was effected on his
equivalent to actual notice ?
co-partner at the place of business of the Association, that
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would amount to constructive service on Wolhuter himself.
The ^
Court, under Rule 11,
practice in the Mag-istrate's
o
'

J

iss^-

March

Schedule B, to Act 20, 1856, is that service on one partner
is constructive service on all the others, even if not effected
but according to the practice of the
Superior Courts such service to be valid must be at the
Now the service was actually on Kothplace of business.
at the place of laisiness

schild,

who

and

was

it

but the question is whether that was the place of business,
It seems clear
not of Rothschild, but of the association.
that at the present time either this association has no place
of business at

all,

place of business

is

which

is

not to be presumed, or else its
Foote's attorney,

at Rothschild's office.

Mr, Dewhurst, very properly wrote to Rothschild, inquiring
at what place the business of the association was carried on
at Kimberley, and where service of process could be effected.

To

this Rothschild replied, as chairman of the association,
several of the last meetings of the Association have been
held at
I hold some of the books
office as chairman.

"

my

and vouchers, and know of no other place of business of the

company in Griqualand AYest." Upon this information a
summons was served on Rothschild at his office, and he
accepted it. In the witness-box Mr. Rothschild has to-day
confirmed the statements in his letter as to the meetings of
the association having been held at his office, with the
exception of one meeting of directors, which was convened at
the attorney's office, and which was not an ordinary meeting
of the association.

He

he had held the

also stated that

When
or eight months.
there is any doubt as to what is the place of busine-s, or
siege sociale, of a firm or partnership association, I think that
books of the association for

the

office

where

regarded as

its

six

books are kept ought prima facie to be
It has been said that the- books

such place.

were taken to Rothschild's merely for the pur})Ose of being
audited by his book-keeper, Martell, but, in my opinion the
evidence rather goes to shew tiiat the books were tak(,'u
there in the

first

i'<»te.

;

is a partner, and the chairman of the assooiation,
effected at Rothschild's own place of business ;

instance for safe keeping,

his oliice at the other side of the street.

when Foote

left

If thev were taken

5.

-

,^ ,—
Wolhuter

•

t)».
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there only for the purpose now alleged, how was it that tliey
remained in Rothschild's possession, as appears from his
evidence to have been the case, for some six or eight months
before they were handed over to Martell for the purpcses of
audit ?
On these grounds I am of opinion that the prelimi-

nary objection to the proceedings should be overruled, and
that the balance of evidence is in favour of the service having
been duly made at the place of business of the company, and
being therefore a service binding on the present applicant.
If the chairman of an association of partners is summoned to
appear, and chooses to take no notice of the summons, and
to informs his partners, and they are thereby prejudiced, they may well have a remedy against him, but the
rights of a plaintiff cannot be affected by such omission or
fails

neglect on the part of one of several co-defendants. Assuming then that the objection to the service luis failed, the

question remains whether sufficient grounds have been shewn
for setting aside the judgment and re-opening the case

under the 329th Kule of Couit.
in the discretion of the Court.

This

is

1 'do

a matter very much
not think that the

Court should lightly re-open cases in which a defendant has
default, and a judgment once given sliould not be set
aside unless strong grounds are disclosed for doing so, on

made

In the present case I feel bound to
of
on the facts now before us.
the
balance
that
evidence,
say
is distinctly against the contention of Wolhuter that he is

the merits of the case.

entitled to resist

payment

of the

amount

of this

judgment on

the ground of negligence on the part of Foote. So far from
the applicant being corroborated by his partners, who are

equally responsible with him for the satisfaction of this
judgment, the chairman of the association and three of the
other partners express themselves as perfectly satisfied with
the manner in which their secretary carried on the business,
and with the zeal and diligence he displayed. The next
questi(m which presents itself to my mind is one the answer
to which appears to be decisive against the present applica-

Would a refusal to grant this application entirely
debar the applicant from raising the claim he now brings
forward ? I am of opinion that Wolhuter has another
tion.
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remedy, and that this in itself is a good ground for refusing
This is the view which was taken
to set aside the iudgment.
"
in the Court of Appeal in the case of Murtha vs. Gates, on
appeal from this Court, where the Chief Justice held that the
''

,

applicant's proper course should have been not to attempt to
set aside the judgment, but to bring a fresh action against

Gates on the grounds set forth in his affidavit. In the same
way, Wolhuter can now bring an action against Foote for

any damage he may have sustained, as a partner in tliis
I
association, through the alleged negligence of FoDte.
to
in
also
refer
the
case
Court
of
recent
this
might
Ilofnieyr
vs. Kriiger and Verder {supra, p. 8), where it was held on
exception that a similar claim could be set up both by way
of plea and by way of counterclaim. On these grounds I am
of opinion that the service having been good, the balance of

evidence as to the merits certainly not being in favour of the
applicant, iind the applicant having a)iotlier remedy open to
him, the present application ought to be reiused.
J.

Jones,
consider

is

summons

;

:

—In

this case the

first

question we have to

whether there has been proper service of the
secondly, if that is so, has the applicant shewn

such a good prima facie ground of defence to the claim that
the judgment should be set aside, and a new summons
there

is

suffici(^nt

On

point, I do not think
evidence before us to shew that Roth-

ordered to be issued

?

the

first

was ever the place of business of the company.
me that the books were merely carried over
and deposited there for the purposes of safe keeping and

schild's office

It appears to

What other business has ever been transacted
auditing.
there ? It appears from the affidavits that the association
fur some time had their own
place of business, and subsequently the secretary's private
business.

There

is

became their place of
some meetings
shew that the place of
Hence it follows that

office

nothing in the fact that

were held at Rothschild's

office to

business was ever transferred thither.

the service at Rothschild's was not a service of process in
accordance with the Rides of Court
and whatever j\Ir.
;

Rothschild's

opinion

may have

been as to where service

iss^-

—

W olhuter
,^

,^

i^"ote.

vs.
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Woih^er
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have been made, we cannot be "
by
guided merelv
^
J
but
must
look
at the rest of the evidence, which
opinion,

oupflit to

^-

.

^^^^
us

leads

,

.

me

to tlie conclusion that his office

was not the place

The

applicant had no notice
of the service of the summons, as Eothschild did not
communicate it to him, thinking, as he tells us, that all the
of business of the association.

other partners had been personally served.

Mr. Rothschild

seems to have been accustomed to receiving such documents,
and took no notice of it. Thus the present applicant has

had no notice of any kind of the actiou brought against the
association, and no opportunity, if he has any defence, of
I cannot see that he has been even consetting it up.
That being so, and
structively served with this summons.
the service being bad, it is really unnecessary to deal with
the point as to whether the applicant has or has not disclosed
a prima facie ground of defence. I must altogether decline
to express

any opinion as to the side on

of evidence on the merits, as disclosed

appears to be.

It

is

whicli the balance

by the

affidavits,

sufficient to say that the applicant

has

shewn probable^ grounds
defence, but whether he can
establish them or not will be matter for decision on a future
On the grounds of bad service, and of the
occasion.
existence of a probabJe defence, 1 think the Court is bound
to allow the case to be re-opened and to give the applicant
for

an opportunity of defending this claim. 1 think the judgment of the Court should be that the former judgment be

and summons issued de novo, to be served on the
month from the present date,
be
tiled
in
the usual way, and the defenthe declaration to
dants to have the usual time to plead, 1 think also that

set aside,

several defendants within a

the applicant should be ordered to give security, to the
satisfaction of the Registrar, in the sum of £660 for the
subject

matter of this action, and the costs both of the

former proceedings and of those now to be taken.

—

Tliis is an
Buchanan, J. P.
application to set aside
a judgment obtained last month by the present respondent in
an action in which he was plaintiff, and the present appli:

cant, together with certain other persons, was

defendant.
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The judgment was

obtained on motion through default of
the
new Rules of Court, and it was for
under
appearance,
a considerable sum alleged to be due to the plaintiff, the
secretary of a partnership

known

as the

Orange Free State

Coal and Iron. Association, and said to carry on business in
Kimberleyaud the Free State, for salary and commission and

The

ap[)licant and the other co-defenin
this association.
dants are the partners
It is now sought

moneys advanced.

and allow the case to be re-opened
on the grounds, firstly, that there was no proper service of
the summons, and secondly, even if there was a technically
sufficient service, that the applicant has a good ground of
to set aside this jud<2:ment

defence, arising out of the negligent manner in which the
respondent discharged his duties as secretary, and this

defence he ought to have an opportunity of raising and
having investigated by the Court. The matter is one not
it has been
very fully argued, and no
a
on
which
doubt it is matter
very forcible arguments can be
urged on both sides. After the full judgments which have
been already delivered, I do not think it necessary to say

free

from doubt

more than

that,

;

on the whole, I have arrived at the same
already been expressed by my brother

conclusion as has

On

Jones.

the evidence before

us,

I think

it

cannot be

held that Eothschild's office was the place of business of the
association, and consequently there has been no proper
service,

and the proceedings ought to be

set aside.

As

to

tlie other point, the Court has only to find, before affording
the relief now sought, that the facts set up would amount,

thev can be substantiated on the trial, to a good defence.
There can be no doubt that such is tlie ca.se, especially when

if

as to the respondent's bookin the affidavits filed by jMartell.
The
contained
keeping
order of the Court will therefore be in the terms already
mentioned by my brother Jones.

we consider the statements

On

the application of Iloshjns, G.P.,
applicant the costs of the pnsont

The Court gave the
application.

Hoshjns, C.P., then submitted that, as the Court had
found thei'<" liad never been auv service on Wolhutoi',, and in

18S4.

March

5.

Wolhuter
Foote.

vs.
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—

i?8«.^

,„ „
VVoUiuter
Foote.

vs.

consequence lie was not properly before the Court, he had
not been in default at all.
As the applicant
had succeeded
' '
on the first point, the case was not re-opened and the
_

judgment set aside, but the proceedings were really quashed
ah initio, and therefore Wolhuter should not be put on terms
He contended that as the matter was to be begun
at all.
de novo, there was no more ground for compelling Wollmter
than for ordering Foote to do so but
The Court declined to vary the terms of the order, as

to give security

;

already stated.
rApplicant's Attorneys, Pai.ey & Coghlan."]
J
L Kespoudent's Attorney, Dewiiukst.

Rose-Innes Diamond Mining Company, Limited,
Central Diamond Mining Company, Limited.

vs.

—

Contract for aviiaJgamation of joint-stoch Comjxmies.
Ultra vires.
Poivers of Directors.
Consensus ad idem.

—

—

—

Costs.

Mining Companies having entered into negotiations for
amalgamation of their holdings, the directors of the
respective Companies were empiou-ered, in accordance ivith

Tu-o

the

of the trust deeds, to complete the amalgamedion and arrange the details, on the hasis of a scheme

the provisions

A subaccepted hg the shareholders of both Companies.
committee was then appointed hy each directorate to effect
this

object,

and

they entered^ into

teas intra vires, as to one

of the

an arrangement,

pioints

on

the aforesaid basis, in consideration

as

to

one

another point, which was
attemipted to

ivhich

requiring settlement

of an arrangement

Jield to be

ultra vires.

The

enforce the contract for

Company
amalgamation (which had cdready been partially carried oid),
including tlie term of the agreement effected as aforesaid
which was intra

vires, but e.vcludiuq the other

:

the ofhfir
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Company pleaded

that the contract included both the above

terms.

Held,

that, as the

term which was intra vires ivas agreed

to

in

consideration of that which was tdtra vires, and as, with
the exception of this arrangement, the directors had omitted
complete the amalgamation and arrange the details, as
instructed by the shareholders, there had been no consensus
to

ad idem, and

there

was consequently no completed contract

beticeen the parties.

Hel<l also, that, while the d(fendant Company was entitled to
absolution from the instance on the grounds set forth, as
both parties

had failed

prove their

to

the failure

responsible for
be no order as to costs.

case,

and were eqtudly

of the negotiations, there shoidd

This action arose out of certain negotiations for the amalgamation of the plaintiff and defendant Companies, both of

whom
mine.

were diamond raining Companies in the Kimberley
The declaration alleged tliat on or about August 1st,

1SS4.

March

May

.'

8.

Rose-Inn 03

1883, it was agreed between the two Companies that certain
l)i;imonil
Mining Co.
claim ground, the property of the plaintiffs, should be Ijiniited,
vs.
Central Diaacquired by the defendants, and it formed a portion of the mond .NUniug
Limited.
said agreement that certaiji high ground belonging to the Co.,

and standing in t' eir claims above a certain level,
and amounting to 110,000 loads or thereabouts, shouhl be
plaintiffs,

by the defendants

j)urchased

at the price of 5s. per load; the
liabilities of the

defendants were to take over the assets and

and the excess of

{danitifts,
(It

due-ted f

groimd.

I

om

The

the

sum

assets

to

and

liabilit es

over assets was to be

be paid for the af)resaid

liabilities

liigh

were accordingly taken

over, and the high ground transferred, and the net sum <hie
and payable to the plaintiffs under the aforesaid agreement
amounted to £21,987 Gs. Id., which the plaintiffs (dainu'd,
with inteiest and costs.
The defendants pleaded that the

agreeuKMd relied on by the plaintiffs contained provisions
than those mentioned in the declaration, viz., that the

oth(,'r

piaintitl's

should pay the defendants a ^>ro

rata

share

of

certain ]Mining IJoard [fromissory notes held by the defeinlant
Ci ]np:inY, diajnonds in their possession, and cash in hand,
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M^-

^"^ amounting to the sum of £98,154, less certain liabilities
tlie amount of £40,000, and that the amount so to be
paid
by the plaintiffs was to be deducted from the amount now
claimed, and the plaintiffs were to take the defendants' pro-

^DiMiond*

Kiissory note for the balance, with interest at the rate of six

Limitfd?^!

]P^^ ^^^^^-

March's

to
^JJ2-

annum, and payable eighteen months after date,
payment of the
note before maturity on certain events happening and the
retiring of the note before the defendants declared any
The plaintiffs' pro rata share, under the
dividend, &c.
P^'*'

monTmning ^"^ subjcct
Co., Limited.

to Certain conditions as to the

amalgamation agreement, of the above-mentioned assets
to £11,240 8s. Id., leaving a balance due to the
of
£10,746 ISs., for which the defendants before
plaintiffs
action brought had tendered, and still tendered, a promissory
note in terms of the agreement. The plaintiffs admitted the
tender and joined issue on the rest of the plea.

amounted

From the evidence it appeared that the trust-deeds of
both the plaintiff and defendant Companies contained the
following provision

:

—

"

A

full

Board of Directors may at

any time, upon such terms as they shall think

fit, provisionally entertain proposals to amalgamate the Company with
any other company, or partnership, or person, established for

the same or similar purposes, and the directors may make
proposals for that purpose provisionally, and such proposals

when

definitely arranged shall be submitted to a special
general meeting convened for that purpose, and such special
general meeting shall have the power to take into con-

any such proposals, and to conclude any final
agreement or arrangement for such amalgamation, purchase,
or acquisition, and to authorise the directors to arrange the
details thereof."
On June 28th, 1883, Mr. Tucker, the
sideration

Company, wrote a letter to the
of the Eosc-Innes Company, which

secretary of the Central

chairman and directors
was in the following terms
"

:

—

Mr. Ensjliyh, one of the directors of this Company, has reported to the
of Directors that he has ascertained from Messrs. Cowan and

Board

O'Leary that there is a desire on the part of your Company to amalgamate
with the Central Company, and that tlie following terms have been

—

Central scrip to be issued for 12^
arranged as a basis of nei:;otiations
That measurement at a depth of
claims at the rate of £8000 per claim.
100 ft. below the level of the top of the hard rock shall be made, and that
:
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should the extent of closing ground at that depth be greater than I25
That
claims, then scrip shall be issued for such excess at the same rate.
the sum of 5s. per load shall be paid to the Eose-Innes Company by the
amalgamated Company for all ground above the aforesaid level at which

measurement

shall be

Machinery and

made.

The amalgamated Company

rolling stock to be given in.

to settle all liabilities of the Eose-Innes

Com-

pany. All Mining Board paper held by the Eose-Innes Company to be
taken over by amalgamated Company at par value as a set-off against the
Discount to be allowed on all
liabilities of the Eose-Innes Company.
current paper, any balance between liabilities and Mining Board paper to
be deducted from payment to be made on account of high ground. This
proposition has been favourably received by the Board of Directors, who
will appoint a committee to inspect the books of your Company in order
to verify the returns and statements of yield from your ground, &c. ; and,
on the report of the committee proving satisfactory, they will be prepared

recommend

completion of the contemplated
however be unavoidable, as a large mmaber
of the Central shareholders reside in England, and will have to be conto

amalgamation

;

to the shareholders the

some delay

will

sulted."

At

this

worked

time the Rose-Innes Company, which had never

at a profit,

being covered with

had ceased working altogether, its claims
reef, which it had no means of removing,

and there was considerable
liquidation

by

its

creditors.

fear of its being

forced

into

The Central Company, on the

other hand, was in a comparatively strong financial position,
but the amalgamation was likely to prove beneficial to them,
as it would give them a block of high ground to work in the

event of their lower claims being covered with reef, wliile it
would also increase their voting-power at the Mining Board,

where representation was proportionate to the amount of
claim-ground held by the various companies. The Central
(
"ompany were also apprehensive that if they did not amal-

gamate with the Rose-Innes Company, the Frencli Company
might do so, and that this would jirove prejudicial to their
interests.

liose-Innes

On

July 25th, a special general meeting of the

Company was

held, at wJiich the proposals con-

tamed in j\Ir. Tucker's letter were fully discu.ssed, and in the
end a resolution was unanimously carried, " That this meeting accepts the oflier of the Central Company in terms of
that Company's letter of June 28tli, and hereby authorises
and empowers the directors to complete the amalgamation of

This
claiius, &c., and salo of high gruund.''
commauicated by Mr. O'J.eai'v. the secretary.

the Company's
resolution was

"

V,„

|i.„i'\,;i

II.

(;

W

"

'

\

1884.

March 5.
"!

„
„
„

10.

„

14.

May

8.

12.

Kose-Innes

Diamond
Milling Co.,
Limited, vs.
Central Dia-

mond Mining
Co., Limited.
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1884.

March 5.
..

"!

"
|2.

May

8.

^iamond^
Limitfd*~^M.

rSnd'^Min^g
Co, Limited.

and one of the directors of the Company,
^ *" to the Central
Company, who held a special meeting on August 1st, at
which it was unanimously resolved, " That the action of the
directors relating to the proposed amalgamation of the Koseluncs Company with the Central Company be approved, on
^^^ b^sis agreed to by the shareholders of the former coraP^ny, and the Central directors be empowered to carry the
The
gg^jjjQ Jj^^q cfifect at as early a date as convenient."
directors of the two Companies thereupon proceeded, in
accordance with these resolutions and the provisions of the
trust-deeds, to complete the amalgamation and arrange the
details.
good deal of evidence as to the details of the

A

negotiations between the directors was produced and objected
to on behalf of the plaintiffs, on the ground that the directors

had no power to make any other arrangements in the matter
than those embodied in the above documents; the Court, however, admitted the evidence, Jones, J., dissentiente.

After

some weeks had elapsed only two matters remained in dispute, viz., the amount of the high ground for which the
Kose-Innes were to receive payment, and a question as to
whether the shareholders of the Central Company were
entitled to retain their exclusive right to certain assets then
in hand, consisting of certain blue ground, lumps, hardware

and other

stores, cash, diamonds (which had been shipped
but not realised, owing to the depression in the market), and
Mining Board bills. Most of these latter had matured, but

had not been met, and were given partly for work done in
removing reef and water from the mine, partly in satisfaction of certain claims for damages, for which the Central
Company had obtained judgment in September 1882. The
Eose-Innes directors, wiio were mainly represented in the
negotiations by Mr. O'Leary, claimed that the blue, lumps,
and stores, should go into the amalgamated Company, but do
not seem to have thought that their shareholders would liave
a right to share in the other assets. On September 24th
Mr. Tucker again wrote to the Rose-Innes Company, as

— " With reference

to the measurement of the high
which
calls
for considerable reduction
necessarily
ground,
from the quantity given as maximum in the surveyor's

follows

:

report, on account of inequalities

which are known to

exist.
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but which are unascertainable as to extent, I
state that this

am

directed to

1884.

March

5.

willing to arrange finally as for

„
„

10.

90,000 loads, or otherwise to arrange provisionally for 75,000
loads, and leave any balance to be arranged for when the

»

12.

Company

is

.,

May

7.

14.
8.

The assets Kose-Inues
actual quantity can be positively ascertained.
Diamond
Co.,
this Company you will see by reference Sliuing
Jjiinited, vs.
Central Diathe
to memo, attached."
The "memo." shewed
following mond Mining
due to shareholders of

assets

:

— Mining

£19,824

10s. 6d.; cash,

&c., in stores,

£23,608
£92,007

Board

£10,247
less

15s.;
2s.

M.

bills,

£74,749

£3581

Id.

;

diamonds,

lid; stock, hardware,
blue on floors and lumps,

IGs.

13s, lOd.
liability

6s.

;

at

£40,000;

bank,

This letter and

total,

memorandum were

cussed at a meeting of the Eose-Innes

Company

dis-

held on the

same day, when it was proposed by Mr. Fenton and seconded
That the resolution of July 25th,
by Mr. Hurley
the
offer
of
the Central Com{)any to amalgamate
accepting
'•'

:

certain property of the Eose-Innes

Company

with the Central

Company, and for the purchase by the Central Company after
such amalgamation of certain other property of the KoseInnes Company, be strictly adhered to." To this resolution
an amendment was proposed by Mr. McFarland, " That the
letter and memo, of the Central Company of this day's date
be referred to the directors, to be dealt with in terms of the
Mr. McFarlaud's amendresolution of July 25th, 1883."

ment was carried as a substantive resolution, Messrs. Fenton
and Hurley dissenting, and these gentloMnen subsequently
sent in a formal protest.
The directors of the two Comthen
resumed
panies
negotiations on the subjects mentioned
in Tucker's letter, and on October 2nd Mr. O'Leary submitted a case for counsel's opinion as to whether in the
circumstances the Central
their Hue, himps

wore,

all

and

Company were

dores,

and adding

entitled to retain

that,

the shareholders of the Rose-Innes

even

if

they

Company, with

IMr, Fenton, were anxious to complete the
amalgamation, and inquiring how IMr. Fenton's opposition
was to be got rid ot.
On October 8th a meeting took

the exception of

place between

liottomley, English, Tracey and Benthe
Board of the Central, and J\[(^ssrs.
ingfield, representing
and
Cowan,
O'Leary
representing that of the llose-Innes

(*ompany.

At

i\Iessrs.

this

meeting

it

was ultimately agreed that

Co., Limited.
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1884.

March

5.

„

?•

„
„

10.

„

May

12.
14.
8.

Rase-lnnes

Diamond
Mining Co.,
Limited, vs.
Central Dia-

mond Mining
Co., Limited.

the quantity of the Rose-Innes high ground should be taken
at 110,000 loads, that the Central should waive their claim
to the blue ground, lumps, and stores, but that they should
retain the other above-mentioned assets (amounting in all to

£58,000), as to which however, instead of debentures being
it was arranged, appaMr.
a
on
O'Leary, that the Eose-Innes
suggestion by
rently
shareholders should pay for their 2yyo rata share as members
of the amalgamated Company, and this payment should be

issued to the Central shareholders,

deducted from the payment to the Eose-Innes shareholders
for their high ground, the balance to be paid them by a
promissory note on the conditions set forth in the defendants'
A provisional scrip-certificate for the shares in the
plea.

amalgamated Company to be held by the Rose-Innes shareholders was then handed over by Mr. Bottomley, as chairman of the Central Company, to Mr. Cowan. Mr. O'Leary
said it would be necessary to obtain a ratification by the RoseInnes Board of the arrangement thus effected, which would
be " a mere matter of form ;" but Mr. Cowan seems to have
stated, although there was some conflict of evidence on the
would also be necessary to obtain the consent
of their shareholders, and that he doubted whether they
point, that it

would give such consent.

After this meeting the Rose-Innes

claims were transferred, and scrip in the Central Company
(which retained its title) was given to the individual shareholders of the Rose-Innes Company, and in some cases

were subsequently effected. Meanwhile, on the
following day, October 9th, a special meeting of the RoseInnes directors was held, to which Messrs. O'Leary and

transfers

Cowan

reported what had been arranged, and it was resolved
That the offer of 110,000 loads quantity of high ground to
be paid for by the Kimberley Central Company be accepted,
"

and that the proportionate share of this Company in Kimberley Central Company assets of £58,000 be paid for out of
price of high ground always provided same is in accordance
with opinion of Mr. Hoshjns"
Mr. Hoshijns, to whom the
case already mentioned had been submitted, on October 10th
gave his opinion, which was substantially to the effect that

—

the Rose-Innes shareholders were entitled on amalgamation
to share in all the assets of the Central Company, equally
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pro rata with the original shareholders. In consequence of
this opinion at the next meeting of the Rose-Innes shareholders, which was held in December (one having been
called in

November, but not having been held owing

to

an

informality in the notice), the directors entirely repudiated
the agreement of October 8th, and it was resolved to sue the

the immediate payment of the sum
due for the high ground, without the deduction for the lyro
rata share of Central assets acquired by the Eose-Innes
Central

Company

for

shareholders, which the former Company claimed to be
entitled to make.
The other facts brought out in evidence,
so far as material, will be found sufficiently set forth in the

arguments and judgments reported below.
Iloshyns, C.P. (with him Levey), for the plaintiffs, observed
that the defence had varied.
At first it was apparently con-

tended that the original agreement was ambiguous on the point
now in dispute, but the witnesses for the defence held tliat
there was no ambiguity, and that it was never contemplated
hand should go into the amalgamated

that their assets in

Company. In that case the Central

directors

had no authority

to give up part of their claim, and vice versa, if the agreement
was clear the other M'ay, as the plaintiffs contend. The

defendants had proved no variation of the original agreement
the scrip was delivered under the original contract, the
directors at the time hoping to obtain the assent of the
;

shareholders to

the

variation

;

but in

this

they

failed.

O'Leary and Cowan simply stated, at the meeting
ber 8, that they were appointed by the directors to settle the

of Octo-

matter in terms of the instructions given by shareholders.
The letter of June and resolution of July must be taken to
be an offer and acceptance of a soeietas universorum honormn.
Clause 9 of the Central trust-deed provided that in the event
"

shall reof an amalgamation, the amalgamated Company
ceive shares in like manner as the original promoters, and

have and be entitled to the same pri\ilegos as they, the original promoters, have and are entitled to under these presents."
There was really no dispute as to details of measurement
^i'.,

and the contract was completed by the resolution

Central Coiii}>any of August

1.

ol'

the

i»84.

-.

''

"

i^.

^^j^^^])i^;^""d^

Limltoli^M
moJJd Mining
Co., Limited.
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—

1884.

"
"
„

?•

J2.
14.

M^y^-

^ffmond*
Limftfd*^°s.

mond^Mining
Co., Limited.

it

The defence is that
Forster (with him Davison), contra :
makes no diiference whether an agreement, which cul-

minated on October

8,
"^

was effected or

not.

If there was

an agreement, the scrip was handed over on the basis agreed
^^ ^^ October 8 if there was none, there was no contract
on which the plaintiffs can recover. The defendants have
:

^ctcd on an agreement by which, even if ultra vires, they
and the plaintiffs have been
]^Q^yQ hoeii put to oxpense
;

by the removal of reef from their high ground,
and they cannot now be reinstated. The plaintiffs

benefited
&c.,

declare on a contract, but repudiate the contract into which
the defendants entered, and on condition of which they

The
scrip and accepted transfer of the claims.
defendants are entitled to demand proof of the contract if
handed over

;

the parties were never at one until a certain date, and the
proceedings at that date were ultra vires, then there was no

and the action must fail. The defendants were quite
in
their view that the assets in question, not being
justified
specifically mentioned, were not included in the proposal of
consensus,

June

28, at which time the Central were in a strong position,
while the Rose-Innes were practically bankrupt. It is submitted that the Rose-Innes shareholders, by their resolutions

of July 24 and September 24, did empower their directors
to effect this arrangement.
The only assets which they ever

claimed, as appeared from the case for opinion, were the blue,
lumps and stores, on which the defendants gave way. The

defendants passed scrip and took transfer of the claims without any intimation being made to theoi that the carry?lig
out by the Rose-Innes of the arrangement of October 8 was

That arrangement
was the only contract to which the defendants ever agreed
and which could be binding on them it was only at this
to be subject to the approval of counsel.

;

meeting that the

number

of loads and the terms of

payment
The Central never had any notice of repudiation till December 4, and at the meeting of the Rose-Innes
shareholders of December 14 no attempt was made to obtain

were

fixed.

their assent to the arrangement of October 8, but the reverse;

and the report then presented,

for

which O'Leary was

re-

sponsible, did not present a fair account of the negotiations

with the Central, or suggest their

ratification.

The agree-

281

ment

October 8 and the minutes of the Board meeting
o

of

of October 9 were never brought to the notice of the shareholders. Our contention is that the Eose-Iunes shareholders

, '^^t-

March

j^-

"
,,

gave their directors authority on September 24, on which they
acted, and came to an agreement with us
they took our
;

5.

••

^^^y

l'^-

14.
^-

^famond^

benefited by the work we did; Brice on Ultra Ltaltwi!^*.'
If the.terms of the agreement of October 8 j^oMMining
Vires, 767-9.
Limited
were ultra vires, there is no completed contract on which the Co.,
scrip and

plaintiffs

can recover.

—

The defendants seem to rely on
Hoskyns, C.P., in reply
the resolution passed at the Rose-Innes meeting of September 24, but there is no proof that this was a special meeting
:

properly convened for that purpose, in accordance with the
terms of the Company's trust-deed.
This resolution, how"
in terms of the
ever, only gives the directors power to act
resolution of July 24," on which we are thus thrown back.

The

was handed over on October

appeared from
Tucker's letter of that day, independently of the "final
settlement of details" then arrived at; and this was in acscrip

8, as

cordance with Cowan's recollection of his conversation with

Bottomley at the time.

It

cannot be said that the assets

now in dispute were excluded from the original proposal
made by the defendants, who knew at the time of making it
that they possessed them. No doubt such conversations took
place as the witnesses described ; but they had no binding
effect,

and the

plaintiffs relied

on the agreement disclosed by

the documents. The defendants' version of what they intended
and understood was inconsistent with common sense and

with the conduct to be expected from
Cur. adv.

Postea

men

of business.

vult.

(May 8),—

—

I regret that in giving judgment in this
Jones, J., said
case the parties have not the advantage of hearing from the
lips of the Judge President the grounds upon which he has
:

now forms tlie judgment of
need not mention the reasons which have pro-

arrived at the conclusion which
this Court.

vented

I

this, as

they are well known to those who

])ractise
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I know that the reasons upon
In some respects
^

here, (a)
^ ^

'^

.

which I base

my

.

judgment are not those of

my

Lord, and

therefore to myself it is a matter of regret that the parties to
this action have not the benefit of hearing the grounds of his
judgment. The plaintiff Company allege in their declaration

^^ ^^ about the 1st of August, 1883, it was arranged
^^^ agreed between the Eose-Innes Diamond Mining Company and the Central Diamond Mining Company that
certain properties of the plaintiff Company should be acquired by the defendant Company, and that it formed a
*^^*'

portion of the agreement that certain high ground consisting
of diamondiferous soil, belonging to the plaintiff Company,

and standing in their claims above the level of 100 feet below
the top of the hard rock, and amounting to 110,000 loads of
16 cubic feet or thereabouts, should become the property of
the defendant Company, and that the defendant
should pay for it 5s. per load of 16 cubic feet. It

Company
is

further

alleged that at that date, there being certain debts due by
the Kimberley Mining Board to the plaintiff Company, and
certain liabilities due by the plaintiff
it was
agreed that the assets

tors,

Company
and

to its credi-

liabilities

should

over, and the excess of liabilities over
assets should be deducted from the sum to be paid to the
that this excess was £5512 13s. 5d.
plaintiff Company
that the assets and liabilities were taken over by the defendant Company and the possession, ownership, and control

be

also

taken

;

;

;

over the high ground
still

remaining

Avas transferred to

due, viz.

:

.

.

them
.

;

that the

5.512 13

less

£21,987

sum
0'

£27,500

5

6

7;
with
plaintiff Company claim, together
interest a tempore morm and costs of suit, and such other
relief as to the Court may seem fit. An account was annexed
is

and

this

sum the

The defendants filed
setting out the assets and liabilities.
but during the trial various amendments were
their plea
;

allowed.

were in
[(a)
o\vin£>-

At the

close of the hearing the defendants' pleas

effect as follows

:

the defendant

Company admits

The Judge President had been compelled
to a domestic bereavement.

— Ed.]

to leave

the

Kimberley
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capacity of the plaintiffs as trustees and their right to sue
that the assets and liabilities of the plaintiff Company were
;

taken over, and the transfer of the possession and ownership
of the high ground but they say that the agreement referred to in the declaration contained provisions other than

1884.

March

5.

,.

T-

„

„
„

May

10.
12.
14.
8.

;

those therein mentioned, namely, that the piaintiif Company
should pay to the defendants a jpro rata share of certain

Mining Board promissory notes held by the defendant Company, diamonds in their possession, and cash in hand amounting to the

sum

....

of

less certain liabilities of

defendant

.

Company

£98,154
46,000
£58,154

that the ^ro rata share of this

sum should

;

bo deducted i'rom

the amount claimed by the plaintiff Company in this action,
and the balance due be paid by the defendants' promissory
note, payable 18 months after date, subject to certain conditions

which I need not now mention.

further say that the
of £58,154, payable

ant

Company

and

The defendants
amount of the p^o rata share of the sum
by the plaintiff Company to the defend-

in respect of the agreement,

that, therefore, the

pany to

plaintiff

is

£11,240

8s. 2(1.,

amount now due by defendant Com-

Company

is

.

less

or

and the defendants say that

for this

.

£21,987

6

7

11,240

8

2

£10J4G 18 5;
sum they tendered their

promissory note before action brought, and the plaintiffs
refused to accept it.
By the plea the tender is repeated.

To the plea

is

annexed a " Statement of Assets of the

Kimberley Central Diamond Mining Company (Limited)
on the 18th of September, 1883, as arranged with the
Trustees of the Eose-Innes

Diamond Company

(Limited),"

shewing the manner in which the sum of £11,240 8s. 'Id. is
obtained.
The tender is admitted by the replication, and
the other allegations are denied. In dealing with the facts
of this case, I need not go further back tlian the 28th oH
June, 1883. Previous to that date there had been some in-

formal and unofficial negotiations between the directors of
the two Companies which ended in a letter being written by
Mr. Tu'-ker, the secretary of the defendant Company, to the

Rose-Innes

Diamond
Mining

Co.,

lyirnited, vs.
Central T)ia-

mond Mining
Co., Limited.
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chairman and directors of the plaintiff Company. In this
letter he says that " the following terms have been
arranged
asMhrns €f negotiaiiofis, viz.: Central scrip to be issued
for 12^ claims at the rate of £8000
That
per claim.
measurement at a depth of 100 feet below the level of the
top of tlie hard rock, facing Koad 6 North shall be made,
aiid that

should the extent of claim ground at that depth be

greater than 12^ claims, then scrip shall be issued for such
excess at the same rate as above mentioned. That the sum
of

5s.

sterling per load of 16 cubic feet shall be paid to the
Company by the amalgamated Company for all

Rose-Innes

ground above the aforesaid level, at which measurement shall
be made. Machinery and rolling stock to be given in.

The amalgamated Company to settle all liabilities of the
Eose-Iunes Company. All Mining Board paper, held by the
Eose-Innes Company, to be taken over by Amalgamated
Company at par value as a set-off against the liabilities of
the Eose-Innes Company, discount to be allowed on all
current paper.
That any balance between liabilities and
assets over Mining Board paper shall be deducted from
payment to he made on account of high ground." (It will be
seen that no other deductions are mentioned or alluded

The

letter goes

to.)

on to state that this proposition has been

favourably received by the Board of Directors of the Central
Company, who will appoint a committee to inspect the

books of the Eose-Innes Company in order to verify returns
and statement of the yield from ground, &c., and on the
report of this committee proving satisfactory, they will be
"
prepared to recommend to the shareholders the
of the contemplated amalgamation
some delay
;

coynipletion
will,

how-

ever, be unavoidable, as a large number of the Central shareholders reside in England, and will have to be consulted."

On

the 5th of July IMr. O'Leary, the secretary of the EoseInnes Company, informed the secretary of defendant Com-

pany, by

that this proposal met with the approval of
and that a meeting of shareholders would be
the 25th of July. On the 25th of July Mr. Tucker

letter,

his directors,

called for

writes to the plaintiff Company that the result of the inspection of their books is satisfactory, and suggests that,
"
the
should the terms

of amalgamation be accepted by

shareholders of the Companies, the completion of the transac-
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tion be left in the hands of the directors of the two

Com-

the plamtin
panies."
Upon
26th of
and
the
was
shareholders
held,
upon
Company's
that
he is
to
defendant
writes
the
Company
July O'Leary
that

day the meeting of

instructed to inform them that, at the special general meeting of shareholders of his Company, held on the previous

^w*MardiS
.-

'

'-

12.

^ay

s.

^^^"°^
Limuli!^^!

day, the following resolution was carried unanimously, viz.
monoMining
"
That this meeting accepts the offer of the Kimberley Co., Limited.
Central Company, in terms of that Company's letter of
:

June 1883, and hereby authorises and empowers the directors to complete the amalgamation of the Company's claims,
xVt the same time he
&c., and sale of high ground."
"
of
some
for
the
benefit
requests,
doubting shareholders, a
explanation of the point that your (the Central)
Company, in taking over this Company's liabilities, have not
clear

considered this Company's share of the Mining Board debt
as a liability to be paid for out of the price of the high
ground." It is hardly necessary to remark that in the terms

proposed on the 28th of June,

it

had been specially men-

tioned that any balance between the liabilities and Mining
Board paper was to be deducted from the payment to be

made on account

of high ground.
At the meeting on the
25th of July, Mr. English, as a shareholder in the plaintiff
On the 1st of August, the meeting
Company, was present.

Company was held, when
Mr. English proposed " that the action of the directors relating to the proposed amalgamation of the Eose-Inues
of the shareholders of the Central

Company with

the Central

Company be approved

of,

on the

basis agreed to by the shareholders of the former Company,
and that the directors he emi^wered to carry the same into
effect,

at as early a date as convenient."

This was carried

unanimously. On the 1st of August, therefore, the shareholders of both Companies had consented to a certain basis
of agreement, the terms of which appear to me to be sufThe Kose-Innes shareficiently clear and unambiguous.

holders had accepted the ofi'er of the Central Company in
terms of that Company's letter of the 28th of June, 1883,

and had empowered the directors to complete the amalgamation of the Company's claims and sale of high ground.
And the shareholders of the Central Company had approved
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of the action of their directors,'

who had made

tliis

offer to

,

the Kose-Innes Company, on the basis agreed to by the
shareholders of the Kose-Innes, and empowered their direc-

same

tors to carry the

venient.

The

into effect at as early a date as conCompanies had power to

directors of both

and to carry out the terms
^^ *^® arrangement, but had no power to vary these terms
Whatever arrangement
they were to adhere to the basis.
ai'range matters of small detail,

;

they made could only be upon the basis of the letter of the
28th of June, unless they obtained further powers from
The shareholders and directors of the two
the shareholders.

Companies were acting at these meetings of the 25th of
July and 1st of August in accordance with their trust-deeds,
both of which contain clauses to the same effect, namely,
"that a, full Board of Directors may at any time, and upon
such terms as they shall think fit, provisionally entertain
such proposals to amalgamate the Company with any other

Company

or partnership or firm established for the

same or

similar purposes, and the directors shall make proposals for
that purpose provisionally, and such proposals when definitely

arranged shall be submitted to a special general meeting of
shareholders to be convened for that purpose, and such
special general meeting shall have power to take into con-

any such proposals, and to conclude any final
agreement or arrangement for such amalgamation, purchase,

sideration

or acquisition, or to authorise tlie directors to arrange the
If therefore the directors of the two Comdetails thereof."

panies

met and entered

into an

agreement which was incon-

sistent with the terms of this letter of the 28th of June, I

that they would be acting 'tdtra vires. The defendant
Company admits the general outline of the plaintiffs' claim,

take

it

which appears to

me

to be not inconsistent with the terms

stated in the basis agreed upon ; but further terms are said
to form part of the contract made between the two Companies.

If the further

terms are made by the directors as

representing their Companies,

we must consider the powers

conferred upon these agents by their shareholders. In order
for the defendants to succeed they must shew that the agree-

ment entered

into

by the directors

after the 1st of

August

was within the authoritv G^ranted to them at the meetings
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of shareholders held on the 28tli of July and 1st of August,
accordance with the trust deeds, or, if the defendant

in

they must shew that on some subCompany
additional
occasion
authority was given.
During
sequent
was
little
done, though there appear to have
August very
been frequent unofiicial meetings between the directors of
the two Companies, and strong expressions of opinion fell
from Mr. O'Leary.
These do not really affect the question
failed in this,

On

the 24th of September, the only
matters of detail left in dispute, between the members of the

between the

parties.

two Boards, were the amount of high ground, the question
whether the Central Company was entitled to exclude the
Rose-Innes Company from a share in certain of the assets
then in hand, blue ground, lumps, hardware stores, diamonds,
in the hands of the London agents of the Central Company,
All these assets were at first
and Mining Board paper.
claimed by the Central

Company

as not falling within the

terms of the letter of the 28th of Juno, and as being the
exclusive property of the shareholders of the defendant

With

Company.

this claim

I shall deal later

on in con-

sidering the proper construction to be placed upon the terms
In September Mr. Tucker
of the letter of the 28th of June.

surveyed the high ground, and measured the
pany's claims 100 feet below the hard rock.

Com-

plaintiff

No

evidence

was given upon the nature of Tucker's measurement, and
the only information before the Court is to be found in the
letter of the secretary of the Central Company to the KoseInnes Company, dated the 24th of September. That letter
"
I am instructed to inform you that the
as follows
directors of this Company accept the measurement of

is

:

your claims by Mr. Surveyor Tucker as correct, and that
they will be prepared to issue scrip of this Company
on

tliat basis

(provisional until

new

scrip can be obtained

claims and 762 square feet.
measurement of the high grouiid,

from England), 13
reference to the
necessarily

quantity

T

am

as

given
35 cubic

considerable

maximum

in

from

reduction

Mr.

Tucker's

the

Ke})ort,

to exist,

on account of inequalities which are
but which are unascertainablo as to extent,

directed

to

1,1 55,81 4*

known

for

calls

Willi
Avhich

feet,

state

that

this

Comnanv

i^

willing to

^^^*-

..

<•

^'ay

'?•
.

12.
h.

^^^"n^^
i"°i'^^*^:^s'
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90,000 loads, or otherwise to arrange
75,000 loads and leave any balance to be

arrange finally as

1883.

Co.,
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Central Dia-

mond Mining
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provisionally for

for

arranged for when the actual quantity can be positively
ascertained. The assets due to shareholders of this Company

by reference to memo, attached." In this
mcmo. WO find Mining Board bills, £74,749 6s. Id., besides
i
n
diamonds, cash, stock, hardware, blue on floors, &c., amountyou

SCO

will

^

i

'

,

fng in

all to

£132,007

2s.

M.,

,

,

,

less liability at

bank, £40,000,

leaving a balance of assets of £92,007 2s. 4:d., belonging to
the Central Company, from all participation in which the

Rose-Innes

Company

(if

the defendants'

correct) were to be excluded.

first

contention be

In this letter we see two

matters clearly, viz. that upon the 24th September there
was no dispute about the measurement of the Rose-Innes
claims and, secondly, that no definite arrangement had been
arrived at between the directors of the two Companies as to
;

the

number

of £92,007
letter.

On

The little matter
of loads of high ground.
like the scorpion's sting, put in the tail of the

is,

the same day the Rose-Innes

Company

held

I need not comment
their general meeting of shareholders.
It
is sufficient for me
which
took
discussion
the
place.
upon
to state the conclusion at which the meeting arrived, viz.
"
of this
letter and memo, of the Central
:

That the

Company

day's date be referred to the directors to be dealt with in
Another
terms of the resolution of July 25th, 1883."
resolution had been proposed by Mr. Fenton, but, though
would if carried have obviated much difficulty now, it

this

This resolution simply, in my opinion,
was not carried.
throws us back upon the letter of 28th June, find the resolutions of the 25th July and 1st August. I consider that I am

bound

to interpret merely the written words of the resoluand
to give them their natural and ordinary meaning
tion,
I therefore do not inquire into the arguments of individual
;

shareholders or their expressions of opinion.
received, as expressed

in

the

The

directors

if

any, which they

resolutions

of shareholders

must be guided by the written authority,

Subsequently to this date I do not find
actually passed.
any further powers granted to the directors of the RoseInnes Company. Early in the case I expressed ray view
that certain evidence was not admissible, and, though it was
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admitted, I cannot help adhering to the opinion I then
I held that
expressed, as I see no ground for changing it.

between directors of one Company and the
directors of the other Company were not admissible in

conversations

evidence to bind the Company, when it was not shewn by
evidence that the particular individual directors had been

^»»*-•

"

'•

^^

>iay8-

^'^^momf
Limitld^M"

Central Diaduly authorised to speak on behalf of their Companies. mond Mining
I shall therefore exclude, in giving my view of what I con- Co., Limited.

sider should be the

the evidence.

judgment of this Court, that portion of
The evidence was tendered by the defendants

the purpose of shewing that on the 8th of October
a certain meeting of O'Leary and Cowan on behalf of the
Kose-Inues Company, and Bottomley, English and Beningfor

field

on behalf of the Central Company, was held at the
the Rose-Innes Company, and that it was agreed at

office of

that meeting that the additional terms mentioned in defendant's plea should be added to the arrangement set out in

the letter of the 28th June.
authority of the

I held then that, unless the

persons present to bind their respective

Companies was previously shewn, any conversation between
them or arrangements entered into were inadmissible in
The ground upon which I founded my opinion
evidence.
was based upon the principle contained in Holfs Case, » 22
Beavan, 48, and NicoVs Case, 28 L. J. (Ch.) 257, both cases
cited in this Court in the argument on a similar point
arising in the case of the Consolidated

vs. Cajje

of

Good Hope Diamond Mining Compayuj (H. C. Repp., Vol.

I.,

p. 438).

terms
tors

:

Company

Brice shortly states the principle in the following
" Either the
representation or admission of the direc-

must be that

of the directors, or a

quorum thereof

as a

body, or if of one director, or other agent, some evidence must
"
be given of the authority of such person to bind the company
I adhere to the
{Brice on Ultra Vires, p. 613, 2nd edition).
I
then
At
that
time
these
had no
directors
opinion
expressed.

more authority or powers than appeared in the resolutions I
have already referred to, and I am of opinion that those powers
did not enable them to vary the basis agreed to by the shareholders of the respective Companies

and

mv

1st August.

view

a;?

to

If

what

it

in

on the 25th of July

wore, however, necessary to express
fact did occur at tlic mectin'' on
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8, I

should hold that the directors present had their

attention distinctly called to the fact that any agreement
they might enter into would be idtra vires if it dealt with
of the Central Company.
At this meeting, howof
the
number
of
of blue ground for
the
loads
6ver,
question
which the Rose-Innes Company should be paid was debated,
i\^Q assets

^^^ WO are told that as a species of compromise a certain
was fixed, viz., 110,000, on consideration that the
plaintiff Company would accept the terms mentioned in the
This meeting is the only one at which
defendants' plea.
iiuni})er

the number of loads was definitely arranged. If it be true
that as a consideration for this agreement a quid fro quo was
to be given, and that the surrender of assets was a matter
outside the powers of the directors, we have an agreement
bad because it was idtra vires. The one portion of the

agreement

— that as

the consideration for

to the

number

it, viz.,

of loads

— must

fall

with

the surrender of assets in which

the plaintiff Company's shareholders would otherwise have
The plaintiff Company cannot now say,
participated.

We

will claim

upon and declare

for a certain

number

of loads

same time they tender
In coming to the
agreement.
jpro quo
coitflusion that the directors acted idtra vires, I need not
definitely agreed upon, unless at the

the quid

rely

much upon

for that

the ground that the two directors of the

Rose-Iunes who were present do not appear to have been
properly authorised by the directors of their Company as a
body, nor upon the further objection that even if they were
authorised it is exceedingly doubtful whether the Board
could thus delegate its powers in view of the decision in
Cartmell's Case (L. R. 9 Ch. 091),

where

it

was held under

the English Acts that, apart from some power to delegate,
directors cannot delegate powers which they would not have
possessed had they not been expressly conferred upon them ;
but I rest my judgment upon a close and careful scrutiny of

the letter of the 28th June and upon what I deem a correct
Before doing so I may
interpretation of the written words.
en
that
even
the
resolution
of the Eoseremark,
jxissant,

Innes directors on October

9, 1883, after the negotiations of
been
8
had
October
reported by O'Leary, would not fully ratify
the acts of Messrs. O'Leary and Cowan. It was resolved by the
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Board on the 9th October " that the

offer of

110,000 loads,
quantity of high ground to be paid for by the Kimberley
Central Company, be accepted, and that the proportionate
share of this Company in Kimberley Central Company

1884.

jrarch 5.
7.
„
„ 10.
„
„

May

12.

14.
8.

Kose-Innes

£58,000 be paid for out of price of the high ground,
Diamond
Mining Co.,
always provided same is in accordance with the opinion Liinited, vs.
Central Diaof Mr. Hoshjns" Mr. O'Leary tells us that before he went mond Milling
Co., Limited.
to the meeting of the day previous he had a verbal opinion
from the Crown Prosecutor, and it is very probable that
assets of

this

was communicated to the Board, and hence the reserva-

tion at the end of the resolution.

In any event

tlie

when received must have shewn the Board clearly

opinion
that they

were not entitled to waive the claims of their shareholders
without further powers from a general meeting. The construction which, I think, must be placed upon the letter of
June 28 is that the Central Company offered scrip at the

£8000 per claim for 12^ claims, but if the ground at
100 feet below the level of the hard rock should prove to be
more than 12^ claims, then scrip should be issued for such

rate of

excess at the same rate

;
they further offered to pay 5s. per
load for all the ground above the aforesaid level, at which such
measurement should be made. For these benefits the llose-

Innes were to give up their claims, blue, machinery, rolling
stock, &c., and their Mining Board paper was to be taken

over at par value as a set-off against the liabilities of the
Rose-Innes Company, discount to be allowed on current
paper, and any balance between liabilities and Mining Board

paper to be deducted from payment to be made on account
For what they got the Central were to

of high ground.

was agreed on the 24th of September that the
Company were entitled to scrip at £8000 a claim
13 claims, 7(52 square feet. Now, what does this scrip

give scrip.

It

Kose-Innes
for

include

?

In

my own

opinion, though the view

is

not fully

shared in by the Court, the words used in that letter could
only convey one meaning to the Eose-Innes shareholders if
read literally and in the natural or ordinary sense of the term,
viz., that the Central would give shares to the nominal value
of the claims mentioned at

£8000 a claim,

or about 11,000

odd shares of £10 each in the Company, and tliat these
shures would give the lioldcr a fall share in all the ass(!ts <il
X
V<)],. 11.
Taut II. (i. W.
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Company, without any reservation whatsoever.
Mr. Baring-Gould

In tele-

England, the Central
did
not
other
construction
on the words.
Company
place any
After mentioning the terms they say "Liabilities (that
is of the Rose-Innes Company) about £32,000.
Assets in
graphing to

in

—

Mining Board paper, £25,000, to be taken over by new
Company. Most strongly advise you to accept the proposal,
to frustrate machinations of the French Company, who are
Balance of £7000 liabilities over
here seeking to oppose us.
assets to count against purchase of high ground, which is

The important item
estimated at about 100,000 loads."
the Central Company, which the

of £92,000 of assets in
directors
issued,

is

contended was not covered by the scrip to be
never mentioned.
Surely the directors of the

Central Company knew of the existence of this item, and
must have been aware that if they issued scrip of the
nominal value of £110,340, that these assets would become
to a proportionate extent the property of the new shareIf it was their intention to exclude these assets,
holders.

why

did they not state the fact ?

I listened carefully to the

explanations which were attempted by the directors called

and I confess that they seemed most
was
said amalgamations had been made
unsatisfactory.
which
of this character had been exin
assets
previously
into the witness-box,
It

A

reference was

made to

the terras of the trust deed,
and it was shewn that the capital of the Company was calculated upon a somewhat similar basis, but it was at once
cluded.

admitted that every shareholder, though the nominal value
of his share was calculated in this manner, or on a basis of
so much per existing claim of the Company, was and always

had been a part proprietor in the machinery and all the
If the holders of the new shares
assets of the Company.
were not to participate in tliese assets, it would have been
only fair and just to those who were expected to accept the
Central Compay's offer to

them

so at

once

—

to tell them,
worth
of
shares in
in fact, that,
they accepted £110,340
the new amalgamated Company, £92,000 of the existing
tell

if

assets

would be reserved for the old shareholders, that new
this extent would have to be issued to the old

scrip to

shareholders of the (Antral Company, or that from the

[>rice
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which the Kose-Innes Company were to receive for their high
ground a sum would be deducted equivalent to the propor-

March

tionate share which they would receive in these reserved
assets.
Certainly the shareholders in the two Companies,

„

when

their consent

was asked to the terms stated by the

1884.
5

„

HI.

„

12.
14.

May

8.

Rose-Innes

Diamond

Co.,
Central Company, would hardly be expected to evolve out of Mining
Limited, vs.
Central Diatheir inner consciousness the fact that the word scrip iu this mond
Mining
Limited.
a Co.,
particular instance had a special and original meaning

—

meaning which was thoroughly understood by the directors themselves, but one which would by no means be a
natural one for a shareholder to perceive.
If this be so,
then the Board of Directors which was empowered to treat
upon this basis was not entitled to give up the Ilose-Innes
This was
Company's share in a large amount of assets.
a
in
not
the
term
original agreement
adding
contemplated
The contract alleged in the defendor basis of agreement.
cannot be supported, because it was unauthorised.
the other hand, the plaintiff has declared upon a special
contract, in which he alleges that a specific number of loads
ants' plea

On

was agreed upon between the two Companies, and that this
agreement was made on or about the 1st of August. It is
clear that no such definite arrangement was made on the 1st
of August, though upon that date the directors were empowered to carry out the amalgamation upon a certain basis

with such an agreement. From ]\[r,
it
evidence
O'Leary's
appears that Tucker's survey was not
that
at
date, and I have already pointed out that
complete
on the 24th September the amount of high ground had not
perfectly consistent

amount were

fixed at any time it
8th
on
the
October, and then
meeting
conditions
as
a
other
being added as a
merely
compromise,

been determined.

must have been

If the

at the

quid p-o quo for the concession as to the number of loads.
Can the plaintiff Company then recover the value of the
hi;2:h

ffround

in

this action ?

I

regret that I have been

obliged to come to the conclusion that the plaintiff Company
must fail. On the 8th October, after the agreement had

been made between the directors,

IMr.

Bottomley handed

over Mr. Tucker's letter of the same date to Mr. O'Leary.
AVith that letter was handed a certificate of eleven thousand

and thirty-four shanks of the Central Company at £10 each,

X

•-'

29'4
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^" accordance with the agreement between the two Com" in
" of certain claims
satisfaction," as it is expressed,
panics,

handed over and transferred to the trustees of the Central
Company," and subdivided scrip was subsequently supplied,
^^^^

^^^ recipients of this subdivided scrip have since dealt

with their shares, and in some instances transferred them to
have not now to settle the respective rights of
othcrs.

We

these shareholders or of the two

Companies.

We

have

merely to deal with the claim set up in the plaintiffs' declaThe plaintiff
ration and with the pleas of the defendant.

now attempts

to enforce, not the

terms contained in the

28th of June only, but tries to take advantage
of the agreement entered into between the directors of the

letter of the

two Companies in so

far as it is not ultra vires.

But

if

the

Rose-Innes

Company allege ultra vires at that meeting, the
whole of the contract entered into must be treated as null
and void.

members

In consequence of this agreement between certain
two directorates, the certificate of scrip was

of the

made

of the claims, and possession of the ground was delivered, &c.
No doubt the object
of those present at the meeting of the 8th October was to

hauded

over, transfer was

—

amalgamation to secure advantages for both
Companies. If they have failed in this respect it is their own
not the fault of the directors of one Company more
i'ault

lorce through

—

The plain tilf Combut as
to recover in this action

than that of the directors of the other.
fail

pany must, therefore,
the fault is not that of the one
the other, each

Company will

;

Company more than that of
have to bear its own costs of

The form of the judgment will be absolution from the
suit.
instance, but no order as to costs.
Laurence,

J.

:

— This action arises out of

certain negotia-

amalgamation of the plaintiff with the defendant
the provisions of their respective trust
under
Company,
which
took
deeds,
place between June and October last
The plaintiffs allege that the amalgamation was

tions for the

year.
effected on certain terms

Id.

and conditions, under which a sum
to them as repre-

now due and payable

of £21,987
sentatives of the shareholders of the Rose-Innes
6s.

is

The defendants admit

in substcmce the

Company.

terms alleged by the
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but say that it was a further condition of the
agreement that the plaintiffs should pay into the amalplaintiffs,

a

sum equal

to

their p-o

gamated Company
of certain assets which the Central Company had

rata share

hand at
sum was to be
in

the time of the amalgamation, that this
deducted from that due to the plaintiffs, leaving a balance in

1884.

March

6.
7.

„

10.

„
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„

14.

May

8.
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Central Dia-

favour of the latter of only £10,746 18s. ; that it was mond
JUning
further agreed that this balance should be paid to the plain- Co., Limited.

not in cash but by a promissory note, subject to certain
conditions, and that they have already tendered, before this
action was brought, and still offer and tender such promistiffs

sory note as aforesaid, which the plaintiffs refuse to accept.
The questions we have to determine are whether the plainor the defendants' version of the

agreement is correct
what
the
was
actual
correct,
agreement, or was
there any completed arrangement at all ? This much I
think it necessary to say, although I will not dwell upon the
point, that the whole dispute appears to have arisen from
the lack of business-like accuracy and precision on the part
of men
directors of large companies and representatives of
powerful interests from whom we have a right to expect
the disj)]ay of such qualities if they had acted in the matter
with ordinary caution and method this amalgamation which,
tiffs'

if

neither

;

is

—

—

;

—

was not such a very difficult or complicated matter
to arrange
would have been settled, one way or the other,
after all,

—

long since, and

all

the delay and expense of the present litiThe fact is the matter

gation Avould have been avoided.

—

seems to have been pushed forward principally by Mr.
O'Leary on the part of the plaintiffs, and Mr. English on tlie
side of the defendants

— with much more haste than caution,

owing to a feeling on both sides that the important thing
was to get the amalgamation through, and that the details of
the arrangement mattered comparatively littl(\ When in
June 1 883, after some preliminary jJoitrpfrrZens between the
abovenatiied gentlemen, the first official communication on
the subject was made by the defendants to the plaintiffs, it
is clear that both parties had very cogent r(>asons for desiring
the amalgamation to take place. On the part of the Central
the reasons were, so to speak, partly political. Under tlu;
new Mining Act, then about to come into force, by somewliat
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increasing the extent of their holding they would probably
be able to command a majority at the Mining Board, which

would be of much importance to them, while, on the contrary, if they did not get the plaintiffs to join them there was
a strong probability of the plaintiffs joining the French
Company, and thus increasing in a similar manner the influence at the Board of the most powerful rival of the Central
Company. Moreover, besides the political reason, there was
this practical reason, that the Central Company had some
reason to apprehend that the whole of their working in their
then block of claims might be stopped by falls of reef,
in which case it would be of great advantage to them to have

hand the high ground of the Rose-Innes Company, which,
true, was covered with reef, but which they could have
worked in that event to very considerable profit. I do not
in

it is

think, taking all the circumstances into consideration, that
the price which the Central Company agreed to pay for the

high ground was unreasonably low but it is clear, from the
statements of Mr. English, that, on certain contingencies
arising, they expected to derive a very substantial benefit
;

from

its

As to the plaintiffs, the reasons which
acquisition.
to amalgamation were of an even more cogent

pressed them

As

Company they were in a state of practical
Their
insolvency.
operations had never been successful.
in
existence
for three years, and during that
had
been
They
time had only paid one dividend of four per cent., and that
nature.

a

was when they

first started,

and Mr. O'Leary does not seem

quite sure that this one solitary dividend was not paid out of
funds borrowed from the bank. In June 1883, when the

was received from the Central Company, their position
was about as bad as can be imagined. Their shares, nominally worth £25 fully paid up, were purchasable for £3.
They had no cash or diamonds in hand, or blue ground on
letter

the

floors.

All their claims weie covered with reef, and they
it.
They were mortgaged twice

had no means of removing

whom the Company owed some £30,000.
had
They
Mining Board bills under discount for which they
would become liable on maturity. The only result which
could be foreseen was, as Mr. O'Leary put it at the meeting
over to the bank, to

of shareholders, " the intervention of Mr. Cornwall."

The
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only means by which that intervention had been hitherto
1
nf
T
i-ii/'t
11
staved off was the credit which the Company had gained on
7

becoming known that an amalgamation with the Central
Company was projected. It was in these circumstances that
its

'884.

March

5.
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^layj.

on the 28th of June the chairman and directors of the Ro?e-innes
Uiamond
Eose-Innes Company were placed when they received a Limilfd^ir'
<^*entrai Dialetter from the secretary of the Central Company to the mond
3Iining
Limited.
effect that his Company had learnt from Mr. English that Co.,
the Eose-Innes Company desired to amalgamate, and that
" the
following terms have been arranged as a basis for
The terms, in substance, were as follows
negotiations."
Central
(1.)
scrip was to be issued for the extent of claim
:

—

ground belonging to the Eose-Innes Company at a depth of
100 feet below the level of the hard rock which was about
the level which the Central Company had themselves reached
at this time ^at the rate of £8000 per claim, which was the
rate at which the Central Company's own claims had been
put in. The Eose-Innes was to be taken to have a minimum
of 12^ claims, and whatever claim ground it proved, on
examination, they had greater than this minimum at that

—

—

level, scrip w^as to

be issued for such excess.

As a matter

of

turned out that the Eose-Innes had about 13| claims,
and scrip was accordingly issued for that amount. This was
fact

it

exactly on the same basis as the capital stock of the Central
Company had originally been formed (see clause 5 of trust-

Their scrip had been issued for claim-ground only,
deed).
exclusive of machinery, &c. and though the Company at
the time of its formation owned nominally about 75^ claims,
;

had been issued for only about 72 claims, allowing for
3^ being cut out, as was anticipated, by reef. As a matter
of fact it appears that at the 100 feet level about 5j claims
are cut out, so the capital stock is about £14,000 more than
it would have been had sufficient allowance been made for
scrip

The next point in the basis of negotiations
Mr. Tucker's letter was that the Eose-Innes were

this reduction.
set forth in

to be paid by the

amalgamated Company 5s. per load for all
the ground "above the aforesaid level at which measurement shall be made." Macliinery and rolling stock was to
be given in, and the amalgamated Company was to take
over all liabilities of the Eose-Innes, against which tlie
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Minins; Board bills held by the Rose-Innes were to be set off
at par, and tlie balance of liabilities over these assets was to
'='

•'

be deducted from the payment to be made on account of the
high ground. A committee was to be appointed to inspect
*^® books of the Rose-Innes in order to verify the returns
^^d statements of yield, &c. and on their report proving
Satisfactory, and after communicating with the English
;

shareholders, the Central Directors would be prepared to
to the shareholders "the completion of the

recommend

This letter having been
amalgamation."
received by the Rose-Innes directorate, they passed a reso" for the
lution calling a meeting of shareholders
purpose of

contemplated

authorising the directors to do all that may be necessary to
complete the acceptance of the offer of the Central Com-

pany." This was in accordance with the amended clause 77
of the Rose-Innes trust-deed, which provides that "a full
board of directors may at any time, upon such terms as thtjy
shall think

mate

provisionally entertain proposals to amalgathe Company with any other company, &c., and the

directors

fit,

may make

proposals for that purpose provisionally,
definitely arranged shall be sub-

and such proposals when

mitted to a special general meeting to be convened for that
purpose, and such special general meeting shall have the
power to take into consideration any such proposals, and to
conclude any

agreement or arrangement for such amalgamation, purchase or acquisition, and to authorise the
final

This amended
by the Rose-Innes shareholders at

directors to arrange the details thereof, c&c."

clause was resolved on

two meetings held on April 2nd, 1883, and July 4th, 1883,
and although it contains some further provisions as to dissentient shareholders, &c,, which it is unnecessary to set
have quoted it appears to have been copied
from clause 83 of the Central trust-deed, with which it is

forth, as far as I

A meeting of Rose-Inne.s shareholders
was consequently held on July 25111, at which, after considerable discussion, it was unanimously resolved " that this
meeting accepts the oiler of the Central Company in terms
of their letter of June 28th, and authorises and empowers

verbatim identical.

the directors to complete the amalgamation of the Company's claims, &c., and sale of high ground." This resolu-
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was communicated to the Central Company, who held
a special meeting on August 1st, when, on the motion of

JIarch

was unanimously resolved, " that the action
of the directors, relating to the amalgamation of the RoseInues Company with the Central Company, be approved of

May

tion

Mr. English,

IS84.
i

7.

10.

it

8.

Rorio-Innes

Diamond

0>
on the basis agreed to by the shareholders of the former grilling
Limited, vs.
Central Diato
the
and
that
the
directors
be
carry
Company,
empowered
mond Mining
same into effect (at) as early a date as convenient." These Co., Limited.
,

resolutions having thus been passed by the two Companies,
their respective directorates were, by the terms of the

trust-deed

of each

Company, authorised

amalgamation on the

basis agreed on,

and

to carry out the
"
to arrange the

details thereof," without

any further authorisation or ratificaThe whole question which the
Court has to determine is whether an arrangement by which

by the shareholders.

tion

the

2^^'o

rata share of the Rose-Innes shareholders in certain

Company, then in hand, was to be
deducted from the payment for tlie Rose-Innes liigh ground,
was a departure from the basis accepted by the shareholders
assets of the Central

of the two Companies, or whether it was such a detail as the
directors were empowered to arrange.
It has been con-

tended on behalf of the

that the documentary
June 28th, and the Rose-Imies
and Central resolutions of July 24th and August 1st respecwas so conclusively and unambiguously in favour of
tively
tlie former view that the Court could not admit oral evideiico
as to what was really in the minds of the parties
but that

evidence

—Tucker's

plaintiffs

letter of

—

;

was a contention which I

unable to accept. I am
I were called upon to construe
felt

prepared to admit that if
Tucker's letter, which expressly purports to be only a '" basis
for negotiations," as embodying the
agreement itself, the
efl'ect

would bo that the liose-Innes shareholders Avouhl be

entitled, as soon as the scrip in the amalgamated Company
was issued to them, to share in all the undistributo:! assets

which, at the time of the amalgamation, had belonged to the
Central Company. But I think it by no means so clear
that,
less

merely through the undoubtedly ill-advised and carethe letter which

omission to mention the matter in

foruKid the basis for negotiations, it became
impossibh' and
nUra. virtn for the (lii-cctors in thi^ course of those ncuotia-
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one of the matters on which
I think the
special arrangement ought to be made.
case is one in which a refusal by the Court to hear what was
tions to raise the question as

some

really in the minds of the parties
to an inequitable decision.
Now,

defence

might very probably lead
from the evidence

for the

clear that the defendants, after the experience
acquired of the way in which similar matters had

it

is

they had
been dealt with in previous amalgamations which they had
effected, did not contemplate when that letter was written

would preclude the directors from making some such
arrangement as they now set up. Both Tracey and English

that

it

most distinctly state that they never supposed, or construed

made by the Central as implying, that their assets
in hand would go into the amalgamated Company, at all
events without some special arrangement as to the pro rata
the offer

share which the Rose-Innes shareholders would thus acquire.
Mr. Tracey says, as to the retention by the Central sharewhich
that " it went without
holders of these
assets,

it

certainly did not

;

and

saying,"
just this sort of assumption, in
"
of business, that things
go with-

it is

negotiations between men
out saying," which has the unfortunate result of ultimately
landing them in Courts of law. Then what was the view

taken by the Rose-Innes Company ? It is said that the
opinion on the subject entertained by Mr. O'Leary or anybody else does not bind the Company but how are we to
;

what was understood by the Company on a point
like this, except by ascertaining the view of its members ?
As to those assets which the Central now claim to retain, it
ascertain

is clear to my mind that Mr. O'Leary never expected that
the Rose-Innes shareholders would unconditionally partiHe says, " the principle and basis of the
cipate in them.

amalgamation, not the details, were arranged on the 25th of
The matter of
June. The details are not settled yet.
respective liabilities, assets, &c., stock-in-trade, &c., of the
two Companies were details to be settled later on." And
"
Long before the
again he says in cross-examination
meeting of October I had expressed an opinion that our
:

Company should

not share in these assets."

It

is

also clear

from the evidence of Mr. Cowan, Mr. O'Leary's co-plaintiff
and co-trustee, that personally he took the same view.
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appears from an incidental observation of
Mr. Olsen, an influential shareholder and director of the
Rose-Innes Company, at one of the Company's meetings,
that he, like Mr. Tracey, thought it went without saying
Further,

it

that, as far as

some of these

assets at all events were con-

cerned, the Kose-Innes would have no claim to participate
in them.
In the face of this view, entertained not only by

the representatives of the Central, but by the leading
representatives of the Eose-Innes as well, I think it impos-

all

sible to affirm that the

"

basis of negotiations

"

suggested by
Mr. Tucker clearly and unambiguously decided this point in
the opposite sense, and left no room for doubt on the subject.
The assets in question consisted of two classes First, there
:

was the blue and lumps on the Central Company's floors of
considerable value, and their hardware and other stock in
hand tlien there were certain diamonds, cash, and Mining
;

As to the diamonds, they appear to have
bills.
been shipped to England some time previously and, had it
not been for the great depreciation in prices at the time, and
Board

;

the fact that the Central was in a sufficiently strong position
to be able to hold them over till the market improved, they
would in all probability have been sold and the proceeds
distributed

among

the shareholders before the amalgamation

negotiations were set on foot.
Similarly as to the Mining
Board bills, a large proportion of them were overdue. They

had been given, partly for work done in the removal of
reef and water, partly in satisfaction of certain judgment
debts under judgments delivered by the High Court at the
end of August or the beginning of September, 1882, and
thus this asset also represented moneys which in the
ordinary course would have months previously been available
for distribution.
Tlie first thing that we hear of any negotiations

between the Directors on this point

is

that on the

1st of August, before the

made

meeting of the Central, Mr. English
an unsuccessful attempt to obtain from Mr. O'Leary

a renunciation of any claim on the part of his Company
to participate in the blue, lumps, and stock-in-trade of the
Central.

On Mr. O'Leary
the

might imperil
holders might raise a

refusing, English observed that it
amalgamation, as the Central sharediflicuity

on the point.

This argument

jJ^^t,
..

^J.
.-

J^.

*^**^^^j^ond*
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matter of fact, the question was not raised at the meeting
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held immediately afterwards. Negotiations continued, principally between O'Leary and English, up to August 23rd,
when the latter left for Cape Town, and did not return till

Before leaving, it seems that English had
the
impression on the minds of the Eose-Innes
mond Mining produced
Co., Limited.
representatives that his Company would waive their claim to
Mining

Co.,

Limited, vs.
(entral Dia-

October 6th.

the blue, hardware, &c., although English himself says that
he never intended to do so. The next date of importance is
September 24th, when a meeting of the Eose-Innes shareholders was held, at Avhich another letter was read from
Mr. Tucker, the secretary of the Central. This letter, after
referring: to the measurement of the Eose-Innes claims and
high ground, the latter having been measured at 1,150,000
cubic feet, which measurement being taken in the solid is
admitted to have been equivalent to 115,000 loads, con" The
assets due to the sharecludes with the observation,

Company you will see by reference to memo,
The memorandum includes all the assets above

holders of this

attached."

referred to and shews a balance, after deducting the Company's
liability at the bank, of £92,000, which Mr. Tucker describes
" due to shareholders of this
as
meeting of
Company."

A

Rose-lnnes shareholders was held the same day, at which
this letter and memorandum were read, and the claim made

by the Central Company

in respect of their assets

was thus

It is very important to observe
clearly before the meeting.
how it was dealt with. After reading Tucker's letter and

a resolution was proposed by ]\Ir. Fenton and
" That the resolution of
seconded by Mr. Hurley:
July 25th,
Central
to
of
the
offer
the
Company
amalgamate
accepting
certain property of the llose-Innes Company with the

memorandum

Central Company, and for the purchase by the Central
Company after such amalgamation of certain other property
to."

An

then proposed by Mr. McFarland

and

of the Rose-Innes

amendment

Avas

Company, be

strictly

adhered

seconded by Mr. Girling, " That the letter and memo, of
the Central Company of this day's date be referred to the
directors,

to be dealt with in terms* of the

July 25th."

Mr. McFarlund's amendment

resolution of

was put and

*

303
carried as a

111'

substantive

T

resolution,

•

Messrs.

Hurley alone dissenting, and the next day

Fenton and
was com-

'•

:

Company are prepared to go
the memorandum as soon as may be con-

into the matter of

the absence of any evidence to the contrary we ought to
presume was properly convened for the consideration of the
matter) there were two distinct proposals before the shareholders one that of Fenton, practically repudiating the
claim embodied in the Central memorandum of assets, on

—

the ground that it was not strictly within the terms of the
former resolution tlie other that of McFarland, leaving the
;

matter to be dealt with by the directors in terms of that
resolution, i.e. as being one of tlie matters which, when tlie
directors were empowered to
complete the amalgamation of
the Company's claims, &c., they were impliedly empowered
to arrange ; in fact, as being one of those details the arrangeof which

trust-deed.

by the

directors was contemplated

by the

This view was communicated to the Central

Company, and a formal protest was entered by Messrs.
In accordance with the resolution
Fetiton and Hurley.
of the Kose-Innes
directors of both
point,

Company and Mr. O'Leary 's

letter,

Companies resumed negotiations on

and the claim of the Central

to

the blue,

the
this

lumps,

and stores was abandoned, mainly as it would seem
on O'Leary's representation, which appears to have been
a mistaken one, that this had already been waived by
English.

This

^\•as

at the

beginning of October.

"I remember Beningfield and

Mr. Tracey

met Cowan and
O'Leary shortly before English returned, when the question of assets came up.
We \\ere talking of the question of
how the Kose-Innes were to be paid for tlieir liigh ground.

says:

I

O'Leary sugy;ested debentures should be given. Leningfield
said we should also have to issuer debentures ibr our own
assets to our shareholders, and asked O'Jjoary which course
would be preferable.

'•

^2.

^^y_*^-

Kose-innes

this

venient to your directors." It certainly appears to me that
at this meeting of the Ixose-lnnes Company (which I think in

ment

5.

"
"

municated by Mr. O'Leary, as secretary, in a letter to
Mr. Tucker, In this letter Mr. O'Leary, after giving the
1 am instructed to inform
terms of the resolution, added

you that the directors of

'««<

March

it

After

further

conversation

it

was
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agreed to pet off assets against assets, and that the balance
only should be paid for. These suggestions were tentative
it was not a formal meeting.
It was about October 1st.
;

The conversation was referred to and resumed at a meeting
The memorandum of assets was before us
It was not till October 8th that we waived

on October 8th.
on October 1st.

our claim for stock, stores, blue, and lumps." Meanwhile,
on October 2nd, Mr. O'Leary caused a case to be submitted
for counsel's opinion, asking whether, according to the proper
construct'on of the agreement between the parties, the EoseInnes shareholders would be entitled to sh-are pro rata in the
blue ground, lumps, and stores of the Central (these were the
only assets out of those set forth in Tucker's memorandum

which were mentioned in the case), and adding that " all
the shareholders, barring Mr. Fenton, are desirous to amal-

gamate even should they not be

entitled to get the benefit
of the stock, &e., of the Central Company." Before counsel's

opinion had been obtained, on October 6th, Mr. English
committee of Central Company
returned to Kimberley.

A

directors, consisting of Messrs. Bottomley, Tracey, English,
and Beningfield, was then appointed for " the final settle-

ment

of the details connected with the amalgamation," and a

similar committee, consisting of Messrs. O'Leary and Cowan,
was appointed by the Rose-Innes Board for the same purpose. On October 8th, Mr. Tucker sent Mr. O'Leaiy a scrip
certificate for the shares which, in accordance witli the

arrangement, the Ro>:e-Innes C(jmpany were to acquire
the Central
the claims.

Company

On

in

c(^nsicleration

of the

in

transfer of

the same day the meeting for the final

settlement between the persons above mentioned took place,
Messrs. Cowan and O'Leary assuring the Central directors
that they were duly authorised and empoMered to represent
Previous to this meeting Messrs. O'Leary and
their Board.

Croivn Prosecutor, who had not yet
written his opinion on the case submitted to him, but who
then verbally intimated to them his view that the Rose-Innes

Cowan had waited on the

shareholders were entitled to share pro rata in the assets
At tlie meeting the questions were
referred to in the case.
discussed of the exact number of loads of high ground for

which the Rose-Innes were entitled to payment, and of

tlic
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assets

in

hand of the Central Company, and there can

be no doubt from the eviden^'e that an arrangement was
then effected substantially the same as that now alleged by
the defendants.

The number

of loads was fixed at 110,000,

the Central gave up all claim to reserve their blue, lumps,
and stores, and the Eose-Innes directors on the other hand

}«»*
•>

I-

14.

iiay^s.

^^m""^
Lhui'ted^s-!

agreed that their Company's pro rata share as members of momoiiniug
Limited.
the amalgamated Company in the Mining Board bills', cash Co.,

and diamonds the Central had in hand should be deducted
from the balance which (after deducting the excess of their
liabilities over their assets) remained due to the Eose-Iunes
for the loads of high ground.
Something seems to have

been said by Mr. O'Leary about the reference of this matter
"
a mere matter of form," and Mr. Cowan
to his Board being
he
considerable
doubt as to whether the Rosesays
expressed
Innes shareholders would agree to it. However the Central
directors appear to have been satisfied with the consent of

O'Leary and Cowan, and the scrip

bulk was delivered by
Bottomley to Cowan as representing the Rose-Innes shareThe Rose-Innes licences were subsequently enholders.
in

dorsed and the claims transferred to the Central Company,
Meanwhile, on October 9tli, the Rose-Innes directors lield
a Board meeting at which Messrs. O'Leary and

Cowan

re-

ported the agreement effected with the Central on the
previous day, and the Board decided to accept the terms as

above set forth " always provided the same is in accordance
with the opinion of IMr. iZos/i?/i?s."
The opinion of Mr.
was
received the following day, and although, as
HosJajns
already mentioned, the case submitted referred exclusively
to the assets, the Central claim to v.hich was afterwards
waived, the opinion contained expressions sufficiently broad
to cover the other assets, the Central claim in respect to

which had been allowed.

In consequence of this opinion,

the Rose-Innes directors have not considered

tlu?

arrange-

ment

of October 8th as binding on them, and have abstained
from recommending their shareholders to accept it. It was

not however

till

some time afterwards that they communi-

cated this change of view to the Central Company, and in
the meanwhile a considerable quantity of Central scrip had
been issued at their recjuest to the individual sharchoklers ot
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the Rose-Innep,

18B4-

..

'

"

1'-^-

„

14.

May_8.

^w'^unond^
j'ii"ufd*i°"

inomoiining
Co., Limited,

and

in

proportion to their respective holdings^

some cases subsequeiit

in

effected.

On December
Company to tlie

14tli,

transfers of this scrip were
Mr. O'Leary wrote to the
•'

consequence of the
the
for
the ])ro rata share
of
Ml'.
payment
Hoshyns
opitiion
^^ *^^ Central assets, which figured in tlie statement of
Central

effect that in

between tlie'two Companies, was an item which
A promissory note, tendered by the
not be aUowed.

^ccouiits
(.guld

Central for the balance, after deducting this payment, was
and at a meeting of the Rose-Innes held on

refused

;

14th, the directors were instructed to demand
and recover from the Central Company immediate payment
The meeting concluded
of the full amount now sued for.
with a suggestion from Mr. McFarland that the case should
be taken " to the Supreme Court instead of the High Court
here, for if the result went against the Central here, the
Central would not be satisfied without taking it to the
How the Central were to go from the
Supieme Court."
High Court to the Supreme Court, Mr. McFarland omitted
and perhaps that is the reason why his suggesto explain
I
tion, unfortunately for the High Court, was not adopted.
have found it necessary to set out what I understand to be
the main facts of this case at considerable length but the
conclusion which I derive from them can bo expressed in

December

;

;

Bearing in mind the terms of the trustvery lew words.
the
resolutions of the shareholders' meetings
deeds, and of
of the two Companies,

In the former case

the defendants

was the arrangement made by

on October

re[)resentatives

;

it is

8tli intra vires

clear there

tlu^ii-

or idtt-a vires ?

must be judgment

for

in the latter the legal effect of the facts is

perhaps not quite so clear.

For myself, bearing

in

mind the

various negotiations which took place between the parties,
and particularly the resolution passed by the Rose-Innes
Company in September, and communicated to the Central,

a strong tendency to regard this arrangement as
but as the
intra vires, and therefore valid and binding
powers of the Directors to make such an arrangement were
I

have

felt

;

by no means clearly given, as the point was at leasta doubtlul
one, and certainly the arraiigetneut actually effected was not
a natural consequence of the basis which had been accepted
;

507
seems on the whole to have been somethins more than
,
,
„
IT
what can fairly be regarded as a point of " detail ;" as, above
all, the power to effect such an arrangement was, by the trust-

as

it

.

.

i884.

March

5.

••

^•

"

H

^i^y^deed and the resolution of shareholders, a power given to the
Board of Directors and not to any two of them and as the ^^"nd^
arrangement effected by O'Leary and Cowan was approved i^jmuli^^g:
by the Board, only on condition of its being in accordance mond Mining
with the opinion of Mr. HosJcyns, which we know it was not; Co., Limited,
recognising as I do the cogency of all these arguments, and
;

the obstacle which they present towards regarding this
agreement as binding on the parties, and thus giving effect

on these grounds I am not prepared
view
entertained by both my colleagues
from the
that the agreement of October 8th was 2iUra vires, and the
to the defendants' plea

:

to dissent

plea to the action, so far as it relies on that agreement, must
be held to have failed. Then, it may be said, the plea
having failed, the contract as set forth in the declaration

have been admitted, and there is much force
But I do not think in a peculiar case
we should tie the parties down too narrowly to the

must be held

to

in this contention.
like this

pleadings, especially if it appears that the
of
a course would prevent substantial justice
such
adoption
If
a plaintiff says in substance, " I made a
done.
being
letter of their

contract with the defendant which

term

xj'

and the defendant

is

"
replies

represented by the
No, our contract is

represented by the expression x plus y," and the defendant
fails to prove that such was the case, I think that the plaintiff

must still prove to our satisfaction that there was a conand that its effect is represented by x, before he can

tract,

recover on that allegation.

October 8th to be ultra
defendants have failed to

Now, taking the agreement of
what is the position ? The
shew that x plus y is the proper

vires,

but then they
algebraical symbol to represent the facts
"
it to be, and if we
we
understood
that
what
is
fully
urge
;

were mistaken, then x does not represent the contract, because
the only contract we have ever recognised was x plus ?/, and if
that does not exist there has been no contract, no consensus ad

idem at

all."

Have

the plaintiffs proved that independently

of the agreement of October 8th there was any consensus'/
The directors on both sides were to meet and arrange the
Vol. II.— Part II.— Ci. W.

Y
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5

'•

^l'

"
11'

"^^y^-

^f^onr
^mit^fus!
mond^Mining
Co., Limited.

complete the transaction, but except on
October 8th they never met for such a purpose, and thereOne of the
fore the transaction has never been completed.

f^^tails necessai'y to

*'

details," as I

should have supposed, would in

all probability

be an arrangement as to the terms of payment for the high
ground, ground which would not be won or realised, as it
appears, for from twelve to eighteen months. Terms were
accordingly arranged for payment by a promissory note at

eighteen months

;

because the only arrangement made, on a

point obviously requiring arrangement, was ultra vires, are we
to hold the plaintiffs to be jastified in their peremptory
demand for payment in cash ? On the whole I am of opinion

agreement of October 8th, there was
no completed contract, no thorough consensus between the
parties such as is essential to a contract, but merely an
inchoate arrangement of which the plaintiffs are not at prethat, putting aside the

sent entitled to

demand the performance.

I certainly think

would be most inequitable to tie the parties to an arrangement which we know that the defendants never intended to
it

make, and which was certainly not understood, in the sense
now set up, by the leading representatives of the plaintiff
Company themselves. Thus, the plaintiffs having failed to
shew that they are entitled to recover on the alleged contract, and the defendants not having proved to the satisfaction of the Court the existence of a binding agreement of the
nature set up by them, the only possible judgment seems to
be one of absolution from the instance. As a rule, when a
plaintiff fails to prove his case he is ordered to pay the costs
but as, to put the matter concisely, the present
in
which the parties by their manner of doing
case is one
business appear to be almost equally responsible for the imbroglio which has resulted the responsibility of the de-

of the action

;

—

fendants for that imbroglio beginning with the terms in
which their original proposal was contained in Tucker's
letter of June,
plaintiffs

and

certainly
— I am notbeing
disposed to

not less than that of the

differ

from the view of

my

It is
colleagues that there should be no order as to costs.
this
to
either
that
decision
itself
not
commend
may
possible

possibly it may result in their arriving at some
settlement between themselves of the matter in dispute, as

litigant

;
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strongly suggested by my brother Jones and myself while
the case was in progress. If, however, such an understanding

cannot be brought about,

know

that

date, the

it is

open

judgment

it is at all events
satisfactory to
to tlie parties to obtain, at a very early
on the matter not, as Mr. McFarland

—

—

vainly imagines, of the Supreme Court but of the highest
tribunal in the Colony, the Court of Appeal.

1884.

March
,.

„
„
„

May

5.
7.

10.
12.
14.
8.

Rose-Innes

Diamond
IMiuing Co.,
liimited. vs.
Central Dia-

mond Mining
Co., Limited.

rPlaintiffs' Attorney,

Rhodes.

LUeietidants' Attorneys,

~|

Stow& Caldecott.J

In re Estate of Reinacii.
Orel

6,

1843,

§

44.

of an insolvent estate, in consequence of
circumstances
in the administration, had heen
exceiJtional
allowed commission at the rate of 5 2>6r cent, on the sale

Where

the

trustee

of immovables in the liquidation account, and at the rate
of 2^ i)er cent, on disbursements appearing in the contribution account
Held, that it was not competent for the
Master to allow
special remuneration, by ivatj of bonus,
:

—

Mm

in addition.

This was an application

for

the confirmation of the second

liquidation and contribution account in the insolvent estate
of Herman Reinach.
The matter had been before the Court

on several previous occasions see In re Estate of Beinach,
High Court Reports, vol. ii., part 1, p. 134. In accordance
with the order on that application, the acting IMaster had
made a report in which he stated that certain further
vouchers had been supplied, and recommended that in the
:

special

circumstances of the case

the

trustee

sliould

be

allowed commission at the rate of 5 per cent., as sanctioned
by the previous Master, on the immovable property, together
with some reasonable commission on the disbursements, and
that he should also be allowed a special commission of £105

owing to the exceptional

difficulties

the administration of the estate.

he had encountered

in

This report was submitted
Y 2

1HS4.

March 6.
„ 31.
In re Instate
of Reinach.
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March's
" ^ ^In re Estate
ofReinacb.

January 25 {coram Laurence,
following directions were given
^^ *^® Coui't

Oil

:

1,

That

all

vouchers to be

—

J.),

when the

items and expenses for which the Master considers the
now sufficient should be allowed and included in the

account, and no others.
2. That, having in view the reports and recommendations of the former
and the present Master, the trustee should be allowed to charge commission
at the rate of 5 per cent, on sale of immovables and other items in
liquidation account upon which commission is chargeable and has not
been charged in former account.
3. That the trustee be allowed commission at the rate of 2
j^er cent, on
J-

disbursements to date appearing in the contribution account.
4. That the special extra remuneration of £105 recommended by the
Master be not allowed,
5. A second account to be framed on this basis, and confirmation to be
applied for in the ordinary course.

A second account bad accordingly been framed, in accordance with these directions, except that the item of £105, as
to which the trustee desired to obtain the opinion of the full
Court, had been included.

&

Forster (with him Davison), for Mackie Dunn
Co.,
creditors in the estate, objected to the special remuneration
of £105, and also objected that commission had been charged

on more than the actual disbursements. As to the special
remuneration, the point was really decided by the case of
Standard

Bidens Trustee

JBanJc vs.

(supra, p. 222).

Hoskyns, C.P., for the trustee, referred to sect. 44 of Ord. 6
of 1843, and contended that there was nothing illegal in the
trustee being remunerated otherwise than by commission.

The Master had fully investigated the matter, and decided,
As to
in the exercise of his discretion, to allow this item.
In re Benison, Buch. 1868,

5,

there

were not

sufficient

circumstances in that case, as there were here, to justify the
Court in departing from the ordinary rule. The administra-

had involved protracted litigation, and
been attended by the greatest difficulty, and was therefore
in an exceptional position.
As was said in Standard BanJc vs. Biden's
Forster, in reply
Trustee, when trustees enter on an office, which is often very
tion of this estate

:

—

they do so at all risks. It is not competent for the
Master to assess remuneration both ways, both by commission
lucrative,

311

There is no precedent for such an exercise of his
discretion, and it is submitted that it is entirely illegal. By
referring to the Master's report it will be seen that the
Master awarded this special sum mainly on account of the
arrest and subsequent detention of the trustee in the Free
State ; but the Court has already decided that on account of
this he cannot claim more than his actual expenses, which
were allowed him on the first account.

and bonus.

Our. adv. vult.

Postea (March

31),—

The Court held that, as the trustee had been allowed
commission at the exceptional rate of 5 per cent, on the
immovables, the extra remuneration of £105 could not be
allowed, and directed this item to be struck out, and the
balance carried forward to the next account to be increased

by that amount.

With

this

alteration,

the

account was

ordered to be confirmed, and the costs to be costs in the
estate.
Attorneys for Trustee,

C Attorney

Cortndon & Caxdecott."]

for Creditors, Kiiodes.

Solomon

—
—

J

vs.

Cumming.

—

and hiring. Pledge of movables. Deed of sale.— Use
and occupation. Construction of ivritten documents.

Letting

S. bought a piano, the property of B. C, at an execution sale,
took possession, and subsequently let it for three months to

A. C, the brother of tlie former owner, a p)rinted form
of lease being used in which the amount of the rent was not
TJie lease gave A. C. a right of pre-emption, on
filled in.
paymeyit to S. of the purcliase p>rice at any time during the
continuance of the lease, ivhich further stipulated that,
if either jxirty were desirous of terminating the agreement
at the end of the three months, he should give one month's
The piano remained in the possesnotice of his intention.

1884

March
„

6.

31.

In re Estate
of Keiaach.
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of A. C. or B. C. (which of them ivas actually
in 'possession was disputed) for several months, after ivhich
S. brought an action against A. C. for "rent, use and
siori either

"

occupation at the rate of 30s. a month, and gave evidence
that he had obtained a rent of 20s. a month for an inferior
The defendant denied that the piano had ever
instrument.
been in his possession, and alleged that the lease was merely
intended to operate as a security for the repayment of the

purchase money, which had really been

lent

by 8.

to

B. C.

Held, on appeal, reversing the decision of the magistrate,
(Jones, J., dissentiente), that the documents executed by
the parties to the action must, as betiveen the parties, speak
for themselves, and that A. C. could not deny the ownership

of S., or his own use and occupation, and must be ordered
to
pay for the latter at the rate of £1 per month.
1884.

March

6.

Solomon

vs.

Cuniiniug.

This was an appeal from a decision of the Eesident
Magistrate of Du Toit's Pan. The appellant, Solomon, had
originally brought an action in the Court below for £15,
being as rent due upon the lease of a piano to the defendant
A. W. Gumming. The defendant raised an exception that
the lease, a written document, did not fix the rent and the
Magistrate dismissed the case, holding that the contract was
invalid on that ground.
The plaintiff then brought an
;

action for the same amount, being for the use and occupation of the piano

by the defendant from

1 0th March, 1883,
The
was very contra1884.
evidence
January,
in
It
that
February, 1883, a piano, the
appeared
dictory.
defendant's brother, was
of
E.
D.
the
Gumming,
property
taken in execution of a judgment against him and sold at an

to 10th

execution

sale.

The

plaintiff

swore that he had bought

it

and paid the messenger, and that he then handed the piano
The piano at the time of the sale was in the
to Gumming.
possession of E. D.

Gumming

Gumming, and was

wished to hire

left

there.

E. D.

and

plaintiff obtained possession
it for a short time.
then, at their request,
it,

He
it and kept
handed it to the Gummings, and a document was entered
into by him and A. W, Gumming whereby A. W. Gumming,
of

£35 paid him by Solomon, ceded, transthe
ferred, &c.,
piano to the said Solomon, and declared that
in consideration of

313
he had delivered possession thereof to the said Solomon.
This document was dated the 8th March, 1883, and was
signed by A. W. Camming and S. Solomon, and witnessed

by R. D. Gumming. Another document, dated the 10th
March, 1883, being a memorandum of agreement of lease,
similarly signed and witnessed, was produced in evidence,
whereby Solomon let the piano to A. W. Gumming for the
term of three months, at the end of which time the said
A. W. Gumming agreed to deliver up the piano to Solomon.

A further clause

stipulated that, should either of the parties
be desirous of terminating the agreement at the end of the
three months, he was to give a month's notice of his
intention.
Finally it was agreed that A. W. Gumming, if
he was desirous of so doing, could, at any time before the

expiration of the said term of three months, purchase the
piano, and should have a right of pre-emption thereof, for
the sum of £35, together with any rent that might be then

owing by virtue of the agreement. These documents were
both on printed forms filled in, and in the latter the printed
clause stipulating for the amount of rent reserved had been
left as printed, no amount, however, being filled in for rent.
This the plaintiff said was in consequence of an understanding that fixing the amount of the rent should be left

The piano was delivered at R. D. Cumming's
where
the plaintiff swore that the defendant had been
house,
at that time living.
The plaintiff admitted that in October,
he
had
had
some
1883,
unpleasantness with A. W. Gumming,

to

him.

and that he had then told

11. J).

Gumming

that he might

use the piano, but that the defendant was not to have it.
The version given by the Cummings was that the defendant

bought the piano at the execution sale in reality for his
but finding that ho had not sufficient money to
the
pay
price, he was about to give up the idea of buying
it back, when R. D.
Gumming met the plaintiff and told
brother

;

of the state of things
whereupon the plaintiff, who
was then on very good terms with them both, immediately
advanced the requisite sum of £35, and xV. W. Gumming
bought and paid lor the piano, which was left with its former
It was subsequently delivered to the plaintill', and
owner.

him

;

the documents entered into to t^ecure him

;

and as to the

1884.

March

6.

Solomon

vs.

Gumming.
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Solomon

vs.

Cumming.

he did not want anything from
E. D. Cumming. The defendant had never had the use or
possession of the piano, which had always been at R. D.

rent, the plaintiff

had

said

Cumming's house. The defendant did not live with his
but had a house of his own. R. D. Cumming
further deposed that in October, after some unpleasantness
with his brother, the plaintiif had come to him and said,
brother,

"

You can have

the piano as long as you wish, but Willie
E. D. Cumming replied, ** The
(the defendant) can't."
piano was never in Willie's possession, but in mine, as you

know."

Plaintiff replied,

"Very

well, that's

what I want."

After this plaintiff agreed with E. D. Cumming that he
E. D. Cumming
could have the piano by paying £45
moved
the
to
another
and
moved
house,
piano there too.
He subsequently had some unpleasantness with plaintiff,
;

and then the action for the rent was instituted. Ho had
always had possession and the use of the instrument
when the first action was brought against A. W. Cumming, E. D. Cumming tendered £10 for the rent without

;

prejudice.

The Magistrate found that the documents of the 8th and
10th March were not what they purported to be, but were
drawn up to secure the use of the piano to E. D. Cumming,
and

to secure the plaintiff's loan of

£35

at a time

when

and E. D. Cumming were on friendly terms. He
found that there had never been in reality a lease, and that
A. W. Cumming had never had possession of the piano, but
had allowed his name to be used in furtherance of the
design to secure his brother in the use of, and the plaintiff
for the advance on, the piano.
He dismissed the case, and
ordered each party to pay his own costs.
plaintiff

From

this

judgment the

plaintiff appealed.

Levey, for the appellant, pointed out that there was no
plea of fraud, and that therefore the respondent could not

As

to there being no rent reserved by the
for the parties to leave the

deny the

lease.

lease, it

was quite competent

matter open for subsequent settlement ; Van der Linden, 238.
[Buchanan, J, P., referred on this point to Voet, xix. 2, 7.]

The

contract of the appellant was with A.

W. Cumming, and

315

he could not sue R. D. Gumming.

The Magistrate having

dismissed the original action for the rent, the plaintiff had
instituted the action now under appeal, his claim being
If A. W. Gumming chose
virtually for use and occupation.
to let his brother have the use of the piano he was still
He acknowledged the plaintiff's
responsible to the plaintiff.

ownership, and between him and the plaintiff the title to the
piano cannot be disputed. With regard to the rent, it was
It
clearly contemplated that some rent should be paid.
in evidence that R. D. Gumming, who drew the docu-

was

ments, frequently

made

inquiries as to the rent or interest

and at one time he made a tender which appellant
not
without prejudice. He must be taken in this
was
says
matter to have been acting as agent for his brother, who
allowed him to have the benefit of the piano, being himself

to be paid,

contract to the appellant.
The sum
thirty shillings a month, was fair and reasonable rent, as the appellant had said in his evidence, and he

responsible

on.

the

demanded, being

had not been cross-examined on the

point.

contemplated the payment of some rent.

The lease clearly
The respondent

had acknowledged the appellant's dominium ; and as between
the immediate parties the title of the owner, and the legal
effect of the documents, could not be disputed.
Lange, for the respondents, referred to the summons which
claimed for the " rent, use, or hire of the pianoforte at the
rate of
It

was

£1

month, payable monthly in advance."
therefore, that the action was not merely for

10s. per

clear,

use or occupation at a rate to be subsequently fixed, but
referred to the contract of hire where the same words

No
occurred, though no amount was specified to be paid.
rent was demanded until ten months after the alleged lease,
and it was clear that the appellant did not mean to charge
any, until he quarrelled with R. 1). Gumming, In these
circumstances, the Magistrate's finding that there was not a
lease at all, but that the documents were drawn up merely
to secure the appellant, was quite correct.
IMoreover, the
claim now was said to be for the use and occupation ; but it

had been clearly proved and virtually admitted by tiu^
appellant that respondent never had the use or occuj)ation

1884.

March

6.

Solomon

vs.

Cunimiug.
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of the instrument.

1884.

March

6.

Solomon vs.
Cununing.

Furthermore, the rent must be agreed
"
upon between the parties, or else it must be fixed by usual
custom." In this case there had been no custom
proved.
All that the Court had before it was that
appellant thought
30s. a month not excessive, and that he
got £1 a month
for another piano
alleged to be not so good as this one.
There was ample evidence to support the Magistrate's view
of the intention of the partief^ in which case his judgment
was correct.

Jones,

J.

dismissed.

:

—I

am

of opinion that this appeal should be
on the 8th March, the appellant

It appears that

advanced £35 to the respondent to
the amount required to buy in the piano of
his brother, R. D. Gumming, at an execution sale, a bill

having

previously

make up

drawn out by which the respondent declared
have sold the instrument to the appellant for that

of sale was
to

sum.
The appellant either then took or had previously
had possession of the instrument for a short time, and on the
10th of March he let it for three months to the respondent,
no rent being fixed in the document of lease. The document, however, stipulates that the respondent should at the
end of the term deliver the chattel to the appellant, and
further that either party wishing the agreement to terminate
then should give a month's notice. A further clause gives
the respondent the right of redemption and pre-emption on
payment of the sum of £35, and such rent as then might bo

These
due, at any time during the term of three months.
agreements are really like the (aie in Bens vs. Bains Trustee

which was an attempt to effect a pledge under
sale, and so to protect a creditor against
If that be the case, what does the
the other creditors.
?
It is one for rent for the use and
to
claim
amount
present
A.
of
the
article
W- Gumming. It is admitted
by
occupation
has
been
in
the use of K. 1). Gumming, and
that the piano
(2

Menz.

89),

cover of a deed of

has remained

in

his house.

A.

W. Gumming

has another

house of his own; and the appellant himself made li. 13.
Gumming promise that A. W. Gumming should not have the
I am of
use of the piano after the quarrel in October.
that
the
cannot
recover
anything from
appellant
o{)inion
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A.

W. Curaming for the use and
Gumming enjoyed.

occupation which he knew

that R. D.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—Thougli

Solomon

tliis

action was not brought

much shuffling between the brothers
and
their
evidence was so unsatisfactory, that it
Gumming,
is advisable not to
go behind the written documents. Acto
it is clear that the
those
documents
cording
appellant is
the owner of this piano, and that it was hired by the respondent, who is therefore bound to pay a reasonable sum
for the use and occupation.
The evidence as to what would
been evidently so

sum

be a reasonable

is

very slight, but so far as

it

goes

it is

and I think therefore that the appeal must
be allowed, and judgment entered for the plaintiff for the
sum of £10, being at the rate of £1 a month, with costs.
;

—

The oral evidence in the Court below
Laurence, J.
was very unsatisfactory, and I think this Gourt must be
guided in its decision by the documents produced. I have
:

no doubt that the original intention of the parties was that
A. W. Gumming should become the lessee of the piano, with
an equity of redemption, for a term of three months, which
term had elapsed long before action was taken by the

At the expiration of the three months the
appellant.
parties to the documents could not as between themselves
dispute that the appellant acquired an indefeasible right to
the ownership of the piano.
There has been no variation
since then of the position of the parties under the lease, no
notice of intention to terminate the agreement has been

given, and A. W. Gumming must therefore be taken to have
had tiie use and occupation ever since March 10th, 1883.
It is, moreover, clear from 11. D. Cumming's evidence that
at all events

up to a certain period the piano was in his
it was so understood by JSolo-

brother's possession, and that

mon.

On

the whole,

Judge Peesident.

I

6.

vt.

Cumiuiug.

upon the documents which passed between the parties, they
were produced in evidence to shew their position. According
to the documents the transactions were between the appellant
and the respondent, and the latter must be taken to have
had the use and occupation of the instrument. There has

uncontradicted

1884.

March

concur in the view expressed by the
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1884.

The Court therefore allowed the appeal and, taking
£1 a month as reasonable rent for the piano, ordered that
;

March

6.

Solomon

vs.

Cumming.

judgment should be entered for the appellant
costs of appeal and costs in the Court below.

for

£10, with

Attorney, Nicholls."]
[Appellant's
Respondent's Attorney, Beevor. J

Thacker
Act

4,

1883, §§

2, 26, 32, 33,

Board of Health.

By

the

Doyle.

vs

36.— Proclamation

— Quarantine.— Ultra

Public Health Act, 1883, the Governor

make, and

to

delegate

to

lihelij

By

delegated

to

make

a

the detention

empowered

to

power of
and isolation

he infected with small-pox
tlie

local authority at

regulations for

coming from

is

prevention of
Proclamation 186 of 1883,

infectious disease,
disease.

to

and for

1883.—

local authorities the

making, regulations inter alia for
of persons

186,

vires.

Kimberley

the detention

and

or other

the spread
the

the

of
Governor

power

to

isolation

of persons
Transvaal, ivhere small-pox had broken

tJie

and for preventing

The local
of disease.
the
a
detention
and
authority afterwards passed
bye-law for
out,

the spread

of certain persons not coming from the Transvaal,
but inmates of a general hospital at Kimberley where an

isolation

infectious disease alleged to be small-pox

and who

tvere

therefore

likely

to

be

had broken

out,

infected with such

Held (Laurence, J., dissentiente), that this byewas not tdtra vires, but was a comp)etent regulation

disease.
laiv

under

the general

the spread

of

power of taking measures for preventing

disease,

and

that therefore inmates of the

hospital could be legally detained by an officer appiointed by
the local authority to carry out such bye-law.
1884.

March

1.

This was an application invoh'ing the powers of a local
Board of Health constituted under the Public Health Act,

Thacker vs
Doyle.

1883.

The respondent,

spector and

in his capacity as Chief Sanitary Inrepresentative of the Board of Health, was called

upon to shew^ cause why the applicant should not be allowed to
leave the Carnarvon Hospital without let or hindrance, on
the ground that his detention there was illegal. From the

319
applicant's affidavit it appeared that on February 9th, 1884,
1
.1
-^1
p
he was admitted into the nospital as a patieut lor iniuries to
his right hand on March 1st he was discharged and certified
1

1

•

•

.

•

1

.

.

.

;

to be cured
to

an

tions

by

officer in

his medical attendant.

He

thereupon applied
charge of the hospital, acting under instruc-

from the respondent, for permission to leave the hospital,
He then wrote a letter to the respondent,

but was refused.

threatening legal measures if his illegal detention was continued, but to this letter he had received no reply, and he

was still detained against his will.
Mr. Doyle made an affidavit, in whicli he stated that by
Proclamation 186, 1883, published in the " Government
"
Gazette
of November 2nd, the Board of Health was empowered to give directions for preventing the spread of smallpox, and by a certain bye-law, passed by the said Board on
December 12th, 1883, it was made lawful for him in his
capacity of Chief Sanitary Inspector, on the certificate of
any qualified medical practitioner that there was within any

house or premises any person suffering from or likely to be
infected with small-pox, to order forthwith the isolation of
such premises, such order to be in writing and to be affixed
to the door or other conspicuous part of such premises, and
thereafter no person except medical practitioners, or persons
authorised by the deponent or any medical officer of the
Board of Health, should be permitted to enter such house or
premises, and every person before leaving such premises
should be liable to be fumigated and disinfected, the bye-law
further providing that he should report every such order to
the Board of Health at its next meeting for confirmation or
otherwise.

medical

Thereafter, on February 27th, 1884, Dr. Sauer,
Board, gave the deponent a certificate

officer to the

more persons had been found in the
and
Carnarvon
Kimberley
hospitals suffering from smalland
he
caused the said hospitals to be isopox,
thereupon
and
surrounded the same by a cordon of police, with
lated,
instructions not to admit any person on the premises unless
duly armed with the proper certificate, and not to allow any
setting forth that one or

person to leave the premises under any circumstances exce[)t
such as would be entitled to leave by virtue of their certificates, and he attached a notice in writing to the gate of tli(^

i884,

—

March

7.
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hospital, to the effect that the place was under quarantine
and no person would be allowed ingress or egress except
upon a certificate granted by himself or by a medical officer
of the Board.
He had duly reported such order to the
Board of Health, at its meeting on February 28th, when
the same was confirmed. Dr. Sauer, medical oflScer to the
Board of Health, made an affidavit to the effect that two
fatal cases of small-pox had occurred in the hospital, and he

deemed

necessary that the hospital should be
inmates detained as being likely to be
infected with small-pox, and in order to prevent the spread
of that disease.
He had accordingly given Mr. Doyle the

therefore

quarantined and

it

its

mentioned in his affidavit, and he considered it
would be unsafe and dangerous to the health of the town to
permit persons who were in the hospital at the time small-

certificate

pox existed there to leave the said hospital until a few days
Dr. Duirs, resident-surgeon at the
longer had elapsed.
hospital, who had resumed his appointment since the occurrence of the cases in question, made an affidavit in which he
expressed the opinion that the disease regarded by Dr. Sauer
as small-pox was "of a highly dangerous and infectious
" Should the cases
nature." He added,
reported to me by
Dr. Sauer as small-pox cases have in reality suffered from
that disease, then I am of opinion that, although hitherto no
premonitory symptoms of small-pox have declared themselves
amongst any of the inmates of the hospital, yet that suftime has not elapsed to determine with certainty
that none of the said inmates have caught the infection, and
ficient

several days must still elapse before any certainty can be
felt on the subject."

the applicant, said the only question was
whether the respondent and the Board of Health had acted
Forster, for

within their powers in putting the Kimberley hospital into
quarantine, and detaining the inmates. The vexed question

whether the disease from which the patients referred to suf"
fered was small-pox or a bulbous skin disease allied to pem"
phigus was not before the Court. If the Board of Health

had acted

ultra vires, the Court

applicant's liberty to

would order the barrier to the

be removed, irrespective of the question
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of the public good. The Act which conferred its powers on the
Board was the Public Health Act,' No. 4 of 1883. The Act
"

was divided into several parts Part 1 contained
"
Quarantine," that
Provisions," Part 2 dealt with
;

General

is

to say

quarantine in its proper acceptation, for ships, ports, and
harbours ; but he contended that there was nothing in the

Act authorising " inland quarantine."

Part 3 related to

"Infectious Diseases and Hospitals," and by sect. 32 the
Governor was empowered " to make regulations or give direc-

any of the following purposes, which regulaand directions should be acted upon by the local

tions for all or

tions

authority immediately any portion of the colony is affected
by or threatened with small-pox, or any epidemic, endemic,
infectious or contagious disease."
were : (1) house to house visitation

The purposes
;

(2)

specified

speedy interment

;

conducting funerals; (4) medical aid and accommodation; (5) the detention and isolation of persons suffering
from or under circumstances likely to be infected with such
(3)

disease,

and

for preventing the spread of disease

ing, ventilation,

and

disinfection;

;

(6) cleans-

(7) prevention of over-

crowding, &c. Section 33 required the local authority to
take all necessary steps for the execution of such regulations

and directions as aforesaid.
referred to by Mr. Doyle, was

Proclamation 186, of 1883,
terms

in the following

:

—

" Whereas
small-pox has broken out in tlie Transvaal, and the territory
of Griqualand West is threatened with the disease from that State.
Now
therefore I do hereby proclaim, &c., that all persons coming from the
Transvaal, and all persons travelling along any road leading from the
Transvaal into Griqualand West, are likely to be infected with such disease
;

and I do further proclaim, &c., that the Board of five persons nominated
by Government Notice No. 1098, dated this 1st day of November, 1883,
is empowered to give directions for the detention and isolation of all such
persons, and for preventing the spread of the disease, and is further vested
with power to give directions

for

the following purposes

:"

Then followed all the purposes enumerated above in the
various clauses of sect. 32, ivith the exception of those mentioned in clause 5, for the detention and isolation of persons
likely to be infected, &c.

These powers were conferred by

the Governor on the local Board under

sect. 26, clause 8,

which empowers the Governor to " order or direct that all or
any of the powers, duties, or acts, authorised or required to

»p^^t'

"^

^,
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^® performed by the Governor at any port or place in this
Colony, may be exercised, performed, or done by any local
authority appointed by the Governor, subject to such restric-

he may impose." This provision, however, was in
2
of
the Act, relating to quarantine, and it might well
part
be contended that it only empowered the Governor to
"
" at
to which
delegate these powers
any port or place
tions as

quarantine regulations were properly applicable, and that
this did not include inland places.
However that might be,
it was clear that the Governor had
expressly refrained from
delegating to the local Board the power to detain and

under clause 5 of sect. 32, except in the case of
persons coming from the Transvaal. The bye-law under
which the Board had assumed the power to isolate the inmates of the hospital was therefore ultra vires, and the action
isolate

of the respondent without legal protection.
Section 36 of
the Act shewed the limits of the powers of the local authority, irrespective of those conferred on them under sect. 32,
and did not authorise anything like the proceedings now
complained of. The detention and isolation of persons involved an interference with the liberty of the subject, and
could not be covered by the general power to take measures

"

"

the power to
preventing the spread of the disease
detain required to be specially conferred, and if it was
for

;

Board to have this power they could telegraph to Cape Town and get a fresh proclamation.
Hoskyns, C.P., fur the respondent, said it was clear that the
word "quarantine" was used in this Act in an extended
sense, and interpreted to mean the interdiction of communiessential for the

any person likely to be infected. Tiiis appeared
from the interpretation clause, sect, 2, which also contained

cation with

a definition of " local authority," including authorities in vil"
lages under the
Village Management Act, 1881," and was
clearly not intended to be confined to bodies or boards exerProclamation 186
cising authority at places on the coast.

followed the wording of clause 8 of sect. 26, and was clearly
within the competence of the Governor.
The power having

been delegated to the

local

Board

to

make

"

regulations

for

preventing the spread of the disease," the Board had passed
a bye-law "for the detention and isolation of all persons
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likely to be infected with small-pox,
^

and

for the isolation of

•'

,

^

houses and ^
premises," and he contended that this was not
The powers set forth in clause 5 of sect. 32 were
ultra vires.
'

_

really implicitly contained in the body of the Proclamation,
and it was unnecessary to mention them specifically.

—The

main difficulty is whether it is not
clear from the wording of the Proclamation that the only
persons the Board of Health has power to isolate and detain
Laurence,

are

J.:

from the Transvaal into Griqualand

persons coming

West.

—

"
It goes on to say
and for preventing the
Hoshjns, C.P.
of
the
disease."
spread
:

Laurence,

J.

:

— The word " and
from the

different

something
viously mentioned.

"

"

shews that this means

detention and isolation

"

pre-

—

If tliere is any ambiguity, the Court
Hoshjns, C.P.
should adopt that construction which will most effectually
:

It is almost impossible
carry out the intention of the Act.
to suppose that the spread of the disease could be stopped by
isolating people coming from the Transvaal and nowhere
else.

Forster, in reply, referred to the definition of quarantine in
Law Lexicon. The whole of the portion of the
"
Act relating to " quarantine clearly referred to local authorities at ports and harbours, and in those cases only could tlie

Whartotis

Governor delegate his powers under sect. 26, and ther(^for(^
the Proclamation under which the Local Board had assumed
to act was itself ultra vires.

—

But the Crovm Prosecutor has shewn
liuCHANAN, J. p.
"
that the words " local authority
refer to any proclaimed
:

district.

— Sect. 2

"

The term quarantine includes in
the
interdiction
of free communication with
meaning
I contend that it
oji land infected with disease ;"
persons
Z
Vol. II.— r.\KT II. -a. W.
Forster

its

:

says,

,

is^*.
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applies only to restricting communications with a ship in
P^^* where infectious disease prevails on shore.

Doyle.

but

"

it

may

— No doubt

" includes " that
meaning,
also apply to all infected districts.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

it

Forster argued that, whatever the Governor might do at
any port or place," it did not include inland places. In

sect.

ships,

which applied exclusively to the quarantining of
"
the word " place was used, so that it could only refer

11,

to the sea-boards.

Laurence,

J.

:

—It

is

clear that the

Governor in Council

construed the Act as giving him authority to delegate his
powers to inland authorities, but no doubt it is possible that
this construction was erroneous.
Forster said that in any event the power to detain and
Penalties
isolate had not been given to the local Board.

were enacted for the contravention of regulations made
under sect. 32, and the section must therefore be construed
strictly.

Laurence,

J.

:

— I am unable to concur

in the

view which

taking of this question. This
is a matter involving the liberty of the subject, and also
involving the construction of a penal section, and therefore

my

colleagues feel justified in

the words of the enactment must be construed strictly. The
whole question for the Coui-t to decide is whether there
is anything in Proclamation 186 of 1883, promulgated under
the Public Health Act of that year, authorising the n^spon-

dent to detain the applicant in the Kimberley Hospital
The Proclamation in the first place em
against his will.

powers the Board of five persons nominated by Government
Notice of even date to exercise certain powers which the Act

Whether a Proclamamade by the Governor who is obviously

authorised the Governor to exercise.
tion of this kind

—

not in a position to superintend tlie ordinary regulations for
quarantine at ports, and who is therefore empowered to
delegate his authority for that purpose to the local authorities—and purporting to apply to inland places, is or is not
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ultra vires, is perhaps a question

point on which

I

do not think

it

open to doubt, but

it

is

a

necessary, for the purposes

of the present case, to express any opinion. For, assuming
that the Proclamation is itself legal and competent, the
question remains, does it authorise the local Board of

make any regulation or bye-law under which the
can
be lawfully detained in Hospital ? I am of
applicant
it does not.
There is an omission in the powers
that
opinion
Health

to

conferred on the Board, an omission which might easily be

which at present clearly exists. It was competent for the Governor to make regulations, under sect. 32,
"
" for all or
of the purposes mentioned in the seven
any
supplied, but

The fifth of these clauses provides
clauses of the section.
"
for the detention and isolation of persons suffering from or
under circumstances likely to be infected with such disease,
for preventing the spread of disease."
The Governor
has delegated to the Board the power to make regulations
under six out of these seven clauses, but, either deliberately

and

by inadvertence, the Proclamation has abstained from
giving, or omitted to give them, the power of making regulations for the purposes mentioned in the clause I have
quoted. That is so with one exception, and the exception is
or

contaiLod in the preliminary portion of the Proclamation,
"
Whereas small-pox lias broken out
which runs as follows
:

and

—

persons coming from the Transvaal,
persons travelling along any road leading from the
Ti'ansvaal into Griquahmd West, are likely to be infected
in the Transvaal,

and

all

all

w ith such disease," the Board is empowered " to give directions for the detention and isolation of all such persons,
and for preventing the spread of the disease, &c." As
a question of grammar, there can be no doubt of what is
meant by "all such persons." It means persons coming
from the Transvaal, and as fiir as I can see no power
is given to the lioard to detain and isolate
any other persons
In addition, power is given to the Board to take
whatever.
for preventing the spread of the disease."
other measures
'"

The question

in substance

When

this:
a special power is
in
a
purpose
specific case, can the general
follow be held to give a general power of
is

for a specific

given
words which

taking similar measures in every case?

That seems a vim7.

-1

—

Z^*!,*',

i^oyie.
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The words

struction which it is quite
impossible to admit.
^
" and for
of the disease
the
preventiner
spread
^

or

,

must surely
/
have a meaning distinct from that of those which precede
them, and the conjunction must be allowed its due weight.
i

i

•

i

To put the matter

concisely, supposing it to be competent
the Board of Health, under the powers delegnted to
them, to make regulations for all or any of the purposes

for

mentioned

clauses

in

1, 2, 3, 4,

6,

and

7,

of sect. 32,

and

mentioned

in the latter part of clause 5,
the
spread of disease ;" if the i'ormer
namely, for preventing
part of clause 5, referring to detention and isolation, had

also for the purposes
"

been omitted, and the latter part referring to general preventive measures had been inserted, how could it be maintained that the words which are alone put in give precisely
the same powers as if they had been combined with and
added to the words which have been omitted ? How can it
be contended that the powers which have been given include
powers, which, whether deliberately or inadvertently, have
not been given ? In my opinion no legal justification has
been shewn for the course adopted by the respondent in forI do not say that
cibly detaining the applicant in hospital.
the conclusion at which I understand both of my learned

colleagues have arrived may not be a more salutary one in
the interests of the community at large bat the question
before us appears to me to be a pure question of law, the
;

answer to which cannot be affected or controlled by considerations of expediency,
this application

Buchanan,

ought

J. P.

:

and

I

am therefore

of opinion that

to be allowed, with costs.

— In deciding a question of this kind

we

and indeed it is our duty to look, at
we are required to construe was
which
Act
the
the objects
intended to effect, and there is a well-known maxim, which

are justified in looking,

seems to

me
lex.

very applicable to the present case, salus j^ojyuU
It is a recognised canon of construction that

swprema
Acts of Parliament should be construed liberally, so as if
them all the effect which their framers
possible to give
in view.
had
The same principle applies tt)
have
to
appear
Proclamations issued by the (xovernor in Council. The Prois no doubt somewhat
loosely drawn, as

clamation before us
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often happens, but it ought to receive a liberal interpretaAs to the first point which was raised on behalf of the
"
"
quarantine is
applicant, I think it is clear that the word

tion.

used in the Public Health Act in an extended sense, and it
must certainly have been intended by the Legislature that
the Governor should be authorised to delegate his power of
making regulations and directions for dealing with infectious
diseases,

and promoting the public health,

to

Boards of

Health, and other local authorities at inland places, remote
from the seat of Government. This being so we find that
the Governor has delegated by Proclamation to the Kim" for
berley Board the power inter alia of making regulations

preventing the spread of disease." Looking at the matter in
this light, I am, on the whole, of opinion that the bye-law
passed by the Board of Health, on which the respondent has
acted, for the detention and isolation of all persons likely to
be infected,

may

fairly

be held to

power of taking measures

"

within their general
for preventing the spread of
fall

The balance of advantage is greatly in favour of
On the one hand, the
refusing the present application.
detention of the applicant in hospital for a few days longer
can scarcely do him any great harm, and there is nothing to

disease."

shew us that he

will suffer any material disadvantage or inconvenience by such detention. On the other hand, if the
inmates of the hospital are allo.ved free egress at tlie present
moment, there is an obvious danger of a dangerous disease

being spread thronghout the town, with the most injurious
results to the community at large.
It is a significant fact,

and one which has inflnenced
view

my mind

a good deal in the

take of this matter, that wliile there are very strong
medical affidavits filed on behalf of the respondent, agreeing
in

I

saying

disease of
it is

whatever the precise name or nature of the
which cases have been discovered in the hospital,

tliat,

at all events a disease of a highly contagious

tions character, on the other

davit

whatever

filed

in

hand there

reply

to

these

is

and

infec-

no medical
allegations.

affi-

The

character of the disease being thus uncontested, we should
be taking upon om-selves a very serious responsibility if we
interfered with regulations of which the object is to prevent
its spread, and which seein to be ]*roiier regulations to make

lf»84.
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with that end in view.

The

application

must

therefore be

dismissed, with costs.

Doyle.

—In

my opinion, clause 8 of sect. 26 of this
the Governor to delegate his power of
authorises
clearly
and
directions under the Act to the
making regulations
"
local authorities, not merely at any port, but at any "place
Jones, J.

:

Act

within the Colony, and it is therefore competent for the
Governor, and the local authority which represents him,
"
to make what are commonly described as " quarantine
regulations, that is to say, regulations for the detention or isolation of persons likely to be infected, at inland places, such

as Kimberley, as well as at places on the coast.
That being
so, if we look at the preliminary part of the Proclamation under which the Local

Board of Health exercises

its

powers, I think the object clearly was to provide for the
detention and isolation, not merely of persons coming along

roads from the direction of the Transvaal, but of all persons
suspected of being or likely to become infected. The pre-

amble
pox

of the Proclamation does not state only that smallhas broken out in the Transvaal, but also that the

Territory of Griqualand West is threatened with the disease.
The person therefore who drew the Proclamation, knowing

that the disease had broken out, or was likely to break out,
supposed to intend that only

in both places, could hardly be

persons coming from one of
isolated.

Although

them should be detained

this bye-law at first sight

or

would appear

made by the Board of Health as if all the
under
clause 5 of sect. 32 had been expressly conpowers
ferred on them, on the whole I think it was competent for the
Board to make it under their general powers conferred on
to have been

them by the Governor in the preliminary part
mation. The respondent has therefore, in my

of the Procla-

opinion, been
acting under the protection of the bye-law, which is valid
and binding, and lias simply been carrying out instructions

framed by the Board which are intra vires. I concur with
my Lord in thinking that the application must be refused.
Application refused accordingly, with costs.
"1
TApplicant's Attorneys, Haariioff Bros.
Kc'siiondent's Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott. J
I
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O'Keefe

vs.

Scott.

—Mandamus
—
summons. Proclamations 69 of 1871 and 41 of 1872,

Jurisdiction of Kimherley Magistrate.

to issue

and Ord. 8 of 1879, G. W.—Act 20 of 1856, Schedule
B., Rules 7 and 8.
Where

of the Resident Magistrate of the

the clerh

Kimherley had refused

to issue

district

of

summons against a defend-

ant residing at Du Toifs Pan, on the ground that no
reason was assigned why the case should not be tried in the
Additional Magistrate's Court at
Court granted an order on the elerh
holding that he had no discretion

Du

Toifs Pan,

to issue the

to refuse to

do

the

summons,
so.

This was an application for a maridamus on the respondent,

i884.
'

in his capacity as clerk of the Court of the Resident Mao:isOTT' 1
^
trate oi Kimberley, to issue
•

a

summons out

(»

oi

in a certain action in which the applicant,

Kimberley, was
Pan, defendant.

plaintiff,

The

•

1

1

/x

the said Court

who

and one Stockberg, of

resided at

Du

Toit's

affidavits for the applicant stated that

the respondent had refused to issue the summons on the
ground that the defendant resided at Du Toit's Pan. The

respondent in his affidavit stated that there was a duly
constituted Court of additional Resident Magistrate at Du
Toit's

Pan

for the

purpose of trying matters of this nature,

and that he had been instructed by the Resident ]\ragistratc
not to issue any summonses calling upon defendants resident
at

Du

Toit's

Kimberley,

ground
his

own

Pan

unless

to

appear in the Magistrate's Court at
})laintiff shewed some reasonable

the

removing the defendant from the jurisdiction of
Court, and no such reason was shewn to him in this

for

matter.

Forster, for the a])plicaut, said this was really an application for a judicial opinion as to the jurisdiction of the

;-

Resident iMagistrato for the district of Kimberley,
Toit's Pan.
If the Magistrate of Kinibtalcy
has jurisdiction over persons domiciled at Du Toit's Pan, ho

a(hlitional

sitting at

Da

cannot refuse to try cases like the present.

—

O'Keefe vs. Scott.

Proclamation
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69 of 1871, creatine:
districts in
magisterial
o and defining:
»
to
Gr^iqualand West, was repealed by Ord. 8 of 1879, sect. 4 of
'

11.

OKeefew" Scott

,

which

down the boundaries

of the district of Kimberley,
Pan, and had never been altered.
The additional Eesident Magistrate's Court at Du Toit's Pan
laid

which included

Du

Toit's

was established by Proclamation 41 of 1872, which gave the
said Court full jurisdiction in all cases arising within certain
portions of the district of Kimberley, but in no way curtailed

or abolished the jurisdiction of the Magistrate of Kimberley

within those limits.

Hoshjns,

C.P.,

for

the

respondent,

admitted that the

Kimberley Magistrate had jurisdiction in Du Toit's Pan
cases when he chose to exercise it.
Then a magistrate has no discretion as to issuing
Forster.

—

or refusing summonses
within his jurisdiction,
discretion.

Act

He

20, 1856.

for against persons
has his clerk any such
referred to Rules 7 and 8 of Schedule B. to
still less

—The question

is whether or not the MagisKimberley has a discretion as to the issue of sum-

Hoshjns, C.P.
trate of

when applied

and

monses against defendants residing within the jurisdiction of
the additional Magistrate at Du Toit's Pan. The Magistrate
here cannot do the work of both places, and if his Court is

Du

to be crowded with

be caused to litigants

Pan cases great hardship will
defendants will be unnecessarily

Toit's
;

brought up to Kimberley, the despatch of business will be
delayed, and the object of the legislature in creating the Du
Toit's Pan Court frustrated.

Buchanan,

J. P.

— The point which has now been

argued
was practically decided in a case which came before me, I
think in November 1880, and which I believe was reported
:

The Eesident jMagistrate
of Kimberley has undoubtedly jurisdiction over defendants
residing at Du Toit's Pan ; and it is quite clear that he has no
at the time in the local newspapers.

discretion to refuse to entertain cases

where the defendant

is

within his jurisdiction, and that his clerk has no right to refuse
There must therefore be
to issue summonses in such cases.

an order on the respondent to issue a summons

in this case,
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and, as costs are applied

he must be onlered to pay

for,

tlie
ji^^dt'ii

costs of the application.

Jones,

J.,

o'Keef^. scott.

and Laurence,

J.,

concurred,

rApplicant's Attorneys, Paley & Coghlan.
"|
LKespondent's Attorneys, Graham & Gilbert.J

London and South African Exploration Co. (Limited)
vs. KiMBEKLEY ToWN COUNCIL.
Orel 17, 1879, G. W.—Orcl. 40, 1828, sect. 5.— 190^7^ Bide
ProceedValuation of immovahle property.
of Court.

—

—

ings of Assessment Court.
Bij the Kiniberley Municipality Ordinance, 1879, Griqualand
" one or
West, the Toum Council is empoicered to appoint

more competent

of immovahle property v:ithin
on a valuation, leiny made hy them and

appraisers^''

the Municipality

;

assessment roll compiled, it lies open for inspection, after
which an assessment Court of the Council sits for the

ail

p)urpose of hearing objections to the valuation, and it is
"
further enacted hy sect. 74 that the decision of the Council

upon any

ohjection

conclusive,

and

reversed hy
TJie

to

any vcduation

shall he final

and

shall not he capahle of heing reviewed or

any Court or proceeding

ulicdever.^'

Town

Council appointed an appraiser who valued certain
waste lands, the pjroperty of the applicant Company, which
in previous years had heen valued at the sum o/ £40,000,
uliich valuation was cdleged to he excessive, at the sum of

£6o3,500, pjroceeding

o)i

the hasis

that

all

these

lands

On

he idilised

might
for huilding p)urposes.
ohjection heinq
tahtn hefore the Assessment Court, the valuation was rediiced to £.7)00,000.
Application, was then made to the
Court

to set

aside

tJie

valuation, on the grounds that

it

was

arhitrary, fanciful, utala fide, d'c, and on the ground
that file valuator iras not a rrnnjy^ent apfjraiser witlii)) the

nvaning of

t/te

Ordinance. a)id

on. tin

furtlicr (/round

f/iaf
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the Assessment

Court had acted illegally in

vdth

sitting

closed doors.

Held

That notwithstanding

:

sect.

74

the

Court had power

to set

aside the valuation, on the grounds that the facts shewed
that

the

respondents

had failed

employ a competent
a mere arbitrary

to

appraiser, and that his appraisernent was
estimate and not a valuation at all.

Held

also

:

That

the holding

of the Assessment Court with

was irregidar and improper, though it might
in itself have furnished a sufficient ground for setting

closed doors
7iot

aside the proceedings.

The Town Council

1884.

„

i3-

—London and
South Afiiean

Kimberley Municipality xiraendment Ordicaused all the property within
nance (Ord.
17, 1879, G. W.),
'
^
J
be
valued
for rating purposes.
to
The
\\^q municipality
'

.

of the Ordinance material to the present application
scctious 70-74, which run as follows

Co. Limited, M.gg(.^JQj^s

Town

Council,

under the pro-

of Kimberley, acting

visions of the

-^q-^q

:

—

" 70. All
persons owning or occupying properties within the limits of the
municipality, excepting such property as is hereinbefore exempted,
shall be liable to be rated on account of such property in such manner

and to such extent as is hereinafter provided.
" 71. For the
purpose of valuing all and singular the immovable property
situate within the municipality, the Council shall and may appoint
" 72.

one or more competent appraisers.
As soon as any valuation as aforesaid shall be completed, an assessment roll embodying the same shall be compiled, which shall lie in
office of the Town Clerk for the inspection of every owner or
occupier of any property included therein, who may, upon all lawful
days and at all reasonable times, inspect the same and take extracts

the

therefrom, and the Council shall, by public notice, announce for
general information that it will, upon some day and some hour and
place to be fixed in such notice, hold a Court for the purpose of hearing and determining objections to such valuation : Provided that such
notice shall be published fourteen days at least before the day ap-

pointed therein for the holding of such Court Provided also, that it
shall not be necessary in any suit or proceeding for the recovery of
any rate, to prove anything further in the nature of due notice of any
:

such valuation as aforesaid than the iniblication of the notice aforesaid

more of the local newspapers.
the day, and at the place and hour mentioned in such notice,
the Council shall hold a Court, and shall hear all objections which

in one or

" 73.

Upon

may

be urged to any valuation by any owner

tir

uccupier

c>r

other
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person on his behalf, and shall inquire into the merits of such objections, and for that purpose may take the oath of any person whom it
shall see fit to examine (which oath the presiding member of the
Council is hereby authorised to administer), and shall confirm or correct

any valuation objected

to

:

Provided that the said Court

may

be

1884.

March
„

12.

si.

London and
^Kx*pioratiSi"

vs.
adjourned from time to time upon application made by any person Co., Limited,
objecting, who shall shew reasonable grounds for not being ready with Town council.
his proofs, or for the purpose of obtaining further evidence in regard

to any case which shall have been partly heard.
" 74. The decision of the Council
upon any objection to any valuation
shall be final and conclusive, and shall not be capable of being
reviewed or reversed by any Court or proceeding whatever.

The

applicants owned a large amount of property in the
municipality of Kimberley. Some of this property had been
"
"
stands for building site?!, and this
surveyed and leased as
portion was occupied by tenants of the applicant Company
;

the rest of their property within the municipal limits was
unoccupied, but the bulk of it was of such a nature that it

might be similarly divided and leased

if

there were a

demand

for building sites in that portion of the municipality.
The
Council had appointed Mr. F. A. Peters as valuator, and he

had valued the unoccupied portion of the Company's lands
lying within the municipality, designating such lands as
"
unoccupied stands," at the sum of £633,500. This valuation had been objected to at the Court held
by the Council
in terms of sect, 73.

The Council

after hearing the objec-

tion reduced the valuation to £500,000.

The present proceedings were brought to have this valuation declared null
and void.
The notice of motion set forth the followinogrounds for annulling the valuation.
(1.) That F, A. Peters was not a competent appraiser.
(2.) That the valuation was not a fair and impartial valuation, but on the other hand was
fixed at
deliberately

a

sum

far

exceeding the value of the said property,
mala fide, and in collusion with the members of the
said Council or some of them.

(3.)

That the Court which
did not exercise

(4.)

its

fixed the valuation at

£500,000

discretionary functions in a just

and reasonable manner.
That the said valuation and amount
Court were arbitrary, vague and
according to I'eason and justice.

fixed

by the said
and nut

fanciful,

334
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12.

(5.)^
'^

That the said Court was held with closed doors, and that
the deliberations and proceedings thereof were secret
^nd withheld from the public.
That no record was kept of the proceedings of the said
Court nor of any evidence adduced before the same.
That the proceedings were in other respects irregular,
'

_

"

13-

Lonii^Tand
'^iTx*''iot!!ion'^

C^-)

^\huberuV^
Town

Council.

(7.)

and ultra

illegal,

vires.

Fm'ster (with Hoskyns, C.P.), for the applicants, having
read the notice of motion, was about to read the applicants'
affidavits

when

Laurence,

inquired whether the Court could go into

J.,

this application without reviewing the decision of the Council
on the valuation, and referred to section 74 of the Ordinance.

Forster submitted

that the Court

had power

to review

when the

Council, purporting to act under the Ordinance,
had exercised their powers in an arbitrary or fanciful way.

The Court:

—Is

not that "reviewing"?

spondents rely on section 74

Do

the re-

?

Hopley said that the respondents relied strongly on that
and he would now in limine take the objection to

section,

this Court reviewing the decision of the Assessment Court
on the valuation.
This is not really an application to review
Iloshjns, C.P. :

—

the valuatiou, but to have it declared that the provisions of
the Ordinance have not been complied with, that there was

and no competent valuator, that there
and collusion, and that the Court sat illegally

no valuation at

was mala fides

all

with closed doors.

Buchanan,

J.P., referred to the

190th Rule of Court and

section 5 of Ord. 40, 1828, and held that the affidavits

be heard in order

to decide

must
whether or no there had been a

valuation in accordance with law.

The

affidavits for the applicants alleged that the valuator

had divided all

tlieir

unoccupied land into stands

;

that, after

making certain deductions for roads, contingencies, &c., he
had arrived at a baUmce of 22.000 stands, available for

335
occupation

;

that he

1884.

had valued these stands

at prices varya total valuation of

March

ing from £125 to £2 per stand, making
£633,500 that the so-called unoccupied stands were in reawaste lands of the applicants within
lity waste lands that the

^on^and

;

^Kxpi^atlS^T

;

the municipality had been valued at the last valuation at the
sum of £40,000, and that between the time of that valuation
and the present one property had decreased in value; that

^'"kVmberiey'*'
*'i'"^^'"

the manager of the applicant Company, in view of this valuation, attended at the Court to hear objections to valuations on

February 22, 1884, but that he was then refused admittance
whilst other objections were being heard that he afterwards
by appointment again attended that Court and was per;

and the sub-manager of the
Company, but that the Court refused to allow the solicitor
to be accompanied by his clerk, or to allow the surveyor of
mitted to enter with his

solicitor

the Company's property to enter ; that he thereupon protested on the grounds that the proceedings were vitiated
and of no force or eflfect, because the Court was held with
closed doors, and he and other ratepayers and also reporters
for the press had been excluded from the room in ^\•hich the

Court was held during the inquiry

[there were two other
not
of
protest
subsequently relied upon, and not
grounds
for
the
necessary
purposes of this report ;] that these objections were then overruled

;

that the Company's solicitor
in
a
handed
protest, after which the Company's
thereupon
was
examined
upon oath as to the amount of unmanager
owned
the
land
Company within the municipaby
occupied
the
after which
Company's solicitor luinded in a iinal
lity
protest against the valuation, on the grounds that the Com;

;

"
unoccupied stands
pany owned no
lity,

" stands "
being created only

that the

"

within the municipa-

when staked out and

Company owned only 2000

lot

;

acres of unoccupied

land within the municipal limits, upon which it would in no
case be possible to create more than 10,600 stands, whereas

the valuator had assessed the property as containing 2.j,000
stands, and that to make the occupation of 25,000 stands
possible the population of the niunici})ality would have
to be increased by 150,000 souls
that the Divisional
;

Council had valued
being

about

2!),000

all

the waste lands of the

acres,

at

£36,000,

on

Company,

wliich

12.

31.

basis

^°""'=''-
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13.

^^^^ portioH withiii the
municipality would bo worth £2483 ;
that the true principle vvhicli ought to guide the valuator

^^^ amount of rental yielded by property that all the
^^'^ste lands of the Company were leased for
grazing pur^xp\wation"
for £600 ^9er annum, of which sum the portion of
posBS
^°'khn"«dey"^'
Londo^and

Town

Council.

^^^^

;

\gjx^ lying

within the municipality would yield

£37

10s.

per

annum, and that therefore the lands within the municipality
ought for assessment purposes to be valued at about £312 10s.
the rental at 32 per cent., the current
{i.e. by capitalising
The affidavit of the Company's manager
rate of interest).
further alleged that the facts set forth in the above protest
were true and correct. With regard to the value which ought
to be put

upon the ground he shewed by

figures that the value

year for which they
had been rated was at the outside £750, but that taking the

of these lands to his

Company

for the

Divisional Council valuation as approximately correct they
would be valued at £2483. It is shewn by other affidavits

that the Divisional Council valuators agreed in the main
with those of the municipal valuators in all cases except
that of the property now in question.
Affidavits of two

competent valuators, Messrs. Rothschild and
described the valuation as out of

Goodchild,
the true

all })roportion to

value of the lands, and as fanciful and arbiti-ary in the extreme. Mr. Goodchild and another appiaiser, Mr. IMitchell,

valued the lands at £10,000 for rating purposes. It was
further alleged on affidavit that Mr. F. A. Peters had only
recently been appointed a sworn valuator to the Master of
the High Court, his previous occupation having been that
of a Kafir-store-keeper, and tliat he had no special qualifications for valuing immovable property.
The affidavits also
contained some statements with rc^gard to admissions alleged

have been made by the valuator to the effect that he had
been in communication with certain members of the Council
as to liis method of valuation, the object being to shew that
there had been collusion and mala fides on the part of both
to

the valuator and the respondents.
For the respondents, the affidavit of the chairman of the

Assessment Court was read, giving as reasons for closing tlie
doors of the Court, and only admitting such persons as were
interested in the objection under consideration, that many of

337
the objections were of a private nature, and such as the
objectors would not like to be made public, and that the room

would have been extremely inconveni./»!•
11
ent to allow the whole number 01 objectors ana the s'eneral
mi
nn 1
The affidavit lurpublic to be admitted at the same time.
one

beinsr a small

,

it

,

1

i>i
Til
11
ther alleged that the manager, the sub-manager, the surveyor
•

solicitor of the Company were admitted to the Court,
but that the solicitor's clerk, who came with the view of
taking shorthand notes of the proceedings, was refused

and the

admittance

that the evidence of the surveyor, the

;

manager

and the sub-manager was taken, after which the Court
reduced the valuation to £500,000, which sum the Court
considered a just, fair and reasonable valuation. He denied
any mala fides or collusion or improper conduct on the

A joint affidavit by ten members of the
Assessment Court corroborated the affidavit of the chairman
and denied mala fides or collusion with the valuator on the
part of any of the Councillors they considered the sum of
part of the Court.

;

£500,000 a

just and impartial valuation of the property
(The only two Councillors who did not join in
were, it was alleged ou affidavit, absent iroiu

fair,

in question.

the affidavit

Kimberley at the time of the application to the High Court).
The affidavit of Mr. Peters, the valuator, stated that he had
had considerable experience in valuing immovable jiroperty
in this territory during the last ten years that he was a sworn
appraiser to the High Court that he had been in business as
;

;

a wholesale importer of general merchandise from Europe
that he had in January tendered for the appointment of valu-

;

ator,

and that he had received the appointment witliout any

fraud or collusion or arrangement with any one that he hud
tried to obtain information with regard to these lands from the
;

the Company, but had been refused that lie thereupon proceeded to value the lands fairly and impartially and
witliout any collusion or instructions from any memhor of the
office of

Council

;

;

that he then found out

how many

acres of unoccu-

pied lands the Company possessed in the municipality, and
these he divided into stands rather larger than the usual size
;

that ho then deducted a certain

number

of stands for roads,

contingencies and unoccupied stands, and that he found the
balance to be 22,000 stands; that he thereupon made inquiries

iss*-

March
,.

12.

13.

-—
Tx)ndon and

south African
Exploration
Co., Limited. u«.

Klniterley
council,

Town
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12.

to ascertain the value of unocfupied
stands and,'
r

}J^-

to a case before the Court in 1882, he found that the present

i-^s4.

March
"

Lond^and
^Exploration'^

'^"khnberw"*'

Town

Council,

^Siiiager, Corroborated

by the

by
J

referrinn:
o

valuator, Mr. Eothschild, then

valucd stauds on the outskirts of

tlie municipality as being
worth £200 CBch, and that he then produced a map shewing
^j^g^^ j^^ Considered the
unoccupied lands as divided into

building sites ; that the said manager had after much negotiation sold five stands at the extreme limit of the municipality
to the Council for a site for a toll for the sum of £500 ; that

the sum of £4000 an acre
some of the Company's waste lands, unless the Council
removed some native locations from them at which rate
the value would be about £440 per stand; that the deponent
had inquired of various occupiers of stands in the various

May 1883 he had demanded

in

for

—

wards as to the prices paid by them for a fifty years' lease of
their stands, and that from the information he thus carefully
collected he assessed the value of the stands, valuing the most
favourably situated with regard to locality and streets at £125,

and gradually diminishing the value to £20 per stand, and at
one portion of the land he valued 3000 stands as low as £2
each, because he considered their value much diminished by
being cut off from the town by a large drain and by the uneven nature of the ground where they were situated finally
he stated that he had taken great pains about the valuation,
;

and that

it

was bond

fide,

proper and

just.

He

attached

to his affidavit correspondence and proceedings in Court to
shew that the Company's manager had put the valuation

upon portions of waste lands by which the present valuator
had been partly guided, and also attached the evidence of
the manager in a lawsuit against the present respondents,
"
" in
the plan sent to the Council
in which he had said that
of certain unoccupied land belonging to the Company)
(i.e.

The
building sites which is not roads."
replying affidavits of the manager alleged that he had put
high prices on the stands required by the Council for tolls and

"everything

is

native locations as he considered that tolls were " obsolete

and

and that native locations were
have on the Company's property.

irritating institutions,"

also undesirable things to

Iloskyns, C.P., said the applicants

had come before the

339
:
(1) that there had been no
to
the
all, according
proper construction and
of the Ordinance, but that a mere fanciful and

Court mainly on two grounds
valuation at

meaning

Ma^'^h 12
"

^^

L^^J^and

arbitrary price had been fixed ; (2) that if there had been a ^"xpi^tlon"
valuation it was made tnald fide and in collusion with the ^""kul^H^y"*"

Town

An

objection had been raised to the proceedings under section 74 of Ord. 17, 1879 but if it could
be shewn that there never had been anuation at all,y val

Council.

;

then the section did not stand in the way of the Court
declaring that the proceedings had been invalid and that
" Where somethey should be set aside. Maxwell says
:

be done according to the discretion of justices
thing
or other authorities on whom the power of doing it is conis left

to

ferred, the discretion

must be exercised honestly and

in the

spirit of the Act, otherwise the act done would not fall
"
within the statute ; and again, " ' according to discretion,'

means, it is said, according to the rules of reason and justice,
not private opinion according to law, not humour it is to
be not arbitrary, vague, and fanciful, but legal and regular.
;

And

it

honest

;

must be exercised within the

limits to which an

man competent

to the discharge of his office ought to
confine himself; that is within the limits and for the objects

intended by the Legislature." The cases there cited which
are applicable to the present matter are Marshall vs. Pitman,
9 Bing. 601, and iVilson vs. Bastall, 4 T. R. 757 {Interpreta1st ed. pp. 100-101).
One of the tests
the
in
Courts
whether
discretion has
applied by
judging
been reasonably exercised was by inquiring whether the
person exercising it had followed the rules laid down by his

tion of Statutes,

Here the valuator had departed most
predecessors in office.
widely from the valuation of his predecessors and it was
;

difficult to believe that

such results could have been arrived

some private understanding between the valuator
and the Councillors. The allegations impugning their hona
but their own affidavits as well as that of
fides were strong
Peters went to shew that he was supplied with facts and
documents by the Council on which he based his calculations.
at without

;

The General Municipal Act, Act 45, 1882, § 119, shewed
how a valuator should proceed to discharge his duty under
;

that Act he undertakes to value property at the
Yoi,. II.— Pakt 11.— G. \V.

full
-1

A

and

I'own council,
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1'^-

Lond^and
^Exp'iol^S'
^"Kimblri^y"*'

Towu

Council,

or sum which it would in his opinion be likely to
realise if brought, at the time of the valuation, to a volunIt
^^^J ^^^^ ^"^ ^^^^ iipon the usual terms and conditions.
^ould not for a moment be contended that these 2000 acres

^^^^ priCG

would sell for anything like the sum at which
been
valued, and it was alleged that the previous
^j^gy
valuation of £40,000 was itself absurdly high.
It was upon
aflSdavit and of common knowledge that property had fallen
°^ waste lands
]^Q^^[

and yet these waste lands were
This alone should
enormous sum.

since the last valuation,
raised in value to this

throw the onus upon the respondents of shewing that the
valuation was bond fide and properly conducted.
Peters,
without having any guide, had proceeded in an arbitrary
way to divide all the area belonging to the applicants into
stands of 40

ft.

by 60

ft.,

and then

to

value them at prices

ranging from £125 to £2 per stand.

There was nothing to
shew where these stands were, except the 3000 valued at £2

now unoccupied, belonging to the
were
subdivided
into stands, there would be only
Company,
about 16,000, and each of these should be valued separately
so that objection could be taken to any individual valuation.
If all the land

each.

The property
waste land

;

in question should be regarded as vacant
there was no reason to think it would ever be

occupied, and
year, for

it

certainly would not be during
this valuation was made.

which alone

the next

He

con-

tended that Peters was not " a competent appraiser," and
compared his valuation with that of Goodchild, Mitchell and
Eothschild, who were all competent men. Peters had tried
to explain his valuation in

many

cases

by statements made

by Kilgour, the Company's manager, on previous occasions
but if he went on that basis it was no valuation at all he
should have fixed conscientiously what he considered the
;

;

market value, wdiatever Kilgour might have said.
There was another point which the applicants had given as
a reason for review, viz., the holding of the Assessment
Court with closed doors, which the Council had no right to
A Court meant a tribunal, to which the public had
do.
fair

The

acct'ss.

insuificicnt
"
d'_-ntial

reasons given lor clfjsing the duors were wholly

and unsatisfactory.

iriatters

What

"

private or conficould ])ossibly be brought Ix'fore the Court

'f
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The manager
when his own

of the applicants was only allowed to enter

objection was under consideration, but he had
hearing other objections, and in himself having

an interest in
an opportunity of objecting to other valuations.

ust.
'"^^'^'^is;
'

j:_
soumTfrican
Exploration

Laueence,

J

:

.

—I

owner or occupier

"

Co., Limited, vs.

observe that section 73 permits "any xowa
''
any valuation," not merely

to object to

own property. No doubt every owner has a
certain interest in the property of others not being assessed
at too low a figure.
to that of his

Hoshjns, G.P.
ceedings.

:

— Here the Court kept no record of the pro-

[Laurence,

J.,

referred to section 64 of the Ordi-

nance].
nothing to shew by what process or
the
to £500,000 was made, or
reduction
principle

There

is

on what
on what

Moreover there ought to
have been a record, because the Court examined witnesses
on oath, and the object of administering the oath is to render

stands the reduction was made.

witnesses

who give Mse evidence

perjury, and

for that

him

liable to prosecution for
reason alone there should be a record.

respondents, submitted
that the application was really for a review of the valuation
arrived at h^ the Assessment Court, and that the allegations
HojjJey (with

oi

mala fides,

Levey), for

collusion, &c.,

tlie

were made to induce the Court

The

to the

application in spite of section 74.
affidavits too on which the applicants relied were in

to

h'sten

many

respects misleading and contradictory.
They said in one
that
stands
could
place
only 16,000
possibly be created on

these unoccupied lands, yet when they wished to shew that
the necessary increase of population to occupy them would

have to be enormous, they calculated as if there were 25,000
stands.
Proceeding next to the various points taken by the
applicants, and first to the objection that the Assessment

C(mrt kept no record, he contended that there was no obliIt was not a Court of Kecord, but more of
gation to do so.
the nature of an inquisition or an inquest; as a fact the
i)f the deliberations were
kept recorded, but it would
be mo-it inconvenient and unnecessary to kee]) an exact
record of all the evidence given with regard to every paltry

results

objection which was raised to valuations.

^Moreover there
2

A

1'

council
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31.

and.

South African

^"khnteri^'''*'

Town Council,

was no obliefation
of law compellino: the Court to administer
^
the oath to witnesses, or even to examine witnesses by
section 73 they had the power to do so if they
fit,
o
^ thous^ht
.

.

:
'

'

•'

,

'

•'

^nt that was

Y

.

Again, the applicants objected to the
of
Court
on the ground that it was held
the
proceedings
^j^}^ cloPcd doors, but they had not shewn that they were
in

all.

any way damnified or prejudiced

In

in consequence.

spite of the provisions of the Charter of Justice that the
proceedings of superior Courts should be in open Court,

there was notliing to prevent the Supreme Court from
sitting with closed doors if the nature of the case under

demanded the adoption of such a course ; and
the Assessment Court sitting to assess values of property
confidentially had a right to conduct the inquiry privately,
consideration

If the applias the income-tax was assessed iu England.
cants' manager had demanded to be present at any other

own or any other rateno doubt he would have been admitted, but

valuation to raise an objection on his
payer's behalf,

he had not done

Buchanan,

so.

J.P.

:

— The general public have a right

to

be

present.

—

The Court here acted bond fide, and in the
Ilopley :
exercise of their discretion, and consulted the public convenience in the course adopted.
Moreover, the public
cannot as of riglit enter all Courts in the present case any
one who wished to enter for the purpose of taking part in
any objection would have been allowed to do so; but there
was nothing to compel the Court, not being a Court of
;

Record, to allow a shorthand writer to come in and take
notes of their proceedings.

Laurence,

J.

:

with closed doors

—^Are the Mining Board Assessments

held

?

but he
Hopley did not know what their practice was
contended broadly that in any Court whatever the admission
or exclusion of the press or the public was within the dis;

cretion of the Court
()

B.

&

C.

itself,

and referred

to Garnett vs. Ferrand,

611; Paterson^ Lihertu of

the

Press,

i.

12.").
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Prejudice ought to be shewn by the applicants before proceedings could be invalidated on a ground like this. In

De

Klerch, Buch. 1870, 9, where the liberty of the
was
at stake, the Court held that an informality
prisoner
which caused no prejudice was no ground fur invalidating
The only exclusion of
the proceedings in a criminal trial.
which there was any evidence before this Court was that of
the shorthand writer, and it did not appear that he was a

B.

vs.

ratepayer, or that lie went to urge an objection on behalf of
any owner or occupier, or that his exclusion in any way

damaged the
tions of fraud

The next points were the allegaapplicants.
ani collusion, [The Court intimated that it

was unnecessary to go into these charges, as there wa^ not
sufHcient evidence to substantiate them.]
He then proceeded to argue on the competency of the valuator, and
maintained that there was no real evidence of his incompetency

and

for

the

He

office.

bad been described as a draper
was by Mitchell and

as a Kafir-store-keeper, but that

Goodcliild,

who had themselves tendered

for the post

and

been disappointed. Mr. Peters had been a merchant with
an extensive business, and had had considerable experience
in dealing with immovable property in Kimberley.
He
did

make

affidavit,

a valuation on the basis described by him in his
after patient investigation of the true value of

and

that class of property.
That valuation it appeared was
based on the assumption that a certain number of stands
could be created on the unoccupied lands of the Company
;

but when Kilgour, the Company's manager, gave evidence
on oath as to the number which in his opinion could be laid

Assessment Court
present amount.
out, tlie

Laurence,

J.

:— Is

was on the basis of

it

le luced tlie valuation

to

the

not clear that the so-called valuation

its Ijeing

feasible to allot all the ''un-

occupied stands," on an hypothesis involving tbe multiplication of the population live or six-fold?

lloplei/

that

:

— Kilgour himself

uiiO('cu})ied

lands

said on oath in a former case

within

dedicated as roads, must

all

the

inunicipul

be considereii and

limits,

not

valued as

i8«ji..

,

p-

j^^^^^mj
^^x^'Ji^ation"
^*'Kh|"i^riey''*'

Town council.
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building
o sites. Moreover,' the true basis of value was not
the rental yielded, for valuable building or agricultural or
P^storal land might be kept idle by the owner, or might be
^

"
1^-

Lond^and
'E'xpi(^ation°

^''kiiXrky"*'

Town

Council.

Icasod at a nominal rent

a large owner of house-property
houses
or
havo
a street of houses unoccupied.
several
might
;

Similarly, in the present case, a large proportion of these
unoccupied lands might at any time be leased for purposes
of building or of market-gardening.
He again contended
that the application was merely for a review of the valuation
of the Assessment Court, which the Court had no power to
If the Company had been aggrieved they had a remedy,
do.

but not on motion.

They might bring

their action to set

aside the valuation, and might then substantiate their allegaIf they could do that, most
tions of fraud and collusion.

assuredly the valuation should be set aside, but it was otn
competent for the Court to grant the present application.

Buchanan,

J.P., referred to section

18 of the Wines and

Ordinance of 1851, in spite of which section the
Courts had interfered in the matter of licences.
Spirits

Hopley knew of no cases where, there having been no
informality or ultra vires proceeding by the Licensing Court,
the Superior Courts had favourably entertained applications
for

review in these matters.

Laueence,

J.,

referred to B. vs.

Heijdenrych, 2

Buch.

E. D. C. 248.

—

Hopley : That was really a case under the 33rd section of
that Ordinance, where the Licensing Court had been acting
clearly nltra vires, and had introduced class legislation not

,

authorised by

tlie statute.

—

But we know tliat there are many cases where
Jones, J.
the Supremo Court has set aside the proceedings of the
:

Licensing Courts.
Jlojjley
in

:

—

If that be so, it

the proceedings, or of

must be because

luah.i

Jidex or acts

of irregularity
fires on the

iilfnt,
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part of the Licensing Court. The Legislature must have
meant something by these sections, and for sufficient reasons

placed these extensive powers in the hands of the Licensing
and Assessment Courts. There are no reported decisions
available under the 18th section of the

Ordinance, but

it is

said that the

Wines and

Spirits

Supreme Court refused

to

entertain an application in a peculiarly hard' case, Munks vs.
Cape Town Licensing Board, liolding that under that section
the power of interference was taken away from them. He
submitted that, though the Court might think the present
valuation high, they could not interfere, as the proper

judges constituted for the purpose by the Ordinance had
already finally decided the matter.
Hoskyns, C.P., in reply, contended that there had been
irregularities and acts ultra vires, and that there had been

no valuation, but only an absurd estimate.
Wharton's

Law

Cur. adv.

He

referred to

" Value."
Lexicon, sub voce

vult.

Postea (March ol),

—
—

Buchanan, J. P., said: -This is an ap[)lication by the
London and South African Exploration Company against
the

Town

Council of Kimberley, in which application the
its precise terms,
prays an order

notice of motion, to follow

declaring that the valuation of the property belonging to
the applicant Company, and the amount at which the same
was fixed by the Town Council Assessment Court, hold on

the 25th February, 1881, shall be null and void and of no
eifect whatever, on certain
grounds stated below. The facts

under and by virtue of the provisions of the
Kimberley Municipal Amendment Ordinance, No. 17 of

are,

that

1879, all persons owning and occupying properties Avithin
the limits of the
municipality (excepting certain property
specially excepted) arc^ liable (under section 70) to be rated
on account of such property in such manner and to such

extent as in tho Ordinance
For the purpose of
provided.
valuing the immovabh; property the Council is authorised
"'
to "appoint one or more competent
to assess
apj»raiser-

M^rehi-i.
;;

It

LondMTand
Expionuion^
"kim'berTey'^^'
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Londraand
^Expiomti^Jf

^°khl!blrw'^'

Town

Coun;ii.

property (section 71). The assessment roll embracing such
assessment is (section 72) to lie at the office of the Town
^Icrk for inspection of owners and occupiers of property,

and the Council is then to hold a " Court " on a certain day
for hearing and determining objections to such valuation, at
the Council shall hear all objections
valuation
urged against any
pier or or occu any owner by
other person on his behalf, inquire into the merits of the
^vjjig}^ ^jjjjq

q^^^ place

if need be, take the oath of
any person it
deems necessary. The Town Council appointed Mr. F. A.
Peters, who framed a valuation roll, which lay at the office

objection, and,

of the

Town Clerk in accordance with the provisions of the
On 22nd, 23rd, and 25th February a Court was

Ordinance.

held to hear and determine objections. Certain immovable
property of the London and South African Exploration
Company was valued at £633,500 by the appraiser, but

reduced to £500,000 by the Assessment Court. This property had been valued in 1880 at £40,000; in 1881 at
£50,000, but reduced on objection to £40,000, the standard
of £50,000 being thus rejected on consideration
in 1882 at
;

£40,000, and no attempt apparently to re-raise in 1883
But in 1884, with
at £40,000, no attempt then either.
;

a bound, they are ultimately valued at half a million sterling,
instead of half a hundred thousand pounds; an increase

thus of £460,000, or eleven-and-a-half-fold. To this valuation
the London and South African Exploration Company object

above recited
Mr.
was not
That
Peters
(1)
that the valuation was not a fair

in the present proceeding, basing the prayer

on the following grounds
a competent appraiser

;

(2)

:

and impartial valuation, but deliberately fixed at a sum far
exceeding the value of the property (3) that the Court
;

which reduced the valuation to £500,000 did not exercise
its discretionary functions in a j ust and reasonable manner
(4) that the valuation and the amount fixed by the Court
;

in an arbitrary, vague, and fanciful manner,
accord with reason and justice
(5) that the
Court was held with closed doors, and its deliberations were

was arrived at

and not

in

;

and withholden from the public; (6) that no record
was kept of the })ro('eedings nor any evidence adduced

secret

;

(7) that the proceedings

were in other respects irregular.

347
and ultra vires. An objection was taken at the
threshold of the application that this Court is barred from
reviewing the valuation or hearing an appeal as to it. This
objection was founded on the provisions of the 74th section

illegal,

March
.>

12
i^.

j^o^^and
^x^piol^timi"

of the Municipal Ordinance 17 of 1879, the exact terms of ^'"i^Sriey"*'
which are these " The decision of the Council upon any '^°'™ council,
:

any valuation shall be final and conclusive, and
not be cap ible of being reviewed or reversed by any

objection to
sliall

Court or proceeding whatever." Now these are certainly
very strong and clear words used by the Legislature. I can
find no other Colonial Municipal Ordinance in which what
is

with justice regarded as one of the

subject,

a fair

right

first

rights of the

of appeal against alleged wrong, is

In the General Municipal
Ordinance 9 of 1836, sections 25 and 32, the ordinary right
of appeal is, on the contrary, in terms contemplated and
provided for. In the Act 1 of 1861, the Capetown Municipal

taken

away

or

restricted.

Act, section 80, the express right to bring any valuation of
immovable property with which the owner or the occupier
"
"
is dissatisfied
in review before the Supreme Court
(those
are the words),
in the further

is

in terms given,

amendments

vide section 83

ani so,
and in other
the Colony which I have

et

;

of th;it Ordinance,

different IMunieipal Ordinances of
seen.
Of course I allude to this allowance of the right of
appeal elsewhere only for the purpose of saying that we

cannot therefore be assisted with any of the decisions of the
Colonial Courts, as those Ordinances give and do not exclu(ie
appeal upon such a matter as the present in regard to
Municipal Ordinances. As what we have to do is to try and
at the object of the Legislature, it would be undoubtedly of aid to us if we had any such decisions. But

arrive

we have the analogous

provisions of the

Wine and

Spirit

Ordinance of 1851, section 18, which recites: "And be it
enacted that the decision of every such Court in regard to
the granting or refusing of any application for a licence

which

shall be

laid

before such Court shall bo final and

conclusive, and shall not be capable of being brought in
or review before any other Colonial Court or
api)ea]

The words of these sections it will
authority whatever."
be seen on conij>arison are very simil.ii'.
Tliere is a sliglit
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is true, but the meaninc;
o in both
In one of the hist Acts of the Legislature

distinction of verbiacre
" it
^

cases
^^^

is

the same.

'

regard to the Liquor Licensing Law, Act 28 of 1883,

That
there was originally a clause allowing an appeal.
^^^ struck out ; but there have as yet been no decisions
yiju^Qj-

that Act

either

to

guide us.
under

It

is

thus of im-

Ordinance
portance
inquire
the Courts of this Colony have, notwithstanding the section
cited, entertained an appeal or review from a decision of a
Avhether

to

Licensing

Court, and

under what

the

old

circumstances.

The

Courts, we readily assume, will never act contrary to the will
of the Legislature, but in some cases they are placed in the
difficult position of ascertaining its exact object in

some of

enactments passed, perhaps, quickly or in the moment's
Now among the reported cases is i7iter alia the
heat.
its

following: Queen vs. Heijdenryck, 2 Buch. E. 0. C. 248.
There the Licensing Board of Jansenville had imposed a
condition in granting a licence that the sale of liquors

should be restricted to Europeans only. The licensee took
his licence under protest, but sold to a native with the view
of having the question tested.
The Resident Magistrate
convicted him, holding " that to have gone into the defence

that the restriction

was ultra

vires

would have been to

review the decision of the Licencing Board, which decision
by section 18 of Ordinance 9 of 1851 was final and conclusive,

and not capable of being reviewed."

This

is

there-

fore in point.
The defendant appealed, and the Eastern
Districts Court reversed the Resident Magistrate's decision,

and

in effect struck out the condition of the licence,

holding

that the Board had no power to impose the restriction in
question, and to draw a distinction never contemplated by

the Legislature.

The

Solicitor-General

appeared for the

and although

of course perfectly acquainted with the
of
the
Licensing Law as to no appeal or review,
provisions
never disputed the Court's right
and the whole of the

(Jrown,

;

judgments and the finding go on the assumption of the
Court's right under these circumstances, the statute notwithstanding and the Magistrate's special reason notwithstanding.

Wo

have also been referred

following" uni'epoi'ted cases

:

inter alia to the

Kaitueiiu//er'.i Case, in

which the

349
decision of the Capetown
Munk's Case, in which it would not interfere; the Clifton House or Goderson's Case, in which the
Supreme Court also reversed the decision. But notwithstanding our endeavours we have not been able to get the

Supreme Court reversed the
Licensing Court

exact particulars in time, and

I think, unsafe to rely
on them in detail, except in so far as my brother
may be able to go upon what happened in his hearing

much
Jones

it is,

The
the bar, or in cases in which he was of counsel.
reported cases, although meagre, are sufficient to shew that,

at

broadly stated, it is clearly within the power of the Courts
of the Colony, even where the statute has denied a right of
appeal, to consider, and if need be set aside, the proceedings
of Licensing Couits on the ground of irregularities of
procedure and acts ultra vires. Indeed during the argu-

ments of

this particular case,

while

it

admitted on the one hand that there
it

appeal,
larity

and

is

was for the applicant
no ordinary right of

was, for the respondent, admitted that for irreguloltra vires review is possible.
So also, of course,

for fraud or collusion.

for the

moment

that

we

The

question then is (assuming
are otherwise barred by the statute),
first

For the purpose of
anything done tiUra vires ^
deciding that, we were compelled to hear the affidavits on

\A'as

both sides in order to arrive at what actually took place, it
being manifestly necessary to know exactly what did take
place before any opinion could be formed as to whether
there were or were not irregularities of procedure.
I may
here record at once, as to the heading of the notice, that the

Court during the argument intimated that it found no
evidence of such bad faith on the part of the
Council as is suggested in the affidavits for the applicant,

sufficient

that the alleged valuation was arrived at by collusion
between the Councillors, or some of them, and the valuator.
viz.,

Considering next, in passing, the sixth heading of the
application, that no record was kept of the proceedings of
the Court, or of any evidence adduced before it, it is clear
there

is

no such obligation by statute, however desirable such

minutes and records undoubtedly

may

be.

Section

(J I

of

imposes the duty (»i' keeping minutes to l)e
read at succeeding incetin'^s ol' tlic reuncil, rel'mijii:' thus,

()rd.

17

ut'

1(S79

M^**h,2
»

i^.

;

Lon^and
^"^^Jj^ffj^"
^\{'iXrtey''*'
'^ own couudi.
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as the whole context of the Ordinance shews,' to Council
^

and the obligation, e.g. of minutes at public
of
'^6etin;^s
ratepayers, was considered by me in the Electric
London and
case
in this Court last year, but ruled against,
^x^OT^ftion" Light
howevcr
desirable.
Headings 2 and 6 thus fall away.
^'^kSiteriey'^'
Town Council. J
prefer next to take heading 5, that the Court was held
with closed doors, and that the deliberations and the pro"

meetings only

;

ceedings thereat were secret and withheld from the public.
This is one of the grounds, although I do not base my
judgment entirely on it, on which I think it is competent

and on which it, in my
of Ordinance 17
The
72nd
section
succeed.
must
opinion,
of 1879 requires that the holding of the Court shall be
" announced " for
general information and by public notice,
and the day and hour and place fixed in such notice. The
notice is to be a fourteen days' notice and published in the
aocll newspapers, and that calls on all who can raise objecfor us to entertain this application,

tions to appear, viz., the ratepayers as a body.
Now, if
such notice were not given, or insufficiently or improperly

The
proceeding would be open to review.
whole
would
have
set
aside
the
proceedAppeal Court, e.<].,
ings in the Electric Light case had the advertisement not
given,

the

been found

in the Gazette.

How

then

if

the

proceedings

are held, even to any extent, with practically closed doors ?
What is the object of publicity being insisted on and with

such minute regulations ? Besides the general grounds on
which the publicity of all Courts is necessary, there is the
special reason in this case that,
owner or occupier may urge

under the 73rd

section,

any

objection, not merely
valuation of his own, but of all

any

therefore to the alleged
other premises, or any other person may do so in his behalf.
And if such persons are found to be exclude 1 from any

portion of the proceedings, it seems to me to follow that
their legal rights are assailed, and either injury may as
a fact be done, or there may be a reasonable ground for so

supposing, in either of which cases the aggrieved party is
Now,
entitled, under certain circumstances, to a remedy.
what took place is shewn by the affidavit of Mr. Kilgour,

the local agent for the London and South African Exploration

Company, which

is

not denied, although endeavoured
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to be accounted for, as
for admission

the Court

sat,

we

will presently see.

He

applied

on the 22nd February, the first day on which
but was utterly refused, while other objections

Was it allowable and important
Allowable clearly by the very words of
the Ordinance, important without doubt, for it might have
given him considerable data for the due consideration of the
were being inquired
for

him

into.

to attend ?

alleged valuation and proper putting forward of objections
M'h»-n the time came, if he were present during the hearing of
objections to valuations, e.g. of the neighbouring properties

had an opportunity of noting
Afterwards he again attended and was
permitted to enter with his solicitor and sub-manager, but
the Court refused to allow his solicitor to be accompanied
(say of Councillor Grower), and

and studying them.

allow the surveyor of the Company's
most
a
important officer, who, we may assume,
property,
would be keenly alive to and intimately acquainted with

by

his clerk or to

everything done, to enter with Mr. Kilgour, on one day, at
all events.
i\.s was
only to be expected, a written protest
was handed in, but overruled. That protest was, inter alia,
based upon the proceeding of the Court being irregular and
^lltra vires on the ground inter alia that it was held with

and that the protester and other ratepayers
and also reporters for the press were excluded from the room
in which the Court was held during this inquiry.
This
1
the
work
do
not
overruled,
protest being
proceeded,
here notice at the moment what further took place, but have

closed doors,

to inquire whether such proceedings as those above described
can be legal and are subject to review ? In
opinion the

my

exclusion of the least ratepayer who wished to object to the
valuation of his own property or of others would have been
illegal, but a fortiori the exclusion of a ratepayer representing, in all, a rated million (the other £400,000 is not now

objected to) of the whole value of the municipal immovable
property and the difficulty is further seen by noticing that
when I\[r. Kilgour entered the rest of the ratepayers are
;

excluded, as he was excluded while they were individually
Councillor Wolf, who presided over the Court, gives as

in.

the reason for the closing of the doors and only admitting
''
were from time to time interested in the
su'-h persons as

jilreh 12
>•

^^•

Lond^and
^'^Kx^pi^ra^on"

^'^Kiil^ri^y^*'

Town council,
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"
valuation of property
that many objections were neces"
of
a
and
confidential nature," and such as
sarily
private

"
" ^^^
that
objector would not care to have made public
*^^6 room in which the Court was held was not
very large,
^-'id that there was a
great crowd of people waiting outside,
;

and it was thought that if the doors were left open and the
crowd admitted it would retard the business of the Court,
which, as it was, lasted three days. He states further that
the surveyor and solicitor were admitted on the second day,

But I must say (with every desire to give
the Councillor presiding over that Court the latitude of his
own views) that it indeed surprises one to understand how,
as I gathered.

the proceedings of such a public body as the Town
Council at such a Court, there can be anything of so
"
What transpires is as
private and confidential a nature."
in

and regards the right of the public.
the one ratepayer regards as of a private and confidennature may be exactly that on which the excluded

to public property

What
tial

As to the room, there is no
ratepayer might wish to object.
evidence that the largest room available (the commodious

Town Hall

for instance) was used ; and as to crowding, if the
best Court-room, whatever it was, was filled, that would be

a good reason ; and by arranging to take the valuation in
wards, say a ward or two each day, crowding might be
avoided.

Nor was the

closing of the doors, which I think

was, to say the least of it, an unfortunate occurrence, matter
of the moment only
something done in the hurry and
regretted afterwards but it was persisted in, and strongly

—
—

pressed at the bar, that what was done by the Assessment
Court was done as of right, which makes it the more imporWe were rel'erred to the case
tant for future precedent.
of Garnett vs. Ferrand, 6 B.
of that case shews (and

it

&

C. 611

et

seq.,

but a perusal

was the only noticeable case cited

on the point), that it was a totally different case to the present.
It simply decided that trespass cannot be maintained against
a coroner for turning a person out of a room when he, the
coroner, was about to take an inquisition.
Now, there is
a
no analogy between coroner's inquest and a Town Council
Assessment Court that I can see. It is easy to understand

how

a great discretion must necessarily be vested sometimes
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in presiding

judges for general purposes, public3 morality,
decency, and order, and for excluding individuals on those
grounds, and how a great discretion must necessarily be also
°
'

who

...

.

,

,

on the view of a dead body,
on the attendant circuniexamination
at a purely
preliminary
J I
J
ir
stances of death, which, for certain reasons, it may be imporvested in a coroner

is

sitting

",

.

_

^

^

But there

_

a great difference between
for
such pressing reasons and
one
or
two
individuals
excluding
while
other objections are
numbers
of
excluding
ratepayers
tant not to disclose.

considered.
was "

614)

is

The person excluded in Garnetfs Case (page
not summoned, nor accused, nor suspected, nor a
an inhabitant of the village
could any one claim adthe case points out. Lord Chief

relative of the deceased, nor even

As

where the body was found."

little

mission to a Grand Jury, as
"
Justice Tenterden, in delivering judgment, said
Now,
it is obvious that a coroner's
for
the
inquiry ought
purposes
of justice in some cases to be conducted in secrecy.
It is a
:

particular inquiry, which may or may not end in the accusation of a particular individual.
It may be requisite that the
not
should
at
so
suspected person
early a stage be informed
of the suspicion that

may be

entertained against

him and

of

founded, lest he should elude
justice by flight, tampering with witnesses, or otherwise."
These clear considerations shew there is no analogy. "In

the evidence on which

it

is

the one case," proceeds Lord Tenterden, " many things
might be disclosed to those who are to decide, the publication

whereof to the world at large

may

be

productive
good." Who can
conceive that this would possibly apply to the proceedings
of a Municipal Assessment Court, wliere those who seek
of mischief without

the possibility

of

admission are part of the body corporate, deeply interested
its
proceedings, and who are refused at a certain stage of
the inquiry, at all events, access to a town-building, where
they come as ratepayers demanding a right to enter for an

in

important business purpose?
sible

danger

I see for

my

to the interests of ratepayers

part a great pos-

from such closed-

door proceedings, which, if unchecked or approved, may
grow, from which, too, not only parties interested, but the
I see an interference with the
press, are excluded.
openness
of public

proceedings: and by

my

decision in this mattir

i884.
..

13.

-^^
London and
south African
Exploration
Co.

Limited,

vs.

Kimberley
^'^^'^ council,
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desire to reacknowlede-e
^

1884.

and

reaffirm-

what

is

a great prin-

„

,

p-

— aye, greater even than the interest
—the principle that (saveparticular
in a few
applicant, large as that

South African
Exploration

in anv respect
to the present)
the proeascs non-analo2;ous
'^
i
i
/
r

March
,.

Co

12.
13.

Limited,

.

.

is

Ds.

Kimberley

Town

.

oi this

CI pie

Council.

.

"
to that " fierce bVht
a Court should be open
r
o
a neccssaiy concomitant of public proceedings, and

(jeedinQ;s
^ of
v\diich is

one of the greatest safeguards to their purity and regularity
a principle which but for what has occurred in tliis case I
;

should have thought needed at this day no reaffirmation,
but would have commanded the readiest assent. And a
public body like the Town Council of Kimberley should be
careful in not only repressing secrecy but courting inquiry for by an opposite course ideas are raised which may

most

;

be unfounded. But

it

may

be said, the closed doors assumed,

the applicant now before the Court suffered no injury or preIn the first place, it is not at all clear to my mind
judice.

he did not (witness in part these very proceedings), and in
the second place it is sufficient in some cases if there were a
reasonable supposition that such prejudice would follow. But
while I regard this session of a Court with closed doors as illjudged, and a proof of irregularity in these proceedings so
as to make them competent to be set aside on that ground,
I need not base

my judgment

proceedings I find also to be in

view them.

There

is

entirely on

it,

for the other

some respects

no doubt the

irregulai\ as I
difficulty as to some of

the heads of the notice of motion, that to dispose of the
motion on them would be open to the view of acting contrary
But
to the section, and of reviewing the valuation itself.
It is essentially necessary to bear in
difference between objections to principles of valuaWhile I think
tion and objections to particular valuations.

not so as to others.

mind the

was the object of the Legislature
rushing to Courts of law on points of
it

to

prevent ratepayers

detail,

and rightly

so,

was the intention of the Legislature to prewhore principles were breached, which
or
review
vent appeal
breaches shew the incompetency of the valuator, and the
I

do not think

it

from " valuing," in the right sense of the
"
"
at all.
We find here (indepenterm, he has not valued
committed to one
of
the
valuation
being
officially
dently

fact that, so far

person tmly where the statute allowed

it

to be

done by more

355
persons than one, which one would have thought at all
events not an unadvisable proceeding considering the largeness of the interests at stake) that there is no proof of a
valuation, in the right sense of the word, having been made
there seems rather on the affidavits to have been a non;

While we might be precluded, say, by the terms
valuation.
of the section from reviewing any objection to the valuation
whether its value
of a particular house on Market Square
should be £500 or £600

—

—

it

by no means follows that when

is clear, as it is to me, on the affidavits that the appraiser
was not competent for the purposes for which he was appointed,
and moreover so fanciful as to raise the amount on the roll
from £40,000 to £630,000, we are by the statute prevented
it

from saying there has been no valuation at all.
Supposing
the valuation had, for argument sake, gone so wholly idtra as
to have fixed ten millions, is there to be no relief?
It is
not, as

it

seems to me, the mere fact of his taking and graspwhich makes what he does a valuation a

ing certain figures

;

valuator must be a valuator indeed.

A

non- valuator cannot

The two things are their opposites. Municivaluation
means, in the terms of the Municipal A'^aluapal
tion Act, a valuation on the basis of what would be arrived
be a valuator.

by a valuatory sale at the time. Can any one say fairly
that £633,000 is that amount, especially in these most
at

depressed times, when realisation is very difficult, often imThe Council itself evidently thought there was

possible.

something excessive, for it reduces the amount by a sudden
bound, somewhat similar to the valuator's, of £133,000,
which reduced sum in itself of £133,000 is three times the
sum applicants' grounds were ever valued at before. The
affidavits

on record of Mr. G. Kilgour and Mr. H. S. Caldesome respects (I by no means say in all) so

cutt are in

cogent that I

am

content to refer to

them merely

instead of

quoting or summarising them. They are indeed, to use a
homely expression, as full of stubborn facts as an egg is of
meat.

One

asks oneself

have 3000 stands
sible reason

is

has taken so many years to
Kimberley occupied, what pos-

if it

in or near

there for supposing that in the years of gr;u'o
will so increase, or that

1884-5 the number of these stands
even the unoccu[)ied stands
Vol. 11.^ -I'AiiT n.— a. W.

will

be 45,u00; that 18.000
L'

P.

will

ji^^^*"
••

^^

LoniTand
^Ex^'^iwatlon'^
*'*•

^"j^^jj^*^^^"^^"^ couucii.
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Mirch

12

••

If

Lond^aiid
^x*pioriti^"

^^ required tor roads, or 2000 (almost equal to the present
number occupied) needed for that mysterious heading
"Contingencies," which seem to be sometimes resorted to
in figures

when

figures foil of their proper and precise eifect.

Why assume

that the population of Kimberley must this year
^\hn?iri^}"*'
Town Council,
increase from 25,000 to 100,000 or 150,000? The object of
the valuation is to get at the rates for 1884-5 only, not for

And if the alleged valuation
of
a 10, 20, or 30 years hence
fact,
period that may never arrive in the

A.D. 1900, or the milleuium.
is

on the principle, in

valuation, or of a

Kimberley (much as we believe in its recuperative power and continued progress), then the whole valuation is, without for a moment going into minute details, so
fanciful and arbitrary on the face of it that, as a valuation,
it cannot stand.
The Council is required to appoint a comhistory of

petent appraiser, that

is,

competent

for this large work.

If

it

had appointed e.g. one who had never appraised in his life,
that would be a ground for review, not of the vahiator
doubtless, but, be it always noted, of the competeucy lor
To judge of the competency you must make
valuation.
And can he be
certain inquiries, on main and salient points.
a competent valuator who has done what I have sketclied
above, or who departs so outrageously from another known
standard, the Divisional Council valuation, which is but
£36,000 for the whole of the 29,000 acres of which the

London and South

^Vfrican

Company's property

consists,

and

only about 2000 of which fall under Mr. Peters's valuation ?
Mr. Kilgour's valuation, if we were inquiring into liis valuation,

might be

in

some respects

as fanciful

on the one hand as

this

alleged valuation is on the other but that is not the point
before us. Examining, then, what has been done by the
;

now

own explanation of it, it is to me unintelon principle ; and this is also shewn by the affidavits
of Messrs. Goodchild and Kothschild, well-known appraisers,
and jMr. Mitchell. Mr. Peters begins by dividing at once
light of Mr. Peters's
ligible,

the unoccupied stands into "stands," and all I do is, in
fact, to stop him at the threshold of the iiiquiry as to value
"
You are
he further prosecutes on that basis, and say
all

:

He

takes plaintiffs' own estimates in damage
wrong
actions they bring.
If that were done in every case, judging
there."

357

by some cases we have had in this Court, plaintiffs would get
more £50,000's than they get £50's. Is that a right principle of valuation ?

I should say, as a rule, that a plaintiff's
his damage is in most cases the last

own summons estimate of
tiling

he

will get.

From

which

is

He

which

rendered more

difficult

by the absence of informa-

imagines increases of population at a rapid ratio
a Maltlius never dreamt of.
He lays out building

—

"sites" unequalled even in Eden of course I allude to
Dickens's 'Martin Chuzzlewit' some chapters in which
might well be read in connection with this present case. He

—

creates

demands

for

what there

is

no demand

Valua-

for.

ting at a period of unprecedented depression, he seems to
all
Indeed, the constant impression the
depression.

ignore

study of this application makes upon me is that the alleged
valuation would be laughably ridiculous were it not so
serious to the applicants.
Peters) so acts as to make

As generally speaking he (Mr.
it

impossible to say that he has

competently valued, or valued at all, I am therefore of
opinion, on the grounds of the Assessment Court's own proceedings, and the grounds just stated, that the applicant
must succeed, and the order of the Court will be " that the

alleged valuation of applicants' waste lands of £500,000,
in the application mentioned, made by respondents on
25th February, 1884, be set aside with costs." I cannot
refrain from adding, as a Judge who has sat in several suits
and applications between the Town Council and the Exploration Company, and who has always advised in the
interests of both a principle of fairness on both sides, in the
difficult

circumstances in which both are undoubtedly at

times placed, that although the applicants may seeui to
respondents at times arbitrary in their demands, if such
valuations as these are attempted no good can result.

Jones,

J.

:

— In view of the very strong terms of section 74

of Ordinance

grave doubt

remedy what

No. 17 of 1879, I confess that I have felt
Court to interfere and

as to the })o\vers of this
is

•;

12.

If

Lond^and
^Ex^pi^Itlon"

exceptional values of toll-bar or ^"khXriey"*'

He
location sites he declares general values, to an extent.
takes, too, a very limited time for a very difficult work,
tion.

March

obviously a gross injustice to the appli'-ant.
1.'

H

;:

Town council,
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By

18S4.

March

—
London
:;

J3.
,

and

^p^c^'Aoratiou"

it

enacted that " the decision of the

is

Council upon any objection to any vahiation shall be final
and conclusive, and shall not be capable
of beins:
r
o reviewed
°^ reversed by any Court or proceeding whatever."
We are
'

^"Khnberrey"'*' ^^^"^^0,

Town

section

,

..

^

this

•'

12.

Council.

hovover, that the Supreme

Court has in several

when

jurisdiction
gross irregularities have
of
the strong words used in the ISth secoccurred, in spite
tion of Ordinance 9 of 1851.
It was in that section enacted
that the decision of every Licensing Court " in regard to tlie
Q^^ges

excrcised

its

granting or refusing of any application for a licence which
shall be laid before such Court shall be final and conclusive,
shall not be capable of being brought in appeal or
review before any other Colonial Court or authority whatThese powers were no doubt exercised under the
ever."

and

wide provisions of the Charter of Justice. *' The old rule
for jurisdiction," laid down by Baron Aldeeson in Stanton vs.
" that
nothing shall be intended to be
Styles, 5 Exch. 583, is
out of the jurisdiction of the Superior Court, but that ^\hich
especially appears to be so ; nothing is intended to be within

the jurisdiction of an inferior Court, but that which

Boni

iudicis

is

am'pliare iurisdictionem.
interfere where its juris-

est

expressly alleged."
I do not say that this Court would

diction has been specially excluded, but

when

has not been definitely excluded this Court
dium dare tihi iniuria. I do not consider that

its

is

its

jurisdiction

bound remejurisdiction

would be excluded where the lower Court had distinctly
refused to exercise

functions, or attempted to act in a

its

manner not provided for or allowed by the Ordinance conor under the guise of exercising the
ferring powers upon it
;

powers
possessed had obviously used no discretion whatever, but had made use of its judicial powers for the purpose
it

of merely benefiting the Corporation without reference to
the true intent and meaning of the Ordinance. It is urged
that the Council have

made

a fair and hond fide valuation.
at the facts come

But would any impartial person looking
to such a conclusion ?

Would

an}' reasonable being, with

every wish charitably to suppose that the members of the
Council would act equitably, honourably and justly, come to
tne conclu.-ion that in the particular instance before us it
iiad performed its functions in a proper and regular manner?

ERRATUM.
In Part

II., p.

359, lines 27 and 2d, for

"£50,000" read "£50."
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I confess that I cannot arrive at such a conclusion.

What

.

are the facts?

^^84.

March

12.

^^
"
by the 71st section of the
"
Kimberley Municipal Amendment Ordinance that for the t 7~ ^
purpose of valuing all and singular the immovable property ^Ex^'^wftion'^
"''
situate within the municipality, the Council shall and may
^"khii'beri^'
Town
council.
appoint one or more competent appraisers." The municipality selected Mr. Peters, who has clearly shewn himself
incompetent to perform the duties imposed upon him. With-

It is provided

out experience he

He

is

called

upon

immediately proceeds to cut

it

to value a large estate.
up into lots of 60 by 40,

and, without considering the possibility of there being a
market for such lots, he estimates the value of some 25,000

such

lots as if

The
they were capable of being sold at once.
is as absurd as the data upon

result at which he arrives

which he made his calculations. The property, a portion
of that which for Divisional Council
purposes is valued at
£36,000, and in previous years by the Kimberley Town
Council at £50,000,

sum than £633,500.

is

valued by Mr. Peters at no less a
By some mistake the whole of the

waste lands of the London and South African Exploration
Company in Ward No. 4 were not included in the valuation.
This mistake the Council had no objection to remedy, and
though they had reduced the valuation of many other

then

—

—owing
they

properties,

to the value of landed property here having

the valuation of the Exploration Company's lands, which produce at present to the Company the
annual rental of £50,000 per annum, at the enormous sum of

decreased

£500,000.

fix

I do not say that the fair

market value of the

property
by an annual rental of £50,000
but no explanation whatever has been attempted by the
Council for the sudden lise in value of the Company's proI can only say that I
perty to ten times its previous value.
is

at all represented

;

and Mr. Peters's conduct no real attempt
If a mere error of judgment
all.
had occurred on the part of the Council, I think this Court
would have refrained from interposing its jurisdiction, though
it is not
But when no
necessary to decide this point now.

see in the Council's

to value the property at

attempt whatever

is

made

upon any reasonable basis
to ask for a remedy for tlje

to value

the applicant is entitled, I think,
The conclusion at which
injustice done.

1

have arrived

is
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^

12.
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-,
^
and
London

African
Soi^ti^^

'^ktaterieV''"

Town

Council,

that the valuation was deliberately fixed at an
•'

amount

far

.

exceeding the true or possible value of the waste lands at
the »present time. It has been urffed
that the Court should
c?

been held with open doors. For myself, I think that
never intended by the Legislature that this AssessThe
j^gj^^ Court should be a species of secret inquisition.

jjave

^^ ^*^^

Ordinance does provide in section 73 "that the Council
and shall hear all objections which may

shall hold a Court,

be urged to any valuation by any owner or occupier or other
person on his behalf, and shall inquire into the merits of
It is not said that only the owner or
such objections."
occupier of the particular property, the valuation of whose
tenements or land is under consideration, shall be permitted
to be present

and object; but the Council has taken upon

exclude every person except the particular individual the valuation of whose property is being debated, and
itself to

those

who

assist

upon

this

fact alone

him.
;

I do not wish to rest

but

its

my

judgment

existence tends to shew the

nature of the proceedings of the Council upon this particular

The tendency

modern thought and judicial
utmost publicity being given to
the proceedings of our Courts, except where the interests of
public morality and justice absolutely require a different
occasion.

decision

is

course.

of

in favour of the

Sir

George

Jessel, M.E., in Nagle-Gillman

vs.

4 L. K. Ch. D. 173, expressed a strong opinion
that the High Court of Justice in England " had no power
Christopher,

to hear cases in private even with the consent of parties
except cases affecting lunatics or wards of Court, or where a

public trial would defeat the object of the action, as was
suggested in Andrew vs. JRaeburn, 9 L. R. Ch. D. 522, or in those
cases where the practice of the old ecclesiastical Courts in
this respect is continued."
In Andrew vs. Baeburn the rule
had been laid down that it was contrary to the practice of

the Court to hear causes in private without the consent of
both parties, except in cases which affect lunatics and wards

As a general rule, subject, however, to certain
necessary limitations, laid down in Garnett vs. Fen-and, 6 B.
& C. 628, a Court of Justice should be open to the public,
of Court.

"and any person whatsoever, whether interested or not by
reason of inhabitancy or otherwise, is entitled to enter, if

361
there

is

room

for

him

..." This

to be there."

never been questioned.

Nevertheless

it is

has

riffht
'='

not an absolute

right for any person to go and insist on choosing his own
This is a matter for the presiding Judge, who
position."
has "the power of admission or exclusion according to his

own

discretion,"

i884.

March
"

t^t~
^px'\o1^Itio?r
^'•^{^^'{J^J.^^."*-

Town council,
though this power should not be exercised

and without considering the interests of justice.
In the case before me, as I am not sure that by his exclusion
from tlie hearing of the other cases the applicant sustained
arbitrarily,

any

real

and substantial

injury, or

appreciable extent, I do not rely
aside the alleged valuation by the

was prejudiced to any

much upon it
Town Council.

for setting

—From the

affidavits in this case it appears
that certain immovable property belonging to the applicant Company, and situated within the municipality of

Lauke\ce,

J.

:

Kimberley, has been valued for rating purposes on behalf of
the municipality, under Ord. 17 of 1879, Griqualand West,

sum of £633,500. At a Court held by the respondents
on February 22nd and subsequent days, under section 73 of
at the

the Ordinance, for the purpose of hearing objections to the
valuation, certain objections to the valuation of this property

— which

"

described by the applicants as " waste lands and
"
"
were raised by
by the respondents as unoccupied stands
the applicants, wlio had previously handed in a formal prois

—

whole proceedings, on the grounds inter alia
that they were irregular and ultra vires, which protest was
received and overruled. The representative of the Company
was then examined on oath in support of his objection the

test against the

;

evidence of other persons connected with the Company was
also taken
the attorney of the Company addressed the
;

and then, as stated by Mr. Wolf, the chairman of
the Court, " the Court attached all due weight to such
evidence, and after consideration came to the conclusion tliat

Court

:

the valuation of £633.500 was too high, and lowered the
valuation to £500,000, wliich the Court considers a just, fair,

The precise grounds on which
and reasonable valuation."
this reduction was made, or the basis on wliich the sum of
£500,000 was finally arrived at, are not stated by the
spondents and it appears to uk^ that they were uniler
;

12.
i3.

reiio

362

i8s^-
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13.

LondmTand
^Ex")iOTation'
^*'

^"'kimterief

Town

Council,

obligation to state them, and that tliese are matters upon
which this Court, by section 74 of the Ordinance, is precludcd from entering. Section 74 lays down that " The
decisiou of the Council

upon any objection to any valuation
and conclusive, and shall not be capable of
jjgj^g reviewed or reversed by any Court or proceeding
whatever." Now this is not like a bye-law, which the Court
would not uphold if shewn to be unreasonable this is an
shall

be

final

;

enactment of the Legislature, with the reasonableness of
On that point 1 will only
which we have nothing to do.

make

— that

the wisdom of the Legislature
not
only previous to tliis local enactCape Colony,
as
mentioned
ment,
already
by the Judge President, but on
at least two occasions since this Ordinance was passed in
this observation

of the

1879, arrived at a different conclusion to that which then
itself to the wisdom of the Legislative Council of

approved

I find that by section 124 of the MuniAct 45 of 1882, which is a statute ioipari materia,
"
Resiprovision is made for appeals from valuations to the
dent ]\Iagistrate of the district in which such property shall
be situated, and such Court shall inquire into such valuation,
and the decision of such Court shall be final and conclusive

Griqualand West.

cipal Act,

;

provided, however, that if any question of law shall arise as
to the principle upon which any valuation has been or should

be made,

it shall be lawful for such Eesident
Magistrate,
instead of himself deciding such question, at the request of
the Council or party objecting, to record such question of

law for decision by some superior Court, and such question
shall be stated in the form of a special case, and may be
argued before and determined by the Supreme Court, or by
the Court of the Eastern Districts, or

High Court of Griquasuch
shall
arise within the limits
any
question
of the jurisdiction of such last-mentioned Courts respeclanrl, in case

"

and section 77 of the Kimberley Borough Act,
Act 11 of 188o, incorporates this section of the general
At present, however, we have to
Municipal Act of 1882.
follow the provisions of section 74 of the Ordinance of 1879,
tively

;

which clearly renders

it
impossible for us to review or
reverse the decision of the respondents on tlie objection by
the applicants raised before and determined by the Assess-

863

ment Court.
similar cases

In

—

e.g.

Endand

it

in that of

—

has been held in somewhat
Jukes, 8 T. K. 544, ^er

if. vs.

of the law that a
Lord Ken YON,' C.J. that a provision
*
decision of the Justices shall be "final" does not oust the

i884.
,
March
..

12.
13.

^

London and,
south African
Exploration

"*•
of Law, on the ground
jurisdiction of the superior Courts
^°j^|4l^^'
that the remedy by certiorari can only be taken away by Town council,

see also Wilherforce on Statute Laiv, 43.
the
Heie, however,
remedy which in our system is akin to
that in England under a writ of certiorari that, namely, of

express words

:

—

review by a superior Court —

is taken away by express words,
therefore nothing in these decisions which can
help the applicants.
Again, the Charter of Justice, by
clause 32, gives the Supreme Court "full power, jurisdiction,

and there

is

and authority to review the proceedings of all inferior
Courts of Justice within the Colony, and if necessary to set
"
and anything in a Griqualand
aside or correct the same
;

West Ordinance

to the contrary could not affect or curtail
authority given to the superior Courts by the

the power and
Charter of Justice, and, so far as
it,

it

purported to do

so, I

take

would be inoperative and void. The answer, however, on
seems to be that an Assessment Court of the

this point

"
Kimberley Town Council cannot fall within the term in"
ferior Courts of Justice
and therefore, on consideration,
;

this provision also appears to be inapplicable to the present
case. Is this then a case in which, according to the language

of Mr. Justice

Stephen

in the

recently decided case of
with
some of the proceedings
dealing
Bradlaugli
of the House of Commons in the case of Mr. Bradlaugh, the
vs. Gossett,

member

Northampton, we must say that the proper way
is not uhi ius ihi remedium, but uhi nullum
remedium ihi nullum ius, and that the present is a case in
which the applicants have no legal remedy, and therefore as
against the respondents no ius, or legal right ? I take it,
for

to put the

maxim

liowever, to be clear that if a statute gives a body like the
res})ondents certain powers, to exercise in their absolute discretion, they must fulfil all the conditions which may be

precedent to their exercise and that if those preliminary
conditions are not complied with, the proceedings themselves
are irregular and ultra vires, and it is within the power of
;

this

Court

to declare

them

null

and

void,

and to restrain the
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South African
''^'

^"kiniberie'

Town

need be, by the usual process from acting as if
their statutory powers had been properly exercised, or from
any proceeding based upon such assumption. For instance.
^hc Ordinance provides by section 72 that when the valua^^^^ ^^ Completed an Assessment Roll embodying the same

parties, if

18S4.

Council.

q]^q\\

\yQ

office of

compiled and shall be open for inspection in the
the Town Clerk, and the Council shall by public

notice announce the day, hour, and place at which it will
hold a Court for the purpose of hearing and determining any
objections which may be raised to the valuation, and this
notice is to be published in one at least of the local news-

papers fourteen days at least before the day appointed for
Now suppose the valuation roll
the holding of the Court.

was not allowed to lie open for inspection, and the parties
interested were not allowed to inspect the same and take
extracts therefrom, as provided by the section, or suppose
that no notice was published, or that it was published
within fourteen days of t)ie sitting of the Court, or in some
vehicle of publicity other than one of the local newspapers

—

I

apprehend that

in

any of these events the Court would be

justified in disallowing the valuation, at all events if it

were

shewn that prejudice had resulted from the omission of the
Council to comply Avith the requirements of the law, and
that the power of the Court to make such an order would be
in no way affected or ousted by the provisions of section 74.
In the present case it is not alleged that any of the possible
but other
irregularities I have suggested actually occurred
;

alleged irregularities are brought to our notice by the affidavits, which it is contended are equally fatal to the legality
of the proceedings of the Court.
Among other things it is

stated and admitted that the Court sat with closed doors.

This proceeding was apparently without precedent on the
part of this Court, and it was certainly in my opinion ob-

and the explanations of this course
jectionable and irregular,
furnished by the affidavit of Mr. Wolf appear to me entirely
inadequate and unsatisfactory. I agree substantially with
the observations of my Lord on this point. I am bound, however, to add that I should not feel justified in setting aside
the proceedings on this ground alone, in the absence of any
the exclusion of the
proof that prejudice has been caused by

365
public from the proceedings of the Court. I cannot find any
precedent for such a ruling. Even where the proceedings
" in
of the Court are required by law to be carried on
open
Court, and not otherwise," as is provided in respect to our
superior courts by section 32 of the Charter of Justice,
it would seem from the decisions that a discretionary power
of excluding the general body of the public, as well as that

own

of regulating their admission, is vested in the presiding
Judge, and that if this discretion is wrongly exercised the
individual excluded has no remedy.
Passing with these
remarks from this ground of objection to the proceedings
now impugned, I will simply observe, as to the allegations

that the valuation of the applicants' property was arrived at
" mala
jide, and in collusion with the members of the Council

some of them," that

opinion, although the proceedin
some respects open to grave
ings of the respondents are
suspicion, this allegation has not been clearly proved, and in

or

in

my

the absence of such clear proof cannot be acted on by the
Two only of the grounds on which this application
Court.
is

based remain to be considered.

(1)

The

allegation that

the Council has failed to comply with the requirements of
section 71, in that jMr. Peters, who valued this property for
•'
them " was not a competent appraiser."
That the
(2)

made by Peters and the amount fixed by the
Court were arbitrary, vague, and fanciful, and not according
to reason and justice."
It is clear from the Ordinance that

valuation

before the Council can deal with the matter at

all

there

must

be a valuation, and it must be made by a competent
apif these conditions are not
praiser
performed, the case is
;

the same as

if there had been such a
non-compliance with
the other requisites of section 72 as I have
already hypoWhether Mr. Peters is or is not a
thetically suggested.

competent appraiser appears to be a matter in issue between
the parties, and on which the Court is bound, however reluctant it may be to do so, to express an
opinion on the facts

Now

it
appears to me that the competency of
be
tested, so to speak, by both the a priori
may
and the a posteriori method. According to JMr. Mitchell, he

in evidence.

Mr. Peters

a draper; according to JMr. Goodchild, he is a Kafir-storekeeper; but Mr. Peters himself says that these are the

is

i884.
..

t^,

7~

13.

^^^

^?."'^'\^f"Jon°

^"i^Vmbiri^y"*'
'^^'^^

oouncu.
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London" and
^Ex^o'^ltion"

^"ktaberiey"^'

Town

Council,

dyslogistic phrases of disappointed competitors for the proud
position of valuator to the municipality, and that his real

a wholesale importer of general merchan^^^ ^ sworn appraiser to the jMaster of the High Court.
whether he sells general merchandise, drapery, or what

^'^^^^"g ^^ ^^^^^ of
^'^^'

"^^^^
ig

called " Kafir truck,"

it

is

probable that the services of

Mr. Peters

may often prove useful to the Master, as articles
of these various descriptions often require to be appraised in
insolvent estates

and otherwise

;

but

it

by no means follows

that he would prove a competent appraiser of immovable
property, whether it be called waste lands or unoccupied
stands, such as is the subject of the present proceedings.

Having thea no
competency

clear a priori proof of the qualifications and
of Peters, let us come to what seems to me the

whole matter, and

real kernel of the

conduct.

test his capacity

by

his

The first

thing, of course, for a competent appraiser
to do in a case of this kind is to obtain a proper basis for his

assessment ; and what the proper basis ought to be was a
point on which I think Mr. Peters should have found no
It was in fact laid down for
great difficulty in deciding.
him by Act of Parliament ; not indeed by an Act actually

binding on a valuator at Kimberley, but by an Act by which,
its operation being in pari materia, he might perfectly
safely
and properly be guided. The Municipal Act, 1882, provides
by section 119 that every valuer shall bei'ore entering upon
the v^aluation entrusted to him make a solemn declaration
"
to the effect that he will
truly and impartially appraise
and value all such property as he shall be required to value

in the municipality of

,

for

the purpose of assessment,

and that he will conscientiously value the same at the full
and fair price wiiich such property M'ould, in his judgment,
be likely to realise
voluntary

sale,

ditions."

Now

if

brought at the time of valuation to

and sold upon the usual terms and conit

is

not contended that Mr, Peters has

attempted to act on the just

and reasonable

basis

which

is

here laid down; he has chosen, for reasons best known to
himself, to decide that property within the limits of the
municipality of Kimberley must be valued on a totally
different principle to property within the limits of every
municipality in the Colony which falls under the scope of

367
Then, disregarding as he did this basis,
and making apparently no attempt wliatever to ascertain the
land taken as a whole, but confining himselling value of this
the general Act.

^^l^^^^
..

is-

j^p^^and

self to inquiries as to the selling value of particular portions ^g^^p\o^^'^|o^°
of it, taken in small parcels, Mr. Peters, in order to assist his ^°K{4'{J^rk^''^-

iudo-ment, mi^ht have ascertained what the

amount

'r°^^"

of the

he would then have

valuation had been in former years
ascertained that it had been valued for municipal purposes
that in 1882 a
in the years 1880 and 1881 at £40,000
;

;

made

had been reduced
and that in 1883
to £40,000 on objection by the applicants
Had he
the figure of £40,000 had again been arrived at.
taken this course, I think he would have felt some difficulty
valuation had been

at £50,000, but

;

arriving at the conclusion that, while other property
within the municipality had witliin the last year admittedly
decreased in value, the value of this land had in the same
in

—

period suddenly multiplied sixteen-fold from £40,000 to
£633,500. Or, instead of adopting this system, there was a
third course open to him; he might have adopted the

system in force in England in valuing property for the poorhe might have ascertained the
rate and similar purposes
annual rental which in his opinion was obtainable, taking
;

into consideration all improvements and any other circumstances which might increase or depreciate the rental value,
this amount he might have arrived at
Or again, he might possibly have taken the

and by capitalising
his valuation.

Divisional Council valuation of the applicants'* proi)erty for
the purposes of comparison, and so ascertained the proportional value of such portions of the property as are situate

within the municipal limits.
latter bases it seems that the

By

adopting either of these

amount he would have

arrived

would have been insignificant, not exceeding four figures
far less than the amount of the former valuations, and the
amount which would probably have been obtained if he had
at

;

adopted the basis laid down by the Municipal Act of 1882,
and which it seems to me it would have been clearly the
best and safest course for him to follow.
Mr. Peters, liowever, has

all these methods and has hit
upon a
and
He
as
new, original,
has,
startling plan.
clearly ap})ears
o'i Jiis own
from paragraphs 7 and
affidavit, proceeded on

discarded

<-^

councu.
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the assumption that all the waste lands of the applicants,
now used mainly, as it appears, for grazing purposes, can be

1884.
..

,

—

13.
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,

London and

and that the Company
have only
^
r
J
market for that purpose in order
^^^^ tlioro mav Spring up on the Diamond Fields, as if by
niagic, a great city, with a population such as has never yet
utilised as buildino:
» sites,
'

*^ P"* their lands in the
^x^OTIti^'^
^''khnberiey'^*'
Town Council,

been accumulated in any part of South Africa.
The population of the Fields is said to be at present about 20,000, and
not to be increasing

;

but Mr. Peters's assessment assumes

that some 20,000 building sites could be put on the market
and sold to be used as 20,000 stands for the accommodation

taking the moderate estimate of five persons to each
house, an additional population of ] 00,000 souls. The theory
of Mr. Peters is magnificent, and his imagination may well
of,

be called stupendous but I cannot discover the foundation
of fact on which this fabric of fancy has been built up.
;

Mr. Eothschild and Mr. Goodchild, whose opinion on the
subject is valuable, say in effect that the scheme and theory
of Mr. Peters is simply ridiculous, and neither Mr. Peters
nor the respondents have been able to obtain any evidence
to contradict this opinion, which I think any unprejudiced
person, with ordinary common sense, must accept as correct.
It is true that Mr. Peters says that in one particular case

Mr. Kilgour, the Company's agent, claimed £3000 for certain
unoccupied stands on the outskirts of the town. As far as I

remember, in that case, although the sum of £3000 was
claimed, only £25 was awarded by the Court and in other
cases Mr. Kilgour may have chosen to put a fancy or prohibitive price on particular stands when required for purposes
which he regarded as objectionable. The obvious answer to
;

these allegations is that it cannot seriously be contended
that because a stand here or half-a-dozen stands there are

worth so much, therefore all the waste lands all round the
town, for which there is no demand whatever, can be sold

The assumption is so
as building sites at similar rates.
it
that
monstrous
merely requires stating to demonstrate its
absurdity ; and yet that is the assumption on wliich Mr.
Peters has thought
first place he has

fit

to act.

What

is

the result

?

In the

proved by his conduct that, for the
he
was appointcl, he is an utterly infor
which
purposes

;369

competent appraiser

A

;

in the second place

he has made no

a calculation of value, and
must be based on some intelligible and reasonable principle;
valuation at

otherwise
at

all.

all.

it is

valuation

is

^l^l^\2
-

^^
LondolTand

a mere arbitrary estimate and not a valuation
^^xpio^ratio^T
^^
my opinion, is what we have before us ; and

That, in

such an estimate

is

not a valuation

;

it is

not an assessment

kVmbiri^y"*'
council.

'^'''^^"

There
on which the respondents have any right to act.
it
aside
it
in
detail
must
be
set
to
no
need
to
is
object
Before
the
Council
can
sit to hear and deteraltogether.
mine objections to the valuation, they must have a valuation,
;

in the proper sense of the word, before them, upon which to
act and as this was not obtained, and yet the respondents
have acted as if it had been obtained, the applicants are
;

entitled to

applied for

come to this Court
must be made.

for

relief,

and the order

Order granted accordingly, setting aside the assessment,
with

costs.

"1
Applicant's Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott.
f Kespoudent's Attorneys, Coryndon & Caldecott. J

Queen

Form

vs.

Johannes.

of criminal cliarges in Magistrates' Courts.
1867.
^('jth and olth Rules
of Court.

—

Where a prisoner was charged
"

before
"

—Act

17,

a Magistrate " under

ivith
the crime of theft, in that
ordinary jurisdiction
he stole one horse," &c., and was sentenced under the
extended jurisdiction conferred on the Magistrate hy Act 17
of 1867: Held, on review (Laurence, J., duhitante),
tluit the

sentence

must

he ujoheld.

Johannes was tried before the Resident Magis"
trate of Kimberley on a charge of
theft."
The charge"
marked
sheet was
Ordinary Jurisdiction "; the evidence
she<\'e(l that the prisoner had stolen a horse, und he was
convicted and sentenced to twelve months imprisonment
AVilliain

I'lic (mso came before
liAUKENCE, J., for
the Croirii l^ros/'nifor having intimated that he

with hard labour.

review

anrl,

1S8.1.

Slarch

17.

(tlU'i'Il rs.

Johannes.
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17.
vs.

Johannes.

was prepared to support the sentence, it was now argued, at
the request of the Judge, by Bowles on the part of the
prisoner, on the question whether, the charge purporting to
be under ordinary jurisdiction, it was competent for the
Magistrate to pass a sentence exceeding such jurisdiction,
under the provisions of Act 17 of 1867.

contended that, as in this case the Magistrate had
proceeded under Act 17 of 18G7, which gave extended jurisBoicJes

in

diction

cases

of cattle-theft, the

Act conferring such

jurisdiction on the Magistrate, or at any rate the crime of
" theft of
cattle," should have been specifically mentioned ;
otherwise the prisoner had no means of knowing that he

was charged under this Act, and was liable to twelve months'
imprisonment under its provisions. In the warrant in the
present case the prisoner was merely charged with the
crime of theft, and the charge-sheet, which was headed
"

Ordinary Jurisdiction," charged him only with the crime

of theft in that he stole one horse, &c.

He

referred to the

56th Kule of Court, which provides that " the indictment shall
aver that the defendant is guilty of some certain crime or
offence
and where the crime or offence is alleged to
.

.

.

have been committed with any circumstance of aggravation
which alters the legal character and degree of the offence,
such aggravation shall also be strictly and accurately set
forth

:

and

if

such crime or offence has been created by any

had any particular punishment,
or form of trial, or limitation prescribed by any such statute
or ordinance, the same shall be referred to in the said indictstatute or ordinance, or has

The same principle applied to the description of the
in
the inferior Courts. Moreover, sect. 7 of Act 17
charge
"
When in the course of any
of 1867 begins with the words,

ment."

trial

the

under

trial

this Act," &c.,

must purport

shewing that in cases of cattle-theft
under the statute in order

to be held

to enable a sentence in excess of the ordinary jurisdiction to
be imposed. He also referred to two cases reported in the

Digest of Magistrates' Cases Eeviewed in the Ca^ye Law
that of Queen vs. Hans, per
Journal, part i. p. 45
where
it
was
laid down that "a prisoner
Baeey, J.P.,
;

under Act 17 of 1867, on a charge of theft of stock,
cannot in the same indictment be tried bv the Majzistrate

tried
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"

and Queen vs. Santar,
on a charge of theft of poultry
where Shippakd, J., held that, "Where a Magistrate
tries a charge under his ordinary jurisdiction, he cannot
sentence a prisoner to a longer term of imprisonment
;

than three months, even though there are previous convicHe submitted that the present case had been tried
tions."
under ordinary jurisdiction, and the sentence was therefore
ultra vires.

—

The Magistrate was really proceeding
Hoskyns, C.P.
under the powers conferred on him by Act 17 of 1867 the
nature of the crime was sufficiently described as " theft, in
that he stole one horse," &c., and the prisoner was bound to
know the law and the penalties to which he had made
:

;

The heading of the charge-sheet, " Ordinary
Jurisdiction," was a mere clerical error, which the prisoner
would not see, and by which he could not be prejudiced.
himself liable.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

— There

is

no doubt that there was

form of the charge in this case, and
these irregularities require to be carefully scrutinised.
As,
however, it was clearly set forth in the charge that the theft
of which the prisoner was accused was the theft of a horse,

a

clerical error in the

any prejudice could possibly have been caused
and the Magistrate was therefore justified in
sentencing under the Act of 1867. It would ceitainly be
better for the Act under which the Magistrate is proceeding
to be mentioned in such cases, but the conclusion to which
I have come is that there was nothing in the proceedings
now under review inconsistent with real and substantial
justice, and that the conviction and sentence must therefore
I do not think

by the

1)6

error,

upheld.

Jones,

J.,

concurred.

Laurence,

J.

:

—

I certainly entertain

In previous cases of

as to this case.

considerable doubt

trials for stock-theft

me for review, I think I have
invariably found the charge-sheet marked "Under Act 17
of 1867," and the averment made that the prisoner was
which have come before

"charged (under the provisions of Act 17 of 1867) witli
theft of cattle," or similar words
and that clearly a{)po;irs
;

Vol.

11.-

Pakt

11.

(i.

W.

'•_'

i^'

Mareh

17.

q^vs.
Johannes.
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be the correct form of procedure. Besides the words in
'^
o^ ^^^^^ ^^^ referred to by Mr. Boivles, I find that
" all
gg^^^ 2, which Creates the penalties, speaks of
cases in

to

^^^^'

which any person may be accused of the theft of any cattle,
sheep, or goats." Then, if we turn to the 56th Eule of Court, it
"
seems to be clear that the " circumstance of aggravation
in this case the nature of the property stolen

—
—should

namely,
be set forth in the cliarge itself, and not merely left to be
inferred from the particulars
while the 57tli Eule lays
;

down

that the indictment shall then proceed to set forth
plainly and certainly the facts connected with the commission

and thus it appears that a suffistatement
under
the 57th Knle, follov^ing the
ciently specific
words "in that," would not cure a defect in the preceding
of the alleged crime, &c.

;

No doubt it may
description of the offence under Rule 56.
be said that the same degree of precision cannot reasonably
be demanded in the framing of charges in the inferior as is
required in the framing of indictments in the superior
Courts
still, any laxity or irregularity in this respect is
a thing to be carefully watched and checked, as in many
cases it might tend to cause serious prejudice to prisoners
;

charged perhaps with statutory offences of the nature of
which they may be practically ignorant. I find, however, that

—

case— that of Queen vs. SchoUz, 2 Juta, 267 the
Chief Justice remarked, in a case which was quashed on
in a recent

*'
I am not prepared to
appeal on a technical irregularity
say that, as a Judge reviewing this sentence, I should have
:

felt

bound

to propose to

my

colleagues a reversal of the

because a Judge in Chambers
has only to decide whether the proceedings were in accordance
with real and substantial justice. If a prisoner does not feel
decision of the Court below

;

that an injustice has been done him by the strict rules of
evidence not being complied with, and does not appeal, I am

not sure that a Judge in Chambers

is bound to bring the
case before his colleagues."
The principle thus indicated is
one of which I think the application should be very guarded

and restricted
for it is very difficult to draw the line
between those irregularities iu the proceedings of inferior
Courts which may interfere witii real and substantial justice
being done, and those which cannot possibly be held to have
;
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that effect.

However, tlie present case is probably one to
which this observation of the Chief Justice may
J fairly and
be
and
deemed
to
that
safely
apply,
upon
ground I do not
•!

feel at liberty to dissent from the opinion of
that the sentence should be upheld.

In
Insolvency.

re

— Comimhory

^

Queen

vs.

Johannes,

colleagues

Feltham.

sequestration.

private

a

my

—

mV^^k't

— Partnership and

estate.

had

sequestrated on a
creditor sidjsequenthj
applied for the sequestration of the estate of one of the
partners, and no writ had Ijeen taken out against the

Wliere

estate

piartnersliip

creditors

petition,

and

been

another

private estate and there tvas no proof of any act of insolvency committed by the p)artner in his private capacity,
the Court dismissed the petition.

This was an application

for a provisional order for the
of
the estate of H. J. Feltham, on
sequestration
compulsory
the petition of T. J. Ball, Manager of the Kimberley Branch

Cape of Good Hope Bank, who stated that the estate
Gordon and Feltham, trading at Kimberley as Gordon &

of the
of

Co.,

was compulsorily sequestrated on February 15, 1884
Bank was a creditor of the firm for over £20,000,
;

that the

and that the estate of the firm was not

sufficient to

pay

its

"

that the individual partners of the said firm are
;
possessed of property belonging to their private estates, and

debts

tluit

the said H. J. Feltham

siderable value,

is

possessed of property of conto satisfy all the claims

though not enough

against the said partnership that it is very desirable for
the protection of the interests of creditors that the private
;

estate of the said

Feltham should be placed under seques-

tration, &c."

Levey, in support of tho application, relied on

made by Dwykr,
lt)75, 117, wliero,

J., in

on a

Chambers,

in

tlie

order

Pw Benjamin, Budi.

})artiu'rsliip estal*.-

being surrendered,

irs4.

In re Feltham.
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In re Feltham.

and

being represented that the private estate of one of
of considerable value.'
contained property
partners
r r
j
^

it

the

_

though not

sufficient to satisfy all the claims against the

partnership, an order for the sequestration of the private
estate was made
although that order was subsequently set
;

aside

by the Court, on the ground that there was no sum-

mons

to

shew cause, he submitted that

it

supplied a prece-

dent for a provisional order being granted in the circumBut
stances set forth in the present petition.

The Court held that, the case referred to having been
decided on another point, the order made in Chambers could
not be regarded a? a precedent. In the present case the
estate

of

&

Gordon

Co.

had

been sequestrated on the

petition of a creditor other than the applicant no writ
been taken out against the private estate of Feltham
;

;

had
and

the mere allegation of the applicant was not sufficient
evidence of the insolvency of that estate to justify the

Court in granting the order applied

for.

The

petition

was

therefore dismissed.

The

estate

petition,

was subsequently sequestrated

setting

forth additional facts in

on a fresh

support of the

application.
[Applicant's Attorneys,

Graham &

PiCKEEING

VS.

Gilbert.]

KiMBERLEY ToWN COUNCTL.

Ordinance 17, 1879, G.W.

—Municipal

hye-laws.

— Ultra

vires.

The Kimherley Municipality/, acting under the provisions of a
local Ordinance, framed a hje-lato, which ivas
duly promulgated, requiring! the licensing of vehicles, not plied for
hire, whose oivners resided tvithin the municipality ; the

Ordinance provided for
hire,

and

also

empowered

the

licensing of vehicles plied for
the municipality to mahe regula-

tions for the suppression of nuisances

and

cdl

such purposes
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as might appear

to le

advantageous and convenient for the

P., as the accredited agent of a Mining
municipality.
Company owning vehicles not plied for hire, for which no
licence

was convicted of contravening
on
Held,
appeal, that the bye-laiv was
conviction must be quashed.

had been taken

the above bye-law

ultra vires

and

:

the

out,

This was an appeal from the Police Magistrate of Kimwhom, on February 29, N. E. Pickering was

berley, before

charged, on the prosecution of the Kimberley Municipality,
with contravening sect. ix. of the municipal bye-hiws, in that
" on
or about

February 20, the said Pi(*kering, being the
owner or accredited agent for owner, or being interested in
the possession of a certain Scotch cart or carts of the
Beer's Mining Company, did wrongfully and unlawfully

De
fail

same as by law
which
had been prorequired."
mulgated under the provisions of the Kimberley Municiand neglect to take out licence

The bye-law

for the

in question,

"

Amendment

Ordinance, 1879, provided that
every
bond fide resident within the limits of the municipality who
is the owner, or who is entrusted with the possession of any
pality

cart, wagon, trolly. Cape cart, water-cart, carriage or other
vehicle used otherwise than for hire within the limits of the

municipality, shall take out a licence for the same in terms
of the tariff set forth below.
Such licence or licences to

expire at the end of each municipal
fixed the licence for a cart at

£1

10s.

The tariff
year."
the evidence it

From

appeared that the accused was the accredited agent of the
De Beer's Mining Company, who possessed a certain number
of Scotch carts which were kept and used for the purposes of
the Company and otherwise than for hire, within municipal
limits,

and

for

which no licence had been taken out. The
10s., and against this con-

accused was convicted and fined
viction he appealed.

Levey, for the appellant, said the

main point was whetlier

which was made under

sect. 41 of Ord. 17 of
was
not
tdtra
vires.
section
That
1879,
only authorised
the municipality to make regulations for the licensing of
carts plied for hire within niimicipal limits.
These carts

this bye-law,
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did not ply for hire at all ; they were used in the mining
area for mining purposes, and only entered the municipality
on the way to and from the compound where they were

Council.

kept.
if it

It was true the bye-law had been promulgated
but
was ultra vires the Governor's proclamation went for
;

nothing.
Forster, for the respondents,

admitted that was

so.

mentioned the case of Barling vs. Capetowii
Town Council, Buch. 1875, 101, where it was held that the
taxing of dogs by a municipality was intra vires, as being a
Jones,

J.,

regulation for general utility.

Levey contended that there was no general power under
41 to cover a regulation of this kind expressio unius
est exdusio alterius.
Again, assuming the bye-law to be

sect.

good,

:

how was

it

shewn that the accused came within it ?
"
"
tliat he was a
hond fide resident

There was no evidence

within municipal limits.
It was true the Company's premises were there
but for an offence committed by the
;

Company the trustees should be prosecuted.
Forster, contra, contended that if the Company committed
an offence in the nature of a tort any one connected with it,
whether as accredited agent, shareholder, or in any other
It was clear that these carts
capacity, could be prosecuted.
used the roads and were housed within the municipality,
where the Company had its office and stables, and the official
residence of the accredited agent must be taken to be on the
premises of the Company. As to the principal contention,
he argued that the respondents had the power to make this

bye-law under

make

sect.

41.

The municipality had power

to

regulations for the licensing of carts, wagons, or other

vehicles plied for hire within limits of the municipality
the
words " plied for hire " should be understood as only referring
to the " other vehicles," as it would be absurd to apply
;

"
to wagons, which did not "
within the
ply for hire
above limits. It was improbable that the Governor, who was

them

advised by the Attorney-General, would have allowed this
bye-law if it had been ^dtra vires. Section 41 gives power

"to levy dues,

as hereinafter }»rovided";

and

sect.

46 gives

377
leave "to frame from time to time all such municipal
reffula^
"
tions as maybe within the powers and autliority herein given
,

to the Council,'

and as may seem

fit

•'

for the

good rule and
^

government of the municipality." In Barling vs. Capetown
Town Council, the Chief Justice said that to invalidate
the regulation the appellant must shew clearly that it was
inconsistent with some provision of the Act express or imThis regulation, however, was quite consistent with

plied.

He

sect. 46.
vs.

Ford and

Grahamstown
regulation was an

also referred to Municipality of
Jeffreijs,

3

jNfenz.

506.

The

equitable one, for otherwise people might plough up the
roads without contributing to their repair; moreover the
Council were empowered to impose tolls and erect toll-

gates ; and by sect. 10 of the bye-laws, if a person produced
a licence for his private vehicle he need not pay toll.
The
difference between carts plied for hire and private vehicles
paid, a small licence and also tolls,

was that the former

while the latter paid a heavier licence and. were exempt from
On the authority of Barling's case dogs could certainly

tolls.

be taxed, though no mention of taxing dogs was made in the
Act.

nuisance.

J.

Dogs
Laurence, J.

[Jones,

:

they multiplied might become a
Sect. 41 gives authority for killing

if
:

an alternative argument, the respondents fall
back on their power of granting licences and collecting dues.
dogs.]

x\s

—

The contention of the respondents
reply:
seems to be that several sections must be gone into in order
Levetj,

in

As to dogs, the meaning of the
to ascertain their powers.
words in sect. 41 is merely that the municipality can
suppress nuisances

;

can

it

be said that Scotch carts are a

bad meat or homeless dogs?
as to vehicles must be
words
of
the
section
general
construed with reference to the special words which precede
them, and as applying to matters eiusdem generis witii those
nuisance,

to be classed with

The

specifically

mentioned.

If

the words as to measures of

general utility covered such a regulation as the present, why
did they insert a special provision as to carts plying for hire,
which would in that case be superfluous ? It was clear that

the general words merely referred to nuis;inecs, and that tin,'
only vehicles which could be taxed were those plied for hire.

The

cases cited did not i-eully apply, as tlu'v were ontiie con-
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;

must

and the decision
•

i

t

i

i

depend on the wording of the Act in each case. In the
^^^^ ^^ Button VS. East London Municipality, 1 Juta, 384, the
Chief JUSTICE Said: "The Commissioners are not entitled
to sue for a penalty for contravention of the regulations, and

—

where a doubt exists in a case of this kind, it is the practice
If
of the Court to construe it in favour of the defendant."
this

is

inconsistent with the doctrine in Barling's case,

a later case and must be taken to overrule

it is

it.

Cur. adv. vult.

Postea (March

31),—

— This

is an
appeal from a conPolice
the
by
Magistrate of Kimberley
Mr. N". E. Pickering, the
on the 29th February, 1884.

said

Buchanan, J.R,

:

viction of defendant

accredited agent of the De Beer's Mining Company, was
charged with the contravention of clause 1, section ix., of the
" in
that upon the 20th
municipal bye-laws of Kimberley,
February, as the accredited agent for the owner, or being
interested in the possession of a certain Scotch cart, or carts,

De Beer's Company, he failed and neglected to take
out a licence for the same as by law required." Mr. H. S.
Caldecott, for the accused, excepted to the indictment, as it

of the

disclosed

no

offence,

inasmuch as

it

did not allege that the
"

"
within the limits
Scotch carts in question
plied for hire
vide section 41, Ordinance 17 of 1879.
of the municipality

—

That

section

is

follows in the

as

parts material

to this

appeal, the section being a very long one, and containing
"
The Council shall have power
a variety of other points
to do the following acts
[here follows a large variety] ;
to grant permits and licences for any purposes to be
:

.

—
.

.

defined by the municipal regulations of the municipality
and by municipal regulations to do
for the time being
of
the
following acts, that is to say
any
[here follows a
.

.

.

.

.

.

variety of provisions as to slaughtering, dogs, pigs, goats,
to prevent nuisances, and generally to devise
fowls, &c.]
;

•

and carry out such measures as shall appear to be
advantage and convenience of the municipality."

for the

Then

379

number

follows power and authority to do a
acts,

and then "to make regulations

of other sppcifie

for the licensing of
for hire within the

wagons, or other vehicles plied
limits of the municipality, to fix a tariff of charges which the
owners or drivers of such vehicles so plied for hire may
make within a radius of four miles." . Then follow other
"
Provided further that
powers, and the section reads thus
carts,

.

.

:

no due or charge

ment
this

for

any permit or

licence, or

any punish-

or penalty, shall be imposed by reason of anything in
section contained unless the same shall have been

imposed by such municipal regulation as hereinafter (in
section 46) provided," i.e. by meeting of Councillors and in
due form. Kecurring to the proceedings in the Court below,
the exception of the non-allegation of plying for hire was
overruled, and, the plea being Not Guilty, evidence was led

which shewed that in the compound of the De Beer's Mining
Company were found 37 Scotch carts, none licensed. The
compound was within the municipal limits. The Company's
manager stated that these carts were solely used for mining
The carts in going and
purposes within the mining area.

The Police
returning only pass over municipal grounds.
Magistrate inflicted a fine of 10s. The defendant appeals.

The grounds

stated in the written notice of appeal are that
the clause under which the prisoner was charged did not
apply, and is ultra vires, as the carts do not ply for hire

within the municipality, but are used merely for mining
The mining area is distinct from municipal area,
purposes.

and

is

subject to the jurisdiction of the

Mining Board as

The main contention
distinguished from the municipality.
in
the
counsel
this
Court
of
was that the bye-law
appellant's
idtra vires, inasmuch as the statute delegates no power to
the Corporation to license carts not plying for hire, but the
The respondents' counsel relied particularly on
opposite.

is

two decisions of the Supreme Court
The 3Iunicipalittj of
Grahamstown vs. Ford and Jeffreys, 3 Menz. 506 (a.d. 1844),
:

and Barling vs. Town Council of Capetown, Buch. 1875, p. 101,
in which the former case was relied on in the judgment,
In the Grahamsafter being considered as of binding force.
town case the municipality imposed a tax on produce

„^^^*^i.
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The tax was imposed by a regulation
special provision.
under the Ordinance. That tax was upheld.
In Barlinq's
•
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"^

case the Capetown Council passed a municipal regulation
imposing a tax on dogs kept within the municipality,

Council,

although the Ordinance was silent as to dogs, but provided
against nuisances {et vide Button vs. East London MuniciJuta, 384 (a.d. 1882), G. T. Council vs. Brown and
Wood, Buch. E. D. Reports, 2, 4, 338 (a.d. 1882), and Cra-

jpality, 1

Du Plessis, same vol. p. 407). The
counsel at first sight "look
respondents'
by
the other way." But it will eventually be seen that they are
really not authorities which would justify us in upholding
dock Municipality

vs.

cases relied on

this conviction, as the regulations in those cases are clearly
In the Grahamstow^n case
distinguishable from that in this.

there was nothing inconsistent or repugnant to the objects of
the Ordinance in making a tax on produce, providing for
market dues being one of the first duties of the municipality.
In the second case the Ordinance gave powers to abate

f

1

nuisances, and dogs, under certain circumstances, are such.
Whereas in the present case the Legislature had the licensing
of carts specially under its consideration in section 41, and

authorised a licence for those plying for hire.
If it had
wished to give powers to tax carts and carriages not plying
for hire, here is the place we w^ould have expected to find

!

I

the provision. And to allow the Town Council by virtue of
general words to frame this regulation would seem to me to

be allowing an extension of power not contemplated by the
It is safer, therefore, on the
Legislature, but the contrary.

sound doctrine that powers to tax assumed by Corporations
should be clearly delegated by statute, to hold in this case
that, all things considered, the regulation was tdtra vires,

and the conviction must be quashed.

I

admit I have arrived

at this decision with a great deal of difficulty in the face of
the Grahamstown and Capetown cases above cited, and had

I not eventually recognised the distinctions that may well
be drawn between these two cases, would have followed those

which are as yet of binding precedent, whatever doubts
they may be open to. The conviction must be quashed and

cases,
'

<

•

,
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For as the Ordinance

costs.

1

r-t

Court to award costs
so

it is

1

ffive costs
to ^
competent
^

111111

(section 83) allowed the

i884.

March

had he succeeded here,
him when he fails.
against
o

to the prosecutor

..

Pickering

tlie

J.,

said:

— Pickering was

charged in the Court of

Police Magistrate for the District of Kimberley with

the crime of contravening clause 1 of section ix. of the
municipal bye-laws, in that, being the owner or accredited

agent for the owner, or being interested in the possession of
a certain Scotch cart, he wrongfully aud unlawfully failed
and neglected to take out a licence for the same as by law
required.

The accused was found guilty, fined 10s., and
judgment he now appeals to this Court. Two

against this

principal grounds for this appeal are laid before the Court,
but I need only deal, for the purposes of my judgment, with

one of them, viz., the contention of the appellant that the
bye-law under which he has been found guilty is ultra vires,
or, in

other words, that no such regulation or rule could be

made under the powers granted by the Kimberley Muni" A
cipality Amendment Ordinance No. 17 of 1879.
byelaw creating a forfeiture made by a Corporation without
express power to do so having been given by Act of Parliament is bad" {Kirk vs. Noivill, 1 T. R. 124). Whenever

a person

is

charged with the commission of a criminal
must inquire strictly whether the act com-

offence this Court

plained of is a crime in law. The Legislature may delegate
some of its powers to municipal corporations by enabling
them to make bye-laws and thereby create penalties but in
;

every case it appears to me that the Court must examine
" Li
iurisdictione delegata
carefully the powers delegated.

quidquid specialiter non
tionem ordiiiariam," the

est

delegatum pertinet ad iurisdieof Bynkershoek cited with

maxim

approval by Judge Smith in delivering the judgment of
the Eastern Districts Court in the case of the Cradoeh

Municipal Commissioners

vs.

Bu

Plessis,

2 Buch. E. D. C. 409.

The

case of the Manicipalitij of Grahamstown vs. Ford and
but
Jeffreys, 3 Menz. 506, is relied on by the respondents
;

that was a case decided upon some very general words in
another Ordinance. By the 7th section of Ordinance 9 of

1830, under

whicsh

the

regulations

of

the

Grahamstown

dj.

Kimberley

Town

Jones,

17.
si.

'

Council.
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Coimoil were framed, power was given to frame regulations,
"to fix the limits of the municipality," "to fix the number
of Commissiouers and Wardmasters, to make rules for the
'

_

_

and valuation of immovable property within
the municipality, and to frame regulations which shall he

classification

necessary to enable the said Commissioners to carry into effect the
provisions of this Ordinance, or such of them as the Com-

mittee shall think expedient and necessary for the muniUnder the 11th section the further proviso is
cipality."
introduced that nothing in" any of the Municipal Regulations
contained shall he repugnant to or inconsistent ivith the true

and meaning of the provisions of this Ordinance'^
Referring to the preamble of the same Ordinance, we find
that the object of the enactment was the general one that

intent

"

due provision should be made for the better regulation of
certain matters and things of a local nature within the
districts,

towns, and villages of this Colony, and that Muni-

cipal Boards should be appointed." Under these exceedingly
wide and general words the Supreme Court, in 1844, held

a bye-law valid which imposed a charge of h per cent, ad
valorem upon all colonial produce or manufacture of the

beyond the boundaries of the Colony, sold or bartered
within the municipality of Grahamstown, but not sold in the
Doubts have been expressed as to the
public market.

tribes

correctness of this

reference to
is

it

I

not couched

judgment

need only say
in

the

but

;

it

still

remains.

With

the Kimbi^rley Ordinance
wide and unlimited terms of the
tliat

General Municipal Ordinance of 183G. Barling vs. The
Toivn Council of Capetoivn, Buch. 1875, p. 103, carries us no
further.
8ir J. H. De Villieks, C.J., though unable to
distinguish

this

Grahamsto'wn

vs.

there appeared to

case

from

Ford and
him to be

that

of

the

Municipality of

says distinctly that
force in the argument of the
Jeffreys,

appellant's counsel, that inasmuch as "certain specific
modes of obtaining revenue by means of rates upon immovable property are pointed out by the Act, no other

mode can be established by any
of the maxim expressio unius

regulation, on the principle
est

exclnsio

alterius,

and

if

this question had been res integra he sliould have entertained grave doubts as to whether this objection might not

383

Between
be held fatal to the validity of the regulation."
°
The
a
distinction
can
be
drawn.
that case and the present
•'

.

,

i884.

March
»

17.
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Capetown Municipality had made a regulation requiring all ^j^^^^fe"*"
owners of dogs " kept within the limits of the municipality Town Council,
to apply for and obtain from the secretary of the Town
Council a register and number on a brass plate for every

sum of 5s. for every number aud
"
Now, although," says the Chief Justice, it
that the mere keeping of one or more dogs does

such dog, and pay the
"
register."

quite true
not per se constitute a nuisance, it is clear that the keeping
of an unlimited number of dogs by the inhabitants, and the
prowling about of numerous ownerless dogs might, unless
is

prevented by timely municipal legislation, become a positive
nuisance. Any regulation therefore which, like the present,
distinctly tends to check the number of dogs so kept, and to
prevent the prowling about of dogs having no owner, must
be deemed to be a regulation framed for a purpose of general
the municipality." For the purpose of deciding
would have been sufficient to say that the reguin question was made for the purpose of abating

utility within

that case
lation

it

in delivering judgment in the
out
that
the
case, points
Legislature had affirmed that
the keeping of dogs might be a nuisance by passing Ordi-

a nuisance.

Judge Denyssen,

same

nance 16 of 1836, "

for abating the nuisance occasioned

by
and about Capetown." Such a
contention could not be admitted in the case before us.
Much stress has been laid upon the remark of the Chief
Justice that "the utility of the regulation becomes still
more apparent when it is borne in mind that the regulation
provides an important item of revenue towards defraying the
municipal expenditure." The remark itself was not necessary for the decision of the case, nor do I think that it was
dogs running

at large in

intended to lay down the rule that the imposition of every
tax the Council might invent, which was productive of an

important source of revenue, would be intra vires. Such
a doctrine could hardly be deduced from the words used.
In the case of Button vs. East London MiDiicijxdify no such

down. The powers conferred upon the
Kimberley Municipality are not of the same general character.
13y section li o^ Act 17 of 1879, among uther things
doctrine

is

laid

384
March

17
21-

l^

rickerine vs.
Kiniberley
Town Council

^^^^ ^^® empowered to "grant permits and licences for any
purpose to be defined by the municipal regulations of the
municipality for the time being, to levy dues as provided
in

the subsequent sections

of

the Ordinance

;

and

by

regulations duly approved to do any of the
acts
that is to say, to regulate the time and
following
of
slaughtering cattle, &c., &c. to prevent and abate
place

municipal

—

;

nuisances, and generally to devise and carry out all such
measures as shall appear for the advantage and convenience
to make regulations for the
of the municipality, &c., &c.
or
of
other
vehicles plied for hire
carts, wagons,
licensing
;

within the limits of the municipality, to fix a tariff of
charges which the owners or drivers of such vehicles so plied

may make
of the

within a radius of four miles from the centre

Market Square," &c.

The Legislature has taken

care

to state the powers and authority to be exerspecifically
in words empowered the Council to make
and
has
cised,

regulations for licensing vehicles ])lied for hire. For the
purpose of providing funds for the construction, maintenance,

and repair

of the roads, streets,

and tlioroughfares within the

authorised " to erect turnpikes,
municipality, the Council
"
(section 43), and, with the consent
toll-gates, or toll-bars
of the Governor and Executive Council, to fix rates of
" For the
such tolls (section 43).
purpose of raising means
"
for the
for making and repairing roads, streets," &c., &c, ;
is

payment

of salaries

and

all

other current expenses required

to be borne by the municipality," the Council has power to
"
impose, levy, and recover all such marJcet dues, water-rates,
and pound-fees as shall be deemed necessary and reasonable,

be authorised by any such municipal regulations as
"
and they also have the power " to assess the value
aforesaid

and

shall

;

of all

immovable property within the municipality, and levy

a rate on such assessment

"

(section 49).

The Council

are thus

to levy market-rates, dues, water-rates,
specially authorised

pound-fees,

charge

rates

on immovable property, levy tolls, and
but no power is

for licensing carriages p/?efZ /or hire,

of other vehicles. When the Legisgiven to tax the owners
to
state the powders conferred with
careful
thus
is
lature
hold
that it is intended to delegate
cannot
we

precision,
of

powers

an entirely

different description

:

exjrn^ssum facit

385
cessare

Under the bye-law under consideration

taciturn.

•'

every dealer in carriages or carts, who possesses carts and
happens to live in the municipality, must pay this tax. If
a tax of this kind
see no reason

is

why

within the powers of the municipality, I
a tax should not be imposed upon each

particular kind of movable property which a resident may
own, possess, or be entrusted with. I therefore concur in

thinking that the appeal must be allowed.

— This

an appeal from a judgment of the
whom, on February
29th last, the appellant was charged with the crime of contravening, on February 20th, section 9 of the Kimberley
Municipal Bye-laws, in that he, "being the owner or ac-

Laurence,

J.

:

is

Police Magistrate of Kimberley, before

credited agent for the owner, or being interested in the
possession of a certain Scotch cart or carts of the De Beer's

Mining Company, did wrongfully and unlawfully fail and
neglect to take out licence for the same, as by law required."
The accused pleaded " Not Guilty ;" evidence was taken, and
he was convicted and sentenced to pay a fine of 10s. The
section under which the appellant was convicted runs as
"
follows
Carriage and cart licences 1. Every bond fide
:

—

:

resident within the limits of the municipality who is the
owner, or who is entrusted with the possession of any cart,
trolly, Cape cart, water-cart, carriage, or other
vehicle used otherwise than for hire within the limits of the

WHgon,

municipality, shall take out a licence for the same in terms
of the tariff set forth below.
Such licence or licences to

Then follows
expire at the end of each municipal year."
the taritf of licences, varying according to the nature of the

£3 for trollies, wagons, and
Section 12 of the same regulations
provides that any person contravening any of the sections in
which no penalty is especially mentioned, shall be liable to a
fine not exceeding £10, or in default to imprisonment for
These bye-laws
any period not exceeding three months.
vehicle from

£l

10s. for carts to

four-wheeled carriages.

have been proclaimed by the Colonial Secretary, by commaud
ol the Governor in Council, and they are contained in Proclamation 10 of 1883, published in the Govennne/it Gazette
of February Dth, 1883.
Tluy purport to have been pro-

,,i^^*- .
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claimed " under and by virtue of the provisions of the Kimberley Municipality Amendment Ordinance, 1879." The
sole question which the Court has to determine is whether
the bye-law under which the appellant was convicted was
properly proclaimed by the Governor in Council under the
provisions oi the Ordinance of 1879 ; whether, in short, there
is anything in that Ordinance justifying the
respondents in
in
Council
in
and
the
Governor
framing
Hpproviug the bye-

law in question, or whether the proceedings of both the
respondents and the executive have been ultra vires and
In the former case, the appeal must be dismissed
illegal.
;

in the latter, the conviction

must be quashed.

Although

the penalty actually imposed in the present case is insignifiboth as to the principles to be
cant, the questions involved

—

applied in dealing with the matter and the practical effect
are of much importance, and the deciof their application

—

appeal has required very long and careful
and
deliberation,
very frequent consultations between my
Certain points were raised on behalf
and
myself.
colleagues
of the appellant besides the question I have indicated, viz.,
that there was no sufficient proof of his being what is rather
sion

of this

" hond
fide resident,"
curiously described in the section as a
and that he, the accredited agent of the De Beer's Mining
Company, was neither the owner nor interested in the possession of the

Company's

carts,

and that the

trustees,

and

not the accredited agent, were the proper persons to be
I will merely say on these points that I do not
prt)secute(].
is anything in them, and that I am of opinion
the
that
alleged illegality of the section under which he was
convicted is the only substantial point raised for the decision

think there

I would also say at once that, whatever the
decision of the Court on this point be, I think the Police

of the Court.

Magistrate was in one sense quite justified in convicting;
for, on the analogy of the decision of the Supreme Court in
the case of Mimicipality of Capetoivn
Villiers (3

Menz. 561),

it

was scarcely

trate to decide that the action of the

vs.

MorJcel

for the Police

Governor

and De
Magis-

in Council

vires.
We know that a Police Magistrate
to annex the largest island in
himself
took
recently
upon
the world but Police ^Magistrates in this Colony are not so

had been ultra

;
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ambitions in their views as the Poh'ce Masristrate in Queensland, whose action indeed failed to commend itself to the

^^^*-

March
.

17.

3i.

vs.
Secretary of State.
Moreover, whatever view may be ulti- Pickering
Kimberley
Town
council,
mately taken, there can be no doubt that there is a con•>

body of authority, to which the attention of the
Magistrate may or may not have been directed by Mr. Denis
Doyle, who prosecuted on behalf of the Town Council, and
siderable

which might be cited with considerable force in favour of
the legality of the regulation now under challenge I refer
;

especially to the cases of The Municipality of Grahamstown vs.

Ford and

Jeffreys (3

Menz, 506), and Barling vs. Toivn Council
1875, 101), which I shall presenily

of Capetoicn (Buch,
consider.

bodies to

The general question as to the power of municipal
make bye-laws, and thereby constitute offences,

under the Act or Ordinance, whether general or special, under
which they are incorporated, or by which their powers are
defined, and the limitations of that power, is very fully

and learnedly discussed by Mr. Justice Smith in the case of
the Cradoch Municipal Commissioners vs. Du Plessis, reported
in 2 Buch. E. D. C. 407, in which case it was held that
" a
municipal regulation, duly framed and confirmed by the
Governor, rendering any person liable to a criminal prosecu-

who

shall expose for sale on the market any article
according to a sample or a specifiied description, which
article shall not be in accordance with the sample or

tion

description," was idtra vires on the part of the Cradock
Municipal Commissioners, and a conviction thereunder was

The following citations by Mr. Justice
"
Smith seem worth quoting in the present case
Every
bye-law must be legi, fidei, rationi consona ... a bye-law

accordingly quashed.

:

—

"

not reasonable in any respect will be void
(Comyns' Dig.
"
"
Bye-late" b. 1, c. 6).
Every charge levied upon the
"
people without the assent of Parliament will be void

(Comyns' Dig. c. 5, d. 2, Co. Inst. 60, 61). Further, byelaws must be such as are within the scope of the authority
of the body making them, otherwise such corporate bodv
has no power to make them, although they are conformable
"
The only question in this
to the general law of the land.
case," says iiJaron

Alderson, delivering judgment
and HeJ)Ue Navigation Company vs. Pilling (14
'

Vo]..

II.— rAiiT II.— (i.

v\\

in Calder
JM.
2

&

\\'.
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17.
31.

2
^'Khnbe^rio"^"

Towu

Council,

"

87)^'

is

whether the bye-law be °
ffood or

not.

•'

For the

^

purpose of determining that, we must look to the powers
^^ niake bvc-laws given by the Legislature to this company,
[y^ order to see whether this
bye-law is within the scope of
authority, or whether it does not relate to matter
which ought to be left to the general law of the land by
which the general conduct of the Queen's subjects is reguThis rule is included in the general principle laid
lated."
their

down by Bynkershoek {Quxstiones

luris Publici, i. 18, sub
"
In iurisdictione delegata quicquid speciafine), where he says
liter nan est delegatum pertinet ad iurisdictionem ordinariam."

Now

us see what power of legislating has been specially
delegated to the Town Council of Kimberley. By section 41
let

of the Ordinance of 1879 (which in all respects material
for the purposes of the present case, with one or two exceptions,

to

which I

will presently point out, closely corresponds

the new Kimberley Borough Act, 11

of 1883, not yet

proclaimed) the Council has power and authority inter alia
" to
grant permits and licences for any purpose to be defined

by the municipal regulations of the municipality for tlie
time being, to levy dues, as hereinafter provided [before
'
to levy dues there is merely a comma instead of a semicolon, which is necessary for the sense, a printer's error which
'

led counsel for the appellant to suggest the quite unreasonable and inadmissible construction that the meaning was

that the municipality might grant permits and licences to
certain persons to levy dues, and that thus there might be

a further delegation of the power of taxation in the newAct it will be observed that the punctuation is correct, and
;

meaning of the clause as shewn
and by municipal regulations duly ap-

in accordance with the clear

by the context]

;

proved to do any of the following acts, that is to say, to
of slaughtering cattle, and the
regulate the time and place
state

to

and condition of slaughter-houses and slaughter-places,

make due

pigs,

provision for the confining or killing of dogs,

goats, and fowls

[the

new Act runs

'

to

make due

or killing of dogs, the
provision for the licensing, confining,
of
and
or
fowls,' implying at
killing
pigs, goats,
confining
all

events that the draftsman considered

ful

whether there was any power of licensing dogs under the

it

at least doubt-
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clause in the present Ordinance], to appoint one or more
competent persons to examine meat, fish, and other provifor sale,
sions exposed
^

and

test or analyse
•!

1884.

March
»

m.
Kimberley

any drinks offered

Pickering:

•/

in case such meat, fish, or other provisions Town
and beverages be unfit for human food or drink, shall be
empowered to cause the same to be destroyed, to prevent and

and who

for sale,

which the owners or drivers of such vehicles so plied may
further, that no due or charge for any

make .... provided

permit or licence, or any punishment or penalty shall be

imposed by reason of anything in this section contained,
unless the same shall have been imposed by some such
municipal regulations as hereinafter (section 46) provided."
"
Section 46 merely provides That it shall be lawful for the
Council at any meeting at which two-thirds of the members
shall be present, to frame from time to time all such municipal regulations as may be within the power and authority

herein given to the Council, and as may seem fit for the
are
good rule and government of the municipality."

We

thus referred back to section 41 to ascertain what regulations
are " within the power and authority herein given to the

Council

"

;

for the section

cannot be construed as meaning to

give the Council power to make any regulations that "may
seem fit for the good rule and government of the munici"
within the power
pality," unless such regulations are also
"

and authority given to the Council by the Legislature.
Section 47 goes on to provide that " no municipal regulation
be of force to subject any person to a fine, penalty, or a
payment, until it shall have been by the Council submitted
shall

Governor or Administrator, and shall have been approved of by him with the advice of the Executive Council
and published in the Government Gazette." Turning back
then to section 41 we find the Council era])0wered, in
to the

" to
grant permits and licences for any
place,
defined
to
be
by the municipal regulations for the
purpose
time being, and to levy dues a« hereinafter provided." and

the

first

1

1)

•_'

council.

.'.^^

abate nuisances, and generally to devise and carry out all such
measures as shall appear to he for tlie advantage and convenience
of the municipality .... to make regulations for the licensing of carts, wagons, or other vehicles, plied for hire within
the limits of the municipality, to fix a tariff of charges

17.

31

!
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thus we have to go further to see for what purposes muniThen next
cipal regulations may be made and dues levied.

1884.
31.

Pickerinii

Town

\q ^hls clause

t>s.

Council,

comes the

definition of the purposes for

which

municipal regulations may be framed, and the first consists
of sanitary measures and measures for the prevention and

abatement of certain nuisances, followed by the general
words " and generally to devise and carry out all such
measures as shall appear to be for the advantage and convenience of the municipality." There can be no doubt that
these words must be construed as in eiusdem generis as the

matter previously specifically referred to, and the construction of such general words by the Courts has usually been

For instance, in England, the Q, B.
over
Division, presided
by Lord Colekidge, was occupied
tlie other day with a very long and elaborate argument in
the ease of The Metropolitan Board of Works vs. Eaion and
extremely

strict.

Another, scavengers of the Commissioners of Sewers, which
turned upon the construction of 18 & 19 Vict. c. 120, which
" No
scavengers shall sweep any soil, lubbish
provides that
or filth, or any other thing, into any sewer or drain ;" and

the question the Court had to determine was whether the
words " or any other thing," after the words " soil, rubbish,
or filth,"

ought to be construed

as including

mud.

It

seems

me

I

clear that these general words cannot be construed as
indirectly giving the Council a power of taxing property

I

generally,

to

j

whether movable or immovable, so long as it
happens to be within the municipal limits a power that
is, which, unless
expressly delegated, has always been

—

held to be inherent in the Parliament alone, by wht)m
The general words, conalone the subject can be taxed.
strued

with

reference

to

the

particular

words

which

precede them, must certainly refer exclusively to measures for the abatement of nuisances or for purposes
eiusdem generis ; and if the Council could tax Scotch carts,

and vehicles of every
assume to do, on the
pretext that they were nuisances, and in the same category

dog-carts, or four-wheeled carriages,
other kind, as by this section they

filthy slaughter-houses, diseased pork, stale fish, or
adulterated cango, they miglit just as plausibly, on the same
of other things,— cats, for instance, or
pretext, tax numbers

as

391
pianos, or photograph albums, all of which might in certain
circumstances be just as great nuisances as a barouche, a

or even a Scotch cart.
wagonette,
o
'

In the Cradock case

ji^rch 17

_v_ai.
Pi?}tering

««.

Kimberley

referred to a case under Town couucu.

already cited, Mr, Justice Smith
90 of the English Municipal Corporation Act, which
enacts " that it shall be lawful for the Council of any borough
section

to

make such

good

rule and

bye-laws as to them shall seem meet for the
government of the borough and for the pre-

vention and suppression of all such nuisances as are not
already punishable in a summary manner by virtue of any

Act

throughout such borough, and to appoint by
such
fines as they shall deem necessary for the prebye-laws
vention and suppression of such offences, provided that no
in force

A

Town
appointed shall exceed the sum of £5."
Council made a bye-law under this section, imposing a fine
"
upon every person who shall keep or suffer to be kept any
fine so

swine within the borough from the 1st day of May to the
1st day of October inclusive in any year."
The Court of
Q. B. held that this was a bad bye-law {Everett vs. Grajjes,
" This
S. 609, Q. B.).
case," as Mr. Justice Smith
" shews that
observes,
notwithstanding the very general
words of the section delegating the powers, viz., to make

3 L. T. N.

seem fit for the suppression
Council has not an arbitrary discretion to prohibit anyone from committing an act that may
or may not be a nuisance, according to circumstances."
such bye-laws as
of nuisances

;

to

them

yet a

shall

Town

Similarly in another case, where a Local Board was empowered to make bye-laws relating to such matters as the width
of streets, drainage, walls, and to pull down any houses built
in contravention of the bye-laws, it was held that the Act
did not authorise the Board to make a bye-law to the efiect
that any building of which they disapproved might be pulled
down Broivn vs. Local Board of Hohjhead, 1 H. & C. 601.
;

Other cases
to

illustrating tlie strictness with which,

make bye-laws

when a

conferred by statute, the authority
power
of the statute must be followed, will be found iu WilberIf further demonstration were
force on Statute Law, 61-62.
is

required of the proposition that tliese general words cannot
be construed, having due regard to the context in wliich

thcv occur, as ineludino: amonp^ the measures "

for

the ad-

392
vantage and convenience of the municipality," which the
Council have power to make, regulations to devise and carry
°^^ mcasurcs for the taxation, whether by means of licences

Marchi7
"

^^-

^Kimterfey*'

Town

Council,

i

I

otherwise, of property situate within the municipal limits,
be found in the following considerations. The powers

^j.

it

may

of taxation conferred on the municipality by the Ordinance
appear to be very clearly laid down, and their limitations

They may levy rates on immovable
very clearly defined.
but
section
75 these rates must not in any one
by
property,
year amount in the aggregate to more than Sd. in the £1,
unless with the express consent, first had and obtained, of a
It is obvious that if the words
majority of the ratepayers.
a
under consideration gave general power of raising money

of licences on movable property, or even by means
of licences on such kinds of movable property as might in

by means

amount to or be regarded as nuisances
contended that a four-wheeled carriage or
a nuisance per se this provision of section 75

certain circumstances

—

for it cannot be

—

a dog-cart is
might be entirely evaded, and the municipality without the
consent of the ratepayers might, in addition to the ordinary

threepenny

rate, raise

by other means any income they liked
"

"

any purpose they thought advantageous or convenient
As a matter of fact, however, the only
to the municipality.
other sources of municipal income besides rates which the
for

—

Ordinance appears to contemplate are
(1) Tolls, provisions
as to which will be found in sections 42-45, the latter section
" a
separate account shall be kept of
expressly enacting that
all moneys arising from such tolls, and the same shall be
:

applied solely

for the

ing, repairing, altering,

purpose of constructing, maintain-

and improving roads,

streets,

and

(2) Dues, under
thoroughfares within the municipality."
section 69, by which the Council is empowered " to impose,
levy, and recover all such market dues, water-rates, and

pound-fees as shall be deemed necessary and reasonable,"
to be applied to purposes specially set forth in that section.
Eates and dues under sections 69 and 75, and tolls under

42-45 seem

be the methods of raising revenue for
municipal purposes contemplated by the Ordinance and I
am certainly of opinion that the clause in section 41 now
sections

to

;

under discussion does not furnish the municipality with any
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other method or any additional instrument for attaining that
T
end. The following are the only words in the section which
•

,

i884.

March

.

1

..

17.

3i.

It goes on to empower the
still
^*|^^"erfer'
Town council,
make
Council "to
regulations for the licensing of carts,
or other vehicles, plied for hire within the limits of

remain to be considered.

wagons,
the municipality, and to

fix

a

tariff

owners or drivers of such vehicles
these words seem to

me

of charges which tbe

so lolied

may make." Now

to be in themselves decisive of the

|

I

For either their object is to
question before the Court.
create an additional source of municipal revenue, or it is not.
I am inclined to think that it is not that the power given
;

by

this clause is

not so

much

fiscal as

administrative

;

in fact a matter, not of revenue, but of police.
legislature considers it desirable that hackney carriages
it

is

that

The
and

other public vehicles plied for hire, and their owners and
drivers, should be under municipal control and supervision,

and that there should be a regulated

tariff of

charges for
such conveyances. Provision is accordingly made for their
licensing, in order to ensure their being under adequate
control and to provide for the expenditure which such control

must

If, therefore, this clause is not regarded as
been
for revenue purposes, the former arguenacted
having
ment on the subject remains unaffected if on the contrary

involve.

;

the object of the clause is substantially or even partially
fiscal, then the maxim expressio uniiis est exclusio alterius

must
them

apply, and the Council having power expressly given
to licence vehicles j;//ecZ for hire have impliedly no

power given them to require licences to be taken out for, and
to impose a tariff on, other vehicles not plied for hire, as this
bye-law purports to do. I have certainly alwa3's understood
that such a power as
carriages

and

is

carts —

if

here claimed

—that of taxing private

exercised at all

is

exercised by the

Legislature, as a method of direct taxation and as affording
a contribution to the public revenue of the State, and not
delegated to municipal or other local bodies and I can find
;

nothing in the Ordinance before us to shew that we have
here an exception to the general principle applicable to such
"
Where a doubt exists in a case of this kind,"
matters.
the Chief Justice remarked in the recent ease of Butto)i

East London MiDiicljkdifi/ (I Juta,

38()),

"it

is

vs.

the practice

|

1
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of the Court to construe

1884.

March
»

17.

31.

PickerinK

vs.

Kimberley

Town

Council.

I
it in favour of the defendant."
think I have said enough to shew that it is more than doubtful whether any such power as is assumed in the section of

the Kimberley bye-laws now in question was ever conierred
upon the respondents by the Municipal Ordinance of 1879.
On these grounds I should have felt no hesitation in deciding
that the section of the local bye-laws under which the present
appellant was convicted was ultra vires, and that the conviction

must therefore be quashed, were

decisions already referred to
vs.

it

not for the two

—Municipality of Grahamstoivn

Ford and Jeffreys, and Barling vs. Toivn Council of Capewhich certainly appear to present considerable difficulty

toivn,

of arriving at such a view.
By the general
of
No.
6 and 11, the
9
sections
1836,
Municipal Ordinance,
Commissioners of Municipalities and committees of house-

in the

way

holders elected in the

manner by the Ordinance prescribed

were empowered "to frame such municipal regulations as
they may deem expedient, &c.
provided that nothing
in such regulations contained shall be repugnant to or in.

.

.

and meaning of the provisions
Under these sections certain municipal
were drawn up for Grahamstown, and approved

consistent with the true intent

of this Ordinance."
regulations

by the Governor, as provided by the Ordinance, and the
" All
35tli section of these regulations was as follows
colonial produce (wool alone excepted) and all articles of
produce or manufacture of the tribes beyond the boundaries
of the colony, and which shall be sold or bartered within the
municipality of Graliamstown, but not sold on the public
market, shall pay the usual fees of registry, and a percentage
of half per cent, ad valorem shall be charged to the buyer
and the seller, &c." This section, which established in effect
a sort of octroi for produce brought into and sold by private
contract within the municipal limits, was held by the
Supreme Court (Wild, C.J., and Menzies and Musgeave,
:

JJ.), in a considered

—

judgment, reviewing a decision of the

Resident Magistrate of Albany to the contrary, to be a good
and valid regulation under the Ordinance.
The Court held
that the power of

making regulations conferred on the Muni-

Commissioners was general, and that any regulation
made by them as being in their opinion expedient, and

cipal
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"

valid, legal and effectual,
approved by the Governor, was
is not repugnant to or inconsistent with the true
it
provided
intent and meaning of the provisions of the Ordinance," and

that section 35 contained nothing repugnant to or inconThe Court further held " that
sistent with such provisions.
to raise a revenue

on property, real or personal, situated

within the municipality, for the purpose of defraying the
expenditure for municipal purposes of a local nature, and
for the benefit of the inhabitanis of the municipality, is
within the purposes and intent of the Ordinance that the
provisions of the 28tli section of the Ordinance, respecting
the assessment of rates on immovable property, has not the
;

effect of restricting the municipality to that

ment

kind of assess-

raising the revenue, but is only directory that
this assessment shall be made in a certain way, and for
It should, however, be observed that
a certain time,"
for

neither in the 28th

section nor

in

any other section of

the Ordinance of 1836 was there any provision limiting the
amount of the rate, similar to that contained in section 75

The Court also held " that
of the Kimberley Ordinance.
it has never been doubted that a municipality may make
imposing market dues on articles sold on
the market established by the municipality yet it will be
seen that the 38th section, which is commonly but erroregulations

;

neously supposed to give them the power of imposing such
and that they possess it
duties, gives them no such power
;

solely in respect of the provisions of the ()th and 11th sections.
That regulations made for raising municipal revenue

and municipal by a toll on all
which shall be brought into the municipality from
any place without the same come strictly within the view and
intent of the preamble of the Ordinance, and are therefore,
for purposes honcl fide local

articles

when duly approved and

That
published, legal and valid.
the municipality possess, as it has now been shewn that it
does, the power to make such a regulation as the last mentioned, a fortiori it must have power to make a regulation
if

which, like the 35th section, impose a duty only on such
produce as, having been brought into the municipality, shall
be sohl or bartered within the municipality, and not on the
l)ublic market."

Kcferring to this case, the present Chief

m.^^^,*-jy

»_3i.
^K^bubi^fe"^"
Town Council,
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Justice

1884.

March
>,

17.

31.

Pickering

vs.

Kiniberley
Council.

Town

said, in Barling vs. The Toivn Council of Capefoivn,
"
(Buch. 1875, at p. 106)
Considering that the Judges who
concurred in that decision were three of the most learned
:

and eminent men that have occupied a seat on this Bench,
considering that the decision has been acquiesced in for
thirty years, and, above all, considering that the
Legislature, to whom that decision must be presumed to
have been known, did not insert any provision neutralising

upwards of

grave

the Act No. 1 of 1861, or Act No. 1 of 1867, it
this Court at the present time, however
the doubt it might entertain, to over-rule that

case."

And Denyssen,

its effect into

would

to the

ill

become

decision

J.,

said

"
:

Eeference had been

made

Graham stown

case,

of the Court in the

affirming the right of the municipality to impose certain
market dues. There is no doubt that this Court should

uphold that decision."

After these

remarks,

it

seems to

me

practically impossible for any Court in this Colony,
except the Court of Appeal, to overrule the decision

in Grahamstoicn Municiimlity vs.

Ford and

Jeffreys.

It

is,

however, to be observed that the presumption alluded to by
the Chief Justice, that the Cape Legislature in passing the
Acts of 1861 and 1867 was aware of the decision of the

Supreme Court of that Colony

in 1844, does not apply to the
Council
of Griqualand West, which, in passing
Legislative
the Ordinance of 1879, cannot be presumed to have been

aware

of the

decision

of the Courts

of

what was then

On

the whole, moreover, it seems to me
I
not
arrived at this conclusion without
have
though
considerable doubt that the reasoning which led the

another Colony.

—

—

Supreme Court in 1844 to affirm the validity of section 35
of the Grahamstown bye-laws does not apply to section ix. of
the Kimberley bye-laws now before us. It was then held
that, so far

from the regulation in question being repugnant

to or inconsistent with the true intent of the Ordinance,

it

was made for purposes clearly contemplated by the preamble,
and that, unless a power of making regulations for levying
market dues and analogous purposes, which it was clearly
intended the Commissioners should have and exercise,
was implicitly contained in the very general expressions of
sections 6 and 1 1 of the Ordinance, no such pow or existed at
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since the supposition that it was contained in the 38th
section was erroneous, which indeed will at once appear on
all,

reference to that section.

But

in the local

Ordinance before

^i^^^n
»

^^'

^if^^riey'

us veiy clear and express powers are given of levying TownCouncu.
market dues and tolls as well as rates, and therefore the

maxim expressum facit eessare taciturn makes the powers conferred on the respondents by the local Ordinance clearlydistinguishable from those conferred on the Grahamstown
Commissioners by the general Ordinance of 1836. As to

the later case of Barling vs. Towii Council of Capetown, it
was there held, though not without some expressions of doubt,
that the power given to the Council, under the local Act
of 1867, to make regulations for certain specified purposes,
such as the prevention and abatement of public nuisances,
and " for all and every other purpose of general utility
within the municipality which shall appear to require such
regulations," empowered the Council to compel the owners
of dogs to obtain badges for them at a nominal charge, and
to enact that any dog found in the streets without such a

badge should be destroyed. The Court, however, seems to
have gone almost entirely on the ground that this was really

m

eiusdem
a regulation for a purpose of general utility
in
order
the
to
nuisance
of
the
town
prevent
namely,
generis

—

being overrun, like Constantinople, by innumerable ownerless
In fact, so far back as 1836 an Ordinance was passed
dogs.
" for
abating the nuisance occasioned by dogs roaming at
"
the preamble stating
large in and about Capetown
" Whereas the inhabitants of
Capetown suffer great annoyance by reason of the number of unowned dogs that roam

—

:

and thoroughfares in and about Capeit
and
is
town,
expedient to authorise measures to be taken
for the abatement of the said nuisance," &c. (Ordinance 14
at large in the streets

of 1836).

The regulation impugned

found to be a reasonable one in

in that case

itself,

was in short

one for which there

was a great deal of precedent, and which might fairly be
fall within the meaning and intent of the clause
under which it was framed, and it was therefore upheld. It
taken to

does not appear to me that the regulation before us can
be upheld on any of these grounds. There are, no doubt,
certain expressions in the Grahamstown and tJapetown cases
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which

1884

»

31.

Pickering

vs.

Kimberley

Town

Council.

may be

cited in favour of the respondents, but these

were expressions which do not appear to me to have been
neccssarv to or the main reasons for the decisions, and these
•'

_

_

which are really in the nature of obiter dicta,
must be regarded as to some extent qualified by the decisions
in Commissioners of Cradock vs. Du Flessis and Button vs.
es.pressions,

MunicijpaUty of East London. On the whole, therefore, I am
of opinion that the conviction in the present case cannot be
supported on the authority of the above cases, and that, for
the reasons I have given,

must be quashed.

it

Appeal allowed, and conviction quashed accordingly, with
costs.
"1
Appellant's Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott.
C Respondents' Attorneys, Corynbon & Caldecott. J

McFaeland

vs.

De

Beer's Mining Board.

Proclamation 6 0/ 1874 and Ordinance 21, 1880, Griqiialand West. Powers and duties of Mining Boards.

—

Mining

By

a

local

area.

—Lateral

sujjport.

—

—

Costs.

Proclamation and Ordinance, the Be Beers Mining
jurisdiction over a certain mining area, ivhicli

Board has
is defined

as limited by the boundary of the Vooruitzigt

The Board

is
empowered to levy rates for the
removal of reef, &c., on the various sections into which the
estate.

mine
levied

is divided,

removal of reef
dangerous

Held, that

and

its

bye-laws provide that the rates

on each section shall

tlie

&c.,

which

be

expended

may

fall

solely

into

on the

or become

to that section.

Board, having levied rates on a certain

section in

the mine, ivas not thereby rendered liable to remove or

pay

for the removal of certain reef ichich had fallen into or
become dangerous to that section, but which came from

and over
jurisdiction, and the

private property outside the Vooruitzigt

which the Board had no statutory

estate,

399
oivners of
the

of

The

which were

mining

entitled, as

against the proj)rietors

area, to lateral support.

declaration in this action set forth that the plaintiff
^
lessee of the claims, machinery,

was a miner and the

,/*'^^-,o
18.
March

„
„

20.
31.

depositing floors, &c., of the Petree Diamond Mining Com- McFarland
pany, Limited, of De Beer's Mine, and that as lessee of the

vs.

MiufugBoard

on mining operations in their
claims with the knowledge of the defendant Board that
the Mining Board, on or about January 17, 1881, divided

said

Company he

carried

;

the

De

Mine into sections by virtue of the powers
them by their 13th bye-law, and for the purposes

Beer's

vested in

therein set forth [a copy of the 18th bye-law was annexed
"
to the declaration, and was in the following terms
That
:

the Mining Board shall be empowered to divide the mine
into sections, and that the amount of rates contributed by

each section be expended solely on and for the benefit of the
claims in sucli section or divisional section for the purpose
of removing reef, water, &c., in such manner as the Mining
Board shall direct and that separate accounts be kept of
the expenditure in such sections respectively ; the divisions
;

to be

made accordicg

to

the plan drawn by the mining

overseer, dated 27th August, 1877
any section indebted to
the general funds of the Board shall be charged interest and
;

annum "]
Company were situate in

debited at the rate of nine per cent, per
said claims of the Petree

and that

;

that the

Section B,

had been imposed by the Mining Board
of carrying out the said bye-law and of
surrounding the margin of the mine which

rates

for the purposes

removing reef
might be dangerous to the claims in the said section that
it
thereupon became the duty of the said Board to remove reef, debris, &c., from the said claims in the said
section, and to provide for the removal of reef from the
;

margin of the mine dangei'ous to the said section that on or
about October 10, 1883, certain reef from the margin of the
mine had fallen into the said claims of the said Company
;

within the said section, and other reef upon tlie
margin of the mine became dangerous and threatening to tlie
said Com})any's said claims and to the remainder of the said

situate

section; th^tt the

Inspector of Mines, on the 12th October,

400
1884.

March
"

^

De

18.

20.

Beer's
lioard.

Mining

1883,' ordered the plaintiff to stop work in the said claims on
t
i
account of the dangerous condition of the said neighbouring
reef; that the Mining Board was requested by the plaintiff

pit

•

/.

•

i

•

i

i

rcmove such rcof as had already fallen into his claims,
and to provide for the safety and removal of the said
dangerous reef, but the Board refused and neglected to take
Iq

-'

any steps

for

the removal or security of the said reef; that

between August 27, 1883, and January 1, 1884,
the plaintiff was compelled to remove, and did remove, the
reef from the said claims, and was compelled to and did cut
thereafter,

down and remove the

reef dangerous to the said claims and
that the reef so

to the other claims in the said section

;

hauled, cut down, and removed had been measured by the
mining overseer of De Beer's mine, and the compensation
for the work done at the usual tariff price fixed by the

Mining Board was £1914 4s. 4^6?., which sum the defendant
Board refused, &c., to pay. The plaintiff claimed the said
sum, together with interest and costs.
Before pleading, the defendants by letter asked to be
iiiter alia from what estate the reef fell into the

informed

Petree claims; and upon what estate the "other reef"
referred to in the declaration, as having become dangerous
to the said claims and to the said section, stood.
They were

informed that the reef

fell

into the Petree claims partly

from the Vooruitzigt estate (the property of the Colonial
Government) and partly from the Bultfontein estate (the
property of the London and South African Exploration
"
and that the " other reef
which
Company, Limited)
;

to which the stop-order from the
Mines applied, stood partly upon the Vooruitzigt estate, and partly upon the Bultfontein estate.
Thereupon the defendants tendered the sum of £300 with
taxed costs to date on account of the reef hauled, cut down
and removed from the Yooruitzigt estate. This tender was

became dangerous, and
Inspector of

accepted by the plaintiff in full satisfaction of his claim for
the work done by him in consequence of falls from, or
danger arising from, reef standing on the Yooruitzigt
estate

;

but he stated that he would proceed with his claim

for the balance.

The defendants then

pleaded, admitting the allegations in

401
the declaration from the beprinnino^
°
° to and inclusive of the
save
as thereinafter admitted,
above
but,
quoted,
bye-law
.

„i^''*-

March
..

18.
20.

the remainder of the allegations
l)y their plea
Fa^TrndDs
then proceeded ^,P9 ^^^^'^.
contained in the declaration. The plea
•^
Mining Board.
"The De Beer's Mining Board have only j urisdiction and

they denied

...

over the mining area of the

control

De

:

Beer's Mine, the

which are defined and set forth by Proclamation 6
The mining area is
of 1874 and Ordinance No. 21 of 1880.
bounded on that side of the De Beer's Mine on which the
claims worked by the plaintiff are situated by the boundary
line of the farm Bultfontein, the property of the London
limits of

and South African Exploration Company, Limited. The said
mining area does not extend beyond this line, and the
defendant Board has no right, powers or control over the
farm Bultfontein or any portion thereof. The reef
referred to in the declaration as cut down and having been
said

removed by the plaintiff consisted partly of reef under the
control of the defendant, and partly of reef situate on portion
of the said farm Bultfontein and beyond the control and out
of the jurisdiction of the defendant."
The plea then set
forth the tender by defendants of £300 in respect of the
reef, &c., within their jurisdiction, and the acceptance

thereof by the plaintiff in fall discharge of that portion of
his claim, and proceeded as follows: "As regards the

claim for reef work done by the plaintiff on land situate
without the limits of the mining area, the defendants say
that the same was not done at their instance or request, and
that they are not liable to the plaintift' in respect thereof
;

they say that the sum tendered by them and accepted by
the plaintiff is suilicient to satisfy his claim, and that they
arc not liable to

him

in respect of

any other sura claimed

in

this action."

The replication admitted that portion of the reef was
situate on the farm Bultfontein, and save as to that allegation,

and save as

to admissions contained therein,

the allegations in the pleas.
follows

"
:

The

plaintiff

it

denied

The

replication proceeded as
further says that the De Beer's

Mine

de facto extends beyond the area as defined by Proclaiuation 6 of 1874 and Ordinance 21 of 18S0, and that the

defendant Board

lias

jurisdictioa

over the whole of such

402

McF^ndw

™i^6' -^s a further answer to the plea the plaintiff says
that the defendant Board has always exercised jurisdiction
^^^^ *^® whole of the de facto mine and the margin sur-

Minfng^ard

I'ounding

M^^'h'is
"

21).

it,

and has levied

rates on claims leased to the

although situate beyond the area defined as aforefor the purpose of removing reef, debris, &c., from the

plaintiff,

said,

mine or margin surrounding the mine, and the defendant
Board is thereby bound to satisfy the plaintiff's claim. The
plaintiff further says that even if the defendant Board has
no jurisdiction over the margin of the mine situated upon
the farm Bultfontein, yet they became liable to provide for
the removal of such portion of the margin aforesaid as fell
into the limits of the mining area.
Portion of the plaintiff's

which portion there has been no tender) is in
respect of the removal of reef and debris which had so fallen
into the limits of the mining area."
The rejoinder was general.
A large amount of evidence was led, but the real issue
which had to be determined in the case was whether, under
the Proclamation 6 of 1874 and Ordinance 21 of 1880, the
claim

(for

defendant Board was bound to remove, or pay for the removal
of, the reef which had fallen, or which had become so

dangerous that its removal became necessary, and which was
situate on that portion of the margin of the mine which lay
beyond the boundary of the Vooruitzigt Estate, and was
situate on the private property of the London and South
African Exploration Company. Among the questions raised
by the evidence were the exact boundary of the two proper-

the knowledge possessed by the plaintiff of such boundaries, the circumstances in which claims had been taken out

ties,

and worked by him and his predecessors in title beyond the
boundary of Vooruitzigt, the extent to which the plaintiff by
his own working had caused the reef to fall or to become
dangerous, and the question whether the defendant Board
by levying rates on all the claims worked by the plaintiff
any liability quasi ex contractu for the removal
of the whole of the dangerous reef contiguous to such claims.
At the conclusion of the plaintiff's case,

had. incurred

Forster (with

him Lange),

for

the defendant Board, applied
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from the instance, on the ffronnd that the
-1
whole ol the reel in question had proved to be without the
minino:
" area. If rates had been taken for a claim which had
for absolution

11

•11

now been proved

•II
to be outside the

1

1

had been levied

area, thev

under a hond fide mistake as to the boundary. He referred
to Ord, 5, 1874, which had been repealed, Procl. 6 of 1874
The boundary of the Bultfontem
and Ord. 21 of 1880.

Board attempted to
would
be trespassers. It
they
was never intended by Government that the Board should
exercise dominium over other than Crown lauds. He referred
limited

estate

the

area,

and

exercise jurisdiction beyond

to Ord. 10, 1874,

if

the

it

and the repealed schedule

to Procl. 8 of 1880,

Act 29, 1883,
had been under a common belief that
the whole of the mine was situated within the Vooruitzigt
There had been no contract between tlie plaintiff
estate.
and the Board to remove this reef. The plaintiff knew that
he was hauling Bultfontein reef, and that the defendants
had always repudiated any liability in respect of the same.
Hoshjns, C.P., for the plaintiffs, contended that the defendants had shewn no ground of non-liability for the reef
which had actually fallen into and been hauled from claims
on which rates had been levied.
The Mining Board ought
to know the limits of their own powers, and conld not resection

sect. 39.

iv.

sub-sect. 2-4, sect. v. sub-sect. 1

Both

;

parties

The plaintiff
pudiate on the ground of common mistake.
had been led by the Board to believe that he was in the
same position as other claimholders. He referred to sect. 39
of Act 29, 1883, and contended that the Board had jurisdiction over the whole of the de facto mine.

Hopley followed on the same side, and argued that the
Board, liaving been called into existence for certain purposes,
had power to do everything necessary for their accomplish-

ment

MaxvjeU on Interpretation of Statutes, 3 17-.') 19.
Forster replied, and contended that this reef had been
brought down by the plaintiffs working and the defendants
were not liable for its removal
he referred to Be Beers
;

;

Biamond Mining

Co. vs. Victoria

Biamond Mining

Co.

(High

An action for trespass for this work on
Court, not reported).
the part of tlie owners of the estate would lie against the
plaintiff.
VoT,.

In circumstances like

ir.— Part U.—Ct. \\

.

these the claimhokhM- on
2

K

i884.

March
..

18.

20.

-^
McFarland

oe

vs.

Beer's

Mining Board.
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1884.

March
"

'«-...

the border must work at his own

^0-

McFarland

cs.

risk.
As to taking
o rates,
the plaintiff himself did not know till after the pleadings
were closed the real facts as to the boundary.

>

l)e beer's

Mining

15o;ml

majority of the Court
was of opinion that absolution
should be refused, on the ground that there was ix lorima facie
case witli regard to the reef which had actually fallen and
then been hauled by the plaintiff, though not as to that

Buchanan, J.R,

(Laurence,

J.,

said

that the

dissentiente)

which had been worked down l^y him.
Evidence for the defence was then led (the effect of which
will fully appear from the judgments given below) and
counsel having again addressed the Court,

Buchanan,

J.P.,

intimated that the Court was unanimously

of opinion that the defendant Board was entitled to judgment, but as the case was of importance written judgments

would be delivered on a later day.
with regard to the question of costs,
argued that the defence should have been raised by exception, and that the plaintiff should not be compelled to pay
Iloshjns,

C.P.,

the defendant's costs of action

:

Alexander

vs.

Armstrong,

Buch. 1879, 2G3.

Laurence,

J.,

referred

to

Lnvis, and Mahadi
Society
vol. i. parts 2 and H).
vs.

Kimherhy Mutu(d Building
De Koch (H. C, lieports,

vs.

Forsfer rofdied that the plaintiff could have excepted to the
plea if he had chosen, and it had in fact been drawn I'or that
re4^^)lication could not be dealt with by
were
several points on whicli evidence was
exce])tioii.
as
had
been
sliewn
necessary,
by the refusal of absolution.

purpose, but part of the
^IMiere

Cur. adv. ridt.
Poxiea

(March

;51

),—

Buchanan, J, P., said — 'I'his was an action, originally, for
£1914
4^c/., now (by an accepted payment ou account)
:

4.S-.
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for

£1G14

4s.

defendants to plaintiff for

The pleadings

reef.

amount alleged to be due by
work and labour done in liauling

as an

4^6?.,

miner

set forth that the pLiintiff' is a

and the lessee of the Petree Diamond Mining Company,
working in De Beer's Mine, and that defendant is chairman
of the De Beer's JMining Board, in wliich mine the plaintiff
that the De Beer's Board in January 1881
carried on work
divided the mine into sections under bye-law 13 that the
Petree claims are in Section B that the Board inter alia imposed rates for the removal of reef; that it was then the
Board's duty to remove reef, debris, &c., from the claims and
that on the 10th of
reef from the margin of the mine
some
reef
fell
into the claims, and
October, 1883,
margin
of
it
became
other parts
dangerous that on the 12th of
of
the
mine ordered plaintiff to stop
0(;tober the insficctor
working that the plaintiff' requested the Board to remove
the reef, which they refused that in periods between the
27th of August, 1883, and 1st of January, 1883, the plaintiff
did the work that Eausch, the Board's engineer, measured
the quantity removed and found the amount due to be the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The defendants admit capacities and the
mine into sections, but deny idtra.
Their
that the Board has only jurisdiction over the

amount claimed.
division of the

defence

is

mining area, which is defined that on the plaintiff's side
of the mine it is bounded by the boundary line of Bultfon;

tein,

farm, over which defendants have no

the adjoining

control ; tliat part of the reef claimed for (this was
summons stood at £1914) is outside that line

when the

;

that the

defendants were always ready to pay for the amount of I'eef
removed within the mine and tendered £300 therefor and
costs,

which was accepted by the

side reef, the defendant denies

plaintiff.

As

liability.

He

amount measured and the amount
tender

is

sufRciont to (;over

due, stating that
his replication

admits that part of the voei' hauled
fontein, but says that the De I'x^er's ^line rlt
tlu^
;

mino

that

the out-

denies the

in

all.

plaintiff

beyond
beyond

t(i

was on
f'dr-fn

the

the

P)ult'

extend.-

and that the P>oard has jurisdiction
Uoard always exercisc^d such ih facto

itself

the

jurisdiction and Levied rates outside
jurisdiction over the

margin

it

is

;

that even

if it

has no

liable for I'emoval of out-

^^^'rcuis
,,

20.
31.

McFarland

vs.

jii|,^f„^oard
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18S4,
Miircli 18.
..

„ „-—

20.

,

Miniii^iard

side reef

when

11-,,the mine.
fallen into

From

the evidence

it

appears that the De Beers Mine is situated on tlie Yooruitziet estate, the property of the Government, and borders

^^ Bultfontein, which is the property of the London and
The mine was laid
South African Exploration Company.
out several years ago, but the first plan of it put in proof is
the one of August 1877, made under the bye-law after the
mice was sectionised. That plan shews part of claim 45, but

not 44 and 43, nor any claims from 1 to 16 to the S.E. As
all the claims are consecutively numbered, as far as they
apj ear on the plan, it is evident there was some rough plan
when the mine was first laid out, on which, probably, appeared

some additional claims

As

in this direction.

is

not unusual

in the original laying out of these mines, unless the reef is
carefully sunk for all round before any claims are allotted,

some claims

originally

numbered on the rough

plan, or

pegged out on the surface, are really on ihe reef and therefore worthless, at the surface certainly, for which reason they,
not having any actual

made when

plans

the

value, disappear from snbsequent
is more tested
or, as in this

mine

;

on the plan when the mine is worked
are
claims
found cutting in under the upper
and
down
good
But I refer to this as shewing that the very first plan
reef
case, partially reappear

on which the mine sectionised began, as

put

in,

new

era of

it

were, a

existence, points to all claimholders or intendthe fact of something needing attention in
claimholders
ing
that direction, whatever the cause reef or disputed boundary.
its

—

The two extremities
tein

of the

and Vooruitzigt being

line

boundary
fixed, it

between Bultfon-

was known that there

was such a boundary line in the vicinity, although from
the irregular and careless manner which characterised the
earlier working of these mines it was not pegged out along
its

length, at proper intervals, a necessary work, which

it

now being

done, which if earlier done would
have saved a deal of trouble and expense. On the second

seems

is

plan, according to date put in, that of August 19th, 1881,
44 and part of 43 appear on row 2, and 5 on row 1 to

the south.
plan made

In that of September, 1881, the photographed
convenience of claimholders, 45, 44,

for greater

and 43 appear, but not

in figures

5 or

4,

although there are
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beyond intimating more possible claims, if
these spaces mean anything at all.
On the plan of assessof 4 puts
in appearance,
and all those
ment of 1882-83 part
1
^
r
just named also appear on an important document, according
to which the Petree Company for some of these claims paid
shaded spots

left

i:

'

^

No. 5

rates.

filled in,

is

valued at £1500, but the rating clause is not
is distinctly stated to be on Bultfon-

and the claim

tein; there

is

also

an important addendum made, according

to Mr. Boiu'hill, the Board's secretary, at the request of the
Petree Company.
"Aid 431, 82^, 121i, 122|, in all 1^

claims to be added to the 23 Petree claims originally on the
list."
The general rate to be paid by the Company is

reckoned on that

document

thus clearly excluding, as far as this
and not mentioning No. 4, which the

basis,

goes, No. 5,

secretary explains the Board would not include in the assessThe byement, as it considere-d it had no right to rate it.

law imposing the rate provides that it is levied for removal
of reef, water, debris, &c., in such manner as the Board shall

The plaintiff was originally a partner with Petree,
under the style of Petree & IMcFarland. Their claims afterwards became the Petree Company, from whom the plaintiff
leased them in 1882, since which he has worked them alone.
direct.

Before August 1883 certain reef had become dangerous,
and was "pegged" out by the mining overseer, as appears
from plaintiff's own letter to the defendants, dated August

27th

;

so

plaintiff

haul

it

here

was

opportunity for full inquiry before
lie tendered to cut down and

worked down.

at the usual tariff, but his tender was only accepted
making him careful.

for A ooruitzigt reef, another re.ison for

The

stop order of 12th October mentions, inter alia, 5, 44,
45, 83, 81, 85, as being claims in which the plaintiff is to stop
working until the main reef south of claims 5 and 6 is made

and there is no contradiction of the evidence, when
was put in by the plaintiff, that the plaintiff
had worked where stopped. On 22nd December Bausch
measured the quantity of reef and debris plaintiff had at
that time removed, and in his certificate, which distinctly

safe,

this stop order

states that such

reuioval was from the Bulfontein

estate,

There was thc^n a portion o(
puts the labour at £1084.
ddni>:eruu< reef still sUmdin;: to be removed, which was after-

issi.

„

20.

^^
McFarland

P?

Bee'-'s

vs.

408
wards removed.

1884.

The

.Miircli 18.

"
,,

-"•

„~T-^

i)oi!.ei's
.vluiiii^' lioard.

_

for rates taken
receipts
i

by the Com*'

.

_

pany from the plaintiff shew no numbers of claims, but
merely the sections and amounts. This is not accurate, and
The
f]iQ insertion of the claims midit
save fature trouble.
^
"
the
word
contains
the
No.,"
original
shewing
receipt
printed
idea of the necessity of the filling-in of the numbers, but
important word is simply scored for the ease of the

this

In November 1883 plaintiff addressed the Board
his
through
attorney, stating that he had cut down 4120
he asked
for
which
at the ordinary rate of
loads,

moment.

payment

" It
per load. He added
may be contended that
portions of the reef hauled by Mr. McFarland was situated
3s.

9d.

:

on ground belonging

to the

London and South African

Exploration Company, but, on the other hand, I must point
out that not only was the reef in question within the miningarea, and thus within the control of the Board, but the hauling of it was as much for the benefit of the whole mine as
any other that may have been hauled from any other part of
the mine," so that he hoped his claim would receive the
Board's " fovourable consideration."
as

damages

for non-protection

from

He

also claimed .£()0U

reef,

which claim has

been signiiicantly withdrawn.
The Board replied
denying all liability, but afterwards tendered £300, the
since

balance due for reef plaintiff had hauled under the authority
Board on a resolution of August 27tli, 1883, following
his tender to haul of that date.
That resolution is important

of the

drawing a clear distinction as between Yooruitzigt reef
and other reef, and plaintiff's tender was accepted so fai*

as

removal of dangerous reef on the Vooruitzigt estate
was concerned. This plaintiff accepted, not retiring from his

as the

In reply to
previous position as to the other reef.
lars" asked for by the defendant in January 1884,

"
})articuit

should

also be noticed that the plaintiff mentioned, as his claims

leased from the Petree

Company,

44, 45, 83, SG,

and others,

he spoke differently and doubtingly
Now plaintiff was in January 1881 a member of
as to some.
the De Beer's Board, and as such was deputed to Capetown to
interview the then Commissioner of Crown I^ands on certain
although in his evidence

points stated in a

memorandum drawn up

one of which points was

witJi

for the purpose,
reference to the reef along tln^
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'884.
mine on the S.E. side, and what was to be
,^Iarcli 18.
became dangerous. Plaintitf saw the AttorneyrOGeneral of the day, who advised that the best course was ,,
„-—
JIcKarlaiul vs.
of the London and South African ^r-^f^^T'^'" ^
to "
sfive the mana":er
"
Mimng IJoard.
Exploration Comj^any notice that the Board intended to
remove, and alter receiviug his answer communicate again
with him. The Attorney-General did not think that the
Company, if properly addressed, would raise any objection to
the removal of the reef in question by the Board. But there,
as far as we know in this case, the matter seems to have
ended. Yet tiiis shews, clearly as knowledge can be shewn,
plaintiff's knowledge three years ago. Now if McFarland
before working at the reef had done what he did very lately,

of the
marfjin
°

'

.

done when

it

..

•'

'

_

,

.

authorised a survey by surveyor Tucker, he would have found
that the boundary line between Yooruitzigt and Bulfontein
crosses 45, 44, 43, 83, 89.

One would have thought

that the

employment of a surveyor was the first act of a cautious
man under any similar circumstances, but esj)ecially with
McFarland's own knowledge, pointedly obtained, that there
was at all events a question as to bouiuhay iu that direction,

A

cautious

man

does not work on uncertain ground, if lie
own risk and much as one may regret

does he does

it

for plaintitf's

own sake the

at his

;

rtsult of this case,

it is

a position

he has deliberately put himself into. He says he knew
nothing of Xo. 5, and yet it is proved he bought No. 5, as ho,
or Petree and IVIcFarland, bought other claims, the existen -e
of which he doubts in his evidence before this Court.
It
seems to

me

that Mcl^arland must have

boundary ran,

and

immaterial now to

known where

some reason as
inquire, he worked across
that, for

to
it

which

the
it

is

without, and

in the blue against the reef within, as the evidence, though
not so strong as it might have been, certainly sufficiently
satisfies me he did.
On August 17, before his own letter to

warned by jMr. ivilgour, on j\liss Iiob'n>on's
and verballv on tho ground, and a wire
complaint
is stretched by 3lr. Ivilgour in about the direction, as he
the Board, he

is

in writing,

swears, of Tucker's subsequent line, the accuracy of wliieh he
This must have shewn jMcFarland the
(Kilgour) admitted.

more the risk he was taking, but he continued
At the time there wasalreadv a worktmrover the

to take
lin(%

it.

which
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increased until the fall iu October,

1884.
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Now

the total

amount

hauled was 11,340 loads, 9990 admittedly picked from BultAs to
foiitcin, and 1350 admittedly fallen from Bultfontein.
*^® 9990, there was no contract to remove with the Board,

was a warning not to remove. The Board saw
from 1881 downwards, the danger of trespassing
on tbe Bultfontein estate. That was one of the chief things
in fact there

all along,

it

wished to avoid, as the secretary tells us, and the chairof the Board tells us that McFarland was in particular

man

warned from working vigorously in that direction. McFarland himself admits that during his time of membership
it was the Board's wish not to interfere with the Bultfontein
estate, and yet he also admits, "the stuff I removed I always
removed as Bultfontein stufl'." He would have us believe

that 4,

42, &c., did not exist in January, and that he only
six months ago.
Before he did the work he

5,

heard of 43

knew from Bausch that the Board was in hopes of arranging with Government as to the reef in question, which
shews the need of some arrangement, which McFarland was
perhaps too sanguine would go through and ultimately right
him. This point he knew long before, and did not first hear
of the necessity from Bausch.
In fact, his own evidence on
the main points told greatly against himself. Tliougli he
would have us believe he did not work 5, 6, half 43, 42, 82,

or 121,

the contrary

worked 66

close

up

is

the

case,

and he admits having

to the reef, part of 66 being also the

boundary line as shewn by Tucker, whose authority he cannot do otherwise than say he will not dispute. When pressed
as to
is so,

"
part of 43 is over the line, as it is, he says, if that
he does not know it to be the case," but he has taken the

how if

There being then no contract between the Board and
McFarland to remove these 9990 loads from the Bultfontein

risk.

unnecessary further to enter into the interesting
what would have been the Board's liability
arguments
if it had authorised contracts
beyond its boundary, or the
estate,

it is

as to

question whether
whether the party

it

it

could validly give such permission, or
authorised could recover on any indem-

given on such a mandate (Voei, 4, 3, 1). The
more difficult question is really now as to the 1350 loads

nity even

if

which

from Bultfontein, and the

fell

fiist

point to consider

is,
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did

it fall

evidence

through
it

did.

working

plaintiff's

Now

Bultfontein

?

I

is

am

satisfied

entitled to

on the
lateral

support from the Vooruitzigt estate. That was admitted by
the Crown Prosecutor, and it could not be successfully disputed.
It

much

was a matter of

went jrom

this

discussion in the

first

cases which

Court to the Appeal Court whether claim-

holdeis inter alia were not bound to give each other lateral
support, but that idea eventually vanished, and it was held

that as the object of claiujholders going into a mine is to
work down, and as they are bound so to do to avoid negliis not entitled to lateral support from
another {Van Beeh vs. MurtJia, Buch. C. A., 1, 121). But this,
it was admitted, was an exception to the right of neighbouring

gence, one claimholder

proprietors to lateral support. Vooruitzigt estate then being
obliged to give Bultfontein lateral support, neither Govern-

ment nor

the Mining Board intended or had any right
themselves to interfere with that support. They certainly
could give no greater right than they had. It seemed gravely

argued that as it is an obligation (an obligation assumed)
on the pare of the Board to remove all reef and water from
tlie

tein

mine, the Board had the right to trespass on Bultfonif necessary so to do.
But that argument was clearly

untenable.

The boundary

line, as fixed

statute, of the

by

mining area being the boundary line between the two estates,
the Board could legally authorise nothing beyond its own

The chairman, on the

area.

that

it

point of lateral suj)poi't, swore
was the custom of claimholders in the De Beer's Mine

working against reef to leave a shell of blue as lateral
support, but, whether this is so or not, if the lateral support
is

interfered with whoever does so

said, 1

am

satisfied

And, as

is liable.

on the evidence that the

I

have

plaintiff did so.

But

it is said the Board
accepted rates from the plaintiff,
over the border as well as within, and is therefore estopi)ed.
Now the only claims outside the boundary, as eventually

shewn by Tucker, on which

it

took

rates,

were as to parts at

mine, and it was therefore justified in
for
rates
them.
I do not believe the Board either
taking
ever decidedly knew it was takuig rates over the boundary

all

events within

tiie

as a fact, nor intended so to do.
to recover a

pro[)ortion

of

Blaintiff

rates thus

may

j)ai(l,.

be entitled

but he cannot

^j^r^^^ig
••

^o-

3ij.i,..;;^n(i ^^

ini'ii''„^ard
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found On the Board's reception of rates as giving the rights
he claims. Where the Town Council was held by this Court
t)ound On acceptance of rates, was clearly for rates levied

Undoubted municipal limits (vide Mathieson vs. Town
Council, H. C, not reported, and Murtha vs. Town Council,
H. C. Repp, i., 323), and the point even as to the effect of
such acceptance was not decided in either case on appeal.
It was also argued that the Board is bound to haul reef
and water from within the mine, never mind how it gets
there from beyond
but this has never been so decided.
The decision in De Beers Company vs. Victoria Company,
even if that case did raise, on the pleadings, the obligation
^^i^hin

;

of the

De

Beer's

Mining Board

to

remove from the De Beer's

Company's claims water sent into them by the tortious act of
the Victoria Company, did not go on that point, whicli was
not seriously argued at the bar in that case.
held the Victoria Company liable for its tort.

The

decision

And if similarly

was the negligence of the plaintiff which caused
the responsibility. The removal, he says, was for
the good of all the mine, but a similar argument was used as to
water in the Victoria Company's case, without effect. That
in this case

the

it

fall, his is

Company was condemned
injury to the

De

Beer's

in

damages for
Company, although

its
it

individual

may be

that

the Victoria Company's act relieved the whole mine from
much water by the shaft which it sunk, draining the mine

and concentrating the flow of water.
On the whole case
The
there must thus be judgment for the defendants.

The phiintiff
question of costs remains to be considered.
that
not
full
he
should
the
costs of an
strongly urges
jay
action, as the question in dispute might have been raised on
I have given my most anxious consideration to

an exception.

this request also since the last hearing, as I fully feel this
may be, as his learned counsel argued in first inducing us to

hear the case out of term, a serious case for the plaintiff'.
But I cannot see any good reason why costs should not follow
the result, as urged.

Jones,

J.,

said:

— The

plaintiff

Diamond Mining Company)

(lessee

Beer's i\liuing Board for £llJll

As.

of the

Chairman
h^-f^., but now

sues the

Petree

of the

De

altered to
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£1614, with interest and
'

costs of suit,'

and

as the
allej^es
o

ground of indebtedness the following circumstances That
the defendant Board, under bye-law 13, divided the mine
into sections and imposed rates upon the claims plaintiff
worked in that section, " for tlie purpose of carrying out the

„i^^,^-

March

IS.

:

said bye-law and removing the reef or margin surrounding
the said mine, which might be dangerous to the claims in the
•'

thereupon became the duty of the
remove debris. &c., from the claims in the said
section and to provide for removal of reef from the margin
"
of the mine dangerous to the said section
that on the
10th of October, 1883, certain reef had fallen into the
plaintiff's claims, and other reef upon the margin became
dangerous; tliat on the 13tli the plaintiff was ordered to
stop work by the Inspector of Mines on account of the
dangerous condition of the claims, but as the Mining Board
did not remove the fallen and dangerous reef the plaintiff
had to do it himself, and for the work dune in this hauling,
cutting down, and removal of reef and debris the ])laintiff
claimed £1914 4s. "i^d., an amount arrived at by the ]\Iining
said section," and that

Board

it

to

;

Overseer, allowing the usual price fixed by tariff, viz., 3s. 9d.
The defendant's plea specifically alleges that
per load.

portion of the reef removed was beyond its jurisdiction as
defined by Proclamation No. 6 of 1874, and Ordinance No. 21
of 18S0, and sets out an accepted and admitted tender of

£300

as to that portion of reef

which came within

its juris-

diction, viz., the limits of the Vooruitzigt estate, and alleges
non-liability to the plaintiff in respect of any other sum
claimed in this action.
In reply to this the plaintiff says

Mine

de facto extends beyond the area as
defined by proclamation and ordinance, and that the defendant Mining Board has jurisdiction over the whole of such
that l)e Beer's

mine, has always exercised

it,

and levied rates on the claims

leased to the plaintiff, although outside the area, and even if
the Board has no jurisdiction beyond the limits of the

Vooruitzigt estate it is liable to provide for the removal of
"sucli ])ortion of the margin as fell into the limits of the
It
mining area."
which thf plaintiff

is

important to note

I'efers in

Govin-nnient Notice No.

oi>

tl'.at tlu^

bye-law to

his declaration was published in
of 1S81. and is iji thr following!

McFiirland

vs.

jii}jf„^,'^ard
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terms

las'*.

Jlarch

1

2^»-

lIcKarliind vs.
Deijeei's
Mining Board.

— " That the Mining

Board be empowered to divide
the mine into sections, and that the amount of rate contributed by each section be expended solely for the benefit
:

^f ^hc claims in such section or divisional section for the

purpose of removing

reef, water, debris, &c., in

such manner

Mining Board should direct, and that separate accounts
be kept of the expenditure in such sections n^spectively, the
division to be made according to the plan drawn by the
as the

Mining Overseer, dated 27th of August, 1877."

Upon

referring to this plan one is at once struck with the fact that
the limits of the mine, as shewn in it, fall entirely within

ihe Vooruitzigt estate as shewn in Tucker's plan.
The
of
the
mine is shewn passing through claim 45
boundary
diagonally, through the lower portion of claim 84, then
cuttiug off part of 83 and nearly the whole of 82. Claims 4,
5, 42, 43, 44, and parts of 82 and 45, are beyond its limits
altogether.

From

the evidence of Mr. William B. Smith

it

appears that the licences ior the claims which fall on the
Bultlbutein ground were taken out by Mr. George jMcFarland,
the plaintiff, acting on belialf of the Petree Company, after

As early as January, 1881, the plaintiff was
July, 1880.
well aware that tlie reef on the south-ea.st side of the mine
fell

within the boundary of the Bultfontein estate, and we
he interviewed JMr. Upington (the then Attorney-

find that

General) on the subject.
defendant Board that Mr.

The

reported to the
him ''that
informed
Upington
when the reef alonir the maruin of the mine on the south -

east side

became dangerous

to the

plaintiff

working of the claims

in

that part of the mine, the best course for the Board to adopt
would be to give the IManager of the London and South African
Exploration Company notice that the Board intended to have

the dangerous portions removed in the usual manner, and

an answer to forward it to him (Mr. Upinghe
wished
to impress upon the Board the necessity
ton), only
of carrying on all correspondence with tlie Manager of the
after receiving

London and South African Exploration Company through the
Board's legal advisers."
AVith regard to obtaining a right
round
the
south-east
road
side of the mine, Sir. Upington
of
within the province of the ComIt cannot be said that the
missioner of Public Works.

was of opinion that

it

fell

415
was

plaintiff
*

of the state of the case
ijinorant
f'

and that he

.

.

,

be fairly contended that
similar
to that of the ratepayer
in any way

acted without warning, nor can

it

i884.

Mar.h
-.

18.
^o-

his position is
T^"17„di>s
who, in ignorance of his legal position, for years pays rates to jii^fn^^^ard

a municipal corporation, under the mistaken impression,
shared in by the municipality, that his land falls within the
limits

of

boundary

the

municipality.

MoFarland knew that

line of the Bultfontein estate cut off reef

the

which

was, early in 1881, looked upon as a possible source of danger
to his claims, and it may fairly be said that he was put upon

inquiry as to where this boundary was.
inquiries he worked at his own

I

risk.

If he made no
do not think that

the mere fact of the claims 43, 44, and 45, or portions of
them, subsequently appearing in the assessment rolls and

plans altered the legal position in wh'ch the plaintiff stood
towards the Board. I take it that the chief reason for these

claims being placed on these later plans was the fact that the
Petree Company held licences for them from the registrar of
claims,

and that they were worked.

Now,

which

in the view

I take of the facts, the plaintiff as the holder of a licence
from the owner of Vooruitzigt could have no greater rights

As between the owners

than the proprietor himself.

of the

adjoining properties, Bultfontein and Vooruitzigt, the common
law right of lateral support would exist and therefore the
;

by the owner of Vooruitzigt could not confer
upon the Petree Company, or McFarland, the right so to
mine as to deprive the neighbouring proprietor of lateral
Is there anything in the mere fact that the licence
support.
is for the
purpose of mining, which changes the legal rights

licence granted

these owners possessed

manner

this

I

?

would make a

confess I cannot see in

difference,

and

I

what

do not find any-

thing in the statutory provisions of the various legislative
enactments, dealing with mining interests, which lias changed

the

common law

doctrine.

From

the evidence I think that

plaintiff must have worked within the Bultfontein boundary
line in portions of claims 43, 44, 45, and 83.
I cannot help

arriving at the conclusion that the working of the plaintiff
both on Vooruitzigt and Bultfontein natuially tended to
increase the clanger Irom reef situate on the

South African Company's

estate.

The

London and

plaintiff could not be
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McFarlaud

upon the Board to commit a trespass and
enter the Bultfontein estate for the purpose of removing a
danger, which was the result of taking away lateral support to

justified iu calling

Ma^^/'i8

vs

Minhi^ Board

^'^^i^h

I

the

London and South African Company were entitled.
call upon the Board to remove

do not think that he could

reef which, in consequence of the illegal act of the plaintiff
its mining area into claims within

himself, fell from beyond

In the view which I take

its jurisdiction.

me

ot"

the

facts, it is

with the legal question whicli
unnecessary
as
to
the
arise
suggested liability of the Board under
may
for

to deal

I concur in holding
the particular terms of this bye-law.
that judgment should be given for the defendant Board and

with

costs.

Laurence,

J.

:

—In

this case I

concur in the judgment in

favour of the defendant Board, and substantially also in tlie
I wish,
reasons for that judgment which have been given,

however, to add that while I quite agree with the legal principles which have been enunciated, and in their applicability

do not altogether base my judgment
on the ground that it has been proved in evidence that the
ground from the Bultfontein estate which fell into the mine,
and for removing which the plaintiff seeks to make the
to the case before us, I

defendants liable, was brought down and
owing to the plaintiff's working below it.
I

can

of the

see, the plaintiff's
fall,

attribute

it

and there
;

but

is

if it

fell into

xVs far

the claims

indeed as

working must have been the cause

no other cause to which it is easy to
rested with the defendants to clearly
I am bound to say that I think the

prove that this was so,
legal proof is not complete.

Some

hypothetical statements

were made by the witnesses called for the defence, but
no direct evidence was adduced, as I suppose it might easily
have been, on this point. I am prepared, however, to give
judgment for the defendant, as I was prepared, at the close of
plaintiff's case, to give absolution from the instance, on
the ground that, in the absence of proof on the part of the
plaintiff that this ground fell into the mine owing to some

the

act or negligence on the part of the defendant, the defendant
is not responsible for the cost of its removal, and the Board's
liability is

no greater

in respect of the

ground which

fell

417
from Bultfontein than in respect to that wliich the plaintiff
worked down from Bultfontein, with regard to which latter

we were all satisfied at the close of the plaintiff's case that
the defendant was not liable. The De Beer's Mining Board
J-

has jurisdiction only within the legally constituted mining
area; and by Ordinance 21 of 1880 the mining areas are
" so far as the same are
situate on
legally constituted only

the Vooruitzigt estate." Over the soil of the neighbouring
estate of Bultfontein the Board has no jurisdiction or control,

and I cannot see how

can acquire such jurisdiction or
any consequent liability, owing to the ground in
question having, without any fault on the part of the Board,
been brought over the boundary of the two estates. The
it

control, or

plaintiff, in

the

De

defined

the second paragraph of his replication, says that
Mine de facto extends beyond the area as

Beer's

by Proclamation 6 of 1874 and Ordinance 21

of

1880

(which seems to be the case), and that the defendant Board
has jurisdiction over the whole of such mine (which, taking
the former statement to be correct,

is

not the case).

He

also says that the Board has always exercised jurisdiction
over the whole of the de facto mine and the margin sur-

rounding it but from the evidence it appears that the Board
has always guarded itself against assuming any jurisdiction
beyond the boundary, so far as it was ascertained and some
;

;

time before this reef

fell

the plaintiff admits that he was inOverseer that, unless some arrange-

formed by the Mining
ment could be effected with the Exploration Company, the
Board could not undertake any responsibility with respect to
Further, the plaintiff" alleges that the
has levied rates on claims leased to the plaintiff,

the Bultfontein reef.

Board

"

although situate outside the area defined as aforesaid, for the
jmrpose of removing the reef, debris, &c., from the mine
or niargin surrounding the mine."
There seems to be some
doubt as to what rates have been actually levied by the

Board, but

any

it is clear that
they have not knowingly levied
on any claim outsidL' the bonnd;U'y of Vooruitzigt;
any such rates have heen levied by inadvertence, it

rates

aTid if

was the natural residt of the action of the
lessors, or their predecessors

in

])laintilT,

his

title in obtaining- licences for

jj^^^iji^
>•

^~r

^<'-

,,
^
ilcb
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such claims, not from the Board, but from the Registrar,
as
to
the representative of the Government, the owners of the
'

13,

20.
31.

'

'

Yooruitzigt estate. If any rates have been paid by the
*» the Board in respect of any claim ground not
Minh/^B^ard P^ai^^iff
under their control, it would appear that such rates were
McFarland

vs.

levied and paid hond fide and under a mistake common to
both parties, and the case may possibly be one in which there

such a natural equity as would justify the plaintiff in
demanding the return of such payments. This, however, is
not the question now before us. Lastly, the plaintiff alleges

is

that " even
of the

if the Board has no jurisdiction over the margin
mine situated on the farm Bultfontein, yet they

became liable to provide for the removal of such portion of
the margin aforesaid as fell into the limits of the mining
This contention is based on the 13th bye-law anarea."
nexed to the declaration, which provides for the removal of
or at the expense of the Board but that bye-law
merely provides for the sectionising of the mine and for the
expenditure of the amount of the rates contributed by each

reef

by

;

section "solely for the benelit of the claims in snch section
for the

purpose x»f removing reef, debris, water, &c., in such
as the Mining Board shall direct." There is nothing
to shew that the Board has not complied with the require-

manner

ments of

this bye-law

section in

which the

removal of

reef, &c.,

that a considerable

and expended the rates levied on the
plaintiff's claims are situate on the

from those claims

sum has been

;

we know

in far't

paid by the Board to the

removal by nim of reef which had fallen
from within the mining area and the jurisdiction of the
Board. If a heavier rate than was really necessary has
plaintiff for the

been levied under the belief that the Board would have
to provide for the reef which in the end proved to be without
its jurisdiction and beyond its control, there may, as I have
already suggested, be another remedy open to the plaintiff.
His present claim seems to be as inadmissible as that raised

De Beers Diamond Mining Company vs. Victoria
Diamond Mining ComjMny, that the Board was compellable
to remove all the adventitious water which any Company, by
adopting a certain method of working, might find it con-

in the case of

419
venient to lead into the mine.

On these grounds I think
and that the plea raised by

that the replication has failed,
the defendant has been substantiated.

'
ji^rc,i'i8
20.
,,
31,
,.

McFarland

De

vs.

Beer's

Miniug Board.

Judgment

for defendant, with costs.

rPlaintiff's Attorney,

1

Rhodes.

LDefendant's Attorneys,

Haakhoff

Bros. J

Beery
Arrest.

vs.

Nonne.

— dth Rule of Court.— False imprisonment and
malicious prosecution.

An

objection to a writ of arrest, that
the address

of

it

was not endorsed

tvith

the plaintiff' s attorney, sustained.

N. had been arrested and charged ivitJi
sworn hy B., a resident in the Free

theft

on information

State,

and

the charge

N. then brought an action against B.
for false imprisonment and malicious prosecution, and

had

been dismissed.

caused him
hy B.for

to he

arrested iudiciuni

sisti.

An

application

the cancellation of the bail-bond icas refused.

The applicant, a resident in the Orange Free 8tate, had
on the 3rd April, 1884, been arrested at the suit of the
respondent to found jurisdiction in an action in wliicli the
respondent claimed £1000 for false imprisonment and
The applicant had found bail for his
malicious prosecution.
and
to
the result of the action, in the sum
abide
appearance,
of £1500.
arrest

The present

application was to set aside the
Before the affidavits on

and cancel the bail-bund.

the merits were read,
Forster, for the ap}»li('ant, pointed out tl>at tht; 9th Rule
of Court had not been complied with in that the address of
plaiiitilf's attorney vvas not endorsed ujion the writ
therefore contended that the writ was bad «/; initio.

the

Vol,.

II.— I'AKT 11.— G.

W.

-1

V

;

he

i«hi.

Berrv

tv.

^omic.
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Hopley, for the respondent, urged that this was a technical
which had been waived and cured by
the
j

1884.

—Berry vs.

^ onue.

irregularitv,
r>
- '

course the applicant had

adopted in giving

bail

and now

appearing.

The Court
it

was a

must be

though the objection was technical,
and that if it was insisted on the writ

lield that,

fatal one,

set aside.

have the matter heard on the merits,
then withdrew his preliminary objection, the writ was
amended by consent, and the ap,)licatiou heard on the
Forster, A\ishing to

merits.

The

fixcts, as set forth on the applicant's affidavit, were
as
follows. On the 2nd April the applicant, a poundbriefly
master at Jacobsdal, in the Orange Free State, drove into

leaving his wife and family
en route to the same place in a wagon drawn by six horses.
The applicant was informed that a man had stopped the
wagon, claimed one of the horses, and caused it to be taken

Kimberley

in

a

light

cart,

out of the team, and detained it in his yard, whereupon he
came back and demanded the horse, alleging that he had
bought it at a pound sale. The respondent asked him to
prove this statement, and refused to give the horse up.

Thereupon applicant went to the Commissioner of I'olice,
who gave him a policeman, with instructions to bring the
man and the horse. They went to respondent's place, and
a satisfactory ex[)]anation and arrangement took place, the
respondent gi^'ing up the horse and the applicant pi'omising to send a certilicate to prove the sale of the horse
out of the pound.
The parties parted amicably, and the
and
tlie
applicant
policeman returned to tlie Commissioner

and explained that the matter had been arranged
whereupon the Commissioner ordered that the man and
horse should be fetched, saying that he could not allow his

of Police,

;

policemen to be running about for nothing. He also told
the applicant to make an atlidavit. The applicant and the

policeman thereupon went

to

the respondent's

business in applicant's cart, and brought

place

him down

of

to the

421

On

station.

police

Commis-

arrival tbey found that the
•'

^^
•'

should

terms

:

make an

— "I

am

Free State.

I

my

and a man named Geyer

wife

11.30 A.M. Ge\'er

my

came

At about

to

me and

some one had

said that

in the middle of the street,

wagon

in

six horses at the racecourse near

Kimberley, at about 9 o'clock this morning.
stopped

and out-

spaimed one horse, and took a reiin with the horse. I went
to the place, and found my horse in possession of Charles
Nonue, of Kimberley. [ asked him for my horse, and he
refused to give it up.
The horse in question

I reported the matter to the police.
is

now

in possession of

the police."

This affidavit he signed, and waited for the return of the
Commissioner, who was a J.P., to swear to it. The Comread the document, and inquired what
c!)arge he intendad to prefer
Avbereupon he answered,
" 1
don't know I have given you all the information I am
missioner returne

1,

;

;

possessed of in
is

theft."

my

affidavit."

The Commissioner said, ''It
know I have given

"
Applicant replied, I don't

;

The Commissioner

you the particulars."

You

"
said,

Why, what

The
anything
who
was
Commissioner,
Captain Back,
below
then
caused
the
words
to
be
added
present,
following

is

it

but theft

?

can't call

else."

it

after conferring with

"

applicant's

I
signature
the theft of

now charge

:

Nonne with

the

said

Charles

The

applicant then
swore to the affidavit, and a warrant was issued against the

my

horse."

respondent.

The respondent made no answering

affidavit,

but his

declarati(;n in the principal action had already been tiled,
and was before the Court, in which he alleged that the

had unlawfully and maliciously and without
and probable cause arrested and imprisoned him,
and that ho had on the 2nd April been detained in custody
on a charge of tlndt [)r('fcrred against him by the a})])licant
until he could lind bail; and that the ap[)li('a!it had on the
ord April maliciously and without reasonable, or probable
cause appeared and pr(Hccut('d him <n\ the said cliargc,

a[)plicant

rt-asonablo

which was

disniisst'd.

IL.'

—

10.

r.

Bertyi's. J«onne.

which he did in the following
pound-master of Jacobsdal, in the Orange

left

is?,*-

word that applicant
„
^^

affidavit,

wagon and

charge of a

left

Apnl

_

^

and had

sioner had jjone
away,'
"

«dainujd -iJlUUO daniairi's.

'I'iif
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—

i»^i.

Commissioner of Police and of Captain Back
were produced for the respondent, and stated that the
applicant had charged the respondent with theft, and had
affidavits of the

asked that a warrant should be issued against him.
Forster contended that the arrest should be set aside, as

there was no evidence of false imprisonment or malicious
The applicant had made a plain statement of
prosecution.

Commissioner of Police, and was not responsible
taken by him. The Commissioner had forced
the applicant to sign the affidavit and make the charge, and
there was absolutely no evidence of malice on his part.
Writs of arrest should not be issued indiscriminately or on
sliffht OTounds, and this was a case where the writ should
facts to the

for the action

never have been issued

Saget vs. Bataillou, Buch. 1868, 32.
The respondent took the law into his own hands in unharnessing and taking possession of the horse, and he must
;

have known that a prosecution for theft would be the
He had certainly given reasonable
natural result of his act.
cause for the prosecution.
Moreover, I'oreigners should bo
was
not an unknown stranger, but
The
applicant
protected.
a well-known resident in a ne'ghbouring State, who could
have been sued in his own forum. The process of arrest
had been abused, and the bail which the applicant had been
required to give was very excessive.
Iloplei/, for the respondent, was not called upon.

Jones,
of the
its

J.

:

—

amount

If this had been an application for a reduction
of the bail-bond, the Court might have seen

to relieve the applicant but in the present aspect
we are not called upon to consider that point.
clear that the respondent was arrested and prosecuted,

way

;

of the case
It

is

and that the proceedings were instituted by the applicant.

The proceedings have terminated

in the respondent's favour,

and he alleges that the action taken by the applicant was
malicious and without reasonable or probable caute, and
There
that he has been seriously damaged in consequence.
is

nothing to compel the respondent to sue the applicant in
If a foreigner chooses to lay himself

a foreign jurisdictioji.

o})en to civil proceedings in this jurisdiction

he

is

liable to

423
ad fimdandam iurisdictionem. That course has been
in the present case, and the Court cannot refuse to
adopted
I
The application must therefore be
confirm the arrest.
refused and the arrest confirmed, with costs.

arrest

i««4-

—

•^

'

-t^

,

.

Laurence,

J.,

April

Berry

vs.

10.

Nonne,

concurred.

rApplicant's Attorney, Beevor.

"1

LKespondeut's Attorney, Rhodes. J

ChapMxVN

vs.

Trustee of Brah am and Shilling.

Deliverij of title-deeds of

—
mortgage. Prefevent

The mere delivenj of
constitute hy the

— Eqiiitahle
p'opertij.
— Plan of distribution.

immovable

creditor.

title-deeds as security

law of

this

for a debt does not

Colony an

equitable mortgage
on the jJroperty ; and the holder of such security ranks only
as a concurrent creditor in insolvency.

This was an application to the Court to order the trustee
^
of the insolvent estate of one Bniham to alter the plan
of
*
^

i*«i-

a preference to the applicant upon
the proceeds of certain house property which had been sold
in the estate.
It appeared that Brahain had before his

distribution

by
'

<2:rantiii":
'^
.

himself unable to pay the amount, ho handed the title-deeds
and keys of another property belonging to himself to the
applicant, giving him power to sell or mortgage the said
Before any stops had been
property to satisfy the debt.
taken by tlie applicant, Braham became insolvent.
The
trustee of the insolvent estate claimed the title-deeds and

the keys, as they were
necessary to enable liim to effect a
sale of the said property.
Tlie applicant refused to give
them up, alleging that he had a lion on the property, and

claim was proftu-ent on

tually, as the

applicant

^^,

10.

hapiiKUi
'ini^tceof
Brahaiii and
(

I'.s-.

.

insolvency been indebted to the applicant in a certain sum
for rent of a property which he had hired from him. Finding

tliat liis

—

April

.

tlio

l*]v(>nproceeds thereof,
the trnste(^ and the

alleged, but!i

siiininK-

424

Aprfi*io

oiaj^nvs
Brrham'a'ifd

sinning.

auctioneer,

who bad been

instructed

by the

trustee to realise

*^® property, promised him that his chiim should be treated
^^ profercut on tlie proceeds
and on these conditions he
;

gave up the title-deeds and the keys. This agreement was
denied by tlie trustee, but the auctioneer made no affidavit.

The property was

sold,

and the proceeds paid to the holder

of a general bond, the other respondent, whose claim was

even then only partially satisfied,
A subsequent bondholder and the concurrent creditors, among whom the applicant had been ranked by the trustee, received nothing.
Ilopley, for the applicant, said that his (dient rested his

claim for preference upon an alleged lien wliicli he claimed
to have acquired over the property by virtue of the lianding
over of the title-deeds to him by his debtor. In England

an equitable mortgage would be thus constituted.
In the
present case applicant had had full power over the property
granted to him by the insolvent, either to

sell or to

mort-

but, believing that he had an equitable right of
gage
preference on the proceeds of the property by virtue of the
it,

possession of the key and title-deeds, lie had taken no steps
in the matter, and he now wished for a ruling of the Court.
He referred the Court to the following cases T7'\istees of
:

Randall vs. Norden, 2 Menz. 368
Phillips and King vs.
Moore s Trustee, 2 Menz. 369 Matthew'' s Trustee vs. Steicart,
;

;

Buch, 1868, 251,
Hoshjns, C.P., for the trustee, and
Forster, for the secured creditor, were not called upon.
flONES, J.:
correctly.

—I

am

Not only

of opinion that the trustee has acted
tlie cases to which we have been re-

ferred, but others subsequently decided,

that

th(,'

mere delivery of the

have clearly settled

title-deeds

of a property

In a case, the name
it.
gives the receiver no
which
I
have
which
of
came before the Court of
forgotten,
the Eastern Districts, the point was elaborately argued by
ius in re over

the present Chief Justice of the Transvaal, then at the Bar,
and it was decided by that Court that our law did not recognise ecpiitable mortgages;

subject was then

deli^'^'red

an exhaustive judgment on the
Smith. Such a
l)y rdr. -Justice
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here claimed by the applicant could in no case
to a preference over the holder of a previously
bond.
reo^istered
°

right as
entitle

is

ism.

him

Chapman

vs

Trustee
Trustee of

rahamuiK
Brahamuna
Shilling.

Laurence,

concurred.

J.,

Application dismissed, with costs.
FApplicant's Attorney, Rhodes.
~]
Lllespondents' Attorneys, H. C. & J. C. HAAUiiorF. J

Kemp

Kimbeeley Licensing Court.

vs.

Right of Appeal.

—Act 28, 1883. — Charter of
190;^/^

There

is

Justice.

—

Rule of Court.

no appeal from a decision of a Licensing Court

sitting

under Act 28 of 1883. If such Court exercises its jooiveis
in an illegal or improper manner, the pjroper remedy is to
apply for the process of the Court under tlw 190th Rule of
Court.

James Kemp, a licensed
of his licence to the

victualler, applied for a renewal
Kimberley Licensing Court at a sitting

1884, under the provisions of Act 28, 1883,
which application was reiused. Kemp tlien appealed to the

hold on March

High

6,

Court, on the ground of certain alleged irregularities

in the proceedings of the Licensing
case, wln'ch

were

set forth

his intention to appeal,

on

Court in dealing

affidavit.

Ho

witli his

gave notice of

and of the grounds of appeal,

to the

liicensing Court, by serving copies of the docnnients on tiie
Il'sidont IMagistrate, in liis capacity as Chairman of the

Court.
Davison, appeared for Kemp, and
on behalf of th(; Licensing Court.

thei-e

was no appoarance

Lat'kence, J. :-— ]\[r. Davison, are you here as an appelan applicant?

lant, or as

vpru

lo

Kei^r.-;.

uSng court,

426

—As appellant.
—Then where
Laurence,
Davison:—No express right
Davison

i**?*-

April

10.

Kemp

vs
vs.

Kimberle

:

J.

SSoL-t.

Licensing Court.

neither

is

:

is

your right of appeal ?

is given by the Act, but
the right taken away, and it is contended that

a common-law right of appeal against irregular proHe referred to the recent
ceedings by a public body.
there

is

judgment of Buchanan, J.P., in L. a?id S. A. Exploration
Company vs. Kimherley Town Council, where, referring to
the Kimberley Municipality Ordinance, his Lordship was
I can find no other colonial
reported to have said
:

IVIunicipal

Ordinance

in

—

'*

which

ivhat is ivith justice regarded

as one of the first rights of the subject, a fair right of ap)peal
against alleged tvrong, is taken away or restricted."

—

I don't know whether those were the exact
Jones, J,
words used by the Judge President, but he was probably
referring to the general right of review under clause 32 of
:

the Charter of Justice, which
remedy to that of appeal.

is,

technically, quite a different

Laurence, J., referred to Wilherforce on Statutes, p. 43
The same words which are needed to take away the writ

:

"

—
of

needed to give an appeal, and no such right can
be given by implication, as by a form in the schedule to an
Act containing the words unless upon an appeal against the
certiorari ate

*

same

to be then made,' or by reference to other Acts,
"
and to the cases there cited.
;

which

allow an appeal

Davison contended that this appeal was virtually the same
thing as a review, under the general power conferred on the
Court by the Charter of Justice.
Jones,

J.

:

—

It is clear that the

wrong course has been

adopted, and that this application, in its present form, is one
which the Court has no jurisdiction to entertain. The pro-

ceedings have been taken by way of appeal where no right of
appeal exists, and it is an elementary principle that there

can be no appeal to a superior Court unless

it

has been

427
specifically givcD.

No

doubt the 32nd clause of the Charter

of Justice gives a wide power oi revle\^ over the proceedings
of all inferior Courts of Justice ; and if a public body, like
•

1

1

the Licensing Court, acts improperly, there are extensive
powers of redress which this Court can exercise, if the matter

brought before it in the proper way. If application had
been made for the process of the Court under and in terms
of the 190th Rule of Court, we might have dealt with it ;
but Mr. Kemp as appellant has no locus standi^ and we cannot
is

listen to

him

Laurence,

in that capacity.

J.,

concurred, and the ai)peal was accordingly

dismissed.
[Appellant's Attorneys,

Knights & Hearle.]

i?84.

.

—

Kimberiey
Licensing Court
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MAGISTRATE'S COURT CASES REVIEWED.

Queen

vs.

Stephenson.

Act 27, 1882,

In a

allege,

and

the

10.

10 of Act 27, 1882, tJie charge must
evidence must clearly disclose, that the

michr

'prosec^ition

sect.

sect.

language complained of was used in a

street,

road, inibliG

place or licensed puhlic-house.

Where

the charge

did not contain

this

cdlegation, the whole

proceedings tvere quashed.
1S84.

—

Jan.

Laueence,
'

25.

J.

:

—This case has come

before

me

in review

^
Queen vs.

of the District of Herbert,
from the Assistant Matristrate
a

Stephenson,

the gaoler at
accused,
with
10 of Act 27
was
sect.
contravening
Dough^s,
charged
and
to
sentenced
of 1882
he was convicted
pay a fine of £2,

^

who

The

sitting at Douglas.

is

;

The offence conor in default fourteen days imprisonment.
stituted by this section is that of using threatening or abusive
"
language, &c, in any street, road, public place, or licensed
public-house." As the charge does not allege that the language in question was used in any such place, it discloses
no offence, and I have therefore, though not without regret,
been forced to the conclusion that the whole proceedings

must be quashed, leaving
de

novo, if

he thinks

fit.

it

open

It

to the ]\[agistrate to

may

be added that

proceed

it

appears
from the evidence that the language complained of was used
on two occasions, in the morning and evening of the same
day.

On the

plainant was,

first

" I

occasion the expression used to the comshould like to have you alone for five

minutes," and this
threatening manner,
breach of the peace.
tliat this

is

stated

sucli as

to have been uttered in a
would be likely to provoke a

Although there

is

indirect evidence

expressi(m was used in a public place, even

if

the

429

had been correctly framed and the evidence had been
on the point, there might be some doubt whether it
Avas threatening or abusive language or behaviour within the
meaning of the Act as to the language used on the second
cliarjre
o

•'

clear

^^^^*-,
25.
Jan.

qu^^
Stephenson.

;

was clearly of an abusive nature, but the evidence
the
accused at the time was in a baker's tent, and
shews that
I have
not in any of the places mentioned in the section.
occasion,

found

it

it

necessary to

caution

the

Assistant

Magistrate

against taking hearsay evidence— conversations which took
place in the absence of the prisoner such as appears on the

—

present record. I have also directed the attention of the
Croicn Frosecutor to the conduct of the accused, which
appears, both from the evidence and the Magistrate's re-

marks, to have been extrefnely reprehensible on the part of
one occupying a position of public trust.

Queen

vs.

Kleinbooi.

Theft.

Where a p'isoner iras charged with the crime of theft, and the
"
guilty of being in possession of
Magistrate found him
stolen property uitJiout heing cchle to account for
the conviction

Laurence,

J.:

tJie

same,"

was quashed.

— Kleinbooi was

dent Magistrate of

Du

Toit's

charged before the Eesi-

Pan with the crime

of stealing

money and

There was
goods, the property of his master.
of
The
evidence
the
theft.
absconded
from
prisoner
ample
spent money freely, and was appretwo afterwards with various articles belons;master (inchiding a pocket-book which had con-

his master's service,

hended a dav
ing to his
tained a

or

£5

note) in his possession, while it was further
proved that he had disposed of other goods which had been
The IMagistrute convicted the prisoner of " being in
stolen.
possession of stolen property without being able to account
for the

same," and sentenced him to tliree months' imprisonlabour.
I should liavo t]ioniJ:lit it was

ment with hard

—

i^s^-^

Ki.inbouL

430

—

Jan

^25

Q

^^

Kieinbooi.

scarcely necessary to point out that on a charge of theft
"
there are only three possible verdicts (1) " Guilty of theft ;
"
^2)
Guilty of receiving stolen property, well knowing the
same to have been stolen ; " (3) " Not guilty." The Magistrate has convicted tlie prisoner of what is not in itself a
:

crime, but merely evidence of a crime, and there
alternative but to quash the conviction.

Queen

Ad

1861, §§

3,

vs.

2D-29.— Ad

is

no

Dhagooxer,
17, 1867, §

Q.—Bemitted case.—

to call fresh evidence.
Plight of 'prisoner

Where a prisoner was committed for trial for stocJc theft, and
the Crown Prosecutor remitted the case to the Magistrate
tinder Ad 3, 1861, § 29, and Ad 17, 1867, § 6, and the
Magistrate refused the prisoners request to call fresh
evidence which might have proved material, the conviction

was quashed.
1884.

—

Feb.
,,

Queen

19.
vs.

Dnigooner.

Laukexce,

J.

:

—This

come before me in review
The lprisoner, a herd.
Hay.
j

case has

_

of
from the Resident Magistrate
"

7

}

charged, under Act 17 of 1867, with stealing certain
sheep, the property of his master a preparatory examination
^^^s

;

was taken, the prisoner was committed for trial, and the Crown
Prosecidor remitted the case, under sect. 6 of the above Act,
to the Magistrate, who convicted the prisoner and sentenced
him to twelve months' imprisonment with hard labour. The

case for the

Crown was

the property was

that the prisoner's master, in

had sent the prisoner

whom

laid,
charge of the
sheep to deliver them to one Theron, who had purchased
them the j)risoner's defence was that lie was to take tlie

in

;

if he declined to
buy, to
exchange them for goats, which lie was to keep for his
master, and that, on Theron declining to accept the sheep,
The evidence for tlie
he had carried out his instructions.
Crown ^^as by no means satisfactory, and the brother of the

sheep to Theron on approval, and,

prosecutor,

who was

called as a witness with regard to the
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instructions given to the prisoner, to a great extent corroborated the defence and contradicted the evidence of the

On the whole evidence I am of opinion
prosecutor himself.
that there was room for reasonable doubt of the prisoner's
guilt, of which the Magistrate should have given him the
however another ground on which it is
clear that the conviction must be quashed.
On the case
benefit.

There

is

being remitted the accus(!d applied for the evidence of
I'heron to be taken, but the Magistrate refused to adopt this
course, holding that his evidence would not be material. It is
evidence of the nature of the agreement
between Theron and the pros^ecutor, and of what took place
between Theron and the prisoner, might have proved highly
material, and the refusal of the prisoner's request was thereclear, ho^vever, that

fore

not

in

accordance wi'h real and substantial justice,

It is
conviction must on that account be quashed.
true tliat provision for the calling of witnesses on behalf of

and

tlie

the accused, not previously examined at the preliminary, is
expressly made only by sect. 26 of Act 3 of 1861, which
deals with cases remitted under Act 12 of 1860, where the

accused has voluntarily admitted his guilt and where he
has not done so, and the case is remitted under sect. 6 of
;

Act 12

of 1867, the Magistrate has to follow the provisions,
not of sections 25-28, but of sect. 29 of the Act of 1861
but as this section provides that the ease " shall be proceeded
;

with in like manner in all respects as if no preparatory
examination had been previously taken," with the exception
that, where the Magistrate is the same, it is competent for

him

to read the depositions already taken in the presence of
the accused, it was clearly intended that in these cases the
prisoner should have the right of calling further evidence, if

he su desired and it was never contemplated, neither is it
the proper construction of the Act, that prisoners who have
not admitted their guilt should be placed in a worse position,
on their cases being remitted, than those who have.
;

—

p'b^^'e

^
Qiioen

vs.

i>iagoouer.
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Queen
CJiarge of theft.

Bloem.

—Averment of

Improper

Where a prisoner

vs.

ivas

possession of goods stolen.
admission of evidence.

charged hefore a Magistrate

—

icith stealing

&

P.," and pleaded guilty :
goods "fro7n the store of H.
there
tvas
a sufficient iinplication
that
on
Held,
review,
the
in
that the goods ivere
P.
lauful possession of H.

&

The Magistrate having improperhj admitted certain evidence of
which the object tvas to aggravate the sentence: HAd, as
it

did not appear that the

sentence

aggravated in consequence, or
excessive, that the sentence
is^sj.

—

Queen

vs.

had in fact heen
punishment tvas

the

he tipheld.

—

This case has come before me in review
Laurence, J.
from the Assistant Magistrate
of Barkly West, before whom
^
was
with
the prisoner
charged
stealing certain goods from the
He pleaded guilty, and was
store of Messrs. Hill & Paddon.
:

jbioem.

must

that

-in

convicted and sentenced to three months' imprisonment with
hard labour. There was no direct allegation in the charge as
to the property or possession of the articles stolen, but as
there may fairly be said to be a presumption that goods stolen

from a store are in the lawful possession of the owners of the
store, and as the prisoner pleaded guilty and the evidence
was clear, the technical imperfection in the framing of the
charge does not appear to justify or require the quashing of
the conviction. I have moreover to observe on this case that
the Magistrate committed a further error in improperly
admitdng and recording evidence before giving judgment,
of which the object can only have been to aggravate the
sentence, a witness being allowed to express his hope that the

Court would

"make an example"

of the prisoner, as petty

were frequently committed and
As, however, it does not appear that

thelts of a similar nature

were

difficult to detect.

the Magistrate \\as influenced by this evidence in the senten(;e
he imposed, or that the punishment was excessive for a theft

which, although petty, was committed by a servant, 1 do not
think it necessary to interfere with the sentence on the

433

ground of improper admission of evidence but ia returning
the record shall caution the Assistant Magistrate to be on his
"_
guard against similar errors of procedure in the future.
;

Queen

pi'isoner luas charged

perty,

"

and

"

Jones,
'

J.

:

—A

to

property.
malicious injury

tcith

to

proMagistrate found him guilty only of

the

damaging

the property, the conviction

case

...

has come before

was quashed.

me

for review as
.

which a prisoner named Charlie
weelc,
was
tried
before
the Additional Resident ]\[a<ris~
~
Shaii":aan
trate at Du Toit's Pan on a charge of malicious injury to
Ju(lo;e
" of the

^
vs.
woem.

Charlie Siiangaan.

vs.

Malicious injury

Where a

—

,j^^*'j*-

Queen

'

in

-L

_

_

is.s4.

—

March

^

Queen

31.
vs.

f^iiiiriio

Sliaugiiau.

property, "in that lie wrongfully and unlawfully damaged
The evidence shewed that the
certain sheets of iron," &e.

prisoner did damage the iron, and that he was drunk at the
The Magistrate found him "guilty of damaging
time.
certain sheets of iron," and sentenced him to a period of

imprisonment. To damage property gives a good cause of
To constitute the crime
action, but is not in itself a crime.
is essential that the injury should be malicious
and as
the Magistrate lias not found that such was the case, the
conviction must be quashed.
it

;

Queen
Tluft.

vs.

Willia:\!.s.

— Avernient of ownersliip

or po^isession of stolen goods

essentiid to cliarge.

Where a prisoner pleaded guilty to and vas convicted of a,
charge of tluft, and the charge failed to lay the propertif
or

pos.Hi's^ioji.

(f the stolen articles in aitylody,

tJie

conciciion

vas qvashed.
IP:--'!.

Lauhexce. J.:— On April

1

Potor Williams was

cliar.i^ijd

^^''ll^'

before the Assistant Magistrate of Kimberley with the crime

wliiiluus.
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1884.

—

April

On

10.

vs

Williams,

bunch of
money. He pleaded guilty, and was
sentenced to three months' imprisonment with hard labour.
The probability is that these articles had an owner but, as
the charge does not allege that they belonged to or were in
the lawful possession of anybody, there is no alternative but
of theft,' in that he stole one mpclieine chest,' one
^^y^' ^^^

^2

_

Is.

_

Sd. in

;

to

quash the conviction.
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1883, § 35.—The Board of Management of a Hospital is not
a " householder" within the meaning of sect. 35 of the Public
4,

Health Act, 1883. The Resident Surgeon of a Hospital having
been convicted of contravening the said section by failing to
the occurrence of certain cases of infectious disease
within the Hospital to the Hospital Board of Management " in
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their capacity as householders of the said hospital
Held, on
report

;

summons and

appeal, that both

conviction

must be quashed.
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London and
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542
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Assessment of claim 'propjerty.
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An application for a man]\[andamt(s.
of Mining Board.
damus to compel a Mining Board to remove from the assess§§ 43, 51, 78, 81.

—

—

ment

roll of

the

mine

certain property belonging to the appli-

soil, which they alleged had been
" claim
property," was refused, the
improperly assessed as
Court holding that the matters in issue between the parties
London and
could not be satisfactorily determined on motion.

cants, the

owners of the

South African Exploration Company, Limited,

Mining Board
1.

28, 1883.
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— See Licensing Court
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Where a prisoner
informers.
has been convicted under sect. 75 of Act 28, 1883, of selling
liquor without a licence, it is not competent for the Magistrate

Act

28, 1883, §§ 75, 94.

under

sect.

94

to

to

award payment of portion^of the

the traps engaged in obtaining the conviction.
8.

,

§§

—Liability of
—
—An
agency. Mens

81,

Proof of

licencee

82.

rea.

for

order

tine imjiosed to

vs. J'oh

Queen

—

acts

for

580

of agent.
the closing of

certain licensed premises having been issued by a Magistiate,
under sect. 81 of Act 28, 1883, S., a person then seiviug customers
E., the holder of the

on the jjremises, disobeyed the order.
licence, in his capacity as trustee of

an insolvent

estate,

was

convicted of contravening sect. 82 of the Act. Held, on review,
that as there was no proof that the order had been served on

was his agent, the conviction must be quashed.
..
,.581
..
..
..
.,
Queen vs. liichards
9.
Kafir beer. Where a prisoner was convicted of selling
"
without a
Kafir beer
certain intoxicating liquor called
licence, and the evidence was very conflicting as to whether
the liquor sold was of an intoxicating nature, the conviction
585
was quashed. Queen vs. Gonga
Se^ Insolvency.
Adjudication, delay of final
Agency, proof of. See Act 28, 1883 (8).
Amalgamation of mining companies. Comiiletion of contract.
Powers of Directors. ZTltra vires. Where two mining
companies had agreed to amalgamate upon a certain basis, and
had empowered their respective Directors to arrange the details,
and the Directors had subsequently entered into certain
arrangements which were ultra viies, but the amalgamation
had been in the main carried out on the original basis, one of
the terms of which was that the amalgamated com]'any should
R., or that S.

—

''

—

—

. .

.

—

—

. .

.

.

. .

.

—

—

pay one of the Companies at a certain rate for its high gi'ound,
on the quantity being measured, and an approximate measurement bad afterwards been made: 7/e7c?, that, notwithstanding
the circumstance that the agreement between the Directors as to
certain points had been idtra vires, there had been a completed
conti'act with regard to the high ground, and the C'ompany
which formerly owned the ground was entitled to recover from
the amalgamated Comjiany, which had taken it over, the value
of the said ground at the late originally fixed, and for the
quantity ascertained by the subseqnent measLuxment. Pose

Diamond Mining Company, Limited,
Diamond Mining Company, lAmited ..
,,
Apology and tender. See Lil)el.
Assessment of Crown Lands. See Crown Lands.
Junes

—

—
— See Act

Assessment of claim property.

Lreacii of condition in eonp.

(Ji.ri;.

— See

E.\c. ptiun

('_*).

19,

1883

Ctidral

vs.
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(2).

— See Provisional Sentence

(1).
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—See Sale and Delivery.
Completion of contract. — See Amalgamation.
Contributory negligence. — See Neighbouring Claimholders.
Costs. — See Licensing Court
Collusion.

1.

(1).

See Licensing Court (2).
See Malicious Prosecution (2).
See Licensing Court (6).

2.

3.
4.

Crown lands, assessment of rates

—

—

on.
Liability of purchaser.
In April 1883 a divisional council had caused a valuation of all
the immovable property in the division to be made under the

Act 9, 1858, and a farm then belonging to the
Government had been so valued. A Court for hearing objections
to the valuations was held in May and no objections were
provisions of

taken, whereupon in June, after due notice, the Council held a
meeting and assessed a general rate, which became payable on
August ] 1883. On August 14, 1883, the said farm was sold
,

by the Government, on perpetual quitrent tenure, under the
provisions of Act 14, 1878, and the defendant became the
purchaser and o^\•ner thereof. In an action against him by the
Council for the rates on the farm which were payable on August
Held, that he was not liable.
1, 1883
Christie, N. 0. vs.
:

4G1

Manly
Evidence,

—Right of party

to

contradict his oimi witness.

—Where a

defendant in the Magistrate's Court called a witness to ])rove a
si)ecial plea, and the witness distinctly contradicted such plea,
the ^Magistrate ruled that the defendant could not call further
evidence in support of his plea, as it would contradict his own
witness

Held, on appeal, that the Magistrate's ruling was

:

wrong, and that the defendant was entitled to produce any
legal evidence in supjwrt of his plea,

and that the case must

accordingly be remitted for the Magistrate to
..
..
evidence.
Hampson & Co. \^. Else
1.

Exception.

—Moneys

— C.

hud and

received.

—Proof

take further
..

on

..

439

insolvent

claimed to be entitled to prove on the insolvent
sum of money given by him to A. on an
agreement that A. should with that and other moneys purchase
a certain farm, and hold it in trust for C. and others.
A. failed
estate.

estate of A. for a

to complete the purchase of the farm, and the amount }iaid by
C. was, as alleged, in consequence wholly lost to him.
An
exceptiun to C.'s declaration, on the ground that the facts

alleged did not entitle

him

to the relief claiiiied,

CJtisliolm \s. Alderso7is Trustee

Promissory

2.

for

(foods

note.

supplied

—

..

.,

..

was overruled.
.,

..

(jiiarantee.-^-Liahil ity of commi f tee-man,
to
The trustees of a club made
Cluh.

—

certain i>ronussory notes for guuiLs suiiplied to the club,
'i'he
holder for value of the said notes, sued the defendant,
plaiutiiV, as

member of the Managing Committee cif the Club, for the
aniouni due on the notes, alleiiiug that they wtTC made hy the
truslees in Ijehalf and under the authority of the Conmjitiec,
a

497
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goods sold and delivered to the Committee, and that the
trustees promised, on behalf of the Committee, to pay the

and

for

amounts

H( Id,

of the notes to the lawful holder at maturity.

on exception, that the declaration disclosed no cause of action
Standard Bank of South Africa vs.
against the defendant.
D^Esterre

..

..

..

..

..

— See Ordinance 104, 1833
See Ordinance 104
—
Executor, Removal of. See Ordinance 104, 1833
1.

Executor Dative.

..

..

..
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(1).

2.

(2).

—Malicious
—

False

Imprisonment.

2^''(^^^^^''^^^^

(1).

—Pound-law

of

Orange Free State. N. lost a horse, which was impounded in
the Orange Free State, and, contrary to the law of that country,
B. brought the
indirectly purchased by the pound-master, B.
it was seized by N.
After explanabetween them, N. allowed B. to take away the horse on
certain conditions.
B. however subsequently charged N. with
N. was arrested and tried by the
the tljeft of the horse.

horse to Kimberley, where
tions

Magistrate, B. giving evidence for the prosecution, and the
Magistrate dismissed the charge. Held, that, the original arrest

having been without warrant, and tlie proceedings without
reasonable and probable cause, N. was entitled to substantial
for

damages

false

imprisonment and malicious prosecution.

Nonne \s. Berry ..
..
False Pretences. See Theft.

—

Fraud.'

..

..

,.

..

..

— See Sale and Delivery.

—

Gaol Kegulations. See Ordinance
Guarantee. See Exception (2).

—

HusiiAND AND WiFE.

24, 1847 (1).

— Scc Sale and Delivery,
—

Informers, Payment to. See Act 28, 1883 (7).
Insolvency. Delay of final adjudication. Bnle of Court 148.
Ord. 6, 1843, §§ 4, 5, 18.
K. had committed an act of insolvency

—

—

—

—

by not satisfying a writ issued upon a judgment debt, and his
estate had been ])rovisionalIy sequestrated on the petition of the
creditor.
Upon the return day, K. applied for a
suspension of the final order, ])ending the result of an appeal
from a judgment of the High Court, by which property belongHe alleged that
ing to him had been rendered undisposable.

judgment

but

for the judgment under appeal he would have had ample
property to satisfy the claim, and that he would be able to do
so if the Court of Appeal were to decide in his favour
but he
failed to shew to the Court that he would not be insolvent, even
;

the result he hoped for were to take place.
Held, that no
cause for delaying the adjudication had been shewn,
and the estate was se<piL'st rated accordingly. Jldd also, that
if

sufliciciit

480
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upon such application by the insolvent, any persons iuterestel
in the estate might appear to support the application without
notice to the petitioning creditor.
Keefer and Others vs. Von

Bonn
Interpleader.

..

..

..

Kafir Beer.— See Act

28,

1883

..

.,

..

— See Sale and Delivery.

..

..
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(9).

— See Provisional SenLiability of Committee-man for goods supplied to Club. — Sec
Exception
1883
Liability of licencee for acts of agent. — See Act
Liability for cost of hauling fallen ground. — Sec Neighbouring
Claimholders.
Liability for rates of purchaser of crown lands. — See Crown
Lands.
Libel. — Apology and tender. —Measure of Damages. — Where a
Liability of Chairman of Mining Board.
tence (2).

(2).

28,

(8).

newspai^)er had published the report of a speech, containing
libellous reflections on the professional conduct of the plaintiff,

a medical man, and the publishers had subsequently published
an apology, and tendered the sum of £20 as damages for the

was no proof of express malice, or of
Held, that the amount
by the plaintiff
tendered, together with the apologj^ was sufficient, and that the
])laintiff must have judgment for that amount, but must pay all
publication, and there
special damage suffered

:

costs incurred subsequent to the tender.

and Boper
1.

Licensing

..

..

..

CouuT.—BuIe of

—

..

Sauer

Court

—

vs. liadford

..

..

IdO.— Act

—

..

28,

..

1883.—

Beview.
Cof^ts.
K. had, in 1881,
Irregularity of procedure.
obtained a licence to sell wines, &c., in premises which he then
purchased, and which had been licensed since 187-4. In March,
1884, he applied to the Licensing Court for a renewal of his
The record of the proceedings merely shewed that the
" statement "
by an
application had been refused upon a
licence.

inspector of police that the applicant had been convicted of a
sale after licensed hours, and that sworn information was lying

the Magistrate's office on a similar charge.
There being
nothing on the record to shew that evidence on oath was taken,
or that any objection to the renewal was made, or that any
notice of objection had been given to the applicant, or that time

at

had been given to him to meet the objection, the Court, on the
petition of K., granted issue of process under the provisions of
llule 190.
summons was accordingly issued calling on the

A

mem])ers of the Licensing Court to shew cause why their proceedings should not be set aside or corrected, and why the licence
should not be renewed, and why they should not pay costs. The

bunimons

set tnrth the

above irregularities and others. On tiie
made no api>earance, and the Court,

return day the respondents

518

argument by the applicant's counsel, ordered that the proceedings should be set aside, that the Distributor of Stamps
should issue a licence similar to the one previously held by the
applicant, and that the members of the Licensing Court should
after

..
pay the costs. Kemjy vs. Kimberley Licensing Court ..
Licensing Court.- Rule of Court IDO. Act 28, 1883. Costs.
Where an applicant was entitled to a certificate of renewal
of his licence, under sect. 50 of Act 28, 1883, and the Licensing
Court required him to transfer his licence on the ground
that the situation of his ^jremises was unsuitable, and the
applicant thereupon obtaintd new premises, to which no
objection was taken, and the Licensing Court then refused to
renew his licence IMd, that the i3roceedings of the Court
must be set aside, and a licence issued to the applicant
fur the new premises, and that, the action of the respondents
having been illegal and ultra vires, they must pay the costs

—

—

—

—
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:

the

of

McCrann

ajplication.

Court

..

..

..

vs.

..

Kimherley
..

— ^c< 28, 1883. —Where

..

Licensing
..

..

455

objections were
taken by a member of a Licensing Court to the renewal of the
licence of an applicant, who was entitled to apply for a certificate

Rule of Court 1%0.

under sect. 50 of Act 28, 1883, and an adjournment
and at the resumed hearing evidence was
adduced on oath, and the licence was then refused, the Court
refused an application for process under Rule of Court 190,
holding that the petition disclosed no grounds for setting aside
of renewal

was

granted,

or correcting the proceedings.

Court
Act 28, 1883.

Llyan

vs.

Kimherley Licensing

490

—In

the absence of clear proof of irreguthe
Court will not interfere with the
mctla
or
fides,
larity
discretion of a Licensing Court in refusing an application for
a licence under Act 28, 1883.

Court

Dixon

vs.

Kimherley Licensing

—

Act 28, 1883. The Court will not review the decision of a
Licensing Court which has varied the conditions under which a
"
"
Conditions in sect. 50 of Act 28, 1883,
licence was renewed.
"
"
in sect. 39.
mentioned
Croshie vs.
includes tlie
privileges
..
..
..
..
..
I\indyerley Licensing Court
Rule of Court IdO.— Rev ieiv.— Act 28, 1883.— Costs.— F. K.
had for five years been licensed to sell liquors on preinises which
had been licensed for eight years. He became ill, and was obliged

Europe for his health, leaving his general power of
attorney with liis brother J. K., who managed the business
until the expiration of the existing licence, and then applied for
a renewal in his own name. At tire hearing of the application
by the Licensing Ci.iurt,a police uflicer stated that tlie pliu.'e was
to go to

inqjroperly conducted, and anotlier police uflicer stated that the
accommodation was insufficient. J. K. a2)i)licd that tliese statements should be made on oath, but his request A\as refused. lie

500

502
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had no notice of any objections, and
record that any objection was taken.

it

did not appear on the

He had

no oppoitunity

of replying to or of caUing evidence to contradict the statements

by the poUce officers, which it was alleged were unfounded. On
a petition setting forth these facts, the Court granted issue of
Summons was issued, alleging
process in terms of Rule 190.
the above irregularities, and served on the members of the
Licensing Court, and on the return day the resiiondents nude

no appearance, and there was no contradiction of the allegations
made by the apjAicant. The Court ordered that the Distributor

Stamps should issue a licence to J. K., similar to the one
previously ei joyed for the premises, and ordered the members
of the Licensing Court to pay the costs of the application.
of

Kaufmann
1.

2.

\^.

Kimherley Licensing Court

MAiJcioua Prosecution.

..

..

,.

C31

—See False Imprisonment.
— —Where

and probable

cause.
Costs.
a Magishad given judgment in favour of a plaintiff in an action for
malicious jirosecution on the ground that the defendant had
instituted criminal proceedings without sufficient reason, but it
did not a pear that there had been an entire absence of reasonable and probable cause, or that the defendant liad been actuated

lieasonable

trate

by malice, the Court, on appeal, changed the judgment into one
of absolution from the instance, but, having regard to the fact
that the conduct of both parties was open to censure, made no
Easter \&. Langer
order as to costs.
..
..
..
..
1.

Mandamus.— See Act
See Act 19, 18d3

2.

—

19,

1883

(2).

Measure of damages. See Libel.
Medical charges, Recovery of. Ordinance 82 of
medical man licensed to practise in this Colon}'

—

1830.

—A

only as a

surgeon and accoucheur is not entitled to recover fees
services rendered as a physician.
..
Qtiinn w^. Harris

JMnxs
1.

rea.— See Act

JNIixiSG

Board.

28,

1883

..

(8).

— See Provisional Sentence

See Act 19, 1883 (2).
]\t0NEYS HAD AND RECEIVED.

for

(2).

2.

Mortgage

bond.

ScC l^XCCptidH (1).

— See Provisional

J.iabilitij

cost

(langL'rous

claim-property
in

Sentcaice (1).

—
for
of haul
— Contributory negligence. — The purchaser of ing fallen

Neighrouring claimiiolders.
ground.

making

is

it safe.

bound

to use reasonable care

Where one

and exi)edition

claimholder sued

hauling ground, alleged to have been brought
claims of another by the careless and dangeious

for

the cost of

down from
1

la-tiiij,

the

oT the

claimholder, and contributory negligence on tlie part of
ihe plaintiff was alleged, but not clearly p'Voved, tiie defendant
If one clainilhiMer
was held lial)le for the expense incurred.
iip[>er

has to

G05

(1).

undertake *hu

l.uuiling

of

gronrd

for

the expense

of

140
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PAGE
responsible, and invites the latter to check his
tally of the number of loads hauled, and the rcsj^onsible claim

which another

is

holder neglects to do so, he will be held liable for the quantity
hauled according to the tally kept, in the absence of i^roof that
such tally is incorrect. European Diamond Mining Company,
vs.

Limited,

Mylchreest

..

..

..

—

Ordinance 82 of 1830. See Medical charges.
Executor
1. Ordinance 104 of 1833, § 21.

—Where

—

..

..

dative.

—Bemoval

..

464

of

had died leaving a will but making no
appointment of executors thereto and the Master had thereupon
advertised and appointed M. and F. executors dative as if to an
intestacy, and F. was alleged to have subsequently absconded
from the country with a large portion of the assets upon the
executor.

0.

;

M.

the ai^pointment of executors dative
should be set aside as null and void ah initio on the ground
that the Master had acted ultra vires in treating the estate as
application of

Held, that notice of the application to remove
In re Conn
..
..
possible be served on F.
Executor dative. Review of Master^s appoint§§ 21, 22.
ment. Where the Master in the absence of competition

an intestacy

him must

2.

that

if

—

:

—

—

459

had appointed a person, who did not fall within the classes of
persons mentioned in sect. 22 of Ordinance 104, as executor
dative of an intestate estate, and a creditor, avIio stated that
he held powers from the other creditors, and had been prevented
by a bond fide mistake from attending the meeting, subsequently
applied to have the appointment set aside and himself substituted as executor, and the Master supported the original
appointment

;

the Court declined to interfere with the discretion

and refused the application.
and Kennedy, N. 0.
..
..
..
of the Master,

Parkin vs. liichards

—
—

..

..

..

539

Ordinance 6, 1843, §§ 4, 5, 18. See Insolvency.
Gaol Begidations. A prisoner
1. Ordinance 24, 1847, §§ 1, 10.
who has committed an assault on a convict guard should be

—

charged with contravening sect. 10 of Ord. 24 of 1847. Before
such prisoner can be sentenced to lashes it is necessary to prove
that he was undergoing a hard labour sentence at the time of
the offence.
2.

Queen

12.— ^Ic^

\s.

Jacob

..

,.

..

.,

..

1866-7, § 3.~0rdinance 5, 1876, G. W.,
An unconvicted prisoner cannot be sentenced to lashes
§ 13.
for attempting to escape from gaol.
Queeyi vs. Michell
§§ 10,

—

579

5,

. .

584

1876, G. AV., § 13.— See Ordinance 24, 1847 (2).
Ornamental timber. See Trespass.
Owners and lessees of claim ground. See Act 19, 1883 (1).

Ordinance

5,

—

—

—

—

—

Ihdes of Court 21, 26, 27. Where a plainPractice.
has been duly barred from replying to the defendant's picas,
he is nut entitled to make application that certain of tiie pleas

Pleading.
tiff

should be struck out.

JJlaJce vs.

Greeiihtrg

..

..

,.

541

XIU
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—

PoDND Law of Orange Free State. See False Imprisonment.
Powers of Directors. See Amalgamation.

—

Practice.

—See Pleading.

Promissory Note.

—

See Exception (2).
See Provisional Sentence (2).
Proof on insolvent estate. See Exception (1).
1. Provisional Sentence.
Mortgage bond. Breach of Condition.
Summons. Where by the terms of the conditions of a mortgage bond it appeared that at the date of summons £120
1.

2.

—

—

—

—

—

should have been paid in twelve monthly instalments of £10
each, failing the payment of any one of which the whole debt

and

interest should

become due without notice, and the summons

did not directly allege the breach of any condition, but stated
that £60 had been paid on account
Held, that a breach was
:

by implication, and
man vs. Wild
. .

2.

—

.

Bur-

provisional sentence granted.

alleged

.

.

,

.

. .

.

. ,

. .

Promissory note. Liability of Chairman of Mining
Board. Where the Chairman of a Mining Board was sued
"
in his cai^acity
personally on promissory notes made by him
of Chairman," and signed with the words " Chairman to the
Board" beneath the signature, the Court refused to grant
Ooldschmidt & Co. vs. Wallis ..
..
provisional sentence.

—

—

Reasonable and probable cause. See Malicious Prosecution
Register of claims. See Act 19, 1883 (1).
Review. See Licensing Court.
Review of Master's appointment. See Ordinance 104 (2).
RnLES OF Court 21, 26, 27. See Pleading.

—

—

550

(2).

—

—

148.

489

— See Insolvency.
—See Licensing
Court

1.

190.

2.

3.

See Licensing Court (2).
See Licensing Court (3).

4.

See Licensing Court (6).

(1).

—

—

—

—

Sale and delivery. Collusion. Fraud. Husband and Wife.
Where a debtor against whom two judgments
Interpleader.
had been obtained, and under one of them a writ of attachment

—

placed upon certain movable property, entered into a deed of
sale with another creditor of all his movable property, and the
creditor received the keys of the premises,
them to the debtor's wife, and placed

and thereupon handed

her in possession as
the purpose of carrying on the
business in the same manner as before
Held, on appeal, that

manageress at a salary,

for

:

there had been no genuine delivery by the debtor to the creditor,
and that the transaction, as against a subsequent attachment by
a

judgment

vs.

Boyle

&

Sequestration.

Summons.

creditor,

Co.

..

must be

—Sec Insolvency.

Fenton

set aside as fraudulent.

..

— See Provisional Sentence

.,

(1).

,,

.,

.,

,,
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XIV
TAGF.

—

—Fahe

Pirtences.—Act 17, 1867. Where a prisoner was
convicted of stock-theft, and the evidence went to shew that he
had released certain cattle, the property of his master, from a
pound, by falsely representing that a certain heifer, which he

Theft.

left

as security for the

amount
Tbiispass.

pound-money, was

also his master's

Held, on review, that the prisoner's conduct did not
to a theft of the heifer.
Queen vs. Oriesel

property

:

— Ornamental

. .

.

.

586

Wheve one farmer had accidentally
another, and cut down two large and

t iinher:—

trespassed on the farm of
valuable trees : Held, that the owner

was entitled to substantial
damages for the loss of the trees, regarded as ornamental timber.
..
Van Niekerk a7id Gertenbach ys. Pretorius
..
..

Ultra

vires.

—See Amalganation.
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CASES DECIDED
IN

THE

HIGH COUKT OF GKIQUALAND.
VOL. II.-PART
Keefer and Others
Insolveney.

vs.

III.

Von Ronn.

—Delay of final adjudication. — Rule of Court 148.
—Ord.

6.

1843, §§ 4,

5, 18.

K. had committed an act of insolvency hy not satisfying a writ
issued upon a judgment debt, and his estate had been
provisionally sequestrated on the petition of the judgment
creditor.
Upon the return day, K. applied for a suspension of the final order, pending the result of an ap)peal
from a judgment of the High Court, hy ivhich property

He
him had been rendered undisposaMe.
he
under
icoidd
appeal
judgment
have had ample property to satisfy the claim, and that he
belonging to

alleged that but for the

ivoidd be able

to

do

so if the

Court of Appeal ivere to decide
to shew to the Court that he

in his favour ; hut he failed
would not be insolvent even if
to talce place.

Held, that no

the adjudication

tlie

result he

hoped for were

sufiicienf cause

had been shewn, and

for delaying
must be

the estate

Held also, that upon such
accordingly.
application by the insolvent any persons interested in the

sequestrated

estate

might appear

to

support

apjplication ivitJiouf

tlie

notice to the petitioning creditor.

The

estate of Louis Keefer

})rovisionalIy

bad been on April 10, 1884,
sequestrated upon tlie petition of the resjion-

and the f^ununun? to sliew eause
adjudication was made retnrnahle on 3[ay
dent,

'

Ynl..

Jl.— I'AKT [IJ.— <;. W.

nixainst
1,

the

liiud

on wliich day
'1

(i

>lay

Vou

I.

Uoiui.
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Eoshjns, C. p., for Keefer, applied that the order should
^^ siispendcd pending the result of an appeal from a judgment

May*i.
KeeffeTand

of the

CZnn.

High

Court.

Lord, Q.G., appeared for sundry creditors to the amount
of over £1300, to support the present application.
Forster,

the

for

petitioning

creditor,

the

respondent,
no notice

objected to Lord's appearance, there having been
to the respondent, and quoted Rule of Court 148.

Lord, Q.C., referred to Meyring

vs.

Blade and Another,

8 Menz. 300.

The

objection Avas overruled.
from the affidavits that Keefer had in 1880

It appeared

become

insolvent,

and that George Richards had been
that on February 28, 1881,

appointed trustee of his estate

;

Reefer had been rehabilitated, after arranging to pay all his
creditors in full, which he liad since done by means of

moneys borrowed, on the

security of certain

immovable

property which had formed portion of the assets of his
estate, from the Board of Executors, of which Richards was

In February, 1883, Keefer instituted an
the secretary.
action against the Board of Executors to compel cancelation
of the

mortgage bond passed in their favour, tendei ing to
of his indebtedness to them.
The

pay them the balance

Board professed not to be able to give up the titles to the
properties which they held as security, alleging that they
were in possession of George Richards in his capacity of
trustee of the insolvent estate, in which capacity he claimed
a lien on

them

for certain interest

due to the creditors (who

only received the principal) and for the commission due
At the trial of the action, the trustee
to himself as trustee.
liad

was ordered

to

intervene,

and

the

Court

finally

gave

against the Board of
judgment
before
the
titles to the property
ordered
but
that,
Excutors,
were delivered up to Keefer, lie should find security to the
for

•

amount

of

found that

\

\

Keefer,

£1000
it

with

costs

to satisfy the trustee's claim, if

was a valid one.

it

should be

Against this latter part of the

an appeal, which could not be
heard until the end of June. Keefer alleged that, owing to
the part of the judgment against which he had appealed, he
had been unable to obtain the loan of the money for which

judgment Keefer lodged

437

he had arranged and with which he would have released his
He asserted that had it not been for that order

title-deeds.

(

{
\

he would have been able to satisfy the respondent's claim,
and thus would not have committed an act of insolvency, and
that if the Court of Appeal were to reverse the order he
could

at

that

it

any time thereafter

satisfy

the

The

claim.

who supported the

application asserted on affidavit
was not to the interest of the concurrent creditors that

creditors

the applicant should be forced into insolvency, but that a
delay till after the sitting of the Court of Appeal would be
beneficial to them.
Iloshjns, C. P., argued that, if the order of this Court in
be reversed, the applicant's estate would not

this case should

The judgment was appealable, and the
had
applicant
lodged a genuine appeal. With all deference
to this Court it was very doubtful whether that portion of
the judgment to which the applicant objected would not be
be

insolvent.

reversed on appeal, and it was only equitable to grant this
short delay.
[Lord, Q.C., referred to section 18 of the
Insolvent Ordinance, which gives the Court power to delay

the adjudication for any reasonable time at

its discretion.]

According to Simpson & Co. vs. Flech, 3 ]\Ienz. 213, it is
for the defendant to prove that his assets are sufficient to

meet

his

liabilities,

and here Keefer alleges that

if

the

judgment were altered on appeal he would be in a position
to satisfy the claim.
The application was only for a posta
for
reasonable
time, during which no deterioraponement
tion in the value of the property, which consisted wholly of
"
immovables, was likely. Had this property not been tied
"
up pending the finding of security, Keefer would have had

disposable property amply sufficient to satisfy the sheriff,
as required by section 4 of the Insolvent Ordinance.

Lord, Q.C., followed in support of the application and
said that this was an exceptional case and not a matter of

The property though not immediately dispospiecedent.
able might soon become so.
The positicm was remarkable,
a large body of creditors opposing the adjudication.
If it
were shewn that no benefit to the majority of creditors
would result the Court would not order the sequestration of
the

estate;

i)i

re

StoteJiamp, Bueh.,

1875,

44.

In

this

i

I

^J^^^

^
t~and^
Keeier
v!)n'^u6nn
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1884.

May

1.

Kcefer and.
Otiiers vs.

N'ou Kiiun.

instance there could be no possible hardship to the petitioning creditor by granting a short dehiy. Insolvency is for

the benefit of the estate generally, and the Court ought to
be satisfied that its order would have that result moreover
;

the power to delay the order was expressly given by section
If the Court of Appeal were to reverse the order of
18.
this Court, the creditors would again assist Keefer and his

insolvency would be avoided.
contra, argued that, while the Court under
had the power to grant a reasonable delay, it was
A suspension
only
upon sufficient cause being shewn."
would be granted where a short delay would prevent

Forster,

section 18
"

but not otherwise.

insolvency

Court of Appeal

Even assuming

that the

would
There were, as appeared from the

decided in Reefer's favour, his estate

be hopelessly insolvent.

undisputed claims against the estate for over
£6,000, and a claim which was disputed for £1,000, and in
any case the property would not be nearly sufficient to
Meanwhile, as appeared from
satisfy the undisputed claims.
affidavits,

own

Reefer's

wastine: what

affidavits,

assets

he

was instituting actions and

he had in ruinous

litif^-ation.

said that all parties interested had a right to
object to the adjudication or to ask for a suspension of the

Jones,

J.,

order upon sufficient cause shewn. The question here was
whether sufficient cause had been shewn and even assuming
that Reefer would succeed in the Court of Appeal, he had
;

shew that he would then be able to meet his
As no ground for further delay had been shewn
the satisfaction of the Court, an order would be made

failed to

liabilities.

to

finally adjudicating the estate insolvent,

Laurence,

J.,

Von

costs.

concurred.

TAttorneys for Koefor and
[_Attorneys for

with

llonn,

tlie

Objecting Creditors,

Graham k

Gilueut.

Paley &

Cogiilan."]

J
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Hampson & Co.
Evidence.

— Right

of party

to

a

vs.

Else.

suit

to contradict

Ms

oivn

witness.

Where a defendant in
to prove a
special

the Magistrate's

Court called a witness

plea, and
dicted such plea, the Magistrate ruled that the defendant
could not call further evidence in support of his plea, as it
the ivitness distinctly co7itra-

u'ould contradict his

Held, on appeal, that
that

the

oum

witness.

the Magistrate's ruling teas ivrong,

defendant was

entitled

and

to

produce any legal
evidence in support of his plea, and that the case must
accordingly he remitted for the Magistrate

to

take further

evidence.

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Resident
The action in tlie Court below
]\Iagistrate of Kimberley.

was brought for £42 3s. 6d. for work and labour performed
and materials supplied by the plaintiff, now respondent, for
the defendants, now appellants.- The
defendants pleaded a set-off as to portion of the afcount and
a tender befoie action of the balance.
The defendants

and on behalf of

having admitted the correctness of the account sued upon
the plaintiff closed his case, admitting the tender pleaded.
The defendants thereupon called the plaintiff' as their witness
to prove their plea of set-off.

The

plaintiff

admitted that

before he did the work and sujiplied the materials for which
he now sued he liad been a debtor of the defendants' firm,

and that he had

tht-n

compounded with the defendants and

his other creditors for 7s. 6d. in the pound, in discharge of
his debts, and that he after this did the work, &c., now sued
for; but

he deu'ed that when he undertook the work he

agreed with the defendants that' they

might set-oif the
payment of the composition,
The defendants thereagainst the amount earned by iiim.
called
'Slv. B.
one
of
the
firm, who stated
upon
Hampson,

amount

still

due, after

the

:

"

—

After the deed of composition was signed, I made arrangements with the plaintiff to do this work upon the condition
that the amount to his debit should be detlucted fr(jin the

1884.

May

I

Hampson

it

O
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account."

May*i.

Hampsra &

Co.

w. Else.

The

plaintiff objected to this evidence

on the

g^ound that it was incompetent for the defendants to contradict the evidence of a previous witness called by them.

The Court sustained the objection and excluded the evidence.
The defendants, in the circumstances, closed their case and
The
judgment was given ior the plaintiff with costs.
defendants appealed.

Hoskyns, C.P., for the appellants, urged that the Magistrate
had improperly excluded the evidence tended.
Forster,

contra,

argued that the defendants were

entitled to call evidence to contradict their

own

not

witness.

The Court allowed the appeal, and remitted the case to
the Magistrate to take the evidence excluded, together Avith
any other legal evidence offered by the defendants, and
ordered the respondent to pay the costs of this appeal,,
other costs to abide the Magistrate's decision.

all

"1
rAppellants' attorneys, Paley & Cogiikan.
LKespondent's attorneys, H. C. & J. C. nAAKiioFF.J

QuiNN
Ordinance 82 of 1830.

A

medical

man

VS.

Harris.

—Becovery of Medical Charges.

licensed to practise in this Colony only as a
is not entitled to recover fees for

surgeon and accoucheur
services rendered as

May
.,

Quinn

1

2
2-

vs.

Harris.

a physician.

The respondent had sued the appellant in the Court of
the Assistant Resident Magistrate at Dutoitspan for the
recovery of certain fees for services rendered by him as a
mcdical

man

to the defendant

and his

wife.

The

plea was

The

plaintiff proved the services and
that the defendant had, since receiving the account now sued

non-indebtedness.

upon, frequently promised to pay, that he had lately offered
by weekly payments of five shillings, and that he

to settle

441
until very recently repudiated his liability.
The
he
was
licensed
to
that
admitted
in
this
practise
plaintiff
and
accoucheur
and
as
a
as
not
a
surgeon
only,
Colony

had never

He

was a Licentiate of the Eoyal College of
Surgeons, Edinburgh. For the defence a medical man was
called, who deposed that the diploma held by the plaintiff
physician.

did not entitle him to recover

judgment

for

the

plaintiff

The Magistrate gave
The defendant
prayed.

fees.

as

appealed.

Lange, for the appellant, contended that the respondent,
being licensed to practise only as a surgeon and accoucheur,
was not entitled to practise as a physician. The law of the

Colony drew a distinction between the various branches of
the medical profession
Ordinance 82, 1830, ss. 3 and 5
Act 6, 1861, s. 5. He relied upon the case of Leman vs.
Fletcher, L. R., 8 Q.B., 319, which decided that in England
;

;

a surgeon cannot recover charges for attendance as a
physician unless he be a licentiate of the Society of ApotheHe also referred to Fishers Dig. col. 5791. The
caries.

only colonial case he had been able to find where fees had
been recovered by a medical man was Fleck vs. MoIIer, Ihicli.
1868, 118, where the question as to the plaintiff's qualifiwas not raised. Here the plaintiff failed to shew

cation

that he was acting as a surgeon or accoucheur, [Laurence,
J.
The plaintiff did certain work and labour, and the
defendant {jromised to pay is not that suilicient to entitle
:

;

Under Ordinance 82 of 1830
the plaintiff to recover ?]
the plaintiff has leudered hiniselt liable to a penalty for
practising as a physician when not licensed to do so. He
also referred to Allison vs. Ilaijdon, 4 Bing. 619,
Forster, for the respondent, {lointcd out that the defence
in

the Court below had

rested

on the evidence of the

medical witness, who was wrong, as the English Medical
Act, 21 & 22 Vict. c. 90, did recognise the degree of
Licentiate of the College of Surgeons, so that fees could
be recovered thereunder.

Leman

vs.

Fletcher referred

to

"diseases requiring surgical treatment," '"complaints within
the })rovince of a surgeon," &c , and it \\as fur the defendant
to

shew that the

plaintiff

was not on these grounds entitled

^^^*-^
••

^•

Quh^„i.
Harris.

442

^884^
"

2.

Quta7w
Harris.

Here there was no evidence that the plaintiff
had attended as a physician. In England, by section 31 of
21 & 22 Vict. cap. !iO, physicians and surgeons can only
recovcr Under their respective diplomas.
The Colonial
Medical Ordinance is silent on this point, and it creates
It does not mean that a
penalties but no .disabilities.

to recover.

physician practising as a surgeon or vice versa should be
The ]\Iagistrate's judgment should be upheld on the

fined.

admission of the debt by the appellant
of Bell, J., in Fleck vs. Moller.

he referred

;

to

the

remarks

Lange, in reply, referred to Addison on Contracts, 216,
" on
There is no
contracts for prohibited services."

law between mala jprohihita and mala in

differ r^nce in

Bensletj vs. Blgnold, 5 B.

Cur. adv.

se ;

Aid., 340, 341.

vidt.

Postea (3Iay

Jones,

&

J.

:

8),

— In

the following judguients were delivered
this case the respondent,

:

Mr. F. Ruther-

ford Harris, sued the appellant, Nicholas Quinn, in tlio
Court of the Assistant Besident Magistrate for Kimberley at

the

Dutoitspan,

for

summons."

The

sum

of

£6

6s.

for

"

professional aid,
advice, and visits as medical practitioner rendered to the
wife of the defendant at the special instance and request of
the defendant, as set forth iu an account annexed to the

plea of the defendant was "non-indebtedplaintilf, during the course of the trial below,
admitted that he was merely licensed to practise iu this
ness."

The

Colony as a '"surgeon and accoucheur;" and this would
appear to be so from the Gazette which, by consent of
parties,

was put

Before the

in

during the hearing of the case on appeal.
issued the plaintilf swears that he

summons was

sent in his account on several occasions, and the defen^Umt

promised to pay the amount, and until lately did not
The plaintift" further sa}s
dispute his liability to do so.
that the medicines supplied or prescribed
were not
necessitated by any surgical operation, but he

make

had frequently

and pay cab hire, and as tlie patient
night
he
had
not
to give her injections of morphia
could
sleep
to

several times.

visits

He does not

state the nature of the complaint.
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appellant now contends that, as Mr, Harris has only
been gazetted and licensed to practise in this Colony as a
"
and accoucheur," he is not entitled to charge
surgeon
o at
o
all for any aid and advice rendered to the patient which did

The

'

such " surgeon and
accoucheur." Mr, Lange contends that as the plaintiff was
not eutitled to practise as a physician he cannot charge for any
not

fall

within

his

department

as

assistance or medical aid which would fall only within the
tliis particular branch of the medical
profession.

functions of

In this Colony, by Ordinance 82 of 1830, '' the Colonial
"
Medical Committee was created, and certain powers conferred

nance

and duties imposed upon it. By section 3 of this Ordienacted that " no person shall practise as physician,

it is

surgeon, accoucheur, apothecary, chemist, or druggist in this
Colony without taking out a licence to that effect from the

Governor or other person administering the Government as
and previously to obtaining such licence any person
to
Avishing
practise as aforesaid shall submit his diploma or

aforesaid,

other certificate of his being duly qualified to practise such
bianch or branches of the medical profession as he shall
profess to exercise for the examination and approval of the
It will be seen at once that the Ordinance
said Committee."

draws a distinction between the physician, the surgeon,
"
accoucheur, etc.
By the 5th S'.ction of the Ordinance any
person who shall practise any of tlie aforesaid branches of
the medical profession without such licence as aforesaid
shall,

on conviction, be liable to a penalty of £50

for

each

Act 6 of 18G1, section 5, "The Prescription
"
Amendnjent Act places a h'mit as to tlie peiiod during and
"
witliin which
persons practising any branch of the medical
offence."

"

may sue for their fee.-, and impliedly recognises
the power of perstms duly licensed to sue for fees.
To this
extent only can it be said that t'ic case of Fitch vs. Moller
profession

The particular qualification of
goes (Ihich. 1808, p. 118).
the plumtiir. Dr. Fleck, in that case was not in dis[)ute, nor
did the reporter slate precisely what that qualification was,
or in what

manner

Governor.

In

or form he

had been licensed by the
brought in the Oudtshourn
Circuit Court, and alluded to by myself {IlanscU vs. Barry a
the action

Exccutur), the particular question

now

before the Court was

^i*;*-

»

—^

„ :
Quinn

vs.

uams.
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May*i.
2.

Quinn

vs.

Harris.

"^0^ raised.
In Drew vs. Executors of Wolfe (decided lOtli
Feb. 1858, and cited in Biich. 1868, p. 119), the point is
not touched. On referring to the Gazettes, which were laid

before the Court, we find that the Governor in licensing
of the medical profession draws a distinction
between the physician and surgeon, no doubt based upon the

members

advice of the medical committee, who have seen the
diplomas of the applicants. Some persons are licensed as
physicians and surgeons, while others are licensed merely to

The plaintiff in the case
practise in the latter capacity.
before us was the possessor of the Edinburgh qualification of
Licentiate of Surgery, and the Governor has licensed him
to practise as surgeon

and accoucheur only.

—

Under these

cir-

cumstances the question to be decided is, can he now sue for
fees, unless he shews that the services rendered were services

which he was entitled

perform in his capacity as a practising
surgeon ? He could not claim as a practising physician, as
he was not licensed to practise as such, and unless he was
to

duly licensed so to practise, if he practised as a physician ho
would be liable to a penalty, and his conduct would be illegala general rule, every contract is void " if it stipulates for
the performance of an illegal act, or if it be founded on an

As

illegal consideration (Smith on Contracts, p. 192, 5tli cd.)
In England, as Lord Justice Knigiit-Bkuce observed in
"
even a deed,
Beynell vs. Spyre (3 De G. M. and G., 672),

ex facie just

and righteous, may be

vitiated

and avoided

by alleging and adducing extrinsic evidence to prove that
it was founded on a consideration or had a view or purpose
contravening law or public policy."
says Lord

Tenterden,

"
C.J.,

"

When

which a

a contract,"
plaintiff seeks to

expressly, or by implication, forbidden by the
statute or common law, no Court will lend its assistance to

enforce

is

As
give it e^ieaV' {Wether ell vs. Jones/d B. & Ad. 221).
Does the statute mean to
a rule the sole question will bo,

—

prohibit the contract? And as
Commentaries on tlie Common Law

Broom observes
(p.

358, 4th.

an intention on the part of the Legislature

ed.),

may

in
"

his

such

be mani-

fested as well by the infliction of a penalty as by express
"
"
"
prohibitory words, for a penalty
implies a prohibition."

For

this

he

cites

Lord Holt

in Bartlctt vs. Vinon, in

Carthew's

445
not in the High Court Library.
Kepts., p. 252, which we have
in
the Roman and Dutch Law, as
existed
similar principle

A

Voet. XIL Tit. Y.
be seen from the Code IV. 7. 1,
" Si in
turpi vel iniusta causa nihil quidem datum, sed
tantum promissio facta sit, exceptio agenti ex tali promissione

and

may
s.

5.

opponi

2>otest,

vel cautio seu

chirographum, continens 'promisMr. Forster contended strongly that the

sionem, condici."

mere

fact

practitioner of
fees for

plaintiff was licensed as a medical
some kind would enable him to recover his

that the

any branch, but

Fletcher shews that this

I think that the case of
is

not

so.

Leman

vs.

That was au English case

and decided under English Acts, not applicable to the
Colony but under English statute law a similar distinction
had been drawn between the physician and surgeon, and
consequently it was held that a medical practitioner who
was registered as a Member of the College of Surgeons only,
and who had no other qualification, could not recover for
attendance and medicines supplied in other than surgical
;

cases.

Looking

at our

own

statute law I think a similar

The plaintiff
principle should be laid down in this Colony.
did not shew in the Court below that the services rendered
were surgical or performed in his capacity as accoucheur.
An opportunity will be given him to do so. The Court will
therefore allow this appeal, and remit the case to the
Magistrate to take evidence upon this point, and after
hearing it to decide the case. The costs here and in the
Court below are to abide the decision of the ^Magistrate.

Laurexce, J.
delivered, and it
:

—

agree with the judgment just
scarcely necessary that I should add

I quite

is

anything to what has been

said.
I think, however, it may
be apposite to refer to a case of some interest and difficulty
of which I was reading a report the other day, which was
recently argued in the English Courts, and which involves

the application of the same principles of law as are applicable
The case is that of Nix and
to the matter now before us.
vs. llust, and the following are the material portions
of the report, which will be found in the Times of April 1

Another

:

"A qiiesti.iii here arose upon an arranf^cnient for an
which had proved abortive, and it turned out to be ao

—

aiijirentieeship
diflicull

that

it

i8«4..

2.

^^^—'
Harris.
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puzzled the Judges, and they were divided in opinion. The guardians of
the boy desired to ajiprentice him, and agreed with an ironmonger that
the boy should be apprenticed to him for the term of four years, the
deed of apprenticeship was arranged, and was left
premium to be £50.
in the ironmonger's hands, apparently upon the understanding that he

A

In the meantime
it, and send it to the boy's guardians.
the i:)remium was paid, and the boy was sent to the ironmonger's.
The

should execute

&

34 Vict. ch. 97, sec. 40) requires apprenticeStamp Act of 1870 (33
ship deeds to be stamped, and provides further that if any premium be
paid, and no such deed be made, a penalty of £20 is to be incurred, and the
contract is to be void. In the present case, however, tlie deed was not executed

and the boy went on for six months, when he did something
wrong, for which it appeared his friends thought he might be prosecuted,
and his master was desirous that he should leave, and the boy's guardians
or stamped,

it would be better for the boy that he should be removed, and
they accordingly removed him, without anything being agreed as to a return
of the premium. After the boy's removal, however, they made a claim for

agreed that

a return of the premium, which was refused, and the boy's guavdiaus sued
in the County Court for it, and recovered £25.
The tradesman appealed
against that decision, insisting that he had a right to retain the whole
£50.
On the part of the boy's guardians it was urged that the apprenticeship, which was the consideration for the £50, had failed, and so tliey

were entitled to a return of the money. On the part of the ironmonger
it was urged that he had not sent the boy away and was not in fault, and
further that the transaction was illegal, and that therefore tlie money
could not be recovered.

After a long argument the Court was divided in
Day said, though the case had been

Mr. Justice

opinion on the case.

very ably argued, he really
given, especially as

it

felt

a great difllculty as to the juflgment to be
diflicult to get at the i'acts as tiiey

was very

There was, however, a far
ap])eared on the evidence at the trial
more serious question of law, for it was contended that the transaction

was

illegal

under the Stamp Act (33

provided that

if

the

&

34 Vict. ch. 97,

sec. 40), Avhich

premium was paid and no deed made, then

the

master, or an^'one a party to the transaction, shall forfeit £20, and the
Did the case cnme within tliat enactment ? If sn,
contract is to be void.

and no party to the transaction could sue upon it.
Act were, if any such sum be paid in respect of an
Was this sum paid as ])remium upon an a])prenticeship ?
apprentice.'
It was so stated in the receipt, and therefore it came within the enactment, and then by the Act the transaction was illegal and invalid. Jt
was the evielent object of tlie Legislature to require that no njoney should
be paid on an apprenticeship, unless it was paid upon a deed duly
executeel and stanqjcd and truly stating the 'consideration' or jiremium.
In this case, however, no apprentices!) ij) elecd was executed at all, and so
the case came within the terms of the statute and also within its
'
mischief (for the consequence had been that tlie Government had lost the
stamp), and the result was that the payment of the jircmium was illegal
and so could not be recovered. lie regretted to have to come to this
The jury
conclusion, as the result would lie great hardship and injustice.
then

it

was

The words

illegal,

of the

'
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appeared to have taken a sort of equitable view of the case, and to have
tried to do a rough kind of justice between the parties by dividing the
premium between them but he was of opinion that in law no part of it
was recoverable, and therefore that the judgment was wrong and must be
Mr. Justice A. L. Smith said he rather differed in opinion
set aside.
;

The premium of £50 had been paid in conan apprenticeship for four years, but in consequence of the
deed not having been executed, no such apprenticeship took place. The
from

his learned brother.

sideration of

guardians had a right to make a claim either for breach of the implied
contract to execute the deed or for a total failure of consideration.'
In
'

his view the ironmonger, the defendant, not having bound himself for the
four years, in consideration of which the £50 was paid, the consideration

had wholly failed. The money was undoubtedly paid in consideration of
the deed of apprenticeship, and in the expectation that it would be
executed by the defendant.
It was said that the transaction was illegal

had not been executed, and that therefore the premium could
but if it were so the master would benefit by his own
wrong, and he could not bring himself to believe that such was the law.
He thought he could see a way out of the difficulty, which was this
that though the parties might be liable to a penalty and the contract of
apprenticeship was to be void, the master was still liable for a breach of
his implied contract to execute the deed, and for that he would be liable
for damages to some amount, and therefore he thought the judgment should
Leave to appeal was given."
stand.
as the deed

not be recovered

;

—

It

or even

might perhaps appear dangerous

presumptuous

to express an opinion on a matter in which a Divisional
Court in England has been divided ; but I confess that I
find it

more easy to

follow the reasoning of Mr. Justice

Day,

especially bearing in mind the provisions of the Act by wliich
any ixirty to the payment of a premium for an apprenticeship without the execution of a deed was made liable to the

penalty, and tlie contract itself was rendered not merely voidable but void. The case illustrates tlie observation of Knight-

Bkuce,

L.J.,

which has already been quoted, and Avhich

be to the effect that

it is equally impossible to
recover on a contract involving malum prohihitum as on one
involving malum in se. Whether the contract is illegal or

appears to

immoral

in the broader sense, or there

is

merely a broach of

a

statutory enactment, perhaps imposed for purposes of
revenue, the Courts will equally refu.-e to lend themselves to
and the somewhat subtle suggestion of Mr.
its enforcement
;

Justice

Smith

developed, to an infringement
Even, however, taking the view of th;it learned
would not cover the present ca>;e lor that view
miglit tend,

if

of this rule.

Judge,

it

;

i884.

^^
»>

\
^•

Quinn

-vs.

Harris.
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set

based on the

maxim

that no

man

can take advantage of

own wrong, and that therefore the defendant could not
up the non-execution of a deed which it was his own duty

Here, however, the duty was on the plaintiff;
he was bound under a penalty to obtain a licence to practise
in the Colony as a physician before he did so
and if, as
in
has
that
he
without
such
practised
alleged,
capacity
so
rendered
himself
and
has
liable
to
a
licence,
penalty, it
would be contrary to public policy to allow him to recover
to execute.

;

such services thus unlawfully rendered, on any contract,
whether express or implied.
As, however, there was no

for

special plea raising the question of the plaintiffs qualification before the Magistrate, and the evidence on this point
was by no means conclusive, the case must be remitted to the

Magistrate to ascertain whether the services for which the
plaintiff claimed were rendered as surgeon or as physician,
and to give judgment in the former event for the plaintiff,
in the latter for the defendant, the costs of this appeal to
abide the result of the finding:.
TAppellant's Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott.
~|
Lliespoiident's Attorneys, H. C. & J. C. IIaariioff. J

Kemp

vs.

Kimberley Licensing Court.

— Bule

—

of Court 190. Act 28, 1883.
Bevietv.
Costs.
Irregularity of Procedure.

Licensing

Court.

K. had in 1881 obtained a
u-liich

—

—

—

licence to sell wines, &c., in p-emises

he then purchased,

and whicli had

been licensed since

In March, 1884, he ai:>ijlied to the Licensing
The record of the
Court for a reneical of his licence.
shewed
that
the
ai)i')lication had been
proceedings merely
"
statement
an
a
by
inspector of police that
refused ii'pon
the applicant had been convicted of a sale after licensed
hours and that sivorn information tvas lying at the
TJiere being
Magistrate's office on a similar charge.
1874.

''

nothing on the record to shew that evidence on oatli ivas
taken, or that any objection to the renewal was made, or
n..
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that

any

had heen given
given to him to meet

notice of objection

or that time had heen

to the

applicant,

the objection, the

Court, on the petition of K., granted issue of process under
summons was accordingly
of Rule 190.

A

the provisions

issued, calling

on the members of the Licensing Court

shew cause ivhy

to

their proceedings shoidd not be set aside or

and why the licence should not be renewed, and
not pay costs ; the summons set forth tJie
should
why they
On the return day the
above irregidarities and others.
corrected,

respondents

made no appearance, and

argument by

the

applicant's

counsel,

the

Court, after

ordered

that

the

proceedings should be set aside, that the Distributor of
t^tamps should issue a licence similar to the one previously
held by the applicant, and that the members of the Licensing

Court should pay the

costs.

This was an application, under Eule of Court 190, praying
that the process of the Court should issue, calling upon the

Chairman
certify to

Kimberley Licensing Court to return and
the High Court a copy of the record of the

of the

proceedings in the matter of the petitioner's application for
a licence, which the Licensing Court had refused, and further
calling

upon the Chairman and members

to

shew cause why

The
the proceedings should not be set aside or corrected.
affidavit
set
forth
that
ho
had
in
1881
petitioner's
purchased,
for the sum of £2000, certain premises at Bultfontein known
as the

"

Kafirarian Arms," which had enjoyed a wine and

spirit licence over since 1874, and that since 1881 he had
that he had ap})liod for a
spent £1200 in improving them
;

renewal at the

sitting; of

March, 1881, and

the Licensino; Court on

th(^

6th of

was refused; that the
record of the proceedings contained the following note
"
Sub-Inspector liobinson states, 'On the 14th of September,
that Lis application

:

—

Sworn
18cS3, fined £10 for selling during prohibited hours.
information lying in E. M. office for similar offence mitigating circumstances in connection.' Ptefiised. Application

—

The affidavit went on to say
that the conviction mentioned was the oidy record ajzainst
the apjilicant since he had bought the premises in 1881, and
for limited licence refused."

that

it

was

for

scllini>;

at

8..')0

I'.M.

to

some customers who

iss*.

Kemp vs.
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were on the premises, the doors having been closed, as
required by the licence, at 8 r.M., and that this happened
only a few days before he became entitled to keep his
Premises open until 9 p.m. With regard to the sworn
information, he asserted that the charge had been withdrawn.

The petitioner's affidavit then went on to say that no objection
had been taken by anyone to his licence, but that immediately
on hearing the Inspector's report the licence was refused,
before the petitioner or his agent could tender evidence by
which he was prepared to shew that the licence ought not
further that the proceedings in Court were
so liastily conducted that he had not time to rebut the statements of the inspector, and did not obtain a fair and imto be withheld

;

partial hearing, and could not produce many respectable
and influential inhabitants who would have given evidence

on his behalf;

in proof of the hurried procedure he stated
the
that, upon
day when his application was disposed of, the
for
Court sat
only three hours, and disposed of more than

He further stated that the Court held
an adjourned sitting on the 26th of March, 1884, on which
day his agent applied for a re-opening of the case, and

sixty applications.

presented a numerously and influentially signed petition of
the majority of the residents in the vicinity of his premises,
praying the Court to reconsider its decision, and to grant the
licence,

The

but that this application was peremptorily refused.

affidavit stated that the property

had

in consequence of

the decision become comparatively worthless, and tliat the
petitioner had thus been deprived of the means of supporting
himself and his family.

Davison, for the applicant, submitted that the

})etition

prima facie case of unjust action on tlie part of
the Licensing Court, and that it was not necessary to do
more to induce the Court to grant the issue of its ju'ocess
set fortli

a,

under the

lOOtli

Rule; Queen

vs. Kolihele, 1

Buch. E, D. C.

Rep. 190.

reported in

referred to Queen vs. Justices of Exeter,
the Times of 31 March, 1884, in which case

CoLEEiDGE,

C.J.,

Laurence,

J.,

evidence on oath.

held that Licensing

Boards must take

451

Davison:— The 48th Section of Act 28, 1883, gives
the Licensing Court very wide powers in tliat it enacts
that the Court " may of its own motion take notice of
•'

^^^84.

"

—

^^•

,.

Kemp

vs.

of the members ,. ^'"?^'""^®5'
anv
matter or thinof
"
o which in the opinion
r
Licensing Court.
the
to
thereof would be an objection
granting of a
licence although no objection has been made by any
"
but it goes on to provide that "in any such case
pe'son
the Court shall inform the applicant and shall adjourn
^

;

the further consideration of the application, should the
applicnnt so request, for any period not less than four days,

by such objection may be
an opportunity of replying thereto. The Court
after any such adjournment, give notice in writing,

in order that the person affected

afforded
shall,

signed by the president, of the cause of objection to the
person affected theieby, and of the day on which the

adjourned application will be considered." N( ne of these
This, how ever, was an appliprovisions had been observed.
cation for a renewal of a licence, and such applications are

by section 50-55 of the Act.

dealt with

St ction 53, with

regard to objections to a renewal of licence, provides that
" the
persons objecting shall cause notice of the intention to
object and grounds of objection to be given to the applicant
two days before the sitting of the Licensing Court.

at least

not have been given, such Court may
see fit, adjourn the hearing of the
notwithstanding,
to
a
further
application
day, and require the attendance of
If such notice shall
if

it

the holder of the licence on such day, and may then consider
No notice of
objections and determine thereon."

the

objection was in this case given to the applicant.

— Section

46 provides that any member of a
object in writing or personally at any
meeting of a licensing Court to the granting of a renewal
of a licence.
Jones,

police

J.

force

Davison.

:

may

— The

Court

must

deal

with

such objection

provided by Section 53 and moreover the
properly
objection ought to be proved by projier evidence given on
oath as provided by section 40. Here the Court refused the)
as

;

licence on an unsworn report of an inspecto:' of police.
2 H
Vol. II.— Part III.— G. W.

A
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previous conviction for a contravention of some provision
of the liquor Acts is not of itself sufficient to warrant the
evidence of the
forfeiture,j and, if it were,j there was no le<2;al
o
3

There was no ohiection
taken to the licence,
J
and if there had been one no opportunity of meeting it
had been given.
convictiou.

The Court

held that a sufficient jprima faqie case
for process to issue, under the provisions

had been made out

of the I90t1i llule of Court, calling on the members of the
Licensing Court to shew cause why their proceedings should

not be set aside or corrected, and ordered that

summons

to

that effect should be served forthwith and should be returnable on

May

8.

Postea (May

8),

—

The summons was returned, and the respondents made no
The summons called upon the chairman and
appearance.
members of the Licensing Court to return and cert fy a copy
of the record in the application, and to shew cause wliy
the proceedings should not be corrected or set aside and why

a licence as prayed should not be granted to the applicant,
and why the respondents should not pay costs, (1) on the

ground of the irregularity of the proceedings in that no
opportunity was given to the applicant of being lieard
(2)
;

because no evidence relative to any objection was taken on
oath as required by section 40; (3) because no objection was

taken against the granting of tlie licence under either the
46th or 53rd sections (4) because due information of any
objection was not given as required by section 48 (5) because
;

;

the grounds of refusing the application were insufficient in
law and in fact (6) because it did not appear on the record
;

any of the objections under section 52 were taken (7)
because no return was laid before the Court by the clerk to
the llesident Magistrate as in section 72 provided
(8)
because the proceedings were otherwise irregular and ^iltra
The copy of the record sent up to the Court convires.

tliat

;

;

tained merely the nature of the application to the Licensing
Court, the name of the applicant, the situation of the

premises and the note alrea<ly set

forth.
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Daviaon, for the applicant
^ ^
'

:— The

record shews no evidence

on oath. The case of Queen
with section 40 of the Act,'

vs. Justices
is

of Exeter, coupled
stronirly in favour of the
1

contention that the evi'lence must be on oath or otherwise

the proceedings are irregular.

Laurence,

J.

:

—Is

Davison

:

—On the record

summons

Tiie

that

there not a presumption

evidence was taken upon oath

the

?

" stated."
only purports to be
set forth as one of the irregularities the fact
it

that the evidence was not on oath, and there is no answer to
the summons. But even if the evidence had been taken on
oath,

discloses no valid

it

ground for refusing the licence.
all, an applicant un^er section

If there be no conviction at

50 of the Act

is

entitled to a renewal of his licence, provided

of course he be not objectionable on other legal grounds.

Jones,

— Then a conviction
— Two convictions are

J.

Davison

is

:

a reason for a refusal

?

a reason for forfeiture,
but even they must be two convictions
within six months. The Legislature then could not have
:

under section 76

;

meant that one conviction during the three years would
work a forfeiture.

—

You contend that
Laurence, J.
must be read together.
:

Davison .-—Yes

;

sections

and I road the sections

to

50 and 76

mean

that one

conviction during the three years gives a locus standi to take
objection to the renewal, while two convictions within six

months are enough
51

Section
to justify an absolute refusal.
shews that one conviction is not enough to justify a

why should a special section be passtd
enacting that two convictions in six months create a liability
to forfeiture?
The penalty for one conviction is that it
refusal

;

for if it were,

renders the applicant liable to have objections to his renewal
No objection was raised in the present case in the

raised.

manner

rerpiired

issi.

May

_

by the Act.
li

ii

2

1.

»

s.

—

-

Kemp vs.
,. Kimberiey

Licensing Court.
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Kemp vs.
Kimbericy
L'censing Court.

—

You say that if an objection were taken, you
Jones, J.
were entitled to notice or to time to meet it?
BavisoTi

:

—Yos

and further that no objection was taken

!
'

''

in this case.

J.

Jones,

:

—

together again

Davison

:

Is

there any

way

of

getting

the

Court

?

— Only by proclamation under section 96.
— The ordinary course us to pursue would

for
Jones, J.
be to remit to the Licensing Court for further consideration ;
but we have no means of calling them together or of making
:

them reconsider the matter.
Davison

members

:

—We

of

must assume that

if

the Court or any

could have shewn cause against the correcting

it

or setting aside their proceedings, they would have done so.
They have not appeared, and I would ask the Court to take

the bare record, which shews no objection taken, and tlio
fact that none of the members of the Licensing Court can
shew that there was any objection properly taken to the
renewal of the licence.

The Court
had caused
Davison:

its

inquired in what manner tlie Supreme Court
order to be executed in like cases.

— In

made on the

previous cases in this Court an order was
Distributor of Stamps to issue a licence.

—

The Court will take time to consider the
Jones, J.
nature and form of their order.
:

Postea

(May

The Court

13),

—

and corrected tlie proceedings of tlie
and
granted an order on the Distributor
Licensing Court,
of Stamps to issue a licence to the applicant similar to that
formerly held by him.
set aside

455
Davison applied for costs against the members of tlie
Licensing Court de bonis propriis.
nopley, on behalf of tlie Mayor of Beaconsfield, one of the
respondents, opposed the granting of costs against him, on
the ground that he had bicn sitting as IVIayor ex officio, and

i^si.
s.

„

„-—
Li(^I^^**"caart

that the Licensing Court was a jiublic body trying honestly
No mala fides
to discharge its duties for the puhlic benefit.

had been shewn.

The Court

held that in this case'the Act laid

down pla'nly

the duties of the Licensing Court, and these tluties had bi'cn
By their failure to comply with the provisions
disregarded.
of the Act, which constituted their autliority, the members
of the Court had placed themselves in the same position as

they had acted entirely without jurisdiction, and there
must be an order agaihst them, jointly and severally, to pay
the cojts which had been incuned.

if

Palev Cogiilan.
["Applicant's Attorneys,
LAitorueys tor the Mayor of Beacousfleld, Kni«iit

~\

.•<:

McCkANN
Licensing Court.

it

Ueakle.J

KlMBERLEY LICENSING CoUKT.

vs.

— Ride of Court 190. —Act

Where an applicant

ivas entitled to

a

28, 1883.

certificate

—

Costs.

of reneical of

50 of Act 28, 1883, cmd the
Court
Licensing
required him to transfer his licen-oe on
the ground tJuit the situation of his ptremises teas unsuitcdjle, and the applicant thereupon obtained new j^remises,

Ids

licence

under

section

no objection was taJcen, and tlie Licensing Court
tJien refused to renew his licence,
Held, that tlie piroceedings of the Court must be set aside, and a licence

to wJiich

—

to the
applicant for the neiv premises, and that, the
action of the respondents having been illegal and ultra

issued

vires, they

must pay

the costs

of

the application.

This was another application for review of the proceed-

May'i.

Tiie ap})licaiit's
iiigs uf tlio Kimberley Licensing Court.
allidavit stated that he had held a li';enre for certain

McCrann

,'"

i:i.

r.';.

KiiiitxJrli-y
Lici.n-;lnir Court.
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premises in Pniel Eoad, Kimberley, since 1881 that at the
recent sitting of the Licensing Court he had applied for a
the
renewal, but that, owinfi:
J
o to obiections raised by
Dircctors of the Standard Diamond Mining
he
Company,
'^
J
r
;

.,

8.

—

,^^
m.
McCrann
Kimberley
Licensing Court.

'

'

.»

'

was informed by the chairman that the board had determined not to renew his licence for the said premises, but, as
there was no personal objection to the ap[)licant, the Board
would give him three weeks to obtain another stand for the
The applicant had
purpose of applying for a transfer.
accordingly after

much

trouble ol)tained

another stand,

which had been inspected and approved by the Police
Department, and had duly applied for the transfer of his
licence to the said stand.
The Commissioner of Police
informed the Board that his department had no objection to
the transfer, and no objection was raised in any other
quarter, but the Chairman, after consultation with the other
members of the Court, refused either to grant the application for a transfer or to renew the existing licence.
During
the three years the applicant had held a licence there had

been no conviction and, so far as he was aware, no complaint
against him. Upon this affidavit p'ocess was granted under
the 190th liule of Court, and a summons was served on the

members

of the Licensing Court, calling upon them to
return and certify to the Court a copy of the record and
proceedings in the above matter, and to shew cause wliy the
said proceedings should not

be set aside or corrected and a

licence issued to the applicant on the grounds (1) that by
sect. 50 of Act 28, 1883, the applicant was entitled to a
:

certificate

of renewal of

his

licence,

he having uninter-

ruptedly held the same for a period of three years in respect
of the premises then in his occupation, and not having
violated any of the provisions of the said section (2) that
;

the Board had no power to refuse to renew the licence for
the said premises, or to direct the applicant to remove to
other premises and make further application for a licence

same ; (3) that, having given such order or direction,
the Board had no power, after it had been complied with, to
refuse to transfer the licence ; (4) that, oven if the ap})licant
was not entitled as of right to a certifieate under sect. 50,
for the

no objection having been taken under

sects.

48 or 52, or

457
lodged as required by sect 53 of the Act, the Board had
no power to refuse the application (5) that no proper
records were kept of the proceedings (6) that the proceed;

1834.
»•

..

—

-

;

and ultra vires.
were in other respects
irreguhir,
' illegal
o
1
o
The respondents were also called upon to shew cause why
ine:s
°

they should not be ordered to pay the costs of the application.
The summons was made returnable on May 8, when
there was no appearance on behalf of the respondents.
Forster, for the applicant, after referring to the facts as
forth, contended that under sect. 50 of Act 28,

above set

1883, the functions of the Board were purely ministerial,
and the applicant was entitled, as of right, to a renewal of
his licence.
A licensed victualler, who had conducted his
business properly for three years, had a vested interest.

Even

if this

under

sect.

were not so, no objection having been taken
48 or sect. 52, the applicant was still entitled to
a renewal. If there is any force in sect. 50 the applicant
can claim as of right, subject to the provisions of that
section itself and of sect. 51
otherwise one who has held a
;

licence for three years

is

in

no better position than a new

applicant.

—

You contend that under sect. 50 you
Laurence, J.
can claim as of right, and that the objections stated in
sect. 52 cannot be raised against an ap[)licant who fulfils
:

the conditions of the former section
is

liable to

be forfeited under

?

Of course any

licence

sect. 76.

Forster contended that no objection could be taken to the
ap})licant's licence being renewed, except on the grounds set
forth in sect. 50, or in the event of his not

having conducted

his business in conformity with the terms of his licence.
The Court had no right to refuse the renewal, or to order

the applicant to remove to another stand.
Then, when the
had
with
this
and
obtained new
order,
complied
applicant

premises of which the police approved, and to which no
objection was taken, the Court clearly had no right to reject
the application.
No objections were taken under sect. 52,
mIuIc,

if

the

Board

{)rofessed

to

a.-t

under

sect.

48, no

^.Kimberioy

Licensing Court.
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MccT^nw.
Limlsiug'court.

and the provisions of the

notice was given to the applicant,
section were not complied with.

Under

either section, it

^^^ necessary that notice of the objections raised should be
g^^en to the applicant, and the Legislature clearly intended
that applicants should not be taken by surprise; he referred
to sect. 53, and to the case of Queen vs. Justices of Exeter,
cited su'pra in

Laukence,

Kemp's
J.

:

case.

— Under

the

English

Act there

is

an

appeal.
Forster

:

— And

here, by the Charter of Justice, there is
He also referred to sect. 40 of the

the right of review.

Act, and contended that, if the livelihood of a man who had
held a licence without complaint for three years was to be
taken away, there should at all events have been evidence

taken on oath, and

—The

filed of record.

Court is of opinion, on the facts as
that
the
stated,
applicant is entitled to relief, but we will
take time to consider the form in which the order of the
Jones,

J.

:

Court should be made.
Fostea

Jones,

(May
J.,

13),

said

:

—

—The

same observations apply

to this

application as to that of Kemp, and a similar order Avill bo
made, with this difference only, that the Distributor of

Stamps

will

be directed to issue a licence

for

the

new

premises, as to which no objection has been made, instead
of for the old.

Laurence,

J.

:

— I concur.

At the same time

I

must not

be supposed to assent to the contention that one \\ho has
held a licence for three years is entitled as of right to a
renewal under section 50, subject only to the provisions of
the section itself. Section 50 enacts that such an one shall
"
without
subject to the provisions in this Act contained, and
"

and the provisions in
to a renewal
those
contained in sections
must
include
this Act coutained
48 and 52. Here however no objections were taken by any
notice,

be entitled

;
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and in the
one, and no notice was given to the applicant
absence of such objections and notice the refusal of the
and ultra vires.
application was clearly illegal
;

the application of Forster, the Court ordered the
respondents to pay the costs of the application.

On

^^884^.
••

^|-

MccTannus.
i^ice^n^^/ccL-t.

[Applicant's Attorney, Beevor.]

Li re Conn.
Dative.

Executor

— Ordinance

104, 1833,
Removal of Executor.

Section

21.

—

had died leaving a will, hut maldng no appointme^it
the Master had thereupon
thereto, and
of
advertised and appointed A. and B. executors dative as
if to an iniestacy, and B. tvas alleged to have suhsequenthj
absconded froin the country tvith a large portion of the

Where

C.

executors

the application of A. that the apipointment
should he set aside as nidi and void
dative
of executors
ah initio, on the ground that the Master had acted ultra

assets

;

upon

in treating the estate as an intestacy ;
Held,
that notice of the application to remove him must if possible

vires

he served on B.

The

applictint, Caroline Magdaloua Conn, was in the
married without community of property to Fergus
1862
year
at that time had an illegitimate son, called
who
Conn,
Fergus Conn, junior. Fei'gus Conn the elder died in 1879,
leaving his illegitimate son, his widow and nine legitimate

children surviving him.
Shortly before his death he made
a will instituting all the said survivors his joint heirs, bat
naming no executors of the will. On the 19th December,
1879, the jMaster of the High Court issued an edict
notifying to the next of kin and creditors tbat the deceased
had died intestate and appointing the 4th of February,

1880, for the election of executors dative.
Accordingly on
date the applicant and the illegitimate son, Fergus
Conn, junior, were a})puinted jointly as executrix and

that

^l^^'s

inr~c m\

460
1884.

In

re.

Conn.

the estate.
The final administration and
was through various causes delayed and the
applicant alleged on affidavit that her co-executor, who had
had the sole management of the estate, had in July, 1883,
absconded with a large portion of the assets of the estate,

executor

of

liquidation

and that he had not since returned. The present applicawas to set aside the appointment of the executors
dative on the ground that the Master had acted ultra vires
in treating the estate as intestate when there was a valid
will filed in his office.
Affidavits having been read setting
forth the above facts, and annexing copies of the will and

tion

the Master's edict,
HosJcyns, C. P., for the applicant,

argued that the appoint-

ment of executors was null and void ah initio. The lat(3
Master who issued the edict had evidently considered that
was void for want of the appointment of an
In
executor, and had treated the estate as an intestacy.
this he was clearly wrong, as Section 21 of Ordinance 104,
the will

1833, expressly provides for cases of this nature. He
should have appointed executors to the will and not to an
In the present case if the executors administered
intestacy.
the estate as an intestacy according to their appointment,
neither the widow nor the illegitimate son would have any
share,

whereas under the

will

they each received a share.

Jones, J., suggested that the mere use in the edict of
"
did not shew that the Ma^^ter had
the word " intestate

He might have
meant that the deceased died intestate as regards the
appointment of executors and when he appointed executors
treated the whole will as null and void.

;

he

may have done

so that they

might administer the estate

in terms of the will.
Iloskyjts, C. P., said that the

terms of the edict were clear

and contradicted this view. IMoreover he was instructed
that the estate had been treated as an intestacy.

The Court
co-executor,

:

— Surely there must

who

is

be some notice to the

alleged to have absconded,

sought to remove him

?

that

it

is
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Iloshijns, C.

P.

:

—No

doubt where an executor has been

properly appointed there must be notice, but in this case
Fergus Conn had never been properly appointed. He was

appointed under a misapprehension of either facts or law by
the late Master. Moreover he had absconded and absented
himself from the Colony, and that in
ground for his removal.
Hopleij

itself

was

sufficient

appeared to watch the case on behalf of the

Master.

The Court was of opinion that the very gravity of the
charges against the co-executor made it the more necessary
that he should be summoned if possible, aud made an order
that Fergus Conn should be summoned by edict to shew
cause on August 20, 1884, why he should not be removed

from his

office of

executor dative to the alleged intestate

estate of the late Fergus Conn on the grounds (1) of alleged
improper election to the office and (2) of misconduct in

absconding

and

Service of the

absenting

summons

himself

to be

from

personal

if

the

Colony.

possible,

and

not publication thereof to be made in the Government
Gazette of the Colony, in the London Gazette and in the

if

London Times, one

insertion in each paper.

Costs to come

out of the estate.
H
rApplicant's Attoniev, 1). J. Haariioff.
LAttorueys lor the Master, Guaiiam & Gilbeut.J

Christie, N. O.,
Act

0,

1858, §§ 26-42.

vs.

—Assessment

—Lia hility

Mancy.
of rates on Croicn

UdicIs.

of i) u r chaser.

In April, 1883, a Divisional Council had caused a valuation of
all the immovahle p-opertij in the division to he made
tinder the 2)rovisions of Act 9, 1858, and a farm then
heloiKjing to the Government liad heoi so valued.

A

Court for hearing objections to the valuation teas held in
Mag, and no objections were tahen, U'hereui)0n in June,
after due notice, the Council held a meeting and assessed a

i«84.

—
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general rate, which became payable on August 1, 1883.
On August 14, 1883, the said farm was sold hy the

on perpetual quitrent tenure under the
Act
14, 1878, and the defendant became the
provisions of

Government,

purchaser and oivner thereof. In an action against him
by the Council for the rates on the farm which were payable on the 1st August,

j^^y*8.

christiM^.

o.,'

r..Mauby.

1883

:

Held, that he tvas not

liable.

This was a special case stated for the decision of the Court.
The plaintiff sued in his capacity as Chairman of the

The pleadings set forth that in
Divisional Council of Hay.
the
of Hay caused a valuation
Divif>ional
Council
1883,
April,
of all the immovable property in the division to be made,
under the provisions of Act 9, 1858. Farm No. 228, at that

time the property of the Colonial Government, was so valued.
On the 2nd May, 1883, a Court for hearing objections to the
valuations was duly held, and no objection to the valuation
was made. On the 13th June, 1883, after all the notices
provided for by section 38 of Act 9, 1858, had been duly
given, the Council held a meeting and assessed a rate of a
half-penny ia the pound on the basis of the said valuation,

and the

said rate

became due and payable on the

1st

August,

On

the 14th August, 1883, ftirm No. 228 was sold on
perpetual quitreut tenure, under the provisions of Act 14,
1878, and the defendant became the purchaser and owner
1883.

thereof.
for

The

plaintiff

contended that the defendant was liable

the rate due on the 1st August, 1883. The defendant
liability, on the ground that at the date of the

denied his

valuation the farm in question was Crown property, and as
such not liable to assessment in terms of section 28 of the

Act, and, further, on the ground that he had had no opportunity of olijectiug to the valuation, and also on general

grounds of informality and irregularity.
Eopley, for the plaintiff :— Section

26 of Act 9, 1858,
immovable
owning
property within
such
is
as
any division, except
property
specially exempted
from assessment, shaW be liable to be rated on account of such
Section 27 provides for valuing all and singular
property.
the immovable propeity situate in such division. By section
provides that all persons

463

immovable property vested in the Colonial Govern"
"
exempted from the liability to be assessed or
,
n
,
„
" rated
under the provisions oi the Act " so long as it
Section 38 provides that " as
continues to be so vested."
as
of
the
whole
of the immovable property
soon
the valuation
in a division shall have been completed, the Divisional
Council may proceed to assess and impose upon all persons
liable thereto such a rate as it may deem necessary and ex"
pedient for the purposes of the Act
provided, inter alia,
that no general rate shall be imposed in the same division
more frequently than once in twelve months. Section 39 provides that the rate so assessed shall become due and payable
28

all

ment

,

.

,

.

.

»

,

;

upon a certain day to be fixed by the Divisional Council, after
due notice and section 42 provides that a valuation shall be
made every live years. In the present case the valuation had
been made in April, 1883, and the rate had been assessed
;

on the 13th June, 1883. Though in June, 1883, the farm in
question was still Government pr(>perty, and, as such, not
liable to assessment, yet the valuation in April

properly made

in case

it

had been

should become liable to assessment

The Council had
of rates during the succeeding five years.
in
a
a
the pound on all
rate
of
general
imposed
half-penny
property liable to be rated, and now contended that upon
the change of ownership in the farm it immediately became
liable for rates for the current year.

The

case of Divisional

Council of Queenstoivn vs. Broion, Bucb., 1876, 48, was somewhat similar and might be held to be adverse to the position

taken by the plaintiffs in the present case, which would have
been stronger had they brought the action for a rate which

became due
defendant.

after the property had been transferred to the
If however the defendant's reading of the

statute were correct, the farm would not be liable for rates
for five years,

which could

n(^ver

have been the intention of

the legislature.
Lange, for the defendant, was not called upon.

— It

clear that the defendant cannot bo held
on projierty not liable to ass(\ssmeut at
the time of the assessment, and which rate became due on

Jones,

liable

i884.
8

J.

:

is

for a rate

su'di i)roperty as

was

liable to assessment before the

purchase

—

May
-

is

Christie,
vs.

N.

O.,

Manby.
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May

3.

airistie, N. O.,
OS Manby.

by the defendant. Not only did the valuation and assessment both take place before the defendant purcha«ed, but the
p^fe became
payable throughout the division before that
event. Both the dies cedit and the dies venit had then passed.
The case quoted is exactly in point, and settles the matter.
With regard to the rates which may be assessed in the future
and before the next valuation, the Court does not feel called
upon to express an opinion, which would be only an ohiter
dietum, as to what will be the legal position of the parties.
As to the present claim judgment must be given for the

defendant with

Laurence,

costs.

J.,

concurred.

rPhuntifTs Attorneys, Gkaiiam & Gilbert.
Litefendant's Attorney, ]{houes.
J
]

EuEorEAN Diamond Mining Co. Limited, vs,
Neighhouring Claimholders.

— Liability

— Contrihutorg for
fallen ground.

IMyLciir.EEST.

cost

of hauling

negligence.

The purchaser of dangerous claim-property
reasonable care

and

expedition in maJcing

is

hound

to

use

it safe.

Wliere one claim-holder sued for the cost of haiding ground,
alleged to have heen brought down from the claims of

another

upper

by

the

part of

and dangerous blasting of
and contributory negligetice on

careless

claim-holder,

the
the

the p)laintiff tvas alleged but not clearly proved,

the defendant

was held

liable

for

the expense incurred.

undertake the hauling of ground for
the expense of tvhich another is responsible, and invites

If one claimholder has

to

of the number of loads haided,
and the responsible claimholder neglects to do so, he will he
held liable for the quantity hauled according to the tally
the latter to check Ids tally

kept, in the absence

of proof that such tally

is incorrect.
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This was an action for the cost of hauh'n?;
" certain fallen
been
to
have
sustained by
for
and
damages alleged
ground
.

i8«4.

May
..

9*
is-

i^the plaintiff company owing to the negligence of the defenIt appeared that on Oct. 18, 1883, the defendant
dant.
^u^ean
purchased certain claims in the Dutoitspan Mine from the co^Timited""/
some of these claims ^yiciireest.
liquidators of the Globe Company
.'.

;

were high and dangerous, and adjoined the ground of the
The plaintiffs alleged that in or about
plaintiff company.

November and December,

the months of

1883, owing to the

negligence of the defendant, 1228 loads of ground fell from
certain of the defendant's claims into those of the plaintiff

company, and that after giving defendant due notice of this,
to which he paid no attention, the plaintiffs eventually had
to haul it out, after requesting the defendant to send some
one to keep a tally, which he neglected to do, and the said
ground was deposited on the plaintiff company's claims, and
there kept at the disposal of the defendant for this work
the plaintiffs claimed the sum of £307. The plaintiffs
;

further alleged that in the month of January, 1884, certain
other claims of the defendant were in so dangerous a condition
that the plaintiffs were ordered by the Inspector of Mines to
stop working until these claims were made safe, whereupon
they agreed with the defendant to make these claims safe

and haul out the ground, the defendant undertalnng to pay
the sum of £60 for the detention suffered by the plaintiffs,
and to pay for the ground hauled at the rate of 5s. a load ;
the work was accordingly done, and the defendant sent a

man
tiffs

to

tally of the loads

keep

alleged,

The only question
which the

hauled but, as the plain-

removed him before the work

Avas

completed.

on
and the defendant

at issue as to this part of the case,

plaintiffs

claimed £558

15s.,

was as to the number of loads for which

tendered £512

5s.,

defendant was

liable.

As

to the alleged falls in

November

and December, the defendant denied that they took place,
and further said that, if any ground fell as alleged, it was
owing to the reckless and improper acts of the plaintiffs
themselves in working and blasting in defendant's claims.

He

denied having received notice from the

said that, if they did the work in question, it
behalf or at his instance and request.

plaintiffs,

and

was not on his
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1884,

JMay
„
„
„
,,

9.
15.

16.
19.
28.

European
Di<amond
Mining Co.,
Limited, vs.
Mylchreest.

The plamtiifs led evidence as to the state of the defendant's claims and his manner of working, and to prove the
occurrence of the disputed falls, one of which according to
the evidence took place in October, a few days after the
defendant purchased the claims, and tlie other early in
December. Evidence was also called to prove the sending
of the notices to the defendant, and to disprove his allegations of improper working on the part of the plaintiff

The defendant's evidence as to the first two falls
was chiefly negative, to the effect that neither he nor his
employes saw them occur while as to the third fall, on the
Company.

;

estimate of Messrs. Woolley and Tucker, two surveyors who
were called for the defence, the claims in question had only
contained a certain number of loads, and some of tliese had

and had been hauled and deposited on a
particular spot by defendant himself, and there measmed by
Woolley, and the difference, less some 240 loads of diamondiferous soil, was the amount for which the defen(hint was
liable
the remaining loads which, as was proved by the
tally, the plaintiffs had hauled on this occasion, had fallen,
it was
alleged, not from the defendant's claims, but from
fallen elsewhere,

;

those of another claimholder

named

Isaacs.

The defendant

also led evidence as to the state of the claims

and their

boundaries, with the object of shewing that the plaintiffs had
worked beyond their boundary and in the defendant's claims,

and so produced the December fall, if it really occurred, and
plans and models were produced in support of this contention.

A

large number of witnesses were called on both sides, but
the facts, so far as material, will sufiiciently appear irom the

arguments and judgments reported below.
Hojyleij (with him Boides), for the plaintiffs, contended
that the evidence bore out their claim, and proved that the

had occurred, and were attributable to the
and
negligence
improper working of the defendant, who had
taken no notice whatever of the numerous letters arid accounts
sent to him, until he made the arrangement as to the
falls

disputed

January

fall.

If the })laintiffs

had woi ked in the defendant's

defendant or some of his emijloyes
would certainlv have noticed it at the time. As to the work
claims

as

alleged, the

467

done

in January, the defendant could only set up certain
vague calculations of his surveyor against the exact tally

kept by the

plaintiffs.

Lord, Q.G., for the defendant, contended that the plaintiffs
had by their own working rendered the ground alleged to
have fallen in October unsafe
the defendant denied the
;

giving notice of it, had
not distinctly fixed the date or amount of the fall.
The
been
down
had
was
that
this
dribbling
probability
ground
fall,

and the

plaintiffs, in their letter

from time to time, in consequence of the plaintiff company
working below, and previous to the defendant's purchasing
the claims when a solvent person became the owner, the
plaintiffs thought it a good opportunity to get paid for
;

removing

this

for this work,
liable, 2s.

ground. The plaintiffs claimed 5s, a load
but he contended that, if the defendant was

a load would be nearer the mark.

As

to

the

December, the defendant's witnesses must
took place moreover, it was clear that the
plaintiffs had encroached and worked to some extent in the
defendant's claims, and so must have contributed to the fall,
alleged

in

fall

have seen

it if it

;

With regard to the work done in
he
contended
that
the evidence shewed that the
January,
tender was sufficient.

if it

actually occurred.

Hojyley replied

on the

man bought dangerous

and further argued that if a
ground, he took it cum onere ; there
facts,

was nothing to support the allegation that the defendant

worked with great diligence to remove
the danger. No doubt the defendant obtained these claims
at a lower price in consequence of their dangerous state, of
which he must be taken to have had notice.

in the present case

Cur. adv.

vult.

Posted (:\ray 28th),—

Jones,

J.

;

— In

this action the trustees of the

Diamond Mining Company

sue Mr. Joseph 31ylehree^t, a
Vol. II.-1'aut Jll.— G.

W.

European

of Dutoitspan ]Mine (Limited),

digger
"
carrying on

mining
i'

1

1884.

May 9.
„
„
„
»

15.
16.
19.
28.

European
Diamond
Mining Co.,
Limited, vs.
Mylchreest.
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1884.

May
„

„

„
„

9.

15.
16.
19.
28.

European

Diamond

Mining

Co.,
ljimit«d, rs.

Mykhreest.

operations in

£307

Dutoitspan, for

performed by them

for

work and labour

in hauling and removing ground whii'h
fallen from the defendant's claims by

alleged to have
reason of the negligence of the defendant.
Two falls of
"
ground are said to have occurred, in or about the months

is

of

November and December,

1883," according to the plain-

declaration, but in evidence sworn to

have happened,
about the end of October, and the second towards
the end of December. For the removal of the ground or
tiffs'

the

first

reef which fell in October, and

v\

as

removed towards the end

November and commencement of December, the plaintiffs
claim £85 5s., and for hauling that which fell in December
and was hauled in January a sum of £221 15s. In addition
to this they claim £498 5s. for hauling ground which fell
of

from defendant's claims in January, under an agreement
between plaintiffs and defendant, that they should blast
down, haul and make safe certain dangerous ground of the
defendant standing in claims 127 and 128, at the rate of 5s.
per load of 16 cubic feet and lastly, a sum of £G0, which
;

was agreed upon as being the amount to be paid by defendant to plaintiffs

for

compensation

for

the

damage

sustained by the stoppage of the plaintiffs' mining operaThe defendant filed certain pleas, but,
tions in January.

on cause shewn, was allowed to withdraw them and file
amended pleas. By these he denies the falls of ground
alleged to have taken place in

and says

that, if

any such

fall

November and December,
did

occur,

it

was " owing

and improper acts of the plaintiff Company
from time to time improperly blasting in the claims heHe denies that he received any
longing to the defendant.''

to the reckless
in

notice of the falls of ground from the plaintiff Company,
or that the plaintiff Company performed the work alleged

by them, and if they did perform it he says that it was
not done at his instance and request.
As to the claim for

£498

OS.

he admits the agreement alleged by the plaintiffs,
blast, haul and make safe a quantity

aod that they did

of his dangerous ground as agreed upon but he disputes the
amount claimed, upon the ground that they did not haul
the number of loads alleged
and he tenders, in respect
of this claim, £452 5s., and in addition the sum of £(iO
;

;
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prayed

for in the declaration, together with costs of suit

to the 6th of March, 1884.

the tender of £512

5s.

The

but deny

its

plaintiifs in reply

sufficiency

up

admit

and join issue

generally.

From

the evidence

it

defendant's claims 118, 119, 127, 128
at all, and stood high

this sale the

and 129, had hardly been worked

above the adjoining claims of the plaintiffs. Next to claim
129 there was a claim, 120, which had been allowed to lapse

London and South African Exploration
soil.
Company,
During the early portion
of the year 1883 this claim had become dangerous, and the
into the hands of the
tlie

owners of the

owners had paid the plaintiffs for working it down, and it
was worked so as to slope towards the plaintiffs' claims to
the south.
On the 23rd October the reef or ground from
claim 129, and small portion from
plaintiffs'

„
„

„
.,

9.

15.
16.
19.

28.

European

appeared that the plaintiffs' claims
adjoined those of the Globe Company. In October last the
defendant purchased the Globe Company's claims. At the

time of

1884.

May

128,

is

said

by the

witnesses to have fallen across claim 120 into their

adjoining claims.

The defendant's

witnesses, on

the other

hand, swear positively that they never saw this fall of ground.
Whether they saw it or not, on the 23rd of October the
secretary of the plaintiff Company wrote to the defendant
that a large quantity of reef had fallen from the claims
"

recently purchased by him from the liquidators of the
Globe Company into the claims of the company," (sic) and

informed him that unless

it

was removed before Tuesday the

30th October, the directors of the plaintiff company would
The
take such steps in the matter as they might be advised.
defendant during the trial did not admit the receipt of this
letter
but upon the evidence I personally incline to the
opinion that he must have received it, though there may be
;

room

for doubt.
It seems strange that no reply whatever
was sent by the defendant.
Nothing was done by the
between
this
date
and
the
26th of November, when
plaintiffs
we find the Secretary of the European Company again wrote

to the defendant,

flis

letter is as follows:

— "deferring

to

which no reply has up to the
my
been
received, and of which no notice has been taken
present
I am
l>y you in so far as this Company is concerned,
letter of the

23rd

ult., to
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instructed to give you notice that as the ground fallen from
your claims into those of this company has now become a

hindrance to

its

working, and as you have taken no steps to

remove the

said ground,
directors pui-pose (in order not
to further impede their operations, and thus save you from

my

heavier expense) commencing on Wednesday morning next
to haul out the said ground on your account at the rate
of 5s. per load, and I have to request that you will
either

attend

or

personally

by

your

representative

on

the day above mentioned, in order to arrange with our
manager, Mr. Brunton. In the event of your failing to
attend as requested the work will be proceeded with, and you
will

be held responsible for

may

sustain

this

letter is

all loss

or

my company

damage

The receipt of
of your default."
admitted or denied by the defendant,

reason

by

not

but he admits that, if received (and he says he received
many letters which he does not produce), he did not reply
to

it,

meet Mr. Brunton

or

no reason

for the

purpose named.

I see

that this letter (which came out

for thinking

of the possession of the defendant's attorney) miscarried.
The defendant does not appear even to have visited the

ground for the purpose of inspection. He did not meet
Mr. Brunton. The plaintiffs hauled the ground wliich was
lying in their claims, and Kept a tally, and they now say

The evidence

341 loads of the defendant's reef were hauled.

upon

this claim is very conflicting,

my mind

that there

and the

effect left

upon

reasonable ground for
whelher the defendant can be held liable

certainly

is

is

doubting, firstly,
for the fall if it did occur, and secondly, whether the reef
actually hauled fell from his claims at the time and in the

manner

Upon

alleged.

that the rule laid

Murray

the

first

question, I do not doubt

down by Baery,

J.P., (Leo,

Kennedy and

Bamsbottom, Buch. liepp. C. A., Vol. 1, Pt. 1.
*'
The fact," says the learned Judge,
good law.

vs.

46) is
that defendant's claims were eighty feet above those of his
neighbours was alone some evidence of negligent working.

p.

"

Possibly that negligence might have been
previous holders of these claims but when a

attributed to

man

purchases
a claim, he acquires the burdens as well as the privileges
attaching to it and it will therefore be his duty to work
;

;
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down such a claim with

great care and expedition, in order
to place his claim on a level with other chiims."
It is not
contended by the plaintiffs in this case that the defendant

could have removed

danger between the 17th October
date
of
his
(the
purchase from the liquidators of the Globe
and
the
23rd October, when the fall from claim
Company)
129 is said to have taken place but it is urged that because
claim he must be held responsible for the

this

negligent working down of his predecessor in title. Whether
this be good law it is not now necessary for this Court to
decide. In the face of the evidence given by the defendant's
witnesses,

and the

letter the date

mentioned,

fact that

when the

even in the

fall is

said to

and the undoubted

fact

plaintiffs' Secretary's

have occurred
that

is

the reef

not

had

previously been dribbling down from 129 into plaintiffs'
claims, I do not feel satisfied that I can give judgment in

favour of the plaintiffs for hauling the loads claimed in what
may fairly be called their first count. From Woolley's

evidence

it

would appear that when he first saw the ground
whence the fall had come,

in October he could not see from

but he seems to have tliought some came from 120; how
mucli he does not say. Of course it may be said that upon
this point he was not cross-examined
but the plaintiffs'
;

counsel elected to take this course, and
presume that he had good reason for doing
fall

was the result of the

blasting in their

own

„

9.
15.

„ 18.
„ 19.
.,

23.

tlie

;

he bought

1834.

May

the Court must
so.

Whether the

plaintiffs' w^orking in 120, or of their

claims, or the result of the action of

the weather, does not appear to me clearly shewn, and I
should not feel justified in finding on the evidence that it

was the result of the defendant's negligence or that of his
It
predecessors, the liquidators of the Globe Company.

seems strange that the

plaintiffs,

though they completed

the liauling of this reef early in December, did not send in
their account for it until the 8th January.
Moreover the

evidence of the number of loads which are said to have fallen

from 120, 128 and 129 is of a most unsatisfactory character.
As the Court is not satisfied that the plaintiffs have made
out their claim, but at the same time is not convinced of the
justice of the defendant's contention, absolution from llie_
instance will be the form of the Court's decision U})on the
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item of £85
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„

16.
19.

„

28.

is

with some hesitation that I have

The onus

is

upon the

plaintiff to

prove his case, and if he fails to convince the Court, after a
careful consideration of the facts, that his claim is just,

European

Diamond
Mining Co.,
Limited,

It

5s.

arrived at this conclusion.

judgment cannot be given in his favour.
On the 22nd December, we have the

vs.

first letter relating
Defendant is called upon to
to the second fall of ground.
remove, before the 27th December, a quantity of reef and

AJylcltfeest.

yellow ground which is alleged to have fallen into the
of the
plaintiffs' claims owing to the blasting operations
defendant, and

is

told that, if he does not

remove

it,

the

haul ittliemselves, charging the tariff usual in
The defendant is requested, in the event of the

plaintiffs will

such

cases.

plaintiffs hauling the ground, to have some person in
attendance to keep tally, and indicate where the defendant

ground to be deposited. "My Directors," the
have further to request that you will
continues,
such
instructions
to your employes as will prevent a
give
recurrence of the matter complained of." More sua, the
defendant neither replies to tliis letter, nor visits the scene
desires the

'•'

letter

fall.
Meanwhile the plaintiffs haul the ground. On
the 8th January of this year the Secretary of the European
Company again indites an epistle to the stolid defendant,
and makes an effort to arouse him by enclosing the account

of the

£85 5s., for the ground hauled after the October fall.
The defendant is told that the ground which fell on the
22nd December is being removed, and that he may soon

for

^

" I am instructed to draw
your
expect to see their account.
attention to the dangerous manner," writes the Secretary,
" in

which your blasting operations are being carried on,
you that certain quantities of reef and stone
are continually falling from your high ground into our claims,
and a large slip is likely at any time to occur." This is

and

to inform

followed by a threat to hold defendant liable for
or damage which the Company may sustain.

all

loss

Now

it

appears from the evidence tliat during the preceding two
years little or nothing had been done to claims 118 and
119.

They stood towering above the neighbouring claims

of the defendant, exposed to the action of the weather.
When the defendant bought his claims in October he com-
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menced

work 115, 116, 117, and was working in 118 and
119 in December, and from thence he worked into 129, 128
and 127. Meanwhile the j^laintiffs had been working their
to

claims in the usual manner.

and

It is

now

asserted that there

was in consequence
There is overof the plaintiffs' blasting in 118 and 119.
defendant
was
the
that
blasting in and
whelming testimony
was no

fall

of ground,

if

there was

around these claims in Deeembc^r.

Brunton and Odendaal (witnesses

it

This

is

sworn to by
and was

for the plaintiffs),

admitted by the defendant's witnesses, Parsons and Cullen,
and by the defendant himself. On the other hand, we have
it stated that the
plaintiffs themselves were blasting during
In every case, upon being pressed,
the month of December.
the witnesses to this alleged fact were obliged to admit that
during that particular period they had not actually seen

—

the plaintiffs' servants blast in these claims
they only
fancied they saw their servants digging and picking at

ground which had fallen through blasting operations. Again
a theory is propounded that the plaintiffs removed a buttress
of ground standing on 118 and 119 which supported the
higher ground on which the defendant was carrying on his
Mr. Woolley, however, I think, though called
the defence, settled this theory by shewing that the
" hollow " in
from whence came the
claims 118 and 119
operations.
for

—

ground which must have been the

—
ground existed

in October, 1883,

support of the higher
first was called

when he

by the defendant. In this he is corroborated by the
testimony of Mr. Ward, who swore that the cause of the
"
"
hollow
was a slip which happened in February, 1883,
in

after he joined the pluiniiff Company.
In contradiction of
the defendant's allegation that this fall was caused by the

blasting of the plaintiffs' servants, we have the testimony of
Brunton, Odendaal and Ward, whose evidence upon this
We have then, dry, cracked,
point I see no reason to doubt.

high ground, standing exposed to rain and weather for two
years, the defendant blasting close to it, and a fall of ground
into plaintiffs' claims from the place where he was blasting ;
while a few men were digging and picking in the bottom of

a hollow, in a manner which certainly was not the immediate
The conclusion at which the Court has
cause of the fall.

1884.
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that this fall was caused by the defendant's blasting, and, following the decision in the case already cited, he
must be held liable for the consequences of his negligence.

arrived

On

this

is

head the

plaintiffs

claim for 887 loads hauled.

They

kept a tally; defendant was asked to send some person to
represent him, and act as his tallyman ; he did not do so.

8ome doubt seems

to have been cast upon the accuracy of
but I do not see reason for thinking it
The plaintiffs claim 5s. a load for hauling these

the tally kept
inaccurate.
loads.

;

The Court, however, has come

to the conclusion that

be an ample and sufficient
Brunton admitted that this amount

3s. would, in this particular case,

Mr.

remuneration.

would cover expenses. On the second count, the judgment
must be for the plaintiffs for £133 Is. or 3s. a load for

887

loads.

sider the

As to the
number of

we have merely to conhauled under the agreement
and defendant. The plaintiffs claim
third coimt,

loads

between the plaintiffs
for 1993 loads; the defendant tenders

for 1809.

It is said

actually falling from the
defendant's claims, there was other ground which fell from
The plaintiffs admit there may have been
Isaacs' claims.
about 20 or 30 loads at the outside, while the defendant's

that, in addition

to

the

loads

witnesses go as high as 300.
With reference to this rather
extravagant figure, it is evident that these witnesses were

allowing

their

Kone

them

of

powers of imagination to have free play.
at the time

— the

the defendant himself

made any

careful estimate,

man most

interested

— did

and
not

take the trouble (which would naturally be expected from
every man of business habits) of visiting the spot and

examining the actual condition of affairs. He sent a tallyman, Seymour, to keep a tally. On Saturday night Seymour
handed in his return of the number of loads hauled to date,
and his services were dispensed with. Monday morning
arrived, no tallyman appeared, and the plaintiffs hauled over
200 more loads no explanation is sent as to the recall of the
tallyman bat some time after the account is sent in the
defendant stated that he withdrew his tallyman because he
;

;

left might be fairly looked upon
as belonging to Mr. Isaacs, or somebody else.
Now this is
not tlie manner in which business should be conducted. The

thought that the ground
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man who was

down to tally knew nothing apparently
the mine or ground previous to the fall

sent

the condition of

of

1884.

May 9.

of

„
„

gri)und in January, while his master does not think it worth
while to go down and explain. Now that this case has come

„

before the Court trouble

is

taken.

The

the ground
Some of the

size of

from which ground had fallen is measured.
ground had fallen into plaintiffs' claims, some into defenTherefore, the defendant commences his calculation
the fallen ground tilled such a space, which is
to
so
equivalent
many loads. I hauled out such a number

dant's.

in

tliis

manner

:

and
128, and these were tipped at a certain spoil heap, and at
certain other tippings.
I will deduct all these loads from
the possible number which could have fallen from my ground,
and the amount that is left will be precisely the quantity
which must have fallen into the plaintiffs' claims. Now the
result of this intricate and elaborate mode of calculating
depends upon the accuracy with which the defendant
separated the particular ground or reef which fell from 127
and 128 from the loose ground which had fallen or then fell
into his claims
and precisely the same possible error would
of loads out of

my

claims, which had fallen from 127

;

occur in removing reef and ground from his claims as might
occur in the separation of ground in the plaintiffs' claims

from that which had previously fallen into them. A little
commi n sense w ould have avoided this waste of the expensive
It is, generally speaking, advisable
labour of a surveyor.
when you pay a man to count to tell him beforehand

what he has to count. The proceedings of the
defendant were simply a ridiculous absurdity.
Seymour
counted for a number of days simply the number of loads
\\hich came up the plaintiffs' gear, and then the defendant,

precisely

without going to see what had been counted, came to the
conclusion that he had counted enough.
Allowing, however,
a fair margin for the ground which may have been mixed

with the defendant's ground, the Court thinks that 50 loads
should be deducted from the plaintiffs' claim of 1993 loads,

and

in

accordance with the agreement between

plaintiffs

and

defendant will give judgment for 1913 loads, at ;"3s. a load,
or £18o l.j.s, iustctid of the amount tendered by defendant.

Judgment

will therefore

be

—

as to

the plaintiffs' claim for

„
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in

October,

absolution

from

the

As

to the plaintiffs' claim for £221 for the fall in
December last, judgment for the plaintiffs for £133 Is.
As to their claim for £498 5s,, judgment for plaintiffs for

instance.

15s. and for the sum tendered under the agreement,
£60, or a total of £678 16s. As the plaintiffs have failed
upon wliat I have treated as their first count, they will have
judgment for this amount, and the defendant will bo ordered
to pay two thirds of the plaintiffs' costs.

£485

Laurence,

J.

:

— This

case

is

one of some

difficulty, as to

one portion of

it perhaps with regard to the law, but mainly
owing to the great conflict in the evidence as to the facts in
It may be divided into three heads; the claim
dispute.

made

against the defendant in respect to the alleged fall on
or about October 20, tlie similar claim for the December
fall, and the question of the sufficiency of the defendant's

tender for the work done by the plaintiffs under contract
with him in January. After the full judgment which has

been delivered, and in which I concur, I only wish to add a
very few words as to the precise conclusions at which I have
arrived with regard to each portion of the plaintiffs' claim.
As to the alleged October fall, I think the balance of
is that a fall did take place in the month of October
the defendant's claim 129, over 120, into the
from
mainly
I do not think there is
plaintiff Company's claims below.

evidence

any evidence to support the defendant's suggestion that, if
there was a fall at that time, it was owing to the plaintiffs'
negligent working in 120, or that as a matter of fact they
were then working in that claim, or in the immediate
neighbourhood at all. The defendant's negative evidence
as to this fall is very weak and unsatisfactory, especially as
two of his principal witne:?ses, Pardons and CuUen, did not
enter his employ till after the date on which it is said to
have taken place. On the other hand, I am bound to say
that I regard the plaintiffs' proof on the first count as by no
means adequate. I think there can be very little doubt that

a certain amount of ground did fall from time to time from
129 and the neighbouring claims, diiring the few months

immediately preceding their purchase by the defendant,
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and

it is

very probable that some of this was brought down

they admit they sometimes did,
Then on October 18 Mylchreest
in the neighbourhood.
bought these claims, and on October 20 this fall of 340 loads
On the whole, the conclusion
is said to have taken place.

by the

as
plaintiffs blasting,

have arrived

at which I

that this

is

that

or the whole of

fall,

not clearly proved either
took place subsequent to

it is
it,

the purchase by the defendant, or, if it did, that it was
attributable to negligence on the part either of the defendant
The plaintiffs wrote a letter
or of his predecessors in title.
of complaint to the defendant on October 23, but it was a
very vague letter indeed, aud it is not positively proved that
it

ever reached the defendant.

and Mills

The evidence

of Eichards

no doubt strong on this point but if, as is just
possible, through some mischance this letter never reached
the defendant's hands, or through the vague generality of its
terms failed to command his attention, it may fairly be
is

;

contended that he was somewhat prejudiced in his defence
by the allegation in the declaration that the claims against

him were on account of falls not in October but " in or about
The plaintiffs
the months of November and December."
left the ground lying in their claims till November 29, when
they began to haul and I think they must then have had
some difficulty in precisely ascertaining where all the fallen
ground came from and when it fell. Odendaal, the plaintiffs'
;

claim-manager, says about 2,000 loads fell in October, which
and on the whole the conclusion to which
is clearly absurd
;

I have come, with regard to the first count, is that although
the balance of evidence on this point may perhaps be somewhat in the plaintiffs' favour, they have failed to prove their

case to

my

satisfaction,

aud the defendant ought not

held liable for the amount of the

December

fall,

the

first

plaintiffs' witnesses

account.

As

to be

to the

swear positively that

on or about December 20, owing to the defendant's negligence
in blasting, and not working down his
high claims 118, IIU
in a proper manner, 887 loads of reef and yellow ground,
mainly the latter, fell into their claims *J4, 95, S2, 83 and
that this quantity was subsequently hauled, between
;

An opportunity was given to the defendant to check the tally, but he

December

2(j

aud January

7, is clearly [)roved.
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be

do

and therefore the quantity must be taken to
All that the defendant can do is to call one or

so,

correct.

two witnesses to give negative evidence that they did not
see the fall, and to endeavour to prove that if it came down
at all it was attributable to contributory negligence on the
part of the plaintiffs themselves.
evidence appear satisfactory. It

On
is

neither poiat does his
perfectly clear that the

defendant was working and blasting in these claims shortly
before the fall
and I can scarcely believe that the defendant,
;

who knew

and who was daily
would have allowed the plaintiffs to encroach
in the manner and to the extent now suggested without
his boundaries perfectly well,

in the mine,

apparently a word of complaint at the time. The defendant
"
says
Woolley shewed me the boundaries early in November.
He shewed me the points from east to west, &l'., and
:

gave

—

me

the chart I have here.

I think

he also went down

mine with me and shewed me the boundaries. He
shewed me 118 and 119; there was nothing to do there but
to take a tape-line and measure off.
He shewed me the
encroachments displayed in the model early in November."
into the

Moreover, the evidence on this point, when analysed, is
Brunton, Odendaal and Ward all state
really conclusive.
in
the
that,
beginning and middle of December, the defen-

dant was working and blasting in these claims, but the
Olsen, who was in the
plaintiffs were working elsewhere.
defendant's employ at the time, but who was called by the
And so too the defendant's
plaintiffs, gave similar evidence.

own

witnesses

these claims

;

Parsons saw no blasting by the plaintiffs in
January and blasting, not picking, is the

—

till

only contributory negligence alleged in the plea. He adds:
*'
The defendant was working there in the early part or

middle of December

;

I think there

must have been a

blast

CuUen

gives similar evidence ; and
"
the
defendant's
of
another
men, says, I saw no one
Quillen,

a week or so before."

December in 118 and 119, except defendant's
This
being the evidence, I think the defendant
emi)loyes."
as to tlie amount,
is clearly liable on the second count;
Brunton admits that pulling this ground was much cheaper
Avorking in

work than both bringing down and pulling the reef, which
was done in January at what I regard as the very remuucra-
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and he also admitted, in reply to a
on the point, tliat 2s. Qd. would probably cover the actual expenses of hauling. On the whole,
tive price of 5s. a load
question 1 put to him

I

think

it will

;

be quite sufficient to allow the plaintiffs

3s.

property of the defendant and at his free disposal. As to
the third count, there is a great conflict of evidence, and I

must say

I

think the parties would have been better advised
my suggestion, and halved the small

they had accepted

in dispute, instead of spending so much time and
and
calling such elaborate evidence on a question
money
whether the exact quantity for which the defendant was
On the whole, I have come
liable was 1993 or 1809 loads.
to the conclusion that the tender is insufficient, and that all

amount

the ground hauled by the plaintiffs

— with the exception of a

few loads, which it is admitted by Brunton may have been
mixed with it, and which I don't think on the evidence we

—

can possibly put at a higher figure than 50 loads was within
the agreement and therefore chargeable to the defendant.

The

plaintiffs'

evidence

is

positive

and as to facts; the

defendant's, on the other hand, is the speculative result of
elaborate calculations, and all those ca'culations are vitiated
by the unwarrantable deduction of over 240 loads of

diamondiferous ground, which I think there is every reason
to believe were inextricably mixed and pulled together with
the reef.

Assuming

this to

9.

„

15.
16.
19.

,.

2?.

„
„

a

load for these 887 loads, which as we understand they have
kept separate, and which of course must be regarded as the

if

1884.

May

have been the case, the defen-

dant's calculations give the plaintiffs a more favourable
result than their own tally, especially after the deduction

which we propose to make. These calculations, however,
for, on the
really go for very little, one way or the other
one hand, it is said that some of the ground pulled by the
defendant was tipped elsewhere than on the spoil-heap, and
;

made by AVooUey
and Tucker on the other, it appears that the calculations
made from the cubical extent of the solid block make no

therefore was not included in the estimates
;

allo\\ance for debris or other su[eifieial accumulations which
very probably existed on the surface of the claims. As to

the positive evidence, as distinguished from this thoor( ticnl
evidence, whieh was led to the effect that reef and rubbish
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were previously lying in the plaintiffs' claims, and must
have been pulled together with the stuff hauled on the
defendant's account and improperly charged to him, I think
that this must be tahen partially to refer to the stuff which
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was hauled at

tlie

end

December, and partially

of

to the

rubbish from Isaacs's claims, which was mainly on claim 86,
and which, as Brunton positively states, was quite separate
from that hauled under the agreement. These being the
at which we have arrived, the plaintiffs will
have judgment for £13o Is. on the second count, and £485
15s. for their work and labour under the contract, and £60

conclusions

as agreed damages on the third, making in all £678 16s., or
a sum almost exactly intermediate between tlie plaintiffs'

claim and the defendant's tender.

Had

there been three

separate actions, the plaintiffs would have been entitled to
judgment with costs on the second and third, and on the
first,

assigned, I think the proper
would have been absolution and no order as to

for the reasons already

judgment
costs.
Taking

into consideration the time and expense
occupied in investigating respectively the three heads of
dispute, I think it will be just and proper to order the
defendant to pay two-thirds of the plaintiffs' taxed costs of
suit.
rPlaintifTs' Attorneys,

H.

C.

&

J. C. IIaariioff.

LDefendant'a Attorney, Khodes.

NoNNE
False imprisonment.

VS.

Berry.

— Malicions prosendion. — Pound Laiv of
Orange Free

N.

lost

a horse,

trhieJi

ivas

State.

impounded in

the

Orange Free

State, and, contrary
of that country, indirectly
the
B. hrought the horse
pound-master, B.
purchased hy
to the laiv

Kimherley, where it was seized hy N.
After explanations hetveen them, N. allowed B. to take aivay the horse
on certain conditions. B. however subsequently charged IS
to

.

with the theft of the horse.
the Magistrate,

N. was arrested and tried hy

B. giving evidence for

the prosecutio7i,

and

481
Held, that the
Magistrate dismissed the charge.
original arrest having been withoid ivarrant, and the
the

jjroceedings without reasonable and probable cause, N. was
entitled to substantial damages for false imprisonment

and malicious

prosecution.

This was an action for the recovery of £1000 as damages
The
false imprisonment and malicious prosecution.

for

declaration alleged that on April 2, 1884, defendant, who
was pound-master at Jacobsdaal, in the Orange Free State,

wrongfully, maliciously, and without reasonable or probable cause, procured the arrest and imprisonment of the
plaintiff upon a charge of theft, and that plaintiff was

detained in custody until he could find bail ; and further
that, on April 3, the plaintiff appeared before the Resident
IMagistrate of Kimberley in answer to the said charge, and
the defendant appeared and prosecuted the said charge and
gave evidence against the plaintiff, but the Magistrate
dismissed the charge, whereupon the prosecution was de-

that the proceedings were instituted and prosecuted by the defendant falsely, maliciously, and Avithout
reasonable and probable cause, and that by reason of these

termined

;

The
proceedings the plaintiff had suffered damage, &c.
the
facts
set
save
the
admitted
unlawfulness
and
forth,
plea
maliciousness

of

defendant's

conduct,

but

denied

that

damage was sustained by plaintiff; it also denied that the
It set forth
plaintiff was imprisoned by the defendant.
that on April 2 plaintiff without defendant's knowledge or
consent seized and possessed himself of a certain horse, the

property of the defendant that the defendant thereupon
gave information to the Commissioner of Police, who caused
;

the arrest and the
further

set

forth

holding of the plaintiff to bail. It
at the hearing of the charge the

that

defendant appeared and gave evidence against the plaintiff
without malice and with reasonable and ])robable cause, as

he was legally bound and compelled to do.
joined issue on the defendant's plea.

The

plaintiff

the plaintiff, led evidence to prove that on
Januarv 17, ISSl, a horse Ijelongino: to the firm of Nonne
Ilopleg, for

May^tz.
"
i^"

^Slro'"
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^i_^884._^

"

"

•

^^rr •''*

and Koenig, produce dealers and canteen-keepers at Kimberley, of which firm the ])laintiif was a partner, had been
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^ i'dvm a few miles from Kimberley to graze.
It
was then branded E.G. The owner of the farm deposed
that the horse was lost on or about January 24,
Nothing
was ascertained about the horse until on April 2 the
plaintiff, while standing outside the canteen owned by his
tirm, saw the horse pulling in a team which was drawing a
light wagon from the Free State direction into Kimberley.

He

immediately caused the wagon to be stopped and, not
getting any explanation which satisfied him from the driver,
or a lady who was in charge of the wagon, he caused the
horse to be taken out of harness and openly led into the
yard of his produce store on the opposite side of the street.

The

new brand mark, partially hiding the
was stated by the people in the wagon that
that was the mark of the pound from which the horse had
horse then bore a

old one, and

it

sold.
The plaintiff and another witness swore that he
told the lady in the wagon that if she would say who she
was, or where she was going to, they would not unharness the

been

horse, but that she

ness" and sent

wagon

to

appeared

for

was " none of their busithe defendant, who had preceded the

merely said

Kimberley

in

it

a light

cart.

The

defendant

and demanded the horse.
as his own, and thereupon defendant

shortly afterwards

Plaintiff claimed

it

a rage, threatening to take out a warrant.
He
to
who
the Assistant Clerk of the Peace,
made
proceeded
inquiries and, finding that defendant was a pound-master and

left

in

had acquired the horse I'rom the buyer, in; mediately after it
had been sold from liis own pound, and also that plaintiff
had openly taken and claimed the horse, refused to issue
the warrant and informed the defendant that his remedy
was by civil action.
The defendant then went to the
Commissioner of Police and laid his complaint, without
telling him of the refusal by the Clerk of the Peace to issue
a warrant.

The Commissioner

at once sent a

plain clothes with the defendant.

On

policeman

in

arrival at the plaiu-

place they found him there, and, after some discussion,
he expressed himself satisfied that there had been a sale of

tift"s

the horse, but said ho would like a certificate to that effect
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\

from the *pound-master. The defendant then informed him
that he was himself the pound-master, and would send the
certificate as well as the surplus

money

realised

by the

sale

of the horse, which, in his capacity as pound-master, he held
Plaintiff then
for the owner in case of his appearance.

consented to defendant's taking the horse. He did so and
He then drove off in his cart with
it was led to his hotel.

the constable, and they proceeded to the police station,
where defendant saw the Commissioner and said to him
" It's all
right I've squared the matter and have got the
The Commissioner, being under the impression
horse."
:

;

that a crime had been compounded, said

:

" I
can't

have

my

policemen running about for nothing, go and fetch the man
and the horse." Thereupon the defendant without further
explanation drove the constable back to the plaintiff's place,
and the constable informed plaintiff that the Commissioner
of Police wished to see him.
to the police

station

in

The

plaintiff then

the defendant's

cart.

went down

The Com-

missioner had, before their arrival, gone out on business and
the plaintiff was detained at the station till his return.

—

Meanwhile the following affidavit had been drawn up:
Theuniss Hermanus Berry maketh oath and saith I am
pound-master at Jacobsdaal in the Orange Free State. On
the 2nd April I left my wife and a man named Geyer in
charge of a wagon and six horses at the race course near
Kimberley, and gave them instructions to be at Kimberley at
about 9 A.M. This morning at about 11.30 a.m. Geyer came
to me and said that some one had stopped my wagon in the
middle of the street and outspanned one horse and took a
I went to the place and found
reim A\ith the horse.
"

:

horse in the possession of Charles Nonne of Kimberley.
him for my horse and he refused to give it up. I
The horse is now in the
reported the matter to the police.

my

I asked

The Commissioner on his return
possession of the police."
"
read this over to the defendant and said
There is no
:

"

Do you

Defendant
charge Nonne with theft ?
"
answered, Yes," and the following words were then added,
"I now charge the said Charles Nonne with the theit (4 my
charge.

horse."

The

The defendant then swore

to

and signed theaiUiavit.

plaintiff was then liberated upon the
A^)L. II.— Pakt Ill.-G. W.

recogiiizauces
2

K

i884.

May
..
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himself and his partner in the sum of £25 each. Next
mornini^ the plaintiff appeared before the Magistrate and was
*^^

He
charged under Act 17, 18G7, with theft of a horse.
The
not
defendant
was
sworn
and
guilty.
pleaded
gave
evidence against plaintiff. After relating how he had left
and Geyer in charge of the wagon, his evidence
"
From information I received I went to the
proceeded
house of the prisoner and found my horse in his yard. I
liis

wife

:

asked

for the

horse.

Prisoner refused to give it up. He
I told him the horse had been

said the horse was his horse,

sold out of the pound.

He

still

refused to give

it

I produced a certificate from the pound-master.
could not give him one at once, but would send

up unless
I said I

him

one."

Without any cross-examination or further evidence, the
Magistrate found the prisoner not guilty, and discharged
him. The plaintiff then brought the present action.
Forster called the defendant, who produced his pound
book, which shewed that tlie horse had been entered as impounded on the 8th January, and sold on the 23rd February
after

due advertisement.

impounding

(The entry of the date of the

was, however, in a different

rest of the entry,

handwriting to the

and the next date entered was January

29).

His further evidence Avas to the effect that the sale took
place on February 23, the defendant being himself the
auctioneer and forbidden by the law of the Orange Free
State to purchase either directly or indirectly at such sale.
The horse was knocked down to his son, a lad aged 15, who,

defendant swore,

made money by

municipal ranger at Jacobsdaal and
and a day or two afterwards
speculation
Avas

;

he exchanged this horse for another belonging to his father,
who thus became possessed of the animal. As to the proceedings in Kimberley the defendant swore that he thought he
Avas obliged to act as the Commissioner of Police directed,
and that he was following his orders in all lie did.
He

—

never protested against the proceedings even after tlie
but
explanations, Avdiich he admitted had been satisfactory
his desire Avas to get back the horse, which the police

—

detained from him.

Counsel having addressed the Court, the folloAving judg-

ments

Avere ffiven

:
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Jones,

J., (after

going over the facts) said that he could

well understand that the defendant was very angry in the
morning when he heard, and on going to the scene found,
what had been done, and that l\e thereupon went to Mr.
Truter, wlio would not grant him a warrant, that this might
have made him still more angry, and that he then went to

Captain Christian, the Commissioner of Police. But in asking
his aid he onght most certainly to have informed him that the

Clerk of the Peace had refused to issue a warrant.

Instead

of this he concealed this important fact, and a policeman was
He then had a satisfactory interview
sent to assist him.

with the claimant of the horse, and admits that after this
knew that the plaintiff's intention throughout

interview he

had been merely to assert his legal rights, and that he had
no intention of stealing the horse. Notwithstanding this
knowledge, in the afternoon he made what, under the
circumstances, was a most unfair affidavit, concealing the
facts which had come to his knowledge since the morning,
and leaving the Commissioner of Police under the impression
had attempted violently to steal his
That
M-as
the only reasonable interpretation of
property.
the affidavit, and the police could not be charged with
offtciousness in acting vigorously upon that afiidavit. There
were certainly no justifiable grounds, after the interview with
Nonne and Koenig, for going on with the prosecution. The
defendant must have known that as he got the horse out of
pound, being himself the pound-master, there was a good
ground for challenging his ownership yet he allowed the
plaintiff to be placed in the dock, and actually gave evidence
It was a serious charge, and a most grave
against him.
position for the plaintiff to be in.
Although the charge had
been dismissed, the plaintiff was always open to the taunt of
that

the plaintiff

;

having been tried

for theft.

Moreover, upon reading the

record of the defendant's evidence, it was difficult to see why
the Magistrate had so promptly come to the conclusion of

the

plaintiff's

innocence.

It

was certainly, as

far as could

be

judged, not due to anything which the defendant had said.
Th(^ plaintiff had not been
al)Solutely damaged in his pocket
to

any very large extent, for beyond the fees to his legal
in
tl;o
adviser, whom he had engaged to defend him

vr^^^*'

»

i ^.

N^new.

48n
1884.

May
'•

12.
^ ^-

^Berr"''

he seemed to have lost nothinpyet he
f^
of
were
a
and
the
Court
had suffered
severe indignity,
opinion that he should have £40 damages with costs.

...

Ma^-istrate's Court,
'='

Laurence, J.
that, on the 2nd

:

—

It is clear

;
'

from the evidence in

•>

this case

of April last, Berry, the defendant, charged
the present plaintiff, with the crime of theft. Berry

Nonne,

gave Nonne in charge on the 2nd of April, and on the
following day he prosecuted liim before the Magistrate, by
whom he was acquitted. Nonne, moreover, was charged
under the provisions of Act 17 of 1807, which rendered him
on conviction to be sentenced either to a loug term of
imprisonment, or to receive 25 lashes. It is clear also that
liable

Nonne had not committed the crime of theft, and that Berry
It is also obvious that Berry
at the time knew he had not.
cannot shelter himself under the
that he was coerced

into

of the police, or plead
committing a tort against his
seg'is

neighbour by a sort of moral terrorism on their

man

part.

He

is

mature years, and apparently of at least average
intelligence, and he must be held responsible for his own

a

of

I think

actions.

it

is

proved by the evidence, though at

the facts were supposed to be otherwise, that when l^erry
pointed out the plaintiff to the policeman, who took him in
charge, no warrant had been made out and the action for

first

;

false

imprisonment

will therefore

Berry voluntarily came

lie.

It

proved that
Court the next

also

is

to the Magistrate's

day, and there prosecuted the charge of theft, well knowing
that the plaintiff was not guilty of that crime, and therefore
the claim for
without reasonable and probable cause
;

malicious

])rosecution

must therefore

also

succeed.

The

that of damages, and in assessing
only remaining question
the damages all the circumstances must be taken into
is

consideration.

Now

the horse, from the dispute about which
by the defendant to have first

all this trouble arose, is said

come

into his possession, in his capa-'ity as the pound-master
at Jacobsdaal, in the Free State, so far hack as the 8th of

January. But there is the clearest possible evidence that
the horse was not lost froiti Schalkwyk's farm, at Peddies-

from Kimberley, till the 24th of
and
therefore
cannot
have reached Jacobsdail earlier
January,

fontein,

half-an-hour
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than about the 25th of January.
•

•

•

T

must be taken
Schalkwyk
1-1

•

to be an entirely impartial witness, and he corroborates
Nonne as to the former having
° sent the horse to his fjirni on

the 17th of January, and further states that he did not lose
it till six or
eight days afterwards.
Sclialkwyk was not
cross-examined, and there was no suggestion as to any
It is therepossible mistake in the identity of the animal.
fore impossible to believe that the entry in the pound-book
of the 8th of January is a genuine entry, relating to this
horse, although the description, so far as the brand is con-

—

cerned, and in all respects, except perhaps as to the colour
"
"
it is said
ought to have been blau schimmel instead
"
"
of
vaal schimmel
appears to be a correct one. The

which

—

circumstances with reference to this entry, the handwriting,
but all I will say is that it
etc., are undoubtedly suspicious
may be a genuine entry, antedated by some error on the part
;

man who kept

of the

purely

the defendant's books, or it may be
view^ to the purposes of

and made with a

fictitious,

Then we have it that the horse was advertised
Free State "Government Gazette" of the 6th of
February, and sold, at one of the ordinary pound sales, on
this case.

in the

By whom was it bought? We ai'e
was bought by the defendant's own son, a hid of
liiteen, who was living with the deiendant at his house, who
is here
to-day, but whom the defendant has not ventured to
in
the
box.
It was bought by this boy for the sum of
put
the 23rd of Febrii.iry.
told tliat

it

valued by the plaintiff at over £17, and
either the Fame day, or a day or two afterwards, the
£7, though

defendant

it

is

tells

us that he exchanged this horse with his

son for another, though of this transaction there is no evidence whatever beyond his mere assertion. Now the Pound

Ordinances of the Free State, which have been put in,
prohibit the pound-master from having anything to do with
the purchase, " direct of indirect," of animals sold out of the
pound to my mind there can be no doubt that this horse
;

was indirectly acquired by the deiendant,

in direct violation

of the })rovisions of the Ordinance.
The defendant tells ns
that this is not by any means the only occasion on which ha

has thus acquired stock
pernicious practice,

;

all I

which he

can say is that it is a most
do well to avoid in the

will

i8S4
'^y
..

^3.

Nonne's
Berry.
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future.

He

is

12.
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Ncmne

13.

«s.

himself the auctioneer, and he acts in a

,

1

and

•

1

/.

he says, he is in the habit of re"
"
a slight advance
on the auction
purchasing animals at
price, it is obviously his interest, as he admitted with a levity
fid

Qciary capacity

;

if,

as

which was very much out of place, to sacrifice sales and sell
stock below its real value, and thus he places himself in a
position in which his interest is in conflict with his duty.

Now when Nonne

—
wagon doing

seized his horse out of the defendant's

he

so, as

tells us,

because he failed to obtain

any information as to whom the wagon belonged to, and
where it was going the defendant may not unnaturally, in

—

the circumstances, have felt somewliat provoked and irritated, and he went to complain to the Assistant Clerk of the
]\rr. Truter
Peace, Mr. Truter.
very properly put some
the
as
to
how
he acquired the horse
to
defendant
questions
;

and when he found that Berry was a pound-master, and had
it out of a pound, it is not at all surprising to me
that in the end he regarded the complainant's story as unsatisfactory, and told him that he had better seek his remedy

bought

by way of a civil action. There is a considerable conflict
between Truter and Berry as to what took place at this
interview, as there is also between Berry and Captain
Christian, the Commissioner of Police, as to what took place
between them when Berry went to the Police Station with
his complaint, without saying a word to the Commissioner
about his previous unsuccessful application to the Clerk of
I will not enter into the details of these
the Peace.
conversations;

it

is

sufficient to say that

defendant at variance with experienced

when

I find the

officials like

Truter

and Christian, it is impossible to accept his version as likely
Neither is it necessary to
to be more correct than theirs.
enter into the details of what took place between the
It is
plaintiff and the defendant on the day in question.
sufficient to say that, after having made a friendly arrange-

ment with Nonne that

the latter should return the horse,

and he should send him the receipt for the pound sale on
his return to Jacobsdaal, and after having actually taken the
horse back under this arrangement, Berry deliberately swore
an affidavit charging the plaintiff with theft, went up to his
place and had him arrested, and the next day gave evidence
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against him in Court, apparently not thinking it worth his
while to say a word, either to Captain Christian or to the
Magistrate, as to the explanations which had been given

and the understanding which had been arrived at. Thus the
plaintiff must recover both for the false imprisonment and
the malicious prosecution and the case is one in which the
owner has been charged with the theft of his own horse by
one who, to say the least of it, has not been able to prove
that he came by the horse honestly, and who has certainly
failed to make out the allegation in his plea, on which the
;

plaintiff joined issue, that the horse

was his property.

There

no evidence that the

plaintiff has suffered any special
damage, beyond the cost of his defence before the Magistrate,
and it has not been proved what that came to I suppose it
is

;

could not possibly exceed £10, the prosecution having been
very promptly dismissed before Berry had finished his

evidence in chief.

The plaintiff— who was

—

released on bail

is, however, certainly entitled to
sliortly after his arrest
for
the
annoyance and indignity to which he was
something

should not say the case is one
for vindictive, scarcely perhaps even one for exemplaiy
damages but the damages should be something more than

unwarrantably subjected.

I

;

Had

nominal.

I

been sitting alone, I think I should have

been inclined to award him the sum of £50 and certainly
the sum of £40, and costs, for which he will have the
;

judgment

of the Court, cannot be regarded as in any

way

excessive.
i;iioi)i;s.
1
Uefendants' Attorney, JjKevor. J

rPlaintilTs Attorney,
|_

BuRMAN
Frovmonal

soUeuce.

VS.

Wild

bond. — Breach
— Summons.

— Mortgage

in bond.

of condition,

terms of the conditions of a mortgage bond it
appeared that at the date of summons £,i'10 should have
bren paid in twelve monthly instalmoits of £10 each,

Where by

the

failing the payment of any one of

vdiiclt the

whole debt

and

^884.
..

^ 3-

Nonnew.
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interest

would become due

ivitJwut notice,

and

the

summons

did not directly allege the breach of any condition, but
stated that £60 had been paid on account
held, that a
:

breach ivas alleged by implication, and provisional sentence
granted.
1884.

Bxx^nvs
"^iid.

Provisional sentence was prayed upon a mortgage bond
^^^ ^^^^ (^^^^ ^^^ P'^^*^ °^ account) dated April 24, 1883.

summons alleged no

^}^Q

breach, but the bond itself shewed

was a condition that payment should be made in
monthly instalments of £10, failing payment of any one of
which the whole sum should become due and payable
that

it

without notice, together with interest, &c., and the
alleged that only

£60 had been paid on

summons

account.

Hopley, for the plaintiff, argued that the breach of the
condition was alleged by implication, as the dates shewed

£120

that

instead of

£60 should by

this time

have been

paid.

The Court
[Plaintiff's

granted provisional sentence,

Attorney, Rhodes.]

Kyan

vs.

Kimberley Licensing Court.

Licensing Court.

— Bide of Court 190. —Act 28, 1883.

a member of a Licensing Court
renewal of the licence of an apiMcant, ivho was
entitled to apply for a certificate of renewal under section

Where

to

objections ivere taken by
the

50 of Act 28, 1883, and an adjournment teas granted,
and at the resumed hearing evidence was adduced on oatli,

and

the

licence icas

then refused, the Court refused

an

application for process under Ride of Court 190, holding
that the petition disclosed no grounds for setting aside or
correcting the proceedings.
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This was another application to review the decision of the
^y
Licensing Court, refusing to renew the applicant's licence.

The

petition alleged that the applicant

for certain premises in

had held a licence

the Transvaal Road since March

1880, during which period there had been no conviction
and, so far as he was aware, no complaint against him ; that
at the last sitting of the Board, certain objections to renewal
of the licence having been raised by Mr. G. Bottomley, a

member of the Board, the further hearing of the matter was
postponed for written notice of the objections to be served
that on the further hearing the applicant adduced evidence
;

in rebuttal of the objections, but the Board refused to grant
the certificate of renewal, applied for under section 50 of

the Act, " mainly, as the petitioner was advised and believed,
in consequence of certain verbal and unsworn statements

then and there made by the said G. Bottomley, certain
sworn testimony which was also adduced not being of such a
nature as would justify such refusal, as the petitioner was
advised and believed."

The applicant

therefore applied for
Court to return into

calling upon the Licensing
Court a copy of the proceedings and record, and shew cause
why they should not be set aside or corrected.

process

Forster, for the applicant, relied on section 40 of the Act,

and contended that

all evidence, includiDg
objections taken
of the Court under section 48, ought to be upon
It was the duty of members of the Court, at the

by members
oath.

adjourned

sitting,

to

procure sworn testimony

in

support

He submitted that the applicant
of their objections.
entitled to a certificate of renewal under section 50.

was

The Couirr held that the petition disclosed no irregularity
in the proceedings of the Licensing Court, and there was no
On the
in'ima facie case to justify the issue of procrss.
contrary, it appeared that evidence had been taken on oath,
and the proceedings of the Court had been in accordance
with the provisions of the Act. The application was therefore refused.
[Applicant's Attorney, BEKvon.]

iss*-

—

May

13.

Li^ng"^'r;o^rt
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Van NiEKERK and (jERTENBACH
Trespass.

— Ornamental

vs.

rRETOUIUS,

timber.

Where one farmer had accidentally trespassed on the farm of
another and cut down tivo large and valuable trees: held,
that the oivner was entitled to substantial damages for the
loss

Bily

"^'^^

14.

vanNtekerk
^'^'pretoril^'!''^'

of the

trees,

plaintiifs,

regarded as ornamental timber.

owners of the farm Doornlaagte, sued the

sum of
£200 as damages for trespass and cutting down two trees.
The defendant admitted that his servants had inadvertedly
cut down two trees, belonging to the plaintiffs, and just over
the boundary of his farm, but denied that he had converted
defendant, the owner of an adjoining farm, for the

He

the wood.
tendered
in

£20

his plea.

pleaded that in respect of these trees he had
before action brought, and repeated the tender
The plaintiffs denied the tender and its

sufficiency.

From

of Van Niekerk it appeared tliat
was
a
Doornlaagte
very large farm, and that the portion
farm was called Doornhoek it had
defendant's
adjoining
been
an
outlying homestead of the farm, and had
previously
been
lately
occupied by the servants of the plaintiffs. It
was distant five or six miles from the main homestead there
was at present only a small and dilapidated house, but the
largest dam on the farm was situated there, and the place

the evidence

;

;

was capable of being converted into a good homestead. The
farm was about forty-five miles from Kimberley and was
well wooded.
There were several large camel thorn trees
near to the house and dam at Doornhoek, and along the
boundary of the two farms. In April, 1881, the plaintiff had

Doornhoek to one Lubbe, wlio was to cut down and ride
wood on half shares, but he had prohibited him from cutting
down any of the camel-thorn trees near the homestead of

let

Doornhoek, which he thought highly valuable

as

ornamental

In August, 1882, the plaintiff discovered that the
defendant had cut down some of his trees, and he then

timber.

went and asked him what he would take

for a

similar tree
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growing about 500 yards from his (defendant's) lioiise.
Defendant refused to sell it; plaintiff offered him £10, then
£25, then £50 for it. On defendant refusing these offers,
"
You have pronounced your own judgplaintiff remarked,
ment," and took him to see the stumps of the

trees.

At

plaintiff thought eighteen of his trees had been cut
down, but, on the defendant pointing out the correct boundary
first

between the farms, it appeared there were only two. They
were large trees, and the plaintiff estimated them at making
about a load of wood each. Defendant had asked him how

many

loads he would

want delivered in payment

for the

but he denied any further tender. He had subsequently asked the defendant to settle for the two trees, but
trees,

•

He

had received no answer.
depreciated in value
trees.

There were

the homestead.

A

by

still

considered his farm had been

at least

£500 by the removal

of the

about twenty trees in the vicinity of

named Anderson was

witness

called to

give corroborative evidence as to the value of large trees on

farms in Griqualand West.

The defendant's

version

of the facts

differed

in

many

His servants, he said, had by
two trees, which would have made

respects from the plaintiff's.

mistake cut

down

together about half a load of wood, over the plaintiff's

The first tree had been carried away to market
and sold by Lubbe, the plaintiff^s tenant, while the other
had been left on the place where it was cut. Plaintiff came
to his homestead and offered him £10 for a large camelthorn tree about 500 yards off, which he refused. Plaintiff
then offered £25, whereupon he said, " It is not worth it, but
I don't want to sell it."
He then offei-ed £50, and the
defendant replied, "It is not worth it, but if you have no
carael-thorns on your farm I will make you a present of it."
He said this, well knowing that there were many camel-thorns
on the plaintiff's farm. Plaintiff then said, " You have proboundary.

nounced your own judgment. You have cut down eighteen of
my trees, and I claim £50 for each." He subsequently pointed
out to the plaintiff that there were only two trees belonging
to him which had been cut down, and tendered £10 for each
tree,

but plaintiff said, if the defendant jjroved to be right as
he should make no claim fur the two trees.

to the boundarv,

J.^^.^i
y. ^'J^jj ^^
««.

^'^'^pAnoUier
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Defendant also gave evidence as to some unpleasantness
^^^^^ ^^^1 Subsequently occurred between the
with
parties,

^®o^^^ to the impounding of some cattle, which, as was
suggested, was tlie motive which haH led the plaintiff to
bring this action, a suggestion, however, which the plaintiff

Defendant also called a lad named Erasmus
entirely denied.
and a native servant to corroborate him as to the alleged
tender and waiver by plaintiff of his claim. Lubbe, the
plaintiff's former tenant, deposed tliat he had sold the first
of the two trees on the Dutoitspan Market. It made about
a quarter of a load, and the whole load fetched £16. The
trees were not
extraordinary, and those which were left
at Doornhoek were nearly the same size.
Lange, for the plaintiff, contended that these large trees
were highly valuable and ornamental to the homestead at
Doornhoek, and that the tender, which represented little

more than

was wholly insufficient.
Hopley), for the defendant,

their value as firewood,

him

C.P.

Hoshyns,
(with
pointed out that it was not a wilful trespass, and the farm
could not be held to have materially deteriorated in value

by the removal of two

trees,

when there were at least twenty
Doornhoek was nut the

similar trees remaining on the spot.

homestead, but a mere outpost. He contended that the
evidence shewed this was a stale claim, which had only been
revived owing to subsequent disputes between the parties. As

was

beyond the marketable value of the

to the tender,

it

timber, and

a sentimental value, or one depending on special

if

far

circumstances, were prayed for, it ought to have been proved
by independent witnesses who had been taken to the spot.
after referring to the pleadings, and comsome length on the facts proved in evidence,
said the conclusion at which he arrived was that the portion
Doornhoek of the farm Doornlaagte was a homestead, not at
present inhabited by white tenants, but one which had the
important advantage of possessing the largest dam on this
It might therefore at any time
large and valuable farm.
become
a
homestead, in which case the surrounding
again
The trees cut
timber would add considerably to its value.

Jones,

menting

J.,

at
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down were two laroje
® and old camel-thorn trees, the slow
growth and ffreat value of which class of tree were well
J
f
known to all residents in Griqualand West. As to the
allegation that the defendant had tendered for the value of

...

.

these trees before the action was brought, the fact of the
made out to the satisfaction of the

tender had not been
Court.

A

£20 was however made,

tender of

or repeated,

by

the defendant's plea, and it thus became necessary for the
Court to determine whether that was a sufficient amount.

The Court had come to the conclusion that it was not
The tender was not much above the value of the

sufficient.

timber as firewood, and in a country like tiiis, where the
inhabitants were only too apt to destroy timber, it could not
be maintained that large trees, especially when growing near
a homestead, had no greater value to their proprietor than
merely their price when sold as firewood. In cases of this

kind

it

was

amount which

to arrive at the exact

difficult

ought to be awarded but on the whole the Court considered
that £25 for the larger and £15 for the smaller of the two
;

would be a fair award, and that the plaintiff should
have £10 for the loss of his wood, making in all £50,
which sum the plaintiff would have judgment, with costs.

trees

also
for

Laueence,
is

J.

:

admitted, but

trespass
daries.

it

;

—This
is

it

is

an action of trespass the trespass
it was a wilful
;

not contended that

admittedly arose out of a mistake as to bounthe defendant wilfully trespassed on the

Had

farm and cut down their trees, iu awarding
we
might have been guided by tiie principle laid
damages
down in the cases which were cited in this Court in Hall vs.
Compagnie Fnmeaise (High Court Eepp., Vol 1, p. 464), and
plaintiffs'

assessed the

damages with regard not merely

loss to the plaintiffs but also to the tortious

defendant.

Neither

of the timber.

As

is

to

to the actual

conduct of the

there any sufficient proof of conversion
one of the trees there is evidence that

the wood was sold on the plaintiffs account but as to the
other it seems that, when Van Niekerk discovered that the
;

had been cut down, he told the defendant to remove
but he afterwards sent it back
the Avood, which he did
again, in Van Niekerk's absence, and without his knowledge
tree

;

if84.

—

MayU.
VanNiekerk
and Another »
Pretorius.
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_

van'STekork
''*

^^'pretoriiw

wood seems

to

have remained there

_

^^^^ ^*

^^^

^^^^ ^^ stolen.

Im any

to recover

*^^® plaintiifs

onght
timber as firewood seemed to
even

if

case, the

nothing

argument that

for the vahie of the

me

a very extraordinary one ;
both the trees liad been sold without his permission,

him— I say to
the real plaintiff surely it may be
he had sold them at his own discretion,

but on his account, and the proceeds paid to

him,

for

Van Niekerk
that, if

—

is

presumed
and when the market was favourable, he might probably
have done so to much greater advantage. The important
in the case, however, is the value of the trees as
ornamental timber ; such value is difficult to estimate, and
the witnesses agreed in saying that it was very much a
matter of taste but because the value of a thing is difficult

point

;

does not seem to be any reason for the Court
pronouncing it of no value at all. Now these trees were two
large and ancient camel-thorn trees, one 9 feet and the other
to estimate

7 feet in circumference, situated close to the largest dam on
a large and valuable farm, for which the plaintiffs had paid

the sum of £10,200. It is true that there was no dwellinghouse, in habitable repair, at Doornhoek at the time, the
only dwelling-house on the farm being at Doornlaagte, five
or six miles away but the place was a homestead in 'prseterito,
;

the former owner of the farm having lived there, and may
well be regarded as a homestead in loosse.
With population
increasing,

and the railway,

it is to

be hoped, soon to be

coming through the district, it is unlikely that so large a
farm should remain unsubdivided, and it may well be anticipated that Doornhoek

will

some day again become a home-

The amenities of the spot undoubtedly have a value ;
and although there may be fifteen or twenty other trees
nearly as large remaining in the neighbourhood, the loss of
the largest of them all, that under which we are told a Mr.
stead.

Du

Toit used to pitch his tent and rejoice in its shade, is
The plaintiff,
certainly not to be regarded as insignificant.
after sending a letter of demand for £100, claims £200 in
tliis action, and said in the witness-box that lie would not

have taken £500 for the trees but the plaintiff's valuation
is clearly an exaggerated and sentimental one to which the
;

Court cannot give

effect.

On

the other hand, even

if

the

497
defendant did, as alleged, before action brought, tender the
sum of £20 in compensation for the two trees, a fact of
rt
1
1
which I am bv no means satisfied on the evidence,' I con•

•

•'

sider

that tender to

be

i884.

—

VanNiekerk
and Another

vs.

Fretonus.

Mr. Anderson, an
inadequate.
us that he would not take £50 for

independent witness, tells
a tree which he possesses of similar
distance from his homestead

;

size,

but at a greater
it is clear on

while I think

the evidence that the defendant himself refused the plaintiff's
offer of £25 for a similar tree. For if he did not, why should
the plaintiff have subsequently offered £50, as it is admitted
he did, and why should he have proceeded, like another
"
Nathan, to tell the defendant he had pronounced his own
"

judgment

On

?

the whole, the best conclusion at which I
is that substantial

can arrive on the evidence before us

done by awarding the plaintiff £25 for the
and
£15 for the smaller tree, as ornamental timber,
larger
and an additional £10 for the value of the wood, making in
all £50, and costs.

justice will be

rPlaintiffo' Attorney,

Rhodes.

LOefendant's Attorney, D. J.

Chisholm
Exception.

"|

Haarhoff. J

vs.

Alderson's Trustee.

— Moneys had and

received.

— Proof on insolvent

estate.

C. claimed to he entitled to prove on the insolvent estate of A.

for a sum of money given hy him
that A. should

with that

certain

farm and hold

failed

to

amount

it

and

to A.,

other

on an agreement

moneys purchase a

in trust for C. and others.

A.

compAete the purchase of the farm and the
paid hy C. tvas, as alleged, in consequence wholly

him. An exception to C.'s declaration, on the ground
that the facts alleged did not entitle him to the
relief
lost to

claimed,

was overruled.

This was an argument on exceptions. The plaintiff's
declaration set forth that he was a produce dealer and that
the defendant was the duly appointed trustee of William
Aklerson, appointed on the lltii of March, 1884; that in

1884.

May

15.

Chisholm

vs.

'^Jvustee'
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jiay Is.

chisiiohnM.
Alderson's
Trustee.

November, 1880, William Alderson represented to the plaintiff
*''^^ ^^® ^^^ under offer to
purchase or had provisionally
" Riet
pureliased from one Eenecke a certain farm called
Kuil," together with certain wool-washing machinery then
thereon, situated in the district of Fauresmith, in the Orange

Free State,

sum

and offered a fifth share
and machinery to the plaintiff,
after the said farm and machinery should become the property of the said William Alderson, at and for the sum of
£3,000, and thereafter it was agreed by and between the
plaintiff and Alderson that, in consideration of the premises,
and that the said Alderson would duly pay to the said
for the

of £15,000,

of or interest in the said farm

Eenecke the whole of the purchase price of £15,000, the
plaintiff would pay to the said Alderson the said sum of
such one fifth share or interest. It was further
and
between the plaintiff and the said Alderson
agreed by
that on completion of the said purchase the said farm should

£3,000

for

be transferred into the name of the said Alderson, who
should hold the same in trust for the plaintiff in respect of
his share

and interest in the said farm, and that the said

amount

of £8,000 should be paid by the plaintiif to the said
Alderson.
Afterwards, to wit on the 7th December, 1880,

the said Alderson duly executed a deed of sale and purchase
of the said farm and machinery from the said Eenecke (a

copy of which deed was annexed), and took possession and
that on or about
transfer of the said farm and machinery
;

December

10,

1880, the plaintiff duly

paid to the

said

Alderson the sum of £3,000 for his fifth share of, or interest
in, the said farm and machinery, and the said Alderson duly

gave the plaintiff a receipt therefor (copy annexed) that
in accordance with the terms of the said deed of sale the
said Alderson duly passed his bond over the said farm and
;

machinery as a security for the due payment of the purchase
price to the said Eenecke that afterwards, the said Alderson
having failed and neglected to pay the said Eenecke the
;

sum

of £5,000, the balance of the purchase price of the said
farm, &c., the same was duly sold in execution of a judgment

bond by which the said property had been
mortgaged, whereby the said sum of £3,000 became wholly
The plaintiff jmiyed to be allowed to
lost to the plaintiff.

on the said
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prove as a concurrent creditor on the estate for the sum of
with interest from the date of payment.
£3000, topjether
"^
tr
J
7>

,

.

.

'

The defendant took exception

that the phiintifiTs remedy
was by an action to recover damages for breach of contract,
and that no proof against the insolvent estate ought to be

admitted until the damages should have been ascertained.
Lord, Q.C. for the defendant and excipient, argued tliat
was not an action for money had and received, but for

this

damages

for a

breach of contract.

The

Alderson and Alderson, having paid the

had paid

plaintiff

first

instalment, got

transfer of the property and passed the mortgage bond to
secure the balance of the purchase price to the seller. Upon
the giving of transfer the property passed therefore there
;

had been good consideration.

There not having been a
an
total failure of consideration,
action for money had {ind
Blackburn vs. Smith (2 Exch.
received would not lie
Repp., 783). The consideration to plaintiff was the getting
the farm transferred to Alderson, and thus all he could
recover was damages to the extent of one-fifth of the value
of the farm, depreciated as it turned out to b?.
It was not
became
lost
that
the
to
the
alleged
property
plaintiff
:

through Alderson's breach of

trust,

but simply through his

pay instalments secured by the bond.
for
the respondent, was not called upon.
Forster,

neglect to

The Court

overruled the exception, with costs, on the
that
the
statements of facts in the declaration were
ground
of
construction that xVlderson bought from
the
capable

Renecke and engaged to pay Renecke in order that Chisholm
might acquire an interest in the property. In that case,
Alderson not having paid, Chisholm acquired no interest,
and thus there had been a total failure of consideration.
Accordingly an action in effect for money had and received
might

lie.

r Applicant's Attorney, Dewiiurst.

"1

L Ue^pondeut's Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott. J

Vol. II.— rxRT

in.— G. W.

2

L

,

i^^^.
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15,
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^^.
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vs.
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Dixon

vs.

Kimberley Licensing Court.

Licensing Court.-— Ad 28, 1883, §§ 29, 40, 46, 48, 53.

In

absence of clear proof of irregularity or mala fides, the
Court will not interfere irith the discretion of a Licensing
Court in refusing an aj^j^lication for a licence under Act

tlie

28, 1883.
^^^is was an a] plication for a review of the proceedings of
stated that
the
Kimberlev Licensing Court. The applicant
T
Dixon vs.
^* ^^^^ ^^^* sitting of the Court he had applied for a licence
LiimiDTcourt.
for certain premises in Bean Street, Kimberley, of which he
had been in occupation at a rental of £25 a montli, and for

—

ill^o

„.

t:

!r>

./

which he had held a transferred licence for the last four
m< nths.
The application was supported by seventy-two
registered voters, resident in the ward where the premises
were situated, but at the hearing of the application a
counter petition, of which the applicant had received no
notice, and which was signed by ten gentlemen and four
was produced, objecting to the

nting of the licence
ground
legitimate requirements of the
were
neighbourhood
amply supplied by three other cansituated
teens
within a radius of about 200 yards from the

ladies,

en the

gr.

that the

On this petition being read, the apTie petitioner aUeged
plication was immediately re^'used.
that three out of the five members of the Licensing Court
applicant's premises.

were " members of the Independent Order of Good Templars"
and he had been informed and verily believed that " by
virtue of the oaths administered to them on joining the said

Order of Glood Templars the said members were morally

bound

to interest

themselves to prevent the sale of intoxicadisqualified, within the meaning

and were thus

ting liquors,
of the Liquor Licensing Act, 1883, to

Licensing Court."

an hotel licence

at

sit as members of the
The apidieant added that he had held

Kimberley

for the period of ten years,

during which period there had never been any complaint
he had been engaged in the liquor trade for
against him
the last thirty years, and if a licence were not granted to
;

501

him

his

means of earning a livelihood and supporting

wife and family would be taken away.
n

•

•

•

1

his

It further appeared

1

that very influential testimony to the respectability
of the
'
*^

-'

applicant, and his fitness for holding a licence, given by
several leading inhabitants, had been produced before the

Licensing Court.
Davison, for the applicant, contended that notice should
to him of the objection.
The Court

have been given

application, without giving any
of
opportunity
answering the petition against the licence.
There was no evidence of the truth of the allegations con-

summarily refused the

tained in the petition.
[The Court referred to sects. 46
and 48 of the Act, and pointed out that it was apparently
only when the Court itself raised objections that the apThe Court was
plicant was entitled to an adjournment.]
bound to hear both si'les, and this objection only came to
If the Court
light on the petition being read by the Court.

could refuse a licence without inquiring into the objection,
no licensed victualler's property would be safe. He contended
that the Licensing

Court had exercised

no discretion in

dealing with this matter.
[The Couet referred to sect.
40, which provides that evidence shall be taken on oath, but
" when
only
any Licensing Court shall deem it necessary
to take evidence respecting any question to be determined
by such Court."] It was further submitted that three of

the members of the Court, being Good Templars, were not
impartial and ought not to have sat.

Jones,

J.

:

— On the evidence before

us, this

case appears

to be a very hard one, and the applicant soems to be a man
of high character, and a suitable person to be intrusted

But these are matters that, in the absence
The only question
of any right of appeal, we cannot go into.
If so, we
is, has the Court below exercised its discretion ?
cannot interfere; and there S'ems to have been sufficient
\\ith

a licence.

before the Court to prevent us from saying that it did not
The applicaexercise its discretion in the matter before it.
tion must therefore be refused.

Laurence,

J.

:

—

I concur.

Speaking

for myself, I think
2

L

2

^884.

—

Dixon

vs.

Kimberiey
Licensing Court.
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considering the cliaracter of the two petitions before
Licensing Court, and tlie strong testimony which was
gi^en in favour of the application, if I had been a member of

*^^^*'

^^^®

the Licensing Court I should have decided otherwise and
if there had been a right of appeal I might have felt disposed
;

to reverse the decision of

tlie

Court.

But

it

seems to have

been clearly intended by the Legislature that Licensing
Courts should enjoy a very wide discretion, especially in
dealing with new applications, such as this was; in such
cases there ap[)ears to be no necessity for notice to be given
of objections, sect. 53 requiring notice to be given only of
The Court in the present case must
objections to reneivals.

be presumed to have considered the petitions for and against,
and as long as there is no irregularity or mala fides, and the

Court keeps within the four corners oC the Act, we have no
power to interfere. As to the contention that some of the

members of the Court were disqualified owing to their being
Good Templars, it is sufficient to observe that there is no
allegation that they fell within the provisions of sect. 29
of the Act, which explicitly lays down who shall be disqualified

from being members of Licensing Courts.

[Applicant's Attorney, Kiiodes.]

Crosbie
Licensing
Tlie

vs.

Kimberley Licensing Court.

Court—Act

Court iviU not review the decision of a Licensing Court

which has varied
renewed.

"

includes the

1884.

^
Kimberley

28, 1883, §§ 38, 39, 48, 50, 53.

Application

the conditions loider tcJn'ch a licence ivas
"

Conditions
^'

for

in

sect.

50 of Act 28, 1883,

p'ivileges^' mentioned in

sect.

39.

review of the proceedings of the Kimberley

The a})plicant's petition stated that in 1881
hc had purchascd from his father his licensed premises, which
had been licensed for the previous eight years, together with
the good will, for the sum of £2000, and that he had expended
Licensing Court.
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an additional £1000 on improvements that both in 1882 and
jll^\o
1883 he had applied for a licence with full privileges, which cn^cs.
had been refused by the Licensing Court, but on each Lj^^J^court.
occasion he had appealed to the High Court, which had
;

reversed the decision of the Court below, and granted a
At the last sitting of the
renewal with full privileges.
" the
had
Court
he
again applied, and
police, on
Licensing
recommended
the
referred
to
the
Court,
being
by
granting
of your petitioner's licence as before, but the Chairman, on

hearing

this,

interposed and asked

what privileges your

petitioner liad enjoyed hitlierto, as he could find no record
of privileges in the Licensing Record book ; the police then

informed the Court that full privileges had been granted to
your petitioner on appeal to the High Court, whereupon,
after a short discussion amongst themselves, the Court
granted your petitioner's licence, but without privileges."
The applicant further alleged that no evidence in his case

was taken, on oath or otherwise, nor Mas any information
given to him of any objection, nor was any other person
deprived of the privileges he had hitherto enjoyed without
He added that during the
any reason being assigned.
whole time he had held the licens d premises there had

been no complaint or conviction recorded against him he
further alleged that the proceedings of the Court had been
so hurriedly conducted ajid the decision so hastily arrived
;

at that his case did not get a fair

and impartial hearing,

and his property had been depreciated and his business
materially injured by the decij^ion of the Court.

Davison, for the applicant, said that no notice had been
there had been no conviction or
given of any objection
;

complaint against the applicant, but the Licensing Court
had arbitrarily refused to renew the privileges to whicii this

Court had twice held the applicant to be entitleti. [The
Court referred to sect. 50 of Act 28, 1883, which em"
vary the conditions upon
powers Licensing Courts to
which licences shall be renewed."] Ho contended that, as
in renewal of licenees, so in renewal of privileges an a})plicant was entitled to notice or informatiou as to ubjeeiions,

and that the privileges were part of the

licence.

Trivileges
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-were

provided

for

in

sect.

*^

39,

'

while

the

"conditions"

_

in sects. 38
^^^ ^^" ^von if privileges could be taken away, the Court
must shew some reason the merits were now the same as on
the former appeals, and it was a fair ease for review.
The
to
had
of
have
an
shewing
applicant ought
oppoitanity
that the privileges he enjoyed were for the benefit of the

referred to in sect.

50 were those mentioned

;

public.

1

Jones,

J.

apj)lication

:

— The

Court

is

clearly

of opinion that this

must be refused. Formerly there was a right
and the Court could go into the merits now

of appeal,
;
there is only the extraordinary remedy of review under the
190th Rule of Court, and this Court can only grant relief
clear irregularity, when the Licensing Court has acted in excess of its jurisdiction, or failed to
conform to the provisions of the Act. Here the Licensing

when there has been a

Court, in varying the conditions under which the applicant's
licence has been renewed, has exercised its powers under
sub-sect. 4 of sect. 50.
It has been contended that the
"
"
which
the Court may vary are those
conditions
only

mentioned
for

by

sect.

38 and 06

but the privileges provided
39 are also conditions under which the licence is

in sects.

;

and

it is for the Licensing Court to satisfy itself as to
the necessity for privileges, under sect. 39, just as much as
in imposing conditions under the other sections.

held

;

—

I have only
I am of the same opinion.
J.
add that it appears to me that the provisions contained ii
sects. 48 and 53 of the Act, as to notice being ^iveu oi

Laueence,

:

to

objections to the renewal of a licence, do net apply to the
question of the conditions under which the licence is re-

newed, and do not govern sub-sect. 4 of sect. 50, which
enables the Court to deal inte}- alia with the "privileges" of
the licencee.
[Applicant's Attorneys,

Paley & Cogiilan.]
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Easteu
Malicious

Prosecution.

vs.

Langhr.

—Beasonahle

and

])robahle

cause.

—

Costs.

Where a Magistrate had given judgment in favour of a plaintiff
in an action for malicious prosecution, on the ground that
the defendant had instituted criminal proceedings ivithout
sufficient reason, hut it did not appear that there had heen
an entire absence of reasonable and probahle cause, or that
the defendant had been actuated by malice, the Court, on
appeal, changed the judgment into one of absolution from
the instance, but, having regard to the fact that the conduct

of both parties was open

made no order

to censure,

as to

costs.

Appeal from tlie Eesident Magistrate of Dutuitspan. The
respondent hal been arrested, on affidavits made by the
appellant and others, on a charge of malicious injury to
a preliminary examination was taken, and he wa.s
discharged by the JIagistrate. He then brought an action
for malicious
prosecution in the IMagistrate's Court, and

property

;

obtained judgment against the appellant for £15 and co^ts,
and against this judgment the present appeal was brought.

The Magistrate sent written reasons for his judgment, in the
course of which he said, " I considered criminal proceedings
bad been taken against Langer without sufficient grounds,
and that I considered Mr. Edwards, who bore the malice, had
mad-:; a tool of Easter.

What

were called malicious injury

and theft were really matters of civil action.
[It appeared that Langer had been in occn})ation of a house
which Edwards had sold to Easter.
Easter had then

to property

obtained judgment in an action of ejectment ag dnst Langer,
and the latter, as was alleged, on removing from the
premis(;s

had carried away two doors and other

fixtures

and

'

injured the structure of tlie building.
Langer
charged with malicious injury to prop.Tty and

was then
tlieft).

It

would bo noticed that the affidavits up(m which the criminal
charge was founded were dravvn up by Edwar<ls, who

mIiI^Ijo.

i_!^"
Bangor!'
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"

2 8.
vs.

Easter

intended liano-er
should be arrested
'^

that upon
reading:
a the
f
would only take proceedings against Langer by
summoning him that any one in Court during the hearing
of the case must have been struck by the intense animosity
I have no doubt the
displayed by Edwards against Langer.
were
instigated by Edwards, who remained in
pr<3cee iings
the background, and gave evidence in neither the criminal
nor the civil case. After reading over the evidence taken
at the preliminary examination I could come to no other
conclusion than that criminal action had been taken where
In my opinion, through
civil action would have sufficed.
ignorance of the law, Langer had been a sufferer in many
The removal of the doors, &c., were all matters
ways.
hinging on the law of fixtures, and the partition in the iron
house was damaged solely with the object of obtaining what

affidavits

;
>

I

;

Langer considered to be his own property. I stated I
considered Easter should pay for Langer's defence, and that
£5 should be allowed Langer for the time !ie was about the
Court in the criminal case."

Lange, for the appellant, after reading the record, referred
to the reasons given by the ]\lagistrate, who had considered
that there was insufficient reason for the criminal proceedings,

but did not

hold

that

there

was an absence of

He contended that the
probable cause.
evidence in the criminal case, which he read, shewed that
reasonable and

such cause existed, and that the presumption of legal malice
was swept away by the manner in which the aj>pellMnt gave
his evidence, both on affidavit

and

in Court.

Tiiere was no appearance on behalf of the respondent.

Cur. adv.
Postea

vult.

(May 28),—

—

This is an appeal from the decision of
Jones, J., said
the Additional liesident IMagistrate for Kimberley District
The plaintift' (now
sitting in the Court at Dutoitspan.
:

respondent) sued the defendant (now appellant) for the sum
of £50, damages alleged to have been sustained by the
plaintiff by reason of the defendant having falsely and
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maliciously and without reasonable or probable cause
appeared before a Justice of the Peace and charged liim with
the crimes of malicious injury to property and theft, in

consequence of which the plaintiif was summoned before the
Additional Resident Magistrate of Dutoitspan to undergo a
After hearing the evidence
preliminary examination.
adduced on the criminal charges, the Assistant Resident

Hence the
Magistrate of Dutoitspan dismissed the case.
In the Court
present action by the plaintiff for damages.
below the judgment was given for £15 and costs of suit.
Against this judgment the defendant Easter no^N appeals.
The facts of tlie case are shortly these
On the 3rd of
November 1883, one Edwards was the owner of a certain
:

—

stand (2403) in Beaconsfield, and borrowed money from the
On this stand stood certain buildings.
a])pellant Easter.

As

security for money lent, the stand and buildings were
sold (it is said) and transferred to Easter.
Langer was

houses at this time, and Easter
Notice was
consequently informed him of the purchase.
given to Langer to remove and, as he did not comply with
living

in

one

of

the

the formal request conveyed to him, an action was commenced in the High Court (which I know was undefended)

and eventually, about the 3rd of March last, a judgment for
ejectment of Langer and delivery of possession to Easter
was delivered.
In one of the houses an iron building

— there

—

was a brick partition. On the 3rd of
March, Langer went to the house in an excited state,

biick lined

knocked down

this brick partition, a good deal of the brick
took
a
door
from the partition he had knocked down,
lining,

went into the

stable,

knocked down the manger, carried

off

a door from the w.c, and a glass door which he took down
from the brick house in which at the time he was living.

Next day he left the place altogether, carrying off the
Another person was
manger and the doors with him.
charged at the same time as Langer, viz., one Elliott. It
appears that on the 5th March he took away a plain door
it was his.
On the 9th March, Langer seems to have
used some strong language, saying it was a pity that a
certain wagon hud been standing against the iron liouse, or
he wouM have put a charge of dynamite into it and blown

stating

m®^*'o
»

'^ ^-

^ter»s.
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m1^^2o
" ^^
^Langer!

^^^ house up.
These are the focts alleged iu the affidavit
of the witness Wilhelmina Kubling.
Easter makes an
affidavit,

but states most of his facts to be based upon

information he has received and repeats most of what has
been already extracted from Eubling's affidavit, as being
Another witness, James
something which he has heard.
Bayliss, states that he visited the house on the Sth March,
taking with hi in the keys, and found the property already

mentioned missing.
These three affidavits were sworn to
on the lltli March, and upon them a summons was issued.
A preliminary examination was commenced and after hearing the witnesses the Magistrate discharged the prisoners
Langer and Elliott, apparently holding that there was no

and tbat the proper remedy of Easter was by civil
and
that Langer and Elliott were not criminally
action,
as
liable,
they were acting upon what they rightly or wrongly
believed to be their civil rights. No doubt in this decision
the Magistrate was right, as no jury would convict when it
was shewn to them that the prisoners were acting under a
mistaken notion of their legal rights in taking possession of
mejis rea,

the property of another.
In the civil action for malicious
the
llesident
prosecution
Bbigistrate had to decide quite
different points; he had to decide that the defendant E;ister

had no reasonable or probable cause in making the cliaiges
of theft and malicious destruction of projierty, and that the
In order to maintain an
chai'ge was maliciously made.
action for malicious prosecution the plaintiff must shew that
there was (1) an absence of reasonable and probable caui^e
for instituting the prosecution

;

(2) malice in instituting the

criminal proceedings
(3) the existence of the prosecution,
and (4) the termination of the criminal proceedings in
favour of the plaintiff. In the case before us the two last
;

requisites

are

shewn

in

evidence.

The only remaining

It is true that where there
questions are as to the two first.
is an absence of reasonable and probable cause a jury may
infer malice, and proof of their absence may be considered as

p'ima facie evidence
if

a

Judge

'•

;

but this

is

an inference
"

hich the jury are not hound to draw \
presented to a jury the absence of probable

not of law but of fact,

and

of malice
^^

cause as conclusive evidence of legal malice

it

would be a
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misdirection (vide Chittys Precedents of Pleading, 3rd Ed.,
The Magistrate seems to find as a fact that the
p. 599).

would not support a criminal prosecution ; but in
opinion what he had really to find was something more,

facts

that the facts wliich the defendant had before

my
viz.,

him were not

such as would lead him to suppose that the accused Langer
had been guilty of the crimes laid to his charge, aud,

making the charge and instituting legal
proceedings he was actuated by malice. The facts which
were shewn to have been known to the appelUmt would lead
secondly, that in

one to suppose that he had some reasonable grounds

for

Of
believing the respondent guilty of the crimes charged.
his own knowledge he knew but little, but before the charge
was made he had strong
the cases

of

Murtlia

Alien

and

Miirtha

In

him.

affidavits of fact before

vs.

vs.

Laing,
heard in the Appellate Court, and reported in Buch. C. A.,
Part II, p. 140, there was strong evidence of malice, but the

Chief Justice, in considering the question of reasonable
and probable cause, said his difficulty was in holding that
the charge was entirely false, and that there was a want of
"
It could not be lost sight
reasonable and probable cause.
instituted
these prosecutions was
Murtha
when
he
of that
fortified by affidavits of Halifax and other persons who were
qualified
institutes

his

own

The person who actually
give opinions."
legal proceedings has not always the facts within
knowledge, and if he is deceived after hond fide
to

inquiry he cannot be said fairly to have acted without
Ko express malice was
reasonable and probable cause.
had he been justified
and
the
therefore,
Magistrate
proved,
in finding that no reasonable or probable cause existed,
could as a juror have, from these facts, inferred the existence
of malice
but instead of doing so he finds that the
;

defendant (Easter) had been ma'ie a tool of by Mr. Edwards,
"
" who bore the
and that " any one in Court during
malice,
the hearing of the case must liave been struck by the
intense animosity displayed

"I had no doubt
Ma^^istrate,

Edwards,

by Edwards

"

against,

Langer

;

"

proceedings were iustigat'd, says the
giving his reasons for his judgment, "by
who remained in the background and gave
tlie

in

evidence in neither the criminal nor the

civil casi,'."

He

i884.
.,

28.*

Easter

vs.
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Ma^^ao

,^8.
^Langer?

further finds that the "affidavits upon which the criminal

charge was founded were drawn up by Edwards, who
intended Langer should be arrested." The Magistrate has
not inferred from the absence of what he holds to be a
reasonable and probable cause that Easter's conduct was
malicious or that he was actuated by malicious motives but

—
—

;

he has found that Easter has been a mere tool probably
deceived by the affidavits drawn up by Edwards and that
in consequence he has laid a criminal charge which cannot
Where a man, without malice and
legally be substantiated.

—

bond fide believing in evidence laid before him, evidence
if true and uncontradicted and unexplained would

which

substantiate a criminal charge

charge against another

—

by a

induced to lay a criminal
person who has malicious

is

feelings prompting him to take advantage of the ignorance
of his dupe, it would, I think, be a dangerous principle of

law to

la}^

down

may be recovered against him
The view which the Court has

that damages

for malicious prosecution.

taken, upon the whole of the circumstances of this case, is
that the IMagistrate should have given absolution from the
instance in the Court below.

And

as to the question of

costs, both here and in the Court below, the Court does not
consider that the appellant has shewn himself entitled to

his costs as against the respondent.

defendant Easter

in

The conduct

of the

charging the plaintiff Langer with two

serious crimes appears to have been unnecessarily hasty and
injudicious, and on the other hand Langer acted in a most
unjustifiable manner in removing
property of Easter after the latter

what was apparently the
had obtained a judgment
Therefore, though the Court

of ejectment in this Court.
now varies the decision of the Magistrate, it will order each
party to })ay his own costs, both in this Court and the Court

below.

—

I have felt a good deal of difficulty
Laurence, J.
about this case, and have been anxious if possible to see my
way to conlirm the judgment of the Magistrate. While on
:

one hand, in actions for malicious prosecution, the
malice must be proved before the plaintiff can recover, on
the other, the habit, of which a good many illustrations
the
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here, of hastily and recklessly instituting
criminal proceedings on inadequate grounds is one much to
be deprecated, and I have no sympathy with persons who
suffer in their pockets for bringing unfounded charges

come before us

and reputation of others. I think
case
of this kind we should put ourdealing with a
selves very mueli in the position of a Judge directing a jury

affecting the character

that in

in

one of these actions at nisi pr ins. It is for the Judge to
is evidence of absence of reasonable

decide whether there

and probable cause

it is then for the jury
to go to the jury
they are satisfied on the evidence tliat there was
absence, and moreover such an entire absence as to

to say
sucli

amount
proved.

;

if

law to malice, if express malice is not otherwise
Similarly, if an Appellate Court is of opinion that

in

was evidence of absence of reasonable and probable
cause to go to the Magistrate, as judge of the facts, I think
we should be very reluctant to disturb his finding on those
On the whole, I think that in the present case, as to
facts.
tliere

one part of the charge, there was some slight evidence before
the ]\ragistrate which might go to support a judgment for
the plaintiff. As to the charge of malicious injury to
property, considering the facts as they appear on the criminal
record, it appears to me that there was no evidence of malice
or absence of reasonable and probable cause in the action

taken by Easter in support of the prosecution. But as to
the charge of theft the case is different and although
Langer's conduct in taking away the fixtures was extremely
reprehensible, I think Easter sliould have recognised that it
;

was not the conduct of a

thief.

The

difficulty,

however,

is

that the Magistrate has given the reasons for his judgment,
and it docs not appear from those reasons that he found that

the defendant had been actuated by malice.
What he says
there
was such an entire absence of reasonable
is, not that

and probable cause as to amount to malice, but merely that
he was of opinion that the criminal ])roceedings had been
taken on " insufficient grounds."
It does not necessarily
follow because the grounds of a prosecution were insufficient
In point of
that therefore the prosecution was malicious.
fact, the Magistrate appears to have considered tliat the
malice was on the part not of Easter but of Edwards,

who

j}^^%
>j__^='-

^^^gpf*
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Ma''*2o
^ ^"

^ang'er!'

^^^ ^°^ before the Court, and who, he considered, had made
Easter his tool. On the whole, I cannot see tliat there was
anything false or directly malicious either in the affidavit
sworn by Easter or in the oral evidence he gave before the
I
Assistant Magistrate at the preliminary examination.
therefore on the whole concur in thinking that the
in the plaintiff's favour cannot stand, but
into one of absolution from the instance.

judgment
must be altered
As to costs, the

conduct of both parties was very much open to blame.
Langer deserves censure for his violent and tortious conduct
in injuring the

for his
to,

property and removing the iixtures, Easter

undue haste

in prosecuting, or lending his assistance
charge unwarranted by the facts. T think,

a criminal

should be absolution, but without costs,
and that there should be no order as to the costs of this

tlierefore, that there

appeal.
[Appellant's Attorney, Rhodes.]

Queen
Act

4,

vs.

Wolff.

1883,

The Board of Management of a
holder^' within the

Health Act, 1883.

§

35.

Ilosiyital

is

not a " house-

meaning of sect. 35 of the Public
The resident surgeon of a Hospital

having been convicted of contravening the said section by
failing

to

report
disease

the

occurrence

ivithin

the

of certain cases of

to the Hospital
in their capacity as householders
of the said hospital'/' Held, on appeal, tliat both sum-

infectious

Hospital

Board of Management "

mons and
1884.

^J

2i!

Queen M. Wolff,

conviction must be quashed.

Henry Albeit Wolff, a medical practitioner and acting
resident surgeon at the Kimberley Hospital, was charged
before the Resident ]\Iagistrate of Kimberley with the crime
of contravening sect. 35 of the Public Health Act, Act
No. 4 of 1883, in that " on or about the 19th day of February,

1884, he did wrongfully and unlawfully fail and neglect to
inform the Hospital Board of Management, in their capacity
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as householders of the said Hospital, of the infectious nature
.

.

^884.

May

of a disease from which two patients in the native ward
of tlie said hospital under his attendance weie suffering, Q"een

and proclaimed by Government Proclamation 186 of November

1,

The defendant denied that the
1883, as small-pox."
which the natives were suffering was small-pox,

disease from

and very voluminous evidence, both for the Crown and for
the defence, was adduced before the Magistrate, principally
with reference to the nature of the disease, as to which there
had been a considerable

conflict of opinion

among mc

dical

among the general public. In the
end the Magistrate, who delivered a written judgment, foimd
that the cases in question were cases of the disease which
practitioners as well as

been declared by Government Proclamation to be smallpox, and which, as a matter of fact, he found was small-pox.

liad

He

was wrong in his contention
was
entitled
to treat these cases in the hospital, and
that he
referred on this point to sects. 37 and 39 of the Act.
He
also held that the defendant

found that the defendant was aware of the nature of the
disease, and that it was his duty to have reported the cases
to

"

the Hospital Board,

holders to him."

\\

ho stood

in the light of house-

He

and sentenced him

accordingly convicted the defendant,
to pay a tine of £10.
The defendant

appealed.

The appellant, who appeared in person, referred to the
form of the charge, and observed that Proclamation 186 of
1883 had not declared small-pox to exist here it merely
"
recited that small-pox has broken out in the Transvaal, and
;

Territory of Griqualand West is threatened with the
disease from that State."
[The Couht observed that there
tlie

was no necessity

for the existence of

small-pox in the District
35 could

to be proclaimed before the provisions of Section
"
small-pox or
apply ; the section referred to

any other

disease de(dared by the Governor to bo infectious." ]
He
further contended that under sect. 39 of the Act he was
jiistilied

in

treating

in

the

Hospital

disease,

and on this point referred to

tions.

[Laurence,

cases
tlie

of

infectious

Hospital Regulaof tlie Act, it
\\ould appear that infectious ca^es can only be removed to a
public hos])itul by order (if the Posident IMagistrato or a
J.

:^Under

sect.

37

20.

>.

vs.

2 1.

woiff.
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1884.^

^1Qaeen W.Wolff,

Justice of the Peace, and " with the consent of the siiperintending body of such hospital."] He argued that the word

"householders" in

sect.

35 of the Act did not apply to

the governing body of a Hospital.

—

Are you the householder of the Hospital or a
Jones, J.
medical practitioner in attendance ?
:

—

Appellant : I am not the householder, but the powers of
a householder were delegated to me as Resident Surgeon.

Laurence,

— The

charge against you is that, in yonr
capacity as Eesident Surgeon, you neglected to inform the
householders of the Hospital of the nature of the disease
J.

:

under treatment.

—

Jones, J.: How is it shewn that the Board of Management were the householders of the Hospital ?

—

Appellant : The only evidence on that point was that of
the Civil Commissioner, who was Chairman of the Hospital
Board, and who stated that the Hospital was under the
of the Board.
Another ground of appeal, and
that on which I mainly wish to rely, is that the judgment
was against the weight of evidence as to the nature of tlie

management

disease.

The Court,

before the appellant went into the merits,
Croivn Prosecutor, who appeared to

wished to hear the

"
Board
support the conviction, on the question whether the
"
"
housereferred to in the charge were
of Management

holders
it

the

"

within the meaning of sect. 35, so as to render
duty of the defendant, as medical practitioner in

attendance, to report to them

tlie

infectious nature of the

disease.
"

"
househulder
Hoshyns, C. P., contended that the word
must in the case of a hospital include the Board of I^Ianage-

ment, and in a case of this kind should receive a liberal
He referred to the Beaulations under the
construction.
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Public Health Act, published in the Government Gazette of
January 25, 1884. The Board had the whole control and

management of the Hospital, and it was clearly the duty of
the Resident Surgeon to inform them of any outbreak of
He referred to Maxwell on the Inte^'pretainfectious disease.
tion
"

of Statutes,
"

pp.

50,

51,

60,

as

the

to

meaning of

ibid, pp. 239, 247, 249, as to the construction
occupier
of penal statutes, as to which he argued that the degree of
;

strictness in construction

otherwise

severity or

of

depended to some extent on the
the penalty

for

the

offence

in

If the present case were not that of a public
hospital, but of an asylum for orphans or lunatics, there
would be a clear duty to report to the householder, who in

question.

the case of public

institutions

must be taken to be the

superintending body or board.

Jones,

J.

:

— The only point which the Court has

to decide

wliether the charge, as laid against Dr. Wolff,
was a good one or not of course the Court must confine
itself to the cliarge as it appears on record.
The appellant
in this case

is

;

was charged with wrongfully and unlawfully failing and
neglecting to report to the Hospital Board, in their capacity
as householders of the Hospital, the infectious nature of a
certain disease, alleged to have been small-pox, uhich had
broken out within ihe Hospital. He was charged under the
o5th section of the Public Health Act, 1883, which runs as
follows:

— "When

any

householder

knows that a person

within the house occnpicd by him is suffering from small-pox
any other disease declared by ihe Govei'nor to be infec-

or

he shall immediately give notice thereof to the local
It shall be
authority of the place on {sic) which he dwells.
the duty of the medical practitioner in attendance in such

tious,

case to inform the householder as early as possible of the
infectious nature of the disease.
xVny person neglecting or

refusing to

comply with the provisions

of

tliis section,

shall

be liable to a penalty not exceeding £10." With the exact
position which Dr. Wolff held with reference to the Hospital
Board the Court has not now to deal but as a matter of
;

was that of Acting Resident Surgeon to the
Hospital, and wo find from the rules that the Kesident
M
V(.i,.
II.-Pap.t III. -(i. W.

fact, his position

-J

iss*-

Mav

20

..

21!

Quee"

^«-

Woiff-
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11^*20
»_Ji-

Queen

v«.

Wolff,

Surgeon has to exercise supervision in the matter of refusing
or admitting patients to the institution.
Then the question
aj-jges^ v\*as this section intended to apply to a person in the
position of Dr. Wolff and, if so, can it be said that the
"
Board of IManagement of a Hospital are " householders
" housewithin the meaning of the section ?
The term
"
holder
is one that has given rise to much discussion on

—such as

various occasions, and special enactments
"
*'
in the
service franchise
creating the

tlie

clauses

new English Fran-

chise Bill, to which my brother Latjkence referred during
the argument of the Croivn Prosecutor— have been passed to
obviate difficulties which have arisen in regard to this very
For myself, I cannot believe that the Legislature
point.

"
meant to extend the meaning of the term " householder in
the Act before us to such cases as that of a liospital Board

of

Management.

Putting the widest possible construction

on the intention of the Legislature, I still think that the
section was simply meant to apply to cases where infectious
disease had broken out in a private house.
If any person
"
was " householder of the Hospital, it seems to me that it
was the Eesident Surgeon, Dr. Wolif. On these grounds I

am

of opinion that the summons in the present case failed
any offence against the section, and the summons

to disclose

and conviction must therefore be quashed.

Laueence,

J.

:

— The

appellant in this case

is

preliminary objection taken by the
he has been charced with

that, while

and convicted of contravening sect. 35 of the Public Health
Act, by not reporting an outbreak of small-pox in the
Kimberley Hospital to the Hospital Board of Management,

" in their
capacity as householders of the said hospital," the
Board of Management are not " householders " within the

meaning

of the

section.

I concur

in thinking

that this

objection is fatal to the conviction.
clause of this Act, sect. 2, there

In the interpretation
is
nothing to give the
word " householder " such an extended meaning as would
include the Board of jManagement of a Hospital. In other
Acts, such as the English Acts for the Better Eepresentation
of the People, where the
meaning of the word is very carefully defined,

we

find

no definition which would cover such
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a body
^

:

neither

anvthino^
^
O of the kind to be found in the

is

Wharton s Law Lexicon, or, in
the common and popular acceptation and

definition in such a

my

work

as

opinion, in
significance of the word.

Moreover, when we look at the

now

in question, it seems clearly to be intended to
provide for cases of infectious disease breaking out in private
It lays down " the
dwellings, and for those cases alone.

section

duty of the medical practitioner
to inform

the

householder

in

attendance in such case

—that
house — "

"

is,

as

I

take

it,

the

as early as possible of
responsible occupier of the
the infectious nature of the disease," in order that the latter

may immediately
local

authority.

give the

requisite notice to the proper
of infectious diseases in

The treatment

is provided for by sects. 37 and 39, which are
not now before us. The principal argument on behalf of

hospitals

"
the Crown has been that unless the word " householder in

includes a hospital board, the resident surgeon
of a hospital, on infectious disease breaking out among the
this section

patients under his supervision,
his duty to inform the Board of

might neglect with impunity
Management of so serious an
event, and that this clearly could not have been the intention
of the Legislature in framing this Act.
But the answer to
The Legislature made no
this seems to be very simple.
provision for such a contingency, as they could
The
scarcely have foreseen the possibility of its arising.
have
that
can
Legislature
contemplated
any person
scarcely
special

in the position of the appellant, having the medical superintendence of a hospital, would be so neglectful of his obvious
duty as to fail to report a case of a dangerous and infectious
disease breaking out in such a place as the general wards of a

—

or a disease
If the disease were small-pox
public hospital.
of such a nature that, whatever his own private opinion,
he knew that some of his experienced fellow practitioners

—

regarded the symptoms as being those of small-pox the
duty of the medical attendant in such circumstances would
be so apparent that there could scarcely seem any necessity
the Legislature to make special provision for its per-

for

Were a person in such a responsilde position to
or neglect liis duty in that resp.'ct, and if in consethe infection s[)r(,'ad and fatal results ensued, a much

formance.
iii;nore

quence

2

:\[

2

^884.
20.
» 2 1.

jyjjjy

Q"e«"

"«•

"Wois.
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AUy*2o.

^i.
*^"'*"''*-

^"^^-

^^ore

serious

ment

for culpable homicide.

tliau that of breach of a statutory
a
£10 fine, might be brought against
regulation, involving
him, and there might be very good grounds for an indict-

charge

I agree in thinking that the
present proceedings have been misconceived, and that both
summons and conviction must be quashed.

Jones, J., added that it seemed to him strange, if the rules
and regulations of the liospital were observed, that the
existence of this disease, whether it was small-pox or some
other disease of an infectious nature, was not discovered by
the consulting medical officers of the Hospital Board.

Sauer
Libel.

vs.

Kadford and Roper.

—Aiwlogy and

tender.

—Measure of damages.

Where a netvspaper had iniblishsd the report of a speech contaming libellous reflections on the professional conduct of
the plaintiff, a medical man, and the puhlishers had
subsequently pid)lished an apology and tendered the sum of
£20 as damages for the publication, and there was no
proof of express malice, or of special damage suffered by
the plaintff: Held, that the amount tendered, together
with the apology, teas suffcient, and that the plaintff'
must have judgment for that amount, but must pay all
costs incurred subsequent to the tender.

nf

^21

Sa^vs
^'^Ro'^er'"''

'^^'^^ ^^^^ ^^^

action of libel in which the plaintiff, a medical

and medical officer of the P>oard of
practitioner at Kimberlcy,
Ilealth for the district of Kimberley, claimed the amende

£1000 damages. The defendants, the
Diamond Fields Advertiser,
})ublishcrs of the

honorable and

and

printers
a ncAvs-

a report of a
paper published at Kimberley, had published
me^lical
another
Dr.
made
Wolff,
practitioner at
by
speech
which
had been
dinner
a
at
complimentary
Kimberley,

given to him, and which contained the libel comjdained of
There had been a great controversy on the diamond fields as
to wliether a certain epidemic which had been prevalent
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there was small-pox or not, Dr. Wolff, the acting resident
surgeon of the Kimberley Hospital, denying that it was
small-pox, while the Board of Health and

had treated

it

as

such.

Professional

its

medical officer

well as general

as

opinion on the subject it appeared had been much divided,
Dr. Wolff had been prosecuted for contravening the Public
Health Act (see Queen vs. Wolff, supra, p. 512), and a

The
great deal of feeling had been disphiyed on both sides.
in
the
of
the
speech
principally
complained
by
passages
-" Tlie control of
were
the
as
libellous
following
plaintiff
:

—

the hospital had been taken out of my hands and put into
those of thj Chief Cook and Pailwasher of the Board of

Health, aided and abetted by an ignorant partizan medical
student, whose motto in the whole of this affair seems to

Get money, honestly if you can, but get it anyThat great medical whang-whang of the Board of
Health, or, as Mark Twain might describe him, the illustrious
medical granl sachem and bully boy with the glass eye,
have been,
liow.'

.

.

'

.

.
Saner, wanted me })rosecuted for culpable homicide
No doubt the silly performances of these small-pox medical
men excited a good deal of fear and apprehension
They

Di'.

.

.

.

,

.

small-pox at any price, whether
As long as the
it was really small-pox or not (a voice
The
lasted
that
the libel meant
')."
plaintift'alleged
money

were determined

to stick to

'

:

!

that he was not a duly qualified medical practitioner, that he
had been guilty of gross professional misconduct, that ho

was ignorant of his prufession, that he had falsely represented
certain persons to be suffering from smal!-^)ox fur the purpose of receiving reward for the medical treatment of such
persons, and of obtaining his appointment as medical officer
to the Board of Health, whereas, in truth and in fact,

the said persons were not suffering from the said disease,
as the plaintiff well knew, and that he had otherwise mishis profession and
whereby the plaintiff had been greatly
injured in his credit and reputation, and had been held up
to public hatred, contempt and ridicule.
The defen<lauts
admitted the publication of the report C()m})lained of, but
said the publication was made loud fide, without malice, and

cunducted himself in the discdiarge of
duties as aforesaid,

on a matter of public interest.

They denied the innuendoes

'884.

„

—
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21.

saiiiiTvs

^^oMr'°^

led that tliey had tendered to the
and further plea
'
sum
of
the
£20,
together with his costs of suit, and
plaintiff'
had also offered to publish an ample apology. After the
tender was refused they had published the ajiology, which
was inserted in the plea, and they now brought into Court
allefred,
" '

the

sum

•>

of

£20

The

in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim.

the tender and the publication of the
plaintiff admitted
that the former was insufficient.
said
but
The
apology,
and
the
the
\\hA,
tender, being thus admitted,
publication,

tender was really the only matter
The only witness called was the plaintiff, who
in issue.
deposed to his medical qualifications, and to the facts that
the libel referred to himself, that it bore the meaning
the

sufficiency of the

and that the insinuations, that he had been guilty
of professional misconduct and actuated in his proceedings
by mercenary motives, were totally false. He considered the
apology insufficient, and wished to vindicate his character, aud

alleged,

obtain compensation for the serious injury in his }>rofession
which he considered he had sustained. He could not give

any special instance of loss which he had suffered in consequence of the publication, as he was only just beginning to
practise at Kimberley he did not dispute the correctness of
;

the report of the speech.

Hoshjns, C. P. (with him Forster), for the plaintiff, contended that the tender was insufficient, and referred to

Follmrd on Slander and

Lilel,

4th

ed.,

p.

399, and cases

The delay in publishing the apology,
did not a[)pear till more than a fortiight after the

there cited.

uhicli
libel,

should aggravate the damages Smith vs. Harrison, 1 F.
and F., 565. The injury done by a publication of this kind
;

to a

young medical man

just

commencing practice must
damages was the

inevitably be very great, and substantial

only compensation.
Lord, Q.C. (with him Ilopleij), for the defendants, referred
to the proceedings taken by the plaintifl' after the publication,
which he condemned as hasty and intemperate, and to the
correspondence which had passed between the parties.
There was no evidence of actual malice, or that the plaintiff

had suffered any

real

damage.

He

contended that

the
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apology which had been published was an ample one, and
the plaintiff should have accepted the tender. As to the

measure

p

ot

1

•

1

1

1

damas^es in cases or this kind,

he cited

Oclqers on
Libel and Slander, 300 Pureell vs. Soivler, 1 C. P. D. 781,
46 L. J. C. P. 308 Jones vs. Machie, L. R. 3 Ex. 1 Harnett
vs. Vise, 5 Ex. D. 307
Upington vs. Solomon & Co., I'uch.
;

;

;

;

S. C. 1879,

204

vs. Stigant,

ibid,

1G6

;

Bruce

Ujnngton

;

95

;

Fayne

vs.
vs.

vs. Callaghan,'ibid,

Dormer,

240 ; Ilofmeyr
2 Bach. E. D.

ibid,

Sheffield,

C

259.

Iloshyns, C. P., replied.
J.

Jones,

sum

:

— In

this case Dr.

Sauer sues the defendants

£1000 damages and costs of
and maliciously publishing in the Diamond
for the

of

suit, for wilfully
Fields Advertiser

a false and untrue libel concerning the plaintiff. The
defendants contend that they published the matter coin})laiued of in the public interest, and that the sum of £20 as

tendered by them

is quite sufficient cmj^ensation fjr
any
sustained
by the plaintiff. Now it appears the whole
injury
of these unfortunate cases have arisen out of a difference of

opinion between a number of professional men, as to whether
a certain disease was small-pox or something else. With this

Dr. Wolff was
question the Court has not now to deal.
by the Resident IMagistrate of Kimberley for a contra-

tried

vention of the Public Health Act in not reporting a case
Board of Management of the

of alleged small-pox to the

Kimberley Hospital. The IMagistrate reserved judgment,
but before it was actually delivered the admiring friends of
Dr. AVolff gave
Club,

At

him a complimentary dinner

this dinner, in the heat of the

at the Dutoitspaii

moment, and under

the influence of the excitement which })revailed at the time,
certain speeches of an unjustifiable character were delivered

by those

present, speeches

which could not be admired by

any, except perhaps those whose sympathy for the Doctor
hud carried them aw^ay. The effect of these speeches, and
Di-. Wolff, which was interlarded with
was certainly to cause a laugh but I do
not think that they could much injure the reputation of Dr.
t^auer, or any of those who agreed with his views, from a
This is the view which would
professional point of view.

especially that

comic

of

anec'lotes,

;

'834.

-^—
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Koper.

by most people who read the speech.
as the medical officer
occupied a public
position
X
X
of the Board of Health, and as such he woidd often have to
bear adverse criticism of his public acts, but as long as this
certainly be taken
Di", Srtuer

criticism

J.

was

fair

and bond

fide,

and attributed no motives of

a dishonest character to himself individually, he could not
recover damages but when the critic stepped out of his
;

way to make unjustifiable attacks and impugn his motives,
and charge him with dishonesty, he could recover such
damages as would re'nstate him pecuniarily for whatever he
could shew that l:e had lost by such an attack, and when
the

damage sustained had been the
amount should be

malicious, the

result ot an act expressly
and in some

substantial,

"

Public affairs and public men" (as Lord
Coleridge says in delivering judgment in the case of the Earl
pubLc in its
of Lonsdale vs. Yates) "using the expression

cases exemplary.

'

'

literature, ait, science, religion, the

largest possible sense,

catalogue might be indefinitely extende;!, these things are
fair and lawful topics of discussion in the press, and these

may be

freely discussed,

and

I

ho[)e discussion of

them

will

always be piac ically and absolutely unfettered. But when
we come to private matters very different considerations
obviously arise.

Public

men

in

England must submit

to

comment as one, of the necessary ingredients of their
But when public men are criticised, the criticism
career."

public

must be fair and ho)id fide, though the attack may bo seveie
and give pain, and shew too much heat. In the case before the
Court we have not a case like that of the Earl of Lonsdale
The Court have no n ason to think, and it was
vs. Yates.
not suggested by the learned counsel for the plaintiff, that
this paper is a paper which lives on the publication of
It cannot be said that it is not a paper of
personalities.
"

high aim and public usefulness, committing a breach of
the law inconsistent with its general conduct and character."

But

in })ublis!iing the report of Dr. Wolff's speech, a speech

which contained remarks in themselves libellous in the eye
of the law, which might bring the plaintiff into ridicule,
they
have committed a mistake of a grave charactei-. Tliat which
has been published
libel

he

is

is

a libel on the plaintiff, and for this

entitled to

some pecuniary recompense,

if

he

523

demands

The only

real question which is left for the
what amount of damages we must give.
The defendants have all along expressed a desire to reinstate
the plaintiff in the eyes of the public for any injury he may
have sustained. I think it greatly to be regretted that Dr.
it.

Court to consider

Sauer took so

is

much
men

notice of the reports of these speeches.

holding public })ositions to treat such
matters with the silent contempt they deserve rather than

It

is

better for

remedy in the Courts
when an action is brought

to obtain a

by seeking

for very frequently

of Justice,
to obtain

damages the public mistake the intention of the Court in
awarding what is by it considered sufticient compensation.

When

a civil action

is

brought

for slander the

Court has to

consider simply the damage which has been sustained, and
not give, unless tliere are very good grounds for doing so,
I think, myself, there is
vindictive or exemplary damages.
no evidence given of any particular damage having been sustained by tlie plaintiff the Court can only give an amount
which they think he has sustained. I not think that
;

speech of Dr. Wolff injured him so much, it was probably
more laughed at than considered as a serious charge of procertainly no damage which
could be deemed so groat as to warrant the Court in giving
The utterances comvindictive or exemplary damages.

fessional misconduct.

Tiiere

is

plained of were at a public dinner, and these, as a rule, did
very little damage when read calmly by persons who were
not in the

same

same heated

iniiuences.

or excited condition, or under the

I cannot say that I

approve of the course

by the

Tiiere
plaintiff's attorneys in this case.
adopted
seems to have been undue ha^to in instituting the action.
Th(,'y allowed no time whatever to admit of the defendants

and not even the ordinary letter of
and
sent;
certainly when an attempt was made
Radford
to
Mv.
bring this matter to an amicable conby

reinstating their client,

demand was

clusion, instead of

making

it

the subject of a law-suit,

it

was

only their duty to see that that object should have been carried
1 do not think that the
out.
apology which was oftered

Now

could fairly bo considered '• a lame and iialting a})ology."
iS'o private individual is called
upon to assume an abject
[)Obition

when he

tenders an apology

;

it

is

not necessary

i884.

—

'

Radford aiid
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that an apology bIiouIcI be abject ; but that it sliouhi be full
and ample
admits of no doubt. Certainly the one tendered in
^

1884.

—

^
Sauer

•'

vs.

the present case was late in making its appearance. Looking
at all the circumstances of the case, I do not think the

^toM/*^^
Koper.

defendants were actuated by express malice there was legal
malice, of course, for which they, as the repeaters of the
Under these
libel, were liable, but no express malice.
;

circumstances I think the amount tendered by the defendants is sufiScient. I think judgment should be for plaintiff,
but without the unnecessary costs incurred, i.e., the judgment will be for the plaintiff for the amount tendered by
the defendants, viz., £20, with costs up to date of tender,
but the plaintiff will have to pay all the costs of suit after
that date.

Laurence,

J.

:

—In

this case the issue

which the Court

has to try is a very narrow one. The publication complained
of is admitted by the defendants, and the libel is also
admitted.

The innuendoes

not admitted

as laid in the

declaration

are

but the plaintiff gave evidence that tiie
of
the words was that assigned to them, and that
meaniDg
they referred to himself, and he was not cross-examined on the
})oint

;

events

;

no evidence was adduced to the contrary and at all
admitted that, whatever the precise meaning uf
;

it is

the words, they are of a libellous character.
On the other
hand, the plaintiff admits the tender of £20, with costs to
date of tender, and the publication of the apology, as
pleaded by the defendants and therefore the sole question
we have to determine is whether the tender is a siiilicient
;

claim for damages, aud the published apohtgy a
sufficient answer to the claim for the amende honorahle.

answer

By

to the

the form of the replication

it

may

be said that the latter

technically admitted, and thus the question is substanI
tially one of damages alone.
may here remai'k that I do
is

not thiuk the description by the plaintiff's attorneys of the
"
" lame and
one was in any way
apology as a
halting
it contains.
The defendants
"
in
we
withdraw
all
effect,
say,
unreservedly
imputations ou
either the private or the professional character of Dr. Saner,

warranted by the expressions

.

and we deeply regret that we should have inadvertently
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allowed our columns to become the channel of publicity for
"
and this statement is published in tlie most
these attacks
.

;

,

.

,

prominent portion of their paper.

Now

,

the whole of this

unfortunate litigation has arisen out of a certain speech
made by Dr. Wolff, at a complimentary dinner given to
April 22nd, and published by the
defendants on April 24th, and republished in their weekly
summary for England on April 26th. It is not alleged that
liim at Dutoitspan on

the re[.ort as published was garbled or in any way other
The speech, however, is one which I must say
all
making
possible allowance for the circumstances of

than correct.

—

the

moment

— I think

have been made.

it is

In the

much

to be regretted should ever

place, it was mainly occupied
with dealing, in a very one-sided and intemperate manner,
with a case which was then siib iudice, and on which it was
first

anticipated that judgment would be delivered on the followIt is not to be supposed that anything Dr. Wolff,
ing day.

moment of convivial excitement, might think fit to say
could possibly affect the judgment of the Magistrate in the
but the observations
slightest degree, one way or the other
in a

;

which he made were none the

less

improper on that account.

Moreover, if the report of the speeches is correct, and if the
innuendoes as laid in this action are correct I do not now

—

think

—

necessary to express an opinion on that point Dr.
was guilty of a most grossly offensive attack on one

it

Wolff

of his colleagues, an attack which, if the medical profession
is like other learned professions, and possesses any sort of

should think and hope would be repudiated
Doctor's
the
fellow-practitioners, as being entirely
by
contrary to the traditions and unworthy of the character of a

esprit de corps, I
all

great

and honourable profession.

Dr.

Wolff,

it

is

said,

charged Dr. Sauer, firstly, with practising as a medical man
without possessing the necessary qualification, thereby
rendering himself liable to penalties under the medical
Ordinance

secondly, with being actuated in his profesIf
sional conduct by dishonest, vile and mercenary motives.
this was the real meaning and natural significance of the
Doctor's words, all that I can say is that the charges are of
;

the most serious nature, the language is highly actionable,
and would afford strong evidence of such express malice as

i884.

—

May

21.

^
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would

21.

Sauer

the damao:es.
ffreatly
J ao:p;mvate
oo
o

fc)

considerino:
~ the conduct of Dr. Wolff:
vs.

^^'^iiorar*'^'^

Koper.

But we are not now
wo are considering

....

that of the defendants, and the responsibility which they
I can well
have iucurred by publishing these charges.

understand the legitimate indignatiou
hearing of these remarks or reading

felt

them

by the plaintiff on
in the defendants'

newspaper, and I am not surprised to hear that he has
brought an action against Dr. Wolff for these alleged
I do not, however, wish to be understood, by the
slanders.
remarks I have made, as in any way encouraging the prosecu-

doubt very much whether the plaintiff or anybody else would gain any advantage from further
litigation about this matter, and whether it would not bo a
far better and more dignified course to leave unnoticed and
tion of such an action

;

I

treat with silent

contempt accusations which, as far as the
seem to refute themselves by
their transparent mendacity.
However, the plaintiff may
well have thought that, if he took no action whatever when
these calumnious attacks were published and circulated in
evidence

now

before us goes,

the local press, his passivity might be ojien to misconstrucand I am not surprised, therefore, that he should have

tion

;

sought redress for the injury he undoubtedly had sustained.
But in dealing with tlie liability of the defendants, as
distinguished from that of Dr. Wolff, I am bound to say
that I iijid no evidence whatever of express malice on their

The defendant liadfor.i, it is admitted, had previously
been on friendly terms with the plaintiff, and it is not
siiggeste.l that he liad any deliberate intention of doing
him an injury. It is said that, as before this speech was
part.

published the Magistrate had delivered his judgment in the
case of llegina vs. Wo[f\ and convicted the accused, that is

some evidence

of express malice on the part of the defendants in publishing statements of whicli the judgment of the
If the defendants had
IMagistrate supplied the refutation.

and omitted the judgment, there
tiie speech
in this remark
been
some
force
have
but in point of
might
fact we find that the same issue which contained the speech
contained an equally full and prominent report of the
Magistrate's judgment, and thus, so to speak, if the
published

;

defendants supplied

the

poison,

they also took care

to
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provide the antidote. That there was legal malice on the
part of the defendants is not denied, but I am not prepared
to say that there was such gross negligence on their part as

—on

culpa est dolus
That there was a certain

the principle

express malice.
lessness

on their

magna

part, for

there can be no doubt.

— to

amount to
amount of cnre-

which they will have

It is

not as

if

this speech

to suffer,

had been

published the morning after its delivery, with little or no
opportunity of considering the repoiter's notes and revising
there was ample time, in the course of the
the proofs
;

day which elapsed before the publication,

to eliminate the

Mr. Stow, one of the plaintiff's attorneys, gave the defendants a warning previous to the
publication; but this is mere hearsay, and if the Court was
libellous passages.

It is said that

to be asked to take this allegation into consideration, on the
question of malice, Mr. Stow should have been called to

prove it. However, the plaintiff tells us, and his evidence is
not contradicte.^, that ]\[r. Radford informed him alterwards
that he had read the speech throu.h three times and " could
If that be so, all I can
not see where the libel came in."
that Mr. Radford's capacity for det' cting libel must
certainly be somewhat deficient ; and he would do well in

say

is

future

—

if

he wishes to conduct his paper with safety, not to

—

to endeavour to cultivate a more aeute
say with credit
scent for such matters, or else to employ the services of an
editor whose capacity for discovering libellous matter may be

more

liighly developed

borne

one of

in

much

what

than

his

own.

It must, however, be

mind

that the subject of this speech was certainly
The subject
public interest and importance.

known

"

''

—

the small-pox controversy
the
question, which had greatly exercised tlie minds both of the
medical professiim and of laymen, whetlier a certain disease
w as

is

as

which had broken out on the Diamond Fields was really
small-i^ox or another disease of a different character, and the
treatment of which did not require such precautions to be
taken, in the interests

of the

public health, as wfiuld bo

rendered essential by pidemic small-pox. X [lublic dinner
was given to Dr. Wolff, who seeins to have taken
leading
*

;i

in this

reporters were present, and a

part
controversy
of the pnjceedings would be expected.
;

It

may

rejiort

ho said that

jif^^ji

ga^c^
Radftjrd^and
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^^^m

Sa^M
Badtord and

the reporting o[ sncli matters is a dnty which the press
owes to the public. But this is a duty which involves no
and a newstlie occasion was not privileged
privilege
:

Eoper.

;

paper as such enjoys no special privilege. And therefore
the action will lie
but all the circumstances of the case,
the nature of the occ^on, the absence of express malice,
;

and the absence of evidence of special damage, are matters
which the Court must take into account in estimating the
damages to which the plaintiff is entitled. I now come to
another material point in the case, I mean the subs-^quent conduct of the parties. The cause of action arose on April 24th.

No

application for apology or retractation, and no letter of
demand, was sent but two days afterwards, on April 26th,
the plaintiff serves the defendants with a summons for the
;

amende honorable and damages to the amount of £1000.
Then without any delay, the sammons having been issued
on Saturday, April 26th, on the following Tuesday, April
29th, the defen<lants' attorney writes to the plaintiff's attor"
clients are somewhat
neys in the following terms
:

—

My

you should have issued summons without
previously sending a letter of demand, which would have
given them an opportunity of more fully ascertaining your
exact cause of complaint, and possibly explaining or resurprised

moving

that

it.

I

shall be obliged if

tliese particulars

by

doing I

so

interests of

my

the manner in

you

will furnish

me

with

before incurring any further expense, and
cannot but think you will advance the

and your own." I cannot concur in
which this letter has been criticised it

client

:

appears to

me

reparati'jn

for the

have been in the circumstances a very
proper and reasonable letter, and its object apparently was,
by ascertaining everything that was objected to, to if
possible leave no ground uncovered in any explanation or
apology which might be made, and so to leave the plaintiff
with no cause for dissatisfaction and give him all possible
to

wrong that had been done him.

— "We

plaintiff'
attorneys, however, replied in effect:
waste time in u?eless exi Sanations aiid irivolou?
's

d-^nee
Tiiis

;

we are busy making out our statement

was on April oUth, and the deehiration was

foilowiiio" dav.

A

week

The
can't

correspon(A claim.''
filed

on the

al'ierward^ the defendants' attornev

529
form of apolopfv
oJ and withdrawal,
r
,
nave been a proper and ample one,
and tendering the sum of £20 and costs to date, on behalf of
the present defendants, together with similar sums on behalf
of the proprietors of two other newpapers, against whom

asrain writes, enclosins: a
,

,

.

wliich appears to

me

to

5

T

similar proceedings had been taken for the publication of
this speech, or £60 in all.
The draft apology contained a

sum had been paid and accepted as
of the present and other defendants,
on
behalf
damages, and,
it was offered to
publish it in the form of a leading article.
To this the plaintiff's attorneys replied on the following
"
lame and haltday, describing the proposed apology as
I
which
do
not
think
was
ing,"
by any means a fair description of it, and adding that "a paltry tender of £20 in each
statement that this

case

simply adding insult to injury."

is

the form of apology

No

alteration in

suggested it is not suggested, as it
miglit have been, that it should be published at the defendants' expense in other colonial newspapers no opportunity
is

;

—

;

whatever for an amicable settlement which I think it is
clear from the tone of the correspondence that, if at all
reasonable, the defendants would have been glad to embrace
is afforded.
"Fay me £1000, or meet me at Philippi"

—

—

such

is

the gist of the plaintiff's answer

;

and accordingly we

The apology was afterwards published,
are in Court to-day.
the statement that the £20 had been
without
course
but of
paid.
case it

The argument

of the

Crown Prosecutor that

in this

would have been useless to adopt the course, almost

invariably pursued, of sending a letter of

demand

before

summons, because no mere apology could repair the
to
the plaintiff, is an argument which could be used
injury
with almost equal force in almost any action for libel and
I am bound to say I concur in the opinion, which has been
already expressed, that the peremptory and uncompromising
issue of

;

spirit

matter

displayed by the plaintiff's legal advisers in this
the determination displayed by them to force the

—

—

is matter for regret.
defendants into Court in any event
There is an almost infinite variety in the circumstances

attendant upon actions for libel and the spirit evinced and
tlie tone adopti'd by tlu- parties are matters wliieli the Court
;

is

bound

ti>

take into ctuisidcatiun in awardini2: damacres.

^884.
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In the case of a deliberate false and malicious

May

Saner

r«.

Kadford and

libel,

whetlicr

in a newspaper
or anywhere
published
else, I believe there
^
^
x
x
is not a Judc;e on the Colonial Bench who would hesitate to

lloper.

deal with the offender in a drastic manner, according to the
nature and gravity of his offence, whether he be sued for a
tort or prosecuted for a crime.

bound
V

to be careful

On

the other hand, we are
interfei-e with

by our decisions not to

the reasonable liberty of the press in reporting and commenting on matters of public interest and the conduct of

public men, a liberty and right the free exercise of which,
notwithstanding occasional abuses and aberrations, is un-

doubtedly
technical

for

the public

libel,

benefit.

an inadvertent,

it

publication of libellous matter, and

If there

is

be

a

may

merely a
negligent,

an entire absence of

only fair to remember that, as a matter
the
sense,
proprietors and editors of newspapers
can scarcely be expected to be legal experts. If a newsexpress malice,

of

it is

common

—

paper which is generally properly conducted and there is
no suggestion to the contrary in the case before us fulls

—

and afterwards does its best to retract
and apologise, and tenders something more than merely
nominal damages for the injury unintentionally caused, the
case is not one in which the Court would feel justified in

into an error bond fide,

awarding exemplary damages.
asked for is substantial damages

All indeed that we are

but I think it is our duty
award such damages as the plaintiff on the evidence
before us can be fairly held to have sustained.
Actions for
libel as a class are not, I think, to be encouraged, and their
object should be rather to vindicate the character than to fill
;

only to

the pocket. I myself pressed the plaintiff, as he had given
no evidence on the point in chief, as to whether he could

any instance in which either his professional or his
but
private character had been injured by this publication
he frankly admitted that he could not give any such in])oint to

;

and no other witnesses were called to prove that
anything of the kind had taken place. For myself, I can
stance,

scarcely believe that Dr. Sauer's private character lias really
suffered from these scurrilous attacks, or that he has in-

consequence of them any sort of professional
opprobrium or disesteem. These things really refute them-

curred

in
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selves

and

:

....

have no doubt that Dr. Saner will have the

I

.

.

opportunity of shewing, by the display of ability in his
professional career, how unfounded are the calumnies by

which he has been assailed. Each case of this kind must
be judged with regard to its special circumstances and I
cannot help thinkiiig that Dr. Sauer would have been better
;

advised, and would have equally effectively cleared himself
if he had accepted the offer made
the
defendants'
As this offer, in my opini(m,
by
attorney.
was a fair and reasonable one, and ought to have been
accepted, I concur in thinking that judgment sliould be

from these imputations,

entered for the plaintiff for the sum of £20, with costs up to
date of tender, but that he must be ordered to pay the costs
subsequently incurred.
&

rPlaintift's Attorneys, Stow
|_Defeu(lants' Attorney, D. J.

Kaufmann
Licensing

Court.

Caldf.cott."!

Haarhoff. J

vs.

Kimberley Licensing Court.

— Bule

of Court 190.

—

Bevietv.

—Act

28,

1883.— Cos^s.
F. K. had for five years been licensed to sell liquors on ])remises
which had been licensed for eight years. He hecame ill

and

teas obliged to go to

his general

power of

Europe for

his health, leaving

attorney ivith his brother, J. K.,

the business until the expiration

managed
licence, and

of

who

the existing

then applied for a renewal in his oivn name.

At the hearing of the application by the Licensing Court,
a police officer stated that the place was improperly conducted, and another police officer stated that the accommodation

was

insufficient.

sliould be

had no

made on

J.

K. applied

that these statements

oath, but his request

was

refused.

He

did not appear on
of any objections,
the record tliat any objection teas taken. He had no opportunity of replying to, or of calling evidence to contradict

and

notice

it

statements by the police officers, which' it was alleged
were unfounded.
On a petition setting forth these facts,
the Court granted issue of process in terms of Ride 190.
tlie

Summons

u:as

issued alleging
'

Vol. Jl.— Pakt 111.— Ci. \V.

the

above

irregularities

2X

is^*,

—

^*y

21-

^^°^^*"*^
Roper
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and

served on the niemhers of the Licensing Court,

and on

the return datj the respondents made no appearance and
there tvas no contradiction of the allegations made hy the

The Court ordered

applicant.

Stamps shoidd issue a licence
previously

enjoyed for

members of

the

that the Distributor

to J.

K. similar

the premises,

Licensing Court

to

to the

of

one

and ordered

the

the costs

the

pay

of

application.

^^^

applicant prayed for the issue of process, under Kule
Court 190, to be directed against the chairman and
^KimSy*' iiiembers of the Licensing Court, calling on them to shew
Licensing Court,
q^jj^^q agaiust the
setting aside or correcting of their promI>^23

juue^ie.

Qf

ceedings at the session of that Court on March 6, 1884, on
which date the applicant applied in his own name for a
renewal of a licence to premises which had enjoyed a licence
for eight years, and which his brother had managed as
licensed premises for the five years last past, until he was
compelled, on account of his health, to make a voyage to
Europe, leaving his general power of attorney with the

The application for a
applicant, to manage all his affairs.
licence was refused. The record of the proceedings stated the
situation of the premises and the name of the applicant, and
further consisted of the following note " Premises unsuitable
for purpose, 36 x 13 divided in centre ; improperly conducted
:

This conclusion was arrived at upon the statement
place."
of a police officer that Sunday trade was carried on in the
premises, and that he had once trapped applicant's brother
for such contravention of the law, but had been unable to get
his trap to swear to it
and upon the further statement by
;

an inspector of police that there was no proper accommodation.
The applicant's attorney applied to the Licensing Court that
these statements should be taken on oath, but this applicaWith regard to the statement that the

tion was refused.

place was improperly conducted, tlie petitioner stated that
during the five years of his brother's management not a
single charge had been made against him ; and with regard
to the other objection he stated that the accommodation was
reasonable, and that had he been called upon in terms of
sect.

38 of the Act to provide further accommodation, as a

533
i884.
condition precedent to the granting of a licence, he would
June le.
have done so. He further stated that, owing to the hasty
and summary manner in which the proceedings of the Court Kaufmann»s.
•'

.

Kimberley

.

were conducted, he had no opportunity of rebutting the
statements against him, or of cross-examining the police
officers, or

of tendering the evidence of

numerous witnesses

on his behalf. At the adjourned session of the Licensing
Court on March 26, the petitioner wished to apply for a reconsideration of his application, and to present a numerously
signed petition in favour of renewing his licence, but
the Court, before his application could be heard, suddenly
and adjourned sine die. The petitioner alleged that the

rose

premises were now, in consequence of the action of the
Licensing Court, almost valueless, and that he had been

deprived of the means of earning a livelihood.

The Court

ordered process to issue under Rule 190)
summons, &c., to be returnable on June 16, 1884.
Summons was thereupon issued calling on the members

why their proceedings in the
matter should not be set aside or corrected, and a licence
granted to the applicant, and why tliey should not pay costs,
of the said Court to shew cause

on the grounds (1) that applicant had had no opportunity
of being heard or of calling evidence (2) that no evidence
on any objection was taken on oath as required by sect. 40
of the Act, even after application to that effect had been
:

;

made

;

(3) that

no objections to the granting of the licence
sect. 46 or sect, 52 of the Act

were taken either under

;

information of any objection was given, as
required by sect. 48 of the Act ; (5) that the grounds
of refusal were insuiScient in law and in fact ; (6) that the
(4)

that no

proceedings were irregular and ultra vires.
On the 16th June, the respondents, having been duly
served with the summons, did not appear.
Davison, for the applicant, relied chiefly on the non-compliance by the Licensing Court with the terms of sect. 40
of

the

Act, and also j)ointed out that

larities alleged in the petition

the grave irreguin the summons

and embodied

were wholly uncontradicted.
2

N

2

Licensing court,

534

The Court

J884.^

juiie^ie.

set aside the proceedings of the

Licensing

Court, and granted an order on the Distributor of Stamps
*° issue a licence to the applicant in the same form as the

'^KJimte"fe^*'
Licensing Court, qj^q

prcviously held for the same premises, and ordered the
respondents to pay the costs.

[Applicant's Attorneys, Palf.y

& Cogiilan.]

Standard Bank of South Africa

—

vs.

D'Esterre.

—

—

Promissory note. ExeejJtion. Giiaraniee. Liability of
committee-man for goods supj)lied io club.
of a chob made certain promissory notes for goods

I'he trustees

The plaintiff, as holder for value of
supplied to the club.
the said notes, sued the defendant, a member of the

Managing Committee of the
notes,

behalf

alleging

club,

that they ivere

for

the

made

amount due on

the

by the trustees in

and under the authority of the Committee, and for
and delivered to the Committee, and that the

goods sold

promised on behcdf of the Committee to pay the
amounts of the notes to the lauful holder at maturity.
Held, on exception, that the declaration disclosed no cause
trustees

of action against the defendant.

Argument on

1884.
,',

standard

exceptions.

The

plaintiff

Bank sued the

defendant upon certain overdue and dishonoured promissory
Bank notcs made
by the trustees of the Kimberley Club in favour

28.

H. Willigerod & Co., or order, and by the payees
endorsed in blank, of which it was alleged that the plaintiff
was, and at the date of maturity had been, the lawful holder
of

for

valuable consideration.

"the defendant was one

.of

'J^he

the

declaration alleged that
of

Managing Committee

the Kimberley Club, and the promissory notes hereinafter
referred to were given on behalf of and under the authority
of the said

Committee in consideration of goods sold and
Committee for the purpose of carrying

delivered to the said

535
out the objects of the said club. The promissory notes
j/fy^M.
^ ^referred to in paragraph five hereof were made and signed
by the parties whose names they bear at the request of the ^^i^E^e^e!''
defendant and on his behalf and under his authority. The
trustees of the said club on behalf as aforesaid

made and

signed the said promissory notes, and thereby they in the
said behalf promised to pay the amounts of the said notes to
the payees or the lawful holders on maturity thereof." The
defendant excepted on the grounds (1) that the declaration
:

disclosed no cause of action against the defendant (2) that
the promissory notes annexed thereto shewed on the face of
;

them that they were not made and signed
declaration

;

as alleged in the

was otherwise bad in

(3) that the declaration

law and substance.

—

If the defenHoshyns, C. P., in support of the exception
dant has any liability on these notes, the question whether
:

he

is liable

member

member

as a

of the club

of the

makes

his right to contribution.

Committee or merely

as a

a great difference with regard to
The notes in question purport to

have been made by the trustees on behalf of the club, not of
the Committee the plaintiff is suing the agents and not
the principal. There is no allegation that the Committee
;

made

these arrangements or ordered these goods without

authority from the club, or that the Committee were acting
as agents for an undisclosed principal.
Neither is there any
allegation that the debt said to have been incurred

by the

defendant has been ceded to the Bank, whose rights are

merely those of indorsees of the notes.
Lord, Q.G. (with him Hopleij), for the
that

members

plaintiff,

contended

of a club possessing a governing

body were

not liable for goods supplied, but the Managing Committee

was

liable

Flemyng

;

Ctdlen vs. DiiJce of Queensherry, 1 Br. P. C. 404
2 M. & W. 172 Addison on Contracts,
;

vs. Hector,

7th Edition,

104.

;

It

is

admitted that, on the present

declaration, the plaintiff can only sue on the notes ; but if
he can prove at the trial that they were given at the request
and under the authority of the defendant, he, as holder fur

value, will be able to recover against the defendant.

Cur. adv.

vidt.
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M

„

28.

^S'iSttJr"''

Postea

(May 28),—

Jones, J., said :— This is a case which came before the
Court for argument on an exception taken by the defendant
to plaintiff's declaration.

The

plaintiff in

the declaration

alleged that, between the 5th of January, 1883, and 12th of
March, 1888, and before these dates, the defendant was one
of the Managing Committee of the Kimberley Club, and that
of promissory notes were given " on behalf
and under the authority of, the said Committee in con-

a certain
of,

number

sideration of goods sold and delivered to the said Committee
for the purpose of carrying out the objects of the said

club

"

;

at the

that the parties who signed the notes signed them
request of the defendant and under his authority ;

and that the trustees of the said club, on behalf as aforesaid,
made and signed the promissory notes, and " thereby they
in the said behalf promised to

pay the said notes to the
payees on maturity." There are further allegations of
presentment and dishonour of the notes given. On referring
annexed copies of promissory notes, we find that two
gentlemen, Messrs. Craven and Ball, in their capacity as
to the

the trustees of the Kimberley Club, promise to pay certain
individuals certain sums of money, on given dates, at the

Bank

of Africa, and that the payees of these notes have
endorsed them over, and hence, probably, their eventual

Now in the
destination in the hands of the plaintiff Bank.
declaration no cession of any right which these original
payees, the persons alleged to have supplied goods to the
Committee of the club, may have had, is set out ; therefore,

any verbal promises were made by the Committee of the
Kimberley Club, or a member of such Committee, to any of
these original payees, the advantages (if any) which would
if

accrue from such verbal promises still remain vested in the
original payees, at least as far as the declaration is concerned.

The promise which the defendant or any other member of
the Committee may have made must have been made to

—the declaration exceedingly vague upon
—
original promise
point and the only persons to whom

somebody

this

is

this

was made (as far as the Court can see from this dec-laration)
must have been either the person from whom goods were

537
obtained or the trustees of the club, who, by this agreement,
one must suppose, were in some way or another to be held
harmless in case of action brought against them. Now,
whether the persons to whom this promise was made were
the payees or the trustees, in neither case has the benefit of
such promise been transferred to the holders of the negotiable
instruments annexed to the declaration. The Bank merely

took

by endorsement and delivery
notes
and it

appeared upon these

;

all
is

the

rights which

admitted by the

counsel for the plaintiff that his only claim, as far as the
by virtue of the endorsement and

plaintiff is concerned, is

delivery by the original payees. What privity of contract
then exists between plaintiff and defendant by virtue of any
promise made by the defendant to some party not the
There may have been some promise of guarantee
plaintiff ?
or suretyship, not set out in the declaration but if he made
no promise to the plaintiff, and if the person to Avhom the
;

promise was made has not ceded the benefit of, and right of
action on, the promise, it is difficult to conceive in what
manner the plaintiff has acquired a right of action against
this individual defendant.
On the faces of the notes no

such guarantee or promise to pay appears. A strong argument might be raised against the plaintiff's claim in England
(vide Story on Promissory Notes, sect. 457, etc.), if he based
his action on a contract of guarantee under the Statute of

Frauds but with this question I need not deal, as first we
have not a statute of the kind hero, and the declaration does
not allege a guarantee, but simply states that the promise
;

made by the trustees of the club was made at the request
of the defendant, by the defendant's authority and on his
The meaning I attribute to the words of the declarabehalf.
is
simply this the Managing Committee got goods, for
the purposes of this club, from the payees of the notes, the
notes were then signed by the trustees of the club at the

tion

:

request of the defendant, by his authority as a member of
the Committee of Management, and on his behalf as such

member.

The

plaintiff does

not say that the defendant
he obtained these goods,
no power to authorise the signing
of these notes on behalf of the persons for whose benefit

was acting ultra
or that he had

vires

when

ul^^is.

»

"^^

^*j^°]^i^t(!rre''
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the ffoods
were obtained. Even the consideration for the
o
notes
is
not
»_J8.
alleged to have been given to the defendant as
standard Bank g,
but to the Committee of the club
private
individual,
^
1884.

May

23.

'

vs. D'i^iSterre.

On

the documents themselves there appears no
to pay these notes, and we merely
the
defendant
promise by
have two persons promising as trustees to pay. As to the
as a body.

liability of the persons
sect. 63 of the

who signed the

work already referred

63. Trustees, guardians, executors,

and

to

notes, Story says in

:

—

administrators.

—As

to trustees,

guardians, executors and administrators, and other persons acting en autre
droit, they are, by our law, generally held personally liable on promissory

have no authority to bind, ex directo, the persons for
and hence, to
benefit, or for whose estate, they act
give any validity to the note, they must be deemed personally bound as
makers. It is true that they may exempt themselves from personal
responsibility, by using clear and explicit words to shew that intention;
Thus,
but, in the absence of such words, the law will hold them bound.
if an executor or administrator should make or endorse a note in his own
"
"
"
name, adding thereto the words as executor or as administrator," he
would be personally responsible thereon. If he means to limit his
notes, because they

whom

or for

whose

;

responsibility, he should confine his stipulation to pay out of the estate.
In Shoe and Leather Bank vs. Bix, 123 Mass. 148, an instrument in

the usual form of a promissory note, but beginning, " We, as trustees but
not individually, promise to pay," &c., was held not to bind personally
the individuals that signed

it
and it was held that no action could be
maintained against them without proof that they had funds of the trust
;

As the instrument, by this construction, did not state any
person absolutely liable to ]iay it, and the persons signing it were not
bound to pay except, perliaps, out of a particular fund, the instrument

in their hands.

would seem not

to be a promissory note.

The trustees, however,
The conclusion at which

are not sued in the present action.
the Court has arrived is that, upon

the face of the declaration, no good ground of action against
the defendant is shewn, and therefore that the exception

must be allowed, with
liAURENCE,

J.,

rriaiutifrs Attorneys,

costs.

concurred.

Graham & Gilhert.
Stow & Caldecott. J

LDefeudaut's Attorneys,

"l
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Parkin

vs.

Ordinance 104,

Kichards and Kennedy, N.O.
21,

§§

22.

—Executor

dative.

—Review

of

Master's appointment.

Where the Master in the absence of competition had appointed
a person, who did not fall within the classes of persons
mentioned in

of an

sect.

22 of Ordinance 104, as executor dative
and a creditor, tvho stated that he

intestate estate,

held powers from the other creditors

and had been prevented

by a bona fide mistake from attending the meeting, subsequently applied to have the appointment set aside and
himself substituted as executor, and the Master supported
the original appointment: the Court declined to interfere ivith the discretion of the Master and refused the

application.

This was an application calling upon the respondents to
shew cause why the appointment of Richards by Kennedy,
,1

,.

-%T

f»

1

TT-

1

1

i-^

•

the acting Master oi the High (Jourt, as executor dative

appeared from the affidavits that tlie acting Master duly
issued an edict calling on the next of kin and creditors of
the deceased Nixon to appear on July 2, 1884, to see letters
should think

fit.

by him

to such persons as

he

The

affidavit of the applicant set forth
July 1 to the office of the acting Master

that he repaired on
and informed him that he was a creditor of the deceased,
and held powers of attorney from all the remaining creditors,

and that he and the other creditors were desirous that he
(the applicant) should be appointed executor dative of the
estate that the acting Master
thereupon intimated that the
;

meeting would be held on July

2,

at

10 o'clock;

that

applicant attended at the appointed time, for the purpose of
competing for the appointment, at the High Court instead
of at the office of the Master,
being under the inn)ression
tliat

the meeting would be held in the High Court ; tliat
some time he went to the office of the Master

after waiting

5.

Parkin
arkin DS.
vs.
liards an
and
oi Richards
Kennedy, N.O.
/•

the intestate estate of Nixon, should not be set aside, and
why the applicant should not be appointed in his stead. It

of administration granted

i884

July

540

1884^
6
July

„Parkin
Parkin
,

.

ichards

i
vs.
,

J^!?!^?^^^ x"?L

Kennedy, N.O

and found that the respondent Eichards had been appointed
that Eichards was neither a creditor nor a
to the office
;
'

relative

of the deceased;

consisted of

that

money and diamonds

the assets of the estate
in the District of Barkly,

where the applicant resided, and that Eichards had been
requested to resign the office but had refused to do so. To
the replying affidavit of the acting Master was annexed the
notice calling the meeting at 10 a.m. at his office
and he
therein further stated that as neither creditors nor naxt of
kin appeared at the appointed place and time he had offered
;

the appointment to Eichards, who was in his opinion a fit
and proper person to be entrusted with the office, and that
Eichards had accepted the appointment. He denied that
the applicant had informed him, when he called on July 1,
that he and the other creditors desired his appointment.
He added that the money was deposited in the Bank, that
he held the Bank's receipt therefor, and that in his opinion
the diamonds should be realised by some competent person
in Kimberley.
An affidavit of Eichards corroborated the
Master as to the circumstances leading to his appointment,
and admitted that he had been requested to resign it, but
stated that he had declined to do so on the ground that ho
had already accepted the trust.
fc)'

Lange, for the applicant, cited Ord. 104, sects. 21 and 22
Broers
vs. Honeyborne, Buch. 18G8, 107

;

Deare and Deitz

;

Buch. 1870, 77. He contended that as the applicant had been prevented by a bond
fide and natural mistake from being present at the meeting
he should be placed in the same position as lie would

and Others

vs. ScJiooiihie's Trustees,

undoubtedly have occupied had he attended. The Master
would have had no option in the matter, but m ould have
been obliged to appoint applicant if he had attended, and
,

therefore the principles of the cases cited applied to the

present case,

prayed

and the applicant

should have the relief

for.

Hoshyns,

C. P., for

The Court

the respondents, was not called upon.

refused the application, on the ground tliat
the Master had exercised his discretion in a matter which by

511
the Ordinance was

left to his discretion,

and on the further

i884.

—

July

6.

ground
spite of the allegations contained in the
i 3,rKin. vs.
s
applicant affidavits, there appeared to be no good cause for ^'"^^I'^^^^q
The Court distinguished the
interfering in the matter.
that, in

cases cited by the applicant's counsel as applying only to
the election of trustees in insolvent estates, in which case no
discretion was left to the officer before whom the election

was held, so that, in the cases cited, had it not been for a
bond fide error, there would have been no possible doubt as
to the person to be appointed.
Here, however, in spite of
what had since transpired, the acting Master on affidavit
supported the appointment made by him.
was therefore refused with costs.
rApplicant's Attorney, Rhodes.
Lliespoudents' Attorneys, Gkaiiam

application

"|
& Gilbeht.J

Blake
Pleading.

The

vs.

Geeenberg.

—Practice. —Rules of Court 21,

26, 27.

has been duly barred from replying to the
defendant's pleas^ he is not entitled to mahe application
that certain of the pleas should be struck out.

Wlien a

i)laintiff

This was an application by the plaintiff in a certain suit
wherein he claimed the value of certain goods wrongfully
seized and sold by the defendant, and damages for tlieir
wrongful conversion. The defendant had pleaded several
pleas, and, the plaintiff not having replied within the proper
time, the defendant, after due notice, had barred him from
so doing.

moved in terms of a notice of motion, calling
the
respondent to shew cause why certain paragraphs
upon
of his pleas should not be struck out for irrelevancy and
Ilopley

inconsistency.

Lord,

Q.G.,

objection that,

for

by

the defendant, took the preliminary
the provisions of the 2Gth Ilule of Court,

18H1.

July

7.

Blaku
Oruuuk-r

542

juiy'i

Bii^w.
Greenberg.

^•^^

pleadings were closed, and

it

was not competent to make

t^® present application.

Mopley produced an affidavit explaining that the delay on
the plaintiff's side had been unavoidable, and contended that,
even though he was barred from replying, he could nevertheless move to have certain portions of the pleas struck out.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—This

is

a simple matter.

Had

this

been an application to raise the bar, the affidavit produced by
the applicant would no doubt have had some weight, and
might have caused the Court to grant him relief; but the
application is for an amendment of pleas which, in terms of
the 26th Eule of Court, are closed. As the bar is still
subsisting, the applicant can have no possible right to be
heard in

Jones,

this form.

J., in

concurring, quoted the terms of Kules 21,

26, 27.

Application refused, with
Applicant's Attorneys,

costs.

Graham & Gii.BEiiT."J

t Respondent's Attorney, Beevoii.

J

London and South African Exploration Company,
Limited, vs. French and D'Esterre Diamond Mining
Company, Limited, and Eegistrar of Claims,
BULTFONTEIN MiNE.
Act

19,

1883, §§

65, 66,

78.— Ahandomient

of
Mandamus. — Register of Claims. — Oivners and

claims.—
lessees

of

claim ground.
Wliere the oivners of claim iwoperty a;ppUed
for an order qu the
Registrar of Claims to restore to the Register certain
claims ichich had heen abandoned
hj the lessees during the
curreticy of their lease, the Court refused to

order on motion.

mahe

such

543
This was an application calling on the respondents to
shew cause why certain claims situated in the Bultfontein
Mine, and leased by the applicant Company to the respondent

Company by

lease dated the 20th of

November, 1883,

to

expire the 31st of August, 1885, should not be restored to
the Kegister of Claims of the said mine. The facts were
On the 20th of November, 1883, the
briefly as follows.

respondent Company had leased from the applicant Company,
who were the owners of the soil, a certain block of claims in
Shortly thereafter they abandoned
certain of these claims in terms of the provisions of sect. 65

the Bultfontein Mine.

Act 19 of 1883 and on the 14th of December, 1883, the
Inspector of the said mine, who had been duly appointed by
Government as the proper ofiScer for that purpose, gave
of

;

78 of Act 19 of 1883, to the applicant
that
the
said
claims had been abandoned, and
Company
called upon them to take upon themselves all the liabilities
notice, in terms of sect.

and

responsibilities of an ordinary claim-holder in respect of

On the 5th of April, 1884, the applicant
wrote
to
the Bultfontein Mining Board, inquiring
Company
whether they considered the claims in question to be vested

the said claims.

in

them by

virtue of sect. 78 of the said Act, and

if

so

whether they were prepared to pay the rent due on them.
Receiving no reply, the Company again wrote to the said
Board, and received in reply to their communications a letter
stating that, as the applicant Company had failed to comply

with the notice of the inspector, the provisions of the law
must be taken to be in force. On the 5th of May, 1884,
the applicant

Company wrote

that, as the claims in question

Company under an unexpired

Board informing them
were held by the respondent

to the

lease, the said

Company had

no legal right to abandon them, and they therefore called
upon the said Board to withdraw their pretensions to any
right or title to the said claims, and to consent to their being
placed once more upon the Register of Claims of the mine.

After some further correspondence, the Board wrote on the
12th of May, 1884, disclaiming, in the circumstances, any
On the 5th of I\ray, 1884, the
right to the said claims.
applicant Company had written to the Registrar of Claims in
the said mine, setting forth the lease and submitting that

J^^*-^
» ^^

^

-

^ratton

^"e',,^^'*-^^'-

^^l^^^^^^^^^^f°^

^®^||i^g
'°

^"l^'f^f
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the respondent Company had no right to abandon the said
claims ; they therefore requested him to restore the claims

toratton

*^ *^® register.

1884^

^"

Fren^'and

^(S'^^M

?indf'
°^

^"^Mms
^"aiine^'"

The Eegistrar replied on the 10th of May
^^^ Unable to Comply with their request without an
order of Court or instructions from the Government.
Cor-

*^^^

^^^

respondence had also taken place between the applicant
Company and the respondent Company with reference to the
right of the latter to

abandon claims leased by them

for a

The

term.
affidavit in support of the application set forth
that the claim-holders in the said mine are subject to rules

and regulations, and duties and obligations, in respect to the
working of claims, and that by abandoning their claims they
evade such responsibilities, and cease to be amenable to the
said rules and regulations it was also alleged that by such
abandonment the interests of the applicant Company were
;

first in regard to any claim that the
Board
Mining
might set up to the claims in terms of Act 19
of 1883, and secondly with regard to the obligations cast
upon the applicant by the bye-laws of the mine with regard
to the working by owners of dangerous and fallen ground.

placed in jeopardy,

P. (with him Forster), for the applicants, cited
By the terms of the lease, which was
the
applicant Company could not sue for a breach
unexpired,
of the lease, but only for the rent.
They had no power of
Iloslcijns, C.

Act

19, 1883, sect. 78.

re-entry in case of a breach
lessees

were responsible

;

for

the only condition was that the
the rent for the whole of the

term agreed upon. Here, however, the lessees claimed to be
entitled to abandon the claims under sect. 65 of the Act. In
such case, bearing in mind the provisions of sect. 78, the
Company would be greatly and irremediably

applicant
damnified.

[Lord, Q.C., for the respondent Company, admitted, in
answer to the Court, that they were liable for the rent for
the whole of the term, and that they continued to pay

the rent.]
Forster followed on the same side, and contended that the
a})plieants had clearly sliown imminent danger.
Tliey had a
clear right, since the defendant Company admitted that they
had to pay the rent for the whole term, and that they could

545
not cease to occupy constructively. An injunction would
issue for specific performance of a contract, and this was a
stronger case, for the tenant was absolutely destroying and
his landlord's property.
making
o away
J with
ir
L
J

Lord, Q.C., contra

:

—Notice of abandonment of the claims

had been duly given, and thirty days had been allowed to
elapse without any steps being taken by the applicant
Company ; therefore the claims became by law the property
of the Mining Board.
If the respondent Company had
broken their contract the applicant Company should try to
obtain a remedy in an action for damages, but not by such

an application as the present. The respondent Company,
however, were allowed to go on working the rest of their
claims ; they paid the rent, which was all they were bound
to do, and there was nothing to shew that there had been

any breach

of contract.

Iloshyns, C, P., in reply, observed that the Eegistrar of
Claims was not opposing this application, and the only party

The lessee might be
opposing was the lessee himself.
to
out
terms
of
his
lease by an order for
the
compelled
carry
performance. He might be restrained from assigning
and the acts in the present case were much more
injurious to the landlord than an assignment would have
specific

his lease,

The

landlord here had no power to stop his tenant
from abandoning the claims. He submitted that the Court

been.

should order the claims to be replaced on the register, and
the proper position of the parties might be afterwards
ascertained

;

if

the Court did not interfere in belialf of the

applicants they would

Cur. adv.

lose their

ground

for ever.

vidt.

Postea (July 15),

Buchanan,

—

J. P., after reciting the facts as detailed in

the

and annexed correspondence, found that the matter
was one which necessitated proof by an action, and that
affidavits

therefore the present remedy applied for by way of motion
was incompetent, and that the application must ho refused
with costs. Applicants had not shewn a clear right nor,

i884.
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Exploration
Co., Ld., vs.

French and
I). M.

D'Ksterre

Co., lA.,

and

Kegistrar of
Claims,
Bultfontein
Mine.

failing that, irreparable damage and remedilessness in the
This was, in fact, a contest between the applicants
premises.

for certain valuable property, which contest
could not possibly be decided on motion there were certain
points connected with the alleged abandonment of the

and respondents

;

specific claims

which were

not, as matters of fact, clear,

and

required further proof, which could best be given by action.

—

In this matter the applicants move the
Jones, J., said
Court on a notice of motion, calling upon the respondents
:

to

shew cause why certain claims in the Bultfontein Mine,

leased by the applicants to the French and D'Esterre Mining
Company, under lease bearing date November 20, 1883, for

the period of two years, shall not be restored to the Register
of Claims of the said mine.
The affidavit of the Manager

Company is admitted by the respondents to
at issue.
From this it will appear
the
matter
fairly
that the Inspector of Mines gave notice in writing, under
sect. 78 of Act 19 of 1883, on the 14th December last, to the

of the applicant

shew

owner of the land upon which these claims are situated, that
the claims already mentioned were abandoned by the French
and D'Esterre Diamond Mining Company. Now this section
"
provides that every abandoned claim in any mine situate
iqmt land the title to ivMch is not subject to any reservation of
minerals and precious stones in favour of the Crown shall
become the property of the mining board, body or officer mentioned in the 66th section of this Act, under and by virtue
of the provisions of the said section, unless the owner of snch
land

shall,

uithin thirty days after he shall have received written

from any officer duly appointed in that behalf of the
that such claim has been abandoned, signify his willing-

notice

fact

ness to take upon himself all the liabilities and responsibilities
of an ordinary claimholder in respect of such claim."
The

French and D'Esterre Company had abandoned, we are told,
under the provisions of sect. 65 of the Act, which provides that
a claim shall be considered abandoned when " the registered
or rightful o^vner of the same shall give notice in writing to
the inspector of his intention to abandon the same." In April
last, the attorneys of the applicant company communicated
with the Bultfontein Mining Board, and were informed by

547
the Secretary that the Board had been notified by the
Inspector of Mines that, the applicant Company having
failed to complv with the notice served by the Inspector,

,1
the law

1-^ —
taken to be m

must be
the provisions of
force
ni
1
1 1
1
1
»«-•
n
to the Minme;
other words that the claims had lapsed
^
^ Board.
The applicants then called their attention to the fact that
1

•

•

.

there was an existing lease, and asserted that the lessee had
no right to abandon, and asked the Board to consent to
relinquish any legal right, title, or claim, they might have
to such claims, and consent to their restoration to the

Two

further letters passed between the appliand the Mining Board, and eventually, on
May 12, the Secretary of the Board wrote that under the circumstances the Bultfontein Mining Board disclaimed any
Eegister.

cants' attorneys

right to the claims mentioned.

The

applicants'

attorneys

May 5, had informed the Registrar of Claims
that these claims were held under lease by the French and
D'Esterre Company, that the term would not expire until
August 31, 1885, and submitted therefore that they had no
right to abandon, and requested the Registrar to restore
them to the Register. To this letter a reply was sent to the
meantime, on

effect that the Registrar

was unable to accede to the request
effect from Government or an

without an instruction to that
order of Court.

Of

were duly informed.

these facts the respondent Company
It is further alleged that the object of

abandonment is to evade the rules and regulations of the
mine, and the consequent responsibilities and duties arising
under them, and that the interests of the applicant company
are placed in jeopardy, because of the claims which the
Mining Board might set up, and because of a bye-law relating
to dangerous ground.
It must be noted that there is no
allegation that the claims abandoned are at present, or were
at the date of the abandonment, in a dangerous state, and
therefore the Court has not now to deal with the matter as
if imminent
danger existed from a cause of this character. I
wish carefully to guard myself upon this point, and I do not
this

deem

it necessary now to
express an opinion as to the course
which should be followed in such a case. We have merely
to consider whether, on the facts
alleged, the Court can and

ought
Vl.j..

to grant a

remedy in the nature of
W.

II.— r.viiT I1[.~G.

a

mandamus
2

to the

i884.
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Registrar to restore these claims to the Register, and an
interdict or injunction restraining the respondent company

^^^^ abandoning them after they have been so restored.
^pon looking at tlie lease between the applicant and
respondent Companies, I find no easement or agreement

between the parties that the

lessees shall remain registered
as claimholders in the Register of Claims, or that the lessees
shall take out the usual certificate of registration.
Supposing

then, that they did not continue to remain on the Register,
but abandoned their claims as miners, what consequences

would ensue ?
and

their duties

I take it that they could not escape

responsibilities under the

lease,

from

but would be

compellable either to perform their covenants or be mulcted

But meanwhile, if by
damages for non-performance.
abandonment the lessors were compelled under sect. 78 to
accept the liabilities and responsibilities of an ordinary
in

claimholder in order to avoid forfeiture, the lessees could not
complain if the corresponding advantages were also reaped

by the lessors. It would be almost absurd to suppose that if
the Bultfontein Mine were abandoned altogether, the lessees
could be compelled to continue to work down as if the ground
were producing diamonds

and moreover no stipulation is
to work as miners,
desire
to
cease
Should
should they
working.
they, however,
abandon their claims, and damage ensue to the lessors, I

made

;

that the lessees shall continue

have no doubt the Court could apply a remedy, though I
need not now suggest the form it should take. According
to Mr. Lord's statement, the lessees desire to continue paying
It is
rent and to perform the stipulations in their lease.

obvious that the lease from the applicant
does not confer the right to mine, tliough
better tenure of the claims in the mine.

I

Company alone
may ensure a

it

do not at present

upon what basis of clear right the C(jurt can grant the
Ko doubt if the Exploration Company
remedy prayed.
sustains damage it will have a legal remedy.
We have not
the Mining Board before us but if the claims by operation
of law have vested in them, this Court could not, on tlie
mere motion of a party interested, divest the Mining Boaid
of its rights, and vest them in other parties, even thouah we
had it sworn on affidavit by the parties before the Court
see

;
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that there had been a consent on their part to waive their
.

rights,

if

amounts

question we now have to determine
Does the lease and agreement
before the
o

The

any.

to this

:

—

i884.

July
..

5-

^s

.

J^-^^-^-

Exploration

Court enable the applicant Company to apply by motion for p^g'^g^^^d
^'
the restoration of the lessees' names as claimholders in the ^'^^HT
^'
Co., Ld., ana
Registrar of
I am clearly of opinion that by our law this
Reofister ?
Claims,

remedy cannot be

The

almost analogous to
a
farm
for
that of
let
grazing purposes. The Court could
not order a lessee to keep cattle on the farm let to him^
given.

case

is

though a remedy perhaps might be given in the form of
damages, or, in case of user otherwise than in accordance
with the terms of the lease, by interdict. The remedy of the
lessor when the lessee quits before the end of his term is
clearly pointed out
*^

actio locati,"

by

he says:

Speaking of the
brought to compel
the whole time expressed in

Voet, xix. 2,

—"This action

the lessee to pay the rent for

22.
is

the lease together with interest, even though the lessee has
not made use of the property let, or has quitted before the
end of the term without having some good cause for doing
After discussing the question further he says, " nor is
at variance with these principles that a landlord can instantly
so."

bring an action against the tenant .... quitting before the end
of his term, and thus can claim at once the rent for the whole
of the remainder of the term," and further on he adds, " He
may bring his action, not for the rent, which is not yet due,

but to compel the lessee to give security for payment of

tlie

due, or for indemnifying him agaiiist loss.
For by reason of the departure of the lessee the proprietor
of the farm or house has no longer any security for his rent
rent as

it

falls

in the furniture of the

removed, or in

tenant,

which has already been
which for want of

produce of the land,
cultivation cannot produce a good crop
tlie

and theroibre in
time for
lias
not
be
an
action
payment
yet arrived,
brought to
may
the
of
coni})el
giving
security, and if good cause be shewn,
;

this case, as in all hon/v fidei transactions, wlien the

the Court will grant an order to that effect." I quite concur
in the expression of opinion which during the course of the
argument fell from the Croivn Prosecutor, when he asserted
that sect, 78 contained a most dangerous provision, and we
need not look very deeply into the matter to see tliat there

Bultfonteln
Mine.
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cases in which

many

against

it

the owner of the

might operate most harshly

The

soil.

case of a registered

claimholder not being also the lessee of the soil, and vice
versa, are casus omissi, and do not seem to have been con-

templated by the legislature. We have, however, to deal
with the law as it stands, and under it I am of opinion that

Company cannot have the remedy for which
The application must be dismissed with
pray.

the applicant

they now
costs.

rApplicanfs' Attorneys, Stow & Caldecott.
"j
LKespondents' Attorneys, H. C. & J. C. Haaeiioff. J

&

GOLDSCHMIDT
Provisional sentence.

Co.

—Promissonj

man

VS.

note.

WaLLIS.

— Liability

of Chair-

of Mining Board.

Chairman of a Mining Board was sued personally
on 'promissory notes made hy him "in his capacity of
Chairman" and signed with the ivords " Chairman to the

Wliere the

Board

"

beneath the signature, the Court refused

to

grant

provisional sentence.

1884.

July

Provisional sentence was claimed on two promissory notes,

15.

both of which were in the following form
Goldschmidt &
Co.

vs.

Wallis.

"

Mining Board

:

—

Office, Dutoitspan,

"

"£1105

2s.

"

my

Dec. 15, 1880.

9d.

Three months
capacity

of

Mining Board)

after date I

Chairman

promise to pay (in
the Dutoitspan

to

to the order of IMessrs.

Solomon

&

Cohen, at the Standard Bank, Kimberley, the
sum of £1105 2s. 9d. for value received.

"H. B. Wallis,
" Chairman to the
Mining Board, Dutoitspan."
The

notes were endorsed by the payees and had been

dishonoured.

An

affidavit

had been

filed

by the defendant, which

set

551
that in December,' 1880, he was Chairman of the
Mining Board, Dutoitspan, and that on the 13th of that
forth

month, at a meeting of the Board, it was reported that two
notes made by the Board in favour of Solomon and Cohen
for £1105 2s. 9d. each would fall due on the 15th inst,,
was resolved that the Chairman should sign
renewals of the notes in full that the notes now sued upon
were the renewals signed in consequence of such resolution
that with regard to the second of the two notes
on which

whereupon

it

;

—

;

"
" H. B.
Wallis
signature
appeared below as well as
"
above the words
Chairman to the Mining Board, Dutoittlie

"

span

—the lower signature had been placed

in that position

by mistake, and upon the mistake being pointed out the
upper signature had been made in its proper place, but the
unerased by inadvertence.
The affidavit
that defendant did not sign the notes
either as surety or principal debtor, that he had never
lower one
further

left

set

forth

previously received any demand upon them, that the notes
of which these were renewals were not signed by the defen-

dant but by his predecessor in the office of Chairman to the
Board, and that the plaintiffs were well aware of all the
circumstances set forth in the affidavit at the time when the
notes were endorsed over to them.
Hoshyns, C. P. (with

him Lange),

for the defendant, cited

and De Koch vs. Bussouiv and Another,
1 Menz. 11, 78, to shew that the fact of a person's signature
appearing upon an acknowledgment of debt as a surety did
Norton

Satchivell

vs.

not necessarily

make him

was a question

for a

Farroiv, 5

j\1.

&

liable in a provisional case.

This

jury to decide upon. In Leadhitter vs.
S. 345, it had been laid down that an

agent drawing a bill for his principal would be personally
"
liable
unless he states on the face of tlie bill that he does
by procuration." He referred to Byles on Bills, 12th ed,
36 Chittij on Bills, p. 34 Story on Promissory Notes, sects.
Bult vs. Morrell, 12 A. & E. 745, and argued
t)4, 65, 69

so
p.

;

;

;

that the wording of the document now sued
upon, together
with the fects as set forth on affidavit, shewed clearly that

the defendant signed merely as Chairman and did not
himself personally liable.

make

,^884.
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jir%
Goidsch^idt&
Co.

vs.

Wallis.

^'®'

i^aw^e followed on the same side and referred to Alexander
^*'^^^» ^' 1^-4 Ex. 102, and Lindus vs. Melrose, 21 L. J.

]j]x.

326.

Lord, Q.G. (with him Forster), for the plaintiffs, referred
to Byles on Bills, 12th ed. 75
Nicholas vs. Diamond, 9
;

Exch. 154

;

Bottomley vs. Fisher,

&

TayZor, 5 H.

N. 540

;

Mare

1

vs.

H.

&

C. 211

C/^arZes,

5 E.

;

Price vs.

&

B. 978

;

Gray
Baper, L. R. 1 C. P. 694 ; Lindus vs. Melrose,
27 L. J. Ex. 326 ; Luttmi vs. ITars/i, 40 L. J. Q. B. 175. If
the defendant was not personally liable on these notes no
vs.

one would be

liable, since in

the case of Goldschmidf

&

Co.

Dutoiispan Mining Board [see H. C. Repp. vol. ii. p. 195]
it had been decided
by Laukence, J., that the present
Board
of
Mining
Dutoitspan was not liable, because their
vs.

predecessors when they incurred the liability had had no
legal existence as a Board.
[Hopley, as amicus curise,
mentioned that the legality of the existence of the Board

had not been decided

that case

in

;

but the Court had

refused provisional sentence as the matter was very doubtful.]
He also referred to Westhuysen vs. Pope and Bevenish,
2 Menz. 64 Kelner vs. Baitter, L. R. 2 C. P. 174 ; Story
;

on Agency,

sects. 155, 157.

same side, and argued that the
face of the documents there
was
whether
on
the
question
was anything to shew that the defendant was not liable.
The words in the body " in my capacity as Chairman of the
"
were descriptive merely and inoperative to affect
Board
the signature, the general rule being that no words of a
Forster followed on the

merely descriptive character altered the liability on the
note.
The words " in my capacity as Chairman of the

Board" did not repudiate liability, though they might
The note did
protect the maker against the Board itself.
not purport to be "on behalf of" the Mining Board, to
Avhich the words " in my capacity as Chairman of the
"
In Hudson vs. Cozens,
Board
were not equivalent.
"
1 Menz. 126, the words
assistant cashier of the C. G. H.
"
Bank were held to be merely descriptive. Such terms as
"

descriptive.
liability,

"

"

Chairman," &c., were merely
to free himself from personal
should have written " In my capacity as Chair-

Manager,"

Secretary,"

The defendant,

653

man

Boatd and not ^personally" or words to that

of the

i884.
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15.

effect.
Goldschmidt
Co.

Buchanan,

J.P.

:

—The

Court

is

now dealing with a

and not with the principal case, and the
provisional
short question we have to determine is what is the liability
of the defendant ?
We have three main points to guide
case,

us.
tlie

were made, or purport to be made, at
Mining Board, Dutoitspan. Secondly, the

First, the notes

of the

office

"

in my capacity as Chairman of the
promise is to pay
these
words
Board,"
being pointedly put into the body of
note
the
and thirdly, the signature is by the defendant as
;

" Chairman of the
to

me

Mining Board, Dutoitspan."

clear that Wallis,

when he signed

It

appears

these notes, was

only binding the Board of which he was Chairman. He
was really (to use the words of Lord Ellenborough in Lead" a mere scribe."
hitter vs. Farroiv)
The English cases
seem to favour both sides of the question, and there seems to

have been only one Colonial case in point, viz., Hudson vs.
Cozens, which however cannot be held to have decided what
liability would attach to a maker of a note who added such
a description of his capacity as in the present case. It
appears that the present plaintiffs have endeavoured in the
previous case of Goldschmidt & Co, vs. Yonge, N. 0., to obtain

a provisional judgment on these very notes, and Mr. Justice
Laurence has refused provisional sentence. It is possible
that in the principal case the plaintiffs will be able to shew
that the defendant undertook a personal liability, but I

think we should refuse provisional sentence.

Jones,

J.

:

—

I

concur on the simple ground that the

notes are signed by the defendant as Chairman of the Board,
and the same capacit}- is set forth in the body of the notes.

he signed only in that capacity and that the words
used were meant to limit his liability to his capacity. A

I think

number

of cases

Cozens,

the

have been quoted where, descriptive words
been
only having
used, the makers of notes or drawers of
bills have been held
In Iludsoti vs.
personally liable.

Supreme

Court

drew a distinction between

descriptive words and words used to shew that a jtersou was

vs.

&

Wallis.
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In this case I should hold that
acting in a certain capacity.
"
"
as
Chairman of the Board were
the words in my capacity
^
Goklschmidt &
i
»
i
p
,
-r,
"
Co. vs. waiiis.
equivalent to for and on behalf of the Board.
i«84-

•'

i

Provisional sentence was therefore refused, with costs.*

&

Caldecott. "1
Attorney^i, Coryndon
J. C. HAAKHorr. J
Defendant's Attorneys, H. C.
[Plaintiffs'

&

Rose Innes Diamond Mining Company, Limited,
Centeal Diamond Mining Company, Limited.

vs.

—
—

Amalgamation of Mining Companies. Completion of conPowers of Directors. Ultra Vires.
tract,

—

Where
a

inining companies had agreed to amalgamate upon
certain basis, and had empowered their respective

tivo

directors to arrange the details, and the directors had
suhsequentlg entered into certain arrangements wJbich -were

ultra vires, hut the amalgamation had been in the main
carried out on the original basis, one of the terms of which

was

that the

amalgamated Compamj should pay one of

Compayiies at a certain rate for

the

high ground, on the
and
an
measured,
being
approximate measurequantity
ment had afterwards been made : Held, that, notwithits

—

standing the circumstance that the agreement betiveen

had been ultra vires, there
had been a completed contract with regard to the high
ground, and the Company which formerly owned the
the directors as to certain points

ground ivas entitled to recover from the amalgamated
Company, ivhich had tahen it over, the value of the said
gromid at the rate originally fixed, and for the quantity
ascertained by the subsequent measurement.
1834.
.,

29'.

30.
„
Oct. 10.

D^M^'co'Td
^'^carLd^'^^'

In this action the

plaintiff Company alleged that on the
between it and the
1883, it was agreed
O
defendant Company that certain properties belonging to the
situated in the Ivimberley Mine, should
P-^ai^tiff Company,

1st

^^^
*

of August,
O

'

'

acquired by the defendant Company, and that

Com})arc the case
4 Buch. E. 1). C. 215.

of

Anderson

tfe

Co.

vs.

it

formed

Ihynolds and Tillurd,
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a portion of the said agreement that certain high ground
consisting of diamondiferous soil, the property of the plaintiff

t\^^28
"'

29-

Oct^io.
Company, and standing in their claims in the said mine,
above the level of 100 feet below the top of the hard rock, d^m'^co^m..
should become the property of the defendant Company for "*• centiaUD-M.

sum

of five shillings per load of 16 cubic feet,
deductions amounting to £5512 13s. 4:d. ; that
the terms of the said agreement were contained in a letter

the price or
less certain

annexed to the declaration
that it was understood and
agreed between the plaintiff Company and the defendant
Company that the high ground should be surveyed and
measured for the purpose of ascertaining, as nearly as
possible, the amount of high ground to be paid for by the
defendant Company, and that a competent surveyor should
survey or measure it. The declaration further alleged that,
;

in accordance with the terms of the

assets

and

liabilities of

the plaintiff

said agreement, the

Company were taken

over by the defendant Company, and the ownership and
control of the said high ground were transferred to them
;

that the said high ground was measured and found to contain
117,940 loads, or thereabouts; the plaintiffs alleged that all

things had happened, etc., to entitle them to demand payment for the high ground, and that the amount due to

them, after allowing for the deduction of the £5512, was
£23,972 16s. Sd. In the alternative, the plaintift' Company
relied upon the facts above set forth, save as to the alleged

measurement, and the declaration proceeded to state that
all times had elapsed, etc., to entitle the plaintiff Company

demand completion of the agreement, yet the defendant
Company had hitherto neglected to measure the said high
ground by survey, or to pay tlie plaintiff Company 5s. per
load upon such measurement.
The plaintiff Ccmipany

to

prayed for (1) £23,972

16s. Sd.,

with interest a tempore morx,

or (2) in the alternative, an order compelling the defendant
Company to cause the high ground to be measured, in terms

of the said agreement, and to pay
measurement, less the £5512 13s.

5s.
^-d.

aforesaid, or otherwise for £25.000 as

of contract.

The

a load upon such
to

be deducted as

damages

for

letter attached to the declaration

the tbllowin-x terms

:

breach

was in
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—

" To

the

Chairman and

The Central Company, June

Directors of the

28th, 1883.

.

Eose Innes Diamond Mining

Oct. 10.

Company, Limited.

Rose Tunes
D. M.Go., Ld.,
Central D. M.

fs.

"Gentlemen,

—Mr. English, one

of the directors of this

Company, has

Board of Directors that he has ascertained from Messrs.
Cowan and O'Leary that there is a desire on the part of your Comj^xmy to
amalgamate with the Central Company, and that the following terms have
reported to the

been arranged as a basis of negotiations— viz.. Central scrip to be issued
for 121 claims at the rate of £8000 a claim. That measurements at a depth
of 100 feet below the level of the hard reck facing road six north shall be
made, and that should the extent of claim ground at that depth be greater

than 12 2 claims, then scrip shall be issued

for

such excess at the rate above

That the sum

mentioned.

the Kose Innes

measurement

Company

shall be

of 5s. per load of 16 cubic feet shall be paid to
for all ground above the aforesaid level at which

made.

Machinery and rolling stock

to be given in.

The amalgamated Company to settle all liabilities of the Rose Innes
Company, All Mining Board paper held by the Kose Innes Company to
be taken over by the amalgamated Company at par value as a set-off
against the liabilities of the Eose Innes Company, discount to be allowed
on

all

current paper.

Any

balance between

liabilities

and Mining Board

paper to be deducted from payment to be made on account of high ground.
This proposition has been favourably received by the Board of Directors,
who will appoint a Committee to inspect the books of your Comijaiiy, in
order to verify the returns and statements of the yield from your ground,
etc., and in tlie event of the report of this Committee proving satisfactory,

they will be prepared to recommend to the shareholders the completion of
Some delay will, however, be unavoidthe contemplated amalgamation.
able, as a large

will

number

and
K. Tucker, Secretary."

of the Central shareholders reside in England,

have to be consulted.

"

"

Yours,

etc.,

The defendant Company by

pleas admitted

their

the

statements in the declaration concerning the letter also that
the possession of the high ground had been, as alleged,
;

transferred to the defendants
to receive

from the

;

plaintiffs the

also that

sum

of

they were entitled

£5512

13s. 4cZ.

They

denied that the alleged agreement was ever a completed
agreement, but pleaded that it was merely an offer of

amalgamation of the properties of the plaintiff and defendant
Com})anies on a certain basis of amalgamation as therein
contained that this basis of amalgamation was afterwards
agreed to by the plaintiffs on the 25th of July, 1883, and
that on the 1st of August the defendant Company duly
;

authorised their directors to conchide the said negotiations,
and settle the details of the proposed amalgamation with
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the plaintiff Company; that the plaintiff Company, on or
about the 12th of September, 1883, duly granted like powers
the settlement of the said details

to their directors; that

formed a condition precedent to the completion of the said
agreement; that, on the 8th of October, 1883, it was agreed
between the directors of the two Companies that the said

amalgamation should be settled and
way, and that the said agreement
agreed upon
for amalgamation should thereupon be concluded and be
binding upon and between the parties that the agreement
between the directors on behalf of their respective Companies
was to the following effect 1st, That the number of loads
of blue for which the defendants were to pay 5s. a load
should be fixed and determined at the number of 110,000
loads
2nd, That in addition to the sums due by the
details of the said

in a certain

;

:

;

plaintiffs to

the defendants, the defendants should be allowed

deduct from the sum so to be paid by the defendants for
the said blue ground the further sum of £11,240 Ss. Id.,
and that thereupon the plaintiff Company should be allowed

to

to share

j[)ro

rata with the defendant

Company

in certain

cash, diamonds. Mining Board promissory notes, blue ground,
lumps and stores, then the property of the defendant
Company, and of the value of £92,007 2s. ^d. 3rd, That the
payment of the balance found to be due by the defendant to
;

the plaintiff Company should be made by a promissory note
made by the defendants and payable eighteen months after
date, subject to the following conditions

(a) That, should
the Ximberley Mining Board obtain a loan and pay to the
defendants certain largo sums of money then due and owing
:

th.em by the said Board, or a sufficient portion of such
debt to cover the amount of the said note at any time before
to

the maturity of the said note, the note should become at
once due and payable to the plaintiffs; (h) That the de-

fendants

should

retire the said promissory note before
dividend
That in case of payment before
; (c)
declaring any
lull
of
rebate
interest should be allowed.
The
maturity

plea proceeded to state that, the said details having been
thus arranged between the said directors, tlie defenchuits

thereupon
received

plaintiffs and the ])laintirfs
scrip in the ca[iital stock of the

delivered to the

and accepted

i«8*-.

29.

Cct^io.

p^jf^^j^f"!^

^s.c^ntraTu.M.
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defendant
offer

Company to tlie amount agreed upon in the said
annexed to the declaration, and the plaintiffs duly

transferred to

the

defendants their

said

claims

in

the

I^imberley Mine, and the plaintiffs became entitled to and
did participate in the benefits accruing from the said

£92,007

that thereafter the balance due by defendants to
by reason of tlie premises was ascertained to

;

plaintiffs

amount to £10,746 18s., and no more ; that the defendants
had always been ready and willing to give to the plaintiffs a
promissory note in terms of the said agreement for the said
amount of £10,746, and on the 18th of December, 1883, and
before action brought, did offer and tender a promissory
note in terms thereof, but the plaintiffs refused to accept it,
and defendants again in the plea tendered their promissory

note for the said

sum

in terms of the

agreement aforesaid.

The defendants

further alleged that the said agreement for
between
the parties was not a complete and
amalgamation
until
the said details had been and were
binding agreement

agreed upon, and that the said details were agreed upon on
the terms and in the manner already set forth, and that the
said scrip was delivered

and the

by the defendants to the plaintiffs,
became entitled to share in the said
consideration thereof, and for no other reason, as

plaintiffs

£92,007 in

the defendants were ready to verify. In the alternative, the
defendants relied on the previously stated allegations, and
pleaded that the said details so referred for settlement and.

arrangement to the said directors of the said Companies
still remained and were in dispute and unsettled, and that
until the same should be finally settled and agreed upon
the

plaintiffs

were not entitled

to

recover in this action.

As

a further defence, the defendants admitted that the said blue
ground referred to in the pleadings was to be taken over,

on the completion of the agreement
it

it

for

amalgamation, at the

by the defendants, but they denied that
was understood and agreed uj)on between the parties that

rate of

58.

per load

should be surveyed as alleged by the plaintiffs. They
it had ever been surveyed as alleged, or

also denied that

The
of loads as alleged was accurate.
delendants further said that they were, and had always been,
that the

number

ready and willing to work the said blue ground down, and
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to account to the plaintiffs from time to time in respect of
the same, as it should be worked down, at the rate of 5s. a

The

load of 16 cubic feet.

This action

may be

i884.
..

replication was general.

described as a continuation of the

dct^o.

^ ^f^^o'^'^Ld

between the same parties in which the defendants had «»•
been absolved from the instance [vide supra, p. 272] and the
evidence in the previous case was upon the application of
suit

the defendants admitted as evidence in the present case,
upon the understanding that the objections previously

urged on behalf of the

plaintiffs to the admissibility of
of
that
were
now repeated.
evidence
portions
The plaintiffs called J, J. O'Leary, one of the trustees of

the plaintiff Company,

who deposed

that he had

known the

actual state of the Eose Innes claims before August 1883.
He produced a model and explained the state of the ground
to the Court.
Surveyor Tucker had been agreed uj)on by
both parties to survey the ground in September, and witness
had given him data upon which to go in arriving at the
number of loads of high ground, which was then and also at

the time of the trial of the cause entirely covered with reef.
At the time of the amalgamation arrangements it was never

suggested that the quantity should be ascertained by actual
haulage that suggestion had been only lately made, and
it would take years to complete delivery by that mode.
;

On

the 27th September, 1883, there was a meeting at the
the plaintiff Company, at which Messrs. Tracey,

office of

Eeningfield and Bottomley were present as representatives
The object of the meeting was to
of the Central Company.
ascertain the extent of the high ground.

Surveyor Tucker's

AVitness explained
report, fixing the amount, was produced.
to the Central Company's directors that he had given

Tucker most of the data upon which he went in calculating,
and they made no oljjection. They then said nothing about
The Surveyor, who
ascertaining the amount by haulage.
was present, said that 110,000 loads was a fair estimate. In
"
the Kimberley Mine 16 cubic feet " loose
were equal to
"
"
between 9 and 10 feet solid
that was the scale fixed
by the Mining Board; in the mine a "load "is 16 cubic
;

feet loose.

At

this

29.

meetnig the Central Company's directors

offered 90,000 loads as a final computation, but the directors

^'
'^co*'Ld^"
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of the plaintiff
at.

Company

refused to accept less than 110,000

and no agreement

as to the quantity was then arrived
Since then, according to the Central Company's reports,

loads,

*^^y ^^^ hauled 4000 loads of this ground, but had paid the
In cross-examination, the witness
plaintiffs
nothing.

—

deposed as follows: It was the amalgamated Company
which would have to pay for the high ground. There was
never an agreement that cash should be paid at once upon
the measurement being made that seemed to be tacitly
;

understood.

It

me

never struck

that the

mode

of

payment

was a detail for arrangement. I consider that the letter of
June 28 sets forth the mode of payment, i.e., 5s. a load,
payable on ascertaining the amount. A survey such as was
made in this case is only approximate, within 10 or 12 jier

The meeting of September 27 was quite
informal and nothing was agreed upon. The amount has
never been agreed upon it would have been settled at 110,000
cent, either way.

;

the meeting of October 8 had been formal. Reexamined
There never has been any offer to pay, except
loads

if

:

—

after deduction of a share of assets to

which the

plaintiffs

say they are entitled in full. Plaintiff's have no objection
to taking negotiable bills in payment.

Mr. Tucker, the surveyor, deposed that he had surveyed
the high ground and could say without doubt that there
were over 100,000 loads. He had reported 110,000, as he
thought that the most likely quantity. Witness admitted that

he measured the depth of reef on the high ground at only
one spot it was almost impossible to find out the amount of
;

reef accurately, and the survey could not be accurately
unless the surface were cleared of reef, but the survey

made
made

as the circumstances would permit.
closed
their case,
plaintiffs having
Forster (with him Ilopley), for the defendants, applied for
absolution from the instance on the followinjT; grounds :~

was as

fair

and accurate

The

That no completed contract between the plaintiffs and
del'endants had been proved
(2) Thai", even if a complete
contract had been proved, no agreement to measure had beeij
proved (3) That no accurate and trustworthy measurement
had been proved (4) That no agreement to pay cash had
(1)

;

;

;

been i)roved

;

(5) Tliat

no sale to the defendant

(

'Ompany as
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alleged in the declaration had been proved. He contended
that if the agreement of October 8 were good the plaintiffs
case was at an end,

i884.^
..

29.

bad, as being tdtra vires, then the
oct^io.
Moreover there j)^jj^co"°Ld
original agreement was merely inchoate.
was nothing to shew that the amalgamated Company liad ^*-^«^t''^^-^agreed to take over and pay in cash for the thing sold.

The Court

if

pointed out a technical difficulty.

By

con-

sent of parties the evidence in the previous case had been
admitted as evidence in the present suit. The defendants
were therefore now applying for absolution when a great

deal of their evidence was already taken. As this course
was irregular, absolution must be refused, and it was

unnecessary at the present stage of the case to go into the
other points which had been raised.*

The defendants
directors of

called

Mr. P.

W.

Tracey, one of the
that tliere

the Central Company, who deposed

was never any arrangement as
ground, and the payment for

to
it,

the quantity of the high
save at the meeting of

meeting was not binding, then the
the directors of the two Companies
The Kose Innes Company sold the
were still unsettled.
high ground to the amalgamated Company an accurate
The Central
survey of that ground was impossible.
directors
had
never
Tucker's
survey as
accepted
Company's
had
nor
bound
the
they
absolutely correct,
Company to the

October
details

8.

If

that

which were

left to

;

On

October 8 they agreed to accept 110,000 loads
as correct, together with the other details which were then
survey.

*
On this point compare tlie nisi prius case of White vs. Walker
and Otliers, coram Hudrllestoii, B., and a jury, reported in the Times of
March 10, 1885. In that case it was agreed that it would be more con-

venient to read

all

the evidence, the defendants' as well as the plaintiff's,

which had been taken in Japan on commission, at the commencement
At the conclusion
of the case, and that course was accordingly pursued.
of the plaintiff's case, counsel for the defendants submitted that there was
no evidence to go the jury, and the learned Judge was inclined to tal-;e
Counsel

that view.

for the plaintiff

then submitted that there could be

—

no non-suit, inasmuch as part of the defendants' evidence that taken on
commission had been read, and was therefore before the jvu'}'. j\Ir.
Baron Huddleston, after some discussion, said that the point ajipeared a
good one, and under all the circumstances tlie case had bettor lie left to

—

the jury.

—

l-h).
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Cross-examined
I remember urging on the
measurement of the claims, to get it finished so as to close
our books.
We have never offered payment, save with the
deductions for which we contend. Personally, I thought

arranged.

:

103,000 loads would be the amount.

we put

In our report to our

down

at 110,000 loads, basing our
report on the evidence before us. As a matter of fact the

shareholders

old Central

Company
Company

it

Company advanced

the

money

to the

Rose Innes

pay the surveyor. The assets of the Central
were omitted in the letter of June 28,
The

to

was written after a thorough discussion by our
there was no special object in omitting to
mention them forgetfulness may have had something to do
letter

directors

;

;

with

it.

They were not purposely

omitted. Ee-examined

:

—

We

thought that it went without saying that the assets
would remain the property of the Central Company's share-

The books

holders.
closed.

Central

By

of the old Central

the Court

Company and

:

— The

Company

are

now

distinction between the old

the amalgamated Central

Company

is

that the capital has been increased and new shareholdei'S
have been added. All the shareholders of the present
Company would have to pay for the high ground, out of the

made in working the new Company. Mr. J. Beninganother director of the Central Company, gave similar

profits
field,

evidence, and the defendants closed their case.

—

The
Hoskyns, C. P. (with him Lange), for the plaintiffs
additional
evidence.
is
the
plaintiffs' position
strengthened by
:

formed part of the amalgamation,
were
they
specially considered by the Central

It is clear that the assets

because

and yet not specially excluded. The amount of
high ground is clearly proved to be 110,000 loads at least.
The directors of both Companies have ever since the survey
adopted that as the accurate amount, and the Cential
directors

It is absurd to
directors say so in their report.
meant
two
or three years
that
the
to
wait
for
parties
sup})Ose
The
until haulage had determined the actual amount.

Company

evidence shews that Tucker was appointed by both parties.
If the Court cannot find that Tucker's estimate of 117,000
loads is correct, then judgment might be given under the
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Court's equitable jurisdiction for the price of 110,000 loads,
for the payment of the balance when it could be

and

juf^jg
"
^a-

As to the equitable powers of the
octjo.
accurately ascertained.
Court to carry out the intentions of the parties to a contract, D^jf^J""!^
he referred to Story on Contracts, sects. 640&, 643 Eden vs. ^«- CentraiD. m.
Lyons, 3 Ves. 692. The parties could not have intended
;

that the survey should be mathematically accurate, and the
meant tliat as good a survey as was possible should

contract

be made, and this has been done. No agreement having
been made to give credit, the proper construction of the contract is that payment should be made in cash as soon as the

amount

is

ascertained.

This was done on September 27

;

payment ought then to have been made, and the defendants
ought to pay interest from that date.

— Equity

on the side of the defendants.
contract was not that the defendant Company should

Forster, contra.

The

is

acquire the plaintiff Company's ground, but that the two
Companies should be amalgamated, and that the ground

should be acquired by the amalgamated Company. If there
There was no
sale it was one from A to A-f B.

was a

language to shew that a cash payment was intended. The
vendors sold to a Company in which they had an interest.

The

enjoyment of the chattel sold was of necessity
and
postponed,
expenses were daily accruing on it in the
of
&c.
rates,
way
Equity then would not require a cash
payment, especially as in this instance the selling Company
has an interest until the amount is paid. In the previous
case the plaintiff Company had tried to get paid for 110,000
loads upon an agreement which was held to be ultra vires.
beneficial

are now trying to get all the advantages of that
agreement. If the meeting of October 8 was ultra vires,
then all things are in statu quo, everything is inchoate, a

They

had been agreed upon, but all the details were unThe plaintiffs have brought their action on a
contract which they allege to be complete they have not
basis

settled.

;

confined themselves to an action for a declaration of rights.
Keferring to the judgments in the previous case, he pointed

out that both the Judges had found that on September 24,
1883, nothing had been completed.
Nothing had ha])pencd
since then, save the abortive meeting of October 8. I\rr.
Vol. IL— Pakt III.-G. W.
2 P
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"

Laurence had found that the mode of payment
and O'Leary, the
was one of the details to be settled
had
the
were not yet
admitted
that
details
witness,
plaintiffs'
There is no agreement to survey the ground, nor
settled.

Justice

29.

;

Oct^io.

D^M**c^°Ld
^'

"''

^co^'^LcP'

^^^ the Central Company ever agreed to be bound by
Tucker's figures. It is said that it was not suggested until
lately that the amount of ground should be ascertained by
haulage perhaps that is so, but on the other hand there was
;

never any agreement to pay in cash before delivery of the
ground. The delivery would not take place until the ground

was hauled, even though the licences to the claims had been
It is admitted that the ground cannot be
transferred.
accurately surveyed, and what has been done was upon Mr.
O'Leary's data. The 110,000 loads was fixed at the 8th of
October meeting which was ultra vires, and that amount

appeared in the directors' reports to the shareholders of the
defendant Company only because of the agreement of

The

cannot rely on that.
The defendant Company has always maintained, however,
that there was a consensus at the meeting of October 8, and

October

8.

plaintiffs therefore

they are prepared to abide by the arrangements then made.
This also explains why they w^orked the high ground but
if that meeting was ultra vires, then nothing has
yet been
;

settled and the plaintiffs cannot succeed.
Hoslcyns, C. P., replied.

Cur. adv.

Fostea
livered

:

vult.

(Oct.

—

Buchanan,

10),

J.P.,

the

after

following

reciting

judgments

the

were

pleadings,

said

di-

:

—

This case has been so long before the Court, and so fully
and repeatedly argued, and the facts so fully set forth in the
reported judgments given on May 8, 1884, by my brothers
Jones and Laueence, that it appears to me a reiteration to

be with deliberation avoided to repeat those facts in detail.
I accept the clear statements of facts given in those judgments as statements to which I could add nothing with
advantage, and without a great waste of time. I was not
present at the delivery of the judgment in (juestion, which
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was one of absolution from the instance, but concurred in it,
as the matter then presented itself to me.
On re-argument
and reconsideration, however, I have come to the conclusion
'

that there should be a

judgment

of the high ground taken delivery of by
The case as it
defendants, and on these simple grounds.

now stands
no such

There
differently situated to tlie first action.
in
former
as
was
the
case
of
apparent
difficulty
is

number of loads agreed on, which in itself
was one reason for absolution granted. The surveyor who
measured the ground has now been called, and we have his
non-proot' of the

evidence before us supplying the former deficiency, and I
believe that he surveyed in the only way practicable, it being
impossible to do so at the stage we have reached in the

working of these mines with absolute certainty, short of
haulage of every load. Witliout going, as I have said, into
many details, I will simply say that in my opinion when,
on the 1st August, the Central Company at its meeting of
agreed to the resolution of the Rose Innes
shareholders of the 25th July, there was a completed

shareholders

contract between

them

in term'* of

the letter of June 28 as

It is true that the directors of

to this high ground.

both

subsequent meetings, and notably that of

Companies

at

October

without being specially empowered to arrange
Deeds of both Companies require, or

8,

details, as the Trust

reporting these details to their shareholders for ratification,
went beyond, and did certain acts which were ultra vires ;

but they being ultra vires must, as it seems to me, be simply
stripped away, leaving the contract as it stood between the

Companies on the

1st

measurement

lias

August.

That contract

fixed

the

ground above a certain level. IMie
been made, and according to the surveyor

price at 5s. a load for

all

there are 117,000 loads.

Making allowance

for

any error there

the measurement of the ground, if in
may
round numbers we tixed 100,000 as the number of loads,
that would give £25,000, less £5512 13s. -id., or equal to

have been

in

numbers £20,000, for which
judgment should be entered for the
the circumstances, I think this
with
costs.
Under
plaintiffs,
is the easiest and most (M|uitabl" way out of tiie difficulty
£19,487

amount

6s. 8(^,

I

am

July
"

^^•

oct^io.

for the plaintiffs for the
D.^M^Va.^M..

amount and value

is

, ^^*^28.

'

or say in round

of opinion

•1

V 2

^^'

''*'

^co.?Ld^'
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which both Companies liave landed themselves. The
Companies, by the delivery and working of the ground, and
transfer and re-transfer of scrip, are practically amalgamated.
Even although there might be refined legal difficulties to be

^^

still

found theoretically, the amalgamation cannot now be
It is to the joint interest of the parties that this

undone.

long pending dispute should be settled, and I believe the
present solution of it is the best that can be adopted to save
There is a certain class
further trouble and inconvenience.
of cases in which the equitable powers of the Court must be
called into the fullest play, and I think this is one of them.

Judgment

for plaintiffs for

£20,000 and

costs.

—

Since the former action between these parties
Jones, J.
was heard and decided in this Court, the real facts of the
:

case between the litigants have not altered, but in this suit
they have been presented to this Court under different
It would be an utter
pleadings and with fresh evidence.
waste of valuable time to repeat the statement of facts made
For the
in the judgment delivered upon the 8th May last.

purpose of the present judgment I need only state that I
have not found any reason to alter in any material degree
the views I then expressed. In the former action the
plaintiffs

relied

upon an agreement as

to the

number

of

In this action
loads of blue ground for which they claimed.
of
the
Mr.
Tucker
as
survey
shewing the
they rely upon

amount for which they are to be paid. In the last action I
" with the claim
set up in
held that we had merely to deal
the plaintiff's declaration, and with the pleas of the defen"
" to
enforce
that the plaintiff was then attempting
dant
;

not the terms contained in the letter of the 28th June
onlv," but that he was trying "to take advantage of the

agreement entered into between the directors of the two
companies in so far as it w-as not ultra vires," and that if the
"
Kose Innes Company
alleged %dtra vires at that meeting
the whole of the contract entered into must be treated as
I further pointed out that, upon the
null and void."
and
evidence
pleadings then before the Court, "if the
blue
of
amount
ground were fixed at any time it must have
the
been at
meeting on the 8th October, and then merely as
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a compromise, other conditions being added as a quid pro
quo for the concession as to the number of loads," that the
plaintiff had declared upon a special contract in which he
alleged that a specific number of loads was agreed upon between
the two companies, and that this agreement was made upon

the 1st August, "that no evidence was given as to the
nature of Mr. Tucker's measurement of the blue ground,"

and that the only information before the Court as to this was
to be gathered from the letter of the Central Company to
the Rose Innes Company of the 2-ith September.
The
a
concluded
now
on
the
plaintiff Company
agreement
alleges
1st August, 1883, containing the terms mentioned in the
letter of 28th June, 1883
that under the terms of this
agreement the defendant Company were entitled to deduct
from the amount payable by them in respect of the high
;

ground the sum of £5512

13s. 4:d.

being the excess of

of the plaintiff Company over assets
and that
under the agreement the assets and liabilities of the plainliabilities

;

Company and the possession, ownership and control over
the high ground were transferred to the defendant Company.
The plaintiff Company claims 117,940 loads as being the
tiff

extent of high ground according to measurement, and the
sura of £23,972 lOs. 8d. as the amount due for high ground

sum

alter the deduction of the

The

of

£5512

13s. 4:d. already

an altermeasure the ground on the
part of the defendant Company, and a prayer for an order
directing that the ground be measured and that the defenmentioned.

plaintiff

Company

also inserts

native count alleging neglect to

dant be ordered to pay the plaintiff Company at the rate of
The defendants virtually
5s. for every load of 16 cubic feet.
set up the same pleas as before, alleging that the letter of
the 28th June was a mere offer of amalgamation on a certain
basis, and that the defendant Company authorised their

directors

"

to

conclude

the

negotiations

and

settle
"

the

that
amalgamation with the plaintiff Company
similar powers were conferred upon the directors of the
details of

;

plaintiff (-ompany; that eventually the agreement of the
8th October was concluded and that amalgaiuatiou upon
;

the terms then agreed upon took place.
In an alternative;
plea tlu y allege that as the details of the amalgamation

i884.
..

29.

Ctet. 10.

r,^xf V^'Y;^

^^

"*•
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29.
30.

Oct. 10.

D

uoseinnes
M.

Co., Ld.,

"«•

c^ntra^i^-M.

plaintiffs cannot now
The defendants deny the ag-reement

have not yet been agreed upon the
recover in this action.

.

measure or that the ground has been measured in accordaucc with anv ao;reement, and that the number of loads
jg ^8 alleged, and they say that they have always been ready
and willing to work down this ground and account to the
Eose Innes Company. I need state the pleadings no further.

to

JO

Under

Deed the

their Trust

directors of these

Companies

any time and upon such terms as they might think
might
fit provisionally entertain such proposals to amalgamate their
at

Companies with any other Companies established for similar
purposes, and the directors could make proposals for that purpose 'provisionally, aiid such proposals when definitely arranged
must (according to the Trust Deed) be submitted to a special
general meeting of shareholders, and such general meeting has
power to take into consideration such proposals, and conclude
for amalgamation, purchase or acquisiIn
to arrange the details thereof.
the
directors
or
autliorise
tion,
the case before us proposals were made provisionally, by the

any final arrangement

Company, as we know from the letter
and certain terms were submitted as a
On the 25th July, 1883, the defendant
basis of negotiations.

directors of the Central

of the 28th June,

to accept the offer of the
" in terms of that
Company's letter of the
28th June, 1883," and authorised their directors to complete
the amalgamation of the Company's claims, with the sale of

Company's shareholders resolved
Central

Company

high ground, but the resolution did not empower the directors
to vary the terms of the agreement or to settle the terms of
amalgamation. In the same way the shareholders of the
Central

Company approved

had made the

offer to the

the action of their directors,

Rose Innes Company on the

who

basis

agreed to by the shareholders of the plaintiff Company,
and resolved " that their directors be empowered to carry
the

same into

effect

at as early a date as convenient."

On

the 1st August, therefore, there was a consent to certain
defined terras of amalgamation by both Companies, and
that which was at

first

a mere basis of negotiations became

a contract to amalgamate on certain terms.
By the resolutions passed the directors do not appear to have been
authorised

to vary the

terms

in

any way, nor were they
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authorised, as

is

and

negotiations
Under these

alleged

in

the plea,

settle

the

details

"

of

to

conclude the

amalgamation."

j^t^^k
••

f^-

oct^o.
appears to me that the
of
time
the
the
at
made
amalgamation being D^M^a.^Ld.,
agreement
"*'
^'
carried out was ultra vires, and therefore cannot stand.
*^co! m^'

The
fore

circumstances

it

defendants' plea setting up this agreement must thereCan, then, that which was done within the powers

fail.

of the directors hold good
reason why it should not.

?

There appears to be no good
In accordance with the terms of

the letter of the 28th June, the plaintiff Company are
entitled to the payment of 5s. per load of 16 cubic feet,

from the amalgamated Company, for all ground above the
measured downwards from the level of the

level of 100 feet,

top of the hard rock, facing road 6, north. Any balance
between liabilities and assets over Mining Board paper is to

be deducted from the payment to be made on account of
The Court has now to determine whether
high ground.
is sufficient
proof of the extent of measurement of the
blue
high
ground, and for myself I think the Court has
sufficient data upon which to rest its judgment in the

there

survey of Mr. Tucker, now in evidence. Allowing for all
possible errors in this measurement, I concur in thinking
that judgment should be for the plaintiff for £20,000, with
costs.
Attorney, IIiiodks.
LOefendants' Attorneys, Stow
rl'laintifls'

London

"|

& Caldecott. J

and South African 1'^xploration Company,
Limited, vs. Uutoitspan Mining Doaud.

—

Assessment of claim proAct 19, 1883, §§ 43, 51, 78, 81.
Board.
Poivers
Mandamus.
of Mining
2)^rti/.

—

An

application for a

mandamus

—

to conijjel

remove from the assessment

roll

a Mining Board

of

the

Mine

to

certain

applicants, tlie owners of the
had
heen improperly assessed as
u'hich
soil,
they alleged
"
claim property." was refused, the Court liolding tliat f/hi

property

belonging

to

the

in issue hetireen the parties could
factorily determined, on mot'inu,.

matters

not he satis-
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E

3 0-

^1 rati n'co

Dutoit=^*an

Alining Board,

mandamus on the defendant
T-i
remove from the assessment roll of the Dutoitspan
^^^'^® ^ Certain portion of the mine belonging to the appli^^^^ Company, which portion the applicants alleged had
This was a motion for a

1

Board

1

•

to

wrongfully Included in the assessment roll.
affidavit of Mr. J. B. Currey, manager of the applicant Company, set forth that on December 3, 1883, the
respondent Board framed an assessment roll of claims liable
j^ggjj

The

the said mine in terms of the provisions of
Act 19 of 1883, and that thereafter the said Board levied

to assessment in

certain rates

upon the assessed value

that on inspection of

;

the assessment roll he had ascertained that certain portions
of the estate of the applicant Company, not being claims,

had been placed on the said roll, and assessed under the
description and designation of claims that a correspondence
had ensued between the applicant Company and respondent
Board, in which the former contended that they owned no
claims properly so called in the mine and the latter disputed that position. He further said that there were no
;

now in dispute upon the official register
mine, and that the applicant Company was likely to
suffer damage to its credit if their said property were not

such claims as those
of

tlie

removed from the assessment

roll.

There was a further

Mr. Currey, in his capacity as Eegistrar of
Claims in Dutoitspan Mine, in which he deposed that the
claims to which the notice of motion referred were not
affidavit

of

registered in the name of the applicant Company in the
In reply, the affidavit of Captain
Register of Claims.

Yonge, Chairman of the respondent Board, alleged that the
claims in question (or portions of the estate in question)
were situated within the limits of the said mine, and that in
the year 1881, when the deponent was Registrar of Claims,
they were upon the Register of the mine, but that in that
year

j\Ir.

whom

Kilgour, the manager of the applicant Company,

Currey had succeeded, was appointed Registrar of
The deponent attached to his affidavit an advertisement taken from a local paper, published on the day on
IMr.

Claims.

which he made

his affidavit, wherein

it

appeared that the

applicant Company had offered the lease of the said portions
of the mine for sale, describing the plots by the claim

571

numbers used in the mine and in the assessment roll (the adver"
tisement was headed Sale of ground in Dutoitspan Mine.")

i884.

Julv 29
..

L.

BosTcyns,

C.

P. (with

him

Forster),

applicants,

a right to dig granted by the landlord to some one else.
Therefore, unless the Act of Parliament had forced that
"

upon him, the landlord could not possess a claim,"
"
which meant a " claim in another's land. Sect. 81 of x\ct 19
position

of 1883, as regards the definition of a claim,

—

is

in the follow'

*'
Save all existing rights, the word claim
ing terms
shall be taken to mean any portion of ground assigned for
'

mining purposes, of a size to be from time to time proclaimed
by the Governor." Unless the ground be shewn to have
been actually assigned for mining purposes at the time of
the assessment it was not a " claim." The Act was stringent
enough against the proprietors of the land, and they should
be protected in every possible way that the strict wording of
the Act would permit. The portions of ground in question
were not abandoned claims. They were once on the Kegister

and are now lying vacant, and therefore they were in the
same condition legally as virgin soil. [Buchanan, J.P.
Ought not some fuller description to have been given of the
:

—

ground in question ? The question of the landlord's liability
was fully discussed in the case of Griqualand West Compamj
vs. L. & 8. A. Exploration Co. in the Court of Appeal (1 l)uch.
Since that case, however, the present KoX 19 of
C. A. 239).
1883 has been passed.]

By virtue of sect. 78 of the Act, the
in
certain
would,
circumstances, be forced to
proprietors
become claimholders but that section does not govern the
;

present

case, in

which we contend that these claims, not

being on the Register, ifso facto revert as portion of their
Should you not
farm to the landlord. [Buchanan, J.P.
have gone further and stated that this ground had not been
:

"

3 o.'
s.

A.

Exploration Co.

for the

contended that they were entitled to come to the Court for
a mandamus, as it was very prejudicial to them to appear
upon the roll as liable to rates. A claim, he contended, was

:

&

assigned for mining purposes ?
stops been taken by the Board

"

—

—

Have any
Jones, J.
The
under sect. 78 ?]
:

respondents are in a dih 'mrnu. If tbey have taken the proper
steps under sect. 78, and the proper times have elapsed, then,

j)^;;^^^^
Mining Board,

572
applicants not having undertaken the liabilities mentioned in the section, the respondents are themselves the
^oldcrs of the claims in question; but if they have not
Fs^ioraMonCo
^o'^'ed Under that section, then they have not forced the
Dutoite^an
1884.

»

tlie

3 "-

Mining Board,

applicant

into

Company

of a

the

claimholder.

— Under whatposition
section of the Act

was the
[Buchanan. J.P,
assessment made?] Under sect. 43. The claims therein
intended must be actual not potential claims. Sect. 51 refers
:

to the levying of rates on claims in the mine.
These rates
are levied by the Mining
'ard, and it would be monstrous

B

that the landlord should be taxed by a Board in the election
of which he had had no voice.
The landlord is in a most

and it is the object of the Mining Board to
burden him in every way. He may possibly be forced to
keep his claims safe, but that would have to be by an action

difficult position,

—

That point
brought for that purpose. [Buchanan, J.P.
was argued in the Court of Appeal. Whatever may be the
:

landlord's position as regards virgin soil, what is his position
when he takes over a claim once worked ?] The Legislature

evidently thought that the common law was not sufficient,
and accordingly sect. 78 of the Act defines his position. But

does not matter whether these are virgin claims or not.
as the servitude is abandoned the ground reverts to
the landlord unencumbered it is no longer a " claim," and
the landlord cannot be held liable as though the servitude

it

As soon

;

—

Is your proper remedy
[Buchanan, J.P.
by motion? The assessment took place in December, 1883,
since then there has been correspondence, and it is now near

still

existed.

:

the end of July 1884. Should you not have instituted an
action ?]
It is submitted that wo have a remedy by motion.

The Company will be damaged if it is found it can be rated.
The manager's affidavit shews apprehension of irreparable
The hardship is not great. The landlord
loss. [Jones, J.
:

holds the

soil,

—

but he has granted a certain servitude.

then the servitude

unburdened, ought
he worked the claims, would he not be liable to rates

The

If

surrendered, and he gets

his property
not the liabilities to follow ? Suppose

is

?]

articles of association prevent the applicant

from mining.
farm.

[Buchanan,

A portion

J.P.

:

—

Company
The Company has the

thereof is subdivided into claims.

Suppose
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down 100

the claim were worked

and the nature of tlie
If the claim is then surrendered
feet,

ground were thus changed.
to the landlord does he not become saddled with the responThat is arguable. He might possibly have to
sibilities ?]
keep

claim

his

sai'e.

[Buchanan,

J.P.

:—You might

As to the
possibly have a strong position in an action.]
"
it
is
headed
of
in
Sale
advertisement,
Dutoitspan
ground
Mine," which means that there is a portion of ground which
The
to assign for mining purposes.
describing the portions of ground only shew that

the landlord wishes

numbers
there

is soil

which could be assigned for mining purposes,
for convenient reference by comparison with

and are used

the published

map

numbered

portions

mine, which
a particular way.

of the
in

is

divided

into

The applicants

have no objection to being put upon terms to bring their
action

if

necessary.

Lord, Q.C. (with him Hopleij), for the respondents, contended that this was not a matter whicli could be decided on
motion, and that no
cants.

[Jones,

We

damage had been shewn by the

appliassess unregistered property as
assess because the ground is in the mine, and
J.

:

— You

claims.]
it is rateable
property in the mine.

may have

[Jones, J.

:

—They

been claims once and be now quite worthless.]
The Board
that is not the case.

The advertisement shews

is not at present levying any
remove from the assessment

rate,
roll

and the Court is asked to
property which may, in a

few days time, if the applicant Company is successful in
selling it, have an owner who can work it, and then the r)oard
could not assess

be refused.

On

it.

that ground alone the motion should

"claim property." It belongs
applicant Company, but on the 14th
have sold, as their advertisement shews an

IMoreover, this is

at present to the

August they may
intention to

sell,

to various purchasers,

who

will

then become

under the assessment. Again they may be abandoned
and then sect. 78 of the Act may be put in force,
and the applicant Company will, if they do not surrender

liable

claims,

the property to the Board, become liable to rates upon the
of the assessment.
Why not
[Buchanan, J.P.

basis

:

—

under the 78th section?]
That secti(jn
In the i'aec
and
it is very
compulsory
stringent.

])roceed

is

not

()(

the

'«***•

Jnly

29.

»

^ "-

ExpioMtiouCo
p^toitspan
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advertisement of the intended sale by the applicant

#84.
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30.

l.&s!a.
^^Ld*,

Mining

\T

°'

iSd.

Company

the Board would have been wrong to have attempted to put
the section in force. This is claim property in the mine,
and therefore liable to be assessed as laid down by the Act.

When

Captain Yonge ceased to be the Eegistrar of Claims
His successors in that

these claims were in the Register.

have been Mr. Kilgour and Mr. Currey, both managers
of the applicant Company.
They knew the full history of
these claims from the Register, and have removed them

office

from

it

for their

own

the Register, there
strike

them

off,

purposes.

The claims ought

to be

on

nothing giving the Registrar power to
and he may be compelled by an application
is

This was not a case for an
Board brought an action for the rates upon
the present assessment, the applicants could resist and
defend the action. At present however the Board had only
assessed, as the Act empowered them to do, and as it was their
bounden duty to do. A great many points were involved,
and the Court would prejudice the position of respondents
by an order at present.
to this Court to restore them.
interdict.

If the

Hopley (on the same side) pointed out that the Mining
initiate proceedings under the 78th section.

Board could not

He

argued that the ground had been assigned for
mining purposes, as it was included in the proclaimed area of
the Dutoitspan Mine.
also

Hoshjns, C. P., replied.
Cur. adv.

vult.

Postea (July 30),

Buchanan,

—

J.P., after

referring to

the

nature of the

motion, proceeded to say that the respondents had tlie right
to assess the claim property in the mine, and tlie first question
the Court had to decide in dealing with the matter was
"
whether the property in question \\ as " claim
property.
Claims are defined by sect. 81 of Act 19 of 1883 as portions
Has the property
of ground assigned for mining purposes.
now soufrht to be removed from the assessment roll been so

once appeared in the mine and on the
Register as claims. This was the case in Captain Yonge's
assigned

?

It

675

know by what means they
were removed, nor does the Court know whether they w^ere
ever abandoned. The applicants have had ample oppor-

time, and the Court

,.

does not

-IT

,..

,

„

•

1

P

T

1

1

•

l.

&

;

now,
1

kind of claims these are, whether they are virgin soil, or
have been worked and then abandoned, or whether they have
a

difficulty

Accordingly the Court experiences
The
deciding the matter on motion.

at all.

in

applicants have based one of their main arguments on the
depreciation of their shares if the relief prayed for is not
granted, but they have not shewn to the satisfaction of the

Court that this will be the result. On the other hand, the
Court is in the dark as to why the respondents have not
availed themselves of the strong remedies which they have
under sect. 78 of the Act. The Court is of opinion that
there are too

points involved for the matter
an
and the application must
action,
by

many important

to be decided save

therefore be refused, with costs.

Jones,

J.,

concurred.

& Caldecott .1

TApplicants' Attorneys, Stow
[_Kespondents' Attorney, D. J.

Haarhoff.

Fenton
Collusive sale

and

vs.

delivery.

J

Boyle & Co.

—Husband
—Fraud.

and

ivife.

— Inter-

jjleader.

WJiere a debtor against ivliom iivo judgments had been obtained,
and under one of them a writ of attachment placed

upon

certain movable property, entered into a deed of sale, ivith
another creditor, of all his movable property, and the
creditor received the keys of the premises, and

thereupon

handed them

to

the

debtor s

ivife,

and placed her in

possession as manageress at a salary, for the purpose of
carrying on the business in precisely the same manner as
before

:

— Held, on appeal,

that there

a.

Ld., vs.

Dutoitepan

just before an advertised sale 01 this very property, they Mining
proceed on motion. The Conrt has not been informed what

been abandoned

s.

Exploration Co.

1

tunitv 01 brmo'me: an action but nave not done so

i884.
,,^30.'

had been no genuine

Board,
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delivery hy the debtor to the creditor, and that the transaction, as against a subsequent attachment by a judgment
creditor, must be set aside as fraudulent.
1884.

—

Boyle

&

Co.

This was an appeal from a judgment of tlie Assistant
Resident Magistrate of Kimberley, in an action in which
Jb rank
Jioyle & Uo. and K. Jbenton were summoned, under

58 of schedule B to Act 20, 1856, to have it determined whether certain movable property, attached under
a judgment obtained by Fenton, and claimed by F. Boyle

sect.

&

From the
Co., was the property of the latter or not.
evidence taken in the Magistrate's Court it appeared that,
on June 25, 1884, one A. Kowley, by a deed of sale, sokl to
F.

Boyle

&

Co. the

stock, furniture

and

effects

of the

"

Oriental Bodega," being all the movable property he was
at that time possessed of, for £113 ^s. 6c?., for which sum he

was indebted to Frank Boyle

&

Co., for goods

previously

and delivered. F. Boyle & Co.'s manager went to the
premises and there was a formal handing over of possession
on the morning of the same day, and immediately after

sold

Mrs. Rowley was left in possession, as manageress, at a
The keys
salary of £3 a week, with her husband's consent.
were handed by Rowley to Boyle & Co.'s manager, who

handed them to J\Irs. Rowley, and she immediately unlocked
and opened tlie premises. At the time of the sale there was
an attachment upon the property obtained by one Dallamore,
which was subsequently taken off, and the judgment satisfied

by Rowley. On the previous day, June 21, Fenton had
recovered judgment for £7 2s. and costs amounting to
£1 IGs. against Rowley, and he took out a writ of execution on the 5th July following, under which part of the
above mentioned property was attached. Frank Boyle

&

property under their deed of sale. It
that
appeared
Boyle & Co. were unaware of Dallamore's
attachment at the time the deed of sale was entered into,
but Rowley was aware of it as, already raeniionecl, and subCo.

claimed

the

sequently satisfied the judgment.

The magistrate

declared the property not executable, and
ordered the oi'iginal plaintiff, Fenton, to [.'ay the costs, and
Iron! this

judgment he now appealed.
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Lord, Q.C., appeared for the appellant and was proceeding
to aro'ue
that the facts shewed no real bond fide triinsaction,'
"
•'

when
called upon,

who contended that
June there was a delivery by Rowley to
The fact that the latter placed Mrs. Rowley

Hoskyns, C. P., for the respondents,

on the

25th

&

Co.

than any other person, did not disprove
This was not a case of insolvency, and there was

in possession, rather

delivery.

no question of undue preference. At any rate, in a case of this
kind, the messenger was not to judge, but that point was not
now before the Court of the creditors whose names were
before the Court, Dallamore had been paid, and Fenton was
;

secured

;

Bens

Barn's Trustee,

vs.

Bandall, 1 Buch. E.D.C. 62

;

2 Menz.

Brown

vs.

89

;

Long

vs.

Messenger of the
Lean's Trustee vs.

B. M. Court, Queenstown, Buch. 1876, 49
In all these cases judgment
Cerutti, Buch. 1869, 313.
went on the question of delivery, and clearly here there was
;

a delivery by

Rowley

to Boyle

—

&

Co.

The transaction was not a bond
Lord, Q.G., in reply
in
was
fact no delivery.
and
there
The whole
fide one,
:

transaction was suspicious;
to

Boyle

&

possession.

Rowley sold all his propertv
who
Co.,
immediately placed Mrs. Rowley in
If there was a delivery, why did Boyle & Co.

allow Dallamore's writ to be executed and remain in force

The

transaction was a colourable one, and
the fact that the goods were not removed, or intended to be

till

^

—

Fenton
Boyle

The Court

Boyle

i^s*.

July 9th

?

C

removed, shewed it: Twijne's case, 1 Sm. L.
p.
Wordall vs. Smith, therein cited, and 1 Camp. 333

1,
;

and

Long

The possession of Mrs. Rowley was
Bandall, ubi sup.
of Rowley himself.
the
but
possession
nothing
vs.

—

Buchanan, J. P.: I am of opinion that the ]\[agistrate
was wrong in the judgment given in the interpleader suit.
The case of Long vs. Bandall is in point; the judgment in
case was based on the fact that there was no delivery.
(His Lordship then went at length into the facts of the case
The question is, lias there ever been a
and proceeded)

tliat

:

—

legal lund fide delivery to

P)()yle

&

Co.?

The

transaction

&

va.

Co.

578
1884.

-—

^
Fenton

vs.

&

Co.

Boyle

All the property was
appears to me to be colourable.
to avoid the Jiudirment
debtor.
was in
passed
Kowley
^
^
J
difficulties, and hence this transaction was entered into to
^

^

protect him, to defeat his creditors, or to assist Boyle & Co.
No action was taken by Boyle & Co. until July 9. 1 have

come

to the conclusion that the property

out of

Eowley's possession,

and that

was never really
appeal must

the

therefore be allowed.

—

I quite concur.
This is one of those
Jones, J.
transactions which I regret to say are too commonly resorted
In order to avoid
to by judgment debtors in this district.
:

the legitimate execution of the writs of judgment creditors,
a form of sale and delivery is gone through, in order that
when the messenger appears the property may be said to

belong to some one

else.
There has been no real Tjond fide
and delivery and the whole transaction can only be
viewed as an attempted fraud upon creditors, and the sale
as merely fictitious.
The appeal was therefore allowed, with costs.

sale

;

•

Attorney, Beevor.
~|
[Appellant's
Res<pondent8' Attorney, O. J. Haariioff. J
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MAGISTRATES' CASES REVIEWED.

Queen

vs.

Ordinance 24, 1847, §§

A prisoner

1,

ivho has committed

Jacob.
10.

an

— Gaol

regulations.

assault on a convict

guard

charged with contravening sect. 10 of Ordinance 24 of 1817.
Before such prisoner can he sen-

sJiouId

he

tenced

to

lashes

it

is

necessary

to

prove that he was

undergoing a hard lahour sentence at

the time

of

the

offence.

Laurence,

J.

:

— This

ease

comes

in

review from the

i884.

Resident Magistrate of the District of Herbert, before whom,
^^^^li
on April 29, the prisoner was charged with " contravening Queon~Jacob.
the gaol regulations promulgated by H.E. the Governor in
sect. 1 of Ordinance 24 of 1847," by assaulting
a convict guard.
The prisoner was a convict in the Douglas
Gaol.
He pleaded " not guilty " to this charge, but was
convicted and sentenced to receive 25 lashes. It is difficult

terms of

why the prisoner was not charged under
10 of the Ordinance, which expressly provides for
I am not aware, and have no
offences of this description
to

understand

sect.

;

ready means of ascertaining, under what Regulations the
but in any case Regulations under
j\Iagistrate proceeded
;

1 could not be inconsistent \\ith the provisions of the
Ordinance itself, which provides that only such convicts as
sect.

are undergoing sentences of hard labour shall be liable to
lashes for offences against prison discipline. The ]\[agistrate
in this case, as in several others which have recently been

before me from other Magistrates, omitted to take any
evidence that the prisoner was undergoing such a sentence.
1 should bo glad if the Crown Prosecutor nould consider the
case.
V.ii..

JL— Paut

111.— (;.

W.

2

Q

680

mTs.

^""'^'"^

^^^^y ^^)

~

13.

Queen~Jacob.

produced certain regulations for the
had been framed in 1882, but said
which
Kimberley Gaol,
was
there
nothing precisely applicable to the offence for
which the prisoner had been tried.
There was no doubt
the Magistrate should have proceeded under sect. 10 of
SosJci/ns,

C.

P.,

and tliere was no positive evidence that the
prisoner was under a hard labour sentence, and therefore

the Ordinance

;

liable to lashes.

Conviction quashed.

Queen
Act 28, 1883,

§§

vs.

Pols.

75, d4t.— Payment

Where a prisoner has been

convicted under

188S, of selling liquor without a

for the Magistrate under
portion

sect.

of the fine imposed

to

informers.

sect.

75 of Act 28,

licence, it is not

94
to

competent
aivard payment of
the traps engaged in
to

obtaining the conviction.

—

J^J*g
" ^^

Queen

-

^..rois.

Laueence, J.: On May 2 a prisoner named Max Pols
was charged before the Assistant Magistrate of Dutoitspan
^^^-^j^
contravening sect. 75 of Act 28, 1883, by selling liquor
without a licence to two natives, who were traps employed
by the police. He was convicted and sentenced to pay a
fine of £20, or two months imprisonment with hard labour
and the evidence fully supported the conviction. On appli;

made by the police inspector, who prosecuted, under
section 94 of the Act, the Magistrate awarded the sum of
£1 to each of the two native traps. The section provides
cation

that " the Court before which any offence against this Act
shall be prosecuted may direct that any portion not exceeding

one-half of any penalty imposed and recovered, shall be paid
or awarded to any person who may have
given such information as shall

have led to the conviction of the offender." As

I

read this section, the intention of the legislature was that

581
these payments should be

made

to persons giving informa-

tion leading to the conviction of offenders against the

Act

;

was never intended that such payment should be
made to traps employed by the police to induce a committal
If such a course is adopted, it may
of the offence.
open the
door to grave abuses, the rewards may be regarded as bribes,
and a powerful temptation and incentive to give false
but

it

evidence may be supplied. I should be glad if the Crown
Prosecutor would consider whether in his opinion persons in
the position of the traps employed in the present case are
within the meaning of the section, or whether the order for
payments was not really ultra vires. Whether ultra

tliese

vires or not, I

think there can be

little

doubt of

inex-

its

pediency.
Postea

(May 13),—

HosJcyns, G. P., said he concurred in thinking that sect. 94
would not cover a grant of portions of the fines imposed to
the traps employed.

The Court

accordingly confirmed the conviction and
payment to the traps.

sentence, but quashed the order for the

Queen

vs.

Kichards.

— Liahility of
—
—
agent.
Proof of agency. Mens

Act 28, 1883,

An

§§ 81, 82.

licencee

for

acts

of

rea.

order for the closing of certain licensed premises having
been issued hy a Magistrate, under sect. SI of Act 28,

1883, S., a i)erson then serving customers on the premises,
disobeyed the order. B., the holder of the licence, in his

an insolvent estate, was convicted of
82 of the Act.
Held, that as there
the order had been served on 11 or tliat

capacity as trustee of

contravening

sect.

was no proof that
S. was his agent, the conviction must

,

be quaslied.
2 Q

li

n&y*8.

lif'
Q^e^^^

^»-

^»^'-

582
1884.

May

19.

'"

^»-

Kichrrds'

,

Jones,

'

J.

:— Greorere
^

Richards who holds a licence, in his
;

f-apacity as trustee of an insolvent estate, for certain preDiiscs in Tliompson Street, Kiraberley, was charged on May 6

before the
of

Act

Police Magistrate with contravening sect. 82
by disobeying an order for closing his

28, 1883,

had been made by the Resident
He pleaded
the
under
provisions of sect. 81.
Magistrate
*'
Sect. 81
not guilty," but was convicted and fined £5 Is.
"
is
or
tumult
riot
Where
oc<Mirs!, or
any
provides that
licensed premises which

in any place, the Resident Magistrate,
or any two justices of the peace, may order any or every
licensed person in or near such place to close his premises
during any time which such magistrate or justices may see

expected to occur

It ap[)ears that in this case the Magistrate had made
for the closing of all licensed premises, and this

fit."

an order

order had been addressed not to the accused, but to tlie
Commissioner of Police, who had enforced it by his officers.

The

order, however, did not allege that any riot or tumult
to occur, and there is no

had occurred or was expected

evidence of such riot or tumult having happened, or being
The record contains
anticipated, in the present record.

evidence that the Magistrate's order was transmitted to one
who was on the premises, serving " behind the
counter," and who neglected to obey it; but there is no
Sweet,

Sweet was in charge of the premises, or
that he was acting as agent for the accused.
I should be
if
the
Prosecutor
would
Croiun
consider
whether
he is
glad

direct evidence that

prepared to support the conviction.
Postea

(May 20),—

Hoshyns, C. P., argued in support of the conviction. As
to the order being served on Sweet and not on the actual
licencee, the latter might be away, and there might bo

sudden occasion

for the

closing

The
houses.
and purposes the agent

of licensed

person in charge was to all intents
of the licencee, and service on him

was therefore

sufficient

;

he contended there was sufficient evidence that Sweet was
in charge and was authorised to act as he had done.
If
effect

were not given to the presumption of ageiicy

in

such

583
of the Act in this respect
would
circumstances the provisions
'
•^
be nugatory.
J.

— Sweet

Laurence,
his own conduct.
:

The

of any person on the premises until the contrary
appeared ; but under the present Act it wouhl seem that
tlie acts

agency must be proved.

and when served

:

— Sweet was

behind the

selling liquor

bar,

the order said he should keep open.

He

submitted there was sufficient proof of his agency to
make Richards criminally liable for his acts. As to the

other point, he argued that it was unnecessary to set forth
that there was a riot or apprehension of riot. When the

an order it was to be presumed that he
had acted properly, but if he had acted ultra vires an action
would lie against him. His order could be properly issued
through the Commissioner of Police in the circumstances
contemplated by the Act prompt action was required.
]\Iagistrate issued

;

Jones, J., after referring to the facts of the case, said it
was unnecessary to decide the other points which had been
discussed, as the conviction must be quashed on the ground
that there was no proof of service of the order for closing the
premises upon the accused. The evidence shewed that

Sweet and his wife were on the premises at the time, but
there was nothing to shew in what capacity in the absence
;

of any proof of agency the conviction could not be sustained.

Laurence,
Somerset

March
"

vs.

29,

J,,

concurred,

Hart,

1884

reported

and referred
as

folio w^s

in

to the

case

Weehhj

of

Notes,

:—

Case stated by Justices.

a licensed pcr-son,

under

tlie

^-

vs.

Richards.

of agency.
Under the
present case there was any proof
former local Ordinance the licencee was rendered liable for

witii

19.
'^

Queen

could have been prosecuted for
Act renders liable "any person

resisting or obstructing the execution of any such order," and
not merely the licencee. The question is whether in the

HosJcyns, C. P.

i884.

May

On

an information aqainst the respondent,

Licensing

x^ct,

1^72,

sect. 17,

fur suH'eriiiLr

584
1884.

May

19.

,.

20.

Queen

vs.

Kichards.

gaming on the premises, it appeared that gaming had taken place in a
room on the premises with the linowledge of the potman employed by the
It did not appear that the potman was in charge of the
resjx)ndent.
The Magistrates found that there was no evidence that the
premises.
respondent had any actual knowledge that the gaming was going on or
that he had willingly shut his eyes to it, and they decided that the knowpotman was not constructively the
therefore dismissed the information.

ledge of the

and
"

knowledge of the respondent

The Court (Lord Coleridge, C.J. and Cave,

J.) held that the

potman

not appearing to have been in charge of the premises, and there being no
evidence of connivance on the part of the respondent, the Magistrates were
right in not convicting."

The
falls

present case (his Lordship continued) in my opinion
The licencee
within the principle of that decision.

cannot be held criminally liable unless agency is proved,
may fairly be presumed from the facts of the case and in

or

;

the absence of such proof this conviction ought to be quashed.

Conviction and sentence quashed accordingly.

Queen

vs.

Michell.

Ordinance 24, 1847, §§ 10-12.— Act 5, 1866-7, §
Ordinance 5, 1876, Qriqualand West, § 13.

An

unconvicted 'prisoner cannot he sentenced

attempting
1884.

Mav

19.

Queen

vs.

Michell.

to escape

from

to

3.—

lashes

for

gaol.

—

A case has come before me in review from
Jones, J.
the Resident IMagistrate of Hay in which a prisoner named
Micliell was charged with contravening sect. 12 of Ordi:

nance 24, 1847, by attempting to escape from gaol. He
pleaded guilty, and was sentenced to six months imprisonThe
ment with hard labour and to receive 25 lashes.
prisoner had been apprehended while drunk, and before he
could be brought before the M;igistrate had made a very
determined attempt to break out of gaol. As at this time

he was not under any sentence of hard labour, the lashes

585
were illegally imposed and must be struck out
24, 1847, sect. 10; Act 5, 1866-1867,' sect. 3
5, 1876, Griqualand West, sect. 13.
'

'

'

'

Queen
Act 28,

vs.

:

Ordinance

;
'

Ordinance

^^^*-'"

'—

,

Queen

vs.

Micueii.

Gonga.

1883.— Kafir

heer.

Where a prisoner was
called

liquor
evidence

"

convicted of selling certain intoxicating
"
without a licence, and the
Kafir beer

was very conflicting as to whether the liquor sold
was of an intoxicating nature, the conviction was quashed.

—

Jones, J. :- A prisoner named Gonga was charged on
April 21 before the Assistant Magistrate of Dutoitapan with
contravening sect. 75 of Act 28, 1883, by selling without
"
certain intoxicating liquor commonly called Kafir
a licence
beer

"

;

tenced.

he pleaded not guilty, but was convicted and senIn this case the evidence was very conflicting

Several respectable witnesses were called for the defence,
among them a native minister and the interpreter of the High
Court, who swore that they were familiar with the various
kinds of Katir beer, and that the particular kind sold by the
On the other hand the evidence
prisoner was non-intoxicant.

Crown was very weak. One of tlie native traps
" I
could drink a bucket-full of this beer
employed said,
without being drunk before X finished the second bucket I
for

the

;

was not intoxicating,
no contravention of the Act. As
the evidence on this point is so conflicting, the prisoner was
entitled to the benefit of the doubt, and the conviction must
should be drunk."

it is

If the liquor sold

clear that there was

be quashed.

i8a4.
'

—

"

Gonga.'

586

Queen

Griesel.

vs.

Act 17, 18Q7.— False pretences.— Theft.
ivas convicted of stock-theft, and the evidence
shew that he had 7'eleased certain cattle, the

Where a prisoner
went

to

of his master, from a pound, hy falsely representing that a certain heifer, tvhich he left as security for

'py'operty

the

pound-money, was also his

master''s

that the prisoners conduct did not

amount

property
to

a

;

held,

theft of the

heifer.
1884.

—

June

^ —

A case has come before mo for review in
Jones, J.
which a r
was charfred
prisoner named Griesel, alias Myburo-h,
»
p
.
:

16.

^

-

.

,

Queen DS.Gnesel.

'

'

before the Resident Magistrate of Herbert with stock-theft,
under Act 17 of 1867 he pleaded " not guilty," but ^as
;

convicted and sentenced to nine months imprisonm'^nt with
hard labour. As my brother Laurence has pointed out to

me, the trial purports to have been begun on April 20,
which was dies dominicus, but it is unnecessary to consi ler
the effect of this, as the conviction must be quashed on
another ground.

The

prisoner, a lierd,

was sent to take his

He had no money and
master's cattle out of the pound.
wanted to leave one of the oxen as security. On the poundmaster objecting to the ox, the prisoner ultimately ai^reed to
leave a heifer, which was then in the pound, but which did
not belong to his luaster, and gave a A\ritten undertaking
that this heifer should become tlie property of the pound-

master

if

The
the other cattle were not duly redeemed.
Crown was that the prisoner ftilsely represented

case for the

was his master's property, and he was
There
accordingly convicted of stealing it from the owner.
was some evidence that the prisoner might have been under
that

this

heifer

the hona-fide belief that the heifer did belong to his master
but in any case there was no taking or theft by him of the
;

heifer,

and the conviction and sentence must therefore be

quashed.

587

Queen

vs.

Jack.

Act 18, 1873,

A

Jones,

J.

:

sect.

—This

Justice of the

Barkly.

7.

7 of Act 18, 1873, cannot he
with
hard labour.
imprisonment

prisoner convicted binder
sentenced to

§

The

case comes in review from the Special
Peace at Keiskamma, in the District of
prisoner was charged with contravening

Act 18, 1873, by unlawfully absenting
himself from his master's premises, or other place appointed
The prisoner, who was
for the performance of his work.
clause 2 of sect. 7 of

"
guilty," and was sentenced
employed in digging, pleaded
to pay a fine of 40s., or to be imprisoned for one month, with
hard labour. The Act provides that any person contravening
"
thi^, section
may be fined any sum not exceeding £2, and
in default of payment be sentenced to be imprisoned for any

period not exceeding one month."
Unfortunately
no provision for the imposition of hard labour

it
;

portion of the sentence must therefore be struck out.

V^.i. ir.-

Tai;t

li!.-
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